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CHRISTIAN LINDTNER 

WHAT IS THE DHARMAS CATURBHADRAH? 

This question arises when we read in NSgarjunu's RamdvalT 2.39: 

satyatydgasamaprajhdcaturbhadro narddhipah f 
dharmai caturbhadra iva stQyate devamdnusaih U 

‘A king blessed with the four [virtues ofj truth[fulness|, generosity, 

peace of mind and wisdom is praised by gods and men, just as the 

dharma that is caturbhadra is [praised by gods and men).’ 

What, exactly, is the dharma that is here referred to, and in what sense 

is it bhadra in terms of four - four what? What are the four (things ? 

virtues?) that render it bhadra? And what, exactly, does bhadra mean ? 

Why four? Why not two, three or five? 

Unfortunately, the RatndvalTtikd of Ajitamitra - the only Indian 

commentary transmitted to us - is not of much avail. It merely says: 

bden pa la sogs pa’i chos bzi po phan yon dan bcas par bsad pa gah 
yin pa de dan Idem pa’i phan yon gian yah bden gtoh zes by a ba la 
sogs pas bstan te / bzah po’i don bsgrub pa’i phyir bden pa la sogs pa 
yon tan bzi dan Idan pa ni bzah ba yin no II bden pa la sogs pa bzis 
bzah na cir 'gyur ie na / bstod cih bshags par ’gyur ro II ji itar bur 
ie na l chos bzi po 'di bzah ba ji ita bur te / rnam pa bzi yah yin la 
bzah ba yah yin pas de skad ces bya'o // (ed. Yukihiro Okada, p. 90). 

The syntax is not always quite clear: 

The caturdharma beginning with satya etc., which is stated to be beneficial, is also, 
with the words satyaty&ga- etc. taught to have other benefits associated with it. 
Having the four virtues of satya etc., it is bhadra, because it establishes bhadrdrtha. 
But what, then, if [the dharma] is bhadra thanks to the four, viz. satya etc.? Then 
it is praised and extolled. How so? In what sense are the four dharmas [said to be] 
bhadral They are said to be so because it is of four kinds and because it is also 
bhadra. 

To search for an answer to our query we may first look closer at the 

context, and then, if possible, at parallel passages elsewhere in works 

by the same author, or else in works with which our author - Nagarjuna 

- is known to have been familiar. 

The context is clear enough. NSgStjuna is offering his advice to a 

king. He has just extolled the four virtues of satya (34-35), tydga (36 ). 

upasama (37) and prajhd (38). It is, then, in this sense that the king is 
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bhadra. i.e. to the extent that he be in possession of the four virtues of 
satya, tydga. (upa) sanui, and prajhd. There is nothing specific Buddhist 
in this catalogue of virtues. Similar lists are found in many works on 
dharmasastra. The Mahabharata also gives various lists of catvari 
b had rani, e.g. kirti. dyus. yasas and bala\ or dharma, jnana, vairdgya 
and aisvaryw, or dharma, artha, kdma and bala. See Bohtlingk and 
Roth, Sanskrit-Worterbuch, s.v, bliadra. More on this later. 

Likewise - and this is significant - NSgStjuna in the preceding verses 
uses a terminology that is not specifically Buddhist. He, in fact, alludes to 
artha- and mtisdstra. and makes the point (28) that dharma evapard nitir 
... If niti is against dharma, arthavidya is perverted into anarthavidyd, 
he says (29-30). Through the practice of the four samgrahavastiini the 
king should practise lokasamgraha and dharmasamgraha, he adds (33) 
- with an obvious allusion to the Bhagavadgita (3.20 and 25) where 
the term tokasamgraha first occurs (if our dictionaries are to be relied 

on for this). 
Before we come back to the phrase dharmas caturbhadrq, there are 

a few things to be kept in mind. 
First of all, it is the sense in which the author uses dharma in 

the singular that interests us here. (The meaning of dharmah, in the 
plural, is an entirely different matter - but hardly to be accounted 
for if the meaning of the word in the singular is not properly under¬ 
stood.) By way of introduction, he speaks of one dharma that leads 
to siddhi in a saddharmabhajana (1.2). This single dharma has two 
‘aspects’, viz. abhyudava, or sukha, and naihsreyasa, or moksa (3-4). 
This dharma can be brought about by sraddha and prajhd - the two 
are the sddhanasamksepa of dharma (4-5). The dharma - still in the 
singular - can also be considered from ten (8—9), or from six aspects 

(10). 
Nagarjuini here shows how syncretistic MahSy5na can be. 

First, he adopts the celebrated words of Vaisesikasiitra 1.1.2: yato 
'bh\‘ttdaxantk\rcymasiddhih sa dharmah. To be sure — should his 
reader not be familiar with Vaisesika terminology - he glosses the 
two technical terms by sukha and moksa, respectively. When he then 
continues and states that first sraddha, then prajhd, are, in brief, the 
two main means of bringing about siddhi through dharma, he could, as 
he in fact does in his Sutrasamuccaya (ed. Bhikkhu PSsSdika, pp. 9- 
15). refer to the authority of several canonical MahSyana scriptures on 
s'raddhadurlabhatva. Or he could even — had it not been bad tactics - 

have called upon the Bhagavadgita 4.39: 

t 

iraddhdvdml labhate jftdnam tatparah samyatendriyah / 
jhdnam labdhvd param s'dntim acirenadhigacchati // 

The point is, of course, that the ideal of a double dhcrmcL with 
a theoretical and a practical aspect is shared, mutatis mutandis, by 
virtually all classical Indian darsanas. In fact, if I am not mistaken, 
any darsana is a dharmadarsana, and, as such, somehow must include 
karmayoga as well asjnanayoga. (On the practical level, naturally, the 
cibhyudayadharma also is dvividha, RA 1.22: nivrttir asubhat krtsnat 
pravrttis tu subhe saddi) The distinction between two kinds of yoga 
must, indeed, be an old one, and Krsna is partly right when he says 
(BO 3.3): 

loke smin dvividha nistha purd proktd may&nagha / 
jhanayogena sdmkhyandm karmayogenci yoginam H 

Note, again, that the nistha that Krsna has proclaimed is old - and it 
is singular, as dharma. (It is in this sense that we must also understand 
the common dictum: ekam samkhyam ca yogam ca yah pasyati sa 
pasyati, BG 5.5 etc.) And, therefore (5.4): 

samkhyayogau pnhag bdtdh pravadanti na panditdh / 

Dharma, then, has the double character of theory and practice. Once 
we become aware of this we want to ask how widespread and how 
fundamental this notion of the double dharma was in ancient Indian 
philosophical, or religious, literature. 

If we, for instance, turn to a late Jaina author such as Haribhadrasuri, 
we notice, in the Introduction to his Sastravartasamuccaya, that he 
presupposes the common doctrine of a double dharma. In verse 23 he 
says: 

bhogamuktiphalo dharmah sa pravrttTtardtmakah / 
samyagmithyadirupas ca gitas tantrdntaresv api // 

Dharma can either lead to bhoga in svarga, or it can, through 
jhanayoga (21), lead to mukti. It either consists in activity or in 
its opposite, viz. cessation from activity. In other texts this double 
form of dharma is expressed in terms of true and false, etc. In his 
commentary, Hanbhadra also mentions the terminology abhyudaya and 
naihsreyasa. Another great polymath, not far in time from Haribhadra, 
viz. Santaraksita, confirms, in his Tattvasamgraha 3486, that this view 
of the double dharma was shared by all scholars: 

yato ’bhyudayanispattir yato nihsreyasasya ca f 
sa dharma ucyate tadrk sarvair dVn vimfftnnnih // 
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Confining ourselves here to the Buddhist texts we can say that from 
the earliest period the Buddha, as a teacher of Dharma, is praised as 
being vidyacaranasampanna - in full possession of knowledge and 
proper behaviour. He, in other words, is the embodiment of the double 
dharma. This makes him a Bhagavat, partly human, partly divine, a 

purusottama teaching what he himself is. 
But back to Nagaijuna. Our initial question had to do with the 

meaning of dharma in the expression dharmas caturbhadrah. While it 
is easy to see that a king may be bhadra by having, or by practising, 
the virtues of satya, etc., it seems awkward to say that dharma has or 

practises the virtues of satya, etc. 
Since we have just seen that dharma consists in moral and intellectual 

activity, or virtue (Latin virtus), one could make sense of the caturbhadra 
by saying that dharma becomes bhadra through the practice of the four 

virtues mentioned, viz. satya, etc. 
Still, our interpretation is not fully satisfactory. Some presuppositions 

are still tacit, and we are left to guess-work. . '■ 
Assuming, as the commentators usually do, that bhadra and kalyana 

are more or less synonyms, it is helpful to recall that NigSxjuna described 
dharma as ekdntakalydna (1.2a). This observation can bring us a step 
further. In its most pure aspect dharma was said to be naihireyasa, 
the most beautiful. Now bhadra, kalyana and in (from which we have 
sreyasa, and srestha, see below) are fairly close in meaning. They 
denote various aspects of something good and beautiful. Each term has 
a long prehistory that brings us back to Vedic times - and far beyond 
the scope of this paper. Even in Buddhist texts bhadra is used as a 
synonym of summum bonum (e.g. Abhisamayalamkara 8.10, q.v.). 

It would make sense to say that a king is praised for being good 
(thanks to his practice of the four virtues), just as it would be meaningful 
to say that dharma is praised because it is good and beautiful. What 
makes dharma good and beautiful, then, would be its association with 

satya, etc. 
And yet dharma is not a person. A person may be virtuous, but 

how can virtue itself be virtuous? A person becomes virtuous thanks 
to his participation in virtue. A clear distinction between dharma and 

dharmika must surely be made. 
There is an old canonical saying often heard from the mouth 

of, the Buddha: dhammo setto jane tasmin ditthe c'eva dhamme 
abhisamparayah ca (see e.g. Aggahhasutta, p. 96, ed. Konrad Meisig). 
Sometimes a hi is added after the dhammo suggesting that it is something 
obvious that is being stated. Actually, the sentence (partly metrical!) is 
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not all that easy to understand. I suggest something like this: Dharma 
is, of course, best (most beautiful) in such a man (a man of virtue as 
described above). (This is true) once dharma has been experienced 
(personally in or by such a man, that is: in his present life) and in the 
future also. 

So what the old adage seems to be suggesting is that dharma somehow 
must be present in a human being in order really to be good. Virtue is 
nothing if it is not possessed or practised. The best thing is, in other 
words, that man practises dharma. When practised in u cognitive or 

spiritual sense, dharma is said to be “seen” (drsta, pasyati, etc.). This 
idea makes sense, and as Cicero said, virtus sola in actu posita est. It is 

simply another way of saying that dharma is nothing il it is not put into 
practice. In other words: Dharma is something that one must practise. 
No wonder, then, that dharma is often construed as the grammatical 
object of a verb of action (such as karoti, etc.). Dharma, therefore, is 
also simply good karma, or proper action. 

But not any sort of practice will do. To be a dharmika one must, 
in general, be honest and decent. The most common way to express 
this is to speak of the dasakusalakarmapatha, i.e. purity in mind, word 
and action. Mutatis mutandis, this ideal of the good and pure ways of 
action is recognized by virtually all classical Sanskrit texts on dharma. 

This, too, was clearly recognized at an early date in India. I do not 
need to recall the celebrated passage in the old BU suggesting how 
closely related dharma and satya are: yo vai sa dharmah satyam vai 
tat / tasmat satyam vadantam dhur dharmam vadatiti / dharmam va 
vadantam satyam vadatiti (Brhadaranyakopanisad 1.4.14) (Note here 
that satya later on is defined as avisamvadi(n).) And the two are not 
'abstract principles’, they must be present in a man of virtue: ayam 
dharmah sarvesdm bhatdndm madhu / asya dharmasya sarvani bhiitdni 
madhu / yas c&yam asmin dharme tejomayo 'mrtamayah puruso yas 
cdyam adhyatmam dharmas tejomayo ’mrtamayah puruso 'yam eva sa 
yo ’yam dtmd / idam amrtam idam brahmedam sarvam II (BU 2.5.11) 
idam satyam sarvesdm bhutdndm madhu / asya satyasya sarvani bhiitdni 
madhu / yat cdyam asmin satye tejomayo ’mrtamayah puruso yas cdyam 
adhydtmam sdtyas tejomayo ‘mrtamayah puruso ‘yam eva sa yo ’yam 
dtmd / idam amrtam idam brahmedam sarvam II (BU 2.5.12). 

This is a clear and simple message: Dharma and satya are almost 
identical. They should be present in man, and man should be present 
in them. Thus everything becomes Brahman. 

If we can trust the Dhammapada 393, this was also the old Buddhist 
ideal: 
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yurnhi saccan ca dhammo ca so sukhl so ca brdhmano 

So far, then, we have seen that it was an old and common ideal that 
satya and dharma - hard to distinguish from one another - should be 
present in man, so that he could be virtuous, and thereby also happy 
- in possession of sukha. 

It should, therefore, not surprise us to leam, from the verse quoted 
above, that dharma (and the person who had dharma) is closely asso¬ 
ciated with the virtue of satya. 

But we still have to account for the number four, in caturbhadra. 
Buddhists texts, as known, are replete with lists of groups of fours. If we 
take the Sumginsutra. for instance, there is a list of 50 different groups 
ot tours. In the Kasyapuparivarta, often referred to by NSgSrjuna, 
there are also numerous groups of fours, and likewise in many other 
Mahavilnasutras. The Buddhists, in short, had a certain penchant for the 
number four. But it would be too facile just to discard this by speaking 
of four as a 'holy number’. When we speak of four elements, four 
varnas, four dsramas, etc. the number is not merely ‘holy’. It refers to 
natural facts, it is founded in the experience of the world around us. 
And. moreover, we are not here speaking of dharma in the sense that 

here concerns us. 
There is an old and common Indian (or even Indo-european) notion 

that dharma, to be complete, must have four feet. The reader is familiar 
with ,V!anu 1.81: 

auusptU sakaio dharmah satyam caiva krte yuge f 
nadharmendgamah kascin manusydn prati vartate H 

And not only so. When it comes to the mula or laksana of dharma 
this, too, is fourfold (2.6 and 2.12), viz. the Veda, etc. And thus one 
could go on. 

Worth mentioning here, however briefly, is also the relationship 
between dharma, in the singular, and dharmdh, in the plural. It can 
be well understood in terms of fours, at least as far as Madhyamaka 
is concerned. In Acinryastava 22, Nag&rjuna refers to dharmo *yam 
as being antadvayanirmuktah. As opposed to this dharma (= tattva, 
paramdrtha etc.), there are the empirical dharmdh, in the plural. They 
are catuskotivinirmuktdh {ibid. 23). This suggests that dharma somehow 
is experienced (on the level of samvrtisatya) in terms of four {sat, asatt 
etc.). So, here again, from a new angle, we have the notion of dharma 
as somehow being, or appearing as four. 

So far, then, we can summarize by saying that it was a common 
Indian notion, long before Nagaijuna wrote the Ratnavall, that dharma 
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and satya are closely related, and, moreover, that they are, in numerous 
ways, associated with the number four. So closely, in fact, that the 
figure four almost comes to mean ‘complete’. 

There are numerous examples of this in MahSySna texts also. For 
instance, a passage from the Gaganagahjaparivarta, to which Jetis 
Braarvig (in his edition of the Aksayamatinirdesasutra II, p. xcvii) 
calls our attention, says: ‘That Great Cart (mahdyana) is well made 
with four wheels (cakra) because of the four means of attraction 
(samgrahavastu)... (and it is) propelled by the power of understanding 
the four truths (catuhsatyaparijhdbalagamaka) ... Here the figure 
four also indicates something that is complete, something that ‘works’. 
This is also suggested by the well-known image of the dharmacakra. 

Often, we must admit, we fail to ask the most simple questions. One 
such simple and naive question that Buddhist scholars should have 
asked themselves long ago, is this: Why did the Buddha (according to 
tradition, at least) preach four Aryan Truths? Why not two, three, or 
five, for instance? 

If the answer to this question is not already evident, it does become 
evident once we ask ourselves another even more simple question: 
When we speak of truth, which is the best translation of satya - we 
must also ask, the truth about what. A truth, to make sense, must be the 
truth about something, surely. And since the desand of the Buddha, no 
doubt, was a dharmadesana, it follows that the truths he spoke about 
were truths about dharmah / dharmdh. And, as we have seen, since 
dharma as well as satya somehow had to be four to be complete, we * 
here have the most simple explanation why the Buddha - so tradition 
tells us - preached Four Aryan Truths. In this sense it makes sense 
when the Dharma is said to be ekdntakalyana - altogether beautiful 
(i.e., perhaps, in all its four limits, or from all four angles). 

Which brings us back to our starting-point, the dharmas caturbhadrah. 
The Buddha taught a Dharma that was ekdntakalyana. or bhadra in the 
sense that comprises the four truths that make it complete. It was an 
old idea too obvious to need explicit mention to his contemporaries. Of 
course, in theory, by extension, the four good things could also refer to 
any positive virtues, but the fact that ‘gods and men’ are said to have 
praised the Dharma - as they praise the king - the dharmaraja - makes 
it most likely that dharmas caturbhadrah simply means - Buddhism, 
the teaching about Dharma in terms of the Four Aryan Truths. 

In another text transmitted to us under the name of NSgSijuna we 
run into a related problem of identification. This is the Prajhasataka, 
edited and translated by Michael Hahn, Hundert Strophen von der 
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Lebensklugheit: Nagarjunas Prajhasataka; tibetisch und deutsch, Bonn 
1990. The verse that here interests us is 18 which reads: 

dpe mkhyud med par smra ba dan H 
ji shad smras biin bsgrub pa dan H 
chos bii nams dan sbyar ba yi H 
mi pho mams ni bde bar 'tsho H 

Michael Hahn translates: 

Wer nicht mit seinem Wissen geizt, 
wer seinem Wort entsprechend handelt 
und sich im Herzen der Moral verschrieben hat, 
der Mensch lebt (wirklich) glucklich. 

To the word ‘Moral’, Hahn adds the note: ‘So ubersetzen wir hier 
mangels einer besseren Alternative das Wort *caturdharma die vier 
Lebensziele’ (op. cit., p. 39). 

In a review of Hahn’s excellent edition of the PS, published in The 
Adyar Library Bulletin 56 (1992), 203-207,1 advanced five additional 
arguments in support of my opinion that it is ‘very probable’, that the 
PS must be counted among the authentic works of NSgaijuna. Also, 
expressing my disagreement with Michael Hahn’s identification of 
caturdharma with caturvarga - to which PS refers in 5 -1 referred to 
Ratn&valT 2.39 (discussed above) for a more likely identification of the 
caturdharma (viz. satya, tyaga, s'ama and prajha). 

I now see that both of us were mistaken about the meaning of chos 
bii, * caturdharma, in PS 18. The full meaning of the verse only becomes 
clear once we identify its source. And once we identify its source we 
are presented with yet another argument - a very strong one, indeed - 
in favour of the traditional ascription of the PS to NSgaijuna. 

The source on which PS 18 is based is without any doubt 
Kasyapaparivarta §§1-2. In these two paragraphs Bhagavat teaches 
MahSk&yapa about four dharmas that are conducive to a bodhisattva’s 
loss of prajhd (§1), and, likewise, about tout dharmas that are conducive 
to his mahdprajhatd. And this attainment of prajha is the very theme of 
the PS also. In § 1 the KP lists it as one of the four faults of a bodhisattva 
if he were to show the acaryamusti to students interested in learning 
about dharma. He must, in other words, not be secretive about the 
Buddhist message. Moreover, he should, in the interest of mahaprajhata, 
explain the dharmas as he has learned them (yathasruta) and received 
them (yathaparyapta) as transmitted from others (§2). Likewise he 
should show respect towards the dharma and the dharmabhanakas, etc. 
The chos bii in PS 18 thus refers to the four dharmas listed in KP §2. 

This observation has several important implications. We can now 
say for sure that the author of the PS expected his reader to be more or 
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less familiar with the KP. Otherwise, obviously, his reader would not be 
able to understand the meaning of the term caturdharma. (Nagaijuna’s 
reader would have been in much the same situation as Michael Hahn 
and I myself hitherto have been!) 

Can we perhaps go as far as to assume that KP was more or less as 
familiar to NagSrjuna and his readership, as, say, the New Testament 
is (or should be) to a Christian priest and his flock? Is there perchance 
any other independent evidence for such an assumption? 

There is. First of all there is NagSijuna’s magnum opus, the 
Mulamadhyamakakdrika. In this work there are several allusions to the 
KP. Most important is MK 13.8: 

sunyatd sarvadrsttndm proha nihsaranam jinaih / 
yesOm tu SOnyatadrstis tan asddhydn babhdsire II 

As already recognized long ago by ancient commentators (Candrakirti, 
p. 248) and modem scholars (de Jong, IIJ 20 (1978), 56), Nagaijuna 
here refers to a passage found in KP §§63-65. 

In one of his other works, the *Bodhisambharaka, Nagaijuna refers 
extensively to the Kasyapaparivarta, as I have already pointed out 
in my translation of that interesting text. Thus, stanzas 123-145 are 
clearly inspired by the author’s study of the KP. We can almost see him 
sitting with the text in one hand, and with the pen (ref. to pens, ink, 
books, etc. RA 3.38; Aksayamatinirdesa, p. 437) with which he wrote 
down his versifications in the other. When we read his Suhrllekha, it 
is also the versificator Nagaijuna that we hear speaking to us across 
the centuries. To some extent the same goes for the RatnavalT, some 
passages of which are but versifications of some canonical text. To 
a very large extent it is also the versificator of numerous canonical 
texts who composed the Catuhstavah. (Here, incidentally, it makes 
sense when Candrakirti refers to the ‘Four Hymns’ as the samstuti. 
the ‘complete collection of Hymns’ - sam- being almost synonymous 
with catuh, as we have seen; cf. also titles of ‘complete works’ such 
as Catuhsataka, etc.) 

As said the *caturdharma in PS refers to KP §§1-2. So do verses 
123-125 of the same author’s *Bodhisambharaka: 

Revere the Dharma and the teachers of the Dharma. Also put aside any animosity 
towards the Dharma. The teacher must not clench his hand (acaryamusti). The 
audience must not be annoyed. One (the bodhisattva) should preach the Dharma to 
people without rudeness and without expectations - only with a compassionate heart, 
a devoted and respectful mind. Be insatiable (atrpta) for learning and commit to 
memory what you have learned. Do not be deceitful to respected holy personalities 
(punyaksetra), but give pleasure to the teacher (dcdrya). 
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The Kasyapaparivana has been transmitted in several recensions, 
and studied carefully by Friedrich Weller and others. It will be an 
interesting task to try to determine which recension may have been 
known to Nagftr|imu. However, such an enquiry falls outside the scope 

of this paper. 
It is, as known, a locus communis in MahaySna that Prajn8p<IramitS 

is the Mother of the bodhisattvas, and, as such, in the end also the 
Mother of the Buddhas (cf. Edward Conze, Thirty Years of Buddhist 
Studies, Oxford 1967, pp. 243-268). This common notion of Buddhism 
in general is also reflected in several verses of the *Bodhisambharaka 
(5. 6. 33 are most explicit). Nagarjuna's magnus opus, also entitled 
Frajna, is largely an exercise in its perfection. Intelligent analysis of 
the dharmas is an instrument for bringing about jhdna of tattva, which 

here is their sunyatd. 
How, then, does the characteristic Mah8y5na conception of 

prujnapdramitd as the Mother of the bodhisattvas, their magna mater, 
compare with the concept of prajhd found in works such as the 
Pnijhdsataka? After all. prajhd is an old term, found alreaidy in the 
Brhaddranyaka and other Upanisads. It also plays a considerable, if not 
peculiar role in the Bhagavadgitd. And, again, if prajhd is so funda¬ 
mental - the main thing, pradhdnam, as RA 1.5c would have it - what 
is its relationship to the Four Aryan Truths, and to dharma! 

Here, again, as philologists, we can make an important observation. 
As far as I can see, our texts speak of dharmajhdna, tattvajhdna, 
sunyatdjhdna, etc. (ref. in my Nagarjuniana, p. 270). In such cases 
the ‘object’ of jhdna is in the singular. There is jhdna of the dharma, 
and this is much the same as the bodhi of a Buddha. Quite different is 
the case with prajhd. If I am not mistaken, our texts do not speak of 
'* dharma prajhd' or of '*tattvaprajhd'. In other words, prajhd has as its 
object not dharma, in the singular, but dharmdh, in the plural. It deals 
with manifold phenomena. It therefore makes sense when our texts tell 
us that prajhd. as dharmdnam pravicayah. culminates in dharmajhdna. 
Prajna ‘goes forward’, it must have objects, concepts, to work on. 
As opposed to this, jhdna is rather a ‘state’, realized once prajhd has 
accomplished its task. Often our texts thus speak of advayajhana. It 
would, accordingly, be difficult to speak of ‘*advayaprajhd’. In brief, 
prajhd is discursive scientific thinking, analysis, whereas jhdna is 
intuitive, ‘gnostic’, but scientifically based insight, i.e. insight into the 

results of the activity of prajhd. 
Prajhd is scientific knowledge, scientia. As such it is but natural 

that prajhd, when it turns to other fields of scientific research than 
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Buddhist dogmatics, e.g. to arthasastra, becomes practical wisdom, 
or prudentia. It is one of the attractive features of the enlightenment 
period of Buddhism - for this is what early Indian MahSyana largely 
was — that it emphasizes the value of an educated person’s knowledge 
of universal science. 

Very frequent is the distinction between three kinds, or degrees, 
of prajhd, viz. srutamayi prajhd, cintdmayi prajhd and bhdvandmayi 
prajhd (e.g. Samgitisutra III.36). Again, in Madhyamaka, there are 
two kinds of prajhd-. when prajhd is based on tathyasamvrtisatya it 
is empirical, or practical, when it is based on paramarthasatya it is 
intuitive, or theoretical (in the Greek sense of the word). It must always 
start out with samvrtisatya in order to reach paramdrthasatya. This 
is the only way to realize the dharma for, as said by NagSriuna (MK 
24.8-10): 

dve satye samupdsritya buddhSnitm dharmadeiana / 
lokasamvrtisatyam ca satyam ca paramdrthatah // 

ye 'nayor na vijinanti vibhOgam satyayor dvayoh / 
te tattvam na vijdnanti gambhtre* (or: gambh(ram) buddhasOsane // 

vyavahdram andsrirya paramdnho na desyare / 
paramdrtham andgamya nirvdnam n&dhigamyate // 

The relationship between satyadvaya and dharmadesana is here 
clear enough. However, satya in itself is not knowledge, but rather 
something known that is spoken of; and the instrument by means of 
which satyadvaya is known is not directly expressed by NagStjuna. 
From the context of his MK, however — the PrajnS — the answer is 
clear: the instrument that, based on the two kinds of truth, gradually 
understands the dharmdh analytically, and then finally culminates in 
dharmajhdna (= tattvajhdna — nirvanddhigama, etc.) is, of course,; 
prajhd. 

Prajna, scientific understanding, then, is something that must be 
developed, something that must be exercised to become mature. And, 
as such, it also has to do with general education, with paideid. First 
the student has to learn through study, then he has to understand what 
he has learned through reasoning, and finally he personally realizes, 
through bhdvand. To become a civilized human being, a man of true 
culture - a gentleman - he must go through all three stages of prajhd. 

This is not the place to compare Buddhist (and ancient Indian) ideas 
of education with those of the ancient Greeks and Romans. Still, the 
theme is of great interest — especially today when the old aristocratic 
ideals of education are being replaced by more vulgar, or ‘democratic’ 
ideas about information. 
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In particular, it would be fascinating to compare the Mahayana 
curriculum with the scholastic curriculum usual in medieval education 
in Europe. In Paris, in the thirteenth century, for instance, education 
began with the seven liberal arts, i.e. the trivium (grammar, rhetoric, 
logic), and the quadrivium (arithmetic, geometry, music, astronomy). 
It then advanced to philosophy and culminated in theology. In terms 
of influence, it is probably true to say that no institution of higher 
education since Aristotle rivaled that of Paris. The Parisian masters 
were divided into four faculties: theology, canon law, medicine, and 
‘arts’. The medieval name for a university uniting diverse faculties was 
studium generate. The universitas generalis comprised theologia, juris 
prudentia, medicina and philosophia. 

But the roots are, of course, Greco-Roman. Aristotle was, for all 
we know, the first to speak of ‘the free sciences’ (Pol. 1337b 15), 
the branches of knowledge requisite for a freeman; they included 
astronomy, geometry, arithmetic, music and grammar. The Greek course 
of encyclopaedic learning was taken over by enlightened Romans. Varro 
(116-27 B.C.) wrote an encyclopaedia, the Disciplinae, in nine books on 
grammatica, dialectica, rhetorica, geometria, arithmetica, astrologia, 
musica, medicina, and architectura. The first seven books provided the 
foundation for the seven artes liberates, i.e. trivium and quadrivium. 
In the fifth century the seven liberal arts were once more treated by 
Martianus Capella, and they were, as said, still prescribed in the Middle 
Ages. His work was widely studied, as indicated by the large number 
of manuscripts, commentaries, and published editions. 

All this is nothing new, but it is certainly worth keeping in mind 
when focusing on Indian Mahayana ideals of education. 

From numerous texts it is clear that the MahaySna freeman, the 
bodhisattva, was expected to cultivate the Buddhist counterpart to the 
artes liberates. Many different lists are given. Some lists give five 
vidydsthdnas, viz. sabdavidyd, hetuvidyd, adhyatmavidya, cikitsdvidya, 
and s'ilpakarmasthdnavidyd. An expanded list of eighteen branches 
of knowledge is also common (see, for instance, Siglinde Dietz, Die 
buddhistische Briefliteratur Indiens, Wiesbaden 1984, p. 552 for these 
lists; and Mahdvyutpatti 4953-4970). 

A few other sources may here be listed: The Aksayamatinirdesasutra 
(ed. Braarvig, p. 141), under the heading prajndbala (as a part of 
the prayogamarga), says that sarvasilpakarmavidyamantrabalasthanas 
appear to a bodhisattva throughout his different births. The commentary 
(ibid., p. 534, n. 5) lists the four vidydsthdnas as s'ilpa-, cikitsa-, hetu-, 
and sabdavidyd. The Suramgamasamddhisutra (tr. Lamotte, p. 145, 
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1975), under viryapdramita, has this to say about the bodhisattva: "II 
semble etudier les metiers (silpasthana), la medicine (cikitsdvidya). 
la magie (mantravidyd), l’^criture (lipi), la numeration (samkhyd). I<- 
calcul (ganana) et les arts manuels (karmasthdna), mais d’avance ll 
connait parfaitement tout cela.” The Buddhavatamsakasutra, quoted in 

NagSijuna’s Sutrasamuccaya (ed. Bhikkhu Pasddika, p. 203) mentions 
las dan bzo dan sgyu rtsal dan rig pa ’i gnas thams cad ... 

Bhavya, the celebrated Madhyamika, mentions four(!) vidyasthanas 
in his Madhyamakahrdaya, also known as Tarkajvala (ad. IV. 14), viz. 
sabda-, hetu-, cikitsa-, and adhyatmavidya. The list occurs again in 
his later work, the Madhyamakaratnapradtpa III, with adhyatmavidya 
being replaced by silpavidyd (see Indologica Taurinensia 12 (1984) 
166, n. 16). In this commentary to MHK/TJ (HI. 13) there is another list 
giving grammar, palmistry, enumeration, alchemy, medicine, arithmetic, 
charms, spells, etc. 

The five vidydsthdnas (viz. adhyatmavidya etc., as above) are listed 
by the Bodhisattvabhumi (ed. N. Dutt, p. 146, 1966) when discussin;.' 
the laukikTand the lokottardprajhd of a bodhisattva. This suggests that 
vidyd and prajhd are more or less synonyms. This should not surprise 
us for in Buddhist canonical usage vidyd and prajhd are indeed listed as 
such. An example is given in the Dharmacakrapravartanasutra: cakkhu- 
hdnam-pahhd-vijjd-dloka. The Sanskrit of the Catusparisatsutra (ed. 
E. Waldschmidt, p. 445), has caksus-jhdna-vidya-buddhi- and buddhi 
is also a common synonym in MahaySna texts for prajhd. 

Nagarjuna suras this up in his *Bodhisambhdraka 79 (Nagarju- 
niana, p. 237): ‘A (bodhisattva should] propagate and establish all 
sdstras, techniques, sciences and arts (s'ilpasthanavidydkala) for the 
use and benefit of mankind.’ The commentator lists, among the sdstras 
etc., mathematics, metallurgy, medicine, exorcism, botany, mineralogy, 
astronomy, oneiromancy and anatomy (ibid.). 

The trivium - grammar, rhetoric and logic - covers roughly the same 
ground as the four or five vidydsthdnas. 

We must not forget jurisprudence, to which, in his RamdvalT. 
Nagarjuna has numerous allusions. In dharmasastra the close rela¬ 
tionship between dharma and satya, to which I have already referred, 
is also fundamental. The first stanza of the Naradasmrti, for instance, 
says: 

dharmaikat&n&h purusd yaddsan satyavddinah / 
tadtI na vyavahdro 'bhUn na dveso ndpi matsarah H 

‘When men [in the old days] were only concerned with dharma 
[and only] spoke the truth, then there was no [need of any] lawsuit 
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(vyavahara), no hatred, no enmity.’ And referring to the lawsuit it 

continues (1.8): 

sa catuspdc catuhsthdnas catuhsddhana eva ca / 
coturhitas catunydpf catuskiirt ca klrtyate // 

A lawsuit, that is, has four feet (v/z. dharma, vyavahara; caritra 
and rdjasdsana) (10). It has four means, viz. conciliation etc. (12), 
and it is good for the. four classes and stages in a civilized society. 
It reaches four kinds of persons, including the king, and it produces 
four things: Jhanm;. artha. yasah and lokapakti (14). Thus classical 
Indian jurisprudence basically has to do with dharma and satya. And 
here, too, four is a “holy** number. The king is the guardian of dharma. 
Like a bhagavat a king is responsible for dharmagupti. A lawsuit, to 
be complete, must have four feet, etc. The king is described in terms 
also characteristic of a good philosopher; he must be fair, attentive, 
reasonable, and able to distinguish what is right and what is wrong. 
It thus makes good sense when NSgatjuna chose an example from 
jurisprudence to illustrate the dharmas caturhhadra of Buddhism, as 
above. 

It is thus clear that the bodhisattva freeman, like the educated Euro¬ 
pean scholar, is expected to make himself familiar with the artes 
liherales. Just as the European scholar had to learn how to express 
himself correctly and convincingly in Latin, thus the Indian pandit had 
to (earn how to express himself scientifically in correct Sanskrit. 

Indian Buddhists writing in Sanskrit would have agreed with the words 
of Patahjali about the purpose of studying Sanskrit: mlecchd md bhuma 
iry adhyeyam vydkaranam (cf. Wilhelm Halbfass, India and Europe, 
1988. p. 178). MStrceta, an excellent Sanskritist (Varnarhavarnastotra 
11.31, ed. Jens-Uwe Hartmann), praising the ‘tongue’ - lingua of the 
Buddha: 

i 

yadi sd rupint kd ad asti devt sarasvatT f 
[yarn sarvdnavadydngi prabhutd sd bhavisyati // 

‘Wenn die Gottin Sarasvati irgendeine korperliche Form annahme, 
dann diirfte es wohl diese an alien Gliedem tadellose Grosse (Zunge) 
sein.' Is moksa possible at all without Sanskrit? 

The study of language and of logic - let us call it philology - was 
not seen as an end in itself. It was conceived as a necessary means 
and as a step on the ladder to philosophy and theology. The ultimate 
purpose was wisdom, salvation, or spiritual freedom. 

The achievement of knowledge, of science, of wisdom, then, was seen 
as a gradual achievement, it was a question of education and personal 
maturity. A sound and broad Sanskrit education was fundamental. 

X 
* 

4 
4 

Naturally, the sciences were not ‘invented’ by the Buddhists. I do not 
here have to speak of the six vedahgas etc. Famous is Kaudlya’s list 
of four sciences: anviksiki trayi vartta dandanitis ca iti vidydh. Only 
anviksiki poses a problem of identification: sdmkhyam yogo lokayatam 
ca - ity anviksiki. 

The meaning of anviksiki in this passage has often been discussed 
by previous scholars (see most recently W. Halbfass, India and Europe, 
1988, 273(f). It has, however, also been overlooked that anviksiki is an 
adjective qualifying vidya. Thus, the expression simply means critical 
knowledge, or science, as exemplified by samkhya, yoga and lokdyata. 
Kautilya quotes this verse: 

pradtpah sarvavidydndm updyah sarvakarmandm / 
israyah sarxadharm&ndm sasvad dnviksikl maid // 

He is quite clear when saying that anviksiki vidvd consists in research 
by means of logic, or reason: hetubhir anviksamand. VatsySyana, in his 
commentary on Nyayasutra 1.1.1. also quotes this verse with the variant 
reading (in d): vidyoddese prakirtha. His quotation is introduced by the 
explanation seyam anviksiki pramanadibhih padarthair vibhajyamSna 
... [vidya]. Such an anviksiki vidya. he says, is a nyayavidya (or 
ny&yasdstra), and if one were merely to state one’s religious opin¬ 
ions without logical reasons, it would be mere adhydtmavidyd. 

This distinction clearly corresponds to the Buddhist distinction (in the 
list of four and five vidyasthanas) between hetuvidyd and adhydtmavidyd. 
The same distinction between ‘faith and knowledge’ finds its expression 
in the common Buddhist distinction between dgama and yukti. Again, 
the distinction, seen in the perspective of prajna, is reflected in the 
three kinds of prajna mentioned above: srutamayi, cintdmayi, and 
bhdvanamayi. 

In order to describe this development of prajna, the Indian Buddhists 
introduced their own peculiar terminology. In manuals of Abhidharma, 
prajhd is normally defined as dharmandm pravicayah. It is the root 
vie, to sift, separate, discriminate, etc., that is of interest here, with or 
without the prefix pra-. 

Here are some illustrative examples, keeping in mind that prajhd, 
buddhi. mati, dhi, etc. are normally used as synonyms. They show how 
prajhd (buddhi, tic.) is instrumental in bringing about distinction. 

Often quoted is Lahkavatarasutra 11.198 where the first pdda says: 
buddhya vivecyamanam tu ... Of this there is a possible echo in 
Nyayasutra 4.2.26: buddhya vivecanat. For other terms of this sort, see 
Daisetz Teitaro Suzuki, An Index to the Lahkavatara Sutra, Kyoto 1934, 
under pravicaya, pravicayabuddhi, viveka, vivikta and vivecyamdna. 
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Showing Buddhist influence, Bhartrhari, in his Vakyapadiya has the 
celebrated line (2.489ab): 

prajna vivekam labhate bhinnair agamadarsanaih / 

Bhavya, in MHK 3.7 has the expression bhutarthapraviveka and, 
bringing in the first one of the two truths, writes, in 3.13: 

purvam samvrtisatyena praviviktamatir bhavet / 

A scholar thus obtains viveka, he renders his intelligence pravivikta, 
by the exercise of prajna (buddhi, mati, etc.). The important thing is to 
leam to make distinctions. This, naturally, is fundamental to any kind 
of serious scholarship. 

When a scholar analyses specific or general dharmdh with the 
help of his prajna or buddhi, i.e. in an intelligent way, he conducts 
a scientific investigation, a pariksa. All empirical dharmdh can, in 
principle, be considered from four points of view. A quote from 
the Lahkavatdra (p. 122) is informative: tatra ... pravicayabuddhir 
ndma yad uta yaya buddhyd bhdvasvabhdvalaksanam pravicayamanam 
(read thus!) catuskotikarahitam nopalabhyate sa pravicayabuddhik 
tatra ... catuskotikd yad utaikatvdnyatvobhaydstindstinitydnityarahitdm 
catuskotikdm iti vaddmi _ etayd catuskotikayd ... rahitdh 
sarvadharmd ity ucyate. iyam ... catuskotikd sarvadharmapariksdydm 
prayoktavya. 

A bodhisattva should, in other words, undertake a pariksa of all 
dharmdh using his intelligence in terms of the catuskotikd, or tetragon. 
In the end his mind becomes as empty as the dharmdh it investigates. 
Each of the 27 chapters of NagSijuna’s magnum opus is called a pariksa. 
Each chapter investigates certain dharmdh, and as a whole, the sdstra 
is - most befittingly - called Prajna. 

The term pariksd, then, corresponds to anviksiki vidya. Any Madhya- 
maku sdstra is characterized by its employment of yukti, anumana, tarka, 
nydya, etc. to support the statements of the dgama upon which it is 
founded. Thus scientific research presupposes the activity of the faculty 
of prajna. In the sense that adhyatmavidya must thus be supported by 
hetuvidya, we can conclude that logic serves as an ancilla theologiae, 
if by theologia we mean dharmajhana. One could even adopt Anselm’s 
celebrated phrase to describe this: jides quaerens intellectum. It was, as 
known, a fundamental principle of medieval scholasticism that the light 
of reason and that of revelation was one. Since many MSdhyamikas are 
prepared to interpret the old notion of Brahman in terms of Dharmah 
(cf. Jens-Uwe Hartmann, op. cit., p. 216) we can, in this sense, speak 
of ‘Buddhist theology’. Indian Mahay ana is certainly ‘monistic’ in 
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the sense that the manifold dharmdh of samvrtisatya cannot really be 
isolated from the original Dharma of paramarthasatya. 

On this background it is not only natural, but even to be expected, 
that Mahayana scholars should also be polymaths. We should not be 
surprised to find them writing about medicine, logic, grammar, etc. Any 
topic enabling the bodhisattva to develop his prajna would be relevant 
for his spiritual development. 

In the expanded list of eighteen vidydsthanaa the bodhisattva 
required to be learned in niti (chos lugs). Hence, tor this reason also, 
there is nothing strange in Nagaijuna’s composing a work on arthasdstra, 
which is what his PrajhdJataka, according to his own words (1,2, 99. 
or on niti, chos lugs, 98) is all about. The study of arthasdstra, like 
that of the other secular sciences, is intended to prepare the student's 
mind for more serious matters. The same, of course, goes for the 
bodhisattva’s study of any other secular science, such as medicine, etc. 
- even kamaidstra. 

If Buddhism - any kind - can be defined in terms of catuhsatya 
catusparisat, etc., then ‘Hinduism’ - the Hindu confession -, likewise 
lends itself to definitions in terms of quaternions such as caturyuga, 
caturvarna, caturdsrama, caturvarga etc. It is never the case that Indian 
Buddhists entirely reject the practical reality behind these classifications. 
They rather tend to assimilate them, or to reform them in a more humane 
spirit, etc. 

A good example of how the Buddhist-Hindu relationship could appear 
is provided by a verse in Manu IV. 80: 

na tfidrtiya matim dady&n nocchistam na haviskrtam t 
na c&syopadtied dharmam na cdsya vratam ddiset // 

It has to do with dharmadesand. Some Buddhists are more opposed 
to the caste system, or its abuse, than others (cf. J.W. de Jong, in Early 
Buddhism and Madhyamaka, Leiden 1990, p. 58, who first identified 
this verse in Avalokitavrata’s commentary to the Prajhapradipa). Some 
Buddhists shared the view of Manu that you cannot teach anyone 
anything at any time. Circumstances, maturity etc. have to be taken 
into consideration. Other Buddhists may have been a bit more liberal, 
e.g. Udbhatasiddhasvamin, who in his *Visistastava (ed. Johannes 
Schneider, p. 68) also refers to the said verse from Manu: 

chos ’don (read so for ’dod!) pa dag dmahs rigs la II 
bio gros sbyin par bya min ur II 
khyod ni gdol pa mams la 'ah II 
thugs rjes dam chos ston par mdzad II 
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‘The reciters of dharma (such as Manu etc.] say that one must 
not provide insight [into dharma etc.] to Sfldras. You [the Buddha, 
however] have, out of compassion, taught the Saddharma even to 
Candalas.’ - This is the common Buddhist attitude: Whether one is fit 
to receive dharmadesand depends on one’s personal qualifications, not 
on one’s varna, or social status. I can hardly imagine, though, that any 
Indian Buddhist would want to abandon the caste system in toto. The 
Buddhists naturally took objection to jdtivdddvalepa as Dharmakirti 
nicely phrased it in a memorable verse in his Pramdnavdrtika 1.340. To 
this end they tried to introduce a catusparisat. Another would emphasize 
the four social virtues, the samgrahavastu (ref. Nagarjuniana, p. 240). 
When the Gita thus speaks of lokasamgraha based on cdturvarnya, 
its Buddhist critics in reply emphasize dharmasamgraha based on 
the four samgrahavastu (cf. my paper ‘Lokasamgraha, Buddhism and 
Buddhyiyoga in the GTtfl', in S.P. Narang (ed.), Modem Evaluations of 
the Mahdbhdrata, Delhi, 1995, pp. 199-220). Some modem authors 
claim that ‘the Buddha’ maintained that all humans were cheated equal, 
and therefore rejected the caste system as such. Nothing could be 
further from historical truth - and from scientific fact! Naturally, they 
were perceptive enough not to overlook that human beings are unequal 
when it comes to moral as well as intellectual achievements. Some 
are more bhavya than others. Common is, for instance, the distinction 
between three kinds of persons (see Yuktisastikd 55: Catuhsataka 8.14; 
Satapahcdsatka 78; Kasyapaparivarta §103; Indische Sprtiche 216, 
etc.). 

But what about the caturvarga'l On this issue NSgSijuna is explicit 
in his Prajhdsataka 5: 

chos don ’dod dun thar pa yi if 
’byun gnas chen po rig pa yin H 
de Itar dan par gus pa ytsll 
ies rab yum chen gzuh bar bya // 

‘ Vidya [^prajhd] is the great source of dharma, artha, kdma and 
moksa. Therefore [a man of virtue] must first, with devotion, embrace 
the Great Mother - Prajhd 

Here there is obviously no question of flatly rejecting the caturvarga 
as such. The bodhisattva freeman can take an interest in dharma, in 
artha, in kdma, and, of course, moksa. He can even write books about 
artha- and kdmasdstra, though his main concern would be dharma- 
and moksasastra The decisive thing is that he approaches his topic as 
the good son of a ‘great Mother’ - Prajhd. 
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We can now sum up the Madhyamaka position. Dharma is funda¬ 
mental. It is altogether bhadra. Nothing is better or more beautiful. 
However, it can only be approached through its manifold manifestation 
as dharmdh. All dharmdh are expressed in terms of four Aryan truths. 
They can be reduced to two. Prajhd must start out on the basis of 
samvrtisatya. It analyses all dharmdh. and finally recognizes that they 
all have the same nature of sunyatd. This is the paramarthasatya where 
prajhd becomes jhana without an object. It is, in other words, by prajhd 
that one knows satya, and by satya that Dharma is realized. MahSyana 
is also known as the prajhdpdramitdydna - the method of bringing 
prajhd to perfection. 

The highly influential Sdlistambasiitra is in the main an exposition 
of the old saying that by seeing, or understanding, the principle of 
pratityasamutpada one also sees the Buddha and the Dharma. To 
understand pratityasamutpada is to understand the universal principle 
of causality based on the six elements. Science, according to Aristotle, 
‘the father of modem science’, has to do with the discovery of true 
and natural causes. In this sense one can say that Indian Buddhism is 
scientific in its method and in its aims. 

With its emphasis on prajhd Buddhist philosophy thus undoubtedly 
has an important contribution to make to modem scientific thinking. It 
is therefore a great pity, that even such an excellent historian of Greek 
philosophy, W.K.C. Guthrie, in his History of Greek Philosophy Vol. 
2 (Cambridge 1965, p. 53, n. 1) can write: The motives and methods 
of the Indian schools, and the theological and mystical background 
of their thought, are so utterly different from those of the Greeks* that 
there is little profit in the comparison.’ 

In a letter to Voltaire, Frederick the Great wrote, on February 25, 
1766: ‘Die Fortschritte der menschlichen Vemunft gehen langsamer 
vor sich, als man denkt.’ 
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JOACHIM FRIEDRICH SPROCKHOFF 

API VA “ODER AUCH / OR ALSO” - ODER WAS? 
VOM FEHLGRIFF BEI DER WAHL IN EINER ALTERNATIVE: 

ERSTER VERSUCH (STUDEEN ZU DEN RITUELLEN SUTRAS HI)* 

I. BHARADVAJA-SRAUTASOTRA VI,6,12 UND SEINE PARALLELEN 

1. 

Wenn ein altindischer Opferherr (yajamana), der die drei heiligen 
Feuer angelegt hatte (dhitdgni), auf die Reise gehen wollte, sollte 
er jene Feuer, die standig unterhalten werden muBten, in seine 
Reibholzer, mit denen er sein Feuer zu erzeugen pflegte, in einem 
besonderen Ritual “ganzlich emporsteigen lassen.” Es gab auch andere 
MQglichkeiten, das Feuer seinem Wesen und seiner Potenz nach 
mit sich zu fiihren. “The Bhfiradvaja Srautasutra (6.6.12), for exam¬ 
ple, calls the depositing of the fires in the self ‘the next best alter¬ 
native’. See also T[aittiriya-] S[amhita] 3.4.10.5,” fand ich jiingst 

notiert.1 Da ich mich seit langerer Zeit mit einigen Aspekten dieses 
merkwurdigen Rituals beschaftige, scheinen mir diese knappe Notiz 
und besonders die als Ubersetzung apostrophierte Wiirdigung doch 
neuer Uberlegung wert. Dabei ist ein Blick in das Sanskrit-Original * 
nicht unniitz. Seine kritische Ausgabe verdanken wir C. G. Kashikar, 

der uns zugleich seine Translation lieferte.2 Das SQtra lautet: api va yd 
te agne yajftiyd tanHs tayehy aroha ity atman samdropayate. Kashikar 
ubersetzt: 

As the next best alternative3, he should consign it within himself with the verse 
‘Do thou come and rise up, 0 Agni, with that form of thine which is sacred, giving 
us ample wealth, dear to men. Becoming a sacrifice, do thou seat thyself in the 
sacrifice, thy birth-place. O Jatavedas (Agni), being bom from the earth, do thou 
come to thy own place.’ 

Kashikar geht fiber seinen Text hinaus, indem er auch hier den dabei 
zu rezitierenden Mantra, im Text wie fiblich nur durch den Anfang 
(praffkena) geboten, vollstandig wiedergibt; in einer FuBnote vefweist 
er auf TS HI,4,10,5; T[aittiriya-]Br[ahmana] 11,5,8,8. Er folgt also einer 

Indo-Iranian Journal 42: 141-156, 1999. 
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le re marque Fujita le texte d’Ishiyama a Jaliniprabha et la traduction 
tibetaine dra-ha-can-gyi 'od. i.e. Jaliniprabha. 

M. Ducor a ajoute une bibliographic detaillee dans laquelle il donne 
meme les dates de naissance et de deces de plusieurs savants. En ce 
qui conceme Feeret Foucaux il faut corriger 1830—1910 en 1830— 1902 
et 1811-1884 en 1811-1894. 

M. Ducor a fait un travail tres utile, surtout par (’utilisation de 
nombreux travaux japonais. Toutefois, on ne voit pas pourquoi il faut 
citer des textes chinois en transcription japonaise comme, par exemple, 
p. 36: jinen komu shi shin, mugoku shi tai, passage dont la traduction 
donnee p. 69 est a preferer. 

4 Jans- Crescent J.W. DE JONG 
Manuka ACT 2003. Australia 

I’eier .Skilling, Mahasutras: Great Discourses of the Buddha. Volume 
11. Parts 1 & II (Sacred Books of the Buddhists Vol. XLVI). The Pali 
IV-M Society. Oxford, 1997. xxvi, 673 pp. ISBN 0-86013-320-6. 

In volume 1 (cf. IIJ 40, pp. 271-273) Peter Skilling announced a second 
volume containing an introduction and commentary. The present volume 
contains parts I and II of volume 11. Parts III and IV (commentary 
and appendices) will follow later. Part I (pp. 1-220) comprises five 
chapters: 1. Mahasutras and Other Sutra Lists; 2. MahSsutra as Raksa; 3. 
Tibetan Mahasutras: General Remarks; 4. Translators and Translation; 
5. Transmission of the Mahasutras in Tibet. Part II (pp. 221-613). Part 
II is entitled “Introductions to Individual Mahasutras”. Skilling points 
out that the introductions are to be read with the original texts and the 
( ommentary. Of course, a complete view of the entire work will only 
K,‘ obtained alter the publication of the translation volume. 

When reading this volume one is overwhelmed by the mass of 
information it contains. Skilling seems to have read not only many Pali 
and Sanskrit tcxls but also numerous Tibetan texts not studied before 
by other scholars. As to Chinese sources Skilling has used existing 
materials in translation and has been helped by several kalyanamitras. 
If he had examined Chinese materials on the same scale as the Indian 
and Tibetan materials this volume would probably have been even more 
voluminous. The bibliography enumerates a great number of secondary 
publications but does not comprise all those mentioned in the notes. 

In his chapter on the transmission of the Mahasutras in Tibet Skilling 
points out that the Mahasutras were originally introduced in Tibet as a 
group for they are listed as such in the early ninth century IDan dkar 
catalogue. Later on they were scattered but were reunited by Bu ston 
in different order in the 14th century, in the catalogue section of his 
History of Buddhism. However, the Tshal pa Kanjurs kept only seven 
together whereas in other available Kanjurs the Mahasutras remain 
dispersed in different volumes (cf. pp. 179ff.). This simple fact shows 
how complicated the transmission of texts in Tibet was. Skilling draws 
important conclusions from this fact as to the nature of the different 

Kanjurs. 
As to the single Mahasutras Skilling in each case enumerates the 

different versions in Tibetan, Sanskrit, Pali and Chinese; citations; 
references to the text; title; classification of the text; comparison of 
sources; conclusions as to the significance of the sutra and its role in 
Buddhist literature. Skilling pays particular attention to technical terms, 
and, for instance in the case of Mahasutra 1 Mayajala-nama-mahasutra, 
referring to many texts he examines such terms as the three trainings 
(s'iksd), the four viparyasa, the four kdyagrantha and the samyojana. 
He then studies the two groups of six similes found in the text. Finally, 
he draws attention to the phraseological relationship of the text to three 
well-known Mahayana texts: the Salistamba, Samdhinirmocana and 
Suvarnaprabhasa Sutras. In other places Skilling discusses the school- 
affiliation of Asvaghosa (pp. 295-296), studies the yamakaprdtiharya 
(pp. 303-315) and King Bimbisara and his role in Buddhist literature 
(pp. 316-326). On the Amitayur-dhyana-sutra (p. 325. n. 253) see now 
the magisterial study by Jonathan Silk, ‘The Composition of the Guan 
Wuliangshoufo-jing: some Buddhist and Jaina parallels to its narrative 
frame’, Journal of Indian Philosophy 25 (1997), pp. 181-256. In his 
study of dhvajdgra Skilling examines the meaning of agra and dhvaja 
(pp. 444-458). A long excursus is devoted to determining the meaning 
of the technical term samjha (pp. 477-480). On pp. 538-542 Skilling 
discusses female deities. There is in this volume such an embarras de 
richesses that one can mention only a few items. It is to be hoped that 
a detailed index will be given in one of the forthcoming volumes. 

On p. 336 Skilling lists under the abbreviation TBW a translation 
of the CCUasunnata-sutta (Majjihimanikaya 121). However, it is not to 

be found in the list of abbreviations. 

4 Jansz Crescent J.W. DE JONG 
Manuka ACT 2603. Australia 
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Ute Htisken, Die Vorschriften fur die buddhistische Nonnengemeinde 
im Vinaya-Pitaka der Theravddin (Monographien zur indischen 
Archaologie, Kunst und Philologie, Band 11. Dietrich Reimer Ver- 
lag, Berlin, 1997, 519 pp. DM 148.00. ISBN 3496-02632-4. 

Ute Htisken’s book contains a comprehensive study of the rules for 
nuns in the Vinaya-pitaka and the Samantapasadika. All Patimokkha 
rules for nuns in the Bhikkhuni-vibhanga and the commentary in the 
Samantapasadika are carefully translated. The rules in Cullavagga X 
are also translated. 

The rules for nuns were already translated by Isaiine Homer in 
volumes III and V of her translation of the Vinaya-Pitaka. However, 
HiiskenN book contains much more than a translation. She systematically 
compares the rules for nuns with similar rules prescribed for monks 
and explains the differences between the two sets of rules. In many 
instances, she is able to trace the development of the rules for the nuns 
and to elucidate the structure of their Patimokkha. £ 

For each rule Htisken gives the text according to the edition of the Pali 
Text Society and between parentheses variant readings from Oriental 
editions. In the notes she quotes and translates the ancient commentary 
(padabhajaniya) and the relevant passage of the Samantapasadika. She 
refers to the antecedents (vatthu), the casuistry (antarapatti) and the 
formula of absence of transgression (anapatti) as much as necessary to 
understand the rule. In her own commentary she refers to other rules 
and Vinaya texts that may shed light on the rule discussed. After having 
studied the rules in a group one by one Hiisken compares the rules for 
nuns and monks as to form and content. In the case of the Pacittiya rules 
the comparison of the content, subdivided in many sections (a-u), takes 
up no less than 35 pages (pp. 293-328). A final chapter summarizes 
the rules for nuns and the comparison of the rules for monks and nuns. 
The book concludes with a detailed bibliography, an index locorum 
and an index verborum. 

HiiskeiTs book is an impressive achievement. Her work supersedes 
all preceding studies of the TheravSda rules for nuns which she critically 
reviews in a chapter entitled “Forschungsgeschichte” (pp. 30-36) and 
to which she refers often. One of the works quoted is a Dutch thesis by 
Lulius van Goor: De buddhistische non (Leiden, 1915) which, being 
written in Dutch, is rarely referred to. In several instances Hiisken is able 
to correct previous translations and interpretations. The Samantapasadika 
proves to he very useful for the interpretation of the rules, although 
Hiisken rightly points out that “So spiegeln manche der zusatziichen 
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Erlauterungen des Kommentars wohl die zu der Zeit gangige Praxis 
wider, nicht jedoch die urspriingliche Bedeutung einer Verordnung” 

(p. 28). 
Hiisken shows that the eight garudhammas, mentioned in Cullavagga, 

X, 1, 4, are not the subject of the instruction for the nuns (pp. 452-458). 
She suggests that the eight garudhammas originally comprised the eight 
chapters of the Bhikkhuvibhahga. When for the first time women were 
admitted to the samgha, it was stated that Mahapajapan Gotami had 
to observe the eight garudhammas. It seems to me that the mention of 
the garudhammas here is clearly an anachronism and does not indicate 
that they refer to the eight chapters of the Bhikkhuvibhahga. For the 
compilers of the Cullavagga these eight rules were of such importance 
that they stated that they had to be observed by the first woman admitted 
to the samgha. 

There are remarkably few misprints for a work of such complexity. 
In a reference to a Chinese text (p. 106, n. 221) read T 1435 [23] 
307b9-l l for T 1453 [23] 30769-11. P. 31 for Heinrich Kern read 
Hendrik Kern (cf. p. 487). 

4 Jansz Crescent J.W. DE JONG 
Manuka ACT 2603, Australia 

Christian Lindtner, Hmayana. Den tidlige indiske buddhisme; Mahayana. 
Den senere indiske buddhisme. Spektrum/Forum Publishers, Copenha¬ 
gen, 1998. 228 pp.; 255 pp. ISBN 87-7763-170-6; 87-7763-174-9. ^ 

In the series Verdensreligionernes Hovedvaerker Christian Lindtner 
has published two volumes of translations of texts belonging to the 
Hlnayana and Mahayana. According to the introduction to the volume 
on Mahayana it is the fruit of more than twenty years’ work. Lindtner 
has published extensively both in English and in Danish. It is interesting 
to note that Danish scholars continue to publish important works in 
their native language whereas in other countries (for instance Holland) 
English has become the usual language used for scholarly publications. 

The first volume contains a brief introduction on Buddhism and its 
significance in which Lindtner characterizes canonical Buddhism as a 
form of Bhagavat religion, Bhagavatisme. Other forms of Bhagavatisme 
are Jainism and the religion grown around Krsna as known from the 
BhagavadgTta. In all three religions the most central concept is that of 
yoga. The Bhagavat proclaims three forms of yoga: jhana-yoga, karma- 

Indo-franian Journal 42: 263-266. 1999. 
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yoga and bhakti-yoga. The first brings spiritual freedom. The second 
teaches that by following one’s moral duties one obtains rebirth in the 
world of the gods. All forms of Bhagavatisme agree that there exists a 

“person who suffers and who with the guidance of a Bhagavat and by 

his own energy achieves spiritual freedom from suffering. We and the 
woiId arc the product of our own karma and are not created by a god. 
According to Undincr his interpretation of Buddhism as Bhagatavism 
can be summarized by the first ten stanzas of the RatnavalT (I, 1—10). 

The introduction is followed by translations of the Catusparisatsutra, 

the Aiiiiannasutta. the Mahanidanasuttanta. selections from the 
Suttanlpata. the Sigalovadasutta. selections from the Udanavarga, the 
Salistambasutra. Vasubandhu’s Pancaskandhaprakarana. the first four 
chapters of Aryadeva's Catuhsataka. Udbhatasiddhasvamin’s Visistastava 
and Matrceta’s Maharajakaniskalekha. Lindtner points out that, although 
Aryadeva is a follower of Mahayana, there is nothing in the first tour 
chapters of his work that cannot be accepted by a follower of Hinayana. 

In the introduction to the Catusparisatsutra Lindtner remarks that the 
New Testament contains reminiscences of the Catusparisatsutra which 
has played a great role in the expansion of Buddhism in Central Asia. 
Although direct literary influence on the New Testament can not be 
proved, the indirect influence is all the greater. In the introduction to 
the Agganhasutta (pp. 60—68) Lindtner discusses in more detail the 
relationship of Christianity and Buddhism. Paulus or Saul had made 
Jesus and Christus one, the first the historical Jesus, a mortal human 
being made of blood and flesh, the second an immortal being, a god 
with regard to the perishable body. The concept of a human being or 
a god with a double nature is typically Indian and is the fundamental 
idea in the concept of a Bhagavat: Buddha. Mahavfra, Krsna, etc. The 
Indian doctrine of the double nature of the Bhagavat has its roots 
in the ancient Vedic idea of the unmanifested One, which manifests 
itself as the transitory diversity of this world. In the course of time 
the concept of Brahma(n) arises, which unmanifested is known as 
Brahman, but as creator-god as Brahma. Buddhists reacted against 
traditional Brahmanisme with the priviliged place of the brahmans, the 
appeal to the Veda as unfailing authority, the importance attached to 
rituals (especially blood sacrifices) and a creator-god. Likewise early 
Christianity reacted against the established Jewish priesthood. Lindtner 
states that according to his principle these the basic ideas in New 
Testament Christendom can be considered as belonging to a Judaised 

Buddhism (judaiseret buddhism). 
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As to the Aggannasutta it contains very old themes and must be read 

together with such Vedic hymns as 10.129 and 10.90. In the sections 

1-9 the Buddha appears as a spokesman for an aryan reformation. 

He advocates purity in deed, word and thought. The true brahman is 

the personified Dharma. The following sections (10-25) describe the 

Buddhist doctrine of evolution of the world and society which in many 

respects goes back to old Vedic ideas. The good men observe with 

grief the decline of the Dharma (sections 26-32). The ideal Buddhist 

man. the aryan aristocrat, possesses perfect knowledge and conduct 

(section 32). This is the definition of a Bhagavat and of Tathagata as 

Buddha. The Tathagata is the person sought in Rigveda 10.129.6. He is 

the one who has known Dharma and his is the one who has proclaimed 

Dharma. According to Lindtner Buddhology and the comparative study 

of religion show that fundamental New Testament ideas on belief, sin. 

suffering, guilt, resurrection, justice, love for one’s fellow-men, the 

kingdom of heaven, etc. for a great pan derive from Indian sources. 

Finally he suggests some of the criticisms modern Buddhists would be 

able to make with regard to Abraham’s three relisions: Christendom. 
Judaism and Islam. 

In his introduction to the translation of the Salistambasutra Lindtner 

points out agreements with the pre-Socratic philosophy and compares 

the Indian doctrine of karma with the Socratic doctrine of arete, virtus. 
The volume on Mahayana begins with a brief characterisation of the 

main features of Mahayana (p. 8) and the later philosophical schools: 

The Madhyamaka and the Yogacara. Lindtner remarks that in Mahayana. 

ethics compassion is central. The following texts are translated in this 

volume. (Jpaliprcchasutra. chapter nine of the Samadhirajasutra, the 

Prajnaparamitastotra. the Prajniisataka (according to Lindtner com¬ 

piled by Nagarjuna). the Pranidhanasaptati. Vasubandhu’s Trimsika, 

Dignaga’s AlambanapariksS. chapters 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 8 and 9 of Bhavya's 

Madhyamakahrdaya. Atisa's Satyadvayavatara and Atisa’s Vimalar- 

atnalekha. Several translations are based on previous publications by 

Lindtner. For instance, his translation of the Pranidhanasaptati is based 

upon his edition of the Tibetan text in Asiatische Studien 38 (1984). 

pp. 100-128. For the Satyadvayavatara see his article "Atisa’s Introduc¬ 

tion to the Two Truths, and its Sources”. Journal of Indian Philosophy 
9 (1981), pp. 161-214. The piece de resistance in this volume is the 

translation of seven chapters of the Madhyamakahrdaya (pp. 118-241). 

Lindtner published several articles on the MadhyamakaratnapradTpa 

attributed to Bhavya (cf. p. 109). He published the Sanskrit text of the 

fifth chapter of the Madhyamakahrdaya in The Adyar Library Bulletin 
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59 (1995), pp. 37-65 and the Sanskrit text and an English translation of 
the ninth chapter in Studia Indologiczne 4 (1997), pp. 91-123. His trans¬ 
lation of the seven chapters is based upon his not yet published critical 
edition of a unique Sanskrit manuscript from Tibet. In his introduction 
he summarizes the contents of all eleven chapters (pp. 110-117). 

Lindtner’s translations are all done from the original texts in Pali, 
Sanskrit, Tibetan and Chinese. In several instances, his interpretation 
disagrees with previous translations. I hope with my limited knowledge 
of Danish to have given some idea of the contents of these two volumes 
which contain many original ideas and translations of several texts not 
found in other anthologies. It is to be hoped that an English version of 
this important work will be published soon. 

. 4 Jansz Crescent LW. DE JONG 
Manuka ACT 2603, Australia 

Mark Allon y Style and function. A study of the dominant stylistic features 

of the prose portions of Pali canonical sutta texts and their mnemonic 

function (Studia Philologica Buddhica, Monograph Series XII), The 
International Institute for Buddhist Studies, Tokyo, 1997. [VIII +] 

394 pp. 

As the main features of Pali grammar and technical vocabulary are 
now fairly well known, more attention tends to focus on the stylistic 
idiosyncrasies of the Buddhist canonical texts, especially on the use of 
standard phrases or passages, with a view to determine their function, 
hence their origin and their role in the composition and transmission 

of the canon. 
In fact, stylistic considerations have not been absent from the Pali 

tradition: some of the most prominent facts have been summarized in 
a masterful analysis by Helmer Smith, in the Saddaniti La grammaire 

palie d'Aggavamsa (Lund, 1949, IV, Tables, E, p. 1120 ff., in particular 
Sections 5.3.1, 6.1.1.3, 6.1.3.1 ...). In recent years, however, interest 
in Pa. stylistics has been further enhanced in the wake of Milman 
Parry’s and his successors’ research on the linguistic definition of 
the “formula” and on “the formulaic nature of the oral and written 
‘literatures’ belonging to a diverse range of traditions .,. (motivated in 
part by the fact that the presence of formulas was seen to be indicative 
of oral composition, or, at least, as vestiges of a previous oral tradition)” 
{M.A., p. 10). This general problematic is the starting point of the present 
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investigation by M.A. who, given the nowadays assumed “initial oral 
status of Buddhist texts” (p. 1), proposes a thorough analysis of a well 
encompassed Pa. corpus, with the aim to formalise and quantify some 
of the most important stereotypes of this well established Buddhist 
canon. 

The present book includes three main “Studies", the investigation 
bearing on three prominent stylistic features of the prose portions of 
Pa. canonical texts (Intr. p. 7): it is necessarily restricted to a limited 
(though representative) corpus, the D(igha)N(ikdva), or "Long Corpus" 
(the first collection of the Sutta-pitaka), conveniently edited in the 
Pali Text Society Series (3 vol., 1890, 1903, 1911, altogether covering 
904 pages). The first Study takes into account the whole DN (34 
suttas), the second and the third concentrate on one sutta, the 25th, the 
Udumbarika-slhanada-sutta (PTS ed. vol. Ill, pp. 36-57, the reasons 
for the choice are not stated). The first Study “looks at the use of 
formulas and the standardisation of the diction. The second is an 
analysis of the tendency to proliferate similar word elements and units 
of meaning ... ”. The third "analyses repetition within one sutta of the 
Digha-nikaya and attempts to quantify this internal repetition” of the 
Udumbarika-sihanada-sutta (reproduced with the necessary adaptations 
pp. 276-286 of the present volume). One important purpose of the book 
is “to attempt to determine whether early Buddhist texts were initially 
composed in an improvisatory manner or were designed as fixed texts 
which were to be memorised and transmitted verbatim” (p. 8). Study 1 
and 2 provide approaches to the answer, which results more precisely 
from the third monograph, where it is emphasised that “it is difficult to 
see how the gross repetition quantified in Study 3 would function within 
a tradition of composition-in-performance ... this gross repetition must 
be understood to have had an important mnemonic function and ... it 
provides evidence that these texts were designed to be memorised”. 
Various other factors should also be taken into account, including the 
fact that this canonical "material was performed communally, as well 
as individually and privately” (p. 365 f.). 

As a matter of fact, Study 3, “Repetition in a Pali Sutta Text” 
(pp. 273-363) considers how large units and blocks of text - thus 
not only formulas, but whole passages - happen to be repeated either 
verbatim or with various slight (sometimes more important) degrees 
of modification: M.A. thus distinguishes five types of quantifiable 
repetitions (see the Tables, p. 339 ff.). The Udumbarika-sihandda- 

sutta having been scanned into a word processor (word count: 5871, cf. 
p. 274 f.), it appears that 30% of this sutta consists of passages repeated 
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verbatim, whereas 35% involve repetition with minor modifications. 
Repetitions of structure type are also taken into consideration (as well 
as cases of abbreviations, p. 364 ft'.), finally leading to the conclusion 
that “repetition is undoubtedly a mnemonic device”, and can be seen as 
a very strong indication "that these texts were designed to be memorised 
and transmitted verbatim” (p. 357 ff.). Conducted as it is, this third 
Study is original and culminates in a far-reaching conclusion. Whether 
this is immediately accepted or not. in any case it would be worth 
investigating whether other suttas, not only of the DN. but also of other 
nikciyas are based on such a high proportion of repeated blocks of text. 

New as it is. Study 3 is nevertheless closely connected with “Study 
2: The proliferation of similar word elements and units of meaning to 
form sequences or ‘strings' in the prose portions of Pali Sutta Texts, the 
tendency to arrange the units within such sequences according to the 
number of syllables of each - the waxing syllable principle (WSP) - and 
the sound and metrical similarities integral to these structures” (pp. 191- 
272 ). In this section also, the Udumbarika-sihanddu-sutta is thoroughly 
and exhaustively scrutinised. Though some philological implications 
are signalled here and there, it is conducted from a stylistic and literary 
perspective, with a view to determine the function of the rhythmical 
patterns that are convincingly - sometimes even shrewdly - isolated 
and analysed. According to MA., they in particular have a mnemonic 
function, act as an organisational principle, and “this study indicates 
that the choice of words and their arrangement was heavily influenced 
by the fact that these texts were composed and transmitted orally” 
(p. 252). Should it be concluded from this study that, as we have it. the 
Udumbarika-sthanada is composed in a conventional, or even artificial 
language? The question is not raised here, and the general linguistic 
laws which could explain how the prosodic patterns that are shown to be 
so prominent in this sutta arise are only cursorily referred to (p. 192, to 
which could be added Wackemagel {-Debrunner), Altindische Grammatik 
II 1, p. 166 ff.. Nachtrage p. 50 f.. ubi alia; H. Smith, SaddanttL l.c.; on 
prosody and linguistics, id.. “Les deux prosodies du vers bouddhique”. 
Bulletin de la Societe Royale des Lettres de Lund, 1949-1950, pp. 1-43, 
specially p. 9 f,; S. Insler. “Rhythmic effects in Pali morphology, Die 
Spraehe, 36.1, 1994. pp. 70-93). Nor are the traditional Indian views 
considered ( for which see M.G. Dhadphale, Synonymic collocations in 
the Tipi taka: a study. Poona 1980, BORI, Government Oriental Series 
Class B. No. 12). On the other hand M.A. rightly draws attention to 
metrical patterns “of loose vedha type” (p. 246 ff.) that are seen to 
occur also elsewhere in the canon, at the beginning of paragraphs or 
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important sections of texts, “and it may be that such metrical sections 
functioned to establish a certain rhythm to the chanting”. He even 
discusses some possible “emendations” that would help restore such 
a ‘vedha’ rhythm (but in several cases one has to reckon simply with 
the common discrepancy between orthography and pronunciation, cf. 
pp. 205. 247 ...). Finally, drawing attention to similar features in the 
Jain ArdhamagadhI canon, M.A. proposes “an analysis of a comparable 
Jain text”, viz. of passages of the “Aupapdtika-sutra’ (Amg. Uvavdiya- 
sutta) and of the Anattarovavdiya-dasdo. giving a “stock-description 
of arahats” (Appendix 2, pp. 266-272). It is not certain that precisely 
these Ardhamagadht/Jain Maharastff passages are strictly “comparable”, 
given the fact that the alleged Jain passages are hagiographic portrayals. 
But the suggestion is interesting (cf. A. Metre. “Vedhas in Lalitavistara 
und Divvdvadana. Besehreibungen des schonen Korpers in Sanskrit 
und Prakrit”. WZKS, XVII, 1973, pp. 21-42, ubia alia). Further it 
is clear that similar rhetoric devices and rhythmic patterns are to be 
found in both the Pa. and the Amg. canons: in particular “strings” of 
synonyms of the type Pa. pana-bhuta (pp. 220, 245 f.) have counterparts 
in the many Amg. sequences of the type pdna bhiiya jtva satta, sijjhai 
bujjhai muccai parinivvdei, etc. (W. Schubring. Drei Chedasiitras des 
Jaina-Kanons. Hamburg 1966, ANTSH 11, p. 69 f.). Moreover, if the 
“vedhaic” pattern is as prominent as M.A. suspects, it could be asked 
whether it does not reflect - exaggerate ( ?) - an authentic linguistic 
tendency of the contemporary Middle Indo-Aryan. Such a conclusion 
could even be deduced from note 13, page 268. on “an old formulaic 
line” of the "Acarahga Sidra": M.A. points to a “loose vedhaic pattern”, 
and challenges the view of Schubring who had classified it as “prose 
style”, evidently by contrast with the many various versified sequences 
that he had detected and analysed in this old text. 

The first Study, the longest of the three (pp. 9-190), is a detailed 
analysis of “the use of formulas or standardised phrases in Pali sutta 
texts: approach formulas in the DTgha-nikdya". The monograph is 
divided into two pans: “Part 1: the formulas used to depict someone 
approaching the Buddha, a bhikkhu. or another person, and a bhikkhu 
approaching the Buddha or another bhikkhiT (pp. 18-111), “Part 2: 
the formulas used to depict the Buddha approaching someone and a 
bhikkhu approaching someone other than the Buddha or another bhikkhu" 
(pp. 112-166). This typological study is conducted with utmost care, 
with many tables to summarise and quantify the various occurrences 
of the relevant formulas. In fact, in spite of the numerous variations 
that are analysed (cf. the references pp. 168-190), it appears that the 
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under the name H. Kern and it would be advisable to use this name in 
referring to his publications. This is the name printed on the titie-page 
of his Manual of Indian Buddhism. German authors often wrongly 
give him the Christian' name Heinrich. I have not seen the German 
translation of his Geschiedenis van het Buddhism in Indie. However, 
according to the bibliography in Jacobi’s Kleine Schriften, it bears the 
name Hendri^ Kern. His full name is Johan Hendrik Caspar Kern. The 
Documents Concerning the History of Research contain four texts: an 
extract from E. Bumouf et Chr. Lassen: Essai sur le pali, ou langue 
sacree de la presqu'ile au-dela du Gange, Paris 1826, pp. 46-65; an 
article by E.J. Thomas, Theravadin and Sarvastivadin Dates of the 
Nirvana, B C. Law Volume, Vol. II, Poona 1946, pp. 18-22; an extract 
from Ernst Waldschmidt, Der Buddha iiber die kunftige Entwicklung der 
buddhistischen Lehre (Sanskrit-Sondertext III des Mahaparinirvana), 
pp. 216-217 and the Siamese text and English translation of an extract 
of an book by Phlu Luang on the Dates of the Buddha, pp. 299-306 
(cf. p. 156). Addenda et Corrigenda to volumes 1-2 conclude ttye book 
(pp. 163-171). 

It is obvious that no consensus on the dates of the Buddha has been 
reached and probably will never be reached but it would be interesting 
to see which results will be obtained in a future symposium say in 
2038, fifty years after the symposium in 1988. 

4 Jansz Cresvens J.W. DEJONG 
Manuka ACT 2603 Australia 

Mauro Maggi, Pelliot chinois 2928. A Khotanese Love Story (Istituto 
Italiano per 1* Africa et 1’Oriente LXXX). Roma Istituto Italiano per 
l’Africa et 1’Oriente, 1997. 88 pp., 4 pi. L. 25.000 

Two late Khotanese texts are written on the reverse of the Chinese 
scroll Pelliot chinois 2928.: the beginning of a letter (lines 1-3) and 
the initial part of a story (lines 4-41). They were published by Harold 
Bailey in the third volume of his Khotanese texts (Cambridge, 1956). 
Maggi’s book contains a new edition and a translation of both texts 
followed by a detailed commentary and a glossary. Only the beginning 
of the story, 22 verses, remains. It tells the story of a girt, the daughter 
of a minister whom the people call ‘the ox’. She falls in love with the 
son of a house-holder and offers a garland of flowers to him. As her 
father attends a banquet of King Prasenajit and will remain there for 
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six days, she invites the young man to sleep with her. They enjoy each 
other and exchange rings. It is a pity that the names of the girl and 
the young man are not mentioned so that it is difficult to identify the 
story. ' , 

In his lengthy commentary Maggi discusses readings of the manuscript 
and the interpretation of many words. It must be left to specialists in 
Khotanese to examine Maggi’s readings and interpretations. Bailey- 
planned to translate the text but did not fulfil his plan and we must be 
grateful to Mauro Maggi for having made this interesting text accessible 
to non-specialists. 

4 Jansz Crescent J.W. DEJONG 
Manuka ACT 2603 Australia 

Hermann Berger, Die Burushaski-Sprache von Hunza und Nager. 3 
tomes. Otto Harrassowitz, Wiesbaden, 1998. ISBN 3-447-0396 i-2. 

Le livre dc H. Berger sur le hou’ouchaski du Hounza et da Nager 
est l’ouvrage d’une vie. Longtcmps attendu par ies specialisms, it 
vrai dire relatiyement peu nombreux de cette langue, il ne decevra 
pas, disons-le tout de suite, leurs espoirs. Ce travail sera desonnais 
la reference fondamentale pour l’dtude de ces dialectes: en effet, non 
seulement il complete l’etude de Lorimer. mats il propose egalement 
une presentation encore plus rigonreuse et precise de la mature erudite. 
Comme l'ouvrage de Lorimer, ce travail se presente en trois volumes; 
le premier est consacre it la grammaire, le deuxieme aux textes et 
le troisitme propose le dictionnaire le plus complet dont nous puis- 
sions disposer, it l’heure actuelle, sur le bourouchaski du Hounza et du 
Nager. 

Le tome I, consacre 4 la grammaire, en propose une bonne description. 
Il convient toutefois. avant d’aller plus avant dans la presentation de 
cette section, de faire quelques mises au point preliminaires. Lorsque 
Ton decrit une langue quelconque, on le fait toujours selon un certain 
point de vue. La langue peut servir de pretexte pour tester une’thtorie. 
Ainsi, dans certains projets de recherche de ma connaissance. sat a pas 
les langues africaines pour tester certaines theories phonologiques. La 
theorie y a peut-etre gagne, mais. it coup,sur, les langues tits peu. On 
peut egalement proposer une description en s’appuyant sur les parties 
d’une grammaire tradiuonnelle conjue le plus souvent it partir des 
langues indo-europeennes. On peut, enfin, s’employer a decrire une 
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been seen from several papers. Also new epigraphical material and rare 
manuscripts have been discovered and are presented in several papers. 
In the field of Buddhism papers on philosophy take a large plr.ee, cf. 
the papers by Cabezon, Chu, Dietz, Dreyfus, Franco, Iwata, Kapstein, 
Kellner, Moriyama, Muroji, Namai, Ono, Samten and Yoshimizu. Several 
papers deal with the Tibetan language, cf. Dhogon Sangda Dotje, Hahn, 
Potapova and Verhagen. 

Only one paper is devoted to the history of European Tibetology: 
' Bernard Le Calloc’h, Leon Feer et la tibetologie. According to the 

author there are only a few publications on Feer. He does not list them 
and enumerates only a few of Feer’s publications without bibliographical 
details but with a few errors. It is perhaps useful to mention the detailed 
bibliography compiled by Marcelie Lalou in Bibliographic bouddhique, 
Volume two (Paris, 1931), pp. 1—1-7 and the one published by Shinsho 
Hanayamain his Bibliography on Buddhism (Tokyo, 1961), pp. 219-221. 
There is only one paper on medicine, cf. Aschoff-Peters-Tashigang- 
Bhatt, and one on Hippology and Hippiatry, cf. Maurer. , •' 

There are numerous papers in other fields and one must advise all 
those interested in any aspect of Tibetan studies to consult these two 
volumes which contain so much important and recent information. 

„4, Jansz Crescent „ J.W. DE JONG 

MoRuift. ACT 2603,Australia 

The Dating of the Historical Buddha/Die Datierung des historischen 
Buddha. Part 3 (Symposien zur Buddhismusforschung, IV, 3). Edited 

by Heinz Bechert (Abhar.dlungen der Akademie der Wissenschaften 

in Gottingen, Philologisch-historische Klasse, Dritte Folge Nr. 22). 

Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, Gottingen, 1997. VI, 171 pp. ISBN 3-525- 

82419-X. 

Volume in is the final volume of the The Dating of the Historical _ 
Buddha. Heinz Bechert summarizes the state of the discussion eight 

years after the 1988 symposium: Einleitung: Stand der Diskussion acht 

Jahre nach dem Sympo ion (pp. 1-14). He rejects Richard Gombrich’s 

recent attempt to date the Nirvlna of the Buddha in the year 404. In 

his most recent publication Gombrich repeats his theory and dates the 

Nirvana of the Buddha about 405 B.C. and adds “it is worth noting 

that nobody has yet found a flaw lh my argument” (Kindness and 
Compassion as Means to Nirvana, Amsterdam, 1998, p. 8). Bechert 

points out that “die chronologischen Spekulatiorien im fiinftea Kapitel 

des DTpavamsa in keiner anderen Quelle auch nur die geringste Stiitze 

finaen, so dass ihr Wert als historische Quelle uberaus fragwurdig 

ist” (p. 6). Bechert discusses critically also the theories of Narain, 

von Stietencron and other scholars and concludes that most probably 

Buddha’s death took place later than previously assumed by most 

scholars, namely in the period between 420 and 350. Claus Haebler 

examines the linguistic problems connected with the Roman Twelve 

Tables, the Leges XII tabularum and shows that it is impossible to 

obtain reliable dates from linguistic changes and the lapse of time * 

in which they take place: Sprachwandel und Datierung. Erwagungen 

eines Sprachhistorikers zum Problem der Datierung der Lebenszeit 

des historischen Buddha (pp. 14-18). Hisashi Matsumura contributes 

a Bibliographical Survey of Information on the Dates of the Buddha 

in Some Ancient Sanskrit Buddhist Sources and Their Translation (pp. 

19-41). Matsumura has a long note on paheavarsika (p. 30). To the 

literature, mentioned by Matsumura, one must add the exhaustive study 

by Max Deeg: Origins and Development of the Buddhist Pancavarsika, 

Nagoya Studies in Indian Culture and Buddhism. Sambhasd 16 (1395), 

pp. 67-90; 18 (1997), pp. 63-96. Sven Bretfeld is the author of an - 

Index der in Symp IV 1-2 besprochenen Stellen aus der Pali-literature 

(pp. 42-48). Marcus Giinzel gives an Ubersicht fiber Angaben zur 

Datierung des Buddha im chinesischen buddhistischen Kahon (pp. 49- 

55). The following article: Bibliographical Information on the Dates 

of the Buddha in the Records of the Chinese Pilgrims in India and Sri 

Lanka (pp. 56-70) is based on a collection of material prepared by 

Junko Matsumura. Chapter V of the Lo-yang-chia-lan-chi relates the 

travels of the pilgrims Sung-yun and Hui-sheng. Matsumura mentions 

the translations by Neumann, Beal and Chavannes of this chapter but 

not the recent translation of the entire work by Wang Yi-t’ung, A record 
of buddhist monasteries in Lo-yang. Princeton University Press, 1984 

(cf. Revue bibliographique de Sinologie m, Paris 1985, p. 235). There 

are also several recent annotated editions of the text (cf. S. Behrsing, 

OLZ 80,1985, Sp. 299). The Selected Bibliography of Secondary Lit¬ 

erature Concerning the Dates of the Historical Buddha andlBuddhists 

Chronologies up to 1995, by Heinz Bechert (pp, 71-118) is arranged 

in alphabetical order and lists 650 publications. It is a piy that the 

bibliography is not arranged in chronological order so that one can 

follow the growth of the literature. Bechert mentions four publications 

by Kern, two with the Christian names Jan Hendrik Caspar and two with 

the Christian name Heinrich. As far as I know Kem always published 
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under the name H. Kern and it would be advisable to use this name in 
ret'emng to his publications. This is the name printed on the titie-page 
of his Manual of Indian Buddhism. German authors often wrongly 
give him the Christian' name Heinrich. I have not seen the German 
translation of his Geschiedenis van het Buddhism in Indie. However, 
according to the bibliography in Jacobi’s Kleine Schriften, it bears the 
name Hendri^ Kern. His full name is Johan Hendrik Caspar Kem. The 
Documents Concerning the History of Research contain four texts: an 
extract from E. Bumouf et Chr. Lassen: Essai sur le pali, ou langue 
sacre'e de la presqu'ile au-dela du Gange, Paris 1826, pp. 46-65; an 
article by E.J. Thomas, Theravadin and Sarvastivadin Dates of the 
Nirvana, B C. Law Volume, Vol. II, Poona 1946, pp. 18-22; an extract 
from Ernst Waldschmidt, Der Buddha iiber die kunftige Entwicklung der 
buddhistischen Lehre (Sanskrit-Sondertext III des Mahaparinirvana), 
pp. 216-217 and the Siamese text and English translation of an extract 
of an book by Phlu Luang on the Dates of the Buddha, pp. 299-306 
(cf. p. 156). Addenda et Corrigenda to volumes 1-2 conclude thp book 
(pp. 163-171). 

It is obvious that no consensus on the dates of the Buddha has been 
reached and probably will never be reached but it would be interesting 
to see which results will be obtained in a future symposium say in 
2038, fifty years after the symposium in 1988. 

4 Jansz Cresvent J.W. DEJONG 
Manuka ACT 2603 Australia 

Mauro Maggi, Pelliot chinois 2928. A Khotanese Love Story (Istituto 
Italiano per l’Africa et l’Oriente LXXX). Roma Istituto Italiano per 
I’Africa et l’Oriente, 1997. 88 pp., 4 pi. L. 25.000 

Two late Khotanese texts are written on die reverse of the Chinese 
scroll Pelliot chinois 2928.: the beginning of a letter (lines 1-3) and 
the initial part of a story (lines 4—41). They were published by Harold 
Bailey in the third volume of his Khotanese texts (Cambridge, 1956). 
Maggi’s book contains a new edition and a translation of both texts 
followed by a detailed commentary and a glossary. Only the beginning 
of the story, 22 verses, remains. It tells the story of a girl, the daughter 
of a minister whom the people call ‘the ox’. She falls in love with the 
son of a house-holder and offers a garland of flowers to him. As her 
father attends a banquet of King Prasenajit and will remain there for 
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six days, she invites the young man to sleep with her. They enjoy each 
other and exchange rings. It is a pity that the names of the girl and 
the young man arc not mentioned so that it is difficult to identify the 
story. . v 

In his lengthy commentary Maggi discusses readings of the manuscript 
and the interpretation of many words. It must be left to specialists in 
Khotanese to examine Maggi’s readings and interpretations. Bailey 
planned to translate the text but did not fulfil his plan and we must be 
grateful to Mauro Maggi for having made this interesting text accessible 
to non-specialists. 

4 Jansz Crescent LW. DE JONG 
Manuka ACT 2603 Australia 

Hermann Berger, Die Burushaski-Spraehe von Hunza und Nager. 3 
tomes. Otto Harrassowitz, Wiesbaden, 1998. ISBN 3-447-03961-2. 

Le iivre dc H. Berger sur le bouwchaski du Hounza et du Nager 
est Touvrage d’une vie. Lohgiemps attendu par les sp6ciaiiste$, k 

vrai dire relativement pea nombreux de cette langue, il ne decevra 
pas, disons-le tout de suite, ieurs espoirs. Ce travail sern desormais 
la reference fondamentale pour fdtude de ces diaiectes: en effet, non 
seulement il complete l'etude de Lorimer. mais il propose egalement 
une presentation encore plus rigonreuse et precise de la mati&re etudiec. 
Comme l'ouvrage de Lorimer, ce travail se presente en trois volumes; 
le premier est consacre k la grammaire, le deuxi&me aux textes et 
le troisieme propose ie dictionnaire le plus complet dont nous puis- 
sions disposer, k 1’heurc actuelle, sur le bourouchaski du Hounza et du 
Nager, 

Le tome I, consacre k la grammaire, en propose une bonne description. 
11 convient toutefois, avant d’aller plus avant dans la presentation de 
cette section, de faire quelques mises au point preliminaires. Lorsque 
Ton decrit une langue queiconque, on le fait toujours selon un certain 
point de vue. La langue peut servir de pretexte pour tester une'thforie. 
Ainsi, dans certains projets de recherche de ma connaissance, op a pris 
les langues africaines pour tester certaines theories phonologiques. La 
theorie y a peut-etre gagnd, mais, a coup, sur, les langues tres peu. On 
peut 6galement proposer une description en s’appuyant sur les parties 
d’une grammaire traditionnelle confue le plus souvent k partir des 
langues indo-europeennes. On peut, enfin, s’employer k decrire une 
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under the name H. Kern and it would be advisable to use s name in 
referring to his publications. This is the name printed on tiie title-page 
of his Manual of Indidn Buddhism. German authors ofteaa wrongly 
give him the Christian name Heinrich. I have not seen German 
translation of his Geschiedenis van ftet Buddhism in Indim, However, 
according to the bibliography in Jacobi’s Kleine Schriftem* it bears the 
name Hendrik Kern. His full name is Johan Hendrik Caspar Kern. The 
Documents Concerning the History of Research contain fear texts: an 
extract from E. Burnouf et Chr. Lassen: Essai sur le patm» &u langue 
sacree de la presqu ile au-dela du Gange, Paris 1826, pfp- 46-65; an 
article by E.J. Thomas, Theravadin and Sarvastivadin Dm&s of the 
Nirvana, B.C. Law Volume, Voi. II, Poona 1946, pp. 18-2E2; an extract 
from Ernst Waldschmidt. Der Buddha uber die kiinftige Emrwicklung der 
buddhistischen Lehre (Sanskrit-Sondertext III des MahapMinirvana), 
pp. 216-217 and the Siamese text and English translatiore ©f an extract 
of an book by Phlu Luang on the Dates of the Buddha, pp. 299-306 
(cf. p. 156). Addenda et Corrigenda to volumes 1-2 condaide the book 

(pp. 163-171). 
It is obvious that no consensus on the dates of the Budilha has been 

reached and probably will never be reached but it would fee interesting 
to see which results will be obtained in a future symposium say in 
2038, fifty years after the symposium in 1988. 

4 Jansz Cresvent J E)E JONG 
Manuka ACT 2603 Australia 

Mauro Maggi, Pelliot chinois 2928. A Khotanese Love Sfemy (Istituto 
Italiano per V Africa et FOriente LXXX). Roma Istituta laliano per 
FAfrica et FOriente, 1997. 88 pp., 4 pi. L. 25.000 

Two late Khotanese texts are written on the reverse of dfee Chinese 
scroll Pelliot chinois 2928.: the beginning of a letter (lines 1-3) and 
the initial part of a story (lines 4-41). They were published by Harold 
Bailey in the third volume of his Khotanese texts (Cambridge, 1956). 
Maggi's book contains a new edition and a translation ot both texts 
followed by a detailed commentary and a glossary. Only tfee beginning 
of the story, 22 verses, remains. It tells the story of a girl, tlie daughter 
of a minister whom the people call the ox’. She falls in imwc with the 
son of a house-holder and offers a garland of flowers to feisn. As her 
father attends a banquet of King Prasenajit and will remain there for 
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six days, she invites the young manto sleep with her. They enjoy each 
other and exchange rings. It is a pity that the names of the girl and 
the young man are not mentioned so that it is difficult to identify the 
story. 

In his lengthy commentary Maggi discusses readings of the manuscript 
and the interpretation of many words. It must be left to specialists in 
Khotanese to examine Maggi’s readings and interpretations. Bailey 
planned to translate the text but did not fulfil his plan and we must be 
grateful to Mauro Maggi for having made this interesting text accessible 
to non-specialists. 

4 Jansz Crescent J.W. DE JONG 
Manuka ACT 2603 Australia 

Hermann Berger, Die Burushaski-Sprache von Hunza und Nager. 3 
tomes. Otto Harrassowitz, Wiesbaden, 1998. ISBN 3-447-03961-2. 

Le livre de H. Berger sur le bourouehaski du Hounza et du Nager 
est Fouvrage d’une vie. Longtemps attendu par les speciaiistes, a 
vrai dire relativemem peu nombreux de eette langue, il ne decevra 
pas, disons-le tout de suite, ieurs espoirs. Ce travail sera desormais 
la reference fondamentale pour Fetude de ces dialectes; en effet, non 
seulement il complete Fetude de Lorimer. mais il propose egalement 
une presentation encore plus rigoureuse et precise de la matiere etudiee. 
Comme Fouvrage de Lorimer, ce travail se presente en trois volumes; 
le premier est consacre a la grammaire, le deuxieme aux textes et 
le troisieme propose le dictionnaire le plus complet dont nous puis- 
sions disposer, k Fheure actuelle, sur le bourouehaski du Hounza et du 
Nager. 

Le tome I, consacre a la grammaire, en propose une bonne description. 
Il convient toutefois, avant d’aller plus avant dans la presentation de 
cette section, de faire quelques mises au point preliminaires. Lorsque 
Fon decrit une langue quelconque, on le fait toujours selon un certain 
point de vue. La langue peut servir de pretexts pour tester une theorie. 
Ain si, dans certains projets de recherche de ma connaissance, on a pris 
les Iangues africaines pour tester certaines theories phonologiques. La 
theorie y a peut-etre gagne, mais, a coup sur, les Iangues tres peu. On 
peut egalement proposer une description en s’appuyant sur les parties 
d’une grammaire traditionnelle con^ue le plus sou vent a partir des 
Iangues indo-europeennes. On peut, enfin, s’employer a decrire une 
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TABILITY AND ADAPTABILITY: A JAIN STRATEGY FOR 
SURVIVAL AND GROWTH 

INTRODUCTION 

« 
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iejain tradition does not possess any other comprehensive handbook 
^Jainism comparable to the Yogasastra and its auto-commentary, the 

Jopajhavrtti, of Hemacandra (A.D. 1088-1173).1 Authors such as 

* bhadra have mainly provided us with more specialized studies in 

e Jain doctrine and its fundamental principles.2 In the capacity of an 

uthoritative description, the Yogasastra not only holds a prominent 

position among the Jains, but is also acknowledged as such by non-Jains, 
is evident from the fact that in the standard Vedantic doxographical 

ork, the Sarvadarsanasamgraha of Sayana Madhava, the section on 
ainism (Arhatadarsana) is mainly based upon the first four chapters 

of the Yogasastra.3 
For the historian of religion, the value of the Yogasastra is evident 

fcnot only in its serving as a source of information on which doctrines 
in the Svetambara canonical scriptures (sruta)4 and exegetical tradition 

(sampradaya) were considered orthodox in the 12th century, but more 
^importantly, in the fact that, as a summa of Jain dogma, it testifies to the 

'cumulative nature of Jainism.5 However, as a spokesman of a religious 

tradition, Hemacandra leaves us with an entirely non-historical survey 

pf his tradition and its basic tenets; Jainism is pictured as a fixed system 
‘(siddhantd) of timeless and continuous truth, and not as a product of 

^history. This ahistorical approach to religious thought could be seen as 

^an expression of Indian self-awareness and the Indian view of tradition 
*and traditional knowledge.6 It is also connected with the notion of an 

unbroken tradition, and, consequently, does not accept any development 
or change within the tradition itself, to say nothing of any additions 

Introduced by the author himself. On the contrary, Hemacandra tries 

to convince the reader of his objectivity by explicitly distinguishing 

between his true (samyak) account of the canonical and traditional 

teachings, and his own personal understanding of Jainism.7 But from a 

historical perspective Hemacandra, in transmitting doctrines from the 

Svetambara canon and tradition, also - unconsciously or not - tacitly 
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perpetuates the inclusion of non-Jain material which was incorporated by 
the Jains during the formation of their axiomatic doctrines, and during 
the continuous changes which the traditional dogma underwent prior 
to the time of Hemacandra.8 Furthermore, the author of the Yogasastra 

integrates innovations of his own9 as well as doctrines from non-Jain 

sources. 
The fact that Jain authors such as Hemacandra consciously adopted 

material from non-Jain sources, despite the obvious peril of being 
accused of heresy (mithyatva) by the Jain community (samgha), as 
well as of undermining the stability and credibility of the Jain tradition, 
indicates the importance these authors ascribed to such a stratagem. 
The position of the Jain community, at least of those members who 
valued orthodoxy and orthopraxis on equal terms, must have been that 
any teaching which claimed to be Jain had to be in conformity with 

~ what it perceived as the true impact of the canonical scriptures. 
In order to avoid this risk, Hemacandra, as well as many of his Jain 

colleagues, tried to adopt foreign material in a way which made them, 
nonetheless, look like true Jains in the eyes of the congregation and the 
surrounding religious communities. In the following we shall explore 
one possible motive behind such a conscious eclecticism by considering 
it as an expression of an overall strategy for survival and growth. 

A TOLERANT ATTITUDE ^ 

In the 10th century Yasastilaka of the Digambara Somadeva, Yasodhara’s 
mother, a mouth-piece of the BrShmanical orthodox position; expresses 

her fear for her son’s future: 

Ah, now the Jaina wind seems to have taken possession of my son. These Jains are 
difficult people to deal with, because like thieves, they beguile the minds of men, 
though long protected by the doctrines of other schools. Once the mind is imbued 
with their ideas. Brahman itself cannot divert it into other channels.1 

This quite tendentious statement regarding the activities of the Digambara 
Jains of southern India does not reflect the skill with which the Jains, 
on the whole, propagated their teaching during the medieval period. 
From their ‘non-violent’ perspective, the way of converting anyone 
was not by one-sided (ekdnta), dogmatic force, but through leniency 
towards non-Jain practices. Jains had to respond skillfully to the religious 
heritage of potential converts, or at least not ideologically offend or 
humiliate people of other faiths. Consequently, without endangering 
their own fundamental principles, and their moral and disciplinary 
vows, they tried to make ‘ideological room’ for potential converts, who 
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could not completely discard their former beliefs and practices. Thus, 
even though Jainism, as any other religion, preferred to welcome those 
who had deliberately adopted its faith, it tried to show considerable 
leeway to converts who were unable to abandon their religious heritage 
entirely. Ergo - in the language of Somadeva - they should be given 
a “mixed reception” (;misranumana).n Furthermore, throughout its 
history, Jainism was willing to let some aspects of lay activity, such as 
marriage, follow local customs (desacara), whereas in matters related 

to salvation, the Jain dharma should be observed.12 
However, such a liberal and noncommittal stance is not only found 

as part of a missionary strategy, or ancient custom, it is also discern¬ 
ible in texts which deal with the examination of [other] ideologies 
(idharmapariksa), as well as in philosophical treatises (sastra). Despite 
the fact that the intent behind these texts, composed by authors such 
as Amitagati and Haribhadrasuri, is often fundamentally the same 
as the one behind the notion of misranumana, these texts display 
a rather neutral attitude with relatively few normative or idealizing 
implications.13 Jain philosophers by and large seem to be less critical, 
or, affirmatively speaking, more ‘understanding’ towards dissidents than 
their Buddhist and Bnihmanical colleagues.14 This is amply displayed 
by a comparison of doxographical texts belonging to the Madhyamika, 
Vedanta and Svetambara traditions,15 

One way in which Jain philosophy seems to have conceptually 
captured and defined such an attitude of tolerance16 is as the doctrine 
of anekantavada. This was instrumental in both protecting the conceptual 
consistency of Jainism - including the canonical scriptures, which as 
an embodiment of the irrefutable and catholic truths of the Tuthankaras 
could not encompass any anomalies - and allowing a certain flexibility 
on the part of the dogma. The anekantavada signifies both an ontological 
theory of the manifold nature of reality (nayavada) and a philosophical 

methodology.17 The latter is called the doctrine of “Maybe” (.syadvada), 

or the “Seven-limbed Predication” (,saptabhahginaya),18 and states that 
no philosophical statement may be taken as absolutely valid. This did not 
imply, however, that the Jains were “yes-men”, since it demanded that 
seven different perspectives (naya) should be included in any ontological 
statement. If one were excluded, the statement was rendered invalid. 
The fact that the Jains, through such theories of perspectives, were 
both difficult to influence, and, at the same time, sympathetic towards 
others, made them perhaps also better equipped to cope with matters 
challenging their survival and growth.19 
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OPPOSmON AND ABSORPTION 

One example of how the Jams consciously adopted material of a foreign 
provenance in order to update their dogma and thereby attract new 
converts, as well as to keep the congregation intact, may be gathered from 
their response to the various devotional schools. According to Jaini,20 
these socially and politically powerful movements, which flourished 
from the fourth or fifth century onwards, constituted a potential threat 
to Jainism, not only owing to their attractive foree, but also because 
they actually sought to deprive Jainism of its self-identity. The response 
of the Jains took the form of both opposition and absorption. 

The suggestion of the Vaisnavas that Rsabha, the first Jain Tirthankara, 
was an incarnation of Visnu,21 was met with serious opposition from 
the Jains.22 Hemacandra in his YogaiSstra attacks the moral character 
of Visnu and his avat&ras, depicting Visnu as a false god (adeva, 
kudeva), incapable of leading mankind to liberation. In contrast to the 
Tsrthankaras, who are bereft of passion, hate and delusion, Visnu is 
depicted as someone devoted to women, weapons and rosaries. His 
immoral character shows itself as well in his violation of the vows 
of celibacy (brahmacarya) and non-violence (ahitnsd), and in losing 
his composure through distractions such as dancing (ndtya), gaiety 
(amhasa) and music {sahgIti)P 

The other approach of the Jains to the devotional movements, that of 
absorption, is illustrated by the production of Jain Epics and Putinas.24 
In the Jain versions of the R&m&yana and MahBbh&rata, the main. 
dramatis personae, Rama and Krsna, are subjected to Jain moral 
standards. Accordingly, the Jains did not jeopardize their doctrinal 
identity, since the stories were cast in a Jain mould; die notion of a 
supreme God never developed within Jainism. According to Jaini, the 
Buddhists failed to respond adequately to a similar threat They neither 
explicitly refuted the notion of Buddha as an avat&ra of Visnu, nor did 
they make any attempts to assimilate the popular Hindu deities into 
Buddhist mythology.25 

A similar attitude to that of the Jains, however, is found within 
the Mah9ySna Buddhist tradition prior to this event. The MSdhyamika 
philosopher. NSgArjuna (2nd century AD.), not only tried to match 
Nyiya and VaiSesika notions of apavarga to the Buddhist nirvana, but 
also attempted to absorb (he deittts of popular religion (Brahma, Indra, 
Visnu, Rudra. etc.) by interpreting them as emanations of the Buddha.26 

Another salient feature of Jain absorption or inclusiveness, as a 
• ——»:«inn nosed by the devotional trends. 
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were the goddess cults. As shown by Cort, however, these were not 
simple rituals including Hindu goddesses.27 There is extensive textual, 
archaeological and epigraphical evidence for the presence of bhakti 
in the earliest strata of the Jain tradition.28 The goddess cults became 
important during the medieval period as the Jain component of the 
bhakti movement The goddesses inhabiting the Jain cosmos, particularly 
Jvalimalinl and PadmSvatl, were subjected to an extensive Tantric cult29 
The former inhabited as a vidyOdevf the middle world (tiryakloka) of 
the Jain cosmos, whereas the latter, being a yaksd, occupied.the lower 
world (adholoka)P The Vufyadevts administered the magic spells 
(vidyd), the usage of which was condemned by the Jain canon and the 
tradition until the 4th or 5th century, since they were not instrumental 
in bringing about liberation.31 This very reason, which worked against 
the employment of vidy&s, became with the appearance of Tantrism 
one of the substantial arguments in support of their usage. They formed 
as it were part of a "Jain Mantravada"32 without being in conflict or 
interfering with the orthodox path to liberation. 

The adoption of goddesses into Jain doctrine and worship can be 
viewed as a conscious adoption in order to meet the challenges from the 
flourishing bhakti movements, thereby preventing Vaisnava and Saiva 
devotional movements from influencing the Jain laity.33 Nevertheless, 
it did not imperil tire singularity or doctrinal stability of Jainism, since 
neither the cult practice itself nor the goddesses were capable of helping 
anyone to attain liberation. They were regarded as mere spirits, who 
were inferior even to the Jain mendicants, and whose capabilities were 
restricted to the worldly sphere. Furthermore, the fundamental doctrine 
of the non-human (apaunueya) origin of the world was never in danger 
of being synthesized with Saiva and Vaisnava doctrines of a supreme 
divinity. According to Jaini, this was the case with the doctrines of the 
Buddhists. Through the notion of bodhisattvas, they were subjected to 
such a synthesis.34 

Despite the fact that Hindu Tantrism and Jainism were conceptually 
incompatible, the Jains were therefore able to adopt certain Tantric 
elements by regarding Hindu Tantrism as basically a system of different 
means (sadhana), not for the attainment of liberation (mokstti, but for 
merely mundane objectives (bhukti). It was therefore possible for 
the Digambaras to adjust to the prevailing devotional trends in their 
religious environment by adopting gods and goddesses, who were then 
made die objects of Tantric worship. Goddesses were not foreign to 
SvetSmbara doctrine and practice either as demonstrated in Hemacandra's 
Trisastiialfik&purusacaritra. 
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STRUCTURAL AND TERMINOLOGICAL ADOPTION: JAIN ASTANGAYOGA 

Early Jain canonical meditation (dhyOna) was no more than an adjunct 
to asceticism (tapas). As such it constituted only one aspect of a 
more general attempt to stop all physical and mental activity, and 
thereby effect liberation from rebirth and suffering.35 However, during 
the medieval period, meditation appears not only to have held a more 
prominent position within the soteriological scheme of Jainism, but was 
also subjected to Saiva influence at the close of the 11th century. This 
resulted in a notable change, considering the relatively independent 
position of Jain meditation in comparison to Buddhism, whrch, at • 
least in matters of structure and technical terminology, was more 
dependent on the BtShmanical tradition. This change cf scenes must be 
viewed in light of the growing interest in the practice and intellectual 
understanding of meditation, displayed by the surrounding BrSbroanrcal 
and Buddhist traditions. Consequently, the Jains adopted foreign elements 
in order to compete with their fellow participants in the pan-Indian 
philosophical and religious discussion on this topic, without, however, 
sacrificing a strong sense of separateness and identity in terms oi 
ideology. 

What is possibly the earliest surviving detailed portrayal of a path to 
liberation is found in the kc&rOhgasUtra?6 According to this text, the 
most essential aspect of the path is austerity. The same is true for the 
slightly iater Uitarddhyayanasutra, even though meditation is advocated 
for the termination of karmic matter.37 Therefore, at the time of the 
composition of these canonical texts, the practice of meditation consti¬ 
tuted a comparatively minor aspect of Jain soteriology. For a more 
exhaustive description, we have to address the later SthOnOhgasQtra, 
which introduces four types of meditation, termed Orta-, raudra-, 

dharma- and iukla-dhydne.* These were then systematized by Urafisvati 
in his post-canonical TattvOrthasutra (4~5th century A J).)3* Mid 

formed as part of the three jewels (ratnatraya) - correct knowl- 
edge (samyagjh&na), true faith (samyagdariana) and proper conduct 
(xamyakcOritra) - integrated components of the path to liberation 

(imoksamdrgaj.40 
An examination of the composition of the YogaiOstra shows that 

Hcmacandra synthesized divergent and independent Jam doctrines, 
such as the twelve vows (vrata) and die thirty-five qualifications of a 
layman (irdvakaguna), and systematized them according to the eightfold 
path of the Yogasutra.*1 The Jain path to tiberation was thus changed 
structurally into an eightfold path of Brthmanieal provenance with which 
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the Saivites of Gujarat, as weil as king KumarapSla (A.D. 1143-1172),42 
'•?_ certainly felt closely associated. 

iS' The “Jain” eightfold path to liberation may be construed in the 
3% following concise manner. As a precondition of entering the path, 

the layman has to meet the requirements posed by the thirty-five 
i qualifications (guna) or duties {dharma) of a householder (grhastha).*3 

j The first and the second step, yama and niyama,** corresponds to the 
“three jewels" (ratnatraya): correct knowledge, faith and conduct The 
first two “jewels” involve developing a certain degree of understanding of 

fjfi *e basic principle of Jainism (samyagjhOna) and an inclination towards 
these principles (sesnyakdarisna).45 The third jewel, which is related 
to correct conduct, amounts to the observance of the twelve vows.4® 

2^ If the layman, in addition, cultivates generosity and compassion,47 and 
£|Vcomplies with the prescripts of a special daily routine,4* he is considered 
*f| an exceptional layman (mak&r&vakc).49 He may now formally become 
w a mendicant (sadhtt) by accepting the five great vows (makdvrata).50 
fff- However, it is not sufficient for the mendicant - whether recently 

recruited .or not - to understand and believe in the basic principles of 
-?v Jainism and to act in accordance wiih the different vows. He has to 
H know, believe and behave correctly. For this the mendicant needs to 
•* be constantly in touch with their common source, the Self {Oman). 
• Only through this eighth step is it possible to eliminate suffering, which 

: ■ is basically the result of the ignorance of Self, caused by batman}' 
Consequently, dhyOna must be complementary to tapas. However, there 

. aro several preconditions of dhyana, constituting the intermediate steps 
■J- between asceticism and meditation. First of all the yogic postures (fitting) 

V. have to be mastered,52 the breath has to be controlled (prdndydma),33 
• then the senses must be withdrawn from their objects (pratyOhdra), and 
t::' finally, concentration (dhOranS) needs to be cultivated. Ergo, the eight 

; T81?*” OT “hmbs” (ahga) of the path deal in broad outlines with the 
individual’s relation to the environment (yama), with his inner 

~ and physical cultivation (niyama), with his bodily limbs (Osana) and 
II Ms breath (prdndyOma), with the relationship between his senses and 

their objects (pmtyuhdra), between his senses and his mind (dhOranO), 

bt^Ms mind and his Self (dhyOna), and with his actual Self (samddhi)}* 
Nonetheless, Hemacandra’s attempt to organize the preconditions hnd 

:fi Procepts of an ideal way of life within the framework of an eightfold 
Xypath, classically formulated by Patafijali, and used by die BrShmanical 
,3*» well as the Tkntric traditions, seems to be no more than window 
• y, Crossing. Jain astShgayoga amounts in substance to a mere reorganization 
. ts *nd change of centre of gravity. The division of the path within the 
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shape of the “three jewels” (ratnatraya) could very well be kept intact 

by categorizing asana, prandydma, etc., under the third jewel, proper 

conduct (samyakcaritra). The objective is also familiar, through cosmetic 

changes, leaving the very core of Jain doctrine unaffected, to harmonize 

with the ideological environment and thereby appease the laity as well 

as attract new members. 

STRUCTURAL AND TERMINOLOGICAL ADOPTION: JAIN TANTRIC 
MEDITATION 

The last eight chapters of Hemacandra’s Yogasdstra (V-XII) include 

elements which in substance derive from the post-classical yoga tradition. 

However, part of these ‘new’ elements are presented by Hemacandra as 

‘old’ in order to integrate them with the orthodox practice of virtuous 

meditation (dharmadhyana).55 Consequently, the Yogaiastra deals with 

the subject of dharmadhyana jn a manner different from the canonical 

scriptures and the exegetical tradition by appending four additional 

subvarieties to the classical four.56 This extended version first occurs 

in Subhacandra’s Jhanarnaya.51 Hemacandra, who either acquired his 

information from this 10th century Digambara philosopher or from 

the same source as the latter, was then the first author to introduce it 

within the Svetambara tradition.58 He was thereby also instrumental in 

prolonging its footing within Jainism because of the normative status 

which the Yogasdstra came to hold in the future.59 

Analogous with the canonical and traditional versions of 

dharmadhyana, the supplementary practice introduced in the Yogasdstra 

requires a fourfold support (alambana) for its performance, termed pinda 

pada, rupa and rupdtlta. The first kind of meditation is accordingly 

designated pindasthadhyana and consists in the visualization of mate¬ 

rial objects (pinda). Padasthadhydna, on the other hand, involves the 

mental repetition of holy syllables (pada), whereas rupasthadhyana 

encompasses a process of identification with the external nature (rupa) 

of the enlightened Jina. Finally, rupatitadhydna deals with a similar 

process, now in relation to the intrinsic nature of the Jina. The latter 

is said to result in a state of identity between the subject, object and ' 

process of knowledge, wherein the inner Self (antardtman) merges 

into the supreme Self (paramdtman). However, it is not equivalent to 

siddhahood, for which the subsequent sukladhydna is required.60 

The question then arises, where do we find such a terminology and 

does it also display an underlying pattern which it was possible for 

Hemacandra to adopt without being regarded as unorthodox by the Jain 
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community? Considering that Saivism for centuries had dominated the 

religious scene of Gujarat, and that during the time of Hemacandra 

Saivism was strongly influenced by the pan-Indian vogue of Tantrism, 

an appropriate basis for our investigation of these terms would be to 

look into the Kashmirian Saiva tradition. This was first suggested by 

A. N. Upadhye, and later by Muni Jambuvijaya and R. Gnoli. But this 

is not an easy task due to our scant knowledge of the Tantric tradition 

and the unintelligible nature of its textual corpus.61 Fortunately, we 

have at our disposal the Tantrdloka of Abhinavagupta (11th century 

A.D.), which is an invaluable source of early Tantric thought, ritual and 

literary history. Our textual selection is substantiated by the fact that 

Gujarati Jain authors were familiar .with the intellectual achievements 

of Kashmir, and more significantly, that Hemacandra in his work oh 

Sanskrit poetics, the Kdvydnusdsana, quotes Abhinavagupta extensively. 

Abhinavagupta62 and his commentator Jayaratha, in their elaboration of 

the terms pindastha, padastha, rUpastha and rupdffta, appear to describe 

- without necessarily attaching it to a specific philosophical or theological 

position - a formal structure of meditation, including four different states 

of meditation which are analogous to four states of consciousness.62 

Such a ‘phenomenology of meditation’ underlies various Saiva and 

sakta texts, especially those belonging to the Kaula lineage.64 Besides 

the Tantrdloka and the Tfka of Jayaratha,65 we find the same terminology 

and formal structure in texts such as the Malimvijayottaratantra, the 

Yoginihrdayatahtra66 and the Kubjikamatatantra (11-15th century)67 

The common objective of the exegeses of these terms seems to 

be the integration of theories of different states of meditation with 

the terminology and structure of the Upanisadic doctrine on the four 

states of consciousness, thereby maintaining doctrinal continuity with 

the Vedic revelation (sruti). If we consider the account given in the 

Mdliruvijayottaratantra as pardigmatic,68 the texts under consideration 

appear to say that the well-known Upanisadic nomenclature of four 

different states (avasthdna) of consciousness, waking (Jagrat), dream 

(svapna), sleep (susupta) and the “fourth” (turya), in their systems are 

merely given alternative names, just as in classical texts such as the 

Gaudapadiyakarika.69 Jdgrat is designated pindastha. Svapna is termed 

padastha. Susupta is rendered by rupastha, and turya, finally, is titled 

rupatita.10 The first three states of consciousness are characterized by 

a duality between the subject and the object of knowledge, whereas the 

fourth is without duality. The method of attaining these states involves 

the visualization of or identification with various “intentional objects”, 

ranging from physical (pinda) to immaterial entities.71 
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Shape of the “three jewels” {ratnatrayd) could very well be kept intact 
by categorizing asana, prandyama, etc., under the third jewel, proper 
conduct (samyakedritra). The objective is also familiar; through cosmetic 
changes, leaving the very core of Jain doctrine unaffected, to harmonize 
with the ideological environment and thereby appease the laity as well 
as attract new members. 

STRUCTURAL AND TERMINOLOGICAL ADOPTION: JAIN TANTRIC 
MEDITATION 

The last eight chapters of Hemacandra’s Yogadastra (V-XII) include 
elements which m substance derive from the post-classical yoga tradition. 
However, part of these ‘new’ elements are presented by Hemacandra as 
•old’ in order to integrate them with the orthodox practice of virtuous 
meditation (dharmadhyana).55 Consequently, the Yogaidstra deals with 
the subject of dharmadhySna in a manner different from the canonical 
scriptures and the exegetical tradition by appending four additional 
subvarieties to the classical four.56 This extended version first occurs 
in Subhacandra’s Jhandrnava,57 Hemacandra, who either acquired his 
information from this 10th century Digambara philosopher or from 
the same source as the latter, was then the first author to introduce it 
within the Svetambara tradition.58 He was thereby also instrumental in 
prolonging its footing within Jainism because of the normative status 
which the Yogasastra came to hold in the future.59 

Analogous with the canonical and traditional versions of 
dharmadhyana, the supplementary practice introduced in the Yogaidstra 

requires a fourfold support (dlambana) for its performance, termed pinda, 

pada, rupa and rupdtlta. The first kind of meditation is accordingly 
designated pindasthadhydna and consists in the visualization of mate¬ 
rial objects (pinda). Padasthadhydna, on the other hand, involves the 
mental repetition of holy syllables (pada), whereas rOpasthadhydna 

encompasses a process of identification with the external nature (rdpa) 

of the enlightened Jina. Finally, rupatltadhyana deals with a similar 
process, now in relation to the intrinsic nature of the Jina. The latter 
is said to result in a state of identity between the subject, object and 
process of knowledge, wherein the inner Self (antaratmari) merges 
into the supreme Self (paramdtmah). However, it is not equivalent to 
siddhahood, for which the subsequent iukladhydna is required.60 

The question then arises, where do we find such a terminology and 
does it also display an underlying pattern which it was possible for 
Hemacandra to adopt without being regarded as unorthodox by the Jain 
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community? Considering that Saivism for centuries had dominated the 
religious scene of Gujarat, and that during the time of Hemacandra 
£aivism was strongly influenced by the pan-Indian vogue of Tantrism, 
an appropriate basis for our investigation of these terms would be to 
look into the Kashmirian Saiva tradition. This was first suggested by 
A. N. Upadhye, and later by Muni Jambuvijaya and R. Gnoli. But this 
is not an easy task due to our scant knowledge of the Tan trie tradition 
and the unintelligible nature of its textual corpus 61 Fortunately, we 
have at our disposal the Tantrdloka of Abhinavagupta (11th century 
A.D.), which is an invaluable source of early Tantric thought, ritual and 
literary history. Our textual selection is substantiated by the fact that 
Gujarati Jain authors were familiar with the intellectual achievements 
of Kashmir, and more significandy, that Hemacandra in his work on 
Sanskrit poedcs, the Kdvyanuidsana, quotes Abhinavagupta extensively. 
Abhinavagupta62 and his commentator Jayaratha, in their elaboration of 
the terms pindastha, padastha, rUpastha and rupdtita, appear to describe 
- without necessarily attaching it to a specific philosophical or theological 
position - a formal structure of meditation, including four different states 
of meditation which are analogous to four states of consciousness.63 
Such a ‘phenomenology of meditation’ underlies various Saiva and 
Sakta texts, especially those belonging to the Kaula lineage.64 Besides 
the Tantrdloka and the Ttkd of Jayaratha,65 we find the same terminology 
and formal structure in texts such as the Mdlinivijayottaratantra, the 
Yoginthrdayatantra66 and the Kubjikdmatatantra (11—15th century).67 

The common objective of the exegeses of these terms seems to 
be the integration of theories of different states of meditation with 
the terminology and structure of the Upanisadic doctrine on the four 
states of consciousness, thereby maintaining doctrinal continuity with 
the Vedic revelation (iruti). If we consider the account given in the 
Mdlintvijayottaratantra as pardigmatic,68 the texts under consideration 
appear to say that the well-known Upanisadic nomenclature of four 
different states (avasthdna) of consciousness, waking (jdgrat), dream 
(svapna), sleep (susupta) and the “fourth” (turya), in their systems are 
merely given alternative names, just as in classical texts such as the 
Gaudapadiyakarikd.® Jdgrat is designated pindastha. Svapna is termed 
padastha. Susupta is rendered by rupastha, and turya, finally, is titled 
rupaffta.™ The first three states of consciousness are characterized by 
a duality between the subject and the object of knowledge, whereas the 
fourth is without duality. The method of attaining these states involves 
the visualization of or identification with various “intentional objects”, 
ranging from physical (pinda) to immaterial entities.71 
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the survival of the non-Vedic sramana traditions, such as Jainism and 
Buddhism, during their formative periods. They needed an active support 
in order to acquire the material wealth, and the increase in status, which 
was the net result of royal support. Since the Buddhists and the Jains 
operated in the same geographic area, they would often compete for 
such largesse?1 However, in this respect, the Buddhists seem never to 
have constituted a threat to the Jains, and because of their distinctive 
conceptual differences, the latter were also never attacked or influenced 
by the Buddhists. 

Throughout history, the Jains appear to have been skilled in procur¬ 
ing kingly advantages, which may have to do with their methods of 
internally and externally directed propaganda. The peaceful and propi¬ 
tious settlement in Magadha (present Bihar) seemed to have ended 
at the same time as the history of India began to be better known to 
us through the newly-opened connection with the Western world, as 
a result of Alexander the Great’s renowned march towards the East 
Shortly after the Macedonian invasion, which perhaps coincided with 
the death of Alexander (323 B.C.), Candragupta came to power. His 
empire covered almost the entire Indian subcontinent, except for south¬ 
ern Deccan, and there are certain indications that during his reign there 
emerged a Brahmanical counter-offensive against the steadily growing 
sects; neither Jainism nor Buddhism seem, therefore, to have been 
encouraged by those in power. With the conversion of Candragupta’s 
grandson, Atoka, to Buddhism, the Jains slowly moved away from 
Magadha and by the 5th or 6th century the Digambaras were settled in 
modem Maharashtra and Karnataka, and the Svetambaras in Gujarat, 
Rajasthan, and Punjab. This was the situation throughout the major part 
of the medieval period. It was not until the 11th and 12th centuries that 
the renaissance of Saivism in south India - especially in the form of 
Vtratoivism - and the reorganization of the Vaisnavism by Ramanuja, 
along with the expansion of Islam in the north, shattered by the flour¬ 
ishing Jain communities and forced them to retreat geographically into 
their present area of concentration.79 From the 14th century onwards, 
the Jains had lost their relations with those in power, and were reduced 
to the role of a dispersed and no longer missionizing minority. 

If we leave aside the possible personal reasons for Kumarapala (or 
for that matter an Atoka, or a Constantine) to become a convert, royal 
patronage seems to have been of importance even during medieval 
times, if not for the immediate survival of Jainism, at least for its 
growth. This is indicated by the fact that the Svetambaras experienced 
a ‘golden age’ during the reign of Kumarapala. This former Saivite 
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king not only personally converted to Jainism under the influence of 

his precepter and advisor Hemacandra, but also offered recognition to 

Jainism in Gujarat during his reign, promulgating, for example, state 
ordinances in accordance with Jain ethics. However, with the Muslim 

invasions, the happy times came to an end, and once the dynasty was 
restored Saivism again prevailed. 

CONCLUSION 

Every minority is forced to develop means of survival and growth, 
as a group and as an ideology. One may either pursue a localizing, 
exclusive, ‘defensive’ strategy, in which one sets up high walls around 
one’s own system, and leaves everything else outside that system as 
something that is other, thereby recognizing the autonomy of the ‘other’, 
or a cosmopolitan, inclusive, ‘offensive’ strategy of incorporating other 
within a totalizing system, in some ways thereby denying the autonomy 
of the ‘other’. Hemacandra and his associates seem to have advocated 
a strategy that lies between these two extremes. The main feature of 
this was to adopt material from outside - such as terminology, ideas 
and organizing principles - in a manner which would not jeopardize 
or oppose what were then perceived as the fundamental principles of 
Jainism. Elements borrowed or appropriated were therefore viewed as 
surface features, in no way compromising the basic tenets of Jainism. 
In other words, one was open to change, but not at the expense of 
one’s fundamental doctrines. The decisive reason for Jain authors to 
deliberately incorporate such novel elements seems to have been to 
propagate more effectively their religion within and outside the Jain 
community. If Jainism had not been brought into conformity with die 
prevalent religious and philosophical requirements of the intellectual 
and socio-political milieu, it would have faced the immediate danger 
of being absorbed or overshadowed by various Brahmanical systems. 
This would have been an impediment to proselytizing activities as 
well as to the cohesion of the congregation, leading eventually to the 
disintegration of Jainism. The balance between doctrinal stability and 
adaptability brings to our attention a recurrent pattern in the history of 
religions. 

The process involved in the formation of any orthodoxy implies the 
requirement of conformity of the traditional exegesis to the dogma of 
the canonical scriptures. When new ideas are introduced into a tradition 
they are often presented or just tacitly incorporated as if they were old 
or original. For one reason or another they have been lost or forgotten. 
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The question is now whether the terminological similarities between 
these Tantric texts, on the one hand, and the YogaJdstra, on the other, 
are merely arbitrary, or if there is a fundamental pattern which ties the 
different arguments in the textual passages together. This would provide 
us with at least a plausible, or hypothetical, explanation of why we find 
such a non-Jain terminology in the very summa of orthodox £vetSmbara 
Jainism. First of all, we have to be aware that the terminological 
resemblances are not that extensive. If we compare the nomenclature 
related to the subcategories of pinda, etc., we find differences both 
among the Tantric texts, and between any one of these texts and the 
Yogasastra. Still, the possibility of a purely terminological transference 
is not unlikely. There are many instances of the Jain appropriation of 
extraneous terminologies or manipulation of verbal ambiguity for the 
sake of overcoming doctrinal differences and thereby acquiring a better 
position to effectively propagate their own ideology.72 However, if we try 
to extract the basic pattern underlying the various elaborations of pinda, 
pada, rupa and rupdtita, we may, in light of die notion that the four 
successive meditational states are compatible with four states of reality, 
define such a pattern in the following manner. In the first three states, 
the object, process and subject of knowledge, respectively, predominate, 
whereas in the fourth they coincide. If we assume hypothetically that 
the Yogasastra not only adopted a terminological sequence from a 
Tantric text similar in content to any of those mentioned above, but 
also borrowed the formal structure constituted by these terms, we 
may view the four alternative subvarieties of dhamadhyOna as four 
meditational practices. These may then involve a gradual process of 
identification with material and immaterial objects, resulting in four 
distinctive states of consciousness. In pindasthadhydna, die object 
of knowledge is predominant since it involves the visualization of 
extentional objects. Padasthadhydna relates to the usage of mantras, 
thereby emphasizing the process of knowledge. RQpasthadhyOna consists 
of identification with the inner nature of the Jina, thereby gravitating 
around the subject of knowledge. Lastly, rupdfftadhydna deals with 
the assimilation of the inherent nature of the Jina, which Hemacandra 
describes in Tantric terminology as a state of identity (samarasibhdva) 
or an act of identification (ektkarana) between the subject, object and 

process of knowledge.73 
One of the reasons why we find such material in the Yogafdstra likely 

has to do with a Jain response to Saivism in Gujarat. However, this 
must have originated prior to Hemacandra since part of the discussed 
material is also found in the 11th century Jnanarnava of Subhacandra. 
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What complicates the matter is that inscriptional evidence indicates that 
the major brand of Saivism in Gujarat during the rule of the Solanki 
kings, from Mularaja (942-96) to Jayasimha Siddharaja (1094-1143), 
was P5$upata. Hemacandra seems to have been aware of this state 
of affairs, and gives a derogatory account of Paiupata morals, etc., 
in the Svopajmvnti,74 The adoption of Kashmirian Saivite elements 
directly or indirectly through the Jndnarnava, accordingly, may not 
reflect an overall SvetSmbara embracing of such elements, but may be 
a textual feature with strategic implications. Hemacandra’s motivation 
for including these elements in his presentation of what he considered 
to be orthodox Jainism may therefore have been neither purely didactic, 
nor for the sake of encyclopedic completeness, apropos the subject of 
yoga. Instead, he may have anticipated future advantages in including 
material familiar to die cultural heritage of his employer, the newly 
converted king Kumarap&la. 

The later YogasOra of Yogindradeva (or Yoginduf5 and the commen¬ 
tary by Sitalaprasadaji, as well as the Tattvarthasaradipaka ofSakalakuti 
(15th century), display different versions of this basic account given 
by the Yogasastra, at least if we can rely on the accounts given by 
Tukol and Bhandarkar.76 Similarly there are different versions among 
the Tantric texts. In addition to the genera] theme of these texts, the 
Yoginihrdayatantra and Kubjikdmatatantra relate pinda, pada, rupa, and 
rupdtita, to the different cakras or spiritual centres located in the subtle 
body (lingaSarira), according to Tantric physiology. The latter text also 
identifies the terms with the four main pithas of their goddess.77 

Both the Saivite and the Jain texts, therefore, display a recurrent 
pattern within the history of religion: The disconnection of a structure 
from its collateral doctrinal content, serving the purpose of supporting 
one’s own doctrines. This structure, or way of organizing material, may 
then become part of the standard repertoire of how a tradition presents 
its ideology. It then becomes mandatory of any teaching which wants 
to be affiliated with the tradition. If a specific teacher’s own ideology 
or the principal ideology of the tradition has undergone any change, it 
should still be organized according to the set structure. 

ROYAL PATRONAGE 

Finally, let us consider the role which royal patronage played in the Jain 
struggle for survival and growth. A tolerant and benevolent attitude 
towards all religions on the part of royalty dates from ancient times 
in India. Nevertheless, such a mere acceptance was not sufficient for 
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!l> See Lindtner 1982: 250, nn. 197-98. Cf. also the bodhisattvas Gadgadasvara 
and AvalokiteSvara as described in the SaddharmapundarrkasQtra, chs. 23 and 24 
respectively. 
21 Cott 1987: 235-36; Jain/Fischer 1978, pt. n: 2(3-29. 
M See Con (forthcoming) “Expanding the Field of Vision: Bhakti in the early Jain 
Tradition”. 
29 The most significant texts of the cults of Padmavatl and JvalamalinL and thereby the 
most important Digambara contributions to Tantric literature are the JvdldmdlinTkatpa 
by Indranandin (10th century) and the Bhairavapadmdvattkalpa by Mallisena (l lth 
century). The main concern of the latter is the practice of magic rites by means of 
mantras and yantras in relation to the goddess Padmavatl. The text is edited with 
Bandhusena’s commentary by K. V. Abhyankar in Jhavery 1944: 1-74. Editions of 
some other, minor texts on the worship of PadmavatJ and other Jaina goddesses 
are also found in Jhavery 1944. Cort (1987: 245-246) draws our attention to the 
description of the “six acts” (satkarman) in the Bhairavapadmdvatfkalpa. These acts, 
which together constitute the Tantric kdmya ritual, are identical to those described 
in Hindu Tantric texts, except for one. the rite of liquidation (marana). In accor¬ 
dance with the vow of non-harm (ahimsd), the Jains often replaced this with the 
rite of attraction of women (strf*dkrsti), Similarly, when the Jains adopted the five 
Brahmanical mahdyajhas, they avoided components involving animal sacrifice. See 
Handiqui 1949: 333. 
30 On Jain yaksT workship granted the status almost equivalent to that of Jinas, see 
Jaini 1991: 196^-97. 
31 Cort 1987: 237-38. 
32 Y$ V-XI passim. 

33 See Jaini 1991: 196. 
34 Jaini 1980: 36. 
35 See Bronkhorst 1986: 29-41. On early Jain meditation, see also Bronkhorst 1993: 
151-55; Cort 1991: 391-99; Bruhn 1987. 
36 AcdrdhgasQtra I. 8 (7).2-8/228-253. See Bronkhorst 1986: 29-31. 

37 UttarddhyayanasQtra XXIX. 27, 37. 
38 SthdndhgasQtra IV.1.61-72. Cf. Schubring 1978: 314. According to Bronkhorst 
(1986: 41, n. 20), these four types of dhydna may have been derived from the 
Uttar ddhyayanasQtra XXX. 35. For a summary, see Tatia 1951: 285-290; Jaini 1979: 
254-256. The Jains seem to have a very wide definition of meditation, at least 
compared to the classical exegesis of the YogasQtra (YSO) III. 2. Cf. Dundas 1992: 
144; Bronkhorst 1993: 151. The two first types of meditation, drta and raudra, 
were by the canon and the exegetical tradition considered not commendable. Cf. the 
Buddhist concept of the ten impurities (asubhd) in the Samyuttanikdya IV. Ill; V. 
320. 
39 Dundas 1992: 74. 
40 TAS IX. 29: drtaraudradharmyafukldni t pare moksahetQ //. 

41 SV V. 1 refers to YSo II. 29. On the correlation between the organizing principle 
of Pataftjali and that of Haribhadra, see Bronkhorst 1993: 156. 
42 On Kumarapala, see Majumdar 1956: 89-125, 314-319. 

43 YS I. 47-56. 
44 Y&SV IV. 34; ID. 130: yama = mQlagunas - 5 anuvratas, niyama - uttaragunas 

- 3 gunavratas and 4 iiksdvratas. 

45 Y$ I. 15-17. The seven basic principles (tattva) are: The sentient (pa)t the 
insentient (ajrva)f karmic flux (dsrava\ stoppage of karmic influx (samvara), disso¬ 
ciation of bound karman (nirjard), bondage (bandha) and liberation (moksa). 

46 The twelve vows include the five minor vows (anuvrata), the three complementary 
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vows (gunavrata) and the four educational vows (iiksdvrata). See Y$ II. 18-115; HI. 
1-88. The anuvratas, which were modeled on the five mahdvratas, are identical to 
yama as defined in YSQ II. 30. The five major vows of the mendicant (mahdvrata) 
are attested in the second book of the AcdrdhgasQtra (4-5th century A.D.). Cf. Jacobi 
1989: xxii ff.; TattvdrthasQtra VII. 5-6; YSQ II. 30. 
47 SV III. 119. The layman should out of devotion (bhakti) share his wealth in 
the following “seven fields” (ksetra): Jain images (jinabimba), temples (bhavana), 
scriptures (dgama), male mendicants (s&dhu), female mendicants (sddhvI), laymen 
{irdvaka) and laywomen (irdvikd). He should also out of compassion (44yd) give 
to the non-Jain needy. 
48 Y$ III. 121-147. " ; 

* SV in. 119; Cort 1989: 306-340, 315, n. 19. 
50 Y$ I. 25-46. If the layman is approaching the end of life, he should take the vow 
of ritual death (samlekhand), after which he lives in heaven for aeons and attains 
liberation within eight lifetimes (Y$ in. 148-154). 
51 Y$ IV. 3-4. 

51 Cf. YSQ 0. 46 with Vyasa’s commentary. The postures described in Y$ IV. 
124-136 are all found in Gherandasamhitd II. 1-45 and Hathayogapradtpikd I. 
18-55. 
33 Cf. YSQ I. 34; II. 49. YS/SV (V. 1-3; VI. 1-5) opposes the idea of prdndydma as 
a means to enlightenment. Nonetheless, it may be helpful in improving one’s physical 
health (kdydrogya) and determining one’s longevity (Jcdlajhdna). The doctrines and 
terminology found in Y$ with respect to prdndydma are definitively postclassical. 
The combination of breathing exercises and mantras, for example, which we find in 
Madhava’s Sarvadarianasamgraha and in the Yogasdrasamgraha of Vijftanabhiksu, 
not to speak of the different Hathayoga treatises, are not testified in classical texts 
on yoga. Y$ also presents breathing exercises which are definitely Tantric. As far 
as terminology goes, technical terms such as pQraka, recaka and kumbhaka, are 
not attested, according to Thxen (1982: 153), in any text prior to Vacaspatimifra’s 
and Bhoja’s commentaries on YSQ. However, Tuxen may have overlooked Bhavya's 
Madhyamakaratnapradfpa in which these terms occur based on earlier sources; 
54 The treatment of pratydhdra and dhdrand in Y$ VI. 6-8 follows YSQ II, 53—54, 
HI. I. Hemacandra describes, however, the preconditions of meditation differently in 
YS IV. 1-123. This delineation suggests that the ahgas should be regarded as 'limbs’ 
rather than ‘steps’, as if the body of yoga consists of eight limbs which develop 
simultaneously. Hemacandra explains that, in order to acquire knowledge of the Self 
(toman), the passions (kasdya) have to be controlled. This is only possible if one 
controls the senses (indriya), for which mental purity (manahfuddhi) is required. The 
latter is obtained once attachment (rdga) and aversion (dvesa) is eliminated through 
equanimity (samatva). Equanimity results from non-attachment (nirmamatva), which 
in turn results from contemplation (bhdvandJanupreksd). Equanimity and meditation 
are mutually interdependent and to even attempt to practise meditation without equa¬ 
nimity is nothing but mockery, according to Hemacandra (cf. BhagavadgTtd HI. 6). 
After this description, Hemacandra urges the adept to cultivate benevolence (maitrt), 
appreciation (pramoda), compassion (kdrunya) and tolerance (mddhyastkya) as a direct 
means of assisting with respect to the practice of meditation. See Y$ IV. 118-123; 
TAS VII. 11. The brahmavihdras seem to be very old aspects of Indian yoga and 
probably belong to the earliest Brahmanical and Buddhist practice. See for example 
YSo I. 33; Abhidharmakoia VIII. 196-203. Compare the bhdvands/anupreksds with 
lb® eight first Buddhist anussatis: buddhadhammasahghasTlatydga-, devatd, 
tot&pdnasatiand marana-anussati (Ahguttaranikdya I. 30). 

33 In the same manner, Somadeva in his Yaiastilaka tries to legitimize various 
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but have now been rediscovered and reintroduced into the tradition. 
By means of such a reintroduction of ideas which from our historical 
perspective are new or at least partly new, but from the point of view 
of tradition are considered old, the tradition considers itself as being 
reformed in accordance with the impeccable (orthos) doctrines (doxa) of 
the basic scriptures. In this way it has been “purified” from heterodoxy 
which in the course of time had become a part of its teaching. 

The integration, from our perspective, of something new may be 
an unconscious act; a particular author may, for example, uncritically 
transmit materials from the previous stages of the tradition, including the 
canonical scriptures, unaware of its ideological origin, or, more likely, 
in the firm'belief that his tradition does not encompass any fundamental 
changes. It may also be a conscious act necessitated by various kinds 
of external challenges in order to propagate one’s teachings and thereby 
maintain one’s economical, social and political position. Furthermore, 
it may serve the purpose of keeping the religious community intact by 
updating its doctrines in accordance with the intellectual and religious 
milieu. The tradition must therefore reconcile, on the one hand, the 
demand for doctrinal stability in order to conform to the absolute truths 
stated in its canonical scriptures and, on the other hand, whenever and 
for whatever reasons this stability is endangered, the adaptation to new 
situations in order to survive and grow. 

Through the integration of a new element or - as a matter of perspec¬ 
tive - reintroduction of an Old, die foundation is laid for the advent of a 
future reformation of the current tradition. History frequently documents 
the need on the part of a later representative to once again purify the 
teaching from what he views as ‘heterodox’ elements but which his 
predecessor(s) may have viewed as orthodox elements. The concepts of 
stability, adaptability, integration and purification seem, therefore, to be 
valuable tools for the historian of religion in order to outline the survival 
and growth of a religious tradition and its underlying mechanics. 

NOTES 

1 The present author is preparing an annotated English translation of the Yogai&stra 
(Y$) in the light of the Svopajnavrtti (SV). For a biography of Hemacandra, see 
Buhler 1889. 
2 On the date and doxographical scholarship of Haribhadra (8th century AD.), see 
QvamstrOm 1996. 
3 See Nakamura 1968. 
4 Bnihn (1981: 11-12) draws our attention to the difficulties involved in the distinction 
between a ‘canon’ and ‘exegetical* works. However, in this paper such a distinction, 
is based on how the Jain Svetambara tradition, as reflected in the scholarship of one 

of its representatives, viewed this matter, not on historical-critical considerations. On 
scripture and continuity in the Jain tradition, and the concepts of “scripture” and 
“canon”, see Dundas 1992: 53-73; Folkert 1989; 1993: 35-83, 85-94. 
5 Cf. Canithers 1990. 
4 Halbfass 1988: 350. 
7 Y$ XII. 1: Srutasindhor gurumukhato yad adhigatam tad iha dariitam samyak / 
anubhavasiddham idSnlm prakiiyate tattvam idam amalam II “I have here [in the 
preceding eleven chaptets] correctly explained that which was obtained [by me] from 
the ocean of the scriptures and from the mouth of [my] teacher. In the following 
[twelfth chapter], I will describe the [same] pure reality proved to me by [my ownl 
experience”. Cf. Y$ I. 4. 

* The adoption of Buddhist doctrines is mainly restricted to Jainism as a systematic 
philosophy (dariana). Despite the fact that a faint Buddhist influence may be detected 
in the scholarship of Jain authors, such as Kundakunda and Umasvati, Jainism was 
not considerably influenced by Buddhism until the fifth or sixth century A.D. By 
that time, e.g„ the pramana-theories belonging to the epistemological school headed 
by Dignaga and Dharmaklrti had obtained admission into Jainism as testified in 
Siddhasena's Nydydvatdra. 

9 Hemacandra's inventive ability is displayed in Y$ in. 121-47. Based upon 
Haribhadra’s Dharmcbindu, he introduced a “daily routine” idinacary&\ designed 
for the layman, but including the six obligatory duties of a mendicant (Ovaiyaka). 
Furthermore, the list of thiity-five trBvakagunas, which were to serve as the precon¬ 
ditions of receiving the twelve vows of a layman, as well as the systematization of 
the seven fields (kserra) of charity (d&na), were also Hemacandra’s creations. See 
Cort 1991: 391-392, 394 with n. 12, 395-396. 
10 Handiqui 1949: 318. 
11 Handiqui 1949: 254, n. 2. 
11 Y$ I. 48. Cf. Somadeva’s distinction in his Updsakddkyayana 477 (quoted by 
Jaini 1991: 188; Lath 1991: 27—29) between laukika- and paralauldka-dharma. 

“ See Halbfass 1979: 199, 201, n. 23. 
See Halbfass 1980: 349-368; QvamstrSm 1989: 98-101. 

15 On doxography in India, see Folkert 1975; 1993: 229-409; Halbfass 1988: 
349-368; QvamstrOm 1996. 

14 On the issue of understanding and tolerance, see Folkert 1993: pts. Q-in (esp. 
215-227). K 
J7 See Matilal 1981: 25. 

The anekOntavada is not systematically formulated in the Svetambara canon, 
even though faintly suggested in the BhagavaffsBtra. It is first with Mallavadin's 
Nayacakra (4th century AD., see Wezler 1981: 359) that it becomes methodically 
expressed. See Dundas 1992: 197-200; Matilal 1981: 24-25. On the nayavada, see 
e-g. Syddvadamanjart XXVHI. 

1! On the disappearance of Buddhism and the survival of Jainism, see Jaini 1980. 
" Jaini 1980: 85. 
” See Jaini 1977. 

There are exceptions though: Jinasena in his Adipurdm (9th century AD.) attempts 
to assimilate the flrthafikara Rsabha and various Hindu gods. See Dundas 1985: 187 
with n. 181. 

Y$ II. 7, 49. Cf. Haribhadra’s Lokatattvanimaya 23-31. 

“ See Cort 1993; Jaini 1993, 1977; Kashalikar 1970. In his article on Jain Puranas, 
Cort (1993) argues against the Jain Puranas being simply borrowings of Btahmanical 
narratives. 

Jaini 1980: 85. 
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That is to say, nothing, no entity (bhava), arises, is caused to exist, 
any way. 

NagSrjuna’s refutation of causation in the first chapter of the 
is usually taken to be directed against Abhidharma (Sarv9stiv9da) 
philosophy. One of the principal tenets of Abhidharma thought is 
all things are constantly coming into and passing out of existence 
is in flux - according to causal laws. Indeed, the next verse will list 
four types of causal Condition (pratyaya) recognized in Abhidharma 
texts;2 subsequent verses will offer specific refutations of each of 
types. Yet MMK 1.3, the statement that begins the discussion, does 
not in any obvious way refer to Buddhist theories. Rather, it critiqu 
the notion of cause in the most general sense. Whatever one’s specifi 
theory of causation may be, one will have to consider the effect ei 
the same, different from, both the same and different from, or neithe 
the same nor different from the cause. 

In fact, it is certain Hindu, not Buddhist, theories from which th8 
two basic alternatives of the tetralemma appear to be drawn. The 
alternative is reminiscent of the satkaryavdda of SSmkhya philosoph 
Samkhya held that the effect pre-exists in its cause in an unmanifes 
state; the emergence of the effect out of the cause - e.g., the emerg 
of curds from milk - is really just the arising of the effect “from 
itself’ in another form. The second alternative, that the effect arises 
“from another," sounds much like the NySya-Vaifesika asatkdrya- of 
iirambhavada, that is, the notion that something new, not already pi 
in the cause, arises from the cause.4 The new thing that arises out of 
the cause is, specifically, the whole (avayavin), which is conceived in 
Nyaya-VaiSesika as something more than the sum of its parts. Nei 
the third nor the fourth alternative is traceable to a historical position? 
both may have been artificial positions considered by NSgSijuna meref 
for the sake of systematic completeness.5 However, it should be noted 
that the last view, that things arise completely accidentally, without an 
cause at all, resembles a view discussed and rejected at Nyaya Sfltra 
1V.1.22-24.6*7 

Thus, while NSgSijuna does specifically raise objections in MMK I 
against various Buddhist theories of causation, the underlying dynamic 
of the chapter is the conflict between the two fundamental positions 
that the effect already exists in some sense prior to its being caused 
ihat it does not, i.e., the positions prominently represented in Indian 
philosophy by Samkhya and NySya-Vai$esika.8 ITiese two views are 
pitted against each other throughout. Thus kdrikd 8: “There cannot be 
a condition of an existent or a non-existent thing. Of what would a 
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tion of a non-existent [thing] be? And for something that exists, 
is a condition needed?” Similarly, karikd 13 states, “And the effect 
not exist in the conditions either collectively or individually; and 

.could that arise from conditions which doesn’t already exist in 
?”9 The objections of the one view are brought to bear against 

pother so that neither in the end appears feasible. These two views 
g been allowed to demolish each other, any other position, which 

USt ultimately be a version of the one or the other or a combination 
th, or else the patently absurd position that things arise without 

.cause at all, is refuted.10 
suming that NSgSijuna has the Samkhya satkaryavdda in mind 

first alternative of kdrika 3, it seems easy to interpret kdrikd 5 
t it does not commit the fallacy Hayes sees in it. Karikd 5 reads: 

svabhivo bhivdnOm pratyayddisu vidyate / 
ne svabhdve parabhdvo na vidyate II. 

yes offers as his initial translation: 

ly beings have no svabhdva when they have causal conditions. And if there is 
svabhdva, there is no parabhiva. 
j|c ■ 

gt how should we construe the terms svabhdva and parabhaval Hayes 
iggests that, etymologically, svabhdva can mean either ‘identity’ - that 
literally, jvo bhdvah, ‘own-being’ - or else ‘causal independence’ 
e., literally, svatah bhdvah, ‘existence from itself’. Parabhava 
oidingly can mean either ‘difference’ or ‘causal dependence’. He 

ggests further that the first line of kdrikd 5 by itself makes better 
if svabhdva is construed as ‘causal independence’, while the 

nd line makes better sense if it is construed as ‘identity’. Thus in 
yes’s final analysis MMK 1.5 should be translated: 

ly beings have no causal independence when they have causal conditions. And 
is no identity, then there is no difference. 

the verse is read in this way, it is evident that the second statement 
no way follows from the first; it only appears to in the original Sanskrit 
one does not notice the shift in the meaning of svabhdva. However, 

juxtaposition of the statements suggests that NagStjuna thought 
to be logically connected. Hence, kdrikd 5 appears to embody a 

it 

ow Hayes’s construal of svabhdva in the first half of kdrikd 5 as 
JWwal independence’ would seem to be dictated by his construal, at 

same time, of the expression pratyayddisu as a locative absolute, 
‘when there are causal conditions’. But suppose we were to follow 
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ON NAGARJUNA’S SO-CALLED FALLACIES: 
A COMPARATIVE APPROACH 

fa recent contribution to the Journal of Indian Philosophy Richard 
layes examines what he takes to be certain fallacies in the argumentation 

f NagSijuna’s M&lamadhyamakakarika (MMK).1 The principal type 
^fallacy that Hayes believes himself to have identified is a fallacy of 

invocation in which the term svabhava is used in different senses 
i!the premises and conclusions of arguments. While Hayes mentions 
,Jeast one other fallacy that he believes NagSrjuna to commit in the 

it is the use of svabhava upon which he focuses and which 
1 would be devastating to NagSrjuna’s philosophy were it in fact 

acy. I shall argue in this paper, however, that Nigarjuna employs 
bhava univocally, in the sense of ‘nature’, ‘essence’ or more exactly 
t,awkwardly), ‘own-being’, in the arguments in question. Moreover, 

hold that the arguments that turn on this concept, in particular 
: in MMK I and XV, are not without plausibility, though they are 

ly not immune to criticism, either. 
^In a final section of the paper I shall consider a further fallacy pointed 
6t by Hayes as well as by a number of other scholars, which I refer 
0*as “the principle of coexisting counterparts.” In attempting to show 
bt this, too, is not really a fallacy - at least not a fallacy in the way 

gSijuna employs it in the MMK -1 shall be obliged to consider the 
festion of the interpretation of Nagarjuna’s philosophy as a whole, 
throughout the discussion I shall find it helpful to make references 
jjbther Western and Asian philosophical traditions. I hope that the 

Scation of a comparative methodology will be self-evident in each 

l 

£-,us begin our discussion as Hayes does, with a consideration of 
' 1.3: 

Uo n&pi parato na dv&bhydm n&py ahetutah / 
I jdtu vidyante bh&vdh kvacana kecanaU 

i entities ever arise either from themselves, from other things, both from themselves 
j other things, or from no cause at all. 

Iranian Journal 41: 213-244, 1998. 
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ON NAGARJUNA’S SO-CALLED FALLACIES: 
A COMPARATIVE APPROACH 

deed' 

i recent contribution to the Journal of Indian Philosophy Richard 
lyes examines what he takes to be certain fallacies in the argumentation 
Nagilrjuna’s Mulamadhyamakakarika (MMK).1 The principal type 
.fallacy that Hayes believes himself to have identified is a fallacy of 
livocation in which the term svabhava is used in different senses 

the premises and conclusions of arguments. While Hayes mentions 
least one other fallacy that he believes Nagarjuna to commit in the 

, it is the use of svabhava upon which he focuses and which 
would be devastating to Nagarjuna’s philosophy were it in fact 
y. I shall argue in this paper, however, that Nagarjuna employs 

ihiva univocally, in the sense of ‘nature’, ‘essence’ or more exactly 
awkwardly), ‘own-being’, in the arguments in question. Moreover, 

hold that the arguments that turn on this concept, in particular 
in MMK I and XV, are not without plausibility, though they are 
y not immune to criticism, either, 

a final section of the paper I shall consider a further fallacy pointed 
by Hayes as well as by a number of other scholars, which I refer 

“the principle of coexisting counterparts.’’ In attempting to show 
it this, too, is not really a fallacy - at least not a fallacy in the way 
;Sijuna employs it in the MMK - I shall be obliged to consider the 
ition of the interpretation of Nagarjuna’s philosophy as a whole. 

^Throughout the discussion I shall find it helpful to make references 
ipther Western and Asian philosophical traditions. I hope that the 

cation of a comparative methodology will be self-evident in each 

bln 

fas 

l 

t us begin our discussion as Hayes does, with a consideration of 
‘ 1.3: 

► rtdpi parato na dvdbhydm n&py ahetutah / 

l jatu vidyante bhdvdh kvacana kecanail 

* entitles ever arise either from themselves, from other things, both from themselves 
1 other things, or from no cause at all. 

Iranian Journal 41: 213-244, 1998. 
I 1QOO xri_ a_r_n ■ 
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Lp 

That is to say, nothing, no entity (bhdva), arises, is caused to exist,: 
any way. 

Nagarjuna’s refutation of causation in the first chapter of the MM 
is usually taken to be directed against Abhidharma (Sarvastivada) 
philosophy. One of the principal tenets of Abhidharma thought is 
all things are constantly coming into and passing out of existence - 
is in flux - according to causal laws. Indeed, the next verse will list i 
four types of causal condition (pratyaya) recognized in Abhidharma 
texts;2 subsequent verses will offer specific refutations of each of tho 
types. Yet MMK 1.3, the statement that begins the discussion, does 
not in any obvious way refer to Buddhist theories. Rather, it critiqut 
the notion of cause in the most general sense. Whatever one’s specifi 
theory of causation may be, one will have to consider the effect ei 
the same, different from, both the same and different from, or rieith 
the same nor different from the cause. 

In fact, it is certain Hindu, not Buddhist, theories from which ttu 
two basic alternatives of the tetralemma appear to be drawn. The 
alternative is reminiscent of the satkaryavdda of Samkhya philosoph 
Samkhya held that the effect pre-exists in its cause in an unmanifest 
state; the emergence of the effect out of the cause - e.g., the emeig 
of curds from milk - is really just the arising of the effect “from 
itself” in another form. The second alternative, that the effect arises 
"from another,” sounds much like the NySya-Vaifesika asatkdrya- or 
arambhavada, that is, the notion that something new, not already presenj 
in the cause, arises from the cause.4 The new thing that arises out of 
the cause is, specifically, the whole (avayavin), which is conceived hi 
NySya-VaiSesika as something more than the sum of its parts. Neithei 
the third nor the fourth alternative is traceable to a historical position,* 
both may have been artificial positions considered by Nagarjuna merej) 
for the sake of systematic completeness.5 However, it should be noted 
that the last view, that things arise completely accidentally, without anjr 
cause at all, resembles a view discussal and rejected at NySya $fltra' 
IV.1.22-24.6-7 

Thus, while Nagarjuna does specifically raise objections in MMK I 
against various Buddhist theories of causation, the underlying dynamic 
of the chapter is the conflict between the two fundamental positions 
that the effect already exists in some sense prior to its being caused t 
that it does not, i.e., the positions prominently represented in Indian] 
philosophy by Samkhya and Nyaya-Vai§esika.8 TTiese two views are 
pitted against each other throughout Thus k&rika 8: “There cannot bp 
a condition of an existent or a non-existent thing. Of what would a 
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ition of a non-existent [thing] be? And for something that exists, 
is a condition needed?” Similarly, karikd 13 states, “And the effect 
not exist in the conditions either collectively or individually; and 

.could that arise from conditions which doesn’t already exist in 
?”9 The objections of the one view are brought to bear against 

other so that neither in the end appears feasible. These two views 
ig been allowed to demolish each other, any other position, which 

jjst ultimately be a version of the one or the other or a combination 
jboth, or else the patently absurd position that things arise without 
.cause at all, is refuted.10 
ssuming that Nagaijuna has the Samkhya satkaryavdda in mind 
e first alternative of karikd 3, it seems easy to interpret karikd 5 
t it does not commit the fallacy Hayes sees in it Karikd 5 reads: 

svabhdvo bhdvdndm pratyayddisu vidyate / 
svabhdve parabhdvo na vidyate If. 

I 

:rs2 

•m 

7** 

M 
yes offers as his initial translation: 

!y beings have no svabhdva when they have causal conditions. And if there is 
svabhdva, there is no parabhUva. 

uthow should we construe the terms svabhdva andparabhdva'! Hayes 
iggests that, etymologically, svabhdva can mean either ‘identity’ - that 
’literally, svo bhdvah, ‘own-being’ - or else ‘causal independence’ 
j.e., literally, svatah bhavah, ‘existence from itself’. Parabhdva 

rdingly can mean either ‘difference’ or ‘causal dependence’. He 
iggests further that the first line of karikd 5 by itself makes better 
nse if svabhdva is construed as ‘causal independence’, while the 

nd line makes better sense if it is construed as ‘identity’. Thus in 
yes’s final analysis MMK 1.5 should be translated: 

I 

'h 

m 
y beings have no causal independence when they have causal conditions. And 

is no identity, then there is no difference. 

.A 
n the verse is read in this way, it is evident that the second statement 

no way follows from the first; it only appears to in the original Sanskrit 
one does not notice the shift in the meaning of svabhdva. However, 
• juxtaposition of the statements suggests that Nagaijuna thought 

to be logically connected. Hence, karikd 5 appears to embody a 
n 

i ow Hayes’s construal of svabhdva in the first half of karikd 5 as 
usal independence’ would seem to be dictated by his construal, at 

1 same time, of the expression pratyayddisu as a locative absolute, 
»‘when there are causal conditions’. But suppose we were to follow 
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other translators in taking pratyayadisu as a simple locative?12 Then 
completely different possibility presents itself, namely, that the first h 
of karika 5 is not a hypothetical statement but a categorical one: “Th 
is no identity/own-being/essence of entities in the causal conditions 

*» 

That could be taken to mean simply that entities do not exist in thei 
causal conditions prior to arising.13 Hence, with the first half of the4 
karika NagSrjuna would be elaborating his rejection of the Samkhya' 
satkaryavada stated in karika 3: entities cannot arise “from themselves) 
That is, they cannot arise from themselves because we do not perceivi 
them in their causes. Causes have altogether different properties fro 
their effects. A lump of clay, for example, may be the cause of a pot, 
but you can’t carry water with a lump of clay!14 Thus cause and eff 
are certainly different.15 Construing the first half of k&rikS 5 as an 
elaboration of karika 3 in this way, moreover, allows one to make 
better sense of the continuative particle hi at the beginning of the v 
However, it also allows one to see that svabhava is employed univ 
in both statements of the verse, in the sense of ‘own-being’ or ‘esse 
or, following Hayes, ‘identity’. Having, that is, stated in the first half, 
tire verse that entities do not pre-exist in their causes, N&gHijuna g 
on to say in the second half that nothing different from them exists 
in them either. If the essence of the effect does not exist in the cause? 
then neither can that which is different from the effect (parabhOva). 
Hence, things can neither arise from themselves nor from other things 
The refutation of the asatkaryavSda follows immediately from that of 
the satkaryavGdal 

If any fallacy is committed in kdrikd 5, then, it is not a fallacy o 
equivocation but rather the kind of fallacy Hayes identifies in kdrikS 

7,16 namely, the fallacy - if it is a fallacy - that a thing cannot be a 
certain type unless its counterpart exists simultaneously with it I sb 
call this the principle of coexisting counterparts.17 Various scholars ha1 
noted that this principle is applied throughout the MMK. NSgSijuna 
employs it here in karika 5 when he argues that there can be no oth 
thing from which an entity arises if the essence of that entity is not 
already present, in contrast to which something other than it can be 
conceived; in short, if there is no svabhava or “own-being” of the effe 
pre-existent in the causes, there can be no parabhava or “other-being 
either. In karika 7 N5g3rjuna applies this principle directly to the not* 
of cause itself: if the effect does not already exist, then nothing coulj 
count as its condition; for, it is implied, nothing can be conceived as 
a causal condition unless in contrast to an effect. So it would seem 
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t the effect must already exist in order for it to have a condition; 
ftting and its counterpart must exist simultaneously. But then, as he 

s on to point out in karika 8, why is a condition needed at all? What 
Id it do? Similarly, NagSrjuna argues essentially in the chapter on 
(MMK XIX) that the present is defined only in contrast to the 

tore and the past, in which case past and future must exist now, in 
present, in order for there to be a present. But then, obviously, the 

ctions of time collapse. And so on. 
It seems obvious that this reasoning is fallacious. But what exactly 
the defect in it? Different scholars have characterized it differently, 

les Hartshome suggests that it rests on a failure to see that although 
thing exists only in relation to another, the other thing can exist 

ependently of the first. “... I think about Caesar and Caesar is 
ght about by me. But whereas the relation attributed to me cannot 

omitted from the description of me without obvious loss there is no 
tilla of evidence that the supposed relation of being thought about 

me was in Caesar.”18 He thus terms it “the fallacy of misplaced 
try.” Claus Oetke believes it to rest on a confusion of conditions 

predication - what has to be the case for something to be considered 
with conditions of reality - what has to be the case for something 

function as an X. One might have to have the effect in view in order 
consider something a cause, but the effect does not already have to 
present for it to function as one.19 Hayes, similarly, suggests that 

sort of reasoning (specifically in its application to causation in 
ika 7) rests on a failure to distinguish “between saying that a thing 

sts at all and saying that it exists under a given description.”20 
I shall not quibble with these formulations. They all appear to be 

on less on the mark. Yet I prefer the following analysis. The 
ciple of coexisting counterparts appears prima facie to ignore the 
that a thing in the first instance is what it is by virtue of its inherent 

rties and is only secondarily related to its counterparts, whatever 
. may be.21 A thing’s being related to its counterparts can be said 
.he contingent in the sense that it derives from more basic properties 
t define the thing as such as well as other, external circumstances, 
us a dog is something other than a cat. But its being a dog is prior 

. whatever relation it may have to other creatures; it is a dog by virtue 
the properties inherent in it Only because it has those properties - 

a cat has the properties that it has - is it other than a cat Similarly, 
Woman is a mother of a child only secondarily. First and foremost 

•s a woman, and it is by virtue of her properties as a woman, as 
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well as other circumstances, that she is a mother. She does not depend, 
on the child in order to exist as a woman. -f 

Even if one were to conceive of a woman as essentially a bearer« 
of children - as one might think of a seed as essentially the cause ofj| 
a tree - that would not entail that she can only exist simultaneously t 
with her offspring! This point was understood in Indian philosophy by 
the NaiySyikas long before any modem scholars ever considered the < 
matter. At Nyaya Sfltra II. 1.8 ff. we find objections raised against thei 
Nyaya concept of pramana similar to ones developed in NagSrjuna’s 1 
Vaidalyaprakarana. One objection is that a pramana is “not established] 
in any of the three times [past, present, or future] (traikalyasiddheh)'\t 
with respect to its prameya or object (NS n.1.8). That is to say, a ri 
pramana cannot exist prior to its object; for then the cognition of the* 
object would not be caused by the prameya (NS H. 1.9). Nor can a > 
pramana exist after its object; for without a pramana there could be no] 
prameya, which by definition is that which is known by a pramana (NS] 
ELI. 10). Finally, they could not exist simultaneously; for then whenever! 
a prameya is given so will a pramana, so that, multiple prameyas being: 
given at once (for everything that exists is a prameya), there would be 
multiple simultaneous cognitions of them through their pramdnas (NS 

H.l.ll).22 

Paksilasvamin, commenting on this line of argument in his 
Nyayasutrabhasya, notes that the Madhyamika fails to take it into 
account that something is referred to by a certain term not necessarily 
because it is actively functioning in a certain way, but because it has! 
the capacity to do so. Something is called a pramana, e.g., because | 
it is, has been, or will be the cause of cognition. Thus one can refer j 
to something as a pramana even though it exists prior to its prameya,1 
Similarly, someone is cailed a cook if he is able to cook, if he has | 
cooked in the past and will cook again in the future, and not just if hei 
is actively cooking.23 'A 

In sum, the principle of coexisting counterparts appears to embody| 
a metaphysical mistake. It tells us that things exist only insofar as i 
they are related to their counterparts - things opposite or correlative 
moreover, to those counterparts only insofar as they exist concurrently/ 
But ordinary experience tells us that both parts of this view are wrong./ 
thing is what it is by virtue of its positive, non-relational characteristics 
Its being opposite to something else depends first and foremost on whffl 
it is (and what its opposite is). A thing’s being cause of an effect 
depends on those properties inherent in it that determine that it yields 
certain effect in certain conditions. But even if we conceive of a thing 

3 

er a certain description as standing essentially in relation to another 
g, e.g., as its cause, that does not mean that its counterpart must 

ist concurrently. For it could stand in relation to a counterpart that is 
;be located in the past or the future, or indeed, to a counterpart that 
ty never actually occur. 
Let us grant, then, for the time being that the principle of coexisting 
nterparts is a fallacy, though I shall devote the entire last section of 

s article to the matter. Even considering that MMK 1.5 and 7 express 
jUlacious arguments insofar as they appeal to this principle, the basic 

int of the chapter that there is no coherent account of causation may 
Q be valid. Indeed, there are clearly other arguments against causation 
the chapter that do not appeal to this principle. 
Certainly, if one thinks about the matter independently one immedi- 
ly sees that there are serious problems with the satk&ryavada, i.e., 
notion that the effect already exists in some sense in its cause. This 
el may fit certain types of transformation, in particular, cases in 

hich there is an obvious continuity from cause to effect, e.g., when 
ilk changes into curds. But it does not fit cases were such continuity is 
king, as when two gases combine to form a liquid. Nor does it fit the 

jtuation of one event causing another, as when a spark ignites an explo- 
pn or a karman gives rise to its phala?A However, the asatkaryavada 

its problems, too. It fits the phenomenon of emergence well, that 
;the origination of something possessing properties not possessed by 
^constituents. It can also account for causal relations between events. 

»ut it does not fit cases of transformation, such as when milk turns into 
Mds or a lump of clay is made into a pot. The obvious conclusion to 
| drawn from this is that it would be a mistake to attempt to account * 

■ all types of causation in terms of just the one theory or the other. 
Nagaijuna knew well how to point up the shortcomings of both 

ries. Thus, again, karika 8 states, 
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cannot be a condition of an existent or a non-existent thing. Of what would 
condition of a non-existent [thing] be? And for something that exists, why is a 
dition needed? 
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e first half of the second line, “Of what would the cause of a non¬ 
tent [effect] be?,” at first glance seems to be another application 

jthe principle of coexisting counterparts (already employed in karika 
as if to say that something can be a cause only if its effect exists 
ultaneously with it. However, it also suggests another, more forceful 

SUment against the asatkaryavada, namely, that in certain types of 
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transformation the effect must exist in some sense prior to becoming 
manifest because an efficient cause must be able to operate on an* 
existing substance. A potter, for example, requires an existing lump! 
of clay out of which to fashion a pot. In such cases, if the effect inj 
no sense existed prior to its origin, it could not be brought about I 
the functioning of its cause. Such an idea is expressed in 5amkfiyaj| 
Karika 9, which lists the reasons for the satk&rya doctrine, by the! 

expression, “because there is no making of that which doesn’t exist” 
The Yuktidipika explicates the idea with the following verse: H 

asattvdn ndsti sambandhah kdrakaih sattvasangibhih i 
asambandhasya cotpattim icchato na vyavasthitih H 

Because [according to the asatk&ryav&da] [the effect] does not exist, there is 
no connection (of the effect] with the causal factors [that bring forth the effect f 

the cause], which are connected [only] with what [already] exists. And for one 1 
considers there to be an arising of that which is without a connection [with causalj 
factors), there is no fixing (of any relation between cause and effect].26 

In other words, if the effect did not exist already in some form so 1 

the various forces of efficient causation have something to work ontj 
then the fully manifest effect would never emerge. On the other hand*1 
seems absurd to suggest that the effect already exists. That is the j 
of the last statement of MMK 1.8: if the effect already exists* why \ 
to a cause? What would a cause do?27 So the satkaryavada cannot be] 
true, either. In sum, neither the asatkdrya- nor the satkaryavada seen 
valid. 

A further argument against the asatk&ryavada is brought forward if^ 
karika 14: 

ath&sad api tat tebhyah pratyayebhyah pravartate / 
apratyayebhyo ’pi kasm&t phalam ndbhipravartate // 

If, though it docs not exist [yet], it arises from those conditions, then why doesn’t 
the result arise from things which are not [its proper] conditions? 

That is to say, if cause and effect are not ultimately identical, what] 
accounts for their necessary connection? If the effect arises from son 
thing different from itself, why from the particular thing that is desig 
its cause and not any other thing that is different from it? This is al 
quite cogent argument. Indeed, David Hume asked a similar question^ 
about causation. 

This argument, also, was probably current in Samkhya circles inj 
Nagarjuna’s day. The third reason in favor of the satk&rya doctrine] 
that is stated in Samkhya Karika 9 is sarvasambhavabh&v&t, “becau 

(ling does not arise,” i.e., because not just anything arises from 
i cause but only a certain type of thing.28 

bus in the end the refutation of the two basic alternative theories 
ausation considered in MMK I does not seem far-fetched at all. 
act, it seems that Nagarjuna made use of stock objections to those 
ries that were current in his day. His method in MMK I is simply to 

! with those objections without really considering how the theories 
|ight be defended against them. Indeed, perhaps the most legitimate 
implaint to be made against Nagarjuna in MMK I is that he does not 

Ice a conscientious effort to understand the facts that speak in favor of 
i theories he is criticizing or consider how the latter might be revised 

sponse to the objections raised against them. Rather, with the first 
Dt of a difficulty he wants to jettison an entire theory. In the end, 

una in MMK I does not really seem to want to get at the truth.29 
^particular, it can be asked why he does not weigh the possibility of an 

liate position. His critique of the satk&rya- and asatk&ryavada 
driven by the assumption that all types of causation must be 

plained by either theory. Yet it would seem most reasonable to adopt 
i position that some causal phenomena are explained by one theory, 

by the other - i.e., to assert, not their conjunction, which is the 
alternative rejected in k&rik& 1.3, but their disjunction. In fact, 
(larma philosophers did not put all their eggs in one basket but 

led to a variety of types of causes in explaining phenomena. 
jiOf course, Nagarjuna does not rest content with a critique of the 

\ basic alternatives discussed above but also criticizes the four types 
[causes recognized in Abhidharma philosophy, which are stated in 
rik& 4. This is considered to be an exhaustive list; the k&rika. itself 

iys, “there is no fifth kind.” Having refuted these four types, it would 
I seem that, at least for Buddhists, Nagaijuna has refuted causation 

erhaupt. 

^Whether the refutations of these types of cause (karika 9-12) are 
gMl, of course, remains to be seen. At least one of the arguments, that 

ed against cause in the sense of “object of cognition” (alambana) 
\k&rik& 10, may appeal to the questionable principle of coexisting 
Smterparts. The arguments of the other verses, however, are not 
“bout substance. Verses nine and twelve, interestingly, appeal to the 

i that entities have no definable reality - they neither exist, do not 
st, etc. - so that the very idea of one thing bringing another into 

^istence, or being the condition of another’s arising, is problematic, 
ill consider this idea further in the next section. 
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However, at this point in my discussion I wish to draw only a ra 
minimal conclusion: that Nagarjuna’s refutation of causation in 
does not completely collapse with the discovery of a fallacy in the 
verse - which in any case would not be the fallacy Hayes thinks he 
there but rather a fallacy based on the principle of coexisting counte 
- nor in the seventh. Rather, that chapter succeeds in casting conside 
doubt on the two main Hindu theories of causation that were current 
NagSrjuna’s day, and it may in addition raise serious questions abou 
various Buddhist theories. Overall, the argument of MMK I is corripl 
and considerably more work has to be done to evaluate it properly, 
any case, it remains to be seen how it is corrupted by fallacies. 

Hayes sees fallacies of ambiguity similar to the one he believes to! 
occur in MMK I in MMK XV. In MMK XV the term svabhdva ag 

plays a crucial role. 
MMK XV. 1-3 read as follows: 

1. na sambhavah svabh&vasya yuktah pratyayahetubhih / 
hetupratyayasambhutah svabh&vah krtako bhavet II 

2. svabh&vah krtako n&nia bhavisyati punch kathaml I 
akrtrimah svabh&vo hi nirapeksah puratra ca II 

3. kutah svabh&vasy&bh&ve parabh&vo bhavisyati! / 
svabh&vah parabh&vasya parabh&vo hi kathyate II 

1. The arising of own-being/essence from causal conditions is not possible. An 
essence that has arisen from causal conditions would be caused (krtako). 

2. For how could there be an essence which is caused? For an essence is uncai 
and not dependent on anything else. 

3. How, in the absence of an essence, will there be other-being? For other 
is said to be the essence of that which is other. 

Nagarjuna seems to be arguing here that there cannot be any o 
being or essence (svabhdva), since an essence is the sort of thing th 
docs not arise or come into existence; an essence, that is, is someth^ 
eternal. He seems to presuppose that all that we observe undergo^ 
change. The existence of essences is precluded by the fact that eve 
is always changing. Given that there are no essences, that there is 
that a thing can be said to be essentially, it follows that there are 
contrary essences, that there is nothing that a thing can be said not 

be. 
At first glance this last argument also seems to turn on the prineij> 

of coexisting counterparts. But it may be construed in another way 
makes it appear more sound, namely: if things do not have essene mm m 
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f 11 * they are in no way determinate. Thus something can no more be 
terminate non-X than a determinate X. Nagarjuna then proceeds 
e following kdrikds to argue that, if a thing is not determinate, it 
ot exist; for in order for something to be, it must be a determinate 
thing (kdrikaI 4). But if nothing exists, then nothing can be said 

to exist, either, for the notion of non-existence has significance 
in contrast to that of existence (Jkdrika 5). Thus it is wrong to 
of things either that they exist or do not exist. Neither view is in 

ing with the Buddha’s teaching {karikas 6 and 7). The view that 
gs exist is the heresy of Etemalism. The view that they do not is 
heresy of Annihilationism (kdrika 10). 

Inhere are the fallacies in MMK XV? Hayes, to begin with, sees a 
’ y of equivocation in the transition from karikas 1 and 2 to kdrika 

1 and 2, Hayes believes, the term svabhdva is used, not in its 
logical sense, as 1 have translated above, but in its causal sense, 

ing ‘independent thing’. In kdrika 3, however, he thinks that it 
i$ed in its ontological sense, meaning ‘identity’. Thus in 1 and 2 
gtejuna is making the rather straightforward, indeed trivial, assertion 

that which is causally independent cannot arise in dependence on 
ted conditions. That which is causally independent is not fabricated, 
s, if we accept that everything exists as a result of the operation 
usal factors - as it seems we must - then there is nothing that is 

ly independent, there is no svabhdva. But in karikd 3 he appears to 
true svabhdva in the sense of ‘identity’ - or as I prefer, ‘essence’ or 

being’ - arguing that if there is no essence of entities, as he seems 
ve established with kdrikds 1 and 2, then there is no difference 

bther-being (parabhdva), either. And so Nagarjuna is on his way 
proving that things neither exist nor do not exist. If Nagarjuna is 
toying svabhdva in different senses in this way, then he is indeed 

tty of committing at least one glaring fallacy in MMK XV. 
there, however, any way in which Nagarjuna could be employing 

hdva univocally in kdrikds 1 through 3? Specifically, is there any 
ability of making sense of the claim that the essence of something 
ot be conceived as coming into existence through the operation of 
s, so that svabhdva could be taken to mean ‘essence’ or ‘own- 

g’ in kdrikds 1 and 2 as it clearly does in kdrika 3? I believe that 
is, and that seeing that there is is one of the keys to understanding 

.only this chapter of the MMK but Nagarjuna’s thought as a whole. 
order to explicate the idea that I believe is behind MMK XV. 1-3 

t H have recourse to a parallel in Western philosophy. Although I 
|eve that it can be shown that this idea is anticipated in other texts 
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of Indian philosophy - indeed, I will proceed to do so in the sequel —a 
is not as fully developed in that tradition as it is in Western philosop 
in fact, the passage from Nagarjuna presently under discussion is : 
fullest treatment of the idea to be found in Indian philosophy, as far i 
I know. Thus, in order to achieve a broader perspective on the proble 
I adopt here a comparative methodology. 

I take as my parallel the first part of Spinoza’s Ethics. At the begin 
of Part One Spinoza defines substance as “that which is in itself and ftj] 
conceived through itself."30 That is, a substance is that which does i 
depend causally on anything else; for Spinoza also says with Axiom] 
Four that “the knowledge of an effect depends on, and involves, the] 
knowledge of the cause.” Anything that is caused by another, in otl 
words, is conceived through that other. To say that substance is conceiy 
through itself, then, is to say that it is not caused by anything else, ?ij 

Spinoza employs this concept of substance to prove that there can! 
be only one, infinite substance, God. From the definition of substancy 
and the implication that a substance cannot be caused by anything els 
which Spinoza takes to mean that it is self-caused (causa sut), it folio 
that “it is of the nature of substance to exist.”31 From the concept of < 
as a substance of infinite attributes, then, we must conclude that God] 
exists. However,: since two substances cannot share the same attributi 
for substances are differentiated only by their attributes, God alone; 
can exist; for God has all possible attributes.32 That is to say, there is] 
no attribute that God does not already have that might constitute the.] 
unique essence of some distinct substance. 

Spinoza’s conception of substance, which was shared by the otl 
rationalist philosophers, clearly goes back, through Medieval philos 
to the notion of substance in Aristotle’s Metaphysics. In that work] 
Aristotle sought to determine the primary sense in which things canji 
be said to be. He decided that substance is the primary mode of being 
and that all other modes of being are somehow derivative of substi 
A prominent characteristic of substance for Aristotle is that it is, 
se\ it is definable in terms that are unique to itself and it is not able I 
be produced by something else.33 On the one hand, this means that i 
individual substance can arise only from a substance of the same I 
man begets a man, not a horse. Thus it would seem that Aristotle did] 
not consider substance to be fully eternal. On the other hand, insof 
as he considered substance to be ultimately the substantial form that] 
combines with matter to make an individual concrete substance, any 
that substantial forms are immaterial, intelligible, and not subject tty 

nge - indeed, that they are eternal objects of contemplation in the 
[ of God - he believed substance to be eternal. 

|While it would certainly be far-fetched to suggest that Nagaijuna 
eives of svabhava as an Aristotelian substantial form, it seems 

{‘implausible to suggest that he thinks of essence as that which is 
pceived through itself without reference to anything else. That is what 

Ices an essence an essence; that is how an essence determines a thing’s 
queness. But then an essence cannot be produced by something else; 

fcit would then bear the marks of that production. It would reflect its 
|igin in some way, thereby ceasing to be what makes a thing unique, 

nee or own-being, therefore, must be per se. The notion of a caused 
; is a contradiction in terms (karika 2). 

i&ggijuna seems to be explicating this very idea with MMK XV.8 
19. 

1 astitvam prakrtyd sydn na bhaved asya ndstitd / 
tarter anyathabhdvo na hi JUtOpapadyate II 

au kasya cdsatydm anyathatvam bhavisyatP / 
krtau kasya ca satydm anyathdtvam bhavisyatP II 

Jff something existed by nature, it could not not exist; for the changing of the 
Bnature [of a thing] never occurs at all. 
Ejf there is no nature [of a thing] what could become otherwise? And if there is 
Tt nature [of a thing] what could become otherwise? 

|Nagatjuna appears to be saying in these verses that if a thing were 
J.exist by virtue of having a-certain “nature” - he shifts now from the 

l svabhava to the word prakrti, which appears to mean roughly the 
thing - then it would be eternal; for its nature being uncaused 

^.anything else, it would be independent of everything. Therefore, no 
nge in circumstances could possibly affect it, in particular, result in 

fno longer existing. If things have natures, they cannot ever become 
ferent from what they are; for that would constitute a change in 

e, which is invulnerable to change. On the other hand, how can 
ngs be without any nature at all? In that case, too, we could not talk 

lit something becoming different or changing, because that would 
ply passing from one determinate state to another. 

sum, if there were natures or essences, there could be no change. 
Jity would be completely static. (Even Spinoza did not think the 
Tiutes of substances could change. Rather, according to Spinoza 
’ the finite modes of the two known attributes of substance, thought 

I extension, can act on each other.) But in fact we observe change, 
efore, reality cannot be rooted in natures or essences. However, if 
1 are no natures or essences, then one cannot really speak of that 
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which is. That being the case, one cannot speak of that which is 
either. And so on.34 

The core of the argument, as I have suggested, is that an es 
cannot depend on something else because it is by definition that w 
is unique to a thing. If it depended on something else it would some 
reflect the fact; it would share some property with its cause and fit 
lose its uniqueness. I believe that this principle derives from a dee 
principle, namely, that what is cannot not be and what is not c 
be. In the Western tradition this thought, of course, was first expre 
by Parmenides: 

Only one story, one road, now is left: that it is. And on this there are signs in p 
that, being, it is ungenerated and indestructible, whole, of one kind and unwgv 
and complete. Nor was it, nor will it be, since now it is, all together, one 
For what generation will you seek for it? How, whence, did it grow? That it 
from what is not I shall not allow you to say or think - for it is not say able . 0£ 
thinkable that it is not. And what need would have impelled it, later or earlier,' 
grow - if it began from nothing? Thus it must either altogether be or not” 

But come, I will tell you ... the only roads of enquiry there are to be thought 
one, that it is and cannot not be, Is the path of persuasion (for truth accompanies 
it); another, that it is not and must not be - this I say to you is a trail devoid 
all knowledge.34 

That which is there to be spoken of and thought of must be. For it is possible 
for it to be, but not possible for nothing to be.37 

Parmenides was not reluctant to accept the consequence of a theory 0 
“what is” that Nag&rjuna points out: there indeed can be no chang 
Nagarjuna could not accept such a consequence without qualification; 
a Buddhist he had to adhere, at least on the level of conventional tru 
to the dextrine that everything is constantly changing. But Parmeni 
was not thus constrained and was eager to deduce that the world qfj 
change and diversity is completely unreal. 

One could say that Aristotle’s and Spinoza’s theories of subs 
represent refinements and modifications of Parmenides’s original d 
trine. Insofar as they define substance as that which is per se or ca 
sui, they spell out why being in its primary sense is eternal and 
subject to change. Yet insofar as they give accounts of how the su 
stantial form is able to combine with matter, or how the finite mod 
of the attributes of substance can influence each other, they explain 
how change is possible after all. 

Now, something akin to the Parmenidean doctrine is also to be fi 
in Indian philosophy. It is attested by some of the earliest Samkhya 
writings, which however, like the writings of Parmenides, exist onl 
in fragments. Thus we have the following passage from Varsaganya 
the Abhidharmakosa: 
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ty asty eva tad, yan ndsti ndsty eva tad. asato ndsti sambhavah, sato ndsti 

"9 

;which exists only exists. That which does not exist can only not exist There 
| coming to be of what is not nor destruction of what is. 

I statement obviously goes beyond the satkaryavada. il states, not just 
something must exist before it becomes manifest, but more generally 
.being is absolutely eternal and non-being absolutely impossible, 
larly, we find at NyayasOtrabhasya 1.1.29 the statement, nasata 
labhah, na sata atmahdnam, “There is no coming to be of what 

it, nor destruction of what is.” And BhagavadgM H.16ab reads: 
to vidyate bhavo, nabhavo vidyate satah, “There is no existence 
lat which is not nor non-existence of that which is.”39 Wilhelm 

bfass associates these texts with Chandogya Upanisad VI.2.1-2:40 

jme beginning, my dear, this world was just Being (sat), one only, without a second. 
Hj* sure, some people say: “In the beginning this world was just Non-being (asat), 
e;only, without a second; from that Non-being Being was produced.” 
£ut verily, my dear, whence could this be? ... How from Non-being could Being 
Produced? On the contrary, my dear, in the beginning this world was just Being, 

5'only, without a second.41 
► 

I 

'•iU 

indeed, the Upanisad goes on to deny the reality of a plurality of 
hies and change, as Parmenides did - if not as emphatically or in 
Exhaustive detail. However,' the implication of a completely static 
smos was not drawn in Samkhya. 
pt is my contention that just as Aristotle and Spinoza can be seen 
iippacking Parmenides’s thought in developing their theories of 

tance, so Nagaijuna can be seen as unpacking the theory of the 
ality of being reflected in Chandogya Upanisad VI and the Samkhya 
cited above, with his account of svabhava as uncaused (akrtrima). 

not presume to prove this here; I merely propose it as a reasonable 
esis upon which one might base an interpretation of the use of 

tom svabhava in MMK XV different from that of Hayes.42 
hus I suggest that the term svabhdva be taken univocally throughout 
vXV in the sense of ‘identity’, ‘own-being’, or ‘essence’ and that 

iuna should be taken to be asserting that there cannot be any 
e - hence, ultimately, any being or non-being - because there 

J>ange, at least from the standpoint of conventional truth. For an 
r»ce cannot change insofar as it is completely uncaused. This certainly 
fides for a more felicitous reading of karikas 1 and 2. On Hayes’s 

station they are practically tautologies: 'm 

®“th of an independent thing from causes and conditions is not reasonable. An 
“'dependent thing bom from causes and conditions would be a fabrication. 
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2. But how could an independent thing be called a fabrication, given that an: 
independent thing is not a fabrication and is independent of anything else?43. 

On my reading, however, N5g3rjuna can be seen to be saying in i 
verses that essence is independent of causes, thereby appealing implic 
to the notion of essence as per se and causa sui. (See my translation i 
the beginning of this section.) Thus there is no shift in the meaning p 
svabhdva from karikds 1 and 2 to kdrika 3, as Hayes alleges. With f 
phrase, “How, in the absence of an essence ... ?,” kdrikd 3 is simplyl 
stating the conclusion to be drawn from karikds 1 and 2, that there isl 
no essence or own-being. It then goes on to state that there can be noj 
other-being, either. 

Hayes also sees a fallacy of equivocation in the transition from! 
kdrikd 3, where he believes the terms svabhava and parabhdva are£ 
used in the sense of ‘identifiable thing’ and ‘difference’, respectively,! 
to kdrika 4, where he believes that they are used in the sense of ‘cau 
independence’ and ‘causal dependence’, respectively. The verses i 
as Hayes translates them: 

3. How, in the absence of an identifiable thing, could there be a difference, giveij 
that the identity Of a different thing is called a differentia? 

4. How can there be existence without either independence or dependence, giv 
that existence is established when there is either independence or dependence?J 

The fallacy according to Hayes lies in drawing the conclusion that' 
there is no existence (i.e., nothing that exists) without svabhdva or" 
parabhdva qua causal independence or dependence, from the fact I 
there is no svabhdva or parabhdva in the sense of identity or differeti 
- an obvious equivocation. (This meaning shift is the exact oppositel 
of the one Hayes perceives in the transition from karikds 1 and 21 
to 3. Thus in Hayes’s view Nag&rjuna moves from meaning A to Bj 
then back to A again for each term in the course of four verses!) But 
I would suggest that NagStjuna intends svabhdva and parabhdva asl 
‘essence’/‘own-being’ and ‘difference’/'other-being’ in both verses.'^ 
The gist of the fourth verse, then, is that something cannot exist unles 
it is determinate as essentially X or different from X. 

Therefore, Nagaijuna does not commit any fallacy of equivocatic 
based on the use of svabhdva and parabhdva in MMK XV. Rather.J 
each of these terms is used univocally throughout. 

Perhaps other fallacies could be found in MMK XV if one search 
hard enough. But it seems more to the point to note at this stage, asj 
did in relation to MMK I, that the argument of MMK XV seems sou- 
overall. There are indeed serious problems with the notion of being] 
taken in its strictest sense, as it is at least by Parmenides. As already! 

i, if one is committed to such an idea then the realm of.change and 
sity cannot be accounted for. Not only can there be no coming into 
iassing out of existence, but there cannot be a plurality of entities, 

5 that would of necessity depend on one thing not being another, 
h is a kind of non-being.44 If we take being in the strictest sense, 
reality would have to be completely static and homogeneous. 

pagSijuna appears to be developing just this thought in MMK XXTV. 
„ s he considers the objections of an opponent (karikds 1-6).45 If 
Bsay that everything here is “empty,” i.e., neither has own-being 
bther-being, then there are no Four Noble Truths. As we saw, one 
ot speak of things being caused to arise, in which case one cannot 
i of thirst as the cause of suffering and the removal of thirst as the 
s of the end of suffering. Without the Four Noble Truths, there can 

* insight into them, no getting rid of undesirable states of mind, 
actice nor realization. Without those things, there are none of the 
s on the path, no “entering the stream” or “having only more more 
” etc.; and if there are no stages, then there are no people who 

i attained those stages, no one “who has entered the stream” or 
> is to be bom only one more time,” etc. In short, there is no path 

^anyone who follows the path, and so there is no sahgha. And in 
ence of the Four Noble Truths, there is no dharma-, and if there 

> sahgha and no dharma, how could there be a Buddha? Thus, 
i the doctrine of the emptiness of everything one undermines all 

^teachings essential to Buddhism. 
Nagaijuna’s response is to turn the tables on the opponent You say 
| there are no Four Noble Truths, etc., if everything is empty. But I, 

ijuna, say that you can have none of those things if you accept that 
s exist essentially. “If you see the existence of entities to proceed 

it their essence, then you see entities to be without causes or causal 
ditions” (kdrika 16). And that will invalidate the Four Noble Truths, 

ne can no longer speak of the arising of suffering dependent on 
in conditions. More directly, if you take suffering to exist essentially, 

l it must be eternal and there can be no cessation of it {kdrika 23). 
' if suffering is eternal, then it cannot be removed by practising 
Noble Eightfold Path {kdrika 25). If a person is whatever he is 
ntially, then, being unenlightened, he cannot become enlightened 

. 26). If a stage on the path is “yet to be attained” essentially, it 
never be attained. And so forth. In sum, if you believe in essence 

■* that things exist through their essences, then there is no dharma, no 
'gha, and no Buddha - because, fundamentally, there would be no 
»ge; everything would be, so to speak, cemented in. Throughout this 
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text NagSrjuna emphasizes that it is the notion of svabhava that leads 
to this consequence. The idea of essence in its strictest sense renders 
not just all things the Buddhists say false, but also all the beliefs aboti 
action and agency that pertain to everyday practice (k&rikas 36 arid 
37). 

Thus the strict notion of being, as that which is grounded in essence,' 
highly questionable. It precludes change. Changing things, it seems, can 
present themselves to us only insofar as they are without essence, i.e. 
neither completely real nor completely unreal. Thus NagSrjuna equates 
emptiness with dependent origination in MMK XXIV. 18: “Dependent! 
origination, that is what we call emptiness.” The absence of essence 
entails the emergence of things only in relation to other things, and vicri 
versa. That, however, does not mean that there is any real arising of 
entities, either, for only real things can arise. In sum, it would seem tha 
Nagarjuna's final position, if you will, is indeed that empirical reality 
an illusion. In that respect he ultimately agrees with Parmenides. But 
does not mean that talk about the Four Noble Truths, etc., is completel 
mistaken. Statements pertaining to the cause and elimination of sufferin 
NagSrjuna tells us, have provisional validity up to the moment of 
enlightenment. Yet, while they are ultimately false,46 nevertheless the; 
are closer to the truth than any statements suggesting that things have 
essences. 

In conclusion, it is my belief that the argument of MMK XV is 
plausible and that if it is to be criticized, it should be challenged 
not on grounds that it is fallacious, but on grounds that like the first 1 
chapter it is one-sided and incomplete. NagSrjuna does not consider' 
any reasonable alternative positions in regard to being. One may well 
hold that that which truly is, is eternal, but also believe that change is 
nevertheless possible. Things might arise insofar as eternal being - sa; 
qua substantial forms - is brought into combination with matter. Sucl 
more or less, was Aristotle’s doctrine. Or there could be a plurality of 
entities - atoms - each in itself eternal, whose interrelationships are 
constantly shifting. Such is the teaching of NySya-VaiSesika. Finally 
one may simply reject the premise that true being cannot not be and 
hold instead that, while it must remain identical in essence, it may stfl 
undergo accidental modification. Such is the thrust of Jaina philosoph 
or in the West, of Spinoza’s. It is his refusal to consider these sorts o 
alternatives, similar to his refusal or inability to consider alternatives 
or modifications of the satkarya- and asatk&ryavddas in MMK I, 
renders NagUrjuna’s discussion in MMK XV ultimately unsatisfacto 
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wish now to return to what I have termed the principle of coexisting 
unterparts. Is this principle really a fallacy? 
■Let us first review some of the ways the principle is applied in the 
MK. I have already noted some of its applications to the concepts of 
usation, time, and the means of knowledge (pramana). In MMK in 
■gSijuna critiques specifically the pramana of perception, focusing 

n the faculty of vision. For vision there must be a seer, an object 
sn, and the act of seeing itself (darsana). In karika 6ab he makes 
i claim that “there is no seer who does not exceed (atiraskrtya), 
r [a seer] who exceeds (tiraskrtya), the seeing.” That is to say, the 
sr can be neither dependent on nor independent of the seeing. If the 
it existed independently of the seeing, that is, if he did not see, then 
^ould not really be a seer. On the other hand, the seer cannot be 
agether dependent on the seeing, either; for a relation of dependence 
supposes separate terms. To be a seer one must in some way be able 

.execute an independent act of seeing and not be completely bound 
with seeing. 

The first part of this argument would seem to involve some application 
fhe principle of coexisting counterparts. A thing cannot be a seer 
less it is already accompanied by its correlative, the act of seeing, 

lying established that there can be no seer in this way NagSrjuna 
?ceeds in karika 6cd to deny that there could be a seeing or an object 
.seeing, either. For' seeing, the object of seeing, and the seer are 
unterparts (correlatives), and if one is eliminated so are the other 
?• This seems yet another appeal to the principle in question, 
gin MMK VI Nagaijuna analyzes the concept of desire (raga), which 
pf central importance to Buddhist philosophy. In kdrikds 1 and 2 
t argument is much die same as above. If the desirer (rakta) existed 
jOr to the desire, then desire could be said to arise in dependence on a 
siter. But, it is implied, this is impossible: how can there be a desirer, 
5* one who desires, without any desire?47 On the other hand, it does 
t make sense to say that desire can arise without a desirer, for it must 

_,»ere in something. Thus desire cannot occur either with or without 
|fiesirer, and so is impossible. Again, the notion that something has 
I® reality independently of its correlative - specifically here and in the 
previous example, independently of the activity it typically executes - 
lays a central role. 
KA final example: In MMK VII NagSrjuna critiques the concept of 
ePon, specifically, the relation between cause of action (karaka) and 
ipion itself (karman). In the first verse he lays out what he takes 
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to be exhaustive alternatives. An existent (,sadbhuta) kdraka cannot 

bring about an existent karman, nor can a non-existent kdraka bring 

about a non-existent karman. An existent kdraka, he continues in the 

second verse, will not have an action that it carries out; thus in turn an 

action will be without an agent and any agent will be without an actioi 

Candrakurti explains this idea as follows.48 A real or existent {sadbkda 
kdraka is one that is already possessed of an action insofar as it is a'^j 

kdraka. But in that case it will not need to bring about a further action? 

hence it will not effect the karman in question and the karman will be? 

without a kdraka. The appeal to the notion of coexisting counterparts 

once again obvious and is quite similar to the two previous examples? 

Nagarjuna then in kdrikd 3 quickly dispenses with the other half of th& 

dilemma. If a non-existent (asadbhQta) kdraka - i.e., one devoid of 

action - produced a non-existent karman, then the kdraka would “be 

without a cause,” i.e., without any basis for being called a kdraka, a 

the karman, in the absence of a real kdraka, would be without a can 

as well.49 
We see in all these examples that the upshot of the principle of 

coexisting counterparts is that the things that fall within its range sta 

in relations of mutual dependence. To say that the desire must exist 

simultaneously with the desirer is to say that neither desire nor desii 

can stand by itself; both must come into being together. The impossib 

of the desirer without desire seems dictated by the principle of coexis 

counterparts proper, while the impossibility of desire without a des 

seems required by the much less questionable, indeed valid, notion 

you cannot have a property or action without a substratum. The situa 

is the same for the pairs of seer/seeing and cause of action/action. T 

cases discussed in Section One of this paper are a bit different, ho we; 

A cause presupposes its effect by the principle of coexisting coun 

but the effect presupposes its cause by the principle of causation i 

viz., you can’t have a certain effect without its cause. For the pair 

means of knowledge/object of knowledge, however, both concepts 

seem to presuppose each other by virtue of the principle of coexistijj 

counterparts, and each of the concepts past, present, and future see 

to presuppose the other two by this principle. 

Nagarjuna, then, in all of these cases attempts to show that insofar 

a thing and its counterpart are mutually dependent, they are unreal., 

being dependent on its counterpart and its counterpart being depend 

on it, a thing presupposes itself. Or else, in presupposing its counter] 

a thing presupposes that which it is supposed to function independer 

to bring about. Or else, in not existing independently of its counts 
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thing ceases to be fully distinct from it.50 These are all absurd 

uences. 

As pointed out in the first section of this paper, the principle of 

sting counterparts clearly seems erroneous, at least from the 

point of common sense. In common experience a thing exists just 

virtue of what it is, not by virtue of what it is related to. The nature 

f a tiling in most cases is prior both logically and temporally to the 

gs to which it gives rise, to the actions it carries out, to the things 

is not, etc. Nevertheless, it remains to be seen if the principle of 

xisting counterparts is a fallacy that Nagarjuna himself commits, 

t is to say, is it, in the arguments in which he employs it, a premise 

his own or a belief of those he is critiquing? 

TTie Prasangika interpretation of Nagarjuna, which most scholars seem 

prefer, would support the latter alternative. Nowhere does Nagarjuna 

nt a thesis of his own, presumably not even as a premise in an 

ment; rather, he is always merely showing how others’ views lead to 

ity.S! In that case, even if the principle of coexisting counterparts 

a fallacy, it would not be a fallacy that Nagarjuna himself is guilty 

f. However, is it at all plausible that Nagarjuna’s opponents adhered 

anything like the principle in question? 

; Recent work by Kamaleswar Bhattacharya suggests how Nagarjuna 

ght have thought so. Bhattacharya has shown how certain gram- 

ical notions underly many of Nagarjuna’s arguments.52 The main 

grammatical notion to which Nagarjuna seems to appeal is that a kdraka, 
grammatical function such as subject, object, instrument, etc., is con¬ 

ceived in relation to the action (kriyd) expressed by the verb. Thus,the 

bject of a sentence is that which independently carries out an action,53 

object that which undergoes it (or, according to Panini’s definition, 

which is most desired to be accomplished [by the action] of the 

ent”),54 and so forth. Taking this grammatical principle quite literally, 

agarjuna is able to insist that something is not the agent of a certain 

n unless it is actively engaged in it. However, the very notion of a 

bject as that which independently, i.e., only occasionally and of itself, 

tries out an action is thereby violated. Hence, the very definitions of 

Jhe grammatical cases lead to paradox when they are taken together, 

of the arguments considered above exhibit this paradox in specific 

ays. Bhattacharya specifically discusses the argument of MMK VII 

an application of the above grammatical principle.55 

*n»us the principle of coexisting counterparts seems in many cases 

Wucible to a certain grammatical notion current in the thought of 

’Sgarjuna’s day, but interpreted very literally by him. And so he 
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cannot be accused of committing the fallacy of coexisting counterparts! 
himself, since he could say that he employs it in his reductio ad 
absurdum arguments only insofar as it is a belief held by those he isj 
criticizing. In that case, the most appropriate objection to Nagarjuna’sJ 
employment of this principle would be, once again, not that in doing! 
so he is guilty of a fallacy, but that he is talcing an idea more rigidlyi 
than those who hold it would ever accept. This is, essentially, what isg 
known in NySya dialectic as chala, the dialectical trick of construing! 
an opponent’s view differently from the way it is intended. 

Nevertheless, this solution is not entirely satisfactory because it doesj 
not account for all applications of the principle of coexisting counti 
The opposition between svabh&va and parabhctva is perhaps the i 
obvious example. NSgSrjuna says that there can be no other-being 
without own-being. Similarly, he says that there can be no non-being,] 
{abhava) without being (bhdva). Again, he says that there can be no J 
cause without a (coexisting) effect None of these cases involves any* 
reference to action, as the grammatical examples do. 

There is another way, however, in which NSgSrjuna can be seen as| 
employing the principle of coexisting counterparts only provisionally^ 
the sake of argument, and that is that he understood it as an expressio 
of the doctrine of dependent origination, which all Buddhists, who arej 
the main target of his criticism, believe. 

There is some evidence in support of this hypothesis in the MMKj 
itself. NagSrjuna suggests in the opening two verses of the MMK ( 
1.1-2) that dependent origination is the gist of the Buddha’s teaching. 
Presumably that is what he intends to expound in his own treatise, -g 
While he does explain, in rather conventional fashion, the classical; 
twelve-fold chain of dependent origination in the twenty-fifth chapter! 
of the MMK, the latter is not what he is occupied with throughout tht^ 
work. Rather, we meet again and again with applications of the prir 
of coexisting counterparts. And, clearly, the coexistence of counter 
is a kind of dependent arising of entities: X cannot occur without 
its counterpart and vice versa. Moreover, it is clear from the MMK} 
that NagSrjuna understood dependent origination in an unusual way.« 
Dependent origination entails for him the non-existence of that whidj 
arises, hence, ultimately, the unreality of dependent origination itsclf.| 
Thus in the opening couplet he speaks of a dependent origination that jj 
“without cessation, without origin, without destruction, not eternal, i 
distinct, not separate, without coming, without going, without con 
construction.” Perhaps he thinks of dependent origination in this wayl 

ause he thinks of it as the mutual dependence of entities, which as 
resaw above tends to imply their illusoriness. 
^There are various passages in some of the works attributed to 

gSrjuna by Christian Lindtner that suggest a reconceiving of depen- 
nt origination as mutual dependence. Thus Lokatitastava 8-9: 

Jltet an agent is self-dependent (svatantrah) and [his] action also is. You (the 
fr Buddha) have (only) expressed conventionally. Actually, You ate convinced that 
feboth are established in mutual dependence (paraspardpeksikl:.. siddhih). 

the ultimate sense) no agent exists and no experiencer exists. Merit and 
idemerit are dependently bom (pratTtyajam). You have declared, O Master of 

words* that that which is dependency bom is unborn!56 

i notion of mutual dependence and dependent origination seem to 
i together in this passage. Consider as well LokMtastava 10: 

> of knowledge is) no object of knowledge unless it is being known. 
L(mis is impossible sincej consciousness does not exist (previously) without it! 
*-sfore You have said that knowledge and the object of knowledge do not exist 

-n-being" 

D; 
^relation of mutual dependence between consciousness and object 
knowledge implies that each lacks own being. But at MMK XXIV. 18 

jlg8guna clearly implies that things lack own-being insofar as they 
Independently. NSgfirjuna seems to be thinking of mutual dependence 
J dependent origination in the same way. 

gConsider also Sunyatdsaptati 13-14: 

father is not a son. a son is not a father. Neither exists without being coirelative 
\ttmyonya). Nor are they simultaneous. The twelve members likewise, 

v Just as pleasure and pain depending on an object in a dream do not have (a 
[real] object, thus neither that which arises dependently nor that which it arises 
t<u~-.-ntly from exists.5* 

13 suggests that the twelve members of the chain of dependent 
lion are mutually dependent on each other like father and son. 

ning verse 14 to be a continuation of the thought of 13, Nagttjuna 
i in 14 both to the relation of mutual dependence between father 

I son and the twelve-fold chain as dependent origination. 
My. at Sunyat&saptati 27-28 NagSrjuna practically sums up his 

s philosophy as follows: 

jmarked (laksyo) is established from a mark (taksana) different from the 
^Marked. It is not established by itself. Nor are the (two) established by each 
raher (since] the unestablished cannot establish unestablished. 
>*° ••Us (manner) cause (hetu), effect (phala), feeling (vedand), feeler (vedaJca), 
few, seer (drastr), visible, etc. (drastavyddi), whatever it may be, are all *»pt=»iy«t 
Without exception.5* 
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Everything, he says here, can be seen as non-existent by virtue 
- not, specifically, dependent origination, according to which m 
the arising of one thing is conditioned by the presence of anotb 
but the principle of coexisting counterparts, i.e., mutual depende 
Yet Nagarjuna has stated that the Buddha’s teaching boils down 
the doctrine of dependent origination. Thus again it would seem 
by dependent origination Nagarjuna understands ultimately mu 
dependence or the coexisting of counterparts. 

Thus, in employing the principle of coexisting counterparts in hi^ 
arguments Nagarjuna could claim simply to be going along with 
assumption that any Buddhist would make, i.e., that things arise de 
dcntly. Hence in this way, too, the principle of coexisting counte 
would not be a fallacy that he himself commits. It is not a premise, 
his own but one that is ultimately to be attributed to the theorists he 
attacking. 

What, however, might have inspired Nagarjuna to reconstnre de 
dent origination as mutual dependence? Perhaps it was a more prof 
experience of his own of the truth of dependent origination. This 1 
us to consider yet a third, and to me the most interesting, way in w 
the principle of coexisting counterparts might not in fact be a fall 

The coincidence of opposites or the interconnectedness or inte 
tration of all entities is a teaching that is found in a variety of mys 
traditions, East and West. Consider, for example, the following pas 
from the Chuang Tzu: 

Everything has its "that,” everything has its “this.” From the point of view of 
you cannot see it, but through understanding you can know it So I say, “that" 
out of “this” and “this” depends on “that” - which is to say that “this” and 
give birth to each other. But where there is birth there must be death; where that 
death there must be birth. Where there is acceptability there must be unacceptaT 
where there is unacceptability there must be acceptability. Where there is reco 
of right there must be recognition of wrong; where there is recognition of v 
there must be recognition of right Therefore the sage does not proceed in suchj 
way, but illuminates all in the light of Heaven. [Here Nagarjuna might say, the sr 
understands everything through a non-conceptual knowing, a mrvikalpakajnina\; 
too recognizes a “this,” but a “this” which is also a “that” a “that” which is 
“this.” His “that” has both a right and a wrong in it his “this” too has both a 
and a wrong in it. So, in fact does he still have a “this” and “that”? JLe., are 
things real?] A state in which “this” and “that” no longer find their opposites ?* 
called the hinge of the Way.60 

This passage, which may be compared, e.g., with the second chapter 
the Lao Tzu, expresses a necessary interdependence of opposites tf 
is reminiscent of the principle of coexisting counterparts. A simil 
teaching of the interconnectedness of all entities, now explicitly li 
to the doctrine of Emptiness, is also to be found in Avatamsaka 
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I Yen literature. In the West, the doctrine can be seen reflected in 
of the fragments of Heraclitus and in the Monadology of Leibniz, 

viously, it would take us too far afield to try to document the idea 
jdl these sources, and it would be impossible to show conclusively 
tit is precisely the same idea that is expressed in all of them. I can 
y assert somewhat baldly here, with the hope that the reader shares 
impression, that the notion - or different versions of the notion - 

t everything in the cosmos is intimately tied together, so that the 
stence of one implies the existence of all, even of that to which it 

‘essentially opposed, occurs in a range of texts. 
I propose that the MMK be seen as an attempt to articulate this vision, 

h for NagSrjuna is ultimately based not on discursive reasoning but 
some kind of non-discursive insight.61 In that case, the MMK should 
seen as a transformative text which does not attempt to demonstrate 
truth of interconnectedness, but rather to illustrate its implications 

Complete detail - the main implication for him being that the world 
appearances is unreal - and thereby ultimately evoke the intuitive 
ight upon which it is based in the reader.62 The principle of coexisting 

terparts, then, which contains the idea of the interconnectedness of 
ities in seed form, is not employed by Nagarjuna as a premise - of 
own or anyone else’s - in his arguments. Rather, it represents his 

position; it is the realization with which his philosophy begins and 
As such, it cannot be criticized from the standpoint of common 
and so cannot be declared a “fallacy;” for that would beg the 

question at issue in Nagarjuna’s thought. 
Thus I suggest that Nagarjuna might only pretend in the MMK to 

jnstrate in rigorous philosophical fashion the illusory nature of 
world. In reality his arguments serve only to describe the inter- 
ectedness, hence illusoriness, of all phenomena, not establish it 

true. They function to convey knowledge simply by displaying the 
tive of highest truth in the fullest possible terms. The reader is 

compelled to adopt that perspective by rigorous logic, but is invited 
do so by making a paradigm shift, if you will - a leap beyond 

ary experience. Viewed in this way, the principle of coexisting 
terparts can once again hardly be dismissed as a fallacy, a mere 

take of reasoning, because it expresses Nagarjuna’s main metaphys- 
insight. While it may be false, it cannot be trivially so. It hardly 

ms satisfactory to dismiss it on grounds of common sense, since the 
t of the principle is to call common sense into question. 

(Perhaps, indeed, the safest hypothesis of all is to attribute Nagarjuna’s 
of the principle of coexisting counterparts to a lack of sophistication 
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of logic in his day. Logic developed much more slowly in India 
in the West There was no Aristotle at the beginning of Indian lo 
who discerned the nature of the syllogism so as to require only 
revisions over the next millenia. Proper argument forms were for aj 
long time poorly understood. Reasoning was, for the most part, mere 
by analogy. That a relationship of invariable concomitance must exi 
between middle and major terms of a syllogism became clear, it see 
only with Vasubandhu. Before that, formal fallacies could not be proj 
analyzed. Many kinds of arguments that are not considered valid todaj 
occur in early texts. Some scholars believe that Nag&tjuna himself 
the mistake of affirming the consequent in several passages 

Moreover, it is often difficult to detect that an argument really is 
fallacy, to say exactly what is wrong with it. Throughout the history, 
philosophy philosophers have used arguments that were conclusively 
shown to be fallacies only centuries later. It is possible* then, that ju 
as Zeno employed fallacious arguments to deny motion and plurality? 
the mistakes in which were not fully understood until much later, so 
Nag&juna could have employed fallacies, based e.g. on the principle 
of coexisting counterparts, that were not fully apparent to him and 
adherents of his school - but are to us. It is certainly not beyond die 
pale to suggest that NSgfrjuna committed fallacies in the MMK, or 
even that fallacies are at the heart of the argument of the text; that, 
would not require us to deny that he was a great philosopher. 

Nevertheless, it is really doubtful that Nfigfiijuna would have been 
unaware that the principle of coexisting counterparts is a blatant con 
diction of common sense. It also seems implausible that he would not 
have realized - any less than Zeno - that his reasoning would appear 
simply fallacious to most people, especially given the objections of 
the Nyaya philosophers. If he adhered to the principle of coexisting! 
counterparts himself, then it must have been because he ultimately 
thought that the perspective of common sense must be overthrown, to 
that case, however, his philosophy can hardly be criticized from that 
standpoint. 

Thus, I continue to maintain that it remains to be shown exactly ho 
NagSrjuna’s thought is vitiated by fallacies. 

NOTES 

1 “Nagarjuna’s appeal/* Journal of Indian Philosophy 22 (1994): 299-378. 
2 See Abhidharmakoia 11.61 cd-62. 
3 Candraklrti refen several times to the holders of the first of the four positions 
Samkhyas. See his Prasannapadd in MadhyamakaJ&stra, ed. P.L. Vaidya (Darbhan 
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a Institute, 1960), pp. 6, 6-7; 7, 5-6; 7, 9, etc. Bhavaviveka also mentions 
ifically Samkhyas in connection with this position, 
havaviveka identifies the VaiSesikas as defenders of the second position along with 

Abhidharmikas” See William L. Ames, “Bhavaviveka's PrajhdpradXpa 
of Indian Philosophy 21 (1993): 224-225. Candraklrti makes no such 

ificatkm. It is not implausible that Nagarjuna would have a Nyaya-VaiSesika theory 
mind here, since he extensively attacks Nyaya doctrines in his Vaidatyaprakarana 

VigrahavydvartanL 

Bhavaviveka, however, identifies - somewhat implausibly - certain Samkhya and 
philosophers as defenders of the third position. See Ames, p. 226. 

Bor that matter, MMK 1.3 is quite similar to NS IV. 1.48: ndsan na son na 
sadasator vaidharmydt, “(The result of action] is neither existent, non- 

t, nor both existent and non-existent, [not the latter in particular] because of 
difference of the existent and the non-existent'* Only the first three of the four 

fives mentioned in MMK 1.3 are mentioned in this sutra, bat the resemblance 
[close enough to raise the question whether Nagarjuna in MMK 1 is continuing a 

that was carried on between Nyaya-VaiSesika and earlier, i.e., pre-Nagarjunan, 
yamikas. 

Johannes Bronkhorst, however, has argued that various apparent references to 
aka doctrines in the fourth adhydya of the Nyaya Satra - specifically, NS 

1.14, which expresses the view that “entities arise from non-being” (abhdvdd 
tpattih.. ,); NS IV. 1.36, which asserts that the own-being of things is not estab- 
because they are dependent on other things (na svabhdvasiddhir apeksikarvdt); 

NS IV.2.32-33, which suggest that pramdna and prameya are illusory, compa- 
to a dream or a “city of Gandharvas” - all of these apparent references to 

may not have been part of the Nyaya Sotra that Nagarjuna knew but 
interpolations (“Nagarjuna and the Naiyayikas,” Journal of Indian Philosophy 

[19851; 107-132). For (me thing, siitras IV. 1.11-43 do not fit well in the sequence 
topics of the idstra. Bronkhorst believes that all of the siitras in this section may 

iginafiy have been vdrttikas in Paksilasvamin's commentary on the Nyaya Sotra 
were later misconstrued as siitras. 

However, there are apparent references to Madhyamaka doctrines at the beginning 
the second adhydya that cannot easily be dismissed as later interpolations, since they 
well in their context, n. 1.8-11 state that perception, etc., are not pramdnas because 

are “not established in any of the three times'* (traikalydsiddheh), i.e., a pramdna 
be neither prior to, subsequent to, nor simultaneous with it$ prameya; 0.1.17-18 

the point that the pramdnas themselves cannot be proven by other pramdnas. 
first idea seems to be the same as that presented at Vaidatyaprakarana 12; the 

seems to allude to the topic discussed at length at VigrakavydvartanI 31 ff. 
t, however, wants to hold that these are really references to Sarvastivada 

Without going into Bronkhorst's reasoning in detail I shall merely point out that 
h depends on his rather dubious interpretation of NS 0.1.11, yugapatsiddhau 
arthaniyatatvdt kramavrttitvdbhdvo buddhfndm: “If {pramdna and prameya] were 
fished simultaneously, then since {pramdnas] are fixed in regard to their object, 
would be no sequential occurrence of cognitions.** Bronkhorst writes that “it 

bard to see why a Madhyamika should say that mental acts would not occur in 
Jence in case objects and means of knowledge were to exist simultaneously” 
108). Thus he suggests that this sutra refers to Sarvastivada philosophy, which 

emphasize the point that two cognitions cannot occur at the same time. Thus, if 
and prameya were both taken as cognitions, as in the case of the cognizing 

a mental or emotional state - desire, attachment, etc. - then their simultaneous 
would immediately violate the principle that cognitions must occur one 
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after the other. But the sutra admits of a more straightforward solution. The pri 
that mental acts cannot occur simultaneously would be overthrown by the assu 
that pramdna and prameya (the latter conceived no longer necessarily as a mental 
state) exist together just because numerous pramdnas - e.g.. the various sense 
- and their corresponding objects - color, taste, etc. - would all exist at the same 
time. 

In light of the fact, then, that the Nyaya SQtra itself does seem to refer to 
Madhyamaka arguments in the second adhydya, it is not implausible to hold that 
the mentioned passages of the fourth xtdhydya, including IV. 1.48, also refer to 
Madhyamaka. The upshot of these observations is that Nagaijuna was not the first 
Madhyamika. Rather, earlier versions of Madhyamaka arguments are cited in the 
Nyaya Sotra. Nagaijuna in turn modifies and defends them against Nyaya objections 
in his Vigrahavydvartam and Vaidalyaprakarana. 

7 Nagaijuna may also have had a canonical passage, Samyutta Nikaya 11.18-21 
in mind when he framed the tetralemma of MMK 13. There the Buddha is asked 
by Kassapa whether the suffering one suffers is caused by oneself, by someone 
else, both by oneself and by someone else, or neither by oneself nor by someone 
else. The Buddha denies each of the four alternatives, referring Kassapa instead to 
the twelve-fold chain of dependent origination as the explanation of the arising of 
suffering. 
4 T.R.V. Murti also views MMK I in this way. See The Central Philosophy of 
Buddhism (London: Allen and Unwin, 1955), pp. 168-178. 
9 See also kds 9 and 14. 

10 It is interesting to compare here the Agamaidstra commentary on the Mandokya 
Upanisad, which is attributed to Gaudapada. The fourth part contains a reworkingJ 
of the Madhyamaka critique of causation from an Advaita perspective. The absence 
of any change, the text argues, indicates changeless consciousness as the ultimate 
reality* AS IV.22 is parallel to MMK 1.3: svato vd. potato vdpi na kimcid vastu | 
jdyatr / sad asat sadasad vdpi na kimcid vastu jdyate //. Verses 3-5 of that treatise 
lay out the dialectical strategy of the work: 

bhutasya jdtim icchanti vddinah kecid eva hi / 
abhutasydpare dhlrd vivadantah parasparam // 
bhatam na jdyate kimcid abhutam naiva jdyate l 
vivadanto 'dvayd hy evam ajdtim khydpayanti U 
khydpyamdndm ajdtim tair anumoddmahe vayam i 
vivaddmo na taih sdrdham avivddam nibodhata // 

“Disputing among themselves, some theorists believe in the origin of that which 
already exists (bhuta), while other wise men [believe in the origin] of that which 
does not already exist Nothing that already exists arises; nor does that which does 
not exist ever arise. Disputing thus, [these philosophers], who are really non-dualists; 
establish the absence of arising (ajdti). We [for our part] approve the non-arising that 
is established by them. We do not dispute with them. Know that [for us] there is no 
dispute.*1 One is reminded of course of Nagaijuna’s claim in the Virgrahavydvart 
that he has no position. 
n Hayes, pp. 312-313. 
12 Cf. David Kalupahana, Ndgdrjuna: The Philosophy of the Middle Way (Albany; 
New York*. State University of New York Press, 1986), p. 107; Jay Garfield, The\ 
Fundamental Wisdom of the Middle Way (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1995), 
p. 3: Frederick Streng, Emptiness: A Study in Religious Meaning (Nashville: Abin 
Press, 1967), p. 183. 
13 Cf. Prasannapadd, p. 26, 14-15:yadi hi hetvddisu parabhUtesu pratyayesu 
samastesu vyastesu vyastasamastesu hetupratyayasdmagryd anyatra vd kvacid 
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kdrydndm utpdddt pUrvam sattvam sydt, sydt tebhyah utpddah. 

YukddXpikd, ed. Ram Chandra Pandeya (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1967), 
48-49, for a rehearsal of the standard objections against the satkdryavdda, 

the objection that the effect cannot exist in the cause before its origination 
it is not perceived*’ (<agrahandt), p. 48, 17 ff. 

would appear to be a simple application of Leibniz’s Law: identical things 
have identical properties. 

{take it that kdrikd 7 is what Hayes refers to as “Nagarjuna’s second critique 
notion of causal relations” and presents in schematic form on pp. 314— 

David Seyfort Ruegg calls it “the principle of the complementarity of binary 
and terms” in his article “The Uses of the Four Positions of the Catuskoti and 

lem of the Description of Reality in Mahayana Buddhism” {Journal of Indian 
ophy 5 [1977]: 1-71); Jacques May refers to it as “le principe de solidarity 

cbntraires,” Prasannapadd Madhyamakavrtti (Paris: Adrien-Maisonneuve, 1959). 
terpart* translates the Sanskrit terms pratipaksa and pratidvandvin. In the 
nnapadd the principle is stated in general terms as follows: yasya ca pratipakso 

jad asti, dlokdndhakdravat pdrdvaravat samJayaniscayavac ca, p. 37, 24-25. 

arikara, Nagaijuna, and Fa Tsang, with Some Western Analogues,” in Interpret- 
Across Boundaries, ed. Gerald J. Larson and Eliot Deutsch (Princeton: Princeton 

ity Press, 1988), p. 105. 
?On Some Non-Formal Aspects of the Proofs of the Madhyamakakarikas ” 

liest Buddhism and Madhyamaka, ed. David Seyfort Ruegg and Lambert 
ithausen (Leiden: Brill, 1990), pp. 91-109. 
yes, p. 315. 

shall not attempt a precise definition of ‘counterpart’ here. In general, I understand 
to be something in contrast to which a thing is typically conceived, 

opposites and correlatives serve as counterparts in Nagaijuna’s text: being and 
ing, self and other, own-being and other-being, etc., are opposites; cause and 
past, present, and future, desire and desirer, etc., are correlatives. Thus a 

will not have a unique counterpart but will usually have several; obviously, 
hing can have many correlatives. But the principle of coexisting counterparts 

I construe it implies that a thing cannot exist without the simultaneous existence 
jfcfty of its counterparts. Thus in order to question the coherence of a particular 

Nagaijuna need only show that a thing falling under the concept necessarily 
in a relation of mutual dependence with any one of its various counterparts. 

[stress that “the principle of coexisting counterparts” is not something Nagaijuna 
If explicitly formulated, though Candraklrti did (see note 17). He does come 
close to an explicit formulation, however, in MMK XIV.5-7. Thus XIV.6: 

anyad anyad anyasmdd anyasmdd apy rte bhavet / tad anyad anyad anyasmdd 
ndsti ca ndsty atah //; “If an other could exist without its other, then it would 
*n other indeed. But an other does not exist without an other, therefore it is not 
other].” See also Acintyastava 11-16. 
See note 6. 
NSBh ad NS II. 1.11, Nydyadarianam, ed. Taranatha Nyaya-Tarkatirtha (Delhi: 

.fchiram Manoharlal, 1985), pp. 422, 10-424, 7. See Bronkhorst, pp. 115-117. 
^Nevertheless, the satkdryavdda is somewhat reminiscent of Laplace’s conception 

all states of a system arc contained in its initial conditions. Thus an omniscient 
g who knew the position of every particle in the universe together with all the 

acting on it would be able to predict all subsequent events. See A Philosophical 
on Probabilities, trans. Frederick W. Truscott and Frederick L. Emory (New 
John Wiley and Sons, 1917), p. 4. 

nsadakarandt. 
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26 Yuktidrpika, p. 52. This argument also seems to be implied by MMK 1.13 
pratyayebhyah katham tac ca bhaven na pratyayesu? 
27 See YuktidTpika, p. 48* 32 ff., which begins, \pQrvapaksa:) itai cOsatkOrycunji 
kartrpraydsasdphalydt, that is, the asatkdryavdda must be true, “because the efTbi 
of the agent has a purpose.** 
28 Note also the second half of the verse cited from the Yuktidrpika above. 
29 It may well have been in response to the Madhyamaka way of arguing that \ 
Nyaya school emphasized the distinction between samvOda, debate carried out in 1 
spirit of cooperation for the sake of discovering truth, from jalpa and vitandd. See 1 
1.2.1-3, IV.2,47-49. These categories were already recognized in the Ca 
but the Nyaya Sutra offers an expanded treatment of them. The Nyaya Sutra j 
treats chala, the deliberate misconstrual of an opponent’s intention, more exu 
than it is treated in the Carakasamhitd. Many of Nagarjuna’s dialectical moves t 
be seen, I believe, as varieties of chain. The fact that certain logical tropes that ari 
prominent in Madhyamaka works, in particular chala and vitanda* are extensiv 
dealt with in the Nyaya Sutra is yet another indication that even the earliest ve 
of the latter, which probably dealt exclusively with matters of logic and debate, i 
cognizant of Madhyamaka. See again note 6. 
30 The Ethics and Selected Letters, trans. Samuel Shiriey (Indianapolis: Hackctt,1! 
1982), Part I, Def. 3. 
31 Part I, Prop. 7. 
32 An attribute constitutes the essence of a substance. Part I, Def, 4. 
33 Metaphysics 2.4, 7-8. 
34 Hayes, oddly, takes kas 8 and 10 to amount to a categorical assertion on N&garjunaj 
part that there can be no change: uWe can now add the following as one of the j 
claims that Nagarjuna is unambiguously making: ’Nothing can undergo the j 
of change’” (p, 321). I, however, read these verses as making die hypothetical dais 
that if, as the opponent believes, there is “nature” (prakrtt), then there cannot bej 
any change. 
35 Jonathan Barnes, trans. and ed.. Early Greek Philosophy (London: Penguin Book 
1987), p. 134. 

36 Barnes, p. 132. 
37 Richard McKirahan, Philosophy Before Socrates (Indianapolis: Hackett Publis 
1994), p. 153, 11.6. The Barnes translation of this passages is somewhat awkwanflyj 
worded. 
38 Abhidharmakoiabhdsyam of Vasubandhu, ed. Prahlad Pradhan and Anina Hald 
(Patna: K. P. Jayaswal Research Institute, 1975), p. 301, 2-3. 
39 Cf. Sunyatdsaptati 4: “Being (sat) does not arise since it exists. Non-being 
(asat) does not arise since it does not exist Christian Lindtner, Nagarjuniana^ 
(Copenhagen: Akademisk Forlag, 1982), p. 37. 
40 On Being and What There Is (Albany: State University of New York Press, \i 
1992), p. 59, n. 44. 
41 Robert E. Hume, trans.. The Thirteen Principal Upanishadst (Oxford: Oxford j; 
University Press, 1977), p, 241. 
42 Of course, the concept of svabhdva found in Nagaijuna is not to be confused witl*| 
the more ancient notion of “nature” as a cosmological principle, which is document* ‘ 
e.g., in the Mahdbhdrata. See V. M. Bedekar, “The Doctrines of Svabhava and KaltJ 
in the Mahabharata and Other Old Sanskrit Works,” Journal of the University of f 
Poona, Humanities Section 13 (1961): 1-16. 
43 Hayes, p. 318. 
44 “Nor is it divided, since all alike is - neither more here ...nor less; but it is 1 
all full of what is,” Bames, Early Greek Thought, p. 134. McKirahan defends the(| 
plausibility of a monistic interpretation of Parmenides, p. 169. *1 

: following is a loose paraphrase of the contents of MMK XXIV. 
. XXIV.7-12. 

: I am following the interrelation of the Prasannapadd ad VI. 1. 
[prasannapadd, p. 75, 11 ff. 
Prasannapadd, p, 76, 3 ff. 

Cf. MMK XIV.5: anyad anyat pratltydnyan ndnyad any ad rte 'nyatah I yat 
\ cayat tasmdt tad anyan nopapadyate //; “An other is dependent on an other; 

Pother is not an other without an other. But that which is dependent on something 
; be other than it.” 

|He himself notoriously denies at Yigrahavydvartant 24 that he has any position. 
gThe Grammatical Basis of Nagarjuna’s Arguments: Some Further Considerations,” 

bgica Taurinensia 8-9 (1980-81): 35-43. 
dyl 1.4.54: svatantrah kartd. 

dyt 1.4.49: kartur tpsitatamam karma. 

Bhattacharya, pp. 39 ff. 
lindtner, p. 131. All translations are Lindtner’s, sometimes slightly amended. 
Lindtner, p. 133. 
lindtner, p. 41. 
lindtner, p. 47. 
Chuang Tzu: Basic Writings, trans. Burton Watson (New York: Columbia Uni- 

Press, 1964), pp. 34-35. 
I See in this connection Lindtner’s discussion of the role of prajhd in Nagaijuna’s 

ht, pp. 269^-277. 
! my Transformative Philosophy: A Study of Sankara, Fichte, and Heidegger, 

olulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1983). 
See Richard Robinson, “Some Logical Aspects of Nagaijuna’s System,” Philosophy 
land West 6 (1957): 291-308. But cf. Seyfort Ruegg, “The Uses of die Four 
dons of the Catuskoti,” pp. 55-56. 
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MAX NIHOM 

MANDALA OF CANDI GUMPUNG (SUMATRA) AND THE 
INDO-TIBETAN VAJRASEKHARATANTRA 

proximately a dozen years ago, Boechari (1985) published preliminary 
ings of the excavation of Candi Gumpung (Muara Iambi).1 This 
pie he holds to have been built from between the middle of the 

th to the beginning of the tenth century and to have been enlarged 
least once in the eleventh or twelfth centuries. Among the material 

d at the site are 21 inscribed gold plates which together furnish 
names, or fragments of the names, of some 22 deities. Boechari 

terprets these as belonging to the VajradhStumandala, a mandala 
hich traditionally in the secondary literature has been seen to have 

present in the Indonesian Archipelago.2 Recently, the present 
ter published a study in which it was proposed that, despite the 
ority of the scholastic traditions of the West, no clear textual trace 

this historically important mandala is to be found in Indonesia and 
t, in consequence, the syncretic mandalas of the yogatantras such 

gs the Sakalajagadvinaya, Sarvadurgatiparisodhana and Trilokavijaya 
ich may be shown to be extant in the Archipelago are chronologically 
or to the VajradhStu, which is orthodox insofar as it is inhabited by 

uddhist divinities alone.3 That is, the yogatantra mandalas populated 
both ‘Hindu’ and ‘Buddhist’ divinities are necessarily earlier than 
VajradhStumandala which, the Tattvasamgraha explicitly holds, the 
r mandalas reflect.4 

Since these conclusions have significant consequences for the history 
the Buddhist tantra, indeed, for the religious history of India itself, 
addition to the implications they have for the religious and cultural 
tory of Indonesia, to wit, that syncretic features of its culture(s) are not 

sarily of indigenous origin and that the primary influence of tantric 
addhism in Indonesia must have occurred before the compilation in 

ia of the Tattvasamgraha as the fundamental text of the yogatantras, 
t is, in all probability sometimes before 700 A.D., it is of some interest 
determine whether the data furnished by Candi Gumpung on Sumatra 
vide evidence either confirming or belying these interpretations 
ched on the basis of textual data from the Archipelago. It is the thesis 

gf this paper that this reading indeed remains substantially unchallenged 
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comme celle des modemes Thugs, qui assassinait les gens pour couper lews doigts 
et s’en faire une «guirlande sacrte* [brackets are of the originall” (p. 108). Like 
Beal, Grousset inserts this sentence into his running translation without indicating 
that he is adding to the text on his own account rather than reproducing Hsiian-tsang. 
26 The temporal {desdvakdsika) or life-time (digyrata) vow to abide Only in a certain ] 
restricted area is a classical form of Jaina practice (cf. P. Jaini: The Jaina Path of 
Purification. Berkeley, 1979: pp. 178-80). 
27 Cf. Louis dc la Vallde Poussin, L* Abhidharmakoia de Vasubandhu, traduit et 
annotd. Paris-Louvain 1923-1931 (reprint 1980): vol. IU (« chapter 4), p. 147, n. 2. 
Here the passages in question are cited. 
28 In K.R. Norman’s translation of the Theragatha: ‘Truly it is a long time since a 
seer, an ascetic, honoured by me, altered the great wood”. In the Ven. Nyanamoli’s 
translation of the Majjhimanikaya: t4Oh, at long last a sage revered by me, this monk, ' 
has now appeared in the great forest”. 
29 Neither the content nor the precise wording of the equivalent Chinese passages ® 
translated from the dgamas supports G.’s conjecture in the least way (Taisho vol. 2: 
281al6f.« 378cl5-18, 720bl6f.). 
30 Each pdda of the tutthubha metre consists Of eleven syllables. G.’s emendation 
contradicts his earlier statement (p. 144), no doubt an oversight, that in the version 
of the P.T.S. the first pdda consists, like the third pdda,, only of ten syllables. 
31 E. Waldschmidt et al.: Sanskrithandschrifien aus den Turfanfimden (VOHD, 10), 
Stuttgart, 1965: 1, no. 160, line 5, as published in: Fumio Enomoto: A Comprehensive j 
Study of the Chinese Samyuktdgama. Part I: ♦SamgltapSta. Kyoto 1994: p. 22. 

The wording* cirassa(m) vata at the beginning of a verse is also attested in the 
Jatakas (II 439,23f., m 314,27f. IV 476,24ff., V 23,12f. and V 112,13f.) and (in the 
Sanskrit equivalent) in the verse cirasya bata paiydmi, brdhmanam parinirvrtam / 
sarva va irabhayd tit am, ffrnam loke visaktikdm //.which is preserved in the aforemen¬ 
tioned Turfan finds (5, no. 1250b), in the DevatasOtra (23), in the Sartrarthagatha 
(53) of the Yogacarabhomi (all texts adduced in Enomoto, op. cit., p, 12), and - in 
Pali - in Samyuttanikaya I 1 and 54. 
32 G. tries to substantiate his interpretation of Afrgulimala by referring to other 
supposed traces of Saivic/£akta practices in the Buddhist canon. Thus he refers to 
Theragatha 151 where we hear of Kan, a large lady of dark complexion who breaks 
bones and who, in the translation of KJfc. Norman, piles them up. G. changes the 
reading abhisandahitvd to abhisannahitvd, so that KaU does not pile the broken 
bones up but strings them together, supposedly so as to wear them as an accou¬ 
trement (p. 159). It is - according to G.’s interpretation of Theragatha 151-52 - 
while visualizing KaU as taking limbs from corpses, breaking them up and stringing 
them together that Mahakala, the arhant who utters the two verses in question, 
comes to attain arhantship upon reflecting that his body may be put to similar use. 
According to G.’s interpretation Mahakala (lest he be some kind of Pratyekabuddha) 
had continued with his tantric visualization practices even after having become a 
follower of the Buddha, and this all the way up to the attainment of arhantship! 
Such an interpretation seems hardly possible and also uncalled for because verses 
151 and 152 may very well and much more plausibly refer to the standard Buddhist 
contemplation of the foul and impermanent nature of the body (adubhabhdvand) as 
practised in cemeteries. It is indeed remarkable that the monk in question is called 
Mahakala, a frequent synonym for Siva. However, it would seem more appropriate 
to take kdlt as a derogatory term, possibly referring - as the commentary on the 
verse in question has it (Theragatha-atthakatha vol. II, p. 27: ath* ekadivasam kdtT 
ndma itthi chavaddhikd\ cf. Dhammapada-atthakatha I 68: atha ekd susdnagopikd 
Kdlt ndma chavaddhikd therassa thitatthdnam ...) - to the female guardian of a 
cemetery {susdnagopikd. chavaddhikd) - a figure also attested in the Vinaya (I 152). 

MAITHRIMURTHI MUDAGAMUWA 

ALEXANDER VON ROSPATT 

the same way the other occurrences of the words kdlT, siva, Udna or mahesakkha 
libly on the basis of the C.P.D. and YaSomitra’s AbhidharmakoSavyakhya [dn 

III, 14-15; in Wogihara’s edition part 1, p. 27935-27], G. suggests the 
privation of mahesakkha from Sanskrit mahd-tta-dkhya, “called MaheSa” alias Siva). 

t^hich G. adduces from the Buddhist canon (pp. 160-62), are also not unambiguous 
fenough to suffice as a proof for the existence of a (proto-)Saiva/Sakta cult. 

Thus G. raises the question as to what kind of a person Angulimala was, a 
lquestion which will not find a ready answer, though it is tempting to argue that the 
point of the Afigulimala story is that no matter how evil a sinner one is, there is 

|yet the chance for betterment and even arhantship in this very life. 

F !P.' 
IHamburg 

tLeipzig 

h. 

Charles S. Prebish, A Survey of Vinaya Literature. Taipei, Jin Luen 
Publishing House, 1994. x, 158 pp. 
* ' 
Prebish’s bibliography has been in preparation for many years. As 

; points put in his preface I read the manuscript in the early 1970s. 
Pish never sent me a later version nor did he have the courtesy to 

aid me a copy of his book. 
A very full and meticulously compiled bibliography was published in 

1979 by Akira Yuyama: Systematised Ubersicht der die buddhistische 
Sanskrit-Literatur. Wiesbaden, 1979 which includes publications up to 
,1976. According to Prebish it provided a valuable source for cross- 
referencing his own materials. 

It would have been useful to publish a supplement to Yuyama’s 
bibliography comprising recent publications. However, Prebish’s has 
not followed Yuyama’s example. His work is divided into three parts: 
Introduction, Survey of Vinaya Literature and Secondary Literature. 
‘The Vinaya Literature has been arranged systematically according to 
the different schools but the Secondary Vinaya Literature is arranged 
:in chronological order. 
[I- In his preface Prebish remarks that “This survey is not intended to 
be encyclopedic in any sense of that word. Instead, it is true to its title. 
With regard to the texts and translations, it is quite thorough, but not 
exhaustive.” No bibliography can be exhaustive but Yuyama’s work is 
;not far removed from this ideal goal. Let us examine only one section 
[of Prebish’s Survey, the one dealing with MulasarvastivSda Literature, 
to see which information it contains and how “thorough” it is with 

i regard to texts and translations. 

at. too mno 
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On p. 87 Prebish says that the Chinese version of the PratimoksasOh 
of the monks is found in TaishO 1454, (XXIV), pp. 500bl3-508b4. 
Yuyama indicated 500b 13 v.l.-508a4. Prebish omitted v.l.(von links)] 
which he probably did not understand and changed 508a4 to 508b4. j 
According to him the Pratimoksasfltra of the nuns begins on p. 508a 11^ 
Here again Prebish left out the indication v.l. Moreover, he did not 
see that it is impossible for one text to end on 508b4 and for a secondJ 
to begin on 508all. It would have been better if Prebish had not ^ 
wrongly copied Yuyama’s indications but had referred the reader to his] 
work. It seems superfluous to repeat in each Vinaya bibliography the 
indications. 

On the same page (p. 87) Prebish lists five Tibetan editions of die* 
PrStimoksas of the monks and nuns: Peking, Tohoku, Taipei, Snar- 
thang and Co-ne editions. In the list of abbreviations Yuyama gives fulll 
information on the abbreviations Co-ne, Peking, etc., but (me looks in' 
vain in Prebish’s book for information on these five editions. There isJ 
no Tdhoku edition, but a catalogue of the Derge edition published by ■ 
the Tdhoku University in Sendai (mentioned p. 122, n. 57). As to the) 
Taipei edition, this must be a reprint of a Tibetan edition. 

On p. 88 is mentioned Prebish’s translation of the Sanskrit 
PratimoksasQtras of the Mahasamghikas and the Mfllasarvastivadins. ] 
Yuyama iists two reviews: J.W. de Jong, IIJ XIX (1977), 127-130 
and H. Becheit, JAOS XCVni (1978), 203-204 to which one can ] 
add Michael Carrithers, Times Literary Supplement July 16 1976,895. 
Prebish does not give any information on reviews although, in some 
instances, a review can be more important than the book reviewed. For i 
instance Prebish mentions Marcel Hofinger’s brilliant (sic) ttude surla] 
(sic) concile de VaisalT (p. 130) but one has to consult Yiiyama’s work < 
for a reference to Paul Demidville’s brilliant; A propos du concile de ijj 
VaisalT (TP XL, 1951, 239-296). 

On p. 90 Prebish mentions three books containing editions of 
portions of the Vinayavastu. He does not indicate that Gnoli’s edition .i 
of the Sanghabhedavastu was published in two parts in 1977 and 
1978. Vogel’s book was published by the Deutsche Morgenlandische 
(not Morgenlandischen) Gesellschaft Not mentioned are die edition 
of the Tibetan translation of the Pravrajyavastu in two volumes by 
Helmut Eimer (Wiesbaden, 1983): Rab tu 'byuh ba’i gzi, Heinz Bech 
Bruchstucke buddhistischer Verssammlungen aus zentralasiatischen 
Sanskrithandschriften, I: Die Anavataptagatha und die SthaviragSthS 
(Berlin, .1961), Volkbert Nather, Das Gilgit-Fragment Or. 11878A 
im Britischen Museum zu London (Diss. Marburg, 1975), Claus 

gel and Klaus Wille, Some Hitherto Unidentified Fragments of 
> Pravrajyavastu Manuscript Found Near Gilgit (NGAW, 1984, 299- 

i and Claus Vogel and Klaus Wille, Some More Fragments of the 
'ravrajya Portion of the Vinayavastu Manuscript Found Near Gilgit 

skrit-Texte aus dem buddhistischen Kanon: Neuentdeckungen und 
fyueditionen II (Gottingen, 1992), 65-109. Also omitted is one of 

; most important publications on the Vinayavastu in recent years: 
aus Wille, Die handschriftliche Uberlieferung des Vinayavastu der 

iulasarvastivadin. Stuttgart, 1990. 
• On p. 92 Prebish mentions Kun Chang’s book on the Kathinavastu 
ut omits to indicate that it contains a new edition of the Sanskrit text 

, 51-64). In the list of Tibetan titles of the vastus one must correct 
ag-dbye’i gzhi to Dgag-dbye’i gzhi (p. 93) and Dge-dun-dbyen-pa’i 

[gzhi to Dge-’dun-dbyen-pa’i gzhi (p. 95). 
^Prebish is very careless in the spelling of German and French !titles. One finds la culte (p. 123), le section (p. 112) and sons plein 

(Kveloppement (p. 128). P. 77 he mentions “Nouveaux Fragments d’un 
fiksas”. Read: “Nouveaux fragments de la Collection Stein. 1. Frag- 

nt d’un recueil de Siksas.” German titles fare no better. On p. 40 
tone finds Heinz Bechert, “Asoka’s ‘Schismedikt’ under der Begriff 
Sanghabheda.” Incidentally, there is no reference to this article in the 
index of authors nor in the index of articles. On p. 90 Istituto is twice 
spelled Institute. 

In the third part of his book which lists secondary Vinaya Literature in 
chronological order Prebish writes: “In 1952 we witness the beginning 
,6f what later becomes a steady flow of research on Vinaya from Japanese 

tiolars” (p. 131). This steady flow is represented by the enumeration of 
Evticles (often of no more than two pages) in a single Japanese journal: 
Vndogaku Bukkydgaku Kenkyu. Although Prebish’s book deals with the 
jVinaya of the Hinayana schools (Prebish excludes MahaySna Vinaya, 
icf. p. 129) he includes many Japanese articles which have nothing 
ltd do with his topic. To quote only one example, on p. 132 Prebish 
intentions “an article of interest Eishun Dceda’s “On the SHa and Vinaya 

rines by Unsho”.” It may be of interest but when reading it Prebish 
Must certainly have noticed that the doctrines of Unsho (1827-1909) 
■re only of importance for the recent history of Japanese Buddhism, 
i? In his bibliography Yuyama gave much valuable information on the 
.contents of books and articles but did not give any value judgments. 
It is obvious that he carefully consulted the literature quoted. Prebish 
does not refrain from adding in many instances such qualifications as 
brilliant, important, interesting, etc. but information on contents is often 
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absent or inadequate. One can only hope that Yuyama will publish a 3 
supplement listing publications which appeared since 1976. 

4 Jansz Crescent 
Manuka ACT 2603 
Australia 

J.W. DE JONG ' 

Oskar von Hiniiber, A Handbook of Pali Literature (Indian Philology, 
and South Asian Studies, Volume 2). Berlin - New York, Walter de . j 
Gruyter, 1996. XIII, 257 pp. DM 195-/6S 521,-/sFr 187,- ISBN 3- 
11-014992-23; ISSN 0948-1923 

Oskar von Hiniiber’s Handbook covers the whole of Pali literature with! 
the exception of the titles listed by H. Smith in the Epilegomena to J 
the Critical Pali Dictionary under 2.9.22 “Medicine”, 2.9.23 “Law”,, 
and 5. “Philology”. K. R. Norman’s Pali Literature (Wiesbaden, 1983)4 
included only texts published in Roman script whereas von Hiniiber .1 
studies many later Pali texts published in Oriental editions or existing j] 
only in manuscript form. 

Von Hinuber’s book pays particular attention to the formal structure] 
of the texts, their mutual relationships and their chronology. In these J 
fields much remains to be done and von Hiniiber renders a great servicej 
to Pali studies by his many illuminating remarks in the course of his 
work. 

For each text von Hiniiber indicates editions, and translations, in ,j| 
abbreviated form for those listed in the Epilegomena, and in full for * 
those published after 1948. Additions and corrections to the numerical^ 
system of the Epilegomena are listed in Section XVIII (pp. 256- ^ 
257). Moreover, in the notes von Hiniiber refers to a great number of $ 
publications which are all listed in a lengthy bibliography (pp. 208-228) 
The bibliographical information given by him is vefcy comprehensive, 
and includes the most recent publications. At most one could add a 
few Japanese publications by, for instance, K. Mizuno, the Grand Old j 
Man of Pali studies in Japan of whom only one article is mentioned., J 

Von Hiniiber examines in detail the commentaries for which as he 1 
remarks the structure has hardly been investigated. There is much newj 
and stimulating in the chapter on the commentaries (pp, 100-153). In t 
remaining chapters he deals with the handbooks, the subcommentaries,| 
anthologies, cosmological texts, poetry, collections of stories, Pali 
literature from South East Asia, letters and inscriptions, and lost texts] 

[ non-Theravada texts quoted in Pali literature. In these pages one 
[ find studied and analyzed an enormous amount of material, some 

^which is hardly known or is completely unknown in the West. 
|One must be grateful to von Hiniiber for this publication which 
stains so many new insights. In the introduction he promises a 

Comprehensive treatment of Pali literature. Also under preparation are 
Ifstudy of the development of the Patimokkha and an examination of 

s form of a Jataka typical for different Buddhist schools (cf. pp. 11 

liid 56). The future of Pali studies looks very bright! 
IThere is only one serious complaint that one can-make with regard 
1 this publication. DM 195,- for a little over 250 pages makes this 
bk out of reach for many students and scholars of Pali. Let us hope 

at soon a paperback edition will be published for a more reasonable 
price. 

* 
Uansz Crescent j.w. de jong 

Wlanuka ACT 2603 
iustralia 

[Sanskrit- Wdr ter buck der buddkistischen Texte aus den Turfan-F unden 
lder kanonischen Literatur der Sarvdstivada-Schule, 9. Lieferung ka 

^kukkutyandavat. Bearbeitet von Michael Schmidt und Siglinde Dietz, 
[pp. MV, 1-80. Gottingen, Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1996. DM 45.00 

j» 
ue neuvieme fascicule contient la section ka - kukkutyandavat. Michael 

It a redige la premiere partie (ka - kdmaugha), Siglinde Dietz 
i deuxieme (kaya - kukkutyandavat). On trouvera dans ce fascicule 
omme dans les precedents de nombreuses corrections des textes edites. 

Les bditeurs n’ont pas hdsite, le cas echeant, a corriger des traductions 
leur semblaient erronees, cf. par exemple, p. 62b la traduction 

le kara par Lobpreis, etc. Tous les textes citbs sont soigneusement 
Suits; Rarement pourrait-on suggbrer une autre interpretation. Sub 

j'OCe kara-samgraha gah gi phyir 'di gnis ni dus mnam pa’i rgyu(s?) 
pgrafi pa’i phyir est traduit “weil diese beiden in bezug auf die Zeit 
|durch die gleiche Ursache bewirkt werden”. Dus mnam pa'i rgyu est 
|jme ‘gleichzeitige Ursache’. 

•If faut signaler la discussion du sens d’arthu-karana dan-, laquelle 
|l'bditeur rbfute les traductions donnees pour atta-kuram par Rhys Davids 

par le CPD (seat of judgement, court room). D’apres lui !c sens est 

Indo-Iranian Journal 41: 182-1 S3, 1998. \ l*dodranian Journal 41: 183-184,1998. 
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jtyokai Shiraishi, Ascetism in Buddhism and Brahmanism (Buddhica 
Britannica Series VI). Tring, U.K., The Institute of Buddhist Studies, 
|996.X, 257 pp. ISBN 0-9515424-5-1, ISSN 0954-859 

i' 
According to the preface the author of this work attempts to depict 
nd ascertain the style and nature of ascetic life during the period of 

Sfikyamuni Buddha and his immediate disciples. His sources are selected 
xts in the Pali Tripitaka and a selection of Dharmasutric texts. The 

ater part of his work is taken up by his study of the Dharmasutras, 
e. Gautama, BaudhSyana, Apastamba, Vasistha and M&nava, and their 

commentaries. His bibliography mentions Buhler’s translation of the 
)harma$Qtras but the author has preferred to use his own translations, 
[he Sanskrit texts are quoted in the notes. However, the words are often 

Wrongly separated and this is reflected in the translations given. For 
flstance, p. 36, n. 43: ydni ca bhojanarthani karri syadtni, “a winnowing 

basket (rya) and so on for eating”; p. 49, n. 138 quotes Haradatta’s 
explanation of the word vaiska: viskd dustamrgd vyaghrad ayastair 
hatam mdmsam vaiskam tad apy upayunjita. According to Shiraishi 
fthe commentators say that this [i.e. vaiska] refers to flesh of animals 
.defeated or killed by weapons.” Nobody seems to have pointed out to 

that one must read vydghradayas tair. P. 123 Shiraishi remarks 
according to Haradatta pain does not disappear through one’s 

i inactivity. In n. 245 he quotes Haradatta as follows: paraloke 
fyhavam api duhkham etena vydkhydtam na svair acarinam nivartata 

Correctly quoted Sanskrit texts are completely misinterpreted. For 
Jjxample, Manu VI.93: 

4aia laksandni dharmasya ye viprdh samadhiyate / 
tolhttya c&nuvartante te ydnti paramdm gatim I 

Shiraishi translates: “The twice-born ones who thoroughly study the 
tenfold rule, once they pass over its obedience, enter the supreme state” 

>* 116). 
In chapter five Shiraishi studies the life of Buddhist monks: He quotes 

Nakamura’s opinion that Buddhist preaching and the rules of discipline 

judo-Iranian Journal 41: 269-270, 1998. 
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must have originally been composed as gathas or in short sutta style i 
(cf. p. 140, n. 10). No mention is made of the fact that in Japan (e.g. $1 
Murakami and S. Matsumoto) and other countries Nakamura’s opinions 
are not universally shared. Shiraishi often quotes the Suttanipata, for | 
instance 810: patilTnacarassa bhikkhuno bhajamanassa vivittamanasam% 
Although he does not correct anasam to asanam he translates: “The 
bhikkhu wandering about being free from attachment obtains a solitaryl 
seat” (p. 166). 

Shiraishi has certainly spent much time reading Dharmasutras, their! 
commentaries and Pali texts. He could have avoided many mistakes ^ 
if, instead of presenting his own translations, he had made use of, 
for instance, Buhler’s translations of the Dharmasutras and Norman’s ‘ 
translations of Pali texts. 

As to the interpretation of the data found in the texts, Shiraishi jumps! 
easily to conclusions. Pp. 160-162 he quotes verses from the SuttanipSUaj 
and the Theragatha about monks living far away from the village or 
town, in solitude and he remarks that “the life of Buddhist monks 
historically shifted from wandering alone to dwelling in a monastery”,! 
Similar hasty conclusions are drawn with regard to statements found Hjj 
in the Dharmasutras. Shiraishi remarks that he was unable to make fulLj 
use of P. Olivelle’s book: The Asrama System (New York, 1993). A 
thorough study of this book would probably have been very useful. 

Shiraishi was awarded the Degree of Philosophy at the University 
of Delhi for his work. According to the preface Dr. T. Skorupski read ] 
the entire text in its original format and made a number of constructive | 
suggestions. He does not seem to have noticed the elementary mistakes 
made by Shiraishi in translating Sanskrit texts. The editorial board of the| 
Buddhica Britannica comprises no less than thirteen eminent scholars, i 
I am afraid that not one of them read even part of the manuscript of j 

this book. 

4 Jansz Crescent 
Manuka A.C.T. 2603, Australia 
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N.L. Jain, Glossary of Jaina Terms, Jain International, Ahmedabad . 

1995. 

Es ist wohl eine unbestrittene Tatsache, daB unter den indologi- 
schen Teildisziplinen die Jinistik gegenwartig eine Rolle spielt, dcren 
Geringfugigkeit ihrer wirklichen Bedeutung nicht entspricht. Trot* 

iverganglicher Leistungen aus der Vergangenheit - es seien hier H. von 
ilasenapp, H. Jacobi, Jinavijaya, E. Leumann, R. Pischel, Ratnachandra, 
1 Schubring und A. Weber genannt - verharrt die Jaina-Forschung 

furchaus im Schatten der Buddhologie. So traf K. Bruhn die deutiiche 
Peststellung: “Trotz vielseitiger und andauemdcr Anstrcngungen bestclu 
per (auf dem Gebiet der Jinismus-Forschung, K.M.) eine Diskrcpan/ 
Iwischen Erreichtem und noch zu Verwirklichentlem, wte sie sonst in 
ler lndologie nicht begegnet.”1 Doch ist die Erforschung des Jinismus 
[erade fur die Indologen nicht zuletzt deshalb von Wichtigkeit, weil sich 
ieine Grundlehre im Unterschied zum Buddhismus iiber die Jahrtausenae 
inweg weitgehend unverandert erhalten hat. 

Hilfsmittel zum Studium des Jinismus sind also sehr willkommen. 
it Recht verweist N.L. Jain in seiner Introduction auf den Umstand, 

sich die spezifische Jaina-Terminologie in einer verwirrenden Ftille 
glischer Aquivalente niederschlagt. Es wird daher versucht, einer 

feieinheitlichung und damit Standardisierung den Weg zu bahnen. 
Buch, ein erstes Werk dieser Art, wurde von einer Gruppe von 

Wna-Gelehrten unter Koordination durch J. verfaBt. 
f- Bei der Durchsicht ist man zunachst ein wenig iiberrascht, daB 

Stichworter nicht in Aidham&gadhT, sondem ausschlieBIich in 
ianskrit gegeben werden, Voman steht eine Transliteration; es folgen 

Bas Sanskrit-Lemma in Devanagari und die engiisehe Ubcrsctzung. Das 

anze ist nach dem lateinischen Alphabet gcordnet, d«x:h wird dieses 
izip vielfach durchbrochen, so in den Re ihen folgen mddhyasthya - 

f^adhvdsravayrsi ^ rogapartsaha. Wortart bzw. Geschlecht der Lemmata 
erden nicht angegeben. 

f:' Mit iiber 3000 Stichwortem darf das Glossar immerhin eine gewisse 
teichhaltigkeit fur sich in Anspruch nehmen. Die wichtigsten Kategorien 

faus der Religion im engeren Sinne und der Philosophic sind erfaBt. 
Bestimmte Lacunae (wenn wir denn beim Sanskrit bleiben wollen: 
oksiramadhusarpiska, agrha, dkhyatapravrajyd u.a.) werden nie ganz zu 
ermeiden sein und sollten nicht iiberbewertet werden. Recht nachteilig 

5st dagegen die ungenugende Beriicksichtigung der Kosmographie 
'ind der Hagiographie: dort wurde man dhdtakTkhanda, ratnaprabhd, 
kvanoda und hariksetra - hier Aijuna, Nami, Prasenajit und Baladeva 
fcrgeblich suchen. 
^ Belegstellen werden nicht gegeben; man wurde sie auch in einem 

^Glossar dieser Art nicht erwarten. Der Sanskrit-Druck ist fast durchweg 
|korrekt. Leider muB man bemerken, daB es bei der Verwendung der 
Akritischen Zeichen in der Transliteration sowie bei den englischen 

U 

fndo-Iranian Journal 41: 270-272, 1998. 
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stehen sich graphisch nicht sehr fem.” In § 11 it would be better to read 
dravyam niskramya tisthati, taking dravyam as object of rtiskrSmya. In 
both §11 and §31 the translation has to be changed accordingly. - 

Already the detailed table of contents (pp. 27-29) shows the great 
variety of topics dealt with in the text. The text itself contains a table! 
of. contents but this covers only the first part of the text, §§1—50. §50; 

contains a verse: « 

bhrumadhye yo bhaven nityam sa usmsa iti smrtah / ! 
lambaknbhupanandasya dcaryasya mahdtmanah // iti // • 

\ 

According to George the second line is the colophon of the first part o 
the Sanmukhakalpa: “Dies ist [das Werk) des Mahatman, des Lehreis, 
des Sohnes des Lambaka-K6nigs.” However, it is more likely that both 
lines form a complete verse: “That which is between the two brows is 
the usnisa. So is said by the Mahatman, the master, the son of die king 
of Lambaka." With § 51 begins a new section with the words: athdta\ 
uttaratantrasya diksam samksepato vaksySmi. ~ ! 

George has taken great trouble to explain the numerous practices! 
mentioned in the text. His commentary is an excellent contribution to] 
the study of the popular magic described in the text and will be very! 
useful for further studies of similar texts. In an appendix George listsj 
items relating to Sanmukha (names, titles, parentage, Sanmukha as con 
mander, his courage and heroic deeds, his companions, monographic! 
descriptions, names related to the contents of the Sanmukhakalpa), j 
names of other gods, plants, animals, and mudrSs. Dieter George’s 
work is a dissertation submitted in 1966 to the university of Marburg 
We must be grateful to the Stiftung Waldschmidt for having publish 
this interesting work of Dieter George whose untimely death in 1985 
was a great loss for Indian studies. 

ft 
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Richard King, Early Advaita Vedanta and Buddhism. The Mahayanaj 
Context of the Gaudapadlya-kdrika. Albany, State University of New 
York Press, 1995. X, 341 pp. $19.95 ISBN 0-7914-2514-2 (pb.) < 

Much has been written on the Gaudapadiya-karika (GK), although , 
Richard King remarks that “There have been little more than a hand 
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exclusively devoted to an appraisal of Gaudapadian thought” 
»mhis critical review of recent work on the GK King discusses no 

an eleven books and one article, which is a considerable amount 
iture for a text of no more than 215 verses (16 pages in King’s 
g translation’). He does not mention Walleser’s pioneer work 

tore Vedanta (Heidelberg, 1910) one of the great merits of which 
ted in showing that verses of the GK are quoted by Bhavaviveka 
Tarkajvala and by Santiraksita in his commentary on verse 93 
Madhyamakalankara. In King’s book there is only one reference 

Valleser’s book, whom he reproaches for having maintained that 
lyamakahidayakarika (MHK) 8.13 is a verbatim quotation of GK 
King forgets to mention that Walleser could not know the Sanskrit 
he Olle Qvamstrom points out in his book Hindu Philosophy in 
Mist Perspective (Lund, 1989), p. 24, n. 16. Apart from Tilmann 
5** article mentioned by King there are many more which ought to 
5-been cited, beginning with Louis de La Valtee Poussin’s ‘Vedanta 
|uddhism’ (JRAS 1910, pp. 129-140). 

^cording to King “As yet, no one has provided a study of the GK 
displays anything like an adequate consideration of the Mahayana 
Sophical context to which the GK is undoubtedly indebted. Conse- 
|ly, their assessment of Gaudapadian thought has been sadly defi- 
jpt(pp. 11-12). It is not only the Mahayana philosophical context 
& King examines in his book. In chapter two “The Vedantic Heritage 
« Gaudapadlya-karika” he studies the Upanisadic heritage of the 
[the Bhagavadglta and the GK and the doctrines of the Brahmasfltra, 
‘’it adding anything important to what is already well-known. For 
ce, on p. 65 King remarks that the Brhadaranyaka and Mandflkya 
Ns are the Upanisadic texts to which the GK seems most 

something already pointed out in 1943 by Vidhushekhara 
harya in his book The Agamasastra of Gaudapada, p. ciii. 

®se of the terms svabhava and dharma in the GK is for King 
»on to write a lengthy chapter on “The Abhidharma Context of 
..Agination”. In a note he enumerates the verses in which svabhava 
iwerelated notion ofprakrti occur (p. 275, n. 3). He includes 1.23 

^2 in which neither svabhava nor prakrti are to be found. King 
-5 at length Abhidharma ideas (pp. 91-108) before studying 

ayana understanding of dharma and svabhava. In chapter 4 
{arrives at last at one of the most important aspects of the GK, 
Ration between the fourth prakarana and Madhyamaka thought 
“•Origination in the GK: Early Vedantic Ontology and Madhyamaka 

hsm”. Here too, one looks in vain for some new point of view. 
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Chapter 5 is entitled “Aspar$a-yoga in the GK”. The word asparsayogd 
occurs twice in the GK: III.39 and IV.2. In m.39 asparsayoga is said 
to be durdarsah sarvayogibhih and in IV.2 to be sarvasattvasukho hitah 
and avivado 'viruddhas. The word asparsayoga does not seem to occur 
anywhere else apart from a late Buddhist work in which there is a ref¬ 
erence to a yoga asprsayogotvat (sic), cf. Bhattacharya, op, cit„ p. 305. 
Although the GK gives very little information on the exact meaning of 
asparsayoga, much has been written about it. King’s chapter contains 
no less than 41 pages and concludes by remarking that “it refers both 
to a form of meditative practice (yoga) and to the goal of that prac¬ 
tice (samadhi). As such, it also presupposes a specific epistemological 
theory - the theory that the mind does not touch an external object” 

(p- 181). 
In the following chapter “Gaudapadian Inclusivism and the Mahayana 

Buddhist Tradition” King tries to show that the authors of the GK 
relie upon Buddhist ideas and arguments for the formulation of their 
own distinctive position. This was already made abundantly clear 
by Bhattacharya and even before him by Walleser (op. cit., p. 37). 
In the last chapter “Buddhism in the GK and the Mahayana: the 
Tathagatagarbha Texts” King enters new territory. He gives a brief 
history of the Tathagatagarbha theory in India and even in Tibet, 
reproaching previous scholars for having restricted the scope of analy¬ 
sis to the Madhyamaka and Yogacara scholastic works. Of course, the 
tathagatagarbha theory existed in India before the GK and its influence 
on the GK cannot therefore be excluded. Paul Williams has hinted 
that possibly Gaudapada was influenced by Tathagatagarbha texts (cf. 
Mahayana Buddhism, 1989, p. 100). However, nobody has been able, 
so far, to demonstrate evidence of such influence and King himself is 
forced to acknowledge that“There is little textual evidence, howev¬ 
er, that might suggest that the author has been specifically influenced 
by the notion of the tathagatagarbha or by texts which utilize that 
notion as their central concept” (p. 234). In fact, one looks in vain 
in this chapter for even a little of the textual evidence referred to by 

King. 
King’s work shows many traces of negligence. There are numerous 

misprints in the Sanskrit quotations. Errors have not been corrected. 
On p. 35 King states that an entire chapter (chapter HI) is devoted 1 
to the views of the Vedanta in Bhavaviveka’s MHK, whereas all his 
references are to chapter Vm. On p. 309 he writes that according to 
Ruegg “only in the late Madhyamaka of Rumania (sic) aspects of the 
tathagatagarbha strand of thought were integrated into Indian Buddhist] 
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|qlasticism”. Of course, Ruegg mentioned KamalaSla, not Kumarila. 
^ Appendix comprises a running translation of the GK in which 

Ittes IV.73-86 are omitted without any word of explication, 
powever, the main objection to this work is that King has not taken 
[trouble to study carefully the text of the GK. For instance, he renders 
;p. 209 GK IV.93 (ddisanta hy anutpannah prakrtyaiva sunirvrtah, 
rve dharmah samabhinna ajam samyam visaradam) as follows: 
ly their very nature all dharmas indeed are quiescent from the very 
sginning, non-arising, liberated and homogeneous. [Reality] is non- 

(eparate, devoid of fear and uniformly unoriginated’’. Anutpannah does 
jot mean ‘non-arising’; prakrtya belongs to sunirvrtah; samabhimta 
Qualifies sarve dharmah and samyam docs not mean 'uniformly'. That 

ing does not take any care in rendering GK verses, is also obvious 
®m the fact that he gives an entirely different translation of the same 
[erseon p. 89. King several times mentions Tilmann Vetter's article ‘Die 
laudapadrya-karikas: zur Entstehung und zur Bedeutung von (A)dvaita', 

KM 22 (1978), pp. 95—131, but seems to have overlooked his careful 
tslation of GK IV.93: “Alle Gegebenheiten sind namlich von Anfang 

S»zur Ruhe gekommen, nichtentstanden, von Natur aus schon gut 
“loschen [und daher] gleich und nichtverschieden; die Gleichheit ist 

ttstanden [und] furchtlos” (p. 98). In his article Vetter examines in 
h the meaning of dvaita and advaita and concludes that dvaita does 
mean duality but ‘Vielheit’. King does not seem to have paid any 

'attention to Vetter’s arguments. In translating Mulamadhyamakakarika 
(karmaklesaksaydn moksah karmaklesa vikalpatah, te prapahcat 

yvpahcas tu sQnyatayam nirudhyate) King refers to Kalupahana’s 
~nslation and renders this verse in the same way: “On the cessation of 

* karmic defilements, there is liberation. For the one who constructs 
'ikalpatah) the karmic defilements [exist] due to conceptual proliferation 
vapahca), but this conceptual proliferation ceases with emptiness” 
**135). There are many translations of Nagirjuna’s karikas but few 
“ ilators have managed to make as many mistakes as Kalupahana who 

not seem to know the meaning of the suffix -tah in vikalpatah (for 
iupahana’s work see Lindtner’s review. JAOS 108, 1988, pp. 176— 

r8). The same elementary mistake is made by F. J. Strong in his 
“>k Emptiness (Nashville, 1967) to which King refers several times 

Strong, p. 204: “for pains of action exist for him who constructs 
®»"). It would take too much space to point out ail of King’s wrong 
oslations but it is necessary to draw attention to his translation 
|V5l (vijh&ne spandamane vai nabhasa anyatobhuvah, na tato 

a vijhanan na vijhdnam visanti): “When consciousness (vijhdna) 

Foot 
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is vibrating, the images do not derive from anywhere else. When it 
is not vibrating, [they] do not reside elsewhere, nor do they enter 
consciousness” (p. 177). In quoting the Sanskrit text of this verse King 
completely overlooks the fact that in the addenda and corrigenda of 
his book Bhattacharya corrected vijhanan to nispanddt. . 

Apart from the carelessness with which King has studied the text of 
the GK one finds many instances of strange comments. For instance, ■ 
after quoting GK IV.93 King states: “Here the author of GK IV appears 
to be endorsing the concept of adibuddha in the light of his absolutist^ 
view that all things, insofar as they possess a svabh&va, are unoriginated 
and already essentially in nirvana" (p. 209). The term adibuddha occurs, 
in GK IV.92 where it is said that all dharmas are Sdibuddhah which 
King renders with "enlightened from the very beginning” (p. 209). 
What this has to do with the concept of the adibuddha King fails to 
explain. Neither does he explain what ‘enlightened dharmas’ are. 

In his discussion on the date and authorship of the GK King does * 
not bring forward any new evidence. He remarks that no author makes 
any reference to the fourth prakarana. Lindtner has noted the similarity^ 
between MHK 5.6 and GK IV.24. According to him GK IV.21 is based 
upon MHK 5.6. King seems to agree with Lindtner although he does nr 
exclude the possibility that the fourth prakarana was already in existem 
at the time of Bhavaviveka (p. 40). One text which is not mentioned 
at all by King is the Yogavasistha. Already in 1932 B. L. Atreya 
noticed “much common between karikas (i.e., GK) and Yogavasistha, 
not only in thought, but also in language” (cf. Bhattacharya, op. cit., 
p. lxxxvi). The Yogavasistha is generally considered to be post-Sankara 
(cf. Qvamstrom, op. cit., p. 16, n. 13) but in a recent study Walter { 
Slaje has proved that the oldest layer of the text teaches a pre-Sankarai 
Vedanta (Vom Moksopaya-Sdstra zum Yogavdsistha-Mahardmayana, i 
Wien, 1994). In the Kashmiri recension of Yogavasistha 7.195.63 the 
text is almost entirely identical with GK IV. 1 which has sambuddhas 
instead of samboddha (Slaje, op. cit., p. 94). The rather uncommon tern 
amanasta in GK D3.32 is also found in Yogavasistha 5.91.37 (Slaje, < 
op. cit., p. 194). In the light of Slaje’s work it would certainly be useM 
to reconsider the relationship between the GK and the Yogavasistha. 

The GK is an important text and needs further study and research, 
However, without an intensive study of the text and its terminology, 
it is not possible to arrive at satisfactory results. In his article Vetter 
has given an example of the importance of the study of some key 
concepts of the GK. Similar studies would be very welcome. In the 
second place, one has to take into account text such as the YogavSsist' 
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iportance of which for the study of Vedanta in the period before 
has been demonstrated by Slaje. 

sz Crescent 
A.C.T. 2603 

lia 

J.W. DE JONG 

Pfeiffer, Indische Mythen vom Werden der Welt. Texte - Struk- 
n - Geschichte. Berlin, Dietrich Reimer Verlag, 1994. XIII, 432 pp 
“198,- ISBN 3-496-02515-8 

#> • 

||book Martin Pfeiffer has collected 300 texts relating to the creation 
ination of the world from the Indian subcontinent (including also 

^and Sri Lanka). His material consists of texts of the Sanskrit 
Bpn and texts of non-Sanskrit traditions. Pfeiffer distinguishes three 
jncally defined Sanskrit zones: Rgveda and Atharvaveda (RAV); 
CrVedic literature (BRA; Yajurveda, Brahmanas, Upanisads); Epics, 
pas and related texts (EPU) and nine geographically defined non- 
’arit zones: Sri Lanka (SLA); South-India (SIN); West Central 
<(WZI); East Central India (OZI); North India (NIN); North-West 

jier region (NWG); Northern Frontier region (NGR); North-East 
ttier region (NOG); Andaman and Nicobar Islands (ANI). 
^chapter two Pfeiffer examines the methodologies and models 
sloped by Vladimir Propp, Alan Dundes and Claude Bremond. From 

ndes he takes over the concepts ‘Motivem’ and ‘Allomotiv’ which he 
pes as follows: “das unter dem Aspekt seiner Funktion betrachtete 

[element als Motivem bezeichnet wird und alle Varianten, die im 
tablauf dieselbe Funktion haben, Allomotive dieses Motivems 
Tt werden” (p. 32b). 

tpter three is entitled “Ein deskriptiv-funktionales Textmodell 
idische kosmogonische Mythen”. Pfeiffer develops three partial 
•Is (Teilmodelle): eine Ubersetzungsversion (auf deutsch); eine 
notiwersion (in einer deskriptiven Modellsprache - dMS); eine 
vemversion (in einer funktionalen Modellsprache - fMS). Pfeiffer 
|ses the problems which the German translation of sources in 

^languages presents and the necessity to preserve as much as 
role the literary qualities of the original texts. In order to develop 
JNptive model language Pfeiffer rephrases the texts so that only 

clauses which consist of the following constituent parts remain: 
predicate field (modal, local and temporal determination). The 
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acted out of malice. In b4 the text has the correct reading anyathabhdgi 
tadadhikarananu The editor remarks that one must correct bhagi to bhagf ; 
because this reading is found in the Turfan fragment! The following leaf 
contains rule 10 in which the expression vigrhya tisthet “would stand 
inimicaily” is translated as “insist on”. In a note it is said that it means 
literally “leaning, he stands”, (upersis* stoit) and that this is a compound¬ 
intensive (sloznointensivnyi) verb where sthd “to stand” functions as an 
auxiliary verb! 

Section IV includes four fragments of the Mahaparinirvanasutra of the 
Mulasarvastivadins, three fragments of the Bodharajakumarasutra and two 
fragments of the Nagaropamasutra. Section V contains an edition of a 
fragment of the Mahaparinirvanasutra, a fragment of the Vajracchedika, 
two fragments of the Samadhirajasutra and two fragments of the Samadhira- 
jasutra. 

Section VI contains an edition of thirteen fragments of the Buddhanama- 
sutra. The fragments were identified by Keiya Noguchi who compared them 
with the Tibetan and Chinese translations. In sections IV—V all fragments 
are edited but not translated. 

In editing the fragments in sections IV—VI the editors were assisted by 
Japanese scholars who were able to identify several of the fragments. 

We must be grateful to the two Russians scholars for having published so 
many interesting texts. However, it is obvious that in many respects this 
edition is far from satisfactory. Not only seem the editors not to know 
Tibetan and Chinese and did not compare the texts edited by them with the 
corresponding Tibetan and Chinese texts, their knowledge of Sanskrit 
appears to be inadequate. The blunders made in the translation of the 
avadana are rather disturbing. The notes which accompany the edited texts 
contain strange statements such as the one on vigrhya tisthet* However, it 
will be useful to see more texts romanised and reproduced in facsimile. For 
a proper scholarly edition the help of other scholars will be essential. 

NOTES 

1 Cf. Oskar von Hiniiber, ‘Sanskrit und Gandhari in Zcntralasien’, Sprachen des Buddhismus 
in Zentralasien (Wiesbaden, 1983), pp. 27—34; ‘UpaU’s Verses in the Majjhimanikaya and 
the Madhyamagama’, Indological and Buddhist Studies (Canberra, 1982), pp. 243—251. 
2 In b5 pratisthed must be corrected to pratitisthed, 
3 See also p. 206, n. 2; adattddanena is rendered by “with a gift not given to him**! 

Australian National University J. W. DE JONG 

John Powers, The Yogdcdra School of Buddhism: A Bibliography (ATLA 
Bibliography Series, No. 27). Metuchen, N. J., The Scarecrow Press, 1991. 
VH, 257 pp. $29.50 ISBN 0-8108-2502-3. 

Powers’s bibliography of the Yogacara will be welcomed by scholars. There 
is a great need for systematic bibliographies in the field of Buddhist studies, 
especially since the Bibliographic bouddhique has ceased to appear. Power’s 
bibliography is divided into two main sections; primary sources in Sanskrit. 
Tibetan and Chinese and secondary sources. The first section comprises 
four subsections: 1. Sutras and commentaries (Dasabhuimkasutru, Lahkava- 
tarasutra, Samdhinirmocanasutra and Srimaladevtsimhanadasuira); 2 
Philosophical and historical texts by Indian, Tibetan and East Asian 
Buddhist authors: Sanskrit, Tibetan, Chinese and translations; 3. Works by 
Tibetan authors; 4. Indian philosophical texts in which Yogacara doctrines 
are discussed. The second section comprises two sub-sections: 5. Studies by 
modem non-traditional scholars; 6. General works on Buddhism. There are 
five indexes: 1. Modem authors and technical terms; 2. Traditional Indian 
authors; 3. Titles of Sanskrit works; 4. Tibetan authors and titles; 5. Tradi¬ 
tional Chinese and Japanese authors, Chinese and Japanese works. 

In his preface lowers points out that in section 5 “the majority of listings 
in this section refer to works by Japanese scholars, but the bibliography 
only hints at the wealth of published research that has come from Japan.” In 
some cases Powers gives the Japanese title of a book or an article, in others 
an English tide although the article is written in Japanese. For some titles 
an Engtish translation or explanation is added; other titles are left untrans¬ 
lated. It would have been preferable to have ail the articles and books in 
Japanese in a separate section for the number of Western scholars who read 
Japanese works on Buddhism is very limited, 

In his preface Powers remarks “Where a particular work is known to me. 
brief notes concerning the focus and subject matter of the work are men¬ 
tioned, along with occasional personal evaluations of its quality.” Powers’s 
remarks are useful but are limited to a small number of items. It is to be 
hoped that in a second edition they will cover more publications. 

No bibliography is without errors. In view of a future revised edition I 
mention the ones I have noticed. P. 38 I-tsang; read I-tsing. P. 43 Nr. 13 
has to be omitted. Sylvain Levi did not edit the Madhyantavibhagatika but 
wrote a preface for Yamaguchi’s edition. P. 56 nr, 15 is an English transla¬ 
tion of de La Vallee Poussin’s French translation of the first two chapters 
of the Abhidharmakosabhisya. P. 57 nr. 26 is a translation of the loka 

Indo-Iranian Journal 37: 1994. 
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chapter of the Abhidharmakosabhasya by Yamaguchi and Funahashi. P.JJ 

119 Brjanskig; read Brjanskij; the Bukkydgakukankeizasshironbunruimo^sk 
kuroku is not a compilation of Japanese scholarship on Buddhism but a Jw 
bibliography of articles and dissertations. P. 122 the review of Diana Paul’*] 
Philosophy of Mind in SixthmCentury China is not due to Conze but to JjJI 
W. de Jong, P. 133 refers wrongly to a reprint of Paul Griffith’s article: OiS 
Being Mindless. In 1986 Griffith published a book with this title. On pp. ? 
142, 152 and 196 Powers lists a book entitled Yuishiki shiso. Tokyo, 3 

Shunjusha, 1982. As far as I know none of the three authors mentioned ; f ■ 
(Kajiyama, Hirakawa and Takasaki) has published a book with this title in y 
1982. P. 159 Kuomi; read Kumoi. P. 161 Libentahl; read Liebenthal. P. ;}: 
165 Jacques May’s article is published in the Etudes asiatiques and not also 
in the Journal asiatique. P. 169 Nagao’s article Tranquil Flow of Mind: An1 
Interpretation of Upeksa’ was published in Indianisme et Bouddhisme. :5 p 
Melanges offerts a Mgr Etienne Lamotte, Louvain-la-Neuve, 1980. On p. 
170 Powers mentions translations of the Abhisamayalamkara and Abhi- 
samayalamkara-nama-prajnaparamitopadesa-lastra in two volumes by 
Nagasawa, Jitsudo and by Nakamura, Hajime. Something must be wrong - 
here. P. 181 two works by Sasaki, Gessho are attributed to Sasaki, Genjun: 
Kanyaku shihon taishd shodaijd-ron and Yuishiki nijuron no taiyaku 
kenkyu. Pp. 194 and 195 two articles by Takakusu, Junjird are attributed to 
Takasaki, Jikido: The Date of Vasubandhu the Great Buddhist Philosopher, 
A Study of Paramartha’s Life of Vasubandhu and the Date of Vasubandhu. 

Powers lists many articles published by Funahashi, Naoya; Suguro, 
Shinjo; Ye, Ah-yueh and Yokoyama, Koitsu but omits important books 
written by these scholars: Funahashi, Neparu shahon taishd ni yoru Daijo- 
shogongyoron no kenkyu, 1985; Suguro, Shoki yuishiki no kenkyu, 1989; 
Ye, Yuishiki shiso no kenkyu, 1975; Yokoyama, Yuishiki no tetsugaku, 
1979. Also not mentioned is Odani, Nobuchiyo, Daishoshogongydron no 
kenkyu, 1984. 

Australian National University J. W. DE JONG 

Ian Charles Harris, The Continuity of Madhyamaka & Yogacara in Indian 
Mahayana Buddhism (Brill’s Indological Library, vol. 6). Leiden, E. J. Brill, 
1991. X, 191 pp. Gld. 120,-; US$ 61.54. ISBN 90-04-09448-2. 

In his book Harris tries to prove the continuity of the Madhyamaka and 
Yogacara schools. His main argument is that both schools recognized an 
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ontologically indeterminate reality. He remarks on p. 17: ttBy the rejection 
of false dichotomies an entity or state is still posited, though from an 
ontological point of view its status must be considered indeterminate.’’ This 
ontologically indeterminate realm is further described as being reality 
(tattva), dependent origination (pratityasamutpdda) and emptiness (sunyata), 
cf. pp. 58 and 59. Although Harris speaks of an ontic realm identified with 
pratityasamutpdda (p. 3) and of the identity of dependent orgination and 
emptiness (p. 59) he declares elsewhere that sunyata is not a metaphysical 
ontological concept and has no ontological dimension (pp. 56—57). It is 
difficult to understand how emptiness can be synonimous with tattva and 
pratityasamutpdda and be an ontologically indeterminate state, but at the 
same time lack an ontological dimension. According to Harris sunyata 
refers ultimately to a condition which transcends epistemology and ontology 
(pp. 59—60). For Harris emptiness is an ontologically indeterminate state 
but without ontological dimension, and transcends both epistemology and 
ontology! 

On p. 74 Harris explains that “Nagaijuna can be said to progressively 
combine the doctrine of cittamdtra with that of complete non-substan¬ 
tiality.” In this way it is not difficult to state that “the same can be main¬ 
tained by a careful analysis of the work of Asanga and Vasubandhu” (ibid). 

The relationship between the Madhyamaka and the Yogacara has not yet 
been sufficiently clarified although important work has been done, for 
instance, by Nagao of whom Harris mentions two articles, of which the first 
is attributed to Gadjin N. An article by Hattori is listed in the bibliography 
under the name Maasaki! It would be necessary to analyse carefully the 
critiques of Yogacara by Bhavaviveka in chapter 25 of the Prajnapradipa * 
and in chapter 5 of the Madhyamaka-hrdaya-karika (cf. Yamaguchi’s 
Bukkyo ni okeru mu to u torn tairon, Tokyo, 1941) and by Candrakirti in 
his Madhyamakavatara because they are the first documents that testify to 
the existence of two opposing schools. Harris seems to rely mainly on 
secondary sources from which he takes not only the quotations of Sanskrit 
and Pali texts but also the translations without indicatin'’ his sources. For 
instance, one will find most of the quotations and translations on pp. 
85, 86, 91 and 92 in Jayatilleke’s Early Buddhist Theory of Knowledge 
(London, 1963), pp. 361—365. Sometimes Harris copies wrongly his 
sources. The translation of the text quoted on p. 52, n. 40 is taken from 
Murti’s The Central Philosophy of Buddhism (London, 1955), p. 214. 
However, Murti wrote: “The treatise and the spiritual discipline, as leading 
to this end, receive the same appellation.” Harris writes “the same applica- 
tion.” On p. 18 Harris quotes four lines in French in which there are no 
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less than four misprints. The whole book is riddled with misprints, 
especially in the Sanskrit quotations. 

Let me quote one example to illustrate the carelessness of the author, i.e. 
his reference to nltattha and neyyattha. On p. 3 he mentions ‘implicit 
(nitattha) language, and that which is termed explicit (neyattha {sic])”; on 
p. 91 it is said that Pali commentators allied nitattha with sammuti and 
neyyattha with paramatthal He is also inconsistent in translating technical 
terms. Usually he renders abhutaparikalpa by “the imagination of the 
unreal”, but on p. 82 it is rendered as “non-existent imagination” in a 
translation of a quotation of the Trimsikabhasya. It is possible that this 
translation is not Harris’s own translation but taken from another work. It is 
perhaps a good thing that Harris has taken over many translations because 
his own efforts are hopelessly inadequate. For instance on p. 151 he quotes 
Mulamadhyamakarika XXV.24: 

sarvopalambhopasamah prapahcopasamah sivahJ 
7 1 na kvacit kascid dharmo buddhena desitah/f 

This is rendered in the following way: “All perceptions as well as false 
dichotomies are [essentially] of the nature of cessation and quiescence. No 
dharma whatsoever of any kind was ever taught by the Buddha.” Different 
renderings of the same stanza are to be found on pp. 49 and 95! It is a pity 
that in this case Harris did not copy Eckel’s translation (Indiske Studier V: 
Miscellanea Buddhica. Copenhagen, 1985), p. 45: “It is bliss (siva) to lay all 
grasping (upalambha) to rest and bring all conceptual diversity (prapahca) 
to an end: the Buddha taught no dharma to anyone.” In this stanza Harris 
renders upalambha by “perception”. Elsewhere he translates it by “appro¬ 
priation” (pp. 50 and 53) and by “support” (p. 81). 

Some of his etymological speculations are unacceptable as, for instance 
on p. 56: “in many cases it [the term gocara] implies ranging in the sense of 
wandering.” Harris states: “As in the cow {go, gaus) is an undisciplined 
animal wandering wherever its fancy takes it, so also is the mind of an 
unenlightened being ” 

Several times Harris refers to Bhavaviveka’s Madhyamakaratnapradipa 
without pointing out that with good reasons Schayer, Yamaguchi and 
Seyfort Ruegg do not ascribe this work to Bhavaviveka, the author of the 
Prajnapradlpa (cf. D. Seyfort Ruegg, The Literature of the Madhyamaka 
School of Philosophy in India, Wiesbaden, 1981, p. 66; J. W. de Jong, /// 
32, 1989, p. 211). 

Harris quotes several times from the Catuhstava which he includes in the 
logical corpus (rigs-tshogs), cf. p. 9. However, the Tibetan tradition does not 
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consider the Catuhstava to be one of the six texts of the yw/cri-corpus (cf. D. 
Seyfort Ruegg, op. tit., p. 8; Paul Williams, Journal of Indian Philosophy 
12, 1984, p. 74). 

In 1973 Warder suggested that Nagaijuna was not a Mahayanist since no 
Mahayana texts are quoted in the Muia-madhyamaka-karikas (cf. M. 
Sprung, ed., The problem of the two truths in Buddhism and Vedanta, pp. 
78—88). Harris seems to agree with Warder (p. 60) and remarks that "the 
central core of MMK deals with doctrine ^hich differs very little from that 
contained in much of die early Buddhist writings” (p. 60). He also agrees 

; with Warder that Nagaijuna was not influenced by the Prajnapamita 
; literature. Harris does not seem to have read Robinson’s list of parallels 

between the Astasahasrika and the Muta-madhyaniaka-karikas (Richard 11. 
Robmsony Eariy Mddhyamika in India and China, 1967, pp. 177—180). 
Nevertheless* he states that 'implicit in his [Nagarjuna’s] system is a concept 
of mind ... structurally related to the idea of prajhd found in both the early 
Buddhist writings and the Prajndpdramitd literature” (p. 60). 

i Harris often makes statements that are unsubstantiated. For instance, on 
: p. 139 he writes that “the Abhidharmika must accept his ultimately real 
: dharmas as being devoid of suffering (sukha [sic]), permanent (nitya) and 

1 possessing seif {dtman). 
It is to be hoped that future volumes in Brill’s Indological Library will be 

[ more carefully vetted before being accepted for publication. 

I Australian National University j. w. de jong 

i 

fidith Nolot, Regies de discipline des nonnes bouddhistes. Le Bhiksunivinava 
: de l’ecole Mahasamghika-Lokottaravadin. Traduction annotec, commentuire, 
I collation du manuscrit (Publications de l’lnstitut dc Civilisation indienne. 

Fasc. 60). Paris, Edition-Diffusion de Boccard 1991. XX. 549 pp. ISBN 
; 2-86803-060-2. 

Dans son edition du Bhiksunivinaya des Maha.sainghika-Lokottaravadin 
Gustav Roth a ajoute des notes detaillees a fin d’eclaircir les nombreux 
problemes que pose l’interpretation du texte. Roth a apporte une contribu¬ 
tion extremement importante a l’etude de ce texte qui fourmille de lemons 
douteuses et de mots obscurs ou inconnus. II va de soi qu’il n’est guere 
possible de resoudre tous les problemes du premier coup. Cest pourquoi il 
faut savoir gre a fidit Nolot d’avoir entrepris de traduire ce texte. 

L’oeuvre de E. N. represente an grand pas en avant dans l’etude du 
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aru to) agree with Stcherbatsky but Nagao translates that “it (the argument) 
does not correspond to (anyaya) true reasoning.” I believe that Nagao’s 
interpretation is not correct but I do not quite agree with the translations 
given by Stcherbatsky, Yamaguchi and Tanji (I have not been able to 
consult the translations of the Prasannapada by Megumu Honda and Takeki 
Okuzumi), and would prefer to translate anydyato by “in the wrong way”. 

In the last chapter “The role of reason” Nagao makes a distinction 
between ‘true reason’ (yukti) and ‘knowledge based on criteria’ {pramdnd). 
Nagao remarks that Candraklrti often uses the term ‘true reason’. On p. 125 
Keenan translates ‘truly reasoned wisdom’ but the Japanese text has shori 
which he rendered on p. 121 by ‘true reason’. Nagao follows Tsoh-kha-pa’s 
interpretation according to which yukti understands the world of the 
absolute meaning whereas pramana plays its role in the conventional world. 
However, yukti is not often used by Candraklrti and seems to have no 
other meaning that ‘reasoning, correct reasoning’ in the Prasannapada. 
Tson-kha-pa seems to superimpose on Candraklrti an interpretative scheme 
which is not justified. It remains to be seen in how far in this regard Tsofi- 
kha-pa has correctly understood Candrakirti’s philosophy. 

Nagao’s book is stimulating reading even though it is not always possible 
to agree with him. We must be grateful to John P. Keenan to have under¬ 
taken the difficult task to make his work accessible-to the Western reader. 

Australian National University J. W. DE JONG 

R. M. L. Gethin, The Buddhist Path to Awakening. A Study of the Bodhi- 
Pakkhiyd Dhammd (Brill’s Indological Library, volume 7). Leiden—New 
York—Koln, E. J. Brill, 1992. xii, 382 pp. Gld. 195.00/US$ 111.50 ISBN 
9004904423. 

The bodhipakkhiyd dhammd or conditions that contribute to awakening 
from seven sets: 1. four satipatthanas (establishings of mindfulness); 2. four 
samma-ppadhdnas (right endeavours); 3. four iddhi-padas (bases of suc¬ 
cess); 4. five indriyas (faculties); 5. five balas (powers); 6 seven bojjhahgas 
(factors of awakening); 7. the ariyo attha/igiko maggo (the noble eight- 
factored path). They $re collectively known as the *thrity-seven bodhi¬ 
pakkhiyd dhammd* but this expression does not occur at all in the Pali 
canon but is found in para-canonical texts such as the Petakopadesa and the 
Milindapanha and in Pali commentaries. The bodhipakkhiyd dhammd have 
been studied by modem scholars and Gethin refers to Har Dayal’s The 

Bodhisattva Doctrine in Buddhist Sanskrit Literature (London, 1932, pp. 
80—164) and fitienne Lamotte’s Le Traite de la Grande Vertu de Sagesse de 
Nagdrjuna (IQ, Louvain, 1970, pp. 1119—1137). 

Gethin’s work is primarily based upon the Pali sources and tries to take 
into account every passage in Pali canon and in para-canonical texts where 
the seven sets are discussed either individually or collectively. Gethin has 
cast his net very wide because his study extends to the Abhidhamma 
literature and the Pali commentaries. His study does not aim at distin¬ 
guishing various strata of historical development In his introduction he 
points out that previous attempts at stratification of the Pali canon have 
largely failed because they “have suffered from envisaging the problem too 
much in the terms of a tradition of fixed literary texts”. Gethin tries to 
explain the logic and coherence of the teachings of the Nikayas in the light 
of Abhidhamma tradition. He is guided by the principle that the concerns 
of the Abhidhamma must be taken as “real concerns that arise directly out 
of the concerns of the Nikayas”. 

In the first part of his book Gethin examines one by one the seven sets. 
He carefully studies the precise meaning of each term with detailed refer¬ 
ences to the texts which are quoted in full in the notes. No problem is 
neglected in the course of his examination. For instance, in one passage on 
the four satipatthanas the expression ekayana occurs. Gethin surveys the 
usage of this term in Pali and Sanskrit literature and comes to the conclu¬ 
sion that the principal notions expressed by ekayana in the satipattharta 
context are ‘going alone’ and ‘going to one’ (pp. 59—66). He points out that 
ekayana can be used both in a literal meaning and in a specific spiritual and 
mystical meaning. In discussing the meaning of kappavasesa (p. 96) Gethin 
rejects the interpretation ‘more than a kappa’, although Buddhaghosa 
explains it in this way. Lamotte reproached ‘Les Occidentaux’ for translating 
kalpdvasesa by *the remainder of a kalpa’ (L’Enseignement de VxmalakM, 
Louvain, 1962, p. 258, n. 17). However, Chinese translations render it not 
always by ‘more than a kalpa’, cf. for instance, Lamotte, Le Traite de la 
Grande Vertu de Sagesse, I, Louvain, 1944, p. 95: “pendant un Kalpa ou 
une fraction de Kalpa.”1 Gethin tends to believe that in the Mahaparinibbana- 
suttanta kappa refers to the maha-kappa and not the ayu-kappa but no 
evidence for this interpretation can be found in the Pali scriptures. Other 
terms studied by Gethin are saddhd (pp. 106—112), saddhdnusdrin and 
dhammanusdrin (pp. 129—133), pariyayena and nippariyayena (pp. 133— 
138), bah and indriya (pp. 140—145), dhamma and dhammas (pp. 147— 
154) and ariya (pp. 205—207). 

The main thrust of Gethin’s book is the study of the context in which the 
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seven sets are mentioned and the explication of the connections of them 
with other teachings in the light of the Abhidhamma tradition. He has made 
a very thorough study of the Abhidhamma texts, the complicated knots of 
which he unravels with great skill. One has sometimes the impression that 
Gethin sees a greater degree of coherence that the texts warrant. It is only 
when he discusses expanded lists of the seven sets that he raises the question 
whether they are accidental chance compositions. According to Gethin “it 
would be difficult to answer such a question definitely without a detailed 
comparison of the Pali sources with the Chinese Agamas” (p. 270). It would 
probably be useful to extend this comparison also to the other Nikaya texts 
studied by Gethin. On p. 9 Gethin remarks that there appears to be a 
general agreement concerning the nature and core contents of the Vinaya- 
and Sutra-pitakas. However, very few comparative studies have been made 
of Sutras and it remains to be seen if the different lists studied by Gethin 
are to be found in the Chinese Agamas in an identical form. 

The great merit of Gethin’s book is his exhaustive study of the Pali 
materials which were only briefly treated by Har Dayai and Lamotte. He 
handles the Pali materials with great skill and is successful in showing how 
the seven sets were developed as a description of the Buddhist path to 

awakening. 
In the appendix Gethin gives detailed references to passages dealing with 

the seven sets in Pali and non-Pali sources, and a resolution of Buddhadatta s 
summary of the presence of indriyas, etc. in the classes of citta. There are 
very few misprints. P. 231, n. 9 read reproches for rapproches; p. 368, 1.6 
read verglichen for verligen. On p. 223 in the quotation from Vibh-a read 
musical instruments of five kinds (pahcahgikam) for of four kinds. 
P. 238, n. 43 Lamotte’s article on “La critique authenticity dans le 
bouddhisme” was published in 1947, three years after the appearance of 
Trade I (1944), not two years before its appearance. 

Gethin’s book is an important contribution to the study of Buddhist path 
to awakening in the Theravada texts. The following passage from his work 
deserves to be quoted in its entirety: “This study contains ample evidence, I 
think, to suggest that before we come to any conclusions about the chrono¬ 
logical stratification of the Nikayas we need to pay much more careful 
attention to the nature of the processes that govern the creation and spread 
of oral literatures: before we throw away the Abhidhamma and the com¬ 
mentaries, we need to be very sure that we have understood what it is they 
are saying, and how it is they are actually interpreting the texts” (p. 344). 
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NOTE 

1 See also L de La Vaiiee Poussin, L’Abhidharmakosa de Vasubundhu, II (1923), p. 124, 
n. 3; VH (1925), p. 83, n, 3; La Siddhi de Hiuan-tsang, II (1929), pp, 803 and 809; f ujita 
Kdtatsu, Genshijodo shiso no kenkyu (Tokyo, 1970), pp. 328-9, n. 13; Takasaki JiUlo, 
Nyoraad shiso no keisei (Tokyo, 1974), p. 184, n. 11. 

* 

Australian National University j.w.dejong 

Stephan V, Beyer, The Classical Tibetan Language. Albany, State University 
of New York Press, 1992. xxv, 503 pp. ISBN 0-7914-1100-1. Paper 
$18.95. 

It is not a matter for surprise that for a long time grammars of Tibetan were 
based upon the categories used to describe the grammar of Indo-European 
languages. A contrifettioiy factor is the fact that the majority of Tibetan 
texts studied were translated from a Sanskrit original. It is only in recent 
years that scholars have attempted to find new ways for describing the 
grammar of Tibetan. In his foreword Matthew Kapstein mentions Jacques 
Bacot’s Grammaire du tibetain littiraire (Paris, 1946). Other works to be 
mentioned in this regard are R. A. Miller’s ‘A grammatical sketch of 
classical Tibetan* (JAOS 90, 1970, pp. 76—96}1 and Heinz Zimmermann’s 
Wortart und Sprachstruktur im Tibetischen (Wiesbaden. I979).2 

Beyer’s book is based upon a wide range of classical texts not translated 
from Sanskrit. He quotes from Tibetan manuscripts from Cental Asia, Sa- 
skya pandita’s Leg$-par bsad-pa nn-po-che’i gtery the biography of Mi-la 
ras-pa and many other texts. All examples are carefully translated and it is 
only seldom that one must disagree with Beyer’s translation of an example. 
P. 392 chos mnon-pa-ias 'di-skad-du does not mean “From the abhidharma, 
this, in words”, but “From the Abhidharma in these words”. 

In the first chapters Beyer deals with the transliteration, Tibetan in 
context, and the writing system. Important are his remarks on variation 
in Old Tibetan as found in manuscripts from Tun-huang and Chinese 
Turkestan and in inscriptions. After a brief chapter on sounds Beyer 
examines the structure of syllables (pp. 68—96), Here he makes the follow¬ 
ing distinctions: length constraints define the number of phoneme slots 
available in the syllable; slot-filler constraints define what phonemes in one 
slot can occur together with other phonemes in other slots. His treatment is 
lucid and original and is helpful in understanding the structure of the 
syllable which is the basic unit in Tibetan. The next chapter Words’ (pp. 
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SIEGFRIED LIENHARD 

^valokiteSvara in the wick of the night-lamp 

pc Simhalavaddna, a famous Buddhist re-birth legend, has come down 
Kus in several versions. It relates the adventures of the caravan-leader 

Snhala who, together with five hundred other merchants, is shipwrecked in 

ic vicinity of Sri Lanka. The merchants, as we are told in this story, are 
fell received by the witches (raksasi) living on the island — they have 
isguised themselves as beautiful ladies — but only Simhala comes to know 

ie truth. The most important versions are the Valdhassajataka in the Pali 
pension of the Buddhist Canon, the Dharmalabdhajataka contained in the 
iahavostu, which, surprisingly, provides us with t w o variants of the same 
pry, further the Simhalavaddna given in the Divyavadana and, finally, the 
linhala legend as it is told in the Kdranda- and the Gunakarandavyuha 

respectively. As I have shown in my book Die Abenteuer des Kaujmanns 
Shnhala,1 the narrative resolves itself into three major parts: the first ending 

Kth the happy return of the caravan-leader, who is not named in the 
Valdhassajataka, but, in the Mahdvastu, is called Dharmalabdha; the second 

Bart finishing with his coronation as king of his native country; while the 
gird part, a much later addition, describes King Simhala’s victorious war 

jrith the Ceylonese witches. The legend has been extremely wide-spread, as 
there also exist versions in Tibetan, Chinese, Khotanese, Japanese and there 
Steven a Jaina version in Prakrit. 
p As regards our sources in Pali, the Valdhassajataka only relates Part I, 
pule another re-birth story, the Telapattajataka,2 gives what can be con- 
Sdered a Pali variant of Part II of the story. The Karandavyuha, the Jaina 
Bd the Khotanese versions also narrate only Part I; the Mahdvastu, how- 

gar, contains both the first and the second part, while only the Divyavadana 
Ed the Gunakarandavyuha give us all the three parts of the story. For 
Idler, mainly minor, divergences I refer again to my above-mentioned book. 

j|The Kdranda- and the Gunakarandavyuha are in prose and verse 

gspectively, the first dating back to a period before the 6th century AD., 
jgj second to as late as the 16th century. Both texts introduce the figure of 

^alokitesvara: it is he who, when Simhala spends the night together with 
jte queen of the witches and his mistress has fallen asleep, suddenly appears 

U^their room and warns Simhala of the witches; and it is Avalokitesvara 
jdio, some days later, manifests himself as the white horse Balaha and 

Iranian Journal 36: 93-104, 1993. 
*1993 Kluwer Academic Publishers. Printed in the Netherlands. 
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undertakes to rescue Simhala and his companions. In neither of these two 

scenes is Avalokitesvara, however, mentioned by name. Whereas in the 

scenes connected with Simhala’s rescue it easily becomes clear to the reade 
that Balaha, in the Mahavastu called Kesin, is no less a being than the 
Bodhisattva himself, the night episode has remained enigmatic to the 
present day. While the Gunakarandavyuha here speaks of a dipa, a ‘lamp’ 
the Karandavyuha uses the word ratikara, an expression which puzzled 
both Franklin Edgerton and Constantin Regamey. 

Edgerton translates ratikara tentatively as ‘lamp’ but adds a question 
mark and makes the following comment on this entry: ‘possibly a corruptio 
for some other word of that m(eanin)g; this mg. is proved by Bumouf, 
Introduction a 1’histoire du Buddhisme indien) 223 infra, where in a 
transl(ation) of a verse recension of K(aranda)v(yuha) it is a lamp which 
gives the merchant Simhala(raja) the information which in the prose Kv he 
receives from a ratikara; no plausible em(endation) occurs to me’3. Regame 

who gives a very detailed account of the passages in question and also 
discusses the Chinese and Tibetan versions,4 considers ratikara to be a 
‘hapax legomenon’. He rightly discards the idea, suggested to him person 
ally, by Raghu Vira, that ratikara might be a corrupted form of ratrikara, 

that is to say, ‘Moon’.5 In a post-scriptum added to the same article, he, 
however, regards another conjecture proposed by Paul Horsch as quite 
possible.6 According to this, ratikara might possibly be interpreted in the 
sense of ratipradipa, a lamp illuminating the nocturnal love-enjoyments of 

an amorous couple. As a matter of fact, the word ratikara is attested in 
poem 856 of Vidyakara’s Subhasitaratnakosa1, while a synonymous 
compound, suratapradlpa, was used much earlier by Kalidasa (Kumara 

sambhava I, 10). Noting the fact that kara, from the Ramayana onward, 

can also mean ‘ray (of light)’, Regamey estimates that ^’identification, dans 

le langage poetique, de ratikara avec ratipradipa serait done probable’ 

When taking into consideration the context of the relevant passages, we c 
state that, if ratikara were to be read as ratrikara, it would be the M o o n 

that warns Simhala of the dangerous witches, while, if ratikara were to be 
understood as ratipradipa, the caravan-leader is warned by a 1 a m p. The 

first possibility appears odd, the second, however, agrees to some extent 
with the Gunakarandavyuha version, where, as has already been mentione 
the imperspicuous ratikara has been replaced, not by ratipradipa, but by 

dipay i.e., ‘lamp’. 
Let us now look at the texts and, to begin with, briefly summarize the 

events described in these parts of the legend: When the merchants had, for 

some days, lived happily on the island, each together with one of the 
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tches, Simhala, one night, looks around in the room he shares with the 
een of the witches. The lady has just fallen asleep, when he suddenly 

gars that sotnebody laughs and a gentle voice tells him that their beautiful 
ostesses are not ladies at all but are real witches. As Simhala doubts this 

e same voice exhorts him secretly to set out southwards where he would 

n see the so-called ‘iron fortress’, in which numerous other merchants, 
too were shipwrecked before, are incarcerated to be successively devoured 
y the witches. Simhala immediately does so. He is greatly shocked at the 
ght of the prisoners and, after returning to his quarters, has another con- 

ersation with the unknown speaker. The voice urges him to flee together 

*th all his companions and prophesies moreover that, after their flight to 

e coast of the island, a wonderful horse, Balaha, would carry them over 
e ocean back to the continent Jambudvlpa. 
In the Karandavyuha9 the passages narrating these two events, that is to 

y,' (1) Simhaia’s first conversation with the mysterious speaker, who here 

termed ratikara, and (2) that he has after returning from the iron fortress, 

ead as follows:10 

sa rdtrau sayitah / evam yavat pasyati ratikarahasanarn taddham 

vismayam apannah l na kadacit syan maya drstam vd srutam vd 
prajvalitam eva ratikarahasanarn f tadaiva maya tasya pratydhdrah 
krtah / kirn karanam tvam hasase / iyam simhaladvipamvdsini 
raksasi / sa tava jivitantarayam karisyati / uuld me tasya pratydhd¬ 
rah krtah / (katham) tvam jandsi rdksasiti ' sa kathayati yadi na 
pratiyasi daksinapanthalikam grhitvd anuvicaran gaccha i 
tatrayam sa nagaram urdhvam uccam gavaksatoranaviprahinarn 

capratihatam / tatranekani vanigjanani bhaksayitva asthini 
praksiptani / anye ca jivanto anye ca mrtah / yadi na pratiyasi tad 

api mdrgam gaccha / gatva ca margam niriksasva tadd me 

sraddhdsyasi / tadd tasyas tena mohajala nama nidra nyasta11 / 

“In the night, when he (i.e., Simhala) thus was lying (on his bed), 

he suddenly saw that the ratikara laughed. I (i.e., Simhala) was 

amazed, for I had never seen nor heard (that) a burning ratikara 

(could) laugh. Then I said to him: ‘Why do you laugh?’ (He said:) 

‘This (lady)12 living in Simhaladvipa is a witch. She will kill you’. 

Then I said: ‘How do you know she is a witch?’ He said: If you 

do not believe me, go along the road (to the South). There is a 

very high iron fortress, indestructible and without windows and 

doors. Into that (the witches) have thrown the bones (of) many 

merchants (they already) devoured. Some are (still) alive, others 
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are dead. If you do not believe, go along (that) road, and having] 
gone along (that) road, look carefully! Then you will trust me.’ 

Thereupon he (i.e., the ratikara) threw the net of illusion called 
sleep upon her (that is to say, Simhala’s mistress).” 

(2) tadaham campakavrksad avatirya pimar eva daksindm panthali- 
kam grhitva anuvicaran tvarita agacchami sma / tato pravistah/ ' 
atha ratikaro mam etad avocat / dntas te sdrthavaha madvaca- 
nam / uktam ca maya / drstam yusmakam satyam 

sdmkathyakrtam / tadd me ’sya pratydharah krtah / satyam eva / 

ka upayo ’smdkam / atha sa ratikara etad avocat / asti me mahd-\ 
sarthavahopdyo yenopayena simhaladvipat svastiksemabhyam 
jambudvipam nirgacchasi / punar eva jambudvipam apasarasi / 

atha sa ratikaro mam etad avocat / asti tasminrt eva dvipe maha-\ 

samudratire devabalaho namdsvardjo hinadinanukampakah /sa 
ca bdldho ’svarajah .../ 

(2) “Having descended from the Campaka-tree, I came hastily back,] 
having again taken the Southern road. Then I entered. Now the 
ratikara said to me: ‘Have you, o caravan-leader, seen what I . 

said?’ And I answered: ‘I have seen. What you have told (me) is 
true.’ Then I said to him: ‘It is very true. (But) is there a means 
(of escape)?’ Then the ratikara replied: ‘I have, o great caravan- 

leader, a means by which you will escape to Jambudvipa safe 
and sound. You will go away to Jambudvipa’. Then the ratikara 
said to me: ‘There is on this very island, on the shore of the 
Great Ocean, a king among horses, the heavenly Balaha, who 
takes compassion on those (who are) poor and afflicted. And 
Balaha, the king among horses,...’ ” 

As we can see from these excerpts, both passages call the person, who a 
first warns and, in the second episode, again addresses the caravan-leader, 
ratikara. The term can no doubt be taken to mean ‘bestower13 of (amorous)] 
pleasure’. Though, at the very first glance, this meaning would seem to fit 

rather well into the atmosphere of the story, it loses its value, as soon as 

we try to apply it. Edgerton is certainly right in presuming that ratikara is 

probably a corrupt form of some other expression. However, all manu¬ 

scripts of the Karandavyuha that have hitherto come to light read ratikara,] 

while, most unfortunately, ratikara, or a similar term, is missing in the Gilgtf] 
manuscript, which is the oldest of all but, due to damage to both margins, i 
fragmentary.14 

rjThat the Tibetan translator also had considerable difficulties in inter¬ 

preting these passages is proved by the fact that no equivalent for ratikara 

i to be fouqd in the Tibetan version. To begin with, the term is totally 
ent, while, later on, an endeavour is made to connect the laugh, or the 

Iperson who laughs, with Simhala’s witch. The text, which is also presented 

|hy Regamey15, reads as follows: 

re zig nub mo hal te ghid kyis log pa dan gad mo shan par 
rgod pa has mthoh nas ha ho mtshar du gyur te / ghid log bzin 

du gad mo shan par rgod pa has nam yah ma mthoh ma thos so / 
sham nas de’i tshe has de la khyod ci’i phyir rgod ces smras pa 

dan / mo na re ’di dag ni sin gha la’i glih na gnas pa’i srin mo 
lags te / khyed kyi srog bead de re ies zer nas de’i tshe has de la 

’di dag srin mo yin par kho bos ji Itar ses par bya zes dris pa / 

“One evening, when I laid down and (she?) had fallen asleep, 

I saw (the ratikaral) laughing pleasantly. I was amazed and I 

thought I had never seen nor heard (a ratikara'l) laughing thus 
while asleep. Then I said to him/her: ‘Why do you laugh?’ She 
said to me: ‘These (ladies) are witches living in Simhaladvipa. 
They will kill you.’ Then I asked him/her: ‘How can I know that 

they are witches?’ ” 

(<,We thus see: After the caravan-leader had asked ‘Why do you laugh?’, it 

; s h e (Tib. mo), i.e., the witch, in whose abode Simhala stays, who replies (to Simhala’s question. Regamey puts forth the idea that the Tibetan trans¬ 
lator perhaps treated the word ratikara as being feminine, ratikari, and thus 

dentified the raksasi with the ratikari, that is to say, made Simhala’s witch* 
ct as the ‘bestower of (amorous) pleasure’. On the other hand, Regamey 
ads it possible that the expression shan par rgod pa, ‘laughing pleasantly’ 

r, more correct in this context, ‘(one) who laughs pleasantly’, stands for 
ratihasana, which, as a contamination of ratikara with hasana, replaces 

fntikara16. 

The Chinese translation17, which is later than the Tibetan version, does 

[not render the term ratikara at all but simply transcribes this word phoneti- 

pally as lo ti kia lan. It is noteworthy, however, that, not unlike in the 

Tibetan version, ratikara — lo ti kia lan here appears as the name of the 

plueen of the witches, in whose abode Simhala stays. It is Lo ti kia lan who, 
timated by the enjoyment of amorous pleasure, suddenly laughs. The rest 

|of the episode is told in much the same manner as in the Tibetan version: 

jSimhala finds it strange that a raksasi should laugh in this way. When he 
0 



asks why she laughs, she discloses the truth and informs Simhala of the iron 

fortress situated near the road to the South. In the Tibetan and Chinese ; 

versions Simhala’s mistress thus acts as a traitress, who, out of love for the 
caravan-leader, betrays all her fellow-witches. .„ 

We now return to the Sanskrit versions of the Simhalavaddna as related : 

in the Karanda- and Gunakarandavyuha. Both texts were already known to 

E. Bumouf, who in 184418) summarized the Simhala legend. Since Burnouf 

found that his manuscript of the Karandavyuha contained too many mis¬ 

takes, he based his abstract mainly on the Gunakarandavyuha, an — unpub¬ 

lished — translation of which he prepared in 1837.19 He renarrates the 

above-quoted passage in the following way: “Simhala, apres avoir passe la 

nuit dans les bras d’une de ces femmes, apprend de la lampe qui les eclaire, 

qu’il est tombe entre les mains d’une ogresse dont il sert les plaisirs et qui 
doit le devorer. II est averti que d’autres marchands naufrages comme lui 
ont ete, depuis son arrivee, jetes dans une prison d’oii les Rakchasls les 

tirent chaque jour pour se repaitre de leur chair. Instruit par les revelations 

de la lampe, il se rend avec ses compagnons sur Ie rivage, ...” As Bumouf 

did not wish to rely on his inaccurate manuscript of the Karandavyuha and, 

moreover, held the opinion that, with the exception of a few instances only, 

the prose and the metrical Karandavyuha versions agree extremely well one 

with another, we find no mention at all of the ratikara. In perfect accord 
with what is said in the Gunakarandavyuha, we are simply told that it was 

from the lamp illuminating his room that Simhala came to learn the truth of 
the witches. 

This leads us directly to the text of the Gunakarandavyuha. The Simhala 

legend contained in this version was edited in 1967 by Yutaka Iwamoto.20 

As pointed out previously, the word ratikara has here been replaced by 

(pra)dipa, which clearly means ‘lamp’. In one passage, however, ratikara 

does appear. The term is used, quite surprisingly, as an attribute referring to 

dlpa. Our two episodes are presented as follows: 

tada tatralaye dlpah sampradipta mahojjvalah / 

raksasyam nidritayam sa prahasat samprabhasayan 11 1 

tarn pradlptam hasantam sa drstvativismitdsayah / 

suciram samniriksyaivam dhyatvd caivam vyacintayat // 2 
a ho citra kim arthe ’yam pradipo yat prahasyate / 

evam hi hasito dipo drsto naiva sruto *pi na // 3 
iti dhyatvd dram pasyan simhalah sa samutthitah / 

samupasritya tam natva papracchaivam krtahjalih // 4 

kim arthe hasase dipa tad atra me samadisa / 

ko 'tra dipe pravisto hi mayanujnayate bhavan // 5 

iti tenabhisamprste pradlpah sa samujjvalan / 

simhalam tam samamantrya prahasann evam abravit // 6 

simhala kim na janasi raksasiyam na manusi / 

ramitvapi yathakamam bhakset tvam naiva samsayah // 7 

sarvas tah pramadah kdnta raksasyo naiva mdnavdh ; 

sarvans tans tvatsahayams ca bhaksisyanti na samsayah 8 

iti dipasamdkhyatam srutva bhitas sa simhalah / 
kim idam satyam evam syad iti tam paryaprcchata // 9 

satyam eva pradlpeyam raksasi yan na manusi / 

katham bhavan vijanasi satyam etat samadisa // 10 

iti samprarthite tena sa pradlpah punar hasan /m 
simhalam sarthavaham tam samamantryaivam adisat II 11 

satyam etan mayakhydtam yadi tvam na21 praticchasi / 
daksinasyam maharanye gatva pasya tvam dtmand //:: 12 

(1) “Then, while the witch had fallen asleep, the lamp in their room 

(suddenly) laughed, flaring up with a big flame and illuminating 

(the entire abode). Having seen it flaring up and laughing, 
(Simhala) was extremely amazed. He looked for a while, pon¬ 

dered and thought: ‘O (how) strange that the lamp laughed. I 
have never seen nor heard that a lamp laughed like this . Having 

pondered for a while, Simhala, (still) looking, arose. Haung 
come near and bowed down, he asked, with his hands placed 
side by side: ‘Why do you laugh, lamp, tell me that! And please 

excuse (my asking): Who has entered the lamp?’ Having been 

asked, the burning lamp called upon Simhala and told him, 
laughingly, this: ‘O Simhala, do you not know? This is a witch, 

not a human being. Though having made love as much as she 

likes, she will devour you, there is no doubt. All these beloved 

girls are witches, not human beings. There is no doubt, they will 

devour all your companions.’ Having heard what the lamp said, 

Simhala, frightened, asked it: ‘How can this be true? How do you 

know, o lamp, that this, in reality, is a witch, not a human being? 

Tell me that truly!’ Having been asked by him, the lamp, laughing 

again, told Simhala, the caravan-leader: ‘What I said is true. If 

you do not believe, proceed to the Southern forest (and) look by 

C| yourself!’” 

•Verses 1 and 5—7 are also quoted in Regamey (1965, p. 196f). Regamey, 

who had not seen Iwamoto’s edition (published in 1967) has a few variants: 

fprabhasat samprabhasayan (instead of prahasat samprabhasayan) in Id, 

bhasase (instead of hasase) in 5a and, finally, prabhasan (instead of praha- 



satin) in 6d. Tucci/3 trying to remove what he thought was an incorrect 

mixture of two verbs, interpreted prabhasat, bhasase and prabhasan as 

forms derived from the root bhasA comparison with the other text 

passages cited above proves, however, quite clearly that the reverse is 

correct: the lamp (or the ratikara) does first laugh, since it wishes to attract 
the caravan-leader’s attention. The forms derived from has-, i.e., prahasat, 
hasase and prahasann are, therefore, correct, while only samprabhasayan, 

which is preceded by prahasat, must be interpreted as a verb formed from 
bhas 

(2) iti tad uktam akarnya simhalah sa prabodhitah / 
avatirya drutam vrksat sahasa svdlayam yayau // 1 

tatra ratikaram dipam uddiptam tam samiksya sah / 

sahjalih pranatim krtva puratah samupasrayat 11 2 
tam purastham samalokya pradipah sa samujjvalan / 

sddho satyam tvaya drstam ity evam samaprcchata I I 3 

iti dipoditam srutva punar aha vismitah t 
sarvam satyam maya drstam adistam bhavata yatha //24 4 

(2) "When he had listened (to what the prisoners in the iron 

fortress) had said, Simhala, awakened, descended quickly from 
the tree and went straight to his quarters. Looking at the lamp, 

(which) burned pleasantly, he came nearer to it and bowed 

down, with his hands placed side by side. While the burning 
lamp looked at him, (who stayed in front), it asked (Simhala): 
‘(Well), (my) dear, did you see it is true?’ Having heard what the 

lamp said, (which) flared up (before him), he said amazed: ‘All 

what you told me is true. I have seen.’” 

In episode 1 the lamp is three times called pradipa and five times dipa, 
in episode 2 pradipa once and twice dipa. The first dipa in episode 2 is, 

however, as has already been noted, preceded by the attribute ratikara, 
which, if understood in the sense mentioned above, would describe the 

night-lamp as ‘producing (amorous) pleasure’. This makes undoubtedly 
sense but does not really help to interpret the word ratikara, which in the 

Karandavyuha, as we saw, is employed, not as an attribute, but as a noun. 

Since the speaker in the Karandavyuha version appears to be the ratikara, 

in the Gunakarandavyuha, however, the lamp, one may feel tempted to 

think that the two terms, ratikara and (pra)dipa, may either have the same 

or at least a similar meaning. An important due to the interpretation of 

these passages is offered by verse 5 of the first episode cited from the 

gunakarandavyuha. Here Simhala not only enquires why the lamp laughed, 

he also adds to this query another, as we shall presently see, very justifiable 

estion, namely, who it was that had entered the lamp. This question may 

dicate that, though the warning given to the caravan-leader comes from 

the lamp or the ratikara, the actual voice emanating from it belongs to 

somebody who has entered the lamp or, in conformity with the Kdranda- 

'yryuha version, somebody who has entered the ratikara. This somebody is, 

ias can be guessed from the story, no one but Avalokitesvara, who, further 
on in the legend, manifests himself as Balaha, the horse of horses. As a 

latter of fact, when asked by Simhala about a possible means of escape, 
only Avalokitesvara could have told him the news that the merciful horse 
would be waiting for him and his group near the shore of the ocean. 

Though the texts we discussed do not mention Avalokitesvara at all, a 

ewar painted scroll edited by me25 shows Avalokitesvara in both of the 

cenes which illustrate the event. The Newari inscriptions accompanying 
d explaining these parts of the painting even make mention of Karuna- 
aya (-Avalokitesvara): “When his beloved had fallen asleep, the venerable 

runamaya descended into the light of the lamp-stand and told Simhala- 

abaha that this woman is not a beautiful girl but a witch and deceitful” 

19),26 “When Simhalasarthabaha had returned (from the fortress), con- 

ced (of what he was told), he reported to the venerable Karunamaya, 

[who dwelled in his room in the lamp-stand. At this time Karunamaya gave 

advice and (then) disappeared” (22).27 Though the Nepalese painted 
roll is only some hundred and fifty years old, it preserves the tradition 

yery well. Since it follows the Gunakarandavyuha version, the lamp or, to 

more correct, lamp-stand appears, which in Newari is called tvadeva. 

plough we are told in these texts that it is Avalokitesvara who, descended 

to the light of the night-lamp, speaks to Simhala in both episodes, the 
ewari version cannot help us to understand the term ratikara. In order to 

ve at a satisfactory explanation of this term, it will be necessary to 

over a semantic link which connects (pra)dipa with ratikara, though we 

ust not forget that ratikara, as presumed by Edgerton, is likely to be ‘a 

Corruption for some other word of that meaning’, that is to say, ‘lamp’. We 

gan easily understand that in these nocturnal scenes Avalokitesvara enters 

? lamp and from within its flame addresses the caravan-leader. It is a 

dl-known fact, attested all over the religious world, that gods and benevo- 

bt spirits are invariably connected with light; evil spirits, however, with 
ack and darkness. 

cThere can be no doubt that ratikara, which in the Karandavyuha 

laces (pra)dipay is just another — corrupt — lexeme of the very same or a 



similar meaning. The term it incorrectly stands for is vartikara, ‘the ray'of 

the wick’. We may suppose that, already at an early period, vart(t)i, ‘wick’, 

has been misspelt as rati, since va could easily be misread as ra. Moreover, 

when rewriting the oldest manuscripts and mistakenly substituting va by ra 

the scribes rendered vart(t)ikara, not, as might be expected, as *rart(t)ikara 

but as ratikara. In order to explain this phenomenon, we must first conside 
the fact that, with the exception of the Gilgit manuscripts, the text of the 

Karandavyuha has been known through manuscripts transmitted and 

preserved in Nepal; secondly, attention must be paid to the idiosyncrasies 
of Newar handwriting: since a superscript r frequently served a merely 
decorative purpose, r, when preceding a doubled consonant — in our case 
tt — could often be dropped and the consonant-pair reduced to a single 
consonant only.28 varttikara was thus turned into ratikara. This means that, 

while according to the Gunakarandavyuha the Bodhisattva Avalokitesvara 

enters a ‘lamp’ (<pra> dipa), in the Karandavyuha he manifests himself in 

the ‘ray of a wick’ (vartikara). 
Though I have interpreted ratikara as a corrupted form of vart(t)ikara 

ever since I began work on the Karandavyuha and Gunakarandavyuha 

respectively,291 only recently came across a passage which corroborates m 
hypothesis. This passage is not old either and, like the painted scroll men 
tioned above, also stems from Nepal. It is to be found in the Bhasavamsa 

vail,30 the well-known Buddhist chronicle written in Nepali, an English 

rendering of which has been published by D. Wright. This chronicle, 
composed around 1800, contains a short summary of the Simhalavadana 

which, when renarrating our episode, most surprisingly uses the expression 

vatti, that is to say, the Nepali tadbhava for Skt. vart(t)ika, ‘wick’. The 

relevant lines (fol. 10 r31) run as follows:... ratrll ma. sarthavaha suti 

rahadd. uska ghara jal vatti vail rasydka vatti ma pasl aryavalokitesvarale 

aphnd sarupa desal ajhd ga/rda bhaya. he simhalasarthavaha ... (lines 

1—3), “... in the night, when the caravan-leader was (already) sleeping, the 

venerable Avalokitesvara came to his room; (he) entered the wick that was 

kept burning (there) and said (to Simhala), after having manifested his own 

(true) form: ‘O caravan-leader Simhala,.. .’”32 
It is not worth while speculating on the ways in which the original term 

vartikara was converted into ratikara. It is, however, interesting to note 

that, though the scribes read their manuscripts to be copied inattentively, 
the erroneous ratikara proved nevertheless not to be completely devoid of 

meaning and could, therefore, persist. As we have seen, ratikara in the 

sense of ‘giving (amorous) pleasure’ fits well into the contexts of the two 

scenes. Besides this, the scribes’ substitution of vartikara by ratikara may 

ye been influenced by the fact that rati(m)kara also denotes the super- 

lural rays of light that emanate from Bodhisattvas.33 In this particular 
Waning, rati(m)kara is well attested in Siksdsamuccaya 335, 5 (stanza).3 
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REVIEW ARTICLE 

ttorio A. van Bijiert: Epistemology and Spiritual Authority. The Develop- 

of Epistemology and Logic in the Old Nyaya and the Buddhist School 
Epistemology with an Annotated Translation of DharmaklrtVs 
manavarttika II (Pramanasiddhi) w. 7—Z Arbeitskreis fiir Tibetische 

Buddhistische Studien Universitat Wien, Wien 1989, pp. 191, OS 230,—. 

the author declares in his preface (p. V), this book was previously 
ght out as his PhD thesis. Originally it had been his intention to add 

e new findings concerning the beginnings of Indian epistemology and 
c!as well as a further discussion on the interpretation of Buddhist logic, 

owever, these materials are now intended for a separate, later publication 
the same way as a translation and interpretation of Pramanavarttika 

34 (cf. p. XXH, footnote 9). 

e present work contains four chapters besides a Table of Contents, 

breviations, an Introduction with Notes and an Index comprising names 

Authors and texts, technical terms as well as textual passages mentioned 
d discussed in the book. The main part of the book consists of the four 

ipters: (I) “The Beginnings of Systematic Epistemology and Logic” (pp. 

44), (II) “Buddhist Epistemology and Logic before Dharmaklrti” (pp. 
Sgp91), (HI) “Dharmakirti’s Logic” (pp. 93-114), (IV) “The Pramana- 

itions of the Pramanasiddhi chapter of PV, w 1—7” (pp. 115—i80). 
rAs one can gather from these titles, it is the author’s aim to present 

rti’s epistemology and in particular his views propagated in the 
seven verses of the second chapter of the Pramanavarttika (PV) both 

. the perspective of Dharmaklrti’s own philosophy and in the historical 

text of the previous development of epistemology and logic in the 

^hmanic and Buddhist schools. For this purpose v.B. begins with a 

sion of selected passages, mainly from the Nydyasutras (NS) and the 

hasya (NBh), dealing with “the highest Good” (— final emancipation) 

M), the four means of valid cognition which are accepted in the Nyaya- 
ool, viz. pratyaksa, anumdna, upamana, sabda (§§1.2—1.6), the theory 

proof (§1.7) and the question of the trustworthiness of the speaker who 
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the impression of being historically acceptable” (p. 8); “The fact that the 

nucleus of this passage coincides with the noble eightfold path is ... a 

reason for me to consider it the oldest stage of the detailed description of 

the dhyana path” (p. 12); w... a meditative exercise that, in my opinion, 

belongs to the oldest level of transmission .. .” (p. 26); etc. In all these cases 

we must grant Vetter the benefit of the doubt, and assume that there may 
be objective reasons supporting his conclusions; one regrets that these 

objective reasons are not specified. 
If the above remarks are rather critical, it is not because Vetter’s conclu¬ 

sions are necessarily incorrect or unacceptable. The reason is rather that in 
many cases an independent study would be required to find out. The book 
is therefore not complete. One would have hoped that it had taken up the 
challenge posed by the present state of Buddhist studies and tried to 
convince those belonging to the opposite camp. By not doing so it preaches, 
so to say, to the already converted. One fears, therefore, that it will be 
ignored by those who do not recognize the ‘principle of imperfection’, or, 

what is worse, that it will confirm them in their opinions. 

Section de langues et civilisations orientates JOHANNES BRONKHORST 

Universite de Lausanne 

BFSH2 
CH-1015 Lausanne 

Charles Dillard Collins, The Iconography and Ritual of Siva at Elephanta. 

State University of New York Press (Albany 1988), pp. xvi + 331. 

The great rock-cut temple on Elephanta Island in Bombay harbour is one 

of the most important monuments of Indian art. Noted for the first time 

in 1534 by the Portuguese physician, Garcia da Orta, the cave-temple 
attracted the attention and interest of visitors and became the subject of 

serious studies by art-historians in the second half of the nineteenth century. 
The sectarian affiliation of the cave-temple is obviously Saivite as the 
sculptural reliefs inside mostly represent aspects of the god Siva, either in 
his meditative (yogesa-murti), heroic (andhakdsuravadha-murti and others), 
or domestic (kalyanasundara-murti and others) life. 

The gist of the book presently under review is to be found in the authors 
article of 1982, which he published under the title, ‘Elephanta and the 
Ritual of the Lakuhsa-Pasupatas’ in the Journal of the American Oriental \ 

Society 102, 605—617. In this book, which is apparently his dissertation 

Indo-Iranian Journal 36: 1993. 
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'submitted to the University of Iowa 1980, the author studies this same 

cave-temple in a more systematic and comprehensive way, examining 

the construction of the temple itself, and the arrangement of the relief- 

' sculptures from various points of view such as history, mythology, iconog¬ 

raphy, literature and religion. Thus, in the six chapters into which the book 

is divided, the author discusses these points one after another. 

’• In the first chapter, which is entitled ‘Historical Background of Elephanta' 

(pp. 4—15), the author assumes that the cave-temple was constructed under 

royal patronage, rather than through the piecemeal donations of the pious. 

The royal family in question is the Kalacuris, who were powerful in that 

region during the sixth century, and who called themselves panmunndhe- 
svaras. Following the studies done by V. V. Mirashi and W. Spmk. the 

author assigns the probable date of construction to the reign of the second 

Kalacuri ruler Krsnaraja (550—575) or to his son Sankaragann (575—600). 

- In the second chapter, which is entitled ‘Previous Descriptions of 

Elephanta and Its Sculptures’ (pp. 16—30), the author gives a brief, but 

interesting survey of the progress of Elephanta studies. As mentioned 

above, the first person to leave a record of his visit to Elephanta cave- 

temple was Garcia da Orta, and, since that time, the temple became known 

to Portuguese, Dutch, French, and English visitors and scholars. The names 

of Dom Joao de Castro, Diogo de Couto, Jan Huygen van Linschoten, 

Anquetil du Perron, W. Hunter, W. Erskine, J. Burgess, and others are 
mentioned here, extending until the end of the nineteenth century. More 

scholarly and detailed works by T. A. Gopinatha Rao, D. R. Bhandarkar, S. 

Kramrisch, J. N. Baneijea, M. Neff, W. Spink, Heimo Rau, and others in the 

twentieth century are introduced and outlined. 

The brief third chapter, entitled ‘Mythological Sources for the Elephanta 

Sculptures’ (pp. 31—40), is an introduction to the lengthy fourth chapter. 

Here the author surveys the mythological sources relevant to the Elephanta 

sculptures. Herein are included passages from the Vedic literature (the 
Satarudriya section of the Vajasaneyi-samhita, Svetasvatara-upanisad, and 

some later Saivic Upanisads), two Epics, and some Puranas (Markandeya. 

Matsya, Vamana, Kurina, Linga, and Visnudharmottara), as well as 

Kalidasa’s works. 

4■‘■’The fourth chapter, which is entitled ‘Iconographical Analysis of the 

| Elephanta Sculptures’, is the longest one in the book comprising more than 

fifty pages (pp. 41—94). Here the relief-sculptures of the Elephanta cave- 

temple are discussed individually in comparison with the mythological 

sources outlined in the previous chapter. Thus, the eight major relief-panels, 

Ravandnugraha-murti, Yogesvara-murti, Nrtta-murti, Andhakasuravadha- 
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It draws extensively upon the work of recent scholars, among whom E. 

Frauwallner and L. Schmithausen may be mentioned. 
Iliis is not to say that the book is without interest for the professional. 

Particularly interesting is, for example, Vetter’s position in the controversy 
dividing scholars of Buddhism, whether or not early Buddhism rejected the 

existence of a soul/self. He states (p. 41): 

To have a view (whatever it may be) in this matter distinguishes Buddhist tradition and 
modem scholars from an ancient, purely practical, approach where such questions were 
thought to be an obstacle to spiritual progress and where it was not considered problematic 
to leave matters undecided. 

Also Vetter’s attempt to make sense of the pratityasamutpada (p. 45f.) will 
evoke interest. He is further of the opinion that the earliest message of the 
Buddha concerned immortality rather than cessation of suffering (pp. 5—6, 

8-9, 15, 27). 
An expression that will strike many readers as odd is ‘experience of 

release’ and its synonyms (‘experience of salvation’, ‘feeling released’, ‘the 
experience of having found salvation’, etc.) frequently used in this book. The 
Buddhists, we read on p. XVI, “strive for an experience in which and after 

which the fear that suffering will be without end can no longer arise” (my 
emphasis). It seems, to be sure, more than plausible that the Buddha had 
had an experience of release, but it would be a mistake to think that that is 
what early Buddhism is all about. The aim is not an experience of release, 
but release. By ignoring release and speaking about an experience, the 

emphasis of the early texts is shifted in such a way that Buddhism becomes 
a search for mystical experience. This may seem plausible to those with a 
Christian background, but does not appear to do justice to the texts. No 
justification for this unusual way of speaking is given. 

Clearly the weakest aspect of the book is the meagre argumentation 
provided to support its conclusions. The choice of readership (beginning 
university students) is no doubt responsible for the fact that the emphasis is 
on results rather than on philological proof. This is not to say that the book 
never provides any arguments, but more often than not they are only hinted 

at, hardly ever rigourously worked out. In a field where there is disagree¬ 
ment about the very possibility of obtaining results, this is to be regretted. 

Arguments are not fully presented even where new theories are launched. 

The treatment of karma and its effects in earliest Buddhism is a good 

example. Vetter does not doubt “that the Buddha believed that... good 
deeds would result after death in a good consequence, and bad deeds in a 

bad consequence” (p. 77). Which are those consequences? According to 

t.:4 
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Vetter, they are heaven and the underworld respectively, and these alone, at 

least at the beginning of the Buddha’s career. The idea that these good and 
bad deeds can also be requited in a next existence in the human world, was 
introduced later, probably by the Buddha himself (p. 77—78). The realms 

of animals and hungry ghosts were introduced in this context ever later. 

:: Which are the reasons for believing that such a development took place? 
According to Vetter, examples of deeds which lead to a good or bad 
situation in the human world cannot be found in the oldest documents (p. 

L77). How do we know that the texts which do not mention the human 

world in this connection are older than the ones that do? And how do we 
know that the beliefs they represent — supposing that they do represent 

different beliefs — are to be thus ordered chronologically? Moreover, are 
we not in danger of scholastically imposing upon the texts rationalizations 

of our own making, so that the presumed contradictions and inconsisten¬ 
cies, too, might be of our own making? These questions are not satisfac¬ 
torily answered. Yet p. 91 proclaims that “it has been shown that originally 
[only] heaven and the underworld were the places for retribution of good 
and evil karma”. We are here obviously confronted with a weakness that 
may be inherent to a book that tries to be both a scholarly research 
publication and a student manual, and therefore risks to be neither fully. 
i A certain tendency to rationalize into the text is no doubt responsible for 
an affinity of method to the early scholiasts, esp. Buddhaghosa, the author 
of the Visuddhimagga. While discussing the ‘sphere-meditation’, Vetter 
points out that the canonical passages lack clear information regarding its 
outcome. He then continues (p. 68): 

■V 

When we do find some information, it is in apparently late (parts of) suttas. Here we detect 
a somewhat different method which is evidently influenced by discriminating insight. These 
passages, however, are also not clear enough and that is why l think it permissible to call 
upon evidence in the Visuddhimagga. Although this work was written roughly 400 A.D.~ in 
ipy opinion it has preserved the method influenced by discriminating insight very well, (my 
emphasis) 

How can we know that the Visuddhimagga preserves a method from 
canonical times if the canonical texts are not clear? And if the old texts are 
not clear to us, were they any clearer to the author of the Visuddhimagga? 
By imposing rationalizations upon the text, rationalizations which, if need 
be, can be borrowed from the scholiastic tradition, one fears that philology 
is'abandoned in favour of theology. 

i The above quoted lines invoke the personal impression of the author as 
reason for believing his conclusion. This happens often. Some further 

instances are: “The beginning of the Dhamma-cakka-ppavattana-sutta gives 
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the Buddha himself. But such disagreements concern the practical applica¬ 

tion of the ‘principle of imperfection’, they should not cast doubt on its 

validity in general. 

Critics have none the less sarcastically raised the question whether the 

incoherence of the first verse of St. John’s gospel — “the Word was with 

God, and the Word was God” — justifies the conclusion that two authors 

wrote this verse. Of course, no biblical scholar will be tempted to ascribe 

this verse to two different authors; many, on the other hand, will recognize 

the hand of two authors in the two creation accounts in the first three 

chapters of Genesis. Criteria like incoherence and inconsistency must 

obviously be used with great care; those who do not wish to understand this 

can easily turn them into objects of ridicule. 

The two creation accounts of Genesis deserve to retain our attention 

somewhat longer. Elaine Pagels sums up how orthodox tradition explained 

them in the following words: “Jewish teachers in antiquity, like many 

Christians after them, turned to theological ingenuity rather than historical 

or literary analysis to account for contradictions in the texts” {Adam, Eve, 

and the Serpent, London 1988, p. xxii). This directs our attention to an 

important feature of religious traditions: they may preserve inconsistencies, 

but are at the same time likely to explain them away. This observation 

should be heeded by those who point to traditional interpretations of 

seeming inconsistencies. (See e.g. R. Gombrich in Studies in Earliest 

Buddhism and Madhyamaka, ed. D. S. Ruegg and L. Schmithausen, Leiden 

1990, p. 11—12. In his Theravada Buddhism (London and New York 

1988, p. 21) Gombrich expresses the opinion that modem scholarship 

should begin by examining the tradition; see J. W. de Jong’s criticism of this 

position in IIJ 32 (1989), 239—240.) Pagels further points out “that during 

the first two centuries the Christian movement may have been even more 

diversified than it is today” (op. tit. p. 151). If, therefore, the study of early 

Buddhism can learn from the study of early Christianity, then it is this: 

tradition may be a vexy unreliable guide in the interpretation of its earliest 

documents. 

All this is not to deny that the practical task of identifying inconsistencies 

which could be relevant for historical reconstructions can be extremely 

difficult. (The easiest cases are those where a certain practice or belief is 

recommended in one part of the Buddhist canon, and rejected in another; 

a fair number of such cases exist) Some critics think that those practical 

difficulties are so great that we cannot hope to reach results. S. Collins 

(JRAS 1987, p. 375), for example, appears to think that any solution to the 

questions here considered must be ‘very ... complex and difficult’. This, of 

R course, is like rejecting Newton’s law of gravity for being too simple, and 

I for not correctly describing the motion of falling apples, which indeed it 

doesn’t. Collins further considers ‘indispensable’ independent, external 

• evidence: “epigraphical, archaeological, or other”. Does he similarly con- 

| sider textual evidence ‘indispensable’ for the palaeontologist, besides fossils? 

^ Moreover, does a text gain independence by being carved in stone, rather 

i': than being incorporated in one of the collections which constitute the 

p different ‘canons’ of early India? 

M 
Si 

The book under review, inevitably, has to choose between the two opposing 

camps, and it leaves no doubt as to its preference; it squarely accepts the 

value of the principle of imperfection for historical research. It takes as its 

point of departure the “large number of contradictions and deviations [that] 

have clearly become apparent” in the Buddhist scriptures (p. IX). Discard- 

0ing the view that inconsistency is a characteristic of each religious con¬ 

sciousness, at least where ancient Buddhism is concerned, it ‘iook[s| for a 

way out of the dilemmas by assuming a development of thought", 

s.-'i The book is an adapted translation from the Dutch. Like its Dutch 

♦ original, it is primarily meant to introduce university students to early 

■Buddhism. This explains why it does not normally enter into detailed 

discussions as to why and how. Vetter is aware "that things are sometimes 

much more complicated” (p. VII) and refers to his contribution to Studies in 

Earliest Buddhism and Madhyamaka (ed. D. S. Ruegg and L. Schmithausen, 

p Leiden 1990, pp. 36ff.) — a portion of which, adapted and deprived of its 

notes, constitutes, incidentally, the appendix on ‘mysticism in the Atthaka- 

* vagga’ of the volume under review. 

The contents are as follows. After an Introduction which gives some 

^background information (pp. XI-XVI) and a short section on literature and 

^abbreviations’ (XVII—XIX), follows ‘An outline of the most ancient form of 

^Buddhism’ (XXI—XXXVII), The main part of the book — i.e., the part with 

page numbers in Arabic numerals — consists of four sections, which ileal 

iwith dhyana-meditation (pp. 1—32), discriminating insight (33—60), sphere- 

meditation (61—73) and karma (75—100) respectively, each of them 

istudied in their historical development. An appendix on mysticism in the 

lAtthakavagga (101—106) and an index (107—110) complete the volume. 

'||| L’.- There can be no doubt that the book will be welcomed by many 

^students, teachers and general readers. It presents all the important tenets 

1 ^ Practices of early Buddhism in relatively few pages, as well as a 

^historical frame which shows that it is not necessary to believe that all these 

'tenets and practices were introduced all at once by the historical Buddha. 

M 
fL 
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nirakaragunotare. The second stanza of the Abhicaradipika is also quoted 

in a corrupt form; a much better version is again found in the Indrajala- 

vidyasamgraha, p. 22, as the second stanza of the Kamaratna. And one 

wonders which relation may have existed between the YC and the popular 

publication by Devacarana AvasthI called Kautukaratnabhandagara, 

Bombay 1983, which features in the Bibliography. 

The Introduction enumerates five editions and ten manuscripts (including 

the Abhicaradipika) as the basis for T.’s critical edition. Other existing 

sources are not referred to, although two other editions of the YC were 

mentioned by T. himself in his article “The Indian sorcery called Abhicara 

WZKSA 29, 1985, p. 69—117, on p. Ill, where the reader is also referred 

to Aufrecht’s Catalogus Catalogorum for other mss. Still other data are 

available: the Catalogue of the India Office Library (Vol. II, Pt. 1: Sanskrit 

Books, ed. C. J. Napier, IV, London 1957, p. 3118) mentions an edition 

with Telugu translation by S. B. Somayajigari, Madras 1906; white the 

Alphabetical List of Mss. in the Oriental Institute, Baroda, by R. Nambiyar 

(Vol. II. 1950, p. 1380) lists seven other mss. kept at that place. — The 

edition by Baladeva Misra (YCb) dated by T. in 1967 has been published 

already in 1929. The India Office possesses a specimen of this year printed 

on the Lakshmi Venkatesvara Press. This might be the same edition which 

was used by Jean M. Riviere for his French translation (see his p. 42). — 

To summarize: the Introduction gives the impression of having been made 

up rather hastily, the reader being left unacquainted with some essential 

information concerning the nature and tradition of the YC. 

The text of the YC has generally been treated with care, and the result 

looks like a reliable approach to what Damodara may have written himself. 

There are a number of printing errors (one example: 6,12d ksipte for 

ksipet) and small lapses such as 2,35b -sadyadi sadhakah for -sadhyadi sad 

hakdh; 9,93d dosah for dosah (but all mss. read dosam); at 3,197a (note 

1050), read dakdram (with the editions) for hrakaram; at 5,51c, read 

padasprsto for padaprsto. One can differ of opinion with the editor con¬ 

cerning the question how far we should go in correcting grammatical 

“errors” in the YC, especialy the wrong use of genders, such as in 3,126c 

(n. 668) or 5,44ab (emendation -e, for ungrammatical -au found in prac 

tically all mss.). T. himself holds that such features may go back to the 

author himself. Why then emend them away against the evidence of the 

sources? On the other hand, the difference between the Kavya style of 

Pandit Damodara’s introductory and concluding stanzas and the body of th 

YC is not explained. The critical notation is to my mind a little overdone: 

evident mistakes by single ^cnbes need hardly be reproduced. In 3.50c. 
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ever, the information given in note 260 is not sufficient: the critical text 

ding hrim yam pratidalam lekhyam, the note indicates that seven sources 

it lekhyam, thus suggesting that they all have only six syllables in this 

er. This is by no means the case. The Benares edition (by R. Pandeya) 

“Kautfikaratna-bhandagara”, however substandard, prints hrim yam twice 

|j)L76), and in this way a correct pdda of the “first Vipula” type is pro- 

jjjhced. Riviere’s translation (consistently ignored by T.) confirms this state 

of affairs. 

Notwithstanding the limitations shortly indicated above, we must appre- 

te the work done by Tiirstig which is an important step forward to better 

owledge of the theory of magic in Hinduism. Further study in this field 

‘ould be welcome; we suggest an annotated translation of the YC accom- 

ed by a thorough analysis of its textual history. 

T. goudriaan 

etter, Tilmann, The Ideas and Meditative Practices of Early Buddhism. hJ. 

fill, Leiden/New York/Kobenhavn/Koln. 19S8. ISBN 90-04-08959-4. 

+ 110 pp. Price: 42.50 guilders (ca. US $21.25). 

e palaeontologist Stephen Jay Gould, in his recent book Time's Arrow, 

's Cycle (Penguin Books, 1988, p. 84), draws attention to the tension 

evolutionary biology between optimal design and history. Already Darwin 

he recalls — understood that the primary proofs of evolution are oddities 

imperfections that must record pathways of historical descent. Gould 

points out that “This principle of imperfection is a general argument 

history, not a tool of evolutionary biologists alone. All historical scien- 

One wishes Gould were right. The ‘principle of imperfection’, unfor- 

tely, still appears to be unknown to some of those who make pro¬ 

cements about the earliest period of Buddhism. Here too we must 

e our evidence from sources that are, at least in part (and it is not 

ediately evident which parts), later than the period concerned. And 

re too we must make the best use we can of the ‘imperfections’ — usually 

nsistencies, sometimes plain contradictions — which those sources 

lain. In practice this is no easy task. One may disagree as to whether a 

cular feature is or is not an ’imperfection’. One may maintain that a 

inconsistency or contradiction constitutes no evidence of ‘history’, 

I was introduced purposefully, perhaps by one single person, perhaps by 
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handwriting .. / Cf. also S. Lienhard (with the collaboration of Th. L. Manandhar), Nepalese 
Manuscripts. Part 1: Nevdri and Sanskrit, Staatsbibliothek Preussischer Kulturbesitz, Berlin, 

Stuttgart 1988 (VoHD XXXIII, 1), p. XXVIII and ibidfootnote 34. 
Lienhard (1985), pp. 115 and 119 (footnote 227). 

30 Cambridge University Library, manuscript No. Add. 1952 A. 
31 lam much indebted to David Gellner, Oxford, who kindly copied this passage for me 
from the Cambridge manuscript. 

Cf. D. Wright, History of Nepal. Translated from Parbatiya by Munshi Shew Shunker 
Singh and Pandit Sri Gunanand. With an Introductory Sketch of the Country and People of 

Nepal by the Editor, Calcutta 1958 (2nd ed.), p. 51. 
33 Cf. Edgerton (1970), sub verbo. 
34 See P. L. Vaidya, Siksasamuccaya of Santideva, Darbhanga 1961 (Buddhist Sanskrit 
Texts, 11), p. 178, line 5. — Prof. O. von Hiniiber kindly informs me that the word ratikara 
also occurs in a dhdrani edited in his article Dharanis aus Zentralasien, IT XIV (1987—88), 
p. 234: rama rama ratikare. 
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nt of Epistemology and Logic in the Old Nyaya and the Buddhist School 
Epistemology with an Annotated Translation of Dharmakirti's 
mdnavarttika II (Pramanasiddhi) w. 1—7. Arbeitskreis fiir Tibetische 

d Buddhistische Studien Universitat Wien, Wien 1989, pp. 191, OS 230,—. 
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the author declares in his preface (p. V), this book was previously 
rought out as his PhD thesis. Originally it had been his intention to add 

me new findings concerning the beginnings of Indian epistemology and 
c as well as a further discussion on the interpretation of Buddhist logic, 

owever, these materials are now intended for a separate, later publication 

the same way as a translation and interpretation of Pramamvarttika 
8:-34 (cf. p. XXII, footnote 9). 

The present work contains four chapters besides a Table of Contents, 

breviations, an Introduction with Notes and an Index comprising names 
{ authors and texts, technical terms as well as textual passages mentioned 
d discussed in the book. The main part of the book consists of the four 

apters: (I) “The Beginnings of Systematic Epistemology and Logic” (pp. 
JM4), (H) “Buddhist Epistemology and Logic before Dharmakuti” (pp. 
5—91), (IE) “Dharmakirti’s Logic” (pp. 93—114), (IV) “The Pramana- 

itions of the Pramanasiddhi chapter of PV, w 1—7” (pp. 115—180). 

As one can gather from these titles, it is the author’s aim to present 
•harmakirti’s epistemology and in particular his views propagated in the 

t seven verses of the second chapter of the Pramamvarttika (PV) both 
the perspective of Dharmakirti’s own philosophy and in the historical 

ntext of the previous development of epistemology and logic in the 

(ahmanic and Buddhist schools. For this purpose v.B. begins with a 

ion of selected passages, mainly from the Nyayasutras (NS) and the 
abhasya (NBh), dealing with “the highest Good” (** final emancipation) 

1.1), the four means of valid cognition which are accepted in the Nyaya- 
jfchool, viz. pratyaksa, anumana, upamana, sabda (§§1.2—1.6), the theory 

?! proof (§1.7) and the question of the trustworthiness of the speaker who 

tndo-lranian Journal 36: 105-127, 1993. 

® 1993 Kluwer Academic Publishers. Printed in the Netherlands. 
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is the source of the reliable statements (§1.8). In the second chapter the 
author outlines the epistemological theories of Vasubandhu and Dignaga, 

whereas the following section deals with some principal features of Dharma 
klrti’s logic, namely the question of the utility of drawing valid inferences 
(§3.1), the definition and the nature of a valid logical reason (§3.2), the 
types of valid reasons and their subdivisions (§§3.3—3.6), and the role of 
the example (drstanta) in inference (§3.7). The final chapter, which contains 

an exegesis of PV II, verses 1—7, gives not only translations and paraphrases 
of the textual segments of this passage, but also quotes excerpts from 
Devendrabuddhi’s commentary Pramanavarttikapanjikd (PVP). Being the V 

oldest, and according to v.B., the most authoritative commentary on PV n 
(cf. p. 120), the author hopes that its use together with relevant passages 
from other texts written by Dharmakirti, in particular PV I, will enable him 
to give an adequate elucidation of the first section of the Pramanasiddhi 

chapter of the PV, which deals with the general explication of the concept 

of pramana. 

In the chapters I—m, which introduce the reader to the topic dealt with 
in the last chapter of the book and which by their size occupy two thirds of 

the work, v.B. gives a readable and mainly reliable description of the 
epistemological and logical theories dealt with. The translations are aimed at 
precision and accuracy and the methods used for the interpretation of the 
textual passages are sound. Therefore v.B.’s book meets the most important 

requirements for conveying a truthful picture of the epistemological and 

logical issues discussed. 
This does, however, not mean that all parts which are relevant in this 

field have been touched in the treatise. For example, the doctrines of the 
Samkhya-school, in particular the theory (theories) which are to be found in 
the Sastitantra, ascribed to the Samkhya-master Varsaganya, should hardly 

possess less importance for the question of the beginnings of systematic 

epistemology and logic than the views expounded in the NS and the NBh 
which are quite broadly discussed in chapter I of the book. With regard to C 

the logic before Dharmakirti, the chapter on inference in Prasastapada’s 
Padarthadharmasamgraha, even if depending on Dignaga’s logical achieve 

ments, contains important material for a precise identification of essential 
features of the theory of inference before Dharmakirti. It is probable that 
the views of the Nyaya-author Uddyotakara and those of Dharmaklrti’s 
alleged teacher Isvarasena not only clarify the contrast between Dharmakirti 

theory of anumdna and those of his predecessors and/or contemporaries 

but also help us to a more adequate understanding of the reasons which 
motivated Dharmakirti for developing his theory of inference in the way he 
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& Therefore many more things of importance could be said with respect 

the “historical background” of Dharmaklrti’s epistemology and logic, even 

we leave sources out of account which are neither Buddhist nor Brah- 

c. It is true that not all of this is immediately relevant for the exegesis 

f the seven verses of the Pramanasiddhi-chapter dealt with in the fourth 

pter, but the same holds good also for many of the topics which are 
cussed by the author in the preceding chapters. Therefore it is best to re¬ 

gard the background information given by v.B. in his book as a presentation 

bf selected material which indirectly pertains to the exegetical aims pursued 

|y the last chapter. The indirect nature of relevance might excuse the fact 

at no clear criteria justifying the selection are given. 

pite the faithfulness of v.B.’s descriptions and interpretations in general, 

ere are a number of problematical points, some of which seem relevant 

d should be noted, I will mention and discuss them in the order in which 

ey appear in the book. 

XIX: According to v.B., before Dharmakirti wrote PV n. 1—7, “no 

eneral pramana-definitions had been given in any of the older epistemolog- 

cal treatises”. It is claimed that therefore PV EL 1—7 occupies a rather 

que place in Indian epistemology. 
It is not wholly correct to say that no general pramana-deimhions had 

n given before Dharmakirti. For example NS 1.1.3, which runs: 

pratyaksdnumdnopamdnasabddh pramdndni 

Perception, inference, comparison and word are (the) means of valid 

gnition” can be very well understood as embodying a general pramana- 

definition. For it seems plausible to interpret the statement of NS 1.1.3 in a 

ay according to which necessary and sufficient conditions of something’s 

ing a pramana should be given. The import of the sutra would accord- 

gly be that any x is a pramana if and only if x is either (an instance of) 

Tatyaksa or anumdna or upamdna or sabda. Therefore (at least as long as 

Jhfc term ‘definition’ is not used in a special sense) no reason exists for 

denying a statement of this sort the status of a definition and if so, the 

^ffinition deserves the attribute “general”, since it pertains to pramana in 

general and not to any subclass of pramanas. 
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Possibly v.B. aims at saying something else than what he actually says, 

namely that no pramana-definition before PV II. 1—7 had been presented 

which besides giving a definition also furnishes a justification for the fact 

that something is credited with the status of a pramana and therewith yields 
a criterion of adequacy of pramana-dtfinitions like the one of NS 1.1.3. If 
this is so, the clarification is not unimportant. The difference between giving 

a definition and giving a justifying principle entailing a criterion of adequacy 

of definitions concerns levels of different order. But as the precision would 
make clear that a difference of level of philosophical reflection is involved 

and that the contrast between what is to be found in the NS on the one 
hand and in Dharmakirti’s PV on the other is something more than a mere 

improvement, it would be imprudent to dismiss this point as negligible. 

pp. 7—10: (1) The alleged support for the hypothesis that NS 1.1.4 originally 
read indriyarthasannikarsotpannam jnanam pratyaksam by the alleged fact 

that Vaisesikasutra (VS) 3.1.18 atmendriyarthasannikarsad yan nispadyate 

tad anyat contains a definition of perception closely resembling the one 
corresponding to the proposed wording of the original form of NS 1.1.4 is 

fragile. The reason lies in the doubtfulness of the presupposition that VS 
3.1.18 represents a definition of perception. There are good reasons to 

believe that this sutra had nothing to do with an explication of the concept 

of perception, but was intended to state that perceptual knowledge, result 
ing from the contact of soul, sense-organs and object must, because of this 
fact, be something different from the soul, thus fulfilling a necessary 
requirement for the status of a logical indicator, namely that it be different 

from the thing which is indicated (cf. pp. 303—313 of my book: 7ch* und 
das Ich. Analytische Untersuchungen zur buddhistisch-brahmanischen 

Atmankontroverse, Stuttgart 1988). 

(2) v.B. takes the passage of NBh p. 28, 1—29, l1, which comments on the' 
term avyapadesya in NS 1.1.4, as conveying that the view that knowledge i 

and can only be, received through language is false and that perceptional 

knowledge is not expressible in any language, i.e., it is an immediate and 

purely non-verbal form of cognition of outer objects. Taken together with 

the remark on p. 58 that Dignaga’s dictum that perception should be free 

from any name-giving and should not be influenced by our linguistic 
consciousness reminds us of NS 1.1.4, where pratyaksa has been defined 
avyapadesya, this suggests the supposition that according to v.B. both the 
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thor of the NS and the writer of the NBh advocated the view that percep- 

on is not connected with linguistic conceptualization or that it even lacks 

£ny kind of conceptualization. 
It is, however, doubtful that these writers had such an opinion. In 

icular, it has to be questioned that the authors of the NS and of the 
NBh regarded perception as entirely devoid of conceptualization. 

With regard to Paksilasvamin, the author of the NBh, he interprets the 
term avyabhicari occurring in NS 1.1.4 as possessing the function to rule 

out cases of hallucination from the realm of perception. At least the for¬ 
mulation udakam iti jnanam (p. 198, 12 in the ed. of A. Thakur) — “the 

owledge ‘water’ ”, which is used to describe one example of hallucination 

suggests that the cases to be ruled out comprise instances where particulars 

are brought under concepts or where something is classified as such and 

$uch. It seems also obvious that the author of the NBh thinks that the 
Hallucinations which are spoken of in the passage of 198, 11—14 are not 
ruled out by the term avyapadesyam in NS 1.1.4, as interpreted by himself. 

But if hallucinations are excluded from the sphere of perception proper by 
e word avyabhicari as a subset within a larger realm of experiences 

involving conceptualization, some experiences involving conceptualizing and 

classifying must constitute cases of perception. Now, one could perhaps 
think that Paksilasvamin only expresses his view in a misleading manner by 

the above cited expression. However, in the following sentence the same 
author characterizes a “knowledge” (jhana) which is “erroneous” (vyabhicarin) 

as atasmims tad iti * “(a knowledge] ‘it is that* with respect to something 

yhich is not that” and “non-erroneous” (avyabhicarin) knowledge as 
hsmims tad iti ** “(a knowledge] ‘it is that’ with respect to something which 
g.that”. This sounds as if the term avyabhicarin characterizing perceptual , 
knowledge according to Paksilasvamin’s interpretation of NS 1.1.4 refers to 
cases where a particular is judged as being something (being F) and the 
particular in question actually is this (is F). If however one supposes that 
the author of the NBh used such formulations only because of the theorem 

toted earlier in this text (198, 5—8) that individual jhanas must be 
expressed by terms of the form X iti jhdnam — “the/a knowledge ‘X’ ”, thus 
Wrongly suggesting a judgmental nature, it is still difficult to understand, 

J*hy Paksilasvamin did not use an alternative way to characterize the 

entities which should be ruled out by the term avyabhicarin. For if the 
ithor of the NBh adhered to the view that the word avyapadesya already 

excludes all kinds of knowledge involving conceptualization he could hardly 

assign to the term avyabhicarin any other role than that of ruling out those 
Stances of non-conceptual knowledge which either actually produce or are 
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apt to produce erroneous judgments. Theoretically this would be a proble- ? 
matical position, since it threatens to blur the distinction between percep¬ 

tion insofar as it is a pramdna on the one hand and non-perception on the 3 

other.2 However, whatever the theoretical difficulties of such a view might ,1 
be, regarding the interpretation of Paksilasvamin’s remarks another point i$ f 

important: the hypothesis that the author of the NBh saw the function of 

the term avyabhicdrin in ruling out non-judgmental and non-conceptual 

experiences giving rise to wrong judgments makes it difficult to explain, why| 
he did not explicitly characterize the relevant experiences in such a way. 
One must ask, why Paksilasvamin did not characterize the hallucinatory 

experiences which should be ruled out from the domain of perception in 
the appropriate manner, namely as experiences which (can) cause the 
judgment/“knowledge”: ‘(there is) water’ — instead of describing them as the| 
knowledge: ‘(there is) water’. Moreover, Paksilasvamin’s explanations 
regarding the term vyavasayatmakam in NS 1.1.4 (198, 15—22, ed. Thakur)] 

equally suggest that experiences involving some kind of judgment or con¬ 
ceptualization are at stake. 

Therefore, the possibility of an alternative understanding of Paksilasvamin’^ 

remarks with respect to avyapadesya, in NS 1.1.4 — which have been often i 
taken as proclaiming the non-conceptual nature of perception3 — should be| 
taken seriously. 

There is one alternative, which, put into a nutshell, assumes that the 

comments on avyapadesya are aimed at excluding not verbal (conceptual) 
knowledge, but the verbalization (conceptualization) of knowledge from the 3 
realm of perception. In the passage of 197, 20—198, 10 (Thakur * 13, /I 
1—14, 5 Jha) Paksilasvamin argues as follows: There are name-words for all] 
things, by these names things are recognized and from the cognition of 

objects (communicative) practice (vyavahara) originates. From the contact 
of sense-organ and object the cognition of objects like ‘form/colour’ (rupa),^ 

‘taste’ arises, and the words ‘form’, ‘taste’ are names of objects. By this 

knowledge (Jndna) is expressed (yyapadisyate) [as e.g., if one says]: he 

knows ‘form/colour’, he knows ‘taste’. Being expressible by a name-word 

the undesired result follows that perceptual cognition is of a verbal nature 1 
and in order to avoid this consequence it has been said by the author of thej 
sutra ‘not expressible’ {avyapadesya). The knowledge of the object which is > 
there when the connection of word and object has not been employed is 

not expressed by a name-word, even if this connection is/has been grasped.^ 

But, when this object is (actually) grasped that knowledge of the object doesj 
not become different from what it was before. However, there is no other 

appellation {samakhydsabda) of this object-knowledge by which being 

cognized it could serve for (communicative) practice — and there is no 

^(communicative) practice by something not cognized. Therefore it is 
Expressed by the term (samjhdsabda) of the object to be cognized joined 

vrith the word itiy [as e.g.,]: “the knowledge ‘form/colour’” or “the knowl¬ 

edge ‘taste’”. Thus this appellation is not used at the time of the cognition 
of the object, but it is used at the time of (communicative) practice. There¬ 
fore the object-knowledge which arises from the contact of sense-organ and 

Object is non-verbal.5 
ili is true that Paksilasvamin explicitly declares the object-knowledge 

farising from the contact of sense-organ and object as non-verbal, thereby 
gobviously implying that perception is non-verbal. However, the context does 

not suggest that the author of the NBh aimed by this statement at the 
distinction between object-knowledge which involves and object-knowledge 

vhich does not involve conceptualization. Especially the immediately pre- 

jfeeding remarks seem to show that Paksilasvamin had another difference in 
[rind, namely the difference between having object-knowledge on the one 

ad and verbalizing or conceptualizing that object-knowledge on the other. 
||This suggests a distinction between (1) being in some (mental) psychologi- 

jal state and (2) recognizing one’s being in that state or having an aware- 
Iness that one is in a state of a kind one actually is in. Some reflection shows 
[that this, as a matter of fact, amounts to a substantial difference. It most 
[clearly emerges, if one considers states which are describable in a negative 
[manner, states where expediences of some kind do not occur. It is one thing 
[to be free from pain and another thing to realize that one is free from pain. 
[(Sometimes a toothache has stopped, but we become only later aware of the 
[feet that the toothache has gone in the meantime). However, even in "non- 

aegative” cases there is a real difference. When 1 have a prickling sensation 

i the left hand, I can describe my experience in different ways, some of 

l^hich might be erroneous, e.g., “(I have) a prickling sensation in my left 
[hand”, “(I have) some sensation in my hand”, “(I have) the same sensation 

fin my left hand, I felt yesterday at 8.30 p.m.”, “(I have) a sensation in my 

[left hand, I never felt before” etc. etc. Therefore Paksilasvamin would be 

[probably right, if he drew a distinction between being in a mental state and 

Ihaving a cognition of that state or knowing that one is (or is not) in a state 
feOf such and such a kind. Since awareness of being in a perceptual state can 

|?qually result from what is described in the NS as contact between sense- 
|6rgan and object, he had a proper reason to emphasize that awareness of 

fperceptions should be differentiated from perception proper. This does not 

Mnean that Paksilasvamin and other Naiyayikas were also right in acknowl¬ 

edging some kind of “inner perception”. The distinction between mental 
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states and the conceptualization or awareness of mental states on the one 

hand and the existence of inner perception on the other pertain to different 
issues. For even if one acknowledges the former difference it does not 

follow that in order to take the step from being in a mental state to con¬ 

ceptualizing that state one has to perceive that state with some kind of inner 
eye thus risking an infinite regress. Nevertheless, if Paksilasvamin with his 
remarks concerning avyapadesya aimed at the above described distinction, 
he could be credited with the perspicacity of having distinguished between 

two kinds of jnana which can result from the physical setting that generates 
perception, namely jnana in the sense of perceptual experience and jnana 
in the sense of knowledge resulting from perceptual experience originating 

from some particular setting in the physical world. 

The decisive point is that this distinction by itself does not entail that 

perceptual experience must be free from all verbalization or conceptualiza¬ 
tion. It is compatible with the view that on the one hand perception must or 
at least can involve that the objects perceived are subsumed under concepts 
or associated with words whereas on the other hand it is excluded that the 

state of knowledge expressed by any ascription, in particular by self-ascrip¬ 
tions of perceptual states — when somebody asserts that he has some kind 

of perception — belongs to the realm of perception (as defined in the NS). 
In other words: not conceptualization of perceived objects, but conceptu¬ 
alization of perceptions is possibly at stake in the discussion of NBh 197, 
20-198, 10. 

Nevertheless it has to be admitted that it would also be possible to 
understand Paksilasvamin’s remarks in such a way that they are meant to 

rule out associations of words and objects in perception. But even if it 
should be correct to interpret the NBh in this manner it does not yet follow 
that the author of the text intended to say that perception must be devoid 
of any conceptualization. In view of the subsequent remarks on the words 
avyabhicari and vyavasayatmakam it would be natural to ascribe to 
Paksilasvamin a view which entails a differentiation between linguistic and 

non-linguistic conceptualizations. After all, it seems that qualitatively in¬ 
distinguishable visual and other perceptual experiences are apt to generate 

different dispositions to linguistic and non-linguistic behaviour according to 

the circumstances. A person, on account of his having a visual experience 

might be disposed to (re)act, as if he saw a snake, while under different 

circumstances the same experience might (have) cause(d) a disposition to 
(re)act as if there were a rope. It is not implausible that Paksilasvamin envi 

saged to cover by his concept of perception the acquisition of dispositions 

to behaviour induced by sensual experience. This comprises dispositions to > 
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linguistic behaviour, although the disposition itself is not of linguistic nature. 
Lacking the concept of a disposition to behaviour Paksilasvamin was led to 
conceive this'phenomenon as something akin to conceptualization expressed 

linguistic utterances and to present the matter as if a rudimentary form of 
conceptualization were involved. This could account for the fact that the 

[exposition of the issue in the comments of the NBh on NS 1.1.4 sometimes 

appears cryptical at first glance. 
If this is so, it would be misleading to say that Paksilasvamin claimed that 

perception “is an immediate and purely non-verbal form of cognition of 

outer objects”. 

3) v.B. offers a hypothesis regarding the original form of NS 1.1.4 (cf. 

above), but does not discuss the question as to whether Paksilasvamin’s 
interpretation is correct with respect to the sutra in its present form. As 
regards NS 1.1.4 in the wording presupposed by the NBh, the above given 
interpretation of Paksilasvamin’s remarks might indeed also reflect the 
mentions of the person who created the sutra in its present form. However, 

[one should be aware of the fact that this is merely one possibility. Two 

points must be considered in this connection: 
(1) It is unclear whether the attributes avyapadesyam, avyabhicari and 

vyavasayatmakam are meant in a restrictive or in an attributive sense.4 

(2) It is not entirely certain whether NS 1.1.4 was always meant as 
furnishing a definition of perception or whether it initially should rather 

characterize a subclass of perceptions, namely veridical perception, percep¬ 
tion which is a pramana — in view of the preceding sutra that defines 

pramana. If a general definition was intended, it still remains open whether 
the definition was intended to entail that all instances of perception are 

veridical or not.7 
These points concern questions which transgress the issue of the exact 

meanings of the words avyapadesyam etc., albeit the latter has a bearing 

upon them. 

p. 20ff - 

(1) p. 22: According to v.B., Paksilasvamin states in his comment on NS 
1.1.34 (p. 526, 24 Thakur *» 46, 8 Jha) that the probans, the hem, is 

present in the subject, and the author of the NBh is credited with the view 
£ that the only logical connection between probans and probandum is the 
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fact that both are always seen together in the example (drstdnta). It should f 
be noted, however, that what Paksilasvamin explicitly says in the cited 
passage is that a hetu is the statement that the property which is remem- v; 
bered as occurring both in the subject of inference and in the example is a 
means of proof (sadhanatavacana)* 

(2) p. 24: v.B. interprets and translates drstdnta in the sense of tta i 

generally accepted fact”. Although the author admits that this interpretation] 
is not explicitly given in the NS he regards it as a very likely one, or, rather,! 
he thinks that such an interpretation reflects an idea the authors of the NS 
and the NBh envisaged or intended to convey — without expressing it in ani 
explicit manner. However, there cannot be any doubt that the concept of j 

drstdnta according to both the NS and the NBh is nothing like a fact. The \ 
wording of NS 1.1.35 sadhyasadharmyat taddharmabhdvl drstdnta udaha- i^j 

ranam as well as Paksilasvamin’s explanation of this sutra clearly show that] 

drstdnta is conceived as an entity which exemplifies both the proving A 

property and the property to be proven — or an entity which lacks both A 
properties in the case of a negative drstdnta. Therefore the extension of 4 
dntanta must comprise concrete particulars — things like mountains, pots o 
etc. — or at best genera or kinds — entities like “the sound” — but cannot q 
consist in facts, not even in the fact that some particular exemplifies both 
the probans and the probandum. Paksilasvamin’s remarks are perhaps | 
based on the view that a drstdnta serves to illustrate the fact that probans 
and probandum are invariably connected. However, this does not entail thal 

a drstdnta is itself a fact. Moreover, it is questionable whether even this 3 

would correspond to the view of the author of (the relevant portion of) the^ 

NS. For it is very well possible that for the writer of NS 1.1.32—39 a 

drstdnta illustrates that some entity exemplifies both the probans and the 

probandum — or that some entity lacks both properties. This position, by 

the way, is theoretically not so unsatisfactory as v,B. seems to think. 

(3) It should be noted that the five members of a “syllogism” as they ard 
defined in NS 1.1.33—39 constitute a “hybrid” collection, since it consists % 

both of entities which are events (speech acts) and entities which are 

properties or substances. It seems as if Paksilasvamin strived to eliminate 3 

this heterogeneity, since he interprets NS 1.1.34 in a somewhat artificial \ 
way so that hetu can be taken as referring to speech acts, but does not i 
entirely succeed because the wording of NS 1.1.36 makes it difficult to 
interpret uddharana in such a way that it refers to the act of illustrating ] 

something. I 
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*23 

I 
'56: v.B. illustrates the opposition between svalaksana and 
manyalaksana in Dignaga’s theory by a passage from Vasubandhu's 
bhidharmakosabhasya (AKBh). It is doubtful that the latter passage 

ustrates the relevant distinction, since it seems that the opposition be- 

een svalaksana and samanyalaksana in AKBh 349, 11—13 consists in 

e distinction between properties which are peculiar to one type of things 
Skjd properties which are exemplified by all types of things, but not in the 
Opposition between what pertains to (numerically) one particular vs. what 

rtains to more than one particular. 

,|s67: v.B. claims that Dignaga discovered that inseparable connection is 
fficient to make a deduction valid, since “it is true that smoke can 

eveal the presence of fire in general on the grounds that smoke is always 
mnected with fire”, but “the converse is not always true". The thesis that 
ignaga was the first to recognize the fact that connection by itself does not 
arantee validity but that, so to speak, the “direction” matters too, is in all 

robability historically not correct. Already in (some younger parts of ?) the 
§astitantra the awareness of this fact is clearly attested. 

p. 75: The terms sapaksa and vipaksa hardly refer to entities like classes or 

sets, as v.B. suggests, at least not in the sense of ‘class’ and ‘set’ as these 

:ords are used as technical terms nowadays. Such a conception is ruled out 

>y statements like the ones which say that the proving property must or 

ust not be/occur in the sapaksa or the vipaksa. These formulations would 

owever be compatible with a conception of sapaksa and vipaksa as realms 

r collections of particulars, namely of those particulars which instantiate or 
jflo not instantiate the property to be proven (sddhyadharma). — There is 
&o advantage of merging the concepts of collections and classes or sets as 
Suggested by v.B. in footnote 16 on p. 90. 

■m 

P« 96: vJB.’s translation and interpretation of PVSV p. 2, 5—6 sajatiya eva 
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sattvam iti siddhe 'pi vijatiyavyatireke sadhyabhave \sattvavacanavat by: 

statement of the second criterion that the reason ...] is present only in the 
[class of objects] similar [to the subject] is comparable to the statement [of 
the third criterion, i.e.] of the absence [of the reason] at the absence of the 
probandum ... although [this third criterion] is [already] established 
hardly correct. Accordingly, v.B. seems to misinterpret this textual passage 
because he assumes a too narrow scope for -vat. The context, in which the 
cited phrase occurs makes it clear that in the passage of PVSV 2, 4—6 

Dharmaklrti wants to say the following: Even if the presence of the logical 

reason (as well as of the property to be proven) in the property-bearer of 
the example is already conveyed by the words “pervaded by a part of the 
[subject]”, one could still suspect that a second reference to the property 
bearer of the example serves the purpose of a restriction, thereby clarifying 

and explicating the intended import of the first (indirect) reference to the 
property bearer of the example, in the same manner as, despite the fact tha 
the absence of the logical reason in dissimilar instances (i.e., instances wher 
the property to be proven does not occur) is already established by a 

statement to the effect that the logical reason occurs only in similar 

instances, its non-occurrence in instances where the property to be proven 
does not occur is also stated, with the effect that the implied import of the 
first statement is made explicit. This means that by the use of -vat the issu 
of a repeated reference to the property-bearer of the example and the 
repeated statement of a criterion of a valid reason by different means of 
expression are compared. Therefore, in the cited passage Dharmaklrti does 
not, as v.B. assumes, tell us that the second and third condition of trairupya 
are (logically) equivalent, but presupposes this.9 

p. 101: v.B. deals with Dharmaklrti’s theorem that the same types of effects 
cannot result from different kinds of causes, but does not mention the 
problematic character of this doctrine. In particular, he does not take note 
of the fact that in the textual passage v.B. cites as elsewhere Dharmaklrti 

argues in a way as if he commits a “fallacy of scope”, namely of deriving 

from the proposition “It is necessary that every effect has its cause” or 
“Every effect necessarily has some cause” the (disputable) proposition: 

“Every effect has its cause necessarily” (*■ “If some x is the effect of y, then; 

y is necessarily the cause of x”, or: “If some F is the effect of some G, the 
the/any F is necessarily the effect of some G”). 
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02: vB.’s translation and interpretation of PVSV 4, 2—3 tdddtmyam hy 
fiasya tanmdtranurodhiny eva nanyayatte is obscure and it is not clear 
y the author deviates from Steinkellner’s shorter and simpler translation 
ich he quotes in footnote 11. For, in contradistinction to Steinkellner’s 
dering, neither v.B.’s translation nor his explanations make it clear, how 

e statement made by this sentence relates to PV 1.2 c—d svabhave bhavo 
\bhdvamdtrdnurodhini. It obfuscates the fact that Dharmaklrti obviously 

ts to justify the attribute bhavamatranurodhini by pointing out that the 
tfnya-relationship requires that one entity depends for its existence on 

thing but the mere existence of another entity, in particular that the 

§ua$i-)relatum which is the “self” =* essence of the other entity (e.g., the 
ividual feature of being a tree) must not depend on any causal factor 

icept those which are responsible for the existence of the other relatum 
g^g., of the individual feature of being a palm, a tamarind, a simsapd etc/).10 

8108: PV I, 27 

tadbhdvahetubhavau hi drstdnte tadavedinah / 

khydpyete, vidusam vacyo hetur eva hi kevalah 11 

translated by v.B. thus: “For in the generally accepted fact (drstanta), the 
eason’s being] the essence of the [probandum] or [the reason’s] having the 
►robandum] as [its] cause, are communicated to him who does not know 

t [i.e,, the invariable concomitance]. To those who know [the invariable 

ncomitance], only the bare reason needs to be told”. 
It is in all probability better to translate the passage as follows: “For in 

example the (fact of) being this [very same thing in the form of being its 
bhava] [or] the (fact of) being its cause are told to the one who does not 

w [these facts and only to such persons] because to those who know 
] only the logical reason has to be stated.” 

[According to the latter interpretation there is no disanalogy regarding the 

atical analysis of the expressions tadbhava and hetubhdva as assumed 

V.B. (namely: having the [probandum] as cause vs. being the essence of 

e [probandum]). Moreover, it does not locate the reason for the dispensa- 

ty or indispensability of the citation of an example in the fact that some- 

y knows or does not know that invariable concomitance holds good. 
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Rather the latter interpretation implies that the dispensability of examples 

depends on whether or not some person knows that one of the two types of 

svabhdvapratibandha is exemplified in some particular case. This difference 
is theoretically important. The above proposed interpretation is also sup¬ 
ported by Dharmakirti’s remarks in his svavrtti on PV I.27.11 

p. 121: The following passage of Devendrabuddhi’s Pramanavarttikapahjika 
(PVP), which forms part of the comment on PV II 1. a—b, runs: mi bslu ba 
de yah don yohs su bead nas hjug pa na don gyi ran gi nus pa grub pas ji 
Itar hdod pahi don de Ita buhi no bohi mi siu ba ni yul gyi chos dan f dehi 
de Ita bur gyur pa rtogs pa na ses pahi mi bslu ba ni yul can gyi chos yin no 

U de gah la yod pa de ni bslu ba med pa can gyi ses paho II (p. 2a. 5—2b.l, 
Peking ed. No. 5717). 

This has been translated by v3. as follows: “And further, this trust¬ 
worthiness — when [on the part of the perceiver] there is activity [directed 

towards a thing] after the thing has been fully ascertained [by him through 

means of valid cognition] — being the trustworthiness of [this thing] whose 

form conforms to [the thing’s] desired purpose [i.e., desired and expected by 
the perceiver] though the establishing [i.e., ascertainment] of the thing’s own 
power [to serve the desired purpose], is a property of the object (yul, 
visaya) [of cognition]. And when there is the cognition that has become [of] 
such [a form, i.e., of the form] of the [thing], then the trustworthiness of this 

knowledge is a property of [the valid cognition] related to the object (yul 
can, visayin). This [knowledge] in which the [trustworthiness of the object 

and the trustworthiness of the cognition] is present, is “knowledge possess¬ 

ing trustworthiness”.” 
Although this translation does not plainly contradict grammatical rules it 

contains some problematical features. In particular, the interpretations of 

the phrases ji Itar hdod pahi don de Ita buhi ho bohi mi slu ba ni as “the 

trustworthiness of [this thing] whose form conforms to [the thing’s] desired 
purpose” and of dehi de Ita bur gyur pa rtogs pa na as “when there is the 

cognition that has become [of] such [a form, i.e., of the form] of the [thing]” 

are questionable. 
Perhaps it is better to understand the genitive of ho bohi in an explica¬ 

tive sense and to take dehi de Ita bur gyur pa as the object of rtogs instead' 
of hypostatizing an interpretation implying that the phrase is equivalent to 

dehi de Ita bur gyur pahi (rtogs pa). Thus the above cited passage could be' 

translated as follows: 
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And what regards that trustworthiness in its turn, the [property of] being 
Irustworthy, which consists in that the thing is (turns out to be) thus as one 

hes12 on •account of the fact that the things own (causal) potentiality has 

been cognized/brought to effect (sidh) if one acts after having properly 
ascertained the thing, is a property of the object (visaya)\ and the trust- 

orthiness of the cognition [which exists] if one has recognized the [thing ]$ 
being thus is a property of the object-possessor (visayin = cognition). That 
[entity] where that [property] exists is the cognition which possesses trust¬ 
worthiness.” 

Devendrabuddhi’s formulation leaves it open whether the property of 
being trustworthy with respect to cognitions is based on the fact that one 

as cognized that some object possesses trustworthiness in the sense 

gxplicated in the preceding sentence or whether the author wants to say that 
dnstworthiness of cognitions occurs if somebody has cognized properties of 

thing which actually fulfill the criterion of objective trustworthiness laid 

'down by the preceding explanation, i.e., if somebody has such a cognition of 

'thing that what he thereby holds true of the thing leads him to success in 
his activities — which would be a more plausible position than the former 
pne. However this may be, if our linguistic analysis of the cited passage is 

Correct, quite a number of obscurities disappear which evolve from v.B.’s 
translation and interpretation. 

pp. 141—147: v.B. interprets PV II 3bd—4ac as if these verses exclusively 
refer to knowledge gained by statements of an expert and trustworthy 
nthority and not to conceptual knowledge in general. One wonders, 

toy the remarks of these verses could not aim at all kinds of inferential 

knowledge, and vJB. apparently gives no argument justifying his restrictive 
readings. 

p. 147—150: Devendrabuddhi’s comments on PV II 4d—5b seem to have 
Ibeen incorrectly understood by v.B. so that also the import of the corre¬ 
sponding Pramanavarttika-verses gets distorted. 

(1) PVP, p. 5b. 5—6 rah rig pa las chad ma zes bya bahi ses pa dehi ses 
yod pa hid grub pa yin gyis (correct: gyi?) / chad ma hid ni ma yin no, 

which Devendrabuddhi explains PV II 4d svarupasya svato gatih, is 
•(translated as follows: 
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“Even though by the self-awareness [of the mind’s cognition] the cogni 

tive nature (ses pa yod pa hid) of this cognition which is called “means of 

valid cognition” is established, [still the cognition by the conceptualizing" 
mind] is not a means of valid cognition” (p. 148). 

One wonders, why in the present context the commentator should 

emphasize a contrast between the fact that the cognitive nature is established 
by self-awareness and the fact that cognition by the conceptualizing mind is 
not a means of valid cognition. Besides, the circumstance that there should 

be a change of the grammatical subject which has been left inexplicit as it is 
presupposed by v. B2s interpretation appears strange. Moreover, the 
translation does not make understandable the fact that in the immediately 

following sentence Devendrabuddhi formulates an objection by a hypotheti 

cal opponent pointing out that (the property of) validity (pramanatva) being 
not different from the being/the existence of cognition (jhdnabhava?) 

should be grasped together with the latter.13 However, all these difficulties 
can be easily avoided as soon as one interprets the phrase chad ma hid ni 

ma yin no as elliptical for chad ma hid ni grub pa ma yin no. This kind of 
ellipsis in connection with yin pa is very common in (Classical) Tibetan.14 
Accordingly, one should translate the sentence as follows: 

“On account of self-awareness the being (of) a cognition of/regarding 
a/the cognition (called): ‘pramana’ is established, but not [its] nature of 
[being a] pramana ” 

It cannot be entirely ruled out that the expression ses pa yod pa hid 

renders a word of the Sanskrit orginal intended to mean ‘cognitive nature’ 
It is however important to notice the fact that an alternative interpretation 
is possible: The expression translated by ses pa yod pa hid has the linguist! 

meaning of “the existence of a/the cognition” and Devendrabuddhi wants t 
say something like this: Whenever somebody possesses a cognition, which 
actually is a pramana, self-awareness allows him to know of the mere 
existence of that cognition, but does not enable him to ascertain that the 
respective cognition is in fact a pramana. But it is possible that even the 
following still further-reaching theorem is implied: Whenever somebody has’ 
a thought with the content: ‘pramana’, i.e., if somebody conceives some 

cognition he presently has as valid, self-awareness allows him to know of 

the existence of a cognition with such a content, but it is insufficient for th£ 

knowledge that the present cognition actually is valid. It is therefore 

possible to take the Tibetan wording strictly literal in order to gather a 
plausible thought from the passage. 

If this is meant by Devendrabuddhi and if this even corresponds to 
Dharmakirti’s intentions in connection with PV II 4d—5a, it would be an ** 
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resting thought. First of all, it should be noted that if we replaced the 

ion of validity (pramanatva) by the notion of truth that idea would come 

to a theorem which, stated in modem terminology, would say that by 
awareness one recognizes that one believes something, but that practice 

eals whether or not what one believes is true. It is however important to 
;aware of the fact that this latter thought could be linked up with the 

rem that truth is success in practice (that being true is leading to 
ful practice), but that this is not necessarily so. It could also be 

mbined with the idea that truth itself is something else, but that success of 
etice (and only success in practice) reveals that a particular belief is true, 

ogously, what is said in PV II 4d—5a and in the cited passage of 
endrabuddhi’s commentary, would be compatible not only with the 

tion that validity (pramanya) is success in practice but also with the 
t that successful practice is a criterion which allows one to decide 

lether validity is instantiated in a particular case. This distinction is 
levant for the assessment of the thought stated in PV II 5b. Furthermore, 

noteworthy that the idea that self-awareness reveals the existence of 

itions/thoughts/beliefs and practice their validity would entail that 
ce is at best sometimes, but not always the standard of validity, if it 
assumed that the instantiations of self-awareness concerned are also 

id (cognitions). (This would also hold good if one assumed that self- 
eness reveals something like “the proper form of cognitions” etc.). If on 

other hand the pertinent cases of self-awareness are refused the status 
jysdidity, this would be remarkable for several reasons: First it would raise 

question as to the justification of such a restriction. Second it would rule 
t a possibility of validity which could be ascertained without (further) 

ria. Its analogue in the realm of truth would be the denial of seif- 
ent propositions. Thirdly, even if Devendrabuddhi’s remarks and the 

e of PV II 4d svarupasya svato gatih primarily refer to non-conceptual 
tion, there is no doubt that the topic brought up at this place is 
cted with the issue of the conditions of self-ascriptions of beliefs. But 

problem of self-ascriptions is linked up with Dharmakirti’s position 
ding the validity — in the sense of pramanya — of those conceptual 

tions which arise on the basis of and subsequent to perceptual cogni- 
In this way, the entire problem highlights the whole significance of the 

rconnection in Dharmakirti’s theory between validity (pramanya) and 

postulate that something not already grasped before should be grasped, 

underlines the fundamental difference between pramanya and truth, 
ithstanding the existence of certain analogies between both notions, it 

hilosophically utterly reckless to translate pramanya by ‘truth’ or to 
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characterize the issues of the initial section of PV II as a “theory of truth 

The most one could say is that the questions discussed in PV II w 1—6 

might be of relevance for a theory of truth. That validity as pramanya can 

never be equated with truth follows also from the fact that according to 

Dharmaklrti anything which is a valid cognition, a pramana, must be either! 
an instance of perception or an instance of inference. This implies that tru 
cannot be sufficient for validity; not any “cognition” the content of which 
happens to be true is a pramana. This status can only be granted to those 
“true” cognitions which also have the genesis required for this status. There 
is at best an indirect connection between “validity” and “truth” in the sense 
that validity involves origination in a way ensuring the truth of what is 
originated. But even then, the connection would only pertain to a special 
notion of truth since our concept of truth is not restricted to cognitions or 
other mental entities. It refers equally — and perhaps even primarily — to 
objects connected with speech, either to what is said by an utterance, or 

(depending on the respective theoretical assumptions) to sentence-tokens 
sentence-types, speech acts or even abstract entities like propositions, pairs 
of sentences and circumstances of utterance etc. etc.15 

(2) Introducing PV II 5b sastram mohanivartanam Devendrabuddhi sa 
the following: gal te tha shad kyis chad ma hid rtogs pa yin pa dehi che 

bstan bcos don med pa can yin pahi phyir bream par bya ba ma yin par 

hgyur ro H don med pa can ma yin te gah gi phyir. ... (PVP, p. 6a, 2—3) 
This is translated by v.B. in the following way: 

If the validity [of the cognition by the mind] is known [only] through activity [based on this 
cognition and directed towards the cognized particular], then, since a [meaningful scientific] 
treatise [made of sentences mediating such cognition] is useless [as its validity can only be 
established after the indicated particular has really been experienced], (such a treatise] shoul 
not be composed [at all]. [However, Dharmaklrti says that a scientific treatise] is not useless, 
because.... (p. 149) 

v.B. gathers from these remarks that according to Devendrabuddhi it would 

be natural to object that the statements made in a treatise on pramana 

theory serve no purpose, “since their validity as pramana is proved only 
afterwards, not immediately”. This is the reason, why he adds twice ‘only* in 
square brackets within the above cited translation. The difficulty is not 
merely that additions are made at all but also the thought conveyed accord 
ing to v.B.’s interpretation does not appear very convincing: Why should a 
treatise on pramana be useless on account of the fact that whether or not a 
“cognition” is valid cannot be proven “immediately”, but only afterwards”? 

v.B. gives not further explanation which shows, why one should find this 

thought plausible. But one should not take too much trouble looking for an 
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wer, Devendrabuddhi’s remark probably has an altogether different 

port: His point is not that treatises on pramana could seem useless 
ause validity cannot be proven immediately, but that the fact that 

dity of cognitions can be established by other means, namely by (suc¬ 

cessful) practice, threatens to deprive the establishment of a theory of 
ramana any point. Not uselessness in the sense of inapplicability or 

practicability is at stake, but uselessness in the sense of superfluousness, 
ccordingly, one should translate the above cited passage as follows: “If 

somebody objects:] since, as soon as validity is recognized as such by 
{successful] practice a treatise [on pramana) is without any purpose, it turns 
out that [such a treatise is something which] should not be undertaken, then 
|we answer:] it is not without any purpose, because. .. ” (The expression gal 

te has been taken as indicating an objection, its scope being the whole 
Sentence till hgyur ro. The main import could however be also preserved, if 

one took gal te as correlative with dehi che, as v.B. does). 

f It is not improbable that Devendrabuddhi’s remarks at this place give a 
Ibrrect explication of Dharmaklrti’s intention. Accordingly, the understand¬ 
ing of PV II 5b is also affected. v.B. thinks that both Devendrabuddhi and 

harmakirti attribute to treatises on pramana-theory a mediate purpose: 
ing of verbal nature, such treatises do not reveal the (really existing) 

objects themselves, but only describe “the useful effects the object is ex¬ 
pected to produce”. But since a treatise on pramana, as a matter of fact, 
does not give us much concrete information about the causal potentiality 
and the behaviour of different types of objects, the purpose attributed to 
these works by Dharmaklrti according to v.B. appears little convincing. 

|However, Dharmaklrti’s remark of PV II 5b probably aims at something 

^dse: Whether some particular actually instantiates the concept of validity is 

established by practice, but the theory of pramana tells us, among other 

mihgs, what the concept of validity is. Seen in this way, the author of the 

PV would not merely offer us a flimsy excuse of a philosopher for the 
[pursuit of his business. Dharmaklrti is surely right in maintaining that the 

task of giving (correct) explications of concepts is not made superfluous by 

the fact that whether the concepts are instantiated in particular cases is 

(|ifccognized by something else. An explication of the concept of pramanya 

can be credited its proper purpose, since a) the fact that whether something 
actually is a pramana has to be established by practice does not make the 

correctness of some particular explication trivially obvious and b) the 
^doctrine that instantiations of validity are recognized as such by practice is 

a theorem of pramana-theory and cannot be taken as granted inde¬ 
pendently of any theoretical considerations. For these reasons, there prob- 
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ably is much more in Dharmaklrti’s position than what v.B.’s remarks on j 

PV II 5b allow us to gather. In order to be fair, however, one has to add • 

that the same holds good of Dharmakirti’s own remark sastram mohanivartq 
nam = “A treatise (on pramana) [serves to] dispel error”, which is very 
inexplicit and leaves, by itself, (too) much room for interpretation. 

p. 162: In the phrase PVP p. 7b.7 gan gi che skye ba yin pa dehi che yul 

dan dus dan ran bzin gyi nes par mi run bahi phyir de ni glo bur bar rigs pa 

ma yin no zes don gyis v.B. hypostatises a narrow scope for the negation in 
ma yin no, translating: “When [this higher knowledge of the Buddha] comes 
into being, then — since it is not correct that [this higher knowledge] is 
limited ... to [some particular] place, time and nature ... [but developed 
over many lives] — this [knowledge] is not suitable for being [regarded as 
merely] incidental .. .”. This assumption probably distorts the structure of 
thoughts expressed in the passage of PVP 7b. 6—7, which, if one assumed a 
wide scope for the negation embracing the whole sentence cited above, 

could be reconstructed as follows: The higher knowledge of the/a Buddha 

arises piecemeal and is not from the start determined with respect to its 
nature. In order [to show] that it is not correct to regard this knowledge as 
merely incidental (akasmika) on account of the fact that it is not deter¬ 

mined with respect to place, time and nature at the time it begins to arise, 

[Dharmaklrti] shows its cause [in PV II 7 cd, thereby implying that it is 
caused]. 

Though some of the above mentioned divergences are rooted in apparently 
minor details they are all of importance for the interpretation of larger 
textual units discussed in vJB.’s book. A number of them might even possess 
relevance for the understanding and evaluation of the logical and epis¬ 

temological doctrines involved and for the picture of the historical develop¬ 
ment preceding Dharmaklrti. Therefore the lucidity and carefulness of v.B/s 

investigation should not deter the reader from evaluating the results care¬ 

fully. But in view of the difficulties and intricacies of the texts and problems 

involved this is only natural and does not decrease the great value of the ; 
book. * 

Since v.B. attaches no little importance to Devendrabuddhi’s commentary 

for the interpretation of Dharmaklrti’s work and frequently quotes from the j 
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pVP, it might have been worthwhile to add a critical edition — and perhaps 
even a translation — of the whole section pertaining to PV II 1—7. 

NOTES 

1 According to the edition of P. Sastri/H. Sukla 1983 - p. 13, 1—6 in the edition of G. Jha 

1939 — pp. 197, 20—198,2 in the edition of A. Thakur 1967. 
t Since one and. the same visual experience could actually give rise to different judgments 
based on this experience, some of them being true and some false, the status of being a 
veridical perception would become relativized. On the other hand, tendency of producing 
correct or incorrect judgments is rather a matter of degree than something'on which a strict 
dichotomy could be based. Moreover, there should be hardly any experience which is not 
able to form as a basis of wrong judgments. — Even if there is no defect in one’s sense 
faculties the perception of the moon could cause the wrong judgment that an electrical light 
is in front of oneself and even a long series of non-defective perceptions of the moon could 
induce the false belief that there is a divine celestial eye in the sky etc. etc. 
3 Cf. in this connection also the footnotes on p. 20 and 22 in the translation of the NS and 

; the NBh of G. Jha (1939). 
*■* There is no need to question the position of the darxda behind the expression grhtte 'pi ca 
\ iabdarthasambandhe asyarthasyayam sabdo ndmadheyam iti. It is not clear, however, 

whether the locativus absolutus is meant to convey that the connection between word and 
object has been grasped - is established in the linguistic community or whether it should 

• .express that the perceiving person has formerly already grasped - learned the relevant 
• connection or whether it is intended to refer to the fact that the perceiving subject has 

• realized the connection between word and object in the situation without employing it for 

describing his own perceptual state. 
3 NBh 197, 20 (Thakur) ydvadartham vai ndmadheyasabdas tair arthasampratyayah, 
mhasampratyayac ca vyavaharah / tatredam indriyarthasannikarsdd utpannam arthajndnam 

rupam iti va, rasa (G. Jha: rasah) ity evam va bhavati, ruparasasabdas ca visayandmadheyam 
ttena vyapadisyate jndnam rupam iti janite, rasa iti jdnite / namadheyasabdena vyapadisyamd- 
nam sat sdbdam (G. Jha: sacchdbdam) prasajyate / ata aha avyapadesyam iti / yad idam 

anupayukte sabdarthasambandhe arthajndnam, na tat (G. Jha: tan) namadheyasabdena 
vyapadisyate, grhite 'pi ca sabdarthasambandhe asyarthasyayam (G. Jha: -e’sya-) sabdo 
namadheyam iti/yada tu so 'rtho grhyate, tada tatpurvasmad arthajndnat na (G. Jha: tat 
purvasmad arthajndndn na) visisyate, tat (G. Jha: tad) arthavijhdnam tadrg eva bhavati l tasya 
tv arthajhdnasydnyah samdkhyasabdo nasti (G. Jha: ndstiti), yena pratiyamanam vyavahdrdya 
kalpeta / na capratiyamanena vyavaharah / tasmdj jheyasyarthasya samjhdsabdenetikar- 

anayuktena nirdisyate rupam iti jndnam, rasa iti va jndnam iti / tad evam arthajnanakdle (G. 
Jha: anhabhdnakdle) sa na samdkhyasabdo vyapriyate, vyavahdrakale tu vyapriyate / tasmad 
tdabdam arthajndnam indriydrthasannikarsotpannam iti If 
4 The formulation of the sutra does not betray whether these expressions have the function 
to put further restrictions on the realm of objects singled out by the expression indriydrtha- 
sartnikarsotpannam jndnam or whether they are meant to give additional information about 
*he entities belonging to the realm in question. The possibility that the terms were not 
originally intended in a restrictive sense cannot be ruled out entirely. If e.g., the hypothesis 
toat the sutra formerly did not contain these words were correct, they could go back to 
^arks in an older commentary from which they crept into the sutra. These remarks might 

have been meant to give further details regarding that kind of knowledge which most 

Jtomediately results from the contact of sense-organ and objects. 
k is true that in the latter case the preceding sutra 1.1.3 should at best give a necessary 
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and not a necessary and sufficient condition of being a pramdna and thus lose the status oj 
a definition in the strict sense. However, there is no warrant that NS 1.1.3 was meant in 
such a sense from the very beginning and the possibility that formerly not all perceptions * 
were regarded as veridical cannot be ruled out. It is obvious that this difference between ai 
narrow and a broader conception of perception affects the indispensability of the words 
avyapadesyam, avyabhicari, vyavasayatmakam and the probability of their constituting the 
original core of the sutra. 

8 In view of the phrase sadhye pratisandhaya dharmam udaharane ca pratisandhaya tasya ' i 

sadhanatavacanam hetuh one should probably interpret the expression prajhdpanam within^ 
the preceding phrase in the sense of “that which makes known” or “that by which ... is 
made known”, thus being able to refer to a linguistic utterance, and not in the sense of “thafl 
which shows - proves” as taken by v.B. 

9 Besides the circumstance that v.B.’s interpretation does not fit the context, his presup¬ 
posed syntactical analysis of the above cited phrase is improbable for the following reasons^ 
1. the use of -vat -» “(be) like” would be quite improper, if it should carry the burden of 
conveying the concept of logical equivalence, 2. the use of the concessive clause expressed 1 
by siddhe 'pi vijatiyavyatireke would be less smooth than in the alternative interpretation, 
since one would have to regard it as depending on a constituent within the compound 

■sattvavacanavat, requiring an analysis like “like the statement of . .. (which is made) 
although ...”, 3. the use of vacana would be less appropriate if the sentence should express^ 
the equivalence between the second and third condition, since the word suggests that a 
comparison is made with some act of stating whereas in reality the comparison would 
pertain to stated propositions, 4. the relevant thought could have been expressed differently^ 
and not less economically but much less ambiguously (e.g., sajatiya eva sattvam iti sadhya- 
bhdve ’sattvam itivat siddhe 'pi vijatiyavyatireke yad uktam), 

10 viJ.’s translation of the cited phrase of PVSV 4, 2—3 runs: “For the fact that an object ' 

possesses the essence of the [other object belonging to the same class) is [possible) only in 
[an object) conforming to being solely [i.e., in the fullest measure] the [class of similar 
objects), not in [an object that is) dependent upon another [object or class of objects for its 
being]”. It remains unclear, on what grounds the author assumes that tddatmya consists in ^ 

that different objects belonging to one and the same class possess one and the same essence, 
Neither the individual features of somethings being a simsapd and of being a tree nor the ^ 
corresponding universal belong to the same class. Rather they are considered by 
Dharmakirti either as being essentially identical since they constitute merely different 
aspsects of numerically one particular or (in the case of universal) as being essentially not' 
different because they are not constituents of ultimate reality and cannot represent different! 
entities on that level. 3 

11 PVSV 17, 20 drstante hi sadhyadharmasya tadbhdvas tanmatranubandhena tatsvabhava- j 
taya khyapyate corroborates the interpretation of tadbhava as a nominal transform of a * 
“deep-structure”-sentence, where sadhyadharma, not hetu is the subject, namely “(that) 
the property to be proven is the essence of the probans” and not “(that) the probans/the 
reason is the essence of the property to be proven/the probandum'\ — The interpretation, 

according to which sadhyadharmasya tadbhdvas were equivalent to sadhyadharmasya 
tatsvabhdvabhavas and the component tatsvabhava were taken as a bahuvrihi so that the 
expression would be equivalent to “that the property to be proven has the essence of that 
the probans” would require the assumption that the author of the PVSV expressed his 
thoughts in a “pragmatically” inadequate manner, since he, as it seems without necessity, 
chose an expression which in its most natural reading suggests something else than what it 
was meant to say. 

The analysis of tad- in tadavedinah as referring to tadbhavahetubhavau and not as a 

jstitute for “invariable concomitance” is supported by PVSV 18, 9 vesdm punah prasi- 
eva tadbhavahetubhavau tesdm / vidusam vacyo hetur eva hi kevalah which betrays 

t the object of the relevant knowledge is tadbhavahetubhavau, which in its turn suggests 
fthe relevant knowledge which the “non-knowers” lack is the fact that one of the two 

% of svabhavapratibandha is instantiated. 
more literally: .. the being trustworthy/not deceptive (which is the property of] the 

having such a nature as it is wished . ..” 
PVP 5b.6 gal te ses pa yod pa did la tha dad pa med pahi phyir chad ma did kyad gzud 

f nidyin no ze na / 
|(jt is moreover indicated by the particle ni, which has here the same function as contras- 

p, j stress in English. 
j^The concept of truth resulting from an implicative connection between prdmdnya and 
uth would be very special, if not unusual, also because of the fact that 'in Dharmakirti s 
N one of the pramanas, namely perception, is declared to be non-conceptional. Thus an 

plicative junction of prdmdnya with truth possesses the consequence that truth has to be 

onceived as also applying to cognition of allegedly non-conceptual and non-judgmental 

ure. 
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misprints to be corrected: p. 1, 1.10: read -pratyekabuddhas; p. 11, 1.10: 

read -svakarthah; p. 15, 1.13: read -dharmaksantyp. 23, n. a: read all 
other MSS.; p. 41, verse 26c: read kalpanavatam, p. 67, verse 5 Id: read 
arthu. 

In verse 30c Cuppers reads na klesa dhyayi na ca asti manyana because 
ol the parallels in 29c and 31c: na kayasdksisya ca asti manyana; na 

satyadarsisya ca kdci manyana. However, a gen. dhyayi is not attested 

anywhere else. Both 29c and 31c have only one negation. It seems prefer¬ 
able to read dhyayina gen. pi. 

In verse 55a the Gilgit text has: thd nacarante sugatana siksam. Cuppers < 
proposes to correct thd to tarn which is found in the Nepalese manuscripts, j 
However, it is difficult to make tarn refer to siksam. I 

Appendix A comprises an edition and translation of the Tibetan version 
of Manjusrikirti’s commentary Kirtimala. On p. 114 the Tibetan text has: /io] 
tsha ses pa dan Idan pa ies bya ba ni bdag dan gzan gyi dbah du byas nas tj 

sdig pa’i las mi byed pa’o. Cuppers’ translation of bdag dan gzan gyi dbah 
du byas nas is rather far-fetched: “both by a mechanism of self-control 
(attadhipateyya) (his own conscience) and by the pressure of others (lokad-1 
hipateyya)." Dbah-du byas probably translates adhiknya “with reference to”,] 
cf. Akira Hirakawa (ed.), Index to the Abhidharmakosabhdsya, Part three 
(Tokyo, 1978), p. 186. 

I have noted a number of misprints: P. XI: read Lamotte, E. La con¬ 
centration de la marche heroique; L’enseignement de Vimalakirti; p. XIV: 
read Matsunami; p. 42, verse 26a: read med de; p. 46, verse 29d: read 
spans; p. 48, verse 32d: read bshal p. 94, note 5: read samsknas. 

The remarks made above concern only minor matters. One cannot but 
admire the care with which Cuppers has studied the Sanskrit, Tibetan and | 
Chinese texts. His work is examplary and it is to be hoped that the other 
chapters of the Samadhirajasutra will be edited and translated in the same 
way. 

Australian National University J. W. DE JONG 

Raghunath Pandeya (ed. and tr.), The Madhyamakasastram of Nagdrjuna 

with the commentaries Akutobhaya by Nagarjuna, Madhyamakavrtti by yj 

Buddhapalita, Prajnapradipavrtti by Bhavaviveka, Prasannapadavrtti by 

Candrakirti critically reconstructed. Two volumes. Delhi, Motilal Banarsida 

1988—1989, XXX, 272 pp. and reproduction of the Peking edition of the 

fibetan translations of the Akutobhaya, Madhyamakavrtti and Prajnapradl¬ 

pavrtti; XII, 297 pp. Rs 325 and 300. ISBN 81-208-05554-2 and 81-208- 
0555-0. Set ISBN 81-208-05553-4. 
JL . 

'According to the preface this work is an attempt to reconstruct the lost 
(Original Sanskrit from the extant classical Tibetan versions. Pandeya seems 

to believe that it is possible to reconstruct from the Tibetan translation the 
original Sanskrit text. It is easy to see that Pandeya has not been able to 

reconstruct the original text if one compares his reconstruction of a passage 

Jof Bhavaviveka’s commentary with the original text as quoted by Candrakirti 
|(ed. L. de La Vallee Poussin, pp. 7.6—8.1). The passage is as follows: 
lyipsdrthatvdt pratyupasargasya, eteh praptyarthatvat; samutpadasabdasya ca 
pambhavarthatvat, tarns tan pratyayan pratitya samutpddah prapya sambhava I ity eke. prati prati vinasinam utpadah pratityasamutpada ity anye. In the 

Peking edition the Tibetan translation of Bhavaviveka’s commentary renders 
this passage as follows: kha-cig na-re rten-cin zes bya-ba’i tshig-gi phrad ni 
llos-pa’i don yin-pa’i phyir dan / ’brel-par zes bya-ba ni phrad-pa’i don yin- 

jpa'i phyir dan / ’byun-ba zes bya-ba’i sgra ni skye-ba’i don yin-pa’i phyir 

nen-cih ’brel-par ’byuh-ste / de-dah-de la rten-cin phrad-nas ’byuh-ba’o ze’o 
fgzan-dag na-re so-so ’jigs-pa dah-ldan-pa rnams-kyi ’byuh-ba ni rten-cin 

pyuh-ba’o ze’o //. According to this translation the Sanskrit text omitted the 
Iwords pratyayan and samutpddah. Pandeya’s reconstructed text has: 
\vipsdrthakatvdt sam iti praptyarthakatvat, utpada iti sabdah prddurbhavdr- 
\thakatvdt / pratityasa mutpddam tadetad atra pratitya prapya samutpadam iti / 
tanyaih prati-prati vinasiyuktanam utpadah pratityasamutpadam ity uktam (p. 

f6.8—9). Although Pandeya edited Candraklrti’s commentary he seems not 
ghave noticed that in it Bhavaviveka’s commentary was quoted although this 
ps made abundantly clear in the notes of La Vallee Poussin’s edition. 

Pandeya’s reconstructions are written in very strange Sanskrit. For 
^instance, the first verse of the Akutobhaya is: gah-gis skye dan ’jig-pa dag/ 
l£di-yi tshul-gyis rab-spahs-pa II rten-cin ’byuh-ba gsuhs-pa yi I thub-dbah 
gde-la phyag-’tshal-lo /L Walleser translates this verse as follows: “Der 
fEntstehen und Vergehen aus diese Weise aufgegeben und den pratitya- 
Jsamutpada (das abhangige Entstehen) verkundet hat, ihn, den Herrscher der 

IpVeisen (munlndra), verehre ich!” Pandeya renders this verse in the 

^following way: yenotpadabhangapratityasamutpadadesitah l vrttenanena 
^prahanam munindraya tasmai namahl 

p Even the most simple constructions are completely misinterpreted. Let us 
Ipention one example: bdag-tu Ita-ba de dan I de rnam-par bzlog-pa’i phyir 
W: 

Indo-Iranian Journal 36: 1993. 
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is rendered as atmadrstis tadvinivrttaye instead of tattadatmadrstivinivrttaye, 
cf. Wallesen “urn ... sie von alien moglichen Ansichten eines Selbstes zu *3 

befreien” (p. 1). 
The edition of the Prasannapada is probably based on that of La Vallee 

Poussin without taking into consideration corrections published in recent 

studies. However, Pandeya has not been able to copy correctly La Vallee >1 
Poussin’s edition, and even omits whole passages. For instance, one finds ini] 
Pandeya’s edition on p. 8.14 the following passage: kim kdranam yohi 
praptyartham kim tarhi pratim praptyartham samuditam ca pratityasabdam 
prdptdv eva varnayati. Pandeya omits an entire passage between praptyar- 
tham and kim tarhi: pratityasabdam vyacaste nasau pratim vipsdrtham vya- 

caste / napy etim praptyartham, cf. La Vallee Poussin’s edition, p. 8.2—3. 
The only usefulness of Pandeya’s work is probably in making it clear that| 

this is not the way to proceed. It is to be hoped that Indian scholars will 

give up the notion that it is possible to reconstruct from Tibetan trans- I? 
lations the original Sanskrit text. This is impossible even for scholars who jjj 
have a much better knowledge of Sanskrit and Tibetan than Pandeya. It is ^ 
at most possible to suggest a Sanskrit original technical term when trans¬ 
lating a Tibetan text. Tibetan texts can be translated into Sanskrit as well as| 
into other languages as long as one does not pretend to reconstruct the lost | 

original text. 

Australian National University J. W. DE JONGl 

Florin Giripescu Sutton, Existence and Enlightenment in the Lahkavatarasu 

A Study in the Ontology and Epistemology of the Yogacara School of 

Mahaydna Buddhism. Albany, State University of New York Press, 1991. 

xix, 371 pp. Paper $19.95 ISBN 0-7914-0172-3-ISBN 0-7914-0173-1 

(pbk.) 

According to the author his work is “an attempt mainly to clarify and 

systematize the Lankavatara world of ideas, which, after half a century of $ 
virtual neglect following Suzuki’s brilliant studies, now require revaluation^ 
in the light of modem scholarship” (p. 35). Sutton remarks: “I selected onlyj 

those essential concepts which define the distinct contribution of the 
Lankavatara-sutra to the development of Yogacara thought — concepts 

which Suzuki has either insufficiently treated (such as Tathagatagarbha), or 
insufficiently understood (such as Citta-matra, or Vijnapti-matra, which he; 

listakenly interprets as expressing the rejection of the external, objective 

|jyorld as an illusion produced by the mind: lokam vijhaptimatramy (p. 20). 
f In his preface the author writes that, in order to reach the core of 
fogacara thought, he has made use of the following methodological 

Approaches, either individually, or in various combinations, as the topic 

Required: the text-critical (philological), the Buddhist-hermeneutical 
f(philosophical), the historical, the psychological, and the sociological 
piethods (cf. p. xviii). One would hesitate to write a review of such a wide- 

aging work if the author had not pointed out the primarily linguistic 
prientation of his investigation into Yogacara thought (p. 24). According to 

[him the role of the religious scholar is (or should be) strictly limited to 
the interpretation of the text in the light of his linguistic, historical and 

■philosophical expertise (cf. p. 25). 

|i.The author translates many extracts from the Larikavatarasutra so that it 
s'easy to form an opinion about his linguistic expertise. Let me just quote a 
Sew examples of his translations. P. 10: “Words are tied to discrimination 

[jbr imagination, vikalpa] and are the vehicle of transmigration. Moreover, 

lahamati, meaning is attained from the accumulation of much learning'’ 
foitam vikalpasambaddham samsdrdvahakam / art has ca mahamate 
ahusrutandm sakdsal labhyate). P. 44 “subject [grasping, grdhya] and 

j?bject [grasped, graha\\ The text has grahaka and not grahal P. 157: 
lahamati, the Tathagata is neither permanent nor impermanent. Why? 

For this reason, namely because of the wrong attachment to either” (na 
ahdmate tathagato nityo nanityah / tat kasya hetor yad utobhayadosapra- 

jfdhgdt). P. 55: “Clear primary substance (or fundamental form, prakrtif 

fjjlprakrtiprabhdsvara). P. 158: “The holding of the immature onto [the duality 

|of] permanence and impermanence, Mahamati, comes from the abiding in 

he mode of cognition based upon disjunctive alternatives (vikalpabuddhi), 

Bind not from the abiding in the understanding based on the views derived 
from solitary [meditation, vivikta-buddhi]” (vikalpabuddhiksayat mahamate 

mityagraho nivaryate bdldnam na tu viviktadrstibuddhiksayat — Sutton 
Beads — ksayatl). It is obvious that Sutton does not know the meanings of 
gvahaka, bahusruta, grdhya, grahaka, prakrtiprabhdsvara and ksaya. 

j^In places in which the text in Nanjio’s edition is clearly wrong, Sutton’s 
translation becomes even worse. In Nanjio’s edition the text of verse 138 
gPp. 76—77) is as follows: akasam atha nirvanam nirodham dvayatn eva ca / 

old kalpenty aknakdn drya nastyastivarjitah // One must read nirodhadvayam. 

► Tib.: mya-han-’das dan nam-mkha’ dan / *gog-pa ghis-po hid kyah ni /. 

Sutton translates this verse as follows: “Space, and likewise Nirvana [i.e., the 
gradual extinction of pain], Nirodha [i.e., the sudden cessation], and even 
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the duality (i.e., of Parinirvana and Samsara, see above) — (these) the 
immature imagine as not being produced by causation, and not as being 
free from (both) being and non-being” (p. 161). It is interesting to compare 

Suzuki’s translation of this verse which is correct apart from his rendering 
of akrtaka: “Space, Nirvana, and the two forms of cessation — thus the 
ignorant discriminate the things which are not effect-producing but the wise 
stand above being and non-being” (p. 68). Sutton does not seem to have 

paid enough attention to Suzuki’s translation. It is full of imperfections but 

Suzuki had the advantage of being able to read the Chinese translation and 
to know that there are two nirodhas, the pratisamkhydnirodha and the 
apratisamkhyanirodha. 

The author is not only sadly lacking in knowledge of Sanskrit but he is . 

also unable to present correctly the opinions of other scholars. On p. 15 he 
states that Takasaki seems to have changed his opinion about the date of 
the compilation of the Lankavatara. According to Sutton Takasaki afffirmed 

on two different occasions that the Sutra was compiled after Vasubandhu. ; 
However, Takasaki wrote in 1966: “That is why the Lankavatara is regardedj 

by modern scholars as a work produced after Vasubandhu.” In 1982 he i 
remarked: “the Lankavatara is sometimes regarded as of a date later than d 
Vasubandhu.” Completely erroneous also is the information given on p. 2 4 

where Sutton writes that the first translators of the text taught the Tripitakaj 
the southern (Theravada / HInayana) canon, because they had the title of ■< 
Teacher of the Tripitaka. On p. 8 Sutton mentions a Sanskrit version of the 

Lankavatara-sutra issued by the Buddhist Texts Publishing Society and i 
refers to p. 9 of Nanjio’s edition where Nanjio mentions “a free rendition of, 
the Sutra” by Shoshi Mitsui. j 

Sutton writes that the Lankavatara has been virtually neglected in the { 
last fifty years. He seems to be completely unaware of the work done by *1 
Japanese scholars. In 1976 Kosai Yasui published a new translation and in i 
1980 Takasaki published a detailed exegesis of many sections of the text ini 
the well-known series Butten kdza under the title Rydgakyd. In his bibliog- ;?j 
raphy (pp. 22—27) he lists a great number of articles written by Japanese -i 

scholars. T 
The Lankavatara is a difficult text and Nanjio’s edition is far from 

satisfactory. In 1981 Takasaki published a revised edition of the Ksanika- r 
parivarta based upon seventeen manuscripts, the three Chinese translations 

and the Tibetan translation. It is to be hoped that Takasaki will publish a > 

revised edition of the entire text. In the meantime it is impossible to read 
the text without consulting at least the Tibetan translation which, in many ... 

places, makes it possible to arrive at better readings. 

One wonders how it is possible that no competent scholar seems to have 
d the manuscript of Sutton’s book which ought never to have been 

ublished. 

ustralian National University J. W. DE JONG 

adeusz Skorupski (ed.), Buddhist Heritage (Buddhica Britannica. Series 
fjontinua 1). Tring, U.K., The Institute of Buddhist Studies, 1989. XIII, 276 

p. £20 

i 

m 
■3 

ccording to the introduction the articles in this volume represent the 

apers, with a few exceptions, that were originally delivered at a symposium 

{entitled The Buddhist Heritage which was convened in November 1985 at 
e School of Oriental and African Studies. Some papers were probably 

lead only in part, as for instance, Dr. J. K. Locke’s long article on NeWar 
uddhism: The Unique Features of Newar Buddhism (pp. 71—116) which 

ves a detailed survey of contemporary Newar Buddhism and its history. 

s article, ought to have been divided into different sections with separate 
eadings as has been done by K. R. Norman in his article: The Pali Lan- 
age and Scriptures (pp. 29—53) which in a very lucid way deals with 

the following topics: The early councils; The bhanaka system; The early 

guage(s) of the Theravadins; The influence of Sanskrit; The writing down 
of the canon; The language of the Theravadin canon; The later history of 

e canon in Ceylon; The Theravadin tradition in Southeast Asia; The 

uence of the grammarians; The later councils; The ‘Pali’ language; The 
development of Western scholarship; Variations in the Theravadin tradition;* 

on-Theravadin traditions; Theravadin and Non-Theravadin traditions; Pali 
dies in Europe. 

’ It is difficult to single out articles, in this volume but one must certainly 
ention the following ones which will be read with profit by interested 

eaders: H. Bechert, Aspects of Theravada Buddhism in Sri Lanka and 

outheast Asia (pp. 19—27) which deals with the legitimization of political 

power by religious authority and the relation between the ‘great’ and ‘little’ 

traditions in Theravada Buddhism; E. Ziircher, The Impact of Buddhism on 

Chinese culture in an Historical Perspective (pp. 117—128) and D. Seyfort 
uegg. The Buddhist Notion of an ‘Immanent Absolute’ (tathagarbha) as a 

roblem in Hermeneutics (pp. 229—246). Seyfort Ruegg explains how the 

’Buddhists have developed hermeneutical techniques with regard to the 

Buddha-nature or tathagarbha teachings. The reader will find much interest- 
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ing information in the remaining articles of which we can only mention i 
titles: D. L. Snellgrove, Multiple Features of the Buddhist Heritage (p. 

7—17); A. H. Christie, Buddhism in Southeast Asia: An Anecdotal Sur 
(pp. 55—69); R. Whitfield, Buddhist Monuments in China and Some 

Finds (pp. 129—141); L. R. Lancaster, The Rock Cut Canon in China:.t 

Findings at Fang-shan (pp. 143-156) [See also Li Jung-hsi, ‘The Stonet 
Scriptures of Fangshan’, The Eastern Buddhist, N.S. vol. XII, 1 (1979), | 

104—113]; Hee-Sung Keel, Word and Wordlessness: The Spirit of Kore». 
Buddhism (pp. 179—191); T. Kubo, Contemporary Lay Buddhist Move-lj 
ments in Japan: A Comparison between the Reiyukai and the Soka Gakkl 
(pp. 193 218); A. Piatigorsky, Buddhism in Tuva: Preliminary Observa-j 
tions on Religious Syncretism (pp. 219-228); Russell Webb, Contempor 
European Scholarship on Buddhism (pp. 247—276). , 

The proofreading of this volume leaves much to be desired. To mentic 
only some disturbing misprints: p. 14 pancathatagata; p. 19 Asoka (268- 
277 BC); p. 76 Kerel Rujik van Kooij; p. 109, n. 66 Leinhard; p. 122 
dieties. 

Australian National University J. w. DE JOt 

Tom J. F. Tillemans, Materials for the Study of Aryadeva, Dharmapala anc 
Candrakirti. The Catuhs'ataka of Aryadeva, Chapters XII and Xm, with th 

Commentaries of Dharmapala and Candrakirti: Introduction, Translation,' 
Sanskrit, Tibetan and Chinese Texts, Notes (Wiener Studien zur Tibetologi 

und Buddhismuskunde, Heft 24,1 und Heft 24,2). Wien, Arbeitskreis fur i 
tibetische und buddhistische Studien Universitat Wien, 1990. Volume I, rj 
XXXVI + 290 pp. Volume II, IV, 188 p. OS 520,- » 

it 

Chapter XII of the Catuhs'ataka refutes heretical views (drsti) and chapter ’! 
XIII sense-organs and their objects (indriyartha). Parts of the Sanskrit text) 
of Candrakirti’s commentary have been preserved and the entire commen-i 
tary was translated into Tibetan by Suksmajnana and Pa tshab Ni ma grags 
(1054—?). Dharmapala’s commentary exists only in a Chinese translation » 
by Xuan zang. It deals only with the last eight chapters of the Catuhsataka. 

Several chapters of Candrakirti’s commentary have been translated into! 
Western languages but Tillemans is the first Western scholar to translate J 
chapters of Dharmapala’s commentary, a task which is far from easy and r 

which he has performed with great skill. The translations are preceded by sj 

long introduction. Tillemans relates briefly all that is known about the lives| 
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vorks of Aryadeva, Dharmapala and Candrakirti. He is not quite 
Ij&iced that the generally accepted dates of Dharmapala’s life (530—561) 

B sure as they are often made out to be. This is a very useful remark 

fuse scholars tend to repeat traditionally accepted dates without 
pally examining the evidence. However, there seems to be no doubt that 

napala lived in the sixth century. 
; to the use and value of indigenous Tibetan materials in interpreting 
atuhsataka, the Catuhsatakavrtti and other Indian Buddhist texts 

Bemans makes some very useful remarks. It has become a tendency with 
ae scholars to concentrate entirely on Tibetan materials to the neglect of 

. texts even when Sanskrit originals are available. Tillemans clearly 
Qts out the drawbacks and advantages of Tibetan commentaries and 

Irks. It is certainly useful to consult them carefully but only after having 
Ihed the Indian materials available both in the original Sanskrit and in 

Ifetan translation. 
he second methodological point studied by Tillemans concerns the 

Bstence of an Epistemological school to which Dignaga, Dharmakirti and 
Piarmapala belonged. Tillemans disagrees with Richard Hayes and Radhika 

T|rzberger who have made a radical distinction between Dignaga and 
|iarmaklrti and he discusses in detail the interpretation of Dignaga s 

nanasamuccaya, chapter II, karika Sab. 
i the second chapter Tillemans studies the positions of the Epistemology 

1 school and of Aryadeva, Dharmapala and Candrakirti with regard to 
! problem of scriptural authority. Tillemans explains that the Epistemo¬ 

logical school distinguishes three sorts of objects: perceptible (pratyaksa), 
pperceptible (paroksa) and completely imperceptible (atyantaparoksa). 
dharmakirti and Dignaga limit the scope of scripturally based inferences to 
ases where the object is atyantaparoksa. The same position is found in 

Cyadeva and his commentators. 
ItThe third chapter explains the positions of Candrakirti and Dharmapala 
Rth regard to perception. Of particular importance is Tillemans’ discussion 

rf the problem of Dharmapala’s idealism. According to Tillemans Dharma- 
piia is an idealist not only in the sense that objects are always dependent 

ipon the mind but also that objects and the mind have a different ontologi- 
«1 status. It is obvious from his examination that Dharmapala’s work is an 
important source for the study of Yogacara philosophy and that it deserves 

0 be studied carefully. With his work Tillemans has laid an excellent 
foundation for further work in this direction. There is still much to be done 

or a better understanding of the development of the Yogacara school. 

Mh the second volume of his work Tillemans presents a critical edition 
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ing information in the remaining articles of which we can only mention the: 
titles: D. L. Snellgrove, Multiple Features of the Buddhist Heritage (p. ^ 

7—17); A. H. Christie, Buddhism in Southeast Asia: An Anecdotal Survey^ 
(pp. 55—69); R. Whitfield, Buddhist Monuments in China and Some Recen 
Finds (pp. 129—141); L R. Lancaster, The Rock Cut Canon in China: vjj 
Findings at Fang-shan (pp. 143—156) [See also Li Jung-hsi, ‘The Stone j 
Scriptures of Fangshan’, The Eastern Buddhist, N.S. vol. XII, 1 (1979), pp. 

104—113]; Hee-Sung Keel. Word and Wordlessness: The Spirit of Korean! 

Buddhism (pp. 179—191); T. Kubo, Contemporary Lay Buddhist Move- 'M 

ments in Japan: A Comparison between the Reiyukai and the Soka Gakkai1 
(PP- 193—218); A. Piatigorsky, Buddhism in Tuva: Preliminary Observa- -j 

ti°ns on Religious Syncretism (pp. 219—228); Russell Webb, Contemporary 
European Scholarship on Buddhism (pp. 247—276). i 

The proofreading of this volume leaves much to be desired. To mention*! 
only some disturbing misprints: p. 14 pancathatagata; p. 19 Asoka (268— ^ 

277 BC); p. 76 Kerel Rujik van Kooij; p. 109, n. 66 Leinhard; p. 122 .-i 
dieties. A 

Australian National University J. W. DE JONC 

Tom J. F. Tillemans, Materials for the Study of Aryadeva, Dharmapala and\ 

CandrakirtL The Catuhsataka of Aryadeva, Chapters XII and XIII, with the 
Commentaries of Dharmapala and Candrakirti: Introduction, Translation, U 
Sanskrit, Tibetan and Chinese Texts, Notes (Wiener Studien zur Tibetologil 

und Buddhismuskunde, Heft 24,1 und Heft 24,2). Wien, Arbeitskreis fiir a 

tibetische und buddhistische Studien Universitat Wien, 1990. Volume I, 'll 
XXXVI + 290 pp. Volume II, IV, 188 p. OS 520,- 4 

Chapter XII of the Catuhsataka refutes heretical views (drsti) and chapter * 
XIII sense-organs and their objects (indriyartha). Parts of the Sanskrit text H 
of Candrakirti’s commentary have been preserved and the entire commen-t 
tary was translated into Tibetan by Suksmajhana and Pa tshab Ni ma gragsi 
(1054—?). Dharmapala’s commentary exists only in a Chinese translation *1 

by Xuan zang. It deals only with the last eight chapters of the CatuhsatakaJ 

Several chapters of Candrakirti’s commentary have been translated intoii 
Western languages but Tillemans is the first Western scholar to translate -i 

chapters of Dharmapala’s commentary, a task which is far from easy and *if 

which he has performed with great skill. The translations are preceded by a 

long introduction. Tillemans relates briefly all that is known about the lives5 
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d works of Aryadeva, Dharmapala and Candrakirti. He is not quite 
nvinced that the generally accepted dates of Dharmapala’s life (530—561) 

as sure as they are often made out to be. This is a very useful remark 
ause scholars tend to repeat traditionally accepted dates without 

itically examining the evidence. However, there seems to be no doubt that 
harmapala lived in the sixth century. 
As to the use and value of indigenous Tibetan materials in interpreting 

e Catuhsataka, the Catuhsatakavrtti and other Indian Buddhist texts 
illemans makes some very useful remarks. It has become a tendency with 

me scholars to concentrate entirely on Tibetan materials to the neglect of 
dian texts even when Sanskrit originals are available. Tillemans clearly 

ints out the drawbacks and advantages of Tibetan commentaries and 

orks. It is certainly useful to consult them carefully but only after having 
died the Indian materials available both in the original Sanskrit and in 

Ibetan translation. 
iJhe second methodological point studied by Tillemans concerns the 
istence of an Epistemological school to which Dignaga, Dharmakirti arid 
harmapala belonged. Tillemans disagrees with Richard Hayes and Radhika 

etlberger who have made a radical distinction between Dignaga and 
harmaklrti and he discusses in detail the interpretation of Dignaga’s 

anasamuceaya, chapter II, karika 5ab. 
In the second chapter Tillemans studies the positions of the Epistemolog- 

school and of Aryadeva, Dharmapala and Candrakirti with regard to 
e problem of scriptural authority. Tillemans explains that the Epistemo- 
ical school distinguishes three sorts of objects: perceptible (pratyaksa), 

perceptible (paroksa) and completely imperceptible (atyantaparoksa). 

harmaklrti and Dignaga limit the scope of scripturally based inferences to 
where the object is atyantaparoksa. The same position is found in 

adeva and his commentators. 
The third chapter explains the positions of Candrakirti and Dharmapala 

ith regard to perception. Of particular importance is Tillemans’ discussion 
f the problem of Dharmapala’s idealism. According to Tillemans Dharma- 

is an idealist not only in the sense that objects are always dependent 

n the mind but also that objects and the mind have a different ontologi- 
status. It is obvious from his examination that Dharmapala’s work is an 

portant source for the study of Yogacara philosophy and that it deserves 

be studied carefully. With his work Tillemans has laid an excellent 

oundation for further work in this direction. There is still much to be done 

for a better understanding of the development of the Yogacara school. 
- In the second volume of his work Tillemans presents a critical edition 
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of the Tibetan text of chapters XU and XIII of the Catuhsataka and 

Catuhsatakavrtti, a transcription of the Sanskrit fragments of both texts ; 

a reproduction of the Chinese text of chapters IV and V of Dharmapala’s^ 
commentary (Taisho 1571). Moreover, Tillemans has provided four 

indexes; Sanskrit terms, Tibetan terms, Chinese terms and proper names. M 

The translations are followed by notes some of which discuss philosophy 
cal problems in detail. Tillemans knows not only the primary sources in 

Sanskrit, Tibetan and Chinese but also the secondary literature in Europe 
languages and in Japanese. His work is an important contribution to the 
study of Buddhist philosophy and deserves high praise. 

In a few places it is possible to suggest a different interpretation. Text pj 
29, 1.1: dtmanas tadasanaparijayam manyamanah, Tillemans: “when he 

thinks about discovering himself sitting there on the elephant.” In a note 

Tillemans remarks: parijaya *= Skt. paricaya (“acquaintance, knowledge of? 

Tillemans has overlooked the negation in aparicaya: “when he thinks that ] 
is not familiar with sitting on that [i.e. an elephant]”. The Tibetan translation 
does not render aparijayam. 

Text p. 33, §40: sllavipattir ... yady akrantasamyagdarsanesv aryesu nai 
vyapadyate. Tillemans: “a failure in moral discipline .. . provided that it 
does not come to perish in Noble Ones (arya) who have attained the 
correct view.” Tillemans’ translation of vyapadyate is not very clear. What i| 
it that does not come to perish? Vyapadyate has the meaning “is cross, 
malicious, shows ill will”, cf. BHSD s.v. Therefore I suggest the following ij 

translation: “provided that one does not show ill will towards the Noble 
Ones ...”. 

Text p. 53, §70. The text has raris but Tillemans translates rags “coarse^ 
Text p. 66, §15: de la ni zla ba tshes pa la sogs pa la cig car rgyud du - 

las skyes pa’i bdah pofi yul hid mthon no. Tillemans: “The crescent moon 

and other such things are all seen to be sense objects for people from man^ 

[different] extractions.” Tillemans has a long note in which he proposes to 
translate skyes pa as equalling skyes bu. However, rgyud renders samtdnaiii 

“The crescent moon and other such things are seen to be objects of senses! 
simultaneously (cig-car, Skt. yugapad) arisen in (correct las to la) different! 
[mind-] streams”. (1 

Text p. 68, 1.6: spros pas choggo. Tillemans renders spros pa by prasahgog 
but it usually renders prapahca. 

Text p. 84, verse 312a: ma tshan. Tillemans: “incomplete”. However, in|j 

philosophical texts vaikalya has almost always the meaning “absence” (cf. 
PW: das Fehlen, Nichtdasein). 

Text p. Ill, §91: yathopalabhyate vicaryamanasya tatha svarupasambhav 

dyuvatiprakhyam vijhanam iti sakyam avasatum. Tillemans: “When one 

|pines it in just the way in which it is perceived, then it can be ascer- 
[ that consciousness resembles a young girl [created by magical] 

dons in that it [too] does not have any essence.” In a note Tillemans 
rks that vicaryamanasya, although a passive, is to be taken in an active 

Se. However, what is examined is vijnana: “When it [i.e. vijnana] is 

ned in just the way .. ” 
fext p. 119, §99: tadgatadarsana. Tillemans: “the sight of the [wood’s] 
yement.” Tillemans translates the Tibetan version: ’gros de mthon ba. 

» Sanskrit text has: “the sight directed towards that.” 
Jt is not easy to translate the Chinese version of Dharmapala's commen- 
y;!Only in very rare places does a different interpretation seem possible. 

Bp. 139 Tillemans translates (223a6): “Although the universal character 
jthe atoms is a designation, and each particular state is substantial but not 
J)le ” Zhu does not have the meaning “state” but means “to abide, to 

|dl”: “Each atom exists separately (prthak) but their substances are not 

pe.” 
|6n p. 172 (line 2) Tillemans translates: “Flowery trees are said to be 

jthout feelings of love”, but one must keep the original reading wu-you 
ch renders asoJfca. The asoka tree flowers when kicked by a woman, cf. 
hul Peter Das, Das Wissen von der Lebensspanne der Baiime (Stuttgart, 
B8), pp. 248—249 for bibliographical references (see also Odette Viennot, 

Sjculte de Varbre dans Vlnde ancienne, Paris, 1954, p. 119 where one 
: correct the reference in note 2. Read Parsvanathacaritra, VI, 796, 797 

oted in Penzer’s edition of C. H. Tawney’s translation of the Kathasaritsa- 

ra, The Ocean of Story, vol. I, London, 1924, p. 222). The text mentions 

> other trees, one named “liking music”, the other “liking the singing of 

s” but the Sanskrit equivalents (beginning with priyal) escape me. 
\Qn p. 57, n. 123 read “which refuted Bhavaviveka” (legs Idan 'gogpa’i) 

c >hich was refuted by Bhavaviveka.” 

W 
stralian National University j. w. DE JONG 

5ns Peter Laut und Klaus Rohrbom (Hrsg.), Buddhistische Erziihlliteratur 
'fnd Hagiographie in tiirkischer Uberlieferung (Verbffentlichungen der 

cietas Uralo-Altaica, Band 27). Wiesbaden, Otto Harrassowitz, 1990. X, 

$7 pp., 19 pi. DM 48,- 
i: 
1 the preface the editors explain clearly the importance of Old Turkish 
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of the Tibetan text of chapters XII and XIII of the Catuhsataka and 

Catuhsatakavrtti, a transcription of the Sanskrit fragments of both texts andi 

a reproduction of the Chinese text of chapters IV and V of Dharmapala’s 
commentary (Taisho 1571). Moreover, Tillemans has provided four 
indexes: Sanskrit terms, Tibetan terms, Chinese terms and proper names, d 

1 he translations are followed by notes some of which discuss philosophy 
cal problems in detail. Tillemans knows not only the primary sources in 

Sanskrit, Tibetan and Chinese but also the secondary literature in European] 
languages and in Japanese. His work is an important contribution to the 
study of Buddhist philosophy and deserves high praise. 

In a few places it is possible to suggest a different interpretation. Text p.l] 
29. i.l: atmanas taddsanaparijayam manyamanah. Tillemans: “when he 

thinks about discovering himself sitting there on the elephant.” In a note 

Tillemans remarks: parijaya — Skt. paricaya (“acquaintance, knowledge of”)J 
Tillemans has overlooked the negation in aparicaya: “when he thinks that he] 
is not familiar with sitting on that [i.e. an elephant]”. The Tibetan translation] 
does not render aparijayam. 

Text p. 33, §40: sllavipattir ... yady akrantasamyagdarsanesv aryesu na 
vydpadyate. Tillemans: “a failure in moral discipline ... provided that it 
does not come to perish in Noble Ones (arya) who have attained the 
correct view.” Tillemans’ translation of vydpadyate is not very clear. What i 
it that does not come to perish? Vydpadyate has the meaning “is cross, 
malicious, shows ill will”, cf. BHSD s.v. Therefore I suggest the following 
translation: “provided that one does not show ill will towards the Noble 
Ones .. 

Text p. 53, §70. The text has rads but Tillemans translates rags “coarse”iJ 
Text p. 66, §15: de la ni zla ba tshes pa la sogs pa la cig car rgyud du 

las skyes payi bdan po'iyul did mthon no. Tillemans: “The crescent moon 
and other such things are all seen to be sense objects for people from man^ 
[different] extractions.” Tillemans has a long note in which he proposes to 
translate skyes pa as equalling skyes bu. However, rgyud renders samtana: 
‘‘The crescent moon and other such things are seen to be objects of senses { 
simultaneously (cig-car, Skt. yugapad) arisen in (correct las to la) different * 
[mind-] streams”. 4 

Text p. 68, 1.6: spros pas choggo. Tillemans renders spros pa by prasangtQ 
but it usually renders prapadca. 

Text p. 84, verse 312a: ma tshan. Tillemans: “incomplete”. However, in ] 
philosophical texts vaikalya has almost always the meaning “absence” (cf. 
PW: das Fehlen, Nichtdasein). 

Text p. 111, §91: yathopalabhyate vicaryamdnasya tatha svarupasambhav 

xdydyuvatiprakhyam vijndnam iti sakyam avasatum. Tillemans: “When one 

famines it in just the way in which it is perceived, then it can be ascer- 

ned that consciousness resembles a young girl [created by magical] 
sions in that it [too] does not have any essence.” In a note Tillemans 
narks that vicaryamdnasya, although a passive, is to be taken in an active 
se. However, what is examined is vijnana: “When it [i.e. vijnana] is 

ned in just the way ...” 
feText p. 119, §99: tadgatadarsana. Tillemans: “the sight of the [wood’s] 

ovement ” Tillemans translates the Tibetan version: 'gros de mthon ba. 

he Sanskrit text has: “the sight directed towards that.” 
It is not easy to translate the Chinese version of Dharmapala’s commen- 

Only in very rare places does a different interpretation seem possible, 

i p. 139 Tillemans translates (223a6): “Although the universal character 
: the atoms is a designation, and each particular state is substantial but not 

|jsible.” Zhu does not have the meaning “state” but means “to abide, to 
Jwell”: “Each atom exists separately (prthak) but their substances are not 

stole” 
|On p. 172 (line 2) Tillemans translates: “Flowery trees are said to be 

out feelings of love”, but one must keep the original reading wu-you 
$hich renders asoka. The asoka tree flowers when kicked by a woman, cf. 

hul Peter Das, Das Wissen von der Lebensspanne der Baiime (Stuttgart, 
i^.88), pp. 248—249 for bibliographical references (see also Odette Viennot, 

i culte de Varbre dans Tlnde ancienne, Paris, 1954, p. 119 where one 
st correct the reference in note 2. Read Parsvanathacaritra, VI, 796, 797 

Kuoted in Penzer’s edition of C. H. Tawney’s translation of the Kathasaritsa- 

|j&ra. The Ocean of Story, vol. I, London, 1924, p. 222). The text mentions 
vo other trees, one named “liking music”, the other “liking the singing of 
rds” but the Sanskrit equivalents (beginning with priyal) escape me. 
kOn p. 57, n. 123 read “which refuted Bhavaviveka” {legs Idan ’gog pa’i) 

: “which was refuted by Bhavaviveka.” 

'Australian National University J. W. DE JONG 

jpis Peter Laut und Klaus Rohrbom (Hrsg.), Buddhistische Erzdhlliteratur 

■ Hagiographie in tiirkischer Uberlieferung (Veroffentlichungen der 

:ietas Uralo-Altaica, Band 27). Wiesbaden, Otto Harrassowitz, 1990. X, 

jfi? PP-, 19 pi. DM 48- 

the preface the editors explain clearly the importance of Old Turkish 
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literature for the study of Buddhism in Central Asia: .. diese Literaturl 
vieler Hinsicht durchaus eigenstandige Wege geht und von ihren Vorbildl 

in nicht-tiirkischen buddhistischen Literatursprachen abweicht. Dazu >u 
kommt, dass gerade im Uigurischen Reste von Texten erhalten sind, die* 

im sonstigen buddhistischen Bereich nicht iiberliefert oder verschollen 33 

sind s;...” j 

Gerhard Ehiers edits and translates one leaf belonging to the introdu^l 
tion to the Altun Yarok which briefly mentions stories of bodhisattvas wfl 
have sacrificed themselves in order to obtain the summary of the doctrina 
in one sloka (hir slok nom). The fourth story refers to the bodhisattva i 
Sfiryamanava, a name which has not yet been found elsewhere. j] 

Jens Peter Laut and Peter Zieme publish the text of an original com- t 
position written in praise of the Bag of Koco and his spouse. The text i 

comprises a number of alliterative verses in Old Turkish and Sanskrit. Th 

Sanskrit verses are written in brahmi script. The text relates how in the p’i 
king Renu and queen Prabhavatl received the prediction of future BuddhJ 
hood for having regaled the Buddha Ksemankara together with the samghi 

and expresses the wish that in the future, when the Buddha Maitreya jj 

appears, the Bag and his wife will receive likewise the prediction of future 
Buddhahood. In line 5 janapadi represents probably janapati not janapcm 
In line 18 janapadicari is explained as being skt. janapadicarin. More lik4 
is janapaticari, see Edgerton, Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit Dictionary s.v. can 
Laut and Zieme explain that this text belongs to a group of texts dating >1 
from the 13 th and 14th centuries which were found in the Dunhuang cave 
181 and 182. vJ 

In his article on the foundation legend of Khotan Alexander L. Mayer*! 

studies the versions of this legend in Chinese and Tibetan sources and ths 
history of the interpretation of this legend since Stanislas Julien’s translate 
of Xuanzang’s biography (Paris, 1853). Mayer shows that the translators'] 

the biography have not seen that it quotes the Xi-yu-ji (T. 2087) althougl 
with omissions. This has given rise to the supposition that the biography?! 
contained a different version of the foundation legend. Mayer translates to 
corresponding passage of the Old Turkish version of the biography. The 1 
Old Turkish translator added supplementary information from the Xi-yu-A 

Mayer’s article is an important contribution to the study of the interrelate 
of the different versions of the foundation legend of Khotan. Extremely V 

useful is the detailed bibliographical information on the history of the 'flj 

interpretation of the legend. On p. 44, note 18 the reference to p. 1 has w 

be changed to p. 167. John Strong’s The Legend of King Asoka is not aj| 

translation of the A-yu-wang-zhuan but of the Sanskrit version of the 'vl 

Asoka legend in the Divyavadana (cf. IIJ 29, pp. 70—73). Mayer’s transM 
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R>f sui zhi cheng-li is incorrect: “Worauf er heranreifte und auf den 

Ron gesetzt wurde” (p. 58). The text says: “Thereupon he arrived at 
jphood”, cf. Mizutani’s translation which Mayer calls “die beste kommen- 
||e Obersetzung”: yagate seijin-suru made ni natte (p. 395) and Men’sikov’s 

Eslation: i tak \ori\ vyros (Tuguseva, p. 130). Mayer refers to Mizutani 

If other Japanese scholars by their first names (cf. p. 63). 
jKlaus Rohrbom examines the errors made in the Old Turkish translation 
Xuanzang’s biography and points out that previous translators of the Old 
rkish version were too much influenced by the text of the Chinese 
ginal According to Rohrbom Kumarajlva and other early translators iitly abridged the original texts. However, Kumarajiva’s translations are 
Ji freer than later one by Xuanzang but certainly not greatly abridged, 
ifbom refers to Arlotto (p. 68, n. 7) without explaining that the refer- 
s is to A. T. Arlotto, The Uighur Text of Hsiian Tseng's Biography 
published dissertation Harvard University, 1966). On p. 72 he refers to 

^edition of Xuanzang’s biography by Utsunomiya and Haneda which 1 
re been unable to consult (cf. E. Denison Ross, JRAS, 1934, p. 422; 

rliographie bouddhique VI, nr. 79). 
Ifeter Zieme’s article also deals with Xuanzang’s biography and, like 
Iyer, he points out that the translator of the Old Turkish version made 
|ibf the Xi-yu-ji. Zieme publishes a series of fragments of the third and 
6nd books of the biography. On p. 81 he discusses the original Sanskrit 
fji-liang which Li-Yung-hsi (Peking, 1959) reconstructed as Samuccaya- 
amana it is of course Dignaga’s Pramanasamuccaya which is always 
Sdered in Chinese by ji-liang, cf. A Record of the Buddhist Religion, etc. 

jl-Tsing. Translated by J. Takakusu (Oxford, 1986, p. 187) where it is 

[ntioned as the eighth work of Jina (i.e. Dignaga). According to Zieme 
^Turkish viyakiyan derives from vyakhyana and not from vydkarana 

B82). The translator must have confounded vydkarana and vyakhyana 

Rause the Chinese text clearly mentions a vydkaranasastra. 
Ht is to be hoped that all fragments of the Old Turkish version of the 
ibgraphy of Xuanzang will be published and translated accompanied by a 
J|v translation of the corresponding passages in the Chinese original. The 
fisting translations by Stanislas Julien (1853), Samuel Beal (1888) and Li 
ptg-hsi (1959) are all incomplete and not free from errors. 
|A11 five articles in this volume are important not only for Old Turkish 

pdies but also for the -study of Buddhist literature in Central Asia. We 

hist be grateful to Jens Peter Laut and Klaus Rohrbom for having care- 

jjjty edited this interesting book. 

‘ralian National University J. W. DE JONG 
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Hans Roth in Zusammenarbeit mit Veronika Ronge, Katalog der tibetisch 
und mongolischen Sachkultur in europaischen Museen und Privatsamm- 

lungen. Lieferung 1. Wiesbaden, Otto Harrassowitz, 1989. 76 Seiten, 24 
Klapptafeln, 5 Trennbiatter. DM 212,—. 

The purpose of the catalogue is the description of the traditional material j 
culture of the Tibetans and Mongolians in European museums and private 

collections. This first fascicle comprises an introduction and an explanation 
in German and in English of the structure and system of the catalogue. Ini 
the English version some chapters of the introduction are slightly abridge 

Since 1972 Hans Roth has visited more than 200 museums of which 80 
contained relevant items. All items have been photographed. In the West i 

German museums all the relevant objects were classified. On average 90%’| 

of the museum collections outside West Germany were catalogued. All th«j 
objects were re-measured and the entire data available in the inventory 
books, museum records, in correspondence and on museum files were 
transferred to punch cards. 

Hans Roth has developed a special classification system which consists i 

twenty categories, which are subdivided into Types. The allocation of the 
objects to one of the twenty categories is based on one of the two followin 
criteria: 1. Primary function or application; 2. Close relationship to anothen 

object or group of objects. As to the concept of type Hans Roth quotes as] 
example the Type Conch shell trumpet (12.20). It is allocated to the twelfi 
category, Musical Instruments. Hans Roth explains that for this type no J 
ideal example can be given. Instead, what is described in the ‘Type’ Conch] 

shell trumpet is a series of wind instruments which share the feature of 
having a conch as resonator or are shaped like a conch and made of 
mental or clay. If the same conches — without a special polished mouth¬ 
piece — and used as offering bowls, they are listed together with similar 
items in the ‘Type’ Offering Bowl with the Category 4 Receptacles. >3 

The objects are described on foldouts. On the title page of the foldouts ] 
the category is given at the top, the type being in the middle. Within a 
category each foldout, i.e. each type, is numbered. If a type covers more 
than one foldout, Roman numerals are added to the number of the foldout] 
The description of the objects is divided into four sections: I. Description < 
the object; II. Explanation of the operation and application. How used andj 

with which other items; HI. Function and use; IV. Data available in the 
collections for the objects illustrated. Listing of similar items in other 
collections and which are not illustrated. 

The first fascicle comprises 24 foldouts. To give a few examples: 2 . 

jtegory number) Gerate fur Landwirtschaft and Tierhaltung, 6 (type 
fiber) Sichel; 4 Gefasse / Kitchen- und Essgerate/Nahrung, 6 Raucher- 

j>f;-4 idem, 7 Raucherbecken I; 4 idem, 23 Bronzekann I; 4. idem, 26 

gtflasche I; 4 idem, 26 Plattflasche II. For all objects the names in 
etan and Mongolian are listed as well as the corresponding English term, 

jr. instance, Sichel; T zor-ba; M quduyur; E sickle, 
he scope of this work is truly amazing and one cannot but admire the 

rgy and skill with which it has been planned and executed. According to 
Bet distributed by the publisher, about one fascicle will be published 

Sih year and the entire work will comprise five or six files, each, containing 

jjjpbably three fascicles. Hans Roth expresses the hope that this catalogue 
I assist ethnologists, art historians and scholars of comparative religion, 
jers and private collectors to gain greater access to the variety and 

ness of the material culture of the Tibetans and Mongolians. Without 
jjy doubt this splendid catalogue will be received with gratitude for the 

srmous amount of work accomplished by Hans Roth and Veronika 

pnge. 

alum National University J. W. DE JONG 

nabh S. Jaini, Gender & Salvation. Jaina debates on the Spiritual 

liberation of Women. Berkeley — Los Angeles — Oxford, University of 

jEalifomia Press, 1991. xxix, 229 pp. ISBN 0-520-06820-3 

jte 
tls noteworthy that in India only the Jains have been discussing the spiritual 

eration of women. In 1974 Muni Jambuvijayaji published two texts by - 
atayana, the Strinirvanaprakarana and the Kevalibhuktiprakarana, 

gether with their autocommentaries (svopajhavrtti). He also drew attention 

1 a great number of works by other Svetambara authors on this topic. In 
1 appendix he published a portion of the work of an Digambara author, 

[*rabhacandra, which contains the purvapaksa outlining the Svetambara 

iition. 
jjfrP. S. Jaini has selected six texts written by Yapaniya, Svetambara and 
Jigambara authors. The oldest text translated by Jaini is an extract of six 

; of the Sutraprabhrta by the Digambara Acarya Kundakunda (cAJ). 

150). Kundakunda does not deny that women can be liberated but by 

ating that women can not obtain the ordination (pravrajya) he implies 
[their disqualification for obtaining moksa. The first detailed discussion is 
Round in the Strinirvanaprakarana written by Sakatayana, a follower of the 

Indo-Iranian Journal 36: 1993. do-Iranian Journal 36: 1993. 
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Yapaniya sect, in the ninth century. The Yapaniya sect existed for about J 

thousand years in northern Karnataka and became extinct by the fifteenth] 
century. The only extant texts of the sect are the Strinirvanaprakarana andj 
the Kevalibhuktiprakarana together with the commentaries. The opponent] 
who denies moksa for women is a Digambara. The translation of the if 
Strinirvanaprakarana together with Jaini’s notes occupies sixty pages. It q 
is not possible to summarize the arguments used by the author and his r 

opponent. Jaini’s instructive introduction explains clearly the terms of the\ 
debate between the Svetambaras (including the Yapaniya Sakatayana) and? 
the Digambaras in the course of centuries. The last text translated by Jaini 
is an extract of the Yuktiprabodha with the Svopajnavrtti of the Svetambai 
Upadhyaya Meghavijaya (c.l653—1704). 

In this preface Jaini writes that he had prepared romanized versions A 
of the one Prakrit and five Sanskrit texts translated by him. However, “ 

only one text has been included, namely a passage from Prabhacandra’ 

Nyayakumudacandra. It would perhaps not have been necessary to includ 
the Strinirvanaprakarana which has been published recently in a well- 4 

known series (the Atmanandagranthamala no. 93, Bhavnagar, 1974) but th 
other texts are not easily found. I have only been able to compare Jaini’s 

translations of two texts with the originals: the Strinirvanaprakarana and t 
Nyayakumudacandra. However, these two texts occupy the greater part of J 
Jaini’s book (pp. 41—138). A 

The texts translated by Jaini are written in the usual Indian terminology 
of philosophical debate. It is not only the style which makes it difficult to * 
understand these texts but also the contents. One must be well versed in tb 

Jaina scriptures to understand the matters referred to by the opponents in 
the debate. Jaini has provided a very detailed commentary which makes if 

possible to understand the full impact of the texts. Jaini has also rendered 

great service by indicating the two sides of the debate. His translations 'i 
follow the texts closely and all necessary complements are given between < 
square brackets. i 

There are only very few passages where one would like to suggest a -1 
slightly different interpretation. In some places it is perhaps due to the facf 
that Jaini renders the text rather freely that it is not possible to understand 
the rendering he gives. ii 

My first point concerns Jaini’s rendering of the word vaikalya. On p. 4$ 

he renders nirvanakaranavaikalyam as “insufficiency of the cause for -*S 
nirvana”. In philosophical texts vaikalya almost always has the meaning 

“absence”. This meaning is not given by Monier-Williams although it is 4 
found already in the Great Petersburg Dictionary (das Fehlen, NichtdaseiiU 
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„_s passage the discussion is about the presence or absence of the cause 
nirvana in women. Elsewhere Jaini renders vaikalya as “shortcomings” 

66), “deficiencies” (pp. 70 and 72) and “impairment” (p. 78). 
,On p. 77 Jaini renders vrddhavyavahara by “ancient linguistic conven- 

on”. Sabarasvamin’s MTmamsabhasya I, 1, 5 explains that children learn 
meaning of words from the usage of adults. Otto Strauss has “der 

brauch der Erwachsenen” {Die dlteste Philosophic der Karma-Mimamsd, 

932, p. 516; Kleine Schriften, Wiesbaden, 1983, p. 516), Erich Frauwallner 
er Sprachgebrauch der Erwachsenen” {Materialien zur altesten Erkennt- 
lehre der Karmamimamsd, Wien, 1968, p. 47) and Madeleine Biardeau 

usage des adultes” {Theorie de la connaissance et philosophic de la parole, 

- La Haye, 1964, pp. 161 and 406). 
On p. 52 section 17 is rendered as follows: “You cannot definitely assert 

e absence of nirvana just because in the absence of one thing that is neither 

cause, nor in inherence with it, nor indeterminate, there is the absence of 
e other thing. For example, you cannot say that he possesses cows just 

ause he has no horses, or that he is an expounder (of dharma) because 
has no attachments. Thus, there is no definite absence understood 

use of the absence of inherence” (na hy akdranavyapakasya tasminn 
niyatasya vinivntya niyamena nivrttir bhavati / na hi 'sa goman anasvatvat, 
ktd va rdgddyabhavdt’ iti niyamena tathabhavo gamyate, tathapratiband- 

ibhavat. The editor reads tathd pratibandha-). My first problem is with 

■aini’s rendering of tasminn aniyatasya. Does this not mean “not limited to 
As to na hi, etc. I suggest the following rendering: “not necessarily is 

ch a state (i.e. of being goman or vakta) indicated because there is not 
ch a restriction (i.e. that the non-possession of horses entails the posses- 

on of cows)”. For pratibandha in the meaning “restriction”, “restricting 

e”, see Jaini’s translation of pratibandha by “a rule restricting ...” on p. 

.8 (section 132). 
i|On p. 64 we find the following passage: "... at the time of death all 
achments, beginning with the body, are renounced. When a nun who is 

esirous of moksa is living in complete seclusion and thereby has contact 
etween her body and those clothes, how can the clothes be an obstacle 

to moksa for her? (maranante sariram adim krtva sarva eva samyogds 
iyajyante, tatra kuto vastram pracchannapradesagatdyd vastrenahgasahge ’pi 

inoksapratibandhim moksakamayah). I understand tatra ... as meaning: “in 
t case how can the clothes [be an obstacle to moksa] for a nun living in a 

luded place, when she is desirous of moksa, even though the contact 

tween her body and those clothes is obstructing moksa?” 
iOn p. 77 the text quotes the following rule: “Where both the primary and 

f 
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secondary meanings are possible, the primary meaning should be accepte 
(gaunamukhyayor mukhye karyasampratyayah). This rule is found in 

Mahabhasya I, 1, 15 vt. 1; pbh. 15. Jaini does not translate karya. Renou 
gives the following rendering: “(quand un mot possede une valeur) 

seeondaire et primairc, une operation le concemant est entendue (se refers 
a sa valeur) primairc" (Terminologie grammadcale du Sanskrit, Paris, 1942a 
p. 141). I 1 

On p. 80 Jaini renders sangraharya as “a verse from an anthology” but 
on p. 99 he speaks of “collected verses”. Is it not rather “summarizing 
verse”? 

On p. 90 (section 138) Jaini translates: “Surely these statements are q 
referring to humans (manusya) in general; what proof do you have that 

“human” in this passage should be construed specifically with reference to 
women? Although the word “human” is a general term, it has the specific 
meaning of “man”, since the word “man” may include a male who experi¬ 
ences female sexuality also” (nanu cedam samanyavisayam katham visese: 

strtvisaye pramanam syat, tadvisesapariharena visesantare bhave’pi tasya at 
savakasatvad id cet, tarhi pumvisaye’pi ma bhiit, so’pi visesa eva). The 
meaning seems to me to be: “... what proof do you have that “human” ini 
this passage should be construed specifically with reference to women ,|j 
because by rejecting that specific meaning (i.e. women) it can also refer toil 
another specific meaning (i.e. “man”) and therefore that (other specific hi 
meaning) is applicable. In this case, it ought not to apply to man also, 
because that is also a specific meaning.” I believe that the opponent argues] 
that the word manusya can neither mean “woman” nor “man” because it i 
a general term and cannot indicate a specific meaning. 

On p. 91 Jaini translates: “The reason for this is that exceptions are an, 
removed from consideration when a general rule is enjoined; otherwise, noL 
rule would ever have any applicability” (utsargasya hi niyamanisedhenapavm 

davidhirvinirmukto visayo bhavati, anyatha niyamadyayogat). I understand 
this is as follows: “By negating a restrictive rule a general rule will not be :i. 

affected by a particular rule; otherwise, no restrictive rule would ever applj! 
"However, the exact meaning of anyatha niyamadyogat escapes me. 

On p. 129 Jaini translates that the ganadharas “do not have that status .1 
which is worthy of being reverentially greeted by the entire world, as do thl 

TTrktharikaras.” However, the text has tadvandyatvam “the status which is a 
worthy of being reverentially greeted by them (i.e. the Tirthankaras).” 

1 leave it to the experts to decide how far my suggestions are to be ^ 

accepted or not. In any case, they do not diminish in the least the merit ofijj 

this book which is a remarkable achievement and a great joy to read. We * 

pust be very grateful to Jaini for having made these texts accessible with his 

iendid translation and commentary. 

lustration National University J. w. DE JONG 

rion Ro§u (ed.), Travaux sur I’histoire de la medecine indienne. Un denu¬ 
de de recherches ayurvediques. Gustave Lietard et Palmyr Cordier. 
cuments reunis et presentes par Arion Ro§u (publications de FInstitut de 

Svilisation indienne, Fasc. 56). Paris, De Boccard Edition-Diffusion, 1989. 

I, 615 pp. 

; gros volume consiste en deux parties, la premiere comprenant les 
avaux de Gustave Lietard publies entre 1858 et 1903, et la seconde ceux 

ie Palmyr Cordier publies entre 1894 et 1912. Dans l’avant-propos M. 
rion Ro§u ecrit que la decouverte a Londres et a Paris de documents qui 
oncement Lietard et Cordier fut a Forigine du projet de reimpression de 

urs travaux. Dans une longue introduction M. Ro§u esquisse la place de 
i deux savants dans Fhistoriographie de la medecine indienne. En 1858 
stave Lietard (1833—1904) soutint sa these de doctorat, intitulee Essai 

Br I’histoire de la medecine chez les Indous. Selon M. Ro§u cet opuscule de 
£7 pages est etabli essentiellement d’apres Sus'ruta dans la version latine de 
lessler (Erlangen, 1844—1850). Par la suite, Lietard a acquis des con- 

aces du Sanskrit, mais il ne semble pas en avoir appris assez pour 
uvoir lire des textes indiens de medecine. En 1883 Lietard pubiia une 

lonographie consacree a Susruta qui fut suivie par une serie de travaux sur 

riusieurs aspects de la medecine indienne. M. Ro$u fait remarquer qu’en ce 
Ui conceme les relations entre l’Ayurveda et la medecine grecque, Lietard 
pposait la part grecque plus importante que les apports indiens. 

j(Les travaux de Palmyr Cordier occupent plus de trois cent pages. Palmyr 
^ordier (1871—1914) que M. Ro§u caracterise comme pionnier de la 

iologie des textes medicaux Sanskrits et tibetains, apprit tres jeune des 
agues orientales. Dans sa premiere lettre a Lietard (27.11.1893) il ecrit 

pie “depuis cinq [ans], je me suis livre dans la mesure du possible a Fetude 

i langues sanscrite, palie et zende.” Malheureusement, M. Ro§u ne donne 

i d’autres details sur les etudes de Cordier qui etudia la medecine a 
|oulon et a Bordeaux, probablement sans pouvoir profiter de Fenseigne- 

jjent d’orientalistes. M. Ro§u discute en detail la vie et les travaux de 
&>rdier (pp. LXVI—CVIII). C’est a cet excellent travail, une contribution 

premier ordre a Fhistoriographie des etudes de la medicine indienne que 

<to-Iranian Journal 36: 1993. 
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of Gling-tshang and Gon-gyo. During the reign of Ming Ch’eng-tsu (1402 
1424) they were appointed as ‘king of the dharma’ (fa-wang) on April 20' 
1407. 

The section Philosophy and Textual History comprises the following 

articles: William L. Ames, A Translation of Chapter Sixteen, “Examination^ 
of Bondage and Liberation”, from Tsong-kha-pa’s Rigs-pa’i rgya-mtsho [a 

commentary of Nagaijuna’s Mulamadhyamakakarikah], pp. 91—106; David 
P. Jackson, The Earliest Printings of Tsong-kha-pa’s Works: The Old Dga 
ldan Editions [Jackson has located several old Dga’-ldan xylographs; the 
blocks of two were carved between 1419 and 1432], pp. 107-116; Per 
Kvaeme translates a description of the Bonpo deity Gtso-mchog in the 

Khro-bo dbang-chen-gyipho-nya’i le’u: A Preliminary Study of the Bonpo 
Deity Khro-bo Gtso-mchog Mkha’-’gying, pp. 117—125; Karen Christina 
Lang explains the importance of the translations of Candraklrti’s works by 
Spa-tshab Nyi-ma-grags (bom 1055): Spa-tshab Nyi-ma-grags and the i 
Introduction of Prasangika Madhyamaka into Tibet, pp. 127—141; the late 
Janos Szerb has contributed Two Notes on the Sources of the Chos-’byun 

of Bu-ston Rin-chen-grub [written in 1322], pp. 143—148; Mark Tatz asks 
which scholars were refuted by Tsong-kha-pa: Whom is Tsong-kha-pa 
Refuting in his Basic Path to Awakening?, pp. 149—163; he identifies as 

one of them Sa-skya Grags-pa rgyal-mtshan (1147—1216). The second 
Edict of Khri-srong-lde-btsan is preserved in the Mkhas-pa’i dga’-ston 
(written in 1545—1565 by Dpa’-bo Gtsug-lag-phreng-ba). The text has bee 
edited by Tucci, Lokesh Chandra and Richardson and translated by Tucci 

and Richardson. W. South Coblin has collated these three editions and 
retranslated the text: A Reexamination of the Second Edict of Khri-srong 
lde-btsan, pp. 165—185. Roy Andrew Miller discovers in the oldest Tibet 
grammars “A treatment of Tibetan case-grammar in terms of the much 

discussed, and enormously involved, Indie theory of the karaka”: Case 
grammar in the First Two Tibetan Grammatical Treatises, pp. 187—204. 

Ter Ellingson studies Tibetan Monastic Constitutions: the bca’-yig, pp 
205—229. He explains that bca’-yig is “the name for a document outlining 
the basic principles, institutions, roles, and rules governing the organization 

and operation of a Tibetan monastic community.” Ellingson’s article is 
based upon a survey of fifty-one bca’-yig dating from the early fifteenth to 
the early twentieth centuries. Melvyn C. Goldstein examines clashes between 
the government and monasteries in the first half of the twentieth century 

Religious Conflict in the Traditional Tibetan State, pp. 231—247. Ngawang 

L. Nomang was a monk enrolled in the monastery of Dwags-po Bshad 

V l L. VV O toy 

b-gling. His article is entitled: Monastic Organization and Economy at 

s-po Bshad-grub-gling, pp. 249—268. 
The section on foreign scholars comprises three articles: Nancy Moore 
ttelman, Karma-bstan-skyong and the Jesuits, pp. 269—277; Joseph M. 

Jagawa, Kawaguchi Ekai: A Pious Adventurer and Tibet, pp. 279—294; 

|hard Sherburne, A Christian-Buddhist Dialog? Some Notes on 

ideri’s Tibetan Manuscripts, pp. 295—305. In 1627 two Portuguese 
ts, Joao Cabral and Estavao Cacella had been dispatched to Gzhis- 
rtse (Shigatse), Gtsang’s capital, to open a mission. In a letter, daicil 

e 17, 1628, Cabral related his travels to Bhutan, Central Tibet and 
«spal and gave a description of the ruler of Dbus-Gtsang, Karma-bstan- 

ong, and of Shigatse. Nancy Moore Gettelman explains the historical 
ckground in the light of Tibetan historical sources. Kawaguchi Ekai 
866—1945) travelled to Tibet in 1900—1902 (on p. 287 July 3, 1903 is 

print for July 3, 1902) and in 1913—1915. Joseph M. Kitagawa 
escribes his life and activities as told by his nephew. Recently Scott Berry 

written a book on Kawaguchi: A Stranger in Tibet: The Adventures of a 

n Monk (Collins, 1990). Richard Sherburne describes five Tibetan 
uscripts written by Ippolito Desideri (1684—1733), of which the fifth 

discovered only in 1970. 
The last section, Comparative Studies, comprises two articles: Christopher 

Beckwith, The Medieval Scholastic Method in Tibet and the West, pp. 
7—313; Lawrence Epstein, A Comparative View of Tibetan and Western 

[ear-death Experiences, pp. 315—328. 
This volume covers many branches of Tibetan studies and gives clear 
timony to the progress of Tibetan studies in the United States since 

j. w. DE JONG 

tj K. Sorensen, Divinity Secularized. An inquiry into the nature and 

’orm of the songs ascribed to the Sixth Dalai Lama (Wiener Studien zur 

ibetologie und Buddhismuskunde, Heft 25). Wien, Arbeitskreis fur 
tische und buddhistische Studien Universitat Wien, 1990. 466pp. OS 

ustralian National University 

e so-called Love Songs of the Sixth Dalai Lama were first published in 
915 by Sarat Chandra Das in his An Introduction to the Grammar of the 

hfdo-lranian Journal 36: 1993. 



Tibetan Language (Appendix IX, pp. 33—35). Since 1915 many editions^ 
and translations have been published but they are now all superseded byj 

Sorensen’s exhaustive study. Tibetan songs have become known better rR 
only in recent years thanks to publications of songs in China and India. 

Sorensen's introduction sketches the types of Tibetan songs and studies tti<3 
classification of Tibetan folksongs. As regards the songs of the Sixth Dalaij 
L ama Sorensen draws attention to the research undertaken in the People’s^ 
Republic of China where they have become a favorite topic of research. 
Sorensen analyses their form and content and points out that a number ofii 

poems seem to contain veiled allusions to the regent Sans-rgyas rgya-mtsh<f 
(A I). 1653-1705). 

The songs are six-syllable quatrains. Sorensen’s edition comprises 66 

songs and is based upon eleven editions which are described in detail (ppjjj 

33—39). The main part of his book is entitled The Critical Edition of 
Tsaris-dbyahs rgya-mtsho’i mgul-glu (pp. 43—281) but comprises not*only 
critical edition but also a translation and a very detailed commentary in -4 

which Sorensen explains the textual problems and the allusions found in tl 
songs. How detailed the commentary is in some cases can be illustrated by 

Sorensen’s explanations of song 20 (pp. 113—142) where he discusses andj 

explains in detail the meaning of the following topics: dag pa sel ri (Pure 
Crystal Mountain), the herb klu bdud rdo rje, phab[s] rgyun and the 
association of the Ye ses mkha’ ’gro ma with spirits. Song 30 mentions; 
Prince Nor-bzari (Sudhana), a Buddhist jataka which has been developld S 

Tibet into a theatrical drama play. Sorensen lists carefully the sources of * 

this story and the influence of the play on the songs. There is such a wealt) 
of information in the commentary that one very much regrets the absence^ 

of indexes. 
In an appendix Sorensen publishes the text of 459 songs found in a 

collection of songs which is partly ascribed to, partly dedicated to Tsans-'^ 
dbyans rgya-mstho. Sorensen gives explanatory notes for a number of the j 
songs, probably reserving a complete translation and commentary for latetj 

The book ends with a detailed bibliography divided into Western 
sources, Tibetan sources and Chinese sources. On p. 454 correct Helffer;| 

Mirielle to Helffer, Mireille and on p. 460 Tucci, Guiseppe to Tucci, 
Giuseppe. 

Sorensen’s book is important not only for the study of the songs of thej 

Sixth Dalai Lama. It contains much information on Tibetan folksongs, onj 

Tibetan vocabulary and on an enormous range of topics directly or indi-1 
rectly mentioned in the songs. Sorensen has an encyclopedic knowledge 

I matters Tibetan and one cannot but admire his learning. His work will 
^indispensable for every Tibetologist. 

Australian National University J. W. DE JONG 

iarek Mejor, Vasubandhu’s Abhidharmakosa and the commentaries 
preserved in the Tanjur (Alt- und Neu-Indische Studien 42). Stuttgart, Franz 
Steiner Verlag, 1991. XX, 115 pp. 

he Tibetan commentaries of the Abhidharmakosa occupy nine volumes in 
he Tanjur but apart from Yasomitra’s Sphutartha which has been preserved 

[ Sanskrit little attention has been paid to them by Western scholars. As 

iarek Mejor remarks in his preface a fully comprehensive treatment of 
hem is not yet possible. However, a number of important problems have 

en studied by Mejor in his book. 

[f In the introduction Mejor studies Vasubandhu and his works. He 
refully enumerates the information found in the sources with full 

eferences to the scholarly literature. The first commentary studied by 

iejor is the Sutranurupa attributed to ’Dus-bzari (Samghabhadra) or ’Dul- 
zah (Vinltabhadra). Mejor points out that the first chapter of Sthiramati’s 

fattvartha contains five fragments ascribed to ’Dul-bzari. A comparison of 
Tie opinions ascribed to ’Dul-bzan in the two commentaries by Purnavard- 

na with the commentary of Yasomitra shows that ’Dul-bzan mvist be an 

ror for ’Dus-bzan, i.e., Samghabhadra. In conclusion Mejor remarks: “It 

ems possible that the Sutranurupa-vrtti’s author is Sarighabhadra/’Dus- 

m, the text itself, however, represents but a recast and abridgment of one 
his treatises, perhaps the Samayapradlpika, and is presumably the work 

f'the Tibetan translator(s).” This seems to contradict his remark on p. 32: 
I:could not find any link between it [i.e., the Sutranurupa] and the words 

ribed to “Vinltabhadra” [i.e., Samghabhadra] in Sthiramati’s Tattvartha.” 
p in his examination of Yasomitra’s Sphutartha Mejor concentrates on the 

usages mentioning a vrddhacdrya-Vasubandhu and a Sthavira-Vasu- 
[fcndhu. Mejor agrees with Frauwallner’s hypothesis of the two Vasu- 

ndhus. However, he does not accept Frauwallner’s arguments for the 

Identification of the elder Vasubandhu with the brother of Asariga and for 

i conversion from the Sarvastivada to Mahayana. As to the expression 

J^rvacdryah according to Mejor this is equivalent to yogacardh. 

1 Mejor studies five fragments in which Yasomitra quotes the opinions of 

V*do-lranian Journal 36: 1993. 
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uunamau and his pupil Vasumitra. He remarks that Gunamati and Vasu 

mitra belonged to a school different from that of Vasubandhu and that the 
opinions were criticized by Yasomitra, a Sautrantika. He also states that 
they contradicted the opinions of the Abhidarmikas. 

Mejor examines in discussing Samathadeva’s commentary his quotations 
of texts relating to the pratityasamutpada. Apart from Purnavardhana’s two 
commentaries and the commentaries by Dignaga and Sthiramati Mejor al 

examines briefly the Abhidharmavataraprakarana and its commentary, the 
Sarasamuccaya, from which he quotes the passages dealing with the six 
hetus and the term samjna. 

One finds much useful information in Mejor’s book. However, one must 
regret the fact that Mejor has not consulted Chinese texts and especially 

Samghabhadra’s two treatises. For instance, in discussing the five fragments, 
ascribed to 'Dul-bzah in Sthiramati’s Tattvartha Mejor ought to have tried 
to discover if these passages can be traced in Samghabhadra’s Nyayanus 

This would immediately prove that ’Dul-bzan is an error for ’Dus-bzah. In 
fact, all five fragments occur in Samghabhadra's Nyayanusara (T. 1592): 

329bl7—25, 329c7-8, 334b8-16, 347M0-15 and 348al7-18. The 
texts do not agree word for word but this is perhaps due to the way 

Sthiramati’s commentary has been transmitted in Tibet. Further study of 
both the Tibetan and Chinese texts is necessary. 

Another disappointing point in Mejor’s work is the fact that he takes 
little account of the work done by Japanese scholars. His bibliography 
mentions only two articles in Japanese by Honjo. Several problems which 

Mejor studies have been studied already by Japanese scholars. For instan 
the equivalence purvacaryah — yogacarah has been questioned by N. 
Hakamaya in his article on purvacarya (Indogaku bukkydgaku kenkyu 34, 

2, 1986, pp. 866—859). He points out that in several cases Vasubandhu t 

seems to use the expression yogacara in a more general sense as ‘practise 

of yoga’. Hakamaya also answers Mejor’s query about the different opinio 
of the commentators on the meaning of the word purvacarya which was 

mentioned by Frauwallner. He refers to a passage in P’u-kuang’s com 

mentary (T.1821, p. 162cl8—19). Hakamaya's article lists the eleven 
passages of the Kosa which mention the purvacarya. He concludes that 
most of them can be traced in Yogacara literature. 

We mentioned that according to Mejor Samghabhadra’s Sutranurupa is 

probably an abridgment of his Samayapradipika. In an article published in 
1975 H. Sakurabe wrote that this work has no relation at all with the 
Samayapradlpika, and is nothing more than a kind of abridgment of the 

Abhidharmakosabhasya (cf. Kokuyaku issaikyd, sanzoshu III, 1978, p. 99b 

concerns Sthiramati’s commentary Mejor does not mention an important 

icle by Y. Ejima (Bukkydgaku 19, 1986, pp. 5—32). Ejima gives a 
mplete translation of the colophon of which Mejor gives a summary (p. 
) without quoting the Tibetan text. Ejima also points out that in the first 

pter of Sthiramati’s commentary the opinions of Samghabhadra are 
oted in 43 passages (already listed by Y. Matsunami, Indogaku buk- 
jgaku kenkyu 30, 2, 1982, pp. 866—868). Both Matsunami and Ejima 
lark that most of them can be traced in Samghabhadra’s two treatises, 

cjor mentions two articles by Honjo on Samathadeva’s commentary but 
y more have been published by him since 1979 (cf. 1IJ 28, 1985, pp. 

1—62). 
Mejor’s translations are not free from problems. For instance, p. 31, 

128 de ni ci la yah brten mi ’gyur means “it is not based on anything at 

I”. Mejor translates: “Why is it not based on [another element]?”. In the 
e passage nam mkhar gdags means “is designated akasa'\ not “it is 

cemed.” P. 54, fragment 2 Mejor translates pratisamkhyanirodha. 
owever, both Wogihara’s text and the Tibetan translation (so sor brtays 

yin pas) have apratisamkhyanirodha. P. 55, fragment 3, note 256: astav 
iyatah smrtah, Tibetan: brgyad ni hes pa yin par bsadl In the Tibetan text 
ejor changes rna bar mi 'oh ho “come to my ear” to mam par mi 'oh ho 

hich makes no sense. P. 80, fragment 3: Mejor does not translate sems 
an 'gro ba gcig tu skyes pa mams kyi. The text seems to be incomplete, 
qcording to the Chinese text something is missing after sogs pa 7, cf. T. 
62, 400al9—20 “the cause for mutual similarity in body, etc.” In the 

slation of fragment 8 Mejor has misunderstood ’gal-ba, skt. virodha 

gpntradiction”, not “violation”. The translation of dag gi las kyi lam bu 

path of pure action” is nonsensical. One must read hag gi ..., Skt. 
kkarmapatha. In note 322 saubhagya is a wrong reading. One must read 

ith Wogihara sabhdgya or else sabhdgata. Anyonyabhirabhi- has to be 

[irected to anyonyabhiratiTib. phan tshun dga’ bar. Mejor does not 

slate dga9 bar. P. 85: sems can dmyal ba 'am sems can dmyal ba gah van 

ba is not “a hell or whatsoever is fit for a hell”, but “one or another 
IT, for gah yah run ba renders anyatama or anyatara. P. 87: mam par scs 

kun la yah 'du ses yod de, Mejor translates: “ “Consciousness every- 

here”, it is apprehension.” The meaning is: “Consciousness is apprehension 
rfth regard to everything whatsoever.” P. 104, n.17 Mejor has not under* 
food the meaning of ches and sin tu ches he ba which render bahutara 
pd asannatara, cf. Abhidharmakosa (ed. Pradhan, 1967), p. 474.16; 

fyakhya (ed. Wogihara), p. 714,10. P. 105 “Because they are desired 
kdmyante) and wished for (prarthayante) they are desires.” Mejor trans- 
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latest “[They are called] ‘desires’ because are desirable and are earnest 
exertions [to acquire an object] .” Tib.: ’dod par bya tin H don du gher bar 

bya bas na \dod pa rnams te / .P. 107, n.447: yasya purvdbhydsavasandnirjd| 
topapattilabhika prajhd nasti / sa balah “He is a fool who has no wisdom j 
obtained at birth and deriving from impressions due to former exertions.’’ 
Mejor translates: “A fool, i.e., one who has no wisdom leading to the 

acquisition of a [new] state of existence, originating from [evil] impressions 
of [his] former wonts/’ Vasubandhu distinguishes two prajhas: upapatti- 

pratilambhika and srutacintabhavandmayl, cf. Kosa (ed. Pradhan), p. 2. 7. I 

There are several places in which it is difficult to accept the translations I 
given by Mejor, cf. p. 30, fragment 2: “Since it was said [by the Buddha): 

‘Do rely on the Law (dharma), not on person (pudgala)\ there is no need 

of (the author’s] resolve upon [doing] this [treatise]. “Tib. chos la rton par j 
bya 7 gah zag la ma yin no zes gsuris pa’i phyir ’di btsal par bya ba ma yinl\ 

no ze na. The Chinese text has: “Although one must not ask (for ?) the ma 

who has said the abhidharma because the doctrine of the Buddha relies on I 

the dharma and not on a person.” Mejor remarks that these words seems tqj 
be a paraphrase of Kasyapaparivarta: sunyata Kdsyapa pratisaratha ma 
pudgalam. Samghabhadra mentions the well-known second pratisarana, cf.'f 
L. de La Vallee Poussin, Kosa IX, pp. 246—8; Lamotte, ‘La critique ^ 

d’interpretation dans le bouddhisme’, Annuaire de Vlnstitut de philologie et\ 
d’histoire orientals et slaves IX (1949), pp. 341—361. In the following 
fragment the text is probably corrupt because sprul-pa’i rdul phra rab refers] 

to the sound made by a nirmita, a person magically created, cf. Vyakhya <1 
(cd. Wogihara), p. 26.26: bahyo \pi hi nirmito ... ; Abhidharmavatara (tr. ■■ 
van Vellhem), p. 5: “Parmi les sons suivants, ceux d’une voix magique” (Tib| 
sprul-pa 7 smra-ba'i sgra). In these places it would be necessary to study the] 
other commentaries. 

Mejor is rather careless in his quotations. P. 35, note 146 the fourth 
pada is missing: bstan bcos chos mhon mdzod rab bsadpar bya’o and in thd 
second pada 'grob is an error for ’gro ba. In note 147 read phra rgyas myed 
par (cf. La Vallee Poussin, Catalogue of the Tibetan Manuscripts . . ., ^ 
Oxford, 1962, p. 181). P. 8, n.25 the reference must be to p. 21/H.94. 

There are quite a number of misprints, but, as the reader will be able to 
correct them, I have not listed them. 

Australian National University J. W. DE JON< 

boun Hino, K. P. Jog (trs.), Suresvara’s Vartika on Asva and Asvamedha 

irdhmana. Delhi, Motilal Banarsidass Publishers, 1990. xviii, 110 pp. Rs. 

f00 ISBN 81-208-0643-3. 

t- 
uresvara’s Brhadaranyakopanisadbhasya vartika is a metrical commentary 

11151 stanzas on Sankara’s Brhadaranyakopanisadbhasya. The introduc- 

|ory part, the Sambandhavartika, was translated by T. M. P. Mahadevan 
ladras, 1958). The text of Suresvara’s commentary together with Ananda- 

^iri’s Sastraprakasika was published in three parts as volume 16 of the 
nandasrama Sanskrit Series (3 vols., Poona, 1892—1894). S. Subrah- 

|hanya Sastri contributed a summary of Suresvara’s commentary to Karl 
Potter’s volume on Advaita Vedanta up to Samkara and His Pupils in the 

|Encyclopedia of Indian Philosophies (Princeton, 1981, pp. 420—520). 
^According to the preface Hino and Jog plan to translate Suresvara’s 

ntire work. The present volume contains a translation of the Asvabrah- 
ma (BUBV 1.1) and the Asvamedhabrahmana (BUBV 1.2) comprising 

pectively 9 and 227 stanzas. Two sections of Suresvara’s work have been 
translated already by S. Hino (Suresvara’s Vartika On Yajnavalkya-Maitreyi 

Dialogue, Delhi, 1982) and by K. P. Jog and S. Hino (Suresvara’s Vartika 

|%nMadhu Brdhmana, Delhi, 1988). 
i Hino and Jog have spared no efforts to explain the stanzas. The Sanskrit 

iext of each stanza is reproduced, followed by translation and notes. The 
aslators have made use not only of Anandagiri’s sub-commentary but 

|al$o of that of Anandapurna, the Nyayakalpalatika, which is published by 
[the Kendriya Sanskrit Vidyapltha (Tirupati, 197Iff.) A select glossary lists 

[the technical terms. The verse index contains an alphabetical list of the first ^ 

R)adas of the stanzas. 
If The complete translation of Suresvara’s work is an enormous under¬ 
raking, this volume comprises only about 2% of all the stanzas. Both the 
phtnslation and the commentary are extremely useful and we can only hope 

Bhat the translators will be able to continue their work in the same way. 

[Australian National University J. W. DE JONG 

[ Mohan Wijayaratna, Buddhist monastic life according to the texts of the 

| Theravada tradition. Translated by Claude Grangier and Steven Collins. 

* Cambridge University Press, 1990. xxiv, 190 pp. £27.50; paperback £8.95 

\ Wijayaratna’s book was first published in French under the title Le moine 

l 
SIndo-Iranian Journal 36: 1993. 
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T. H. BARRETT LIBRARY 
FACULTY OF ORIENTAL STUDIES 

CAMBRIDGE 
JI XIANLIN ON THE ORIGINAL1" 

OF BUDDHISM 

Ji Xianlin has emerged since the Cultural Revolution as the doyen of 
Chinese Indologists: he is the author of a number of important studies on 
Indological or Sino-Indian themes, and the holder of several influential 
posts in Chinese academic life, including a vice-presidency of Peking 
University.1 His credentials go back to a doctoral dissertation completed in 
1941 under Ernst Waldschmidt at Gottingen on the Mahavastw, this was 
followed by four years during which he was not able to leave Germany 
because of the war, during which he completed three further studies con¬ 
cerning Buddhist Sanskrit.2 On returning to China, however, his career took 

a different turn, so that he became more generally occupied with linguistics 
and cultural history without being able to maintain his original specializa¬ 
tion.3 He did, none the less, publish in Chinese in 1957 an article on the 

Original language of Buddhism, considering the well-known passage on this 

point in the Cullavagga in the light of earlier scholarship and the five 
parallel passages in the Chinese canon; an English version of this was 

published in Burma (as it then was) in 1959.4 In 1958 he also published a 
trenchant review of Edgerton’s Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit Grammar and 
Dictionary, defending his earlier work, though (as he now sees it in retro¬ 
spect) without adding much new information, and with a distinctly anti- 

American tone.5 

In 1980 he was able to return to Gottingen and meet the retired Profes¬ 
sor Waldschmidt and his wife once again; he was also treated most hospi¬ 

tably by his successor, Professor Doctor H. Bechert, who presented him, 
viter alia, with the conference volume he had just edited. The Language of 
die Earliest Buddhist Tradition.6 In 1985 Professor Ji (henceforward JXL) 

republished his two pieces from the 1950s together with a long essay 
reacting to the volume he had received in Gottingen and two shorter essays 
commenting on Bechert’s use of his 1940s publications, in all a slim volume 
of 100 pages in Chinese. As he is aware, his views on Bechert and his 

colleagues are also somewhat trenchantly expressed, though (as he is at 

Pains to stress) without malice. 

Of all the contributors to Bechert’s volume, K. R. Norman (henceforward 

KRN) is mentioned by far the most frequently, both in praise and blame, 

following summary, therefore, concentrates particularly on JXL’s 
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arguments as they impinge on those of KRN, but tries also to give some 

general view of his criticisms, based on the third piece in his volume, 

reviewing the Gottingen conference. Sections and subsections below follow 
those given by JXL. 

1.0. Was There an Urkanon? What Was Its Language? Is There a Problem 
of Translation ? 

JXL traces this term back to Liiders, but notes also Levi’s use of the term 

‘precanonique’, which he feels (whatever Levi’s own view) points to a 
related phenomenon. The 1976 conference tends to reject the notion of a 
single Urkanon; the views expressed may be divided under six headings. 

1.1. The Interdependence of the Question of Language with that of Literary 

Professor Bechert secs the Buddhist scriptures emerging gradually out of 
scattered local traditions; Professor Colette Caillat refers to the ‘langue 

primitive du bouddhisme’ as a reconstruction; KRN agrees that the mate¬ 

rials collected by Liiders only prove that portions of the Pali canon were 
not originally in Pali. These views (and especially Professor Bechert’s 

emphasis on different strata in our materials) are directed towards under¬ 
mining the evidence assembled by Liiders. 

1.2. The Language Policy of the Buddha 

The language policy of the Buddha was not to allow monks to use Sanskrit, 
but to allow them to use their own dialects: cf. Section 4, below. 

Professor Bechert is correct in saying that this allows fonlinguistic 
pluralism, but would this have applied to the Buddha himself? KRN thinks 
that it seems clear that there was no single language or dialect used by the 

Buddha, and Etienne Lamotte also deemed such a conclusion ‘naturel’; to 
I XL this is neither clear nor ‘naturel’.7 

He also notes Professor Bechert’s observations that there was no Middle' 
lndo-Aryan ‘Hochsprache’ at the earliest stage of Buddhism; that its dialects 
were also mutually intelligible over a wide area; and that the process of 

normalization in Middle lndo-Aryan languages was a long one: hence 
Bechert’s conclusion that there cannot have been an Urkanon. 

1.3. Oral Transmission 

JXL quotes Professor Bechert’s remarks on the ‘transformation’ from one 
dialect to another within oral tradition, and notes his use of the work of H. 
Berger, and his reference to the form pure in Pali as evidence of oral ' 
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transmission in Ceylon (rather than of Magadhism); he also notes KRN’s 

caution on this point. 

1.4. The Lack of Any Surviving Document Reflecting the Buddha’s Speech 

Professor Bechert’s remarks on this are quoted without comment. 

1.5. The Need for New Approaches to the Problem 

I JXL comments that elements in the new systematic approach advocated by 

Professor Caillat are far from new. 

I 1.6. Against the Use of the Term ‘Translation’ 

JXL notes Professor Bechert’s preference for ‘Obertragung’ over ‘Uberset- 

zung’ and for the English ‘transposition’ in talking of changes in early 
Buddhist materials, but observes that KRN does speak of ‘translation’.8 

2.0. What Language Did the Buddha Preach in? 

JXL notes that his remarks on the traditional Theravada understanding of 

this question are deferred to his appended essays, and treats the conference 

contributions under two headings. 

^p‘2.1. Did the Buddha Use One Language/Dialect, or Many? 

||r Here JXL quotes passages from KRN’s contribution once more, and refers 
back to the views of Bechert and Lamotte, admitting that thq general view 
that the Buddha used more than one is consistent with his understanding of 

the Cullavagga (see section 4). But on the question of the lack of a 

Hochsprache, he points out that Old Magadhi (and especially Old Ardha- 
Magadhi) was gradually becoming a Hochsprache, and had achieved ‘Man- 

■$. darin’ status (see section 3) by Asoka’s time. | 
if j: Apart from the Cullavagga, JXL does point to a passage ii$ the Chinese 

version of the Sarvastivada Vinaya in which the Buddha has to resort to 
( three different languages in order to explain the Four Noble Truths to the 
four (apparently monoglot) Heavenly Kings,9 but adds that it would be 

somewhat naive to use this as evidence of the Buddha’s actual abilities: 

there is no convincing proof that he used more than one language. 

2.2. If One Language/Dialect, then Which? 

Here JXL notes the research of Fr. Weller, cited in the conference volume 
by Gustav Roth,10 arguing that the different Pah accounts of the promulga¬ 

tion of the Four Noble Truths point to an underlying original version in 
|H Magadhi; the notion that Magadhi was the mother of ah languages he illus- 
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trates by quoting the material used by KRN in his contribution." As to 

whether the Buddha would have used Old MagadhI itself or Old Ardha- 

Magadhl, JXL is inclined to believe with Roth and KRN that he could have 
used both. 

3.0. Can the Asokan Inscriptions Clarify Dialect Differences? 

In his survey of Asoka’s inscriptions JXL states that, apart from some of 
the Major Rock Edicts, all use the official eastern dialect of his day; both 

linguistically and epigraphically the Major Rock Edicts reflect regional 
differences; some stick close to a text in the eastern dialect, others do not; 
this eastern dialect is Old MagadhI or Old Ardha-MagadhI. 

The Mauryan empire may not have been able, like the Qin dynasty of 

China’s First Emperor, to impose a uniform script, but it must have had an 
official language, which must have been that of its metropolis, i.e. eastern. 
KRN accepts this, and that MagadhI originals underly the (non-eastem 

dialect) inscriptions.12 Yes, there are no inscriptions from the capital, 
Pataliputra, but (says JXL) no matter it is clear that MagadhI was Asoka’s 
official language, and the language underlying his inscriptions. 

Yet KRN states13 that recent studies of the Asokan inscriptions have 
tended to suggest that to a large extent Asoka’s scribes wrote either their 

own dialect or the dialect they thought was most appropriate to the locality, 
rather than the dialect actually spoken there! John Brough believed14 that 

the inscriptions’ distribution of -e/-o could not be used to distinguish 
eastern and western dialects! JXL cannot conceive that under the rule of a 
great emperor, in a matter as important as setting up an imperial inscription 
a copyist could have so much authority as to be able to change the text of 
an edict at will. And dialects can be distinguished: apart from -e/-o, the 
shift -am > -o, -u (examined in JXL’s 1944 article) is western, just as 
distinctively as the use of KharosthI for western dialect. 

4.0. Do the ‘Cullavagga’s Chinese Parallels Discuss Modes of Recitation or 
Dialect Differences? 

JXL introduces the much-discussed Cullavagga passage on permissible 
Buddhist language with its Chinese parallels, and points out that in the 
Chinese Vinayamatrkd there are actually two parallel passages, the second 
of which has not been noticed hitherto.15 

4.1. Buddhavacanam 

All the Chinese sources agree that this must indicate the Buddha’s teachings 
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Ef*,scriptures, though the Sarvastivadins and Mula-sarvastivadins introduce 
Pi; notion of recited scriptures. If the speech of the Buddha is what the 

TO]j means, it is worth pointing out that vacanam is singular, indicating a 

Relief that only one language was involved. 

K2, Chandaso 

Ebe Chinese translations do not support KRN’s interpretation of this word 
Rs/as desired’; JXL feels that it can only indicate Vedic or Sanskrit, hut 
Rotes that I-ching’s comments on the Mula-sarvastivada parallel occurrence 

gbf the word make it refer to chanting. 

*4*3. Aropema, Aropetabbam, Aropeyya 

■KRN and John Brough are right to render these words ‘translate’; the 
■Chinese texts do not explicitly use an equivalent term, but the difference is 

■simply in their mode of expression. 
■ft 

K.4. Nirutti Hp 
BERN’S attempt to interpret nirutti as indicating the use of glosses or 

Bjrnonyms will not work, either with regard to the original passage or 
ptuddhaghosa’s commentary on it: in the latter saka nirutti is equated with 
wMagadhiko-voharo; to translate as ‘gloss’ here will not do. There is another 

Example in Mahavamsa XXXVII, 244—5: 

parivattesi sabba pi SIhalatthakatha tada sabbesam mula-bhasaya 

ifl" Magadhaya niruttiya, 
’ 

*|where ‘MagadhI glosses’ will not work.16 

*4.5. Language or Recitation? 

iThough most of the Chinese parallels to the Cullavagga passage make it a 

foiscussion of language, the Sarvastivada and Mula-sarvastivada versions 

■appear to discuss the manner of reciting texts (cf. section 4.2). But these 
Itwo schools used a canon which had been translated into Sanskrit, so they 

Iwere obliged to obfuscate the point that the Buddha was opposed to the use 

iof Sanskrit — a point insufficiently appreciated by Levi in his work on 

Excitation. 
Sgjf;.A similar phenomenon may be seen in the versions of the story of 

l*Kotikarna, in Mahavagga V.13.9: 

§11’ patibhatu tam bhikkhu dhammo bhasitun ti 

|H Of the one Pali and five Chinese parallels,17 three make this refer to 

to . 
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recital rather than language, but the Mahasanghika version evidently means! 
recitation as the repetition of texts, rather than a mode of chanting: the two! 

remaining parallels are once more the Sarvastivada and Mula-sarvastivada | 

versions — the latter version even exists in the original Sanskrit from 
Gilgit.18 

5.0. JXL's Views 

I vidence is lacking for the use of a variety of languages in early Buddhism;^ 
there is an even greater lack of evidence that Middle Indo-Aryan speakers ; 

found each other mutually intelligible because differences between them 3] 
"ere dialectal — such a situation would have obviated the need to change ,| 

speech according to locality. But dialect differences are not always mutually] 

intelligible. In China today, in mountainous parts of Zhejiang and Fujian, j 

dialect speakers separated by a single mountain have difficulty in commu- >1 
nicating — surely ancient India cannot have been entirely unlike this? Out i] 
of Magadhi and Ardha-MagadhI, it is more likely that the Buddha spoke 
the latter: first, because his mother tongue was not MagadhI, and secondly 
because Old Ardha-MagadhI functioned in Magadha in a way .similar to Ij 

Mandarin in Imperial China, i.e. as a sort of Hochsprache or lingua franca. j| 
As for the evolution of the Buddhist scriptures, Bechert’s view that the 

Vinaya contains the earliest Buddhist material is impossible. The Confudanl 
canon provides a parallel case, in which the Analects of Confucius repre- ..a 
sent the oldest and most authoritative part, including much material which I 

may really originate from Confucius: it contains no Vinaya type material. Ofj 
course, Buddhism and Confucianism are different, but they surely have 
points in common. Sayings of the Buddha remembered by his disciples 
would form the core, the basis for the earliest scriptures: it is possible to 
point to surviving examples of such sayings, preserved in different var¬ 
iants.19. When KRN speaks of collections of the Buddha’s sermons under¬ 
going different recensions, this makes sense, yet he contradicts himself by 
not allowing the existence of an Urkanon. 

At first these scriptures were transmitted orally, and this was the situa¬ 
tion at the time of the first two Councils; on the Indian mainland the texts 
were reduced to writing towards the end of the second century B.C. At this j 
point, as Gustav Roth argues, western Prakrits and Sanskrit had eclipsed 

Ardha-MagadhI and MagadhI in importance.20 Emperors and religious 

leaders at this period wanted to choose a language acceptable to people 
across a wide area: this was now Sanskrit. Similarly, the First Emperor of 

China promoted unification of the writing system and other measures to 

tip in the control of his empire. The appearance of Patanjali’s 
dahabhasya marks the rise of Sanskrit.21 

Five points should be made concerning the resultant Buddhist Hybrid 

Sanskrit. First, the change to Sanskrit was piecemeal, not total. Secondly, it 
was gradual and never actually completed — hence, perhaps, Buston’s 
^•intermediate dialect’. Thirdly, though Roth uses the term ‘super-regional’, 

some regional features (such as western am > -o, -u) remained. Fourthly, 
'though Edgerton’s Dictionary proposes the unity of Buddhist Hybrid 
; Sanskrit, successive versions of the Lotus Sutra (for example) show succes¬ 

sive stages of transformation: one cannot speak of a unity. Fifthly, the 
proposal by C. Regamy22 that some texts were written from the start in 
Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit is, in the light of the foregoing discussion, impos¬ 

sible. 
There are six more points to be made concerning the Gottingen confer- 

Fence contributions. 

15.1. What Was the ‘Urkanon’? 
w 
IlSome confusion has been caused by the fact that Liiders never defined this 

"jlterm; he occasionally spoke of ‘Schriften’, but never said that he intended 
fan organized, Tripitaka-style canon. It is surely correct to say that such a 
[canon cannot have existed before the Maurya period. John Brough’s 

premarks on this point are apposite.23 

■^ 5.2. The Canon of the Jains 

The experience of Jainism is well worth considering in conjunction with that 
%| .of Buddhism. How is it that the Jains could have had an Urkanon (albeit . 

H ^compiled a little later) in a canonical language, and the Buddhists not? 

|5.3. Magadhism 
a . 

pThe ending -e (Sanskrit -as) has long been recognized as a ‘magadhism’. In 
3^ rejecting the notion of an Urkanon, the Gottingen conference participants 

seem at times to reject this idea also. Take two particular examples: 

|% 5.3.1. Bhikkhave 

Bechert’s following Berger in explaining the conditions under which this 

|^. form was preserved does nothing to alter the fact that it is a magadhism.24 

■M-.' 5.3.2. Pure n? 
As against Bechert, KRN allows that this may come from either Magadhi, 
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Sinhalese or North-western Prakrit; John Brough pointed out that -e was al 
feature also of Gandharf.25 But all ancient Indian grammarians do agree thal 

-e is an eastern peculiarity, and Liiders did not build his case on this feature 
alone. j 

5.3.3. -o and -e I 

Finally, A. L. Basham has shown that -o material and -e material is derived l 
from different sources; it cannot be that the latter is preserved for comic t, 
effect.26 f 

5.4. New Approaches (cf 1.5) 

That the approaches advocated by C. Caillat include old approaches may 
be illustrated from Oldenberg’s work. 

5.5. Translation* ! 

Nobody can deny that translation was involved in the formation of the j 

Buddhist scriptures; the move to Sanskrit was a form of translation. Bechert’i 
reservations on this point concerning the appropriate German term are due j 
to his attitude towards the Urkanon and its eastern dialect. i 

5.6. Materials in Chinese on the Buddhist Use of Language ' 

There are ten passages in Vinaya materials preserved in Chinese which bear 
upon this question, in that they make it clear that it was an offense to teach 
(or, it would seem, even to address) someone from outside the Madhyadesa ■ 
in the language used within that area, or vice versa.27 This may be taken as ' 
evidence of the purely utilitarian Buddhist approach to language. * 

tv ■ - 

As mentioned above, JXL appends two essays to the preceding review. The 
first reconsiders the question of am > -o, -u. Part of it takes Lamotte’s 

Histoire du Bouddhisme Indiert (Louvain, 1958) to task, but only as a result 
of understanding the date of the printing available to him (1976) as the date 
of publication. Most of the essay is directed against an observation by ■ 
Bechert that JXL’s earlier conclusions on this North-western regionalism . 

are vitiated by the absence of -u endings in the Gilgit manuscripts.28 This \ 
suggestion JXL combats by drawing on the Gandhari Dharmapada, the f 

Samadhirajasutra in the Gilgit manuscripts, a Gilgit Lotus Sutra published j 
in China and the Prajna-pdramitd-ratna-guna-samcaya-gdthd,29 

The second essay concerns Pali and the Middle Indian aorist, again a 

topic he had raised in the early 1940s. His original aim had been to show ■■ 
that the aorist was a characteristic of Middle Indian eastern dialect, of Old 

, 1 

I 

jdha-Magadhl, with a view to using this criterion to determine the date 

l(j origin of Buddhist materials. But how to understand Pali? This lacks 
e traditionally recognized characteristics of Magadhi, though W. Geiger 
id accept the Pali tradition’s view that its language was a form of Magadhi. 
KRN’s view, expressed in the conference paper, that Pali could have 

been a dialect spoken somewhere in Magadha, and hence termed Magadhi 
y the tradition with a certain degree of legitimacy, is most helpful. In JXL’s 

earlier research he had observed a tendency for the aorist to appear much 
more frequently in old materials, where new materials replaced it with other 

ast tenses. This pattern was consistent with the appearance in early mate¬ 
rials of other forms which (on the basis of the Asokan Inscriptions and 
fither materials) could be taken as characteristic of an eastern dialect, 

ence the aorist is an eastern feature. 
But how could it be that it should appear with such frequency in Pali, 
tensibly a western dialect? This contradiction had always bothered him, 

ut though his immediate reaction was to combat KRN’s view, on closer 
Consideration it struck him with the force of a revelation. Why not. with the 

tradition, recognize Pali as a form of the speech of Magadha? 
Thus though Professor Bechert in 1972 cited his research to suggest that 

had put paid to the notion that western dialects lacked an aorist,30 JXL 

now sounds a note of caution on this point. 
Finally, three comments on JXL’s views. First, it should be remembered 

’that during the middle part of his career he was not able to keep in touch 
;With Western-language Indological publications; his reactions therefore 
provide a valuable index of the degree to which opinions on some matters 

have shifted during that time.31 
jU Secondly, the explicit analogies between China and India (which have, 

perhaps, been unduly highlighted in the foregoing summary) illustrate the 

'degree to which reconstructions of the linguistic situation in Ancient India 
ire guided by what is found conceivable in the light of analogous situations. 

Heinz Bechert does indeed draw explicit analogies between Middle Indo- 

Aryan and the emergence of written Romance vernaculars,32 but it is at 
least possible that Western-language Indologists are influenced by uncon¬ 

scious analogies which are not actually appropriate to the Middle Indo- 

Aryan case. 
, Thirdly, JXL’s vantage point of Chinese Indology may not provide the 
only independent position from which to view current Western-language 

scholarship. He notes that his own opinions are supported by Professor 
Minoru Hara of Tokyo.33 Japanese scholarship on the language of the 

i earliest Buddhist tradition has not hitherto been particularly conspicuous,34 
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but it may yet produce a further, independent critique of the current state 
of the field. 

NOTES 

1 See his biographical entry (with photograph) in W. Bartke, ed., Who’s Who in the People 
Republic of China (Second ed., Munchen: K. G. Saur, 1987), p. 187, where his date of bi 
is given as 1911. Ji was known until 1949 in the West as Dschi Hian-lin, and during the 
1950s as Chi Hsien-lin. 

This information is given on p. 1 of his preface to his Yuanshi fojiao de yuyan wenti 
(Peking: Zhongguo shchui kcxue chubanshe, 1985), the work partially summarized below: 
hereafter YFDYW. These early studies were “Parallelversionen zur tocharischen Rezension 

des Punyavata-Jataka”, Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgenlandischen Gesellschaft 97 (1943), 
pp. 284—324; “Die Umwandlung der Endung -am in -o und -u im Mittelindischen”, 
Sachrichten der Akademie der Wissenschaften in Gottingen (below NAWG) 1944.6, pp. 

131 — 144; “Die Vcrwcndung des Aorists als Kriterium fur Alter Ursprung buddhistischer 
Texte", NAWG 1949, pp. 245-301. 

ITough in the late 1940s his published studies in Chinese frequently drew upon his 
Indoiogical knowledge, after 1949 his publications in linguistics concentrated on Chinese 
senpt reform and such questions as translation in the light of Stalinist linguistics. He did 

1956 publish also an article on the discovery and value of Tocharian, but this treats its topi 
primarily from the viewpoint of Sino-Indian cultural relations. A collection of his Chinese 
articles on Sino-Indian relations, including this study and others from the 1940s and 1950s, 
was published by the Sanlian shudian, Peking, in 1982 as Zhong-Yin wenhua guanxishi 
iunwenji. 

Original title “Yuanshi fojiao de yuyan wend”, Beijing daxue xuebao (Renwen kexue) 
1957.1, pp. 65—70; I have found no trace of the Burmese publication, mentioned in 
YFDYW; p. 2. 

Thus YFDYW, pp. 2—3. Originally published as “Zailun yuanshi fojiao de yuyan wenti 
Yuyan yenjiu 1958. 1, pp. 87—105. 

6 Heinz Bechert. ed., Die Sprache der altesten buddhistischen Oberlieferung/The Language of 
the Eariiest Buddhist Tradition. Abhandlungen der Akademie der Wissenschaften in 
Gottingen, Philologisch-Historische Klasse, Folge 3, Nr. 117. Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & 
Rupreeht, 1980. Abbreviated to LEBT below. 

i‘. Lamotte, Histoire du Bouddhisme Indien (Louvain: Institut Orientaliste, 1958), p. 608, 
ntrd by Bechert, LEBT’ p. 14. 

8 LEBT; p. 75: the inverted commas are, however, original to KRN — THB. 

9 Taisho Canon (henceforward 7.), XXm, p. 193a: this is the Chinese translation of the 
Vinaya in the Sarvastivada tradition, T. no. 1435. 
10 LEBT, p. 91, n. 42, citing OLZ 43 (1940), col. 73-79. 
11 LEBT, pp. 63, 66, 67. 

12 Apparently on the basis of KRN’s remarks in LEBT, pp. 75 and 65, but I am not sure 
that I follow JXL’s meaning correctly — THB. 
13 LEBT, p. 69. 

14 J. Brough, ed., The Gdndhdn Dharmapada. London Oriental Series, VTI (London, OUP 
1962), p. 115, n. 2: abbreviated GD below. 

15 In juan 8, T. XXIV, p. 846c, T. no. 1463. The other passages are listed by John Brough 
in LEBT, p. 37, though in his 1957 article, as reprinted in YFDYW, p. 13, JXL adds to the 
standard MahTsasaka parallel a further similar passage, T. XXII, 39c (7. no. 1421), on the 
Buddha’s acceptance of texts as recited in foreign states’. 1 
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_ evidence seems a little late to bear upon KRN’s point — THB. 
dana, V, 6; 7. XXIII, p. 1052c (7. no. 1447, A: Mula-sarvastivada); 7. XXIII, p. 181b 

1435,' 25); 7. XXII, p. 144b (7. no. 1421, 21); 7. XXII, p. 845c (7. no. 1428, 39: 

aguptaka); 7. XXH, p. 416a (7. no. 1425, 23: Mahasahghika) 
It Manuscripts, Vol. Ill, Part IV, Calcutta, 1950, p. 188, according to JXL — not 

ted, THB. 
cites the Buddha’s words on the completion of his mission from 7. I, p. 17b (7. no. 

a); 7. XXIV, p. 389a (7. no. 1451, 36: Mula-sarvastivada); and 7. XXII, p. 

(7. no. 1428, 38): the latter two are from the Vinaya, which does not seem quite to 

with his argument — THB. 

7,p. 79. 
LEBT, p. 80. 

ted by Bechert, LEBT, p. 32. 
GD, p. 33, which deserves quoting at length; JXL translates one sentence only: “For 

resent, it would seem more prudent to interpret ‘primitive canon’ as meaning no more 
an early body of potentially canonical (i.e. authoritative) prose and verse compositions, 

t allowing the use of the term to suggest any implications of the fixation or codifica- 

of texts”. 
U LEBT, p. 29. 

pD, p. 115. 
;L. Basham, History and Doctrines of the Ajivikas (London: Luzac & Co., 1951), pp. 

5. Basham in fact puts this as no more than a possibility — THB. 
^iz. 7. XXD, p. 4b (7. no. 1421, 1); 7. XXII, p. 261c (7. no. 1425, 4); 7. XXIII, pp. 

*223b, 290a (7. no. 1435, 4, 31, 40); idem 27a, 360a (4, 49); idem 392a-b (53); 7. 
p. 622c (7. no. 1441, 10: Sarvastivada); 7. XXIII, p. 913b (7. no. 1443, 2: Mula- 

ivada) - all on YFDYW, pp. 83-4. 
er die ‘Marburger Fragmente’ des Saddharmapundarika”, NA WG, Philologisch- 

rische Klasse, 1972, 1, p. 79. 
Citing a) GD; b) Nalinaksha Dutt, ed., Gilgit Manuscripts, vol. n, Srinagar-Kashmin 
41; c) Ji’s own English-language preface to Jiang Zhongxin,? Miaofa lianhua jing, Peking: 

wenhuagong tushuguan, c. 1980 ? - not seen, THB; d) Akira Yuyama, ed., Prajha- 
itd-ratna-guna-samcaya-gatha (Sanskrit Recension A), Cambridge: CUP, 1976 — also 

jiyama’s Grammar of the same, Canberra: ANU Press, 1973. 

w*0ber die ‘Marburger Fragmente’ ”, p. 72. 
Note, however, that Chinese-language readers could have become aware by 1979 that 
/s views were no longer accepted, as a result of the translation of de Jong’s writings on 
history of Buddhist studies into Chinese: see J. W. de Jong, tr. Huo Tao-hui (Fok Tou- 

Ou-Mei Fo-hsueh yen-chiu hsiao-shih (Hong Kong: Fo-chiao fa-chu hsueh-hui, 1983), 

73—4 (and p. x for the first appearance of this translation). 

LEBT, p. 15. 
YFDYW, p. 5. 
Though one may point to some exceptions, e.g. Maeda Egaku, Genshi Bukkyd seiten no 

ushi kenkyu, Tokyo: Sankibo, 1964. 
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"Tv HEINZ BECHERT 

BUDDHA-FIELD AND TRANSFER OF MERIT IN A 

theravAda SOURCE 

lough Sri Lanka has been considered the homeland of the most orthodox 
and conservative form of Buddhism and has played an important part in the 
preservation and spread of Theravada throughout history, Buddhism in 
Ceylon was not exempt from the general trend towards innovation, and 
there were periods when orthodoxy had a rather difficult time with the 
dynamics of Mahayana and Tantric forms of Buddhism. Both from the 
chronicles and from a considerable number of architectural and inscrip- 

tional remains we can imagine the impact of Mahayana on the mediaeval 
culture of Ceylon.1 Influences from Mahayana were also absorbed in the 
popular religion of the Sinhalese.2 

In Pali literature, Mahayana is called Vetullavada.3 In the historical 
^literature of Ceylon, the earliest reference to Vetullavada is found in the 

;Mahdvamsa. There it is said about King Voharikatissa (215—237 A.D.) 
that, “suppressing the Vetulla doctrine and keeping heretics in check by 

liis minister Kapila, he made the true doctrine to shine forth in glory” 
(Mahdvamsa 36.41). Since there is no information on the type of this 

gjfVetulIa heresy in the commentary of the Mahdvamsa (Vamsatthappakdsinu 
lied. G. P. Malalasekera, p. 662), we depend for additional information on 
| much later sources which seem to be of a rather suspicious nature. Thus we 
^must confess that we do not have any reliable historical information on the 

exact nature of the Vetulla doctrines suppressed by this king, nor do we 

laiow how much earlier, from which part of India and by whom these 

doctrines were brought to the island, and which communities in Ceylon 
were subscribers to Vetulla, or Mahayana doctrines. More than 60 years 
later, King Gothabhaya again suppressed the Vetullavada. In the passage 

^recording this event (Mahdvamsa 36.111 f.) we also find the first explicit 

^statement that the monks who had turned to the Vetulla doctrine belonged 
the Abhayagirivasins. This nikaya, or sect, which is also named the 

Dhammaruci (Dharmaruci) sect, had originated as a result of the first split 

of the Buddhist Sangha of Ceylon during the period of King Vattagamani 

|Abhaya (1st century B.C.). 
§\ It is widely believed “that the use of Sanskrit rather than Pali by the 

£ monks of the Abhayagiri fixed yet another distinction between them and 
their rivals of the Mahavihara”, and this is reproduced even in some rather 

htdo-Iranian Journal 35: 95-108, 1992. 
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recent publications on the subject.4 However, we have ample evidence for 

the fact that the Abhayagirivasins used the same collection of sacred 
scriptures in Pali which has been handed down to us by the orthodox 

Theravada tradition of the Mahaviharavasins and which formed the com¬ 
mon heritage of all of the three nikayas, or sects of Buddhism, in mediaeval 
Ceylon. 

Another wide-spread misunderstanding is the belief that the monks of 

the Abhayagirivasa and the Jetavanavasa sects were mostly followers of 

Mahayana, whereas the monks of the Mahavihara sect are believed to have » 
based their interpretation of the doctrine on the Theravada tradition as 

introduced from India exclusively, without being much influenced by the 

further development of doctrine and literature in India. It has been long 

known, however, that late canonical and post-canonical Pali literature was ) 
heavily influenced by Indian Buddhist literature and philosophy of other 

schools.5 On the other hand, the available evidence clearly gives proof that, 
though Mahayanist tendencies were at times tolerated in the Abhayagiri and 
Jetavana communities, Mahayana was never made the official creed of these 
two nikayas. 

ITiere is, unfortunately, still much confusion about the nature of Buddhist 
“sects” (nikaya) or “schools” (vada) in spite of the enormous amount of 
writing that has been done on Buddhist sects. This confusion is caused by 
confounding different types of sect. We should differentiate three main ; 
types of sect: the so-called vinaya sects, the doctrinal sects, and the philo¬ 

sophical schools. A “vinaya sect”, or nikaya is characterized as a community 
of monks who mutually acknowledge the validity of their ordination and 1 
make use of the same particular redaction of the vinaya texts, i.e. the texts 
of Buddhist ecclesiastical law. " 

The second type of “sect” came into existence during the period of 

doctrinal dissensions and controversies, when particular notions of the 
issues under discussion were accepted in the different nikayas, which had v 
only now turned into communities which were distinguished, not only as 
different ‘Vinaya sects”, but also as upholders of certain doctrines. Only 
very few of the sects mentioned in the context of the early doctrinal con- 
troversies succeeded, however, in developing a consistent system of philoso-1 

phy which had an impact on the progress of philosophical thought in India. 
These were the philosophical schools. There should be no confusion of 
these philosophical schools with the earlier doctrinal and the early vinaya 

sects. A Sarvastivadin, in the sense of a follower of the Sarvastivada phi¬ 

losophy, could well have been a member of a rather different vinaya sect, ‘ 

particularly of a sect which' had no philosophical tradition of its own. 

The formation of Mahayana Buddhism took place in a way which was 

fundamentally dissimilar from that of the formation of Buddhist sects. 
KVhereas the formation and growth of Buddhist nikayas took place mainly 

Sjn the basis of local communities, the rise of Mahayana Buddhism was a 
development which pervaded the whole sphere of Buddhism and many 
Sikayas. It was an event taking place not on the basis of the understanding 
|>f monastic discipline nor of doctrinal controversies of the traditional kind, 

|ut on a different level, viz. by a new definition of the goal of religious life. 

(Instead of striving for personal liberation as a follower of the advice given 
|>y the Buddha, a Mahayanist decided to go along the path leading himself 
?o the status of a Buddha — the long and troublesome path of a Bodhisattva, a 

feuddha-to-be”. A follower of Mahayana Buddhism did, however, not at all 

Sease to be a member of one of the nikayas. Louis de La Vallee Poussin 

pis clarified in his fundamental contribution Opinions sur les relations des 
gleux Vehicules au point de vue du Vinaya6 that there could exist two 
auctions in each of the ancient Buddhist nikayas, or sects: a Mahayanistic 
pid a HInayanistic faction. One could not be a Buddhist monk without 
►being a member of one of the old sects and accepting the authority of one 
[of the recensions of the Vinayapitaka of the HInayanists. It follows, on the 
[other hand, that members of any one of these sects could have accepted the 

[religious “program” of Mahayana without leaving the community of their 

[nikaya. 
K. We know from the records of the Chinese pilgrims, from inscriptions and 
[from other sources that there were monastic communities where followers 
fof both Sravakayana, or HInayana, and Mahayana lived together peacefully; 
jwt there were other strictly Mahayanistic and strictly HInayanistic Sanghas 

as well. 
H For those who accepted Mahayana, their allegiance to their nikaya was of 

Sprite a different nature from that of a HInayanist: it was the observance of a 

Wnaya tradition which made them members of the Sangha, but it no longer 
^necessarily included the acceptance of the specific doctrinal viewpoints of 
,the particular nikaya. In the context of Mahayana, the traditional doctrinal 
controversies of the nikayas had lost much of their importance and, thus, as 

a rule, one would not give up the allegiance to one’s nikaya on account of 

becoming a follower of Mahayanistic doctrines originating with monks 

prdained in the tradition of another nikaya. 
It is a well known fact that the evolution of the main doctrines of Mahayana 

Were not a result of a sudden change in the ways of thinking of Buddhists. 

Several trends which were later developed in Mahayana doctrine are 
already found in the literature of HInayana schools. These ideas were styled 

*semi-Mahayanistic” by Nalinaksha Dutt.7 
/ The Mahasanghika sect and the Lokottaravada sect, one of the sub-sects 
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of the Mahasanghikas, are particularly renowned as advocates of a consid¬ 

erable number of such “semi-Mahayanistic” concepts. Many of these are 
also found in the literature of the Sarvastivadins, whose original home was 

in the north-western parts of India.8 The tradition of Pali Buddhism too was ] 
influenced by this trend before the final redaction of the Tripitaka in Pali. 
Buddhavamsa and Cariyapitaka are the two canonical works where the 

impact of these innovations is most intensely felt, particularly in the doctrines; 
concerning the career (cariya) and the perfections (pdramitd) of a bodhisatl 

These statements, however, do not yet provide us with conclusive evi¬ 
dence for direct Mahayana influence on early Ceylonese Theravada nor, 
more specifically, do they help in the understanding of the historical sources \ 
which I have quoted above, because the concepts found in these works 
were not yet specifically Mahayanistic. They represent a widespread trend 
to raise and answer questions which were not considered important in the 
earliest Buddhist community, but had become important in the stage of 
development of philosophical and doctrinal thinking reached shortly before 
the final redaction of the Pali scriptures. I may quote as an example the 

problem of explaining why some beings become Samyaksambuddhas, i.e. 
Buddhas who have reached supreme enlightenment by their own efforts 

without help from others and who announce the doctrine for the benefit of 

others, whereas other beings attain nirvana as Arhats, i.e. as pupils of a 
Buddha following his instructions. 

The tradition that Gautama, when he was Sumedha in one of his former 
existences, had delivered a vow (pranidhi) before the Buddha Dipankara to 

become a Buddha himself, was accepted as a sufficient explanation in the 

early period of Buddhism. By force of this vow, which was confirmed 
by the prophecy (vyakarana) of the former Buddha, Sumedha became a 

Bodhisattva. The vow and the prophecy were subsequently to be renewed 
whenever the Bodhisattva met other former Buddhas. It was only after 

innumerable reincarnations and after accomplishing innumerable meritori¬ 

ous deeds that the Bodhisattva was finally bom as Siddhartha Gautama and , 
attained full enlightenment as a Buddha. The main problem raised here 
relates to the conformity of this concept with the law of karma, for it is a 
consequence of the teaching of a Buddha that numerous beings attain 
nirvana as pupils of the Buddha, so that they benefit from the fact that the . j 
Bodhisattva has gone the long and difficult path leading to full enlighten¬ 

ment and has not accepted the easier way to attain nirvana as a disciple of 

a Buddha or as a Pratyekabuddha. This seems to be contradictory to the 

so-called law of karma, the doctrine that every being can only earn the 

fruits of his own deeds; for it is the actions of the Bodhisattva, in the form 

g)f the announcement of the doctrine, which bring benefit to other beings. 

• This tension between the karma doctrine and the bodhisattva concept 

pan be resolved by the assumption that parts of a Buddha's karmic results 
£nf his previous efforts as a Bodhisattva pass over to his audience by way of 
|his teaching. His own lengthened way to nirvana shortens the way of his 
[hearers. Though it is not formulated in the ancient texts, it is evident that 
jfthis observation implies that a transference of religious merit may be 
^supposed. 

However, the notion of transfer of merit has been fully developed only in 
^Mahayana Buddhism with its generalization of the request to make the 
iBodhisattva’s vow. As a consequence, there was a treasure of merit avail¬ 
able to the faithful, which finds a close parallel in the notion of the “treas- 
j>ure of the church” in Roman Catholic dogma since the 13th century.9 

It is surprising to observe that the concept of a “transference of merit” is 
hn important religious practice in Theravada Buddhism as well. In 1967, 
}pr. G. P. Malalasekera gave the following description of this practice as 
f current in contemporary Theravada Buddhism.10 

^The method of such transference ... is quite simple. The doer of the good deeds has merely 
^to wish that the merit he had thereby gained should accrue to someone in particular, if he so 

^wishes, or to ‘all beings’. The wish may be purely mental or it may be accompanied by an 
expression in words. This could be done with or without the particular beneficiary being 

| aware of it. Also the fact of ‘transference’ does not in the slightest degree mean that the 
‘transferor’ is deprived of the merit he had originally acquired by his good deed. On the 
contrary, the very act of ‘transference’ is a good deed in itself and, therefore, enhances the 
merit already earned. The act of ‘sharing’ one’s good fortune is a deed of compassion and 

| friendliness and, as such, very praiseworthy and ‘meritorious’. 

% Where the beneficiary is aware of the transference, another very important element comes 
| in. This is called in Pali anumodand which means ‘rejoicing in, the ‘joy of rapport’. Here, the 

recipient of the transfer becomes a participant of the original deed by associating himself 
If with the deed done. Thus, this identification of himself with both the deed and the doer can 
{; sometimes result in the beneficiary getting even greater merit than the original doer, either 

: because his elation is greater or because his appreciation of the value of the deed done is 

more intellectual and, therefore, more ‘meritorious’. 

The terms used for this practice are patti (skt. prapti) which literally 

means “acquisition”, and anumodand, literally “consent”. These two terms 
!* are often combined into pattanumodana. This terminology is not found in 
| the canonical scriptures in Pali, but there are a few canonical references 

|*to the offering of merit, though not in the developed form described by 

Malalasekera. These passages refer only to the gift of merit to pretas, or 
departed spirits, and to gods. In the Milindapahha and in the classical Pali 

|f[ commentaries written by Buddhaghosa, Dhammapala, and others in the 
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period between the 5th and 7th centuries A.D., the doctrine of pattanumo- 
dana is, however, found in its fully developed form. These notions have 
been referred to by various authors.11 

The origination of these notions is explained by Richard Gombrich, in a 

study of this problem published in 1971, as a reinterpretation of the mataka j 
dana, i.e. the ritual of almsgiving with the intention to transfer merit to dead 

relatives, a practice which replaced the brahmanical sraddha (ceremonies 

for the benefit of dead relatives) in Buddhism. Gombrich characterizes the 
“transference of merit” as a practice “which affords some psychological 
relief from the oppressive doctrine of man’s total responsibility for his own 
fate”. He argues that the practice of pattdnumodana has been rationalized 

in a way to conform to the canonical doctrine by changing the meaning of 

anumodand from “thinking” about the gift to “rejoicing” at the merit. 

Gombrich does not accept any Mahayanistic influence on the development 
of the anumodand doctrine. 

There is an important source for the doctrinal controversy involved, viz. 
the Kathavatthu, the well-known “Points of Controversy”, the doctrinal 

compendium of the Theravada school which forms part of its Abhidhamma- 
Pitaka, and consequently is considered a canonical scripture. Here, the view 
that “one being could help the consciousness of another one” is explicitly 
repudiated on the ground that everyone has to get on with his karma alone. 
Subsequendy, the theory is repudiated that one being can procure happiness 
for another being which does not result from his karma. This is based on 

the argument that it is also impossible for one being to inflict pain upon 
another which does not result from his karma. In another section of this 

work it is explained that the result of the gift dedicated to a preta arises not 
from the gift itself, but only from the approval (anumodand) of the gift, 

because no person is the agent for the consequences of another’s actions.12 
If the doctrinal compendium of the Theravadins was so explicit in its 

negation of the possibility of transference of merit, how could this theory 
then become so prominent in Theravada? How should we explain that in 
the Samkhajataka, where the Bodhisattva gives away merit of his good deed 
and thereby saves his attendant, we find a concept of the Bodhisattva’s 
merit which could be rightly described by Gombrich as “very close to the 

idea of a fund of merit, like a bank account, to be drawn at will”. Must 

there not have been a period when even the main tradition of Theravada 

was more open-minded towards innovation, including concepts of “MahayanaJ 
in the making”? 

It is evident that a conclusive answer to this question can be found only 

if we succeed in tracing additional evidence for the influence of clearly 

^Mahayanistic concepts in the formative period of Theravada doctrine. 
[-Fortunately, there is a piece of evidence to help us answer this question, viz. 

[the Buddhapadana. This text is the first part of the Apadana book of the 

[Pali canon, a text which was accepted as part of the scriptures of the 
I Mahavihara tradition. The main parts of the Apadana consist of stories of 
[former existences of Theras and Theris who attained arhatship as disciples 

[of the Buddha. Most of these stories follow more or less the same pattern: 

J in a former existence the particular monk or nun earned merit by a dona- 
‘ tion to a former Buddha, to his Sangha, by veneration of a Buddha, a 
(Stupa, etc. As a result, he or she was reborn as a god, as a cakravartin, etc., 

(and finally, in his or her last existence, met Gautama Buddha and attained 
( sainthood. The text was not carefully handed down, and there is evidence 

[ that it had been enlarged several times and that at least three different 
Aversions of the Apadana had existed.13 The Buddhapadana forms the first 

[part of the book. 
Judging from its title Buddhapadana, we expect to find a text here which 

[relates some former “great deed” of the Buddha, the fruit of which has 
contributed to his enlightenment. What we read in this text, however, deals 

[with a rather different and unusual theme. The text begins as follows: 

1. atha Buddhapaddndni sundtha suddhamanasa 
timsapdramisampunna dhammaraja asahkhiya. 

2. sambodhim Buddhasetthdnam sasahghe lokanayake 

dasahguli namassitvd sirasa abhivadayim. 
3. ydvata Buddhakkhettesu ratana vijjanti ’sahkhiya 

akasattha ca bhumattha manasa sabbam ahare. 

4. tattha rupiyabhiimiyam pasddam mapaye aham 
'nekabhumim ratanamayam ubbiddham nabham uggatam. 

1. Now, with a pure mind, hear the (relation of the) great deeds of 

the Buddhas, the innumerable kings of the Dharma who have 

fulfilled the thirty perfections. 
2. Paying homage with ten fingers (i.e. both hands) to the leaders of 

1*5 the world with their Sanghas, I respectfully saluted with my head 

the perfect enlightenment of the excellent Buddhas. 
3. I brought together in full all the innumerable jewels which are 

found in the Buddha-fields in the sky and on the earth. 
4. There I built a jewelled palace with a floor of silver with several 

stories raised high to the sky. 

A lengthy description of a Buddhaksetra or “Buddha-field” follows, and 
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we learn that the Bodhisattva created all the Buddhas of the past, brought 

them into the palace and offered robes, food, etc. to them. The Buddhas lay 

down in a lion’s posture on costly beds, and, in a state of mindfulness, were 
committed to the delight of meditation. They preached the true doctrines, 
played with their miraculous facilities, indulged in supernatural knowledge, 
mastered all forms of supernatural knowledge, and assumed hundreds of 
thousands of miraculous transformations. These and similar relations are 
followed by a poetic description of the “Buddha-field”, and a connection is 
then established with the world of men and other beings by offering them 
the merit which the Bodhisattva has earned. 

Thus, in the Buddhapadana we find not only the concept of transfer of 
merit, which — however difficult — can be justified within the limits of 
Theravada orthodoxy, but also the concept of a Buddha-field, which is 
described as a paradise where many Buddhas exist at the same time — a 

concept which diametrically opposes the tenets of Theravada orthodoxy. 

The text is, however, not quite clear as to the question of whether these 

Buddhas really exist or if they are only creations of the meditative power of 
the Bodhisattva. The latter alternative is suggested by at least two stanzas of 

the text, but there is no clear-cut borderline between these alternatives, a 

differentiation which we could expect in a Theravada text. We are reminded 
of what £. Lamotte says on the origination of the central concepts of 
Mahayana Buddhism in his study Der Verfasser des Upadesa und seine 
Quellen,14 viz. that these concepts essentially originate in the meditative 
sphere and thus, for the meditating monk, they are of a higher order of 
reality than anything from the so-called real world could be. 

The Buddhapadana provides us with sufficient evidence for the conclu¬ 
sion that it is a full-fledged Mahayana text, and thereby is quite different 
from all other works in the Pali Tripitaka. The concept of a “Buddha-field” 

had to be included in the later doctrinal system of the Theravadins because 

ihe Buddhapadana was included in the collection of their scriptures, but 
Buddhaghosa’s writing on the subject, as found in the Visuddhimagga, 
carefully avoids all the non-orthodox connotations as found in our text. In 

Visuddhimagga Xm. 30f. (ed. H. C. Warren and Dh. Kosambi, p. 349), 
Buddhaghosa distinguishes three kinds of “Buddha fields”: jatikkhetta 

(“birth field”), i.e. the realm which quakes on the occasion of the birth of a 
future Buddha; dnakkhetta (“field of authority’*), i.e. the realm where the 

recitation of parittas is effective; and visayakkhetta (“field of objects”), i.e. 

the realm in which the respective Buddha potentially knows whatever he 

desires to know.15 These explanations harmonize with the orthodox notion 
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that there exists only one Buddha at a time. However, this interpretation 

makes no sense in the context of the Buddhapadana passage. 
In spite of the disregard of basic tenets of Theravada orthodoxy, there 

can be no doubt that the Buddhapadana is a Theravada text indeed, and not 

borrowed from the tradition of any other nikaya. This becomes evident from 
the fact that it mentions thirty perfections, or paramitas, of the Bodhisattva. 
subdividing the ten paramitas of earlier Theravada tradition into three each, 
a notion which is already found in the Buddhavamsa and in several other 
works of the Pali school, but not in the tradition of any other nikaya. 
Language and style, as well as the particular use of many well-known stock 
phrases from earlier Pali texts, provide additional evidence. The fact that 
the Buddhapadana is clearly within the tradition of Theravada also explains 
the curious fact that the only modem scholar who has dealt with this text so 
far, Dwijendralal Barua, has completely overlooked its Mahayanistic charac¬ 

ter and restricted his comments to the romanticism of its poetic descrip- 

i There can be no doubt that the Buddhapadana is the work of monks 
who either formed a Mahayanistic faction in the Mahavihara or who were 

ready to accept at least some very essential elements of Mahayana. Being in 
the tradition of Theravada and using Pali as their sacred language, it was 

quite obvious that they would compose in Pali a text embodying the new 
concepts. Since the Apadana book was a compilation whose final redaction 

took place at a comparatively late period, it was a place where a dhamma- 
pariyaya of this kind could easily be added to the scriptural literature. 
We can now conclude that the acceptance of the generalized doctrine <4 
pattdnumodana, or transference of merit, into Theravada Buddhism was 

also due to this influence of Mahayanistic trends in the same early period of 

Ceylonese Buddhism. 
At least in a very tentative way, the period of this development can be 

.determined by the following considerations: The author of the Kathavatthu 

clearly delimitates Theravada orthodoxy against tendencies which, though 
they were not yet developed into explicitly Mahayanistic tenets, were repre¬ 

sentative of the trends which preceded the formation of Mahayana. Whether 
or not the Kathavatthu was composed at the Council of Pataliputra, held at 

the time of Asoka, it was a work of Indian origin and it represented the 
views of a section of the Sangha which strongly rejected the then current 

trends towards rather far-reaching innovations. We have seen that the theory 
of the transference of merit was not acceptable to its author. On the other 

hand, the passage from the Mahavamsa on the suppression of the Maluiyanists 
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in Ceylon during Voharikatissa’s reign, which does not mention at all which'' 

communities were infiltrated by the Vetulla doctrines, makes it clear that 
there was no tolerance of such trends from this time on. The evidence of 

the chronicles is definite: The Mahavihara did not allow a Mahayanistic 
faction in its framework to exist after that, and whenever they existed in the 
Sangha of Ceylon later on, it was within communities which did not belong 
to the Mahavihara faction. 

Thus, we may conclude that the infiltration of Mahayana ideas into the 
Mahavihara tradition took place, on the one hand, after a relaxation of the 
strict orthodoxy represented by the Kathavatthu and after the antagonism of 

the sects had become less severe, i.e. not before the end of the 2nd century 
B.C., and, on the other hand, it must have taken place before the suppression 

of Mahayanistic tendencies in the first half of the 3rd century A.D. In a 

quite different context, I proposed a date not long before the middle of the 
1st century B.C. for the earliest version of the Apaddna book which did not 

yet include the Buddhapadana. It, therefore, seems that the Buddhapadana 
was composed roughly at the same time as the Sukhavativyuha, the most 
important Mahayana text elaborating the concept of the “Buddha-field”, i.e. 
in the 1st century or in the beginning of the 2nd century AJD. 

The questions raised in the preceding paragraphs have been recently 

discussed by Gregory Schopen17 and Lambert Schmithausen.18 Schopen 
argued that the early Buddhists held the view that “somebody could be 
expected to obtain Nirvana as the result of an act of puja undertaken on his 
behalf by another”.19 This view is presented by him as the leading monastic 
idea of the early period, and for this hypothesis Schopen mainly relies on 
inscriptional evidence. From early Indian and Ceylonese inscriptions he 
derives the conclusion that the inscriptional references to the transfer of 

merit have no connexion with Mahayanistic tendencies, and in this context 
he criticizes G. Fussman’s statement that the references to the doctrine of 
the transference of merit in early Buddhist inscriptions prove “l’existence de 
courants mahayanistes dans l’lnde du Nord-Ouest, a la fin du premier siecle 
de n.e.”.20 Schopen argues that the relevant formula referring to an act of 
transfer of merit to one’s deceased parents “in at least five instances ... 
appears in conjunction with a specifically named school and that in every 

instance that school is a HInayana school”, viz. the Mahasanghika, Apara- 
saila and Bhadrayanlya schools, but never in association with the name 

Mahayana.21 The transfer of merit to “the welfare and happiness of all 

beings” is also found in conjunction with specifically named schools, with 
the Mahasanghika, Sarvastivada, Dharmaguptaka, Bhadrayanlya, Mahisasaka 

and Vibhajyavada schools.22 Schopen further concludes that “this, coupled 
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with the fact that in at least some cases the donors were monks — presum- 

ably belonging to the same schools — would seem to indicate that we can 
legitimately conclude that all these schools, the Mahasanghikas, Sarvasti- 

vadins, Bhadrayanlyas, etc., had and held a doctrine of the ‘Transference of 
Merit’”23 This transference of merit was not consistently oriented towards 

fone specific goal, but to the granting of health, to conferring of long life 

on some specified individual, etc., and, on occasion to the attainment of 

[Nirvana. In those inscriptions, however, which were classified as Mahayana 
inscriptions by Schopen, “the act or gift recorded is always undertaken first 

of all for ‘all beings’ — even if... we shall see, certain individuals within 

the category ‘all beings’ are in many cases particularly singled out.” The 
: purpose of the transfer of merit in the Mahayana inscriptions “is always said 

to be intended specifically for the attainment of anuttarajhana [supreme 

knowledge] by all beings”.24 None of those inscriptions which are termed 
[Mahayana inscriptions by Schopen are earlier than the 4th century A.D., 

but the “HInayana” inscriptions in question predate them by one or more 

[centuries.25 Several early inscriptions found in Ceylon (dated ca. 210 and 
f200 B.C. by S. Paranavitana) record the transfer to merit “for the benefit of 

mother and father” and “for the welfare and happiness of beings in the 

boundless universe”.26 
In commenting on my paper on “Buddha-Feld und Verdienstiibertragung: f Mahayana-Ideen im Theravada Buddhismus Ceylons”,27 Schopen criticizes 

me for ignoring the presence of the doctrine of the transference of merit in 
HInayana inscriptions, and for implying that “there is a single, unified, and 
unchanging conception of this idea in Mahayana texts”.28 

It seems, however, that Schopen has misunderstood my arguments, for I 
Tlid not deny the presence of the concept of the transfer of merit in inscrip¬ 

tions and texts of the pre-Mahayana period, nor did I postulate a single and 
unchanging concept of this notion in Mahayana literature. On the contrary, 
I argue that this concept may be understood as an inherent consequence of 

certain doctrines of early Buddhism.29 However, it is evident that the 
, doctrine of the transfer of merit was not present in the earliest strata of 

: Buddhism, but originated in the course of development of Buddhist tenets, 
ii though in a comparatively early period. 

• % In this context, I may refer to the analysis of the relevant passages in the 

•y four Nikayas of the Tipitaka by Lambert Schmithausen.30 He observes that 
: | “there does not seem to exist, in the four Nikayas, any unambiguous evi- 

dence for merit transference to the deceased”, but that the situation in this 

| respect has changed already in the tales of the Petavatthu.3I Thus, it be- 

M ; comes clear that Schopen’s insistence that the doctrine of the transfer of 
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merit must be considered an essential part of the earliest Buddhist doctrine -i 
cannot be correct, because it presupposes that the inscriptions reflect an ^ 
earlier stage of the development of Buddhism than that documented by 
the early canonical texts — a presupposition which can be shown to be 
erroneous.32 

The inscriptional evidence adduced by Schopen reflects a transitional 
state in the development of Buddhist doctrine, during which the theories 

concerning the career and the perfections of the Bodhisattva were formu¬ 
lated, and, at the same time, new concepts like the transfer of merit 
emerged. This transitional state has been termed “semi-Mahayana” by 
modem scholars, although in the period in question the terms HInayana and 

Mahayana were not yet used. The concept of the transfer of merit seems to : 
have originated in the context of the practice of donating gifts for one’s 

deceased parents and relatives as a lay Buddhist ritual, which in turn was < 
used to replace the early brahminic rituals for the deceased, as has already - 

been suggested by R. Gombrich and others. In this particular form, it was > 
accepted as orthodox within Theravada doctrine as delimitated by the 
compiler of the Kathavatthu, but it was explained in this text that the 

benefit depends on the anumodana (approval) of the benefitted person, as 

we have seen above (p. 100). However, this orthodox explanation soon lost 

its importance for religious practice, and the transfer of merit was generally 
used for various purposes. It was, however, only with the new religious pro¬ 
gram of Mahayana that all devotees were expected to take the Bodhisattva’s 
vow, and thus work for the attainment of supreme knowledge by all beings. 
Thus, the followers of Mahayana devoted the benefit of their good karma 
for this purpose. It is only in this context that I postulate a general concept 

of Mahayanists, and I consider this the essential character of Mahayana. 

However, we cannot conclude, as Schopen does, from the presence of the 
names of schools or nikayas alone whether a text or inscription of the 
transitional period represents pure HInayanistic or early Mahayanistic 

thought, because — as should be known at least since Vailee Poussin’s 
above-quoted statement (p. 97) — the followers of Mahayana did not 

cease to be members of the nikayas from which their tradition of ordination 
originated. Schopen seems to have overlooked this fundamental fact. I 

As far as Schmithausen’s remarks on my earlier papers33 are concerned, 
I should clarify that I never presupposed or expressed the opinion that , 
liberation is exclusively or mainly due to good karma in early Nikayic 
Buddhism. I agree with Schmithausen in describing the doctrinal back¬ 

ground of the developments in question as belonging to a later period 

which is represented by late canonical texts of a semi-Mahayanistic charac- ; 
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ter. I do not deny the possibility that these concepts emerged under the 
influence of “Hinduism”, though I hesitate to use this term for the period in 

question. However, as with several other new concepts to be observed in 

the context of the developments in this period, the influence ot these non- 

Buddhistic religious movements seems to have been an indirect one, mainly 

consisting of the adaption of means to serve the needs of the growing 

number of followers of Buddhism when it was transformed from a way to 
personal liberation practised by a spiritual elite into a religion of the broad 
masses of the population. 
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COLETTE CAILLAT 

CONNECTIONS BETWEEN ASOKAN 

(SHAHBAZGARHI) AND NIYA PRAKRIT?* 

sbkan studies have more than once benefited by Mr. K. R. Norman’s 

atient and unprejudiced labour, thanks to which it has often been possible, 
particular, to recognize the correct readings and the original wording or 

urport of the emperor’s proclamations. As a tribute to this untiring and 
endly scholar, I may be permitted to submit a short list of grammatical 

eatures which, as far as Asoka’s inscriptions are concerned, appear as 

^fiaracteristic of the Sh epigraphs, and which, on the other hand, specifically 
ee with the usage of the later Niya Kharosthi documents. The present 

per, therefore, will only consider some details in as much as they are 
gnificant in this connection. Though many have been mentioned in previ- 

us studies, it seems that more and firmer conclusions can be reached 

wadays.1 

As far as the general characteristics of the N-W Prakrits are concerned 
|hey are well known2 and need not be repeated here. As for the main 
features common to Niya and both the Sh and Ma edicts, they have been 

ted by T. Burrow. Nevertheless some refinements can be added to the 

^ata collected in his 1936 survey of BSOS and his valuable book The 
anguage of the Kharosthi documents? 

In particular, there can be little doubt that similarities are more numer¬ 
ous between Ni and Sh than between Ni and Ma. In itself this is not 

prising, as it is clear that the language of the Ma edicts shows unequivo¬ 

cal Eastern influences.4 But there is more to it: it can be shown that various 
idiosyncracies of Sh, far from being haphazard or erratic, are genuine Gdh 

Mforms. Hence the description and history of this variety of MIA could gain 
Im accuracy and consistency. 

Concerning phonology, only a few remarks will be added to T. Burrow’s 
Adnd K. R Norman’s lists. 

y • 

pM. For the development of the vowel Sk (r) into ri or ru in Niya, Burrow 

^quotes the possible spellings krita ... ~ km, etc. (BSOS 419 f.; LKhD 5; 
f.,compare, for Sh Ma, CII p. LXXXTV; XCVH). J. Bloch notes that the 

^interpretation of the Sh-Ma reflex is not easy (§6). Though, in such matters, 

•^statistical results cannot be taken at their face value, nevertheless it can be 

Jr ■ 
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CONNECTIONS BETWEEN ASOKAN 

(SHAHBAZGARHI) AND NIYA PRAKRIT?* 

Asokan studies have more than once benefitted by Mr. K. R. Norman's 
patient and unprejudiced labour, thanks to which it has often been possible, 
in particular, to recognize the correct readings and the original wording or 
purport of the emperor’s proclamations. As a tribute to this untiring and 
^friendly scholar, I may be permitted to submit a short list of grammatical 

features which, as far as Asoka’s inscriptions are concerned, appear as 
Characteristic of the Sh epigraphs, and which, on the other hand, specifically 
agree with the usage of the later Niya Kharosthi documents. The present 
paper, therefore, will only consider some details in as much as they are 
significant in this connection. Though many have been mentioned in previ¬ 

ous studies, it seems that more and firmer conclusions can be reached 
^nowadays.1 

As far as the general characteristics of the N-W Prakrits are concerned 
they are well known2 and need not be repeated here. As for the main 

features common to Niya and both the Sh and Ma edicts, they have been 
J|listed by T. Burrow. Nevertheless some refinements can be added to the 
if data collected in his 1936 survey of BSOS and his valuable book The 
|f Language of the Kharosthi documents.3 

|pfr ’ In particular, there can be little doubt that similarities are more numer- 
Jfous between Ni and Sh than between Ni and Ma. In itself this is not 

^surprising, as it is clear that the language of the Ma edicts shows unequivo¬ 
cal Eastern influences.4 But there is more to it: it can be shown that various 

idiosyncracies of Sh, far from being haphazard or erratic, are genuine Gdh 

^foims. Hence the description and history of this variety of MIA could gain 
*; in accuracy and consistency. 

1. Concerning phonology, only a few remarks will be added to T. Burrow’s 
and K. R. Norman’s lists. 

For the development of the vowel Sk (r) into ri or ru in Niya, Burrow 

quotes the possible spellings krita ... ~ krta, etc. (BSOS 419 f.; LKhD 5; 

compare, for Sh Ma, CII p. LXXXTV; XCVTI). J. Bloch notes that the 

mterpretation of the Sh-Ma reflex is not easy (§6). Though, in such matters, 

statistical results cannot be taken at their face value, nevertheless it can be 

Indo-Iranian Journal 35: 109-119, 1992. 
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observed that, while Ma more than once writes kat(a)>5 Sh mostly has 

kitfa)* as well as the typical kitr(a), whether the a.v. is used freely (V (D) 
Sh kitram ~ Ma kate), or at the beginning of the compound kitranata 
(F), in which, in fact, seems widespread (Ma Er kitanata)). Elsewhere 
Sh writes kri- (II (A), on which CII p. LXXXV n. 1, ubi alia), compare 
vistritena (XIV (A), Ma is damaged). On the whole, therefore, the Sh 

development (with prevailing -/-) seems more in tune with the usual Gdh 

trend (cf. LKhD 5). 

1.2. As for consonants, several developments (not found in Ma) are 

common to Ni and Sh. Burrow mentions (hj) > h, (ny) > h (BSOS 420);\ 
to which can be added (jh) > h: Sk (rajh-) Sh raho, rafia (~ Ma rajino, 

rajina) (LKhD 44). 
After a long vowel, there are examples of -y- becoming -y- in Ni (L 

17; cf. GDhp §32); the same process takes place in Sh, Kamboya, raya, 
samaya (samaja) being frequently quoted (BSOS 420; J. Bloch §11). K. R. 
Norman7 observes the same phenomenon after a short vowel, in Sh I (B): 
prayuhotave (~ Ma prajohi-), for which some counterparts exist also in Ni 
(LKhD 17). This gerundive is curious as it seems to have been influenced 
by a dialect foreign to Sh (jive /./prayuhotave: with the nom.-acc. ending 
cf. GDhp §22a). 

In various contexts, the typical Sh developments are grouped together, 
e.g. in I (D-E). In the Sh version, apart from the characteristic Gdh drasi 
(common to Sh and Ma [Sk darsi-]), not only is -y- written for OIA inter 
vocalic -y- (supra), but OIA -y- has disappeared (cf. GDhp §37); moreover 

the ending -d could have been palatalized in samaye (nom. pi. according to 
Franke):8 In turn samaye could have prompted sasumate. Thus Sh and Ma 
are clearly contrasted: (Sh) bahuka hi dosa samayaspi devanapriye pria 
(- Ma: priya-) raya (~ Ma: raja) dakhatl asti pi cu ekati. (~ Ma: ekatt 
samaye (~ Ma: samaja; Er Ka DhJg Gi: samaja) sasumate (- Ma: 
sadhumata) devanapiasa (~ Ma: priyasa) priadrasisa (~ Ma: priya-) raho 

(- Ma: rajine). Considering the phonological context, it will seem not 

improbable that sasu- (sadhu-)9 does “indicate the development of the 
intervocalic stop to a [z]”, a change sporadically observed in the Ni docu 

ments as well as in the Gdhp (LKhD §50; GDhp §43; ubi alia). 

2. A systematic investigation of the palatalization of vowels including the 
Asoka material, has been conducted by K. R. Norman himself, and there 

would be no point in re-examining the data here.10 
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,1. As for labialisation, though it has also been scrutinised by the same 
holar,11 the Sh material lends itself to further analysis, especially because, 
ore than once, morphological phenomena are involved. 
As examples of labialisation of vowels, K. R. Norman, in his 1976 paper, 

quotes and sometimes comments: §2.6 “After m: As. dhramo < Skt. 

rmam (this could be before -/n”; §3.7 “Before m: As. anudivaso — As. 
inudivasam; As', iyo — As', iyam; As', sako — As. sakafm)”; and, §2.11, 

After (v)v developed from v + consonant: As. -tavo < Skt. -tavyam (this 
could be before m)”. K. R. Norman also remarks that all the -tayo occur¬ 
rences are from Sh, and he compares the Niya usage (p. 48 n. 51). 

As a matter of fact, not only -tavo, but all the above examples, as well as 
several others (infra), occur precisely in Sh. It would thus appear that they 

probably represent specific Gdh trends — all the more so as most of the 

pther MIA examples in K. R. Norman’s lists are taken from the GDhp or 
from the Niya documents. On the other hand, the Ma counterparts of the 

h occurrences are generally written -a(m), or -e. Thus, XU (I) Sh dhramo 
Sruneyu, “they should listen to the Law” (~ Ma dhramam; compare GDhp 

3 dharmo vi'ane'a ~ Dhp 392 dhammam vijaneyya); I (F) Sh anudivaso 
Sr Ma -divasa); XII (D) Sh iyo mula (- Ma iyam mule); XIII (L) Sh sako 
§h*amanaye (Ma is missing). 

2.2. Some more examples can be added, which would suggest further 
remarks. 

Other pronominal -o forms occur in Sh, especially the anaphoric, nom.- 
acc. nt. sg., so: DC (H) Sh so vatavo pituna (~ Ma se vataviye ~ Gi ta\ 

'compare XI (D) etam vatavo pituna), “therefore a father ... ought to say”, * 
pi). In particular, it is used as a particle (Sk. tad) to introduce a sentence 

Ma se ~ Gi ta): IV (B) Sh so aja devanampriyasa ... (- Ma se aja ~ 
pi ta aja), “but now .. ” (CII); V (D) Sh kalanam dukaram U so maya 

hu kal(an)am kitram (~ Ma tarn ~ Gi ta), “now, by me many virtuous 
jieeds have been performed” (CII); XQI (K) Sh so, yamatro jano /./ hato (~ 
pi ydvatako . ..), “now, as many as were slain . ..”; XIV (E) Sh so siya va 
Qtra kice ... ( ~ Ma se ... ~ Gi tatra ekada /./ asa), “but some of this may 

have been .. ” (CD). This so is clearly an equivalent of tarn, used similarly: 
yi (C) Sh tarn maya evam kitam (~ Ma ta - Gi ta), “but I have made the 
ollowing (arrangement)” (CII).12 

•3. In a favourable context, Sh is also seen to use the relative (indefinite) 

\y° (pi)' X (A) Sh ahatra yo pi yaso /./ ichati (~ Ma yam pi yaso), “whatever 
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glory /./ he desires U that.. ” (CD). Similarly, the GDhp uses yo (acc.) \ 

corresponding to Pa yam (231; 241; cf. GDhp index). j 
Thus definite grammatical categories appear to have favoured the J 

equivalence Sh -o - Ma -a(m) or -e. This observation matches the Niya • 

morphology, where the nom.-acc. sg. of various pronouns seems to be fixed: 
and shows an -o ending; e.g. iyo (LKhD 82; cf. Sh supra); or “yo for all 
genders” (ib. 85).13 In this respect also Sh and Niya appear to have affinities 

which Ma lacks. > 
It could be assumed that in the above syntagma ahatra yo pi, the relative, 

is used in an adverbial function14 exactly as anudivaso (supra), which is a t 
fixed adverbial form. On the other hand, in Niya, yo is seen to introduce 
subordinate clauses (LKhD 127; E. J. Rapson and P. S. Noble, Kharosthi \ 

Inscriptions III (Oxford 1929), index s.v. yo “ yad). j 

2.4. There could thus have been some general Gdh tendency to use -o as a 
sort of invariant marker (cf. MIA kho = khalu). Consequently, the ax>ve * 
pronominal particles could have attracted the emphatic yo ca yo), to i 
which K. R. Norman has drawn attention,15 as well as vo. The gerundive ; 

form sako (as well as -tavo) would not contradict such an assumption S 
(infra). As for yo, K. R. Norman, following CD, lists altogether 4 (perhaps 
5) occurrences, of which 3 (4?) are from Sh, but only 1 from Ma. Similarly j 

vo occurs 8 times in Sh, only twice in Ma. j 
i3 

2.5. The ending of the nom. sg. of the -a- stems will be left out of the * 

present survey: the distinction between the Sh and Ma usage, which has i 

often been considered as comparatively clear cut (BSOS 420 f.; J. Bloch % 

§17), is in fact relatively complex (cf. CII p. XC), and the Gdh usage will > 

have to be examined further (cf. GDhp §§75 f.). | 

3. As far as the verb is concerned, Burrow (BSOS 420) notes the following 
common features between the “Niya Prakrit” and the “Kharosthi versions of 

Asoka”: * 
“(6) The primary endings are appended to the optative. * 

(7) Indeclinable participles in -ti. • 

(8) Infinitives in -anaye”. \ 
x 
j 

3.1. The case of the absolutive in -ti is comparatively simple. Though it is 

not particularly frequent in any text, it appears as typical of (spoken?) Gdhj 

for it is attested not only in the Asokan Sh Ma inscriptions, but also in thej 
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f- 

4iya Documents and the GDhp (Gdhp §80, ubi alia). Burrow quotes 
Asoka tithiti, draseti, vijiniti, aloceti” (BSOS 420; cf. LKhD 102). 

gBut one point should be emphasised: whereas, among these, one item is 
rom Ma, IV (B) Ma draseti (~ Sh drasayitu ~ Ka Dh dasayitu), “having 
hown”, the three others are all from Sh: 

f IV (F) Sh tithiti (~ Ma Er Ka Dh cithitu), “having abided by”; XIII (D) 
njiniti (~ Er Ka vijinitu, Ma Gi are damaged), “having conquered”; XIV 
E) Sh aloceti (~ Er Ka alocayitu, Ma is damaged), “having considered”. 
i Once more, the proportion (Sh 3 ~ Ma 1) points to stronger links 
>etween Sh and Niya, and the Gdh Prakrits. 
!'• 

3.2. As for the infinitive in -anaye (Niya -amnae, LKhD §103), Asoka has 
one example, and that precisely in Sh, where it modifies sako (sakyam, 
jupra). It is therefore used in a clear Gdh context, XIII (L) Sh yam sako 
\h'amanaye (~ Gi ya saka chamitave, Ma is damaged), “what can be 
'prgiven is to be forgiven” (OH). Once more a specific Gdh feature is 
shared by Sh and Niya. 

3.3. Another verbal form common to both Niya and Sh is the 3rd sg. ahati. 
Corresponding to Sk aha (CII p. XCVI; LKhD 96). In Niya there is no 
Sther form for this verb. In Sh it occurs 5 times. Once, in in (A), it is 

preceded by raja. Elsewhere the royal subject is clad in Gdh phonetics, viz. 
Taya (supra 1.2). This ahati is consistently used in the recurring opening 
emphatic formula which, in Ma, generally reads raja evam aha. But Sh 

Writes: IX (A) raya evam ahati; V (A) ” XI (A) ray a evam hahati; VI (A) 

has the graphic (?) variant raya eva ahati. Exceptionally Sh IH (A) writes 

raja ahati (~ Ma raja eva aha), that is more or less the counterpart of V 
(A) IX (A) Ka laja aha. 

i|Cn observes that this verb is usually preceded by eva(m), “consequently 
ti cannot have the meaning ‘thus’ ” (p. 52 n. 11). In fact, the redundant use 

of the particle should probably not be ruled out; at the same time, this form 
being used with a present meaning, the analogical adjunction of the 3rd. 
person common -ti marker is but natural.16 

I 
3.4. Whereas most scholars appear to accept ahati as a unitary form,17 the 
interpretation of the Sh optative ending ~eya(-)ti gives rise to some con¬ 
troversy. 

| According to Burrow, in both the Sh edicts and the Niya documents, 

?he primary endings are appended to the optative; Asoka: patipajeyati, 
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apakareyati, nivateyati” (BSOS 420; cf. LKhD 100). Why he does not 
mention siyati (~ siya) is not said.18 In fact, from his discussion it would 

appear that the Gdh development of -eyati cannot really be examined apart 
from the common MIA evolution. Further it will be seen that, even in the 
time of Asoka, the sequence -eya(-)tisiya(-)ti occurs also outside the Gdh 

area. The Asokan data is reviewed below. 
XIII (L) Sh yo pi ca apakareyati (CII, U.S., but -eya ti J. B. ~ Er 

apakaleya; Ma, etc. arc damaged), “whoever should wrong him”;19 
IX (J) Sh siya vo /./ nivateyati (CII, but -eya ti J.B., U.S. ~ Ma nivateya 

~ Ka nivateya ~ Er nivatayeya), “one may attain” (CII);20 

XTV (D) Sh yena jana tatha patipajeyati (CII, J.B., U.S. - Ma patipa- 

j eyati CII, J.B. U.S. ~ DhJg patipajeyati CH p. 91 n. 2, J.B., but -eya ti CII 

ed. p. 91 1.3, U.S. ~ Ka Er patipajeya ~ Gi patipajetha).21 

X (C) DhJg write huveya ti (CH, JJ3. U.S.), where all the other edicts 

(except Gi) have siyd(-)ti. 
Thus it seems that on the one hand the ending -eya(-)ti ~ -eya(-)ti is not 

confined to the NW; on the other hand, it is more frequent, perhaps more 

Tegular”, in Sh than elsewhere (Sh 3 ~ DhJg 2 ~ Ma 1). 
The interpretation of siya(-)ti is still more problematic. CII (index) 

quotes two examples from Sh, one from Ma. But the adjunction of ti after 
siya could be more widespread. The occurrences are respectively Sh 2 - * 
Ka 2 ~ Er 1 (~ DhJg huveya ti, supra). Thus, apparently a form siya(-)ti r 

is neither restricted to Sh (Ma) nor to a particular position in the sentence 

(though it probably tends to occur towards the end of the syntagma). In the 
same phrase, the same edict is seen to oscillate between siya and siyati: 

XII (L) Sh kiti sala-vadhi siyati savra-prasadanam (CH, J.B., U.S. ~ Ma 

Er siya ~ Ka siya s. ti ~ Gi asa), “that all sects should progress”; but 
XII (B) Sh kiti sala-vadhi siya savra-prasamdanam (~ Ka siyati f., CH, £ 

J.B., U.S.) ~ Ma siya savra-prasadana ti ~ Er siya s. ~ Gi asa s.). 
In X (C), at the end of the sentence, all the edicts (except Gi) write ti V 

after siya: Sh kiti sakale U siyati (CII, J.B., but siya ti, U.S. ~ DhJg huveya s 
ti, CII, J.B., U.S.), “in order that all may be” (CH). In this phrase, Ma Er Ka* 
even duplicate ti: Ma kiti s. siyati ti, CO, J.B. ~ Ka siyati ti, CD, JB.; but [ 

Ma siya ti ti ~ Er siya ti ti, U.S.).22 
In X, it could be argued that while the last ti marks the end of the 

sentence, the first closes the “quotation” initiated by ki(m)ti. In fact, it seems 

that the adjunction of ti rather contributes to the emphasis of the predicate. ?. 
For when the emphasis is expressed by some other means, e.g. the repeti- ^ 

tion of parallel phrases in parallel sentences (XU (D) Sh kiti /./ no siya /./ * 

lahuka va siya ...), or when the verb enters an adverbial phrase, Sh j 
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appears to use not siyati but siya, e.g., IX (J) siya vo /./ nivateyati, “maybe 
one could attain .. ”, or XIV (E) Sh so siya va atra kice /./ likhitam, “but 
maybe some of this has been written”. 

To sum up: in the Asokan epigraphs generally there is a marked tend¬ 
ency for the 3rd. sg. opt. -eya and for siya to be followed by an element 
(~)ti. Whether this accrement etymologically represents the particle ti (iti) 
or the verbal primary ending -ti — or perhaps one or the other according 
to the dialectal area, is an open question.23 However that may be there is no 
doubt that -eyati has spread consistently in Sh, more than in Ma or else¬ 

where: in this respect Sh appears as anticipating the Niya paradigm. To that 
extent, it can be maintained that -eyati is, in Sh, the normal Gdh opt. 
ending.24 

4. The Sh reflex of the Sk (-tavya) gerundive lends itself remarkably well to 

a comparison with the Niya usage (LKhD 53; 116), a fact which has more 

|or less escaped attention. In Niya, forms in -tavya (-davya) are seen to 
‘alternate with -tavo (-davo). Further the agent is normally in the genitive, as 
in “345: taha sarva sramana Anamdasenasa viyosidavo huda ‘And so every¬ 
thing was to be paid by the monk Anandasena’ ” (LKhD 119). Both 

features characterise the Sh gerundive syntagma. The following forms occur. 

4.1. Forms in -tavi(y)a (3): 1 occurs iic., XIII (L) ch'amitaviya- (~ Er 
khamataviya-), “is to be forgiven”; 1 acc. sg., XHI (X) navam vijayam ma 

vijetavia mahisu (~ Ma Er -taviyam ~ Gi -tavyam), “they should not think 
a fresh conquest to be made”; 1 nom. pi., XII (E) pujetaviya va cu 

paraprasamda (Er Ka Gi -pasamda), “other sects ought to be duly 

honoured” (CH). 
m 

4.2. Forms in -tava (2): 1 nom., I (C) no pi ca samaja katava (~ Ma 

samaje kataviye ~ Gi samajo katavyo), “no festival meetings must be held” 
(CH); 1 nom. sg., I (B) no kici jive /./prayuhotave (~ Ma prajohitaviye), “no 
living being must be /./ sacrificed” (CII). 

4.3. Forms in -tavo, either without or with an agent expressed (respectively 
4, from 2 verbs; 3, from 1 verb): 

(i) VI (F) yam pi ca kici/./pativedetavo me Ma DhJg -vedetaviye ~ 
Gi -tavyam), “whatever /./ it must be reported to me”; 

(ii) katavo occurs three times, in almost the same sentence: IX (D) so 

katavo ca va kho mamgala (~ Ma kataviye), “now, ceremonies should 
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certainly be practised” (CI3); (H) imam sadhu imam katavo mamgalam (~ 
Ma -taviye); XI (D) imam sadhu imam katavo (~ Ma -taviye). 

(iii) In IX (H) and XI (D), katavo is announced by vatavo, “it should be 

said”, in a phrase which recurs, with a variant, in XII (K). Thus, IX (H) so 
vatavo pituna ... ( ~ Ma Ka Er Dh se vataviye ~ Gi ta vatavyam); XI (D) 
etam vatavo pituna ... (~ Ma ese vataviye pituna ... ~ Gi eta vatavyam 
pita); in XII (K) the agent is a pronoun, ye ca /./ tesam vatavo (~ Ma Er 

Ka tehi vataviye ~ Gi tehi vatavyam). As emphasised by U. Schneider,25 
the message is evidently the same in the three phrases: “by their father ... 
(/ by them) it should be said: ‘this is to be done’ ”, or, better: “their father 
... (/ they) should tell them” (IX, XI/XII). The construction in XII tallies 
exactly with the Niya syntax (supra 4). 

4.4. Several remarks can be made: (1) the -tavo endings are specific of Sh 
and Niya. (2) They are not prompted solely by the phonetic environment 
(< -tavyam): neither by the nasal {-m ~ -m: contrast the acc. vijetavia 

in X), nor by the rhythm {katavo — vatavo [—*] but (pati)vedetavo [-]). 

(3) This form appears to always replace a nt. (nom.-acc.) $g.; in fact, it 
recalls the other Niya invariant -o forms (compare sako (sakyam), supra 
2.4), and could be viewed as an equivalent of an impersonal imperative 

(compare LKhD 98). (4) Taking into account the above similarities between 

Niya and Sh on the one hand, and, on the other hand, the parallelism 
between the recommendations expressed in IX (H) XI (D) and XII (K), the 
probability is that the gen. construction in XII corresponds to the instru¬ 

mental agents of IX — XI: an assumption evidently reinforced by the fact 
that, in Niya, the genitive construction with the gerundive is the normal one 

(supra). Therefore, despite the hesitations shown, since Antiquity, by trans¬ 
lators, there can now be little doubt that XII (K) means “The sympathisers 
should say”.26 

4.5. This is not the only passage where Sh uses the gen. of the agent 
where the other RE have an instrumental. In I (A), Sh alone writes aya 
dhramadipi (sic) devanapriasa (sic) raho likhapitu, which contrasts with the 
instr. in Ma and elsewhere: devanampriyena priyadrasina rajina likhapita 
(~ Er lajina ~ DhJg lajina ~ Gi raha). Thus this syntax obtains whether 

the agent is expressed by a pronoun or a noun. Though the type ‘maria 

(mama) krtam' is well established in Indo-Iranian,27 nevertheless the gen. in 

Sh I (A) is all the more remarkable as it is associated with the a.v. of a 

causative base — it thus occurs in a syntagma where the instrumental is well 
accredited. 
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The precise concordances which have just been described are specific 

and recurrent: they cannot be fortuitous but point to a comparatively close 

relationship (in certain areas) between Sh and Niya. 

Taking all the above evidence together, there can be little doubt that, if 
examined closely, the Sh edicts show more than superficial or casual points 

of affinity with the Niya Prakrit. Several specific morphological and 
morphosyntactic features are exactly similar in both and are distinct from 

the common MIA usage — with which on the whole Ma generally complies. 
This is all the more remarkable considering the difference in country, epoch 

and style which separate Niya and Shahbazgarhi. The above specific trends, 

clearly recognizable as they are in Sh, have naturally developed consider¬ 

ably more in Niya; and it is thanks to the fact that they do occur abundantly 

in the Kharosthi documents from Niya that it is possible to identify and 

interpret them in the Sh Asokan epigraphs. Therefore, to conclude, this 
'Shahbazgarhi administrative language appears as an important, authentic 

reflex of the III cent. B. C. Gandhari Prakrit. 

NOTES 

Some have been mentioned casually in my papers ‘Sur l’authenticite linguistique des edits 
d’Asoka’, in Caillat, C. ed.: 1989, Dialectes dans les literatures indo-aryennes (Institut de 
Civilisation Indienne 55, Paris), pp. 413—432 (p. 426 n. 69, 70, with an add, p. 432); ‘Notes 
grammaticales sur les documents kharosthi de Niya’, in Haneda, A. ed.: 1990. Documents et 
archives provenant de TAsie Centrale (Association Franco-Japonaise des Etudes Orientales. 

Kyoto), pp. 9—24 (p. 24 n. 37). 
E.g. preservation of the distinction between the three orders of sibilants; of consonant 

clusters with R; weakness of the aspiration, etc. 
Burrow, T.: 1936, The dialectical position of the Niya Prakrit’. Bulletin of the School of 

Oriental Studies 8, pp. 419—435. — Id.: 1937, The language of the Kharosthi documents 

Ifrom Chinese Turkestan (Cambridge at the University Press). 
To this extent the contrast between the Sh and Ma varieties of Gdh is clear. Hie present 

paper should accessorily show that other distinctive features can be tracked (on this point, 
^doubts have been expressed by G. Fussman, ‘Gandhari ecrite, gandhari parlee’, in Dialectes 

(pp. 433-501), p. 440 n. 18. 
II (A) ~ Er Ka katd\ V (D) kate (also in Er Ka Dh ~ Gi katam); V (I) kata (Ka Dh 

kata ~ Gi kata). 
V (I); VI (C) kitam (also in Ma); V (L) kitabhikaro for which Ma has the hybrid (?) 

katra- (- Ka Dh kata-). 
Norman, K. R.: 1970, ‘Some aspects of the phonology of the Prakrit underlying the 

Asokan inscriptions’, BSOAS 33, p. 137 (- CP I p. 100). 

Quoted in Woolner GI. s.v.; cf. GDhp §22a. 
i lnl (E), the “inflectional” ending of Sh samaye seems to have attracted but little 

attention. Woolner I p. XXVII lists Sh “ekatie samaye” among the nom. sg. of -a- stems, thus 
as a “Magadhism” — but (ib. n.) refers to his Glossary, s.v., where he quotes Franke’s 
analysis of the form as a plural; the latter would, in effect, agree with all the other versions 
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(Er Ka Jg: ekatiyd samajd ~ Gi: ekaca samaja). In Sh, Biihler had read the pronoun as 
ekatie (CII p. 51 n. 4; also see J. Bloch p. 92, n. 13, referring to Pa n. pi. ekacce). 

Could these -e endings (ekatie (?), samaye) have some affinity with the Niya “plural in -e 
which is regularly employed in the case of the suffix -t” as well as in various other words, 
e g. in avasithe. “remaining”, etc. (LKhD 60)? In any case samaye could be seen as one more 
example of “palatalization of vowels in Middle Indo-Aryan”, which has been studied by K. 
R Norman in his Middle Indo-Aryan studies Xffl* and ‘XVI’, Journal of the Oriental 
Institute (Baroila) 25. 1976. pp. 328-342 - CP I pp. 220-237); 32, 1983, pp. 276-278. 

Of course, one should keep in mind J. Brough's remark: “in many places it would seem 
that we have little more than faith to guide us if we attempt to decide whether a given 
instance of -eJ-i is a Magadhan’ survival, or a Gandhari palatalization”, GDhp §77. 

As for III (B), rv (K), Sh badaya-vasa (~ Ma: duvadasa-), “12 years”, which contrast 
with V (I) todasa, “13”, VIII (C) dasa, “ten”, perhaps it should be remembered that in the Ni 
documents, “there is some difficulty in deciding between y and i” (LKhD 17). 

9 The reading sasu (which Prof. H. Nakatani kindly checked for me) is certain, cf. Dialectes, 
p. 426 n. 70. 

CII views sasu as an error (“read sadhu”, p. 51 n. 5); so does, it seems, G. Fussman, 
Dialectes, p. 464 n. 42. 
10 Cf. n. 8. 

11 Norman, K. R.: 1976, ‘The labialisation of vowels in Middle Indo-Aryan”, Studien zur 
Ittdologie und Iranistik 2, pp. 41—58 (- CP I pp. 247—261); also in ‘Middle Indo-Aryan 
studies XVI’ (cf. supra n. 8), pp. 278 f. 
1: On the connecting particles in the edicts, J. Bloch §50. 

Compare the personal pronouns, 1. sg. GDhp ahoy ahu (GDhp index), Niya ahu (LKhD 
78); 2. sg. tuo (LKhD 79). 

14 Cf., in OIA prose, A. Debrunner-J. Wackemagel, Altindische Grammatik 3, p. 555 f. 
15 Norman, K. R.: 1967, ‘Notes on the As'okan Rock Edicts’, *2. yo, ye — eva\ Indo-Iranian 
Journal 10, pp. 161—163 (— CP I pp. 48—50), referring to CII. The latter recalls that, 
according to Michelson, yo is a form of the relative pronoun (CII p. LXXXV). 

Cf. J. Bloch, p. 95 n. 1. 
17 But Woolner, in his edition, steadily prints aha ti (two words). Cf. Biihler, quoted in CII 
p. XCVI and 52 n. 11. K. L. Janert also refers to Biihler, and suggests that, in the Kharosthi 
script, ti could have been the substitute of the vowel lengthening used elsewhere to indicate 
a quotation, Janert, K. L.: 1972, Abstande und Schlussvokalverzeichnungen in Asoka- 
Inschriften (Franz Steiner Verlag GMBH, Wiesbaden, Verzeichnis der Orientalischen 
Handschriften in Deutschland, Supplementband 10), p. 91 §39 H). 

lH These 4 are quoted in CII p. XCVI, where it is stated that they “have the termination of 
the indicative”; compare J. Bloch, p. 119, n. 7. 

Woolner, in his ‘Outline of Asokan grammar’ (§51), does not mention these endings, and, 
in his edition, systematically writes -eya ti; cf. J. Bloch §41, and infra n. 19, 20. Also note 
the hesitations in the transcriptions (passim, cf. infra n. 21). 

Janert, l.c., p. 91 §39 (G) (H), examines the comparable double ti after an imperative in 
the Topra Pillar Edict 2 (G): hotu — ti — ti, cf. his edition p. 129 (~ hotuti in the other 
versions). P. 91, he suggests “das erste ti /./ als Rezitiemngskennzeichnung und das zweite ti 

/./ als Zitierungskennzeichnung”. On this passage, CII p. 121, n. 1, ubi alia. 
19 “Ce ti embarrasse; on attend un indicatif”, J. Bloch, p. 129 n. 14. 

20 “Sh. ti etonne ... un indicatif reel serait possible”, J. Bloch, p. 116 n. 11. U. Schneider, 
n. 82 p. 101, accepts Bloch’s hypothesis that ti could have been misplaced. 

With CII p. 91 n. 2, compare ib., p. 71 n. 14; p. 40 n.l. 
22 Niklas, U.: 1990, Die Editionen der Asoka-Inschriften von Erragudi (VGH Wissenschafts* 

verlag, Bonn), p. 96f., reads (on the ESI plate): — (s)i(y)d(ti) — (ti). 
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a The details of the evolution in consequence of which -eya (etc.) gave way to -eyati escape 
us. Undoubtedly though, it was made easier by the fact that the opt. often is used to express 
a general present. Further, the analogy of the rest of the paradigm favours the spreading of 
-eyati, cf. the parallel phrases, one in the opt., the other in the future, Sep II, Dh (M) enalJ 
yujisamti ~ Jg (N) yujeyu. 
24 The generalization of the 3rd. sg. marker -ti in Niya gives rise to such forms as huati, 
probably based on the a.v. hua (huda, Sk bhuta), cf. Balbir, N.: 1990, ‘A propos du verbe 
“etre” a Niya’, in Haneda, A. ed.: 1990. Documents (reference supra, n. 1), pp. 25—34 (32). 
23 P. 115; 139 (quoted in my ‘Notes grammaticales’ (supra n. 1], ubi alia). 

26 Cf. U. Schneider, ib., also Christol, A.: 1983, ‘Les edits grecs d’Asoka’, Journal Asiatique 
271, pp. 25—42 (p. 28f.). 
27 Cardona, G.: 1970, ‘The Indo-Iranian construction mana (mama) krtam\ Language 46, 
pp. 1—12, quoted in Haudry, J.: 1977, Vemploi des cas en vedique (Ed. L’Hermes, Lyon), 
pp. 407 ff. (ubia alia). Also Christol, l.c., p. 29 n. 7. 

* ABBREVIATIONS 

: Languages: 

Gdh - Gandhari; MIA — Middle Indo-Aryan; Ni 
Pa - Pali; Pk - Prakrit; Sk - Sanskrit. 

Niya (Gdh) Pk; OIA - Old Indo-aryan; 

"Asoka R(ock) E(dicts): 
•j • 
As - Asoka; DhJg — Dhauli and Jaugada; Er - Erragudi; Gi ; 
*Mansehra; Sep — DhJg Separate edicts; Sh =** ShahbazgarhI. 

! Gimar; Ka - Kalsi; Ma « 

Books and articles: 

J.B., J. Bloch — Bloch, J.: 1950, Les inscriptions dAsoka (Paris, Les Belles Lettres, Collec- 
f tion Emile Senart) (indications of §§ refer to the paragraphs in the Introduction linguistique, 

pp. 43-88]. 
BSOS — Burrow, T.: 1936, ‘The dialectical position of the Niya Prakrit’, Bulletin of the 

School of Oriental Studies 8, pp. 419—435. 
CII — Hultzsch, E.: 1925, Corpus Inscriptionum Indicarum I, Inscriptions of Asoka 

j(Clarendon Press, Oxford). 

f" Dialectes — Caillat, C. ed.: 1989, Dialectes dans les literatures indo-aryennes (Institut de 
^ Civilisation Indienne 55, Paris). 

t- Documents — Haneda, A. ed.: 1990, Documents et Archives provenant de lAsie Centrale 
(Association Franco-Japonaise des Etudes Orientales, Kyoto), 

jj ' GDhp ■* Brough, J.: 1962, The Gandhari Dharmapada (Oxford University Press, School 
? ‘of Oriental and African Languages, University of London, London Oriental Series 7). 
t LKhD ** Burrow, T.: 1937, The Language of the Kharosthi Documents from Chinese 
Turkestan (Cambridge at the University Press) [the references are to the paragraphs], 

l (Norman) CP - Norman, K. R.: 1990, Collected Papers, Volume ) (Oxford, The Pali 
Text Society). 

- U.S., U. Schneider — Schneider, U.: 1978, Die grossen Felsen-Edikte Asokas. Kritische 
Ausgabe, Uebersetzung und Analyse der Texte (Otto Harrassowitz, Wiesbaden, Freiburger 

^Beitrage zur Indologie 11). 
Woolner — Woolner, A. C.: 1924, Asoka Text and Glossary. Part /, Introduction, Text; 

; ?art //, Glossary (Oxford University Press, London, etc.). 



STEVEN COLLINS 

NOTES ON SOME ORAL ASPECTS OF PALI 

LITERATURE1 

Knowledge in books (is like) money in 
someone else’s hands: when you need it, it's 
not there.2 

U- 

■ i'H 

r 

ft 'V 
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Anthropologists and historians of religion have shown in recent years that 

[there is never a simple, once-and-for-all transition from oral to written 
[modes of tradition. For historical purposes, the category of ‘the written' 
[should be sub-divided into manuscript (chirographic) and printed texts. 
most of the socio-cultural changes which had previously been associated 
[with the advent of writing — such as the allegedly wider availability and 
[verifiability of knowledge in written texts, and the greater extent of literacy 
Skills — are now seen to be more characteristic of the relatively recent 

Change from chirographic to printed literature. In consequence, more atten¬ 

tion has come to be paid to the complex interaction between oral and 
fthirographic modes when both coexist, as they have done throughout most 
[Of history (and continue to do in many contexts).3 This paper will deal with 
Some aspects of this issue in the case of the Theravada Buddhist tradition. 

Opinions differ on the evidence for knowledge of writing in India before 

[the time of Asoka (3rd. century B.C.),4 but there is universal scholarly 
[consensus that the earliest phase of the Buddhist textual tradition was oral.5 

[Common sense might suggest that the new medium, once introduced, would 

[have been used for Buddhist texts at first piecemeal and gradually, but we 

pbave no knowledge of any large-scale writing of texts before the statement 

in the early chronicles (Dip XX 20—1,6 Mhv XXXIQ 100—1) that both 

the tipitaka and its commentary were written down during the reign of 

‘Vattagamam Abhaya in the first century B.C.7 The aim of this paper is to 

show how, despite the existence of written texts, the Buddhist tradition 
remained in various ways also an oral/aural one.8 
- This can be seen already in the edicts of Asoka:9 it is unlikely that they 

were intended to be ‘read’ by all and sundry, in the modem sense, if only 

.because literacy would not have been extensive at that time. In SepE I and 

D it is said that they should be ‘listened to’ (,sotaviyd) on certain days, 

chosen astrologically, and also by individuals at other times (Bloch pp. 139, 
143): this suggests public recitation. RE 12 (p. 123) wants all sects to be 

learned’, ‘having heard much’, bahusruta; in PE 7 (p. 169) Asoka says 

Indo-Iranian Journal 35: 121—135, 1992. 
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that he will arrange for people to hear the Dhamma (dhammasavanani 

savapayami). The Bairat/Bhabra edict recommends seven texts {dhamma-1 

paliyayani) by name, and records As'oka’s wish that monks, nuns, laymen | 
and women should listen (to them) and preserve them (in memory) {suneyui 
ca; upadhalayeyu ca; pp. 154—5); K. R. Norman has suggested10 that the 
term visvamsayitave in the ‘Schism Edict* (p. 153) means ‘listen to all (of 
the inscription)’; and it may be that the reference in RE 14 to ‘sweetness* 

‘charm’ (madhuratd; p. 134) is to the sweet-sounding voices of those who 
recite his Dhamma-writings {dhammalipT) (see below on the ‘sweet voice’ 

praised in recitation). There is inscriptional evidence for such public recital 
tions of Pali texts;11 and this would seem to be indicated by the verbs usedfj 

ubiquitously in texts, from all periods, where the audience is asked to listen} 
to what is said, and verbs of speaking are used in relation to the author(s)/{ 

reciters:12 ‘I shall expound the commentary to the Jataka. May the virtuous | 
retain it well in mind while I speak’ (Jatakass* atthavannanam ... bhasissanA 

bhasato tam me sadhu ganhantu sadhavo, Ja I l;13 cp. Mil 1 v.5, Dip I 1, 5,i 

IX 1, XVII 4, Mhv I 4, Lp 1 v.6, Cha-k 6, Att 1 v.2, Jinak 1 v.5, Jinal v.2, 4i 
Thup v.5, Samantak w. 4—6, Panca-g w. 4, 112, Bu-up 37 w. 2—4). This is 
true even of the (probably 17th. c.) Gandhavamsa (p. 55, v.2), the ‘Chroni-f 
cle of Texts’, which details at length the advantages accruing to those who \ 

write books or provide the wherewithal to have them written. In some texts 
one finds passive forms of the verb anu-sunati, used in the sense ‘to be 
heard or reported (traditionally)’ (CPD., s.v.) (Mil 1, Ja V 416); the phrase 
evam anusuyyate introduces most of the stories in the medieval collection 
Slhalavatthu% which Vcr Eecke (80) translates as ‘ainsi est-il rapporte*. 

Vdceti, the causative from vac, to speak, can be used to mean ‘teach’ (by] 
making the pupil recite after the teacher14), but it is also the standard verb< 
for ‘read’ (in the earlier texts, used of letters at Mhv VIH 7—8, X 48—9, Ja] 
I 452, II 173, VI 403; of gold-plate at Ja II 35, IV 335; of an inscription on 
a wall at Ja I 8); the double causative vacapeti is used, as when someone 
has books read (Sv 519, Mp II 214, IV 11), or a verse written on gold leaf] 
(Ja IV 257, Cp-a 147). Among the means recommended at Ps II 91 by 
which a monk might regain his concentration if unwelcome thoughts arise 

during meditation are: (i) to recite loudly a text he has learnt (uggahito 

dhammakathapabandho . . . mahasaddena sajjhayitabbo, and (ii) to take 
from his bag a ‘handbook’ (mutthipotthaka) in which praises of the Buddha 
and the Dhamma are written, and read it (aloud, vacentena). At Mhv 

XXXVin 16—8 a novice, by himself under a tree, recites {sajjhdyati) from^ 

a book (presumably as a m^ans of learning the text by heart). In another 

story a brahmin reads out some verses from a book of legal judgements: th3 

: at Ja V 483 has potthakam olokento aha, ‘looking at the book, he 

Sd’, where the corresponding passage at Cp-a 252—3 has potthakam 
acento gatha abhdsi, ‘reading the book (aloud), he recited the verses’. Such 

reading/recitation of books continues even in the nineteenth century 
fasanavamsa, where monks who are directly said to ‘write’ books (using the 
erb likhati of their activity, a very rare phenomenon in earlier texts15) 
bnetheless read them, or have them read, to audiences who listen (e.g. 

fyxikkhusamghassa majjhe vacdpetva sunapesi, 97; so ca thero tattha sotdrd- 

|am pariyattim vacetva, 98—9). 
t in secondary sources one often reads of monks (and nuns?) who under- 
ok ‘book-duty’ (gantha-dhura) and/or ‘meditation-duty’ {vipassand- or 

%dsa-dhura). Many such writers follow Rahula (56: 159ff.), who speaks here 
of books’; but in chapter XVII of the same work. ‘Education’, he rightly 

presses the predominance of oral/aural learning. Perhaps because of the 
inalogy with the scribal work of European monasticism, gantha-dhura may 

em to refer to the preservation of written documents: but the wbrd 
\iha must be taken to mean ‘text’ in general, just as English refers to oral 

ad written ‘texts’ (cf. D HI 94 with Sv 870). In a well-known story, the 
nonical text of the Mahdniddesa (cited as a gantha) is said to have been 
served for posterity when it was learned from the last monk who knew it 

r heart (Sp 695). In the Visuddhimagga (95—7 * HI 51— 616) a list of 
ndrances to meditation includes gantha; but this is explained as being 

with recitation {sajjhdya), etc., and the stories given in explanation all 
fer to the learning by heart and recitation of texts.17 Pj II 194—5 records 
at even a monk who goes to the forest to practice vasa-dhura must have 

ved with his teacher for five years and learnt by heart the patimokkha and 
|vo or three recitation sections of the Suttas. The Buddha told Upali — 
jjjho was to become the most learned expert in Vinaya — that in the forest 
ae can only fulfil vasa-dhura, whereas living in the monastic community 
mghamajjhe Mp V 69, amhakam . . . santike Mp 1312, Thag-a I 101) 

ime can do both: he then taught him the Vinaya (ugganhapesi: see p. 124 
ad note 23 below on this verb), and Upali attained Arahatship through 
Qeditation. This story, and others like it (cp. Vism 90—1 *= HI 31—4) show 

[that the crucial variable here is the necessary presence of others (both 

Plonks and laity, as teachers and/or audience) for the recitation of texts in 

antha-dhura. 
J; As Rahula says, in traditional education ‘the pupil had to listen to and 

gfcmmit to memory the instruction imparted orally by the teacher’.18 The 

i was to make texts paguna and vacuggata. The first of these terms, from 

^nskrit praguna, ‘straight (lit. and fig.), right, correct, . .. being in a good 
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state or condition’ (MW), is used in various ways in Pali, both of texts and i 
those who know them.19 The English ‘familiar’ has a comparable double 
usage, but it is not as strong as paguna, which means to (be) know(n) 
perfecdy, by heart. When used of texts, it is predicated of them either 

directly, with the person in the dative or genitive case, or used with the verbl 
kr: e.g. ekass’eva bhikkhuno Mahaniddeso paguno ahosi (Sp 695, cp. Ja II 

243, Vism 95, III 51, 242, VIII 49), and patimokkham pagunam katva 
(Spk m 35, cp. Ja IV 130, Mil 12, Sp 614, Spk I 85, Vism 90 - ffl 31, 
312 — IX 67). At Dip IV. 45, pagunako thero seems to mean ‘fluent (in the I 

texts)’ (see Gombrich, forthcoming). Vacuggata often appears with paguna j 
(eg. Sp 234, 788, 790, 792), and is used in the same constructions (with 

dative/genitive or kr). The contexts in which it is used make it clear that it 

refers to memorising texts, but with the corollary that doing so will enable 

the learner to recite them (e.g. Mil 10, Sp 983, 990, 1060, Ps III 78, Spk I ■ 
262, Vbh-a 389, Bu-up 42, 45, Saddhamm-s 82).20 

The teaching and learning process is referred to by a number of verbs, an^ 
related substantives: the teacher vaceti, ‘makes (the pupil) recite’, uddisati, 

‘teaches/recites’;21 the pupil sunati, ‘listens’, ugganhati, ‘grasps (in memory)’,? 

adhiyati and pariyapundti, ‘learns (by reciting), sajjhayati, ‘recites’, and 

dhareti, ‘retains (what he has learnt in memory)’. (Uddisapeti can be used ofl 
the pupil’s requesting and receiving instruction, and corresponding causativei 

forms of the pupil’s verbs can be used to refer to the teacher’s activity.)23 'E 
The words for learning are often cited as synonyms, but on occasion 

distinctions are drawn. At M HI 200 the Buddha instructs a monk: 
ugganhahi... pariyapunahi. . . dharehi (a sutta): the commentary gives the j 
sense of the words, respectively, as ‘listening to in silence’, ‘making a verbal' 
recitation’, and ‘teaching others’ (tutihibhuto sunanto; vacaya sajjhayam H 

karonto; ahhesam vacento, Ps V 8).24 The Culavamsa (Mhv XC 80—4) 
describes king Parakkamabahu IV (fourteenth century) as having learnt *1 
(ugganhitva ... dharetvd) the Jatakas by listening to his teacher; he then 

translated them into Sinhala, recited them (or had someone do so: he ‘had j 

them heard’, sdvetva) in an assembly of monks who knew the Canon 

(pitakattayadharinam). Only then, after correcting his text (parisodhiya) by J 
this means, did he have it written and distributed around the island. 

Canonical texts are divided, in manuscripts and in descriptive accounts -J 

(e.g. Ps I 2, As 6ff.), into ‘recitation sections’ (bhanavara); and there was a ^ 

division of labour between ‘reciters’ (bhanaka-s) of different parts of the 

Canonical corpus.25 Although it is likely that such ‘reciters’ originally 
memorised the texts for the purpose of accurate oral transmission, this was 

no longer an absolute necessity after the use of writing; indeed, Sp 788—9,; 

^presenting a three-fold classification of those who are learned (bahussuta), 
ays that reciters of different sections of the Canon were only required to t]eam specific parts of their texts. The rationale for this classification has 

nothing to do with textual transmission, but with different degrees of 

freedom within the monastic regulations, the highest grade (who had, it is 
true, to learn the three pitaka-s and some if not all commentaries) having 
the right to be advisors to nuns.26 The different bhanaka-s at this time. 1 
think, represent a division of labour not so much in textual transmission as 
among specialists in public recitation. 

Such recitation would no doubt have been done on many different 
j occasions, but one is worth remarking on. This involved a three- and some- 
F.times four-stage sequence, lasting all night: these were (i) a sermon (prob¬ 

ably a narrative such as a Jataka story: cf. Spk III 36) by the ‘day-preacher’ 

((divakathika); (ii) a recitation by a monk called either padabhanaka or 
arabhanaka-27 (iii) a commentary on or sermon deriving from some text — 

|perhaps that recited by the pada/sarabhanaka, as Adikaram (53: 131) 
uggests — by the night preacher (rattikathika) (cf. Mp I 39, Dhp-a II 95); 

Sand (iv) another sermon by the ‘dawn-preacher’ (pacciisa-kathika), which 

Pinay have been another Jataka (Spk HI 36). The manner in which the 
\sarabhdnaka made his recitation is not entirely clear; a common translation 

|is that he ‘intoned’ the text. Sara is the equivalent of Sanskrit svara, which 

|(according to MW28) can mean tone in recitation, accent, and musical note. 
f/The Jinakdlamali (93) states that monks went from Thailand to Ceylon 
I’in the 15th. century, and Lahkadipe akkharapavenih ca tadanurupam 
Ipadabhanah ca sarabhahhah ca uggahetva, which Jayawickrama (68: 130) 

^translates as ‘learned the orthographic system in vogue in the Island of 
|Lanka as well as the manner of recital of texts and the vocal intonation in 

(conformity with it’.29 In the Vinaya the Buddha forbids singing dhamma ‘in 
i drawn-out singing voice’ (ayatakena gitassarena), but allows sarabhahha 

|(Vin II 108; cp. A IH 251).30 The monk Sona recites part of what is now 

ssthe Sutta Nipata, (Vin I 196 sarena abhasi; abhani at Ud 59; cf. Mp I 241), 
yand his recital is called .sarabhahha (cf. also Vin 13 300). As 73 describes 
^someone remembering the spund either of a monk preaching with a sweet 

pvoice or of a sarabhanaka ‘intoning’.31 Whatever the precise style in ques- 

|tion, it would seem that sarabhahha recitation involves something like a 
|chant or recitative instead of ordinary speech.32 

The sound of recitation could have various effects. One of the qualities 

^required of a monk allowed to teach nuns (bhikkhunovadaka) was that he 

| should have a pleasant voice (kalyanavakkarana, Vin IV 51, glossed as 
S)tnadhurassaro, ‘sweet-voiced’ at Sp 790), because, it seems, women like that 
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kind of thing (mdtugamo hi sara-sampattirato, ibid.). It would perhaps be 

rather impious to suggest that monks might serenade their womenfolk: but 
one story, obviously well-known,33 suggests that the effect of recitation 
could be to induce a mood other than religiously sublime. Some young 
monks were learning recitation (sajjhayam ganhanti) while young nuns sat 
behind them listening (dhammam sunanti). One monk stretched out his arml 

and touched a nun: with admirable brevity the text concludes ‘and because , j 

of that he became a layman’ (ten’eva karanena gihljdto) (Ps I 264, Spk HI 

193, Vbh-a 358).34 A number of stories tell of the beneficial effect of 
recitation on animals, despite their not understanding the meaning of what | 
was being recited: some are recounted in the Saddhammasahgaha, a text 

from the 14th. century which is very revealing for my present purpose. 

Classed by CPD (Epileg. to vol. I, p. 53*) as a text of ‘bibliography’, it 
contains accounts of the Councils, the writing down of the Canon, and the» 
composition of commentaries and sub-commentaries; it ends with two 
chapters, one on the advantages of writing books or sponsoring their being | 
written, and one (by far the longest) on the advantages of listening to (the 
preaching of) Dhamma. Like the other texts cited earlier, it presupposes 
that it will be recited aloud: ‘listen, all you good people who are present ct| 
here in order to hear’ (sunatha sadhavo sabbe sotukama idhdlayd, p. 23 v. 
4). In one story in the final chapter, Sariputta learns the Abhidhamma- !J| 
pitaka by heart and recites it at the entrance to a cave. Five hundred bats ini 
the cave, despite perceiving only the sound of his voice (sare saddamattam IT 

eva gahetva, p. 81)35 are entranced and take no thought for food; they die 
and are reborn in heaven (cf. As 17). Similar tales are told of a frog, a deer,| 

a fish and a snake.36 
The oral/aural dimension of Buddhist texts is not only a matter of leam-^ 

ing and public performance: it plays a role in meditation also. The word 
paguna is used for ‘familiarity’ with or ‘mastery’ of various kinds and jhana* 
levels of meditation (Sp 430, Ps IV 201, Spk II 81, 233, 236, It-a I 92, As j 
184, cp. Vism 87—8 — III 20, speaking of samddhi, Vbh-a 378, 462, 463,1 
522). Given that the jhana-s above the first are said not to be characterised j 
by discursive thought, one might tak!e paguna simply as ‘familiarity’ or 
‘mastery’ in a non-verbal sense.37 But other texts show that discursive, oral' 

texts are relevant in this connexion. At D HI 241—2, A III 21 (repeated 
and summarised at Patis-a>69—70), five ‘occasions for release’ are given, at! 

each of which joy, delight, etc. arise in someone, leading to concentration ofl 

the mind: when listening to dhamma, when teaching dhamma oneself "t 

according to what one has heard (yathasutam), when reciting {sajjhayam 

karoti) what one has heard, when mentally reflecting on what one has 

rd, and when concentrating the mind on an object of meditation. The 

nsition here, obviously, is from aural/oral to mental, from public (verbal) 
discourse to private (verbal and non-verbal) consciousness. In such a 

ssage, it might seem that the last ‘occasion for release’ is of a different 
[(non-textual) kind from the first four, and simply juxtaposed with them.38 

Jut elsewhere the internalisation of a recited text is clearly apparent. 

| . This can be seen in the accounts of the meditations on the body given at 
gj I 39ff., Vbh-a 224-6, 249ff. and Vism 241-2 * Vffl 48-57. A monk 

nting to practice them must first seek out a teacher who knows both the 

[text of the practice and has experience in its attainment {agamddhigama- 
nannagato);39 ‘when he has learnt (the text of) the meditation subject’40 

f{kammatthdnam uggahetva, Pj I 40, cp. Vbh-a 249, 257, 258), he may go 
i live elsewhere and practise it. This practice involves, first, ‘recitation by 

s’ {kotthdsavasena sajjhdya, Vbh-a 250: that is, the thirty-two parts of 
he body, in groups of five or six, in forward and backward order), which is 

be done aloud (vacasa sajjhdyo katabbo, Vbh-a 224—5, Vism 241—2 — 

49) for some months. This must be done ‘even by one who is a master 
|f the Tipitaka’, since it is in this way that the subject becomes clear (ibid), 
le must ‘hammer it in verbally during the recitation period’ (sajjhdyakaie 

vacasa pothetva pothetva, Vbh-a 249),41 so that each section is learnt by 
[heart (pagumbhuta, Pj I 41); as many as a hundred thousand repetitions 

hay be necessary before the text is learnt {sajjhayena hi kammatthanatanti 
paguna hod, Vbh-a 225, Vism 242 — VII 56). Verbal recitation is done so 

fiiat the text is familiar (palipagunibhavattham, Pj 141); such familiarity 

with the text (palipagunatd, ibid.) is a condition for the mental recitation * 
Jwhich then follows; mental recitation {manasa sajjhdya, Vbh-a 225, Vism 

|43 — Vm 56—7)42 is necessary for full understanding.43 
r I shall end these remarks by considering two similes which illustrate the 

Close parallels and connexions between the oral and written preservation of 
Jexts. It is true that scripta manent, what is written endures. But in tradi¬ 
tional South Asia, as is well-known, the staying power of most materials for 
^Writing, whether bark, wood, palm-leaf, or whatever (see Losty (82)), was 

tited. The Dambulla Rock-inscription of king Nissanka Malla of Ceylon 

[(twelfth century) (EZ I 121—35, translation from 133) tells us that 

also made it a rule that when perpetual grants of land were given to those who had done 
|fcyal services, such benefactions should not be made evanescent, like lines drawn on water, 

f being written on palm leaves liable to be destroyed by mice and white ants; but that they 
[jbould be engraved on plates of copper so as to endure long unto their respective posterity. 

IThe longevity of writing was certainly a common theme. The earliest 
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references to the writing down of the texts, in Dip and Mhv (see p. 2 

above) state that this was done ciratthitattham, “for the sake of longevity’; 

Asoka likewise states that he had his edicts written in the hope that that 
they, and no doubt also his reputation, would endure (e.g. iyam dhammalipi• 

likhapita .. . cilamthitika ca hotu, PE 2; cf. RE 5, 6, PE 7). A requiring 
motif in both rock inscriptions and metal plates is that engraving the order 
or proclamation is intended to ensure that what was written should last ‘as 
long as the sun and moon’ (e.g. EZ II 255, HI 240, 325, IV 8).44 (No doubt' 
palaeologists would wish that this had been true!) 

The two similes are found, first, in the colophon to manuscripts: the 
scribe hopes that ‘like lion’s oil kept in a golden bowl, or writing on stone, 
may everything I have heard (remain) permanently (and) not perish’.45 As 

K. R. Norman says (90: 153), the comparisons are Very appropriate to the 

work of authors and scribes, who hope that their work will not disappear, 

just as something inscribed on stone, or valuable oil kept in a safe, perma¬ 
nent, leak-proof container is not lost, but remains unchanged’. For my 

present purposes it is very revealing that the two similes are used also of 

learning and memorising texts orally (Ja V 149, Mhv-t 6, Ps II 336); and 

they are given in commentarial exegeses of the word sutasannicaya, ‘(being) 
a treasury of what has been heard’ (Ps II 252, Mp in 28; cf. Sp 788). This 
term refers to a monk who ‘stores what has been heard in the treasury (or, 

perhaps inelegantly, the manuscript-chest) of his heart’ (yassa hi sutam | 
hadaya-mahjusaya sannicitam).*6 Both oral and written preservation of texts4 
are useful, if fragile, means of confronting the destructive power of time. | 

The scribes who used the similes wrote that they hoped that what they -fj 

had heard, or *what has been heard’ (sutam) would not be destroyed. There^ 
may be no particular significance in the choice of this word, but it may 
point to . another close relation between oral and written transmission: 
perhaps the texts were dictated to the scribe (either from a manuscript or Jj 
by someone who knew it by heart), who then wrote down ‘what was heard’.| 
In the case of Asoka’s inscriptions, it seems certain that at some stage in the] 
transmission of them, dictation was involved. K. R. Norman states that * 

i 
oral recitation took place at some stage of the transmission, but I think it was probably when^ 
Asoka was dictating to his scribes. Thereafter I think that (part, at least, of) the transmission 
was in a written form, because some of the errors which occur in the edicts are only likely i* 

written form.47 

Evidence for the written transmission of the edicts can also be found in the 

‘covering letter’ which he postulates accompanied the text of the inscrip¬ 

tions, parts of which were on occasion inscribed mistakenly along with the 

grV 
ascription itself (see Norman (84), (87)). Others, however, think that there 

^evidence for oral transmission after Asoka’s original dictation.48 Of the 
ree cases in question here, only the Jataka might be thought to go back, 
^something like its present form, to the time when all texts were oral. It is 

lie that the Mahabodhivamsa is dependent on previous vamsa material, 
ame of which almost certainly began as oral tradition; and the author of 
lie Hatthavanagalla-viharavamsa states that his account is dependent on 

litional (oral) accounts49 and earlier writings’ (itihdnugatam kathah ca 
pissaya pubbalikhitan c’idha vayamami, Att 1 v. 3). But both of these texts 
(He composed in a highly ornate style (see Norman, 83: 141, 143), which 

would suggest that they were originally ‘literary’ compositions in all senses 
f the word.50 

|>The introduction to a Sinhalese version of the Hatthavanagallavihara- 
varma, composed in the 15th. century by VTdagama Maitreya, gives a 

sonably clear indication of the actual circumstances of its transmission: 

ng, as said before, a collection of dharma-stories narrated by the venerable lord Sri 
|Maitreya, and having been written by us who have attained the condition of being well- 

ciplined students of that noble sahgharaja, it should be listened to by good people who 
ave acquired good qualities, with an undivided and attentive mind which has love as its 

shing trait.51 

[According to Charles Hallisey (who has kindly provided me with the text 
and translation of this passage) the word ‘as said before’ refers to an earlier 

mtence which stated that the text was composed (viracita)52 in Pali, but 
ithat since not everyone understood that language a Sinhala version was 
.being presented (in which the verses of the Pali text were followed by a 

.Sinhala translation and elaboration). So what is described here is a situation 
fin which Sri Maitreya was reading from a manuscript in Pali (since such a 
ifcxt is unlikely to have been learnt by heart) and providing an oral gloss 

jjin Sinhala, which his student(s)53 then wrote down, in order that it might 
later be read (aloud) to an audience. That is to say, there is a three-part 
process: oral dictation (probably from a written text) to written text to oral 
[recitation. 

I Although the Buddhist tradition, unlike the Brahmanical, came fairly 
‘soon to welcome the medium of writing as an important means of self¬ 

-preservation, the distrust expressed in the niti verse cited at the beginning 
of this paper should alert us to the continuing importance of the oral/aural 

| aspects of Pali literature, both as a means of preservation and as a facet of 

the lived experience, the ‘sensual dimension’, of Buddhist ‘scriptures’. 
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NOTES 

1 My title refers to K. R. Norman’s now standard survey of Pali Literature (83). I am 
grateful to Professor Norman for help with a number of points in this paper, and for 
comments on an earlier draft. Everyone working in Pali and Buddhist studies is indebted to.j 
his publications; I have never been his pupil formally, but his tireless generosity, both in 
person and in correspondence, has made it possible for me also to learn from him directly ' 
for more than a decade. I am honoured to be able to contribute this small footnote to Pali 

Literature as a token of mv respect and gratitude. 
Abbreviations used in this paper are those used in the Critical Pali Dictionary: texts are 

cited from the Pali Text Society editions, unless otherwise stated. 
: potthakesu ca yum sippani parahatthesu yam dhanam/yatha kicce samuppanne rux tarn 
uppam na tam dhanam (Dhn 364 — Lkn 13), freely translated. The Sanskrit parallels given J 
m Bechert and Braun (81) ad loc. have vidya for sippam; pada c is a conjectural emendationj 

by the editors of yatld in he samuppanne found in the mss. 
’ See Graham (87). Goody, e.g. (77) (86), (87), has been influential in the study of orality 

and literacy, but he is a very unreliable guide to Indian and Buddhist history. See Parry (85) | 

and Falk (90). 
4 See von Hintiber (90: esp. p. 54). 
5 See, for example, Cousins (83) and Gombrich (90); for an overview of the state of 

knowledge on these matters see Norman (89). 
6 References to Dip are to Oldenberg’s (1879) edition. 
7 I have tried to set this event in historical context in Collins (90). 
8 I follow other scholars in using this rather ungainly locution to refer to the fact that 
written as well as oral texts were recited and listened to; in Buddhism as in pre-modem 
Europe silent reading was the exception, rather than the rule. In what Graham (87) has 
called ‘the sensual dimension’ of religion, therefore, Buddhist texts were more often experi-1 

enced through the voice and ears than the hands and eyes. 
9 For the most recent survey, see Allchin and Norman (85). I have used the text as given inj 

Bloch (50). 
!l’ (87) pp. 101-99 (14-16). 
! 1 E.g. the Thupawrnsa, discussed by Jayawickrama (71: xiv), and ‘the Ariyavamsa festival*,j 

in Rahula (5<>: 208—73). 
•’ It is true, of course, that these usages may not always be literal, as in modem English an j 

author may be termed as ‘saying’ something in a book, or when one says that one ‘sees* the T 

point of an argument. But (he systematic nature of the Pali usage would seem to suggest that| 

the literal sense is usually the one intended. 
13 Translated by Jayawickrama (90). I have changed the order of words slightly. 
14 For uses of this in Dip see Gombrich (forthcoming). 
15 As I hope to show elsewhere, scribes in the earlier texts and inscriptions seem normally ^ 

to have been laymen. 
16 References to the Visuddhimagga are given first by PTS page number, then by the 

Warren and Kosambi (50) chapter and section. 
17 For further elucidations of gantha-dhura and -yutta as oral/aural learning and recitation,J 

see Mp I 3Q, 37ff., Dhp-a I 7—8, 154, Vbh-a 297. In the Katikavata promulgated by 
Parakkamabahu I in the twelfth century one of the duties of monks is ‘the study of books J 
and documents’ (MPK 12, translated Ratnapala (71: 132); cf. DK 7, KRK I 7, 104—5); in | 
the thirteenth century Dambadeni Katikavata (DK 12, 13) one task of candidates for ad 
sion to the Samgha is to learn to read and write (DK 12, 13, 18); and in the first Katikav: 

of Klrti Sri Rajasimha (eighteenth century; KRK I 111—2) monks and novices are describ 
as ‘writing books’. But although the grantha-znd vidarsana-dhura-s are very frequently 
mentioned throughout these texts, the ‘vocation of (learning and teaching) books’, as 

itnapala translates the former term (p. 188, 5.2), is never associated with writing or 
ading: rather, it is very clearly associated with learning texts by heart, and being able to 
cite them when necessary (e.g. PBK 6—8, 13, DK 19, 22—4, 26, 29, 38—9, 97, 105). 

6# (56: 288); see also de Silva (18). 
a* At Vin I 275 a monk with a digestive disorder is said to have faeces and urine na 

)aguno; Dhs 15 (#48—9) and 51 (#328—9) refer to pdguhhata of body and mind, 
Explained at As 131, 151 and Vism 466 — XIV 146 as ‘healthiness’ (agelahnabhdva, etc.); 
fthe term can be predicated of persons, as at D HI 170, Vin I 359, Ja V 399, where ‘fluent’ 

Jfor ‘skilled’ seem appropriate translations; and the term is predicated of dhamma in contexts 
Iwhere translators have rendered it ‘sublime’ or ‘well-expounded’ (this in view of commen- 
jjtarial glosses as su(pa)vattitay etc.): Vin I 7/Sp 963, D II 39/Sv 471, M I 169/Ps II 181, S I 
|138/Spk I 203 (cp. also Sp 234, 790 ad Vin I 65 and IV 51), Vv 53 v. 2/Vv-a 232, cited at 

IPs I 131, Mp II 108, It-a II 44). The term is also found in the compound forms paguna- 
fbhava at Ja III 537, paguna-dhamma at It-a II 25, Saddhamm-s 71, and paguna-sajjhaya at 
|Saddhamm-s 85. See text below for uses in relation to meditation. 

PED s.v., citing Mil 10, gives ‘with well-intoned speech’, which is inaccurate. It occurs 
here after hadayangata, and seems to differ from it in that the texts are not only ‘learnt by 

but also ‘able to be recited*. Opinions differ on how the word is to be derived. CPD, 
Siting Spk I 262, gives it under uggata, from uggacchati (cf. Vmv I 125 ad Sp 234 (cited by 

iNorman (90: 148): vaedya uggatam). The idea may be that texts ‘have risen up to/in speech’ 
for ‘come out by speech’, in the sense that the person can recite them. (One of the meanings 
Tof uggacchati given in CPD is *issue (from mouth: be brought up and vomited)*). K. R. 
INorman suggests (ibid. 149) that ‘uggata is a form of oggata — ogata (< avagata) with the 
[sense of “learnt, understood”, which is not usual in Pali, although avagata sometimes occurs 

nth the meaning “understood”. The compound would then mean something like “learnt 
lorally”, referring to the recitation procedure’. He also cites Gv 77, where the word is used of 
[people, meaning ‘those who have learnt texts orally’; this parallels the use of paguna for both 

jtexts and people. 
I51 Both deseti and katheti can also mean to teach, but they tend more commonly to be used 
f of discursive elaborations and explanations of texts and doctrines (to both monastic and lay 
\ audiences), rather than this oral inculcation of texts. 
y1 This word can also refer to learning non-verbal skills or forms of knowledge: e.g. Vin II 
§217, Ja IV 177, Ps U 94, OI 248, Vbh-a 410-1. 
L23 References can be found in the relevant entries in PED, PTC; CPD; some useful texts - 
J are: Vin IV 203-4 compared with Ja m 28, Vin IV 14-5/Sp 741-4, S I 202-3/Spk I 
£296-7, Sp 802 compared with Dhp-a I 244, IV 180, Vism 388 - XO 60-2 (the story of 
JCulapanthaka), Mp OI 28-9 - Ps O 252-3. I^4 The gloss on dhdrehi as ‘teach’ is probably taking up the causative form of the verb, since 

(less commonly) the simple dharati can also be used to mean ‘remember’. The first two 
verbs are found at S 0 75, and Spk n 75 glosses them similarly; both in silence and by 

- recitation a monk pagunam karonto . . . dhareti. At Ps LH 193, 426, dhareti is glossed 
* pagunam katvd dhareti. R F. Gombrich suggests (personal communication), that one should 
\ translate sajjhayam karonto and ahhesam vacento here as ‘reciting aloud to oneself’ and 
Reciting for others’, in order ‘to bring out the reflexivity of svadhyaya\ This is certainly 

^ relevant here, although on other occasions the reflexive prefix seems to add little to the 
fliense: e.g. Pj II 456 vede sajjhayantehi pathamam ajjhetabbato Savitti chandaso mukhan ti 
m'~tttd. 

See Adikaram (53) pp. 24—32. Epigraphical references to different bhdnaka-s exist from 
|rthe second century B.C.: Paranavitana (70) nos. 330, 407, 666. 
r The text is discussed by Rahula (56: 294—6), Gunawardana (79: 140), and von Hiniiber 

|(90: 68-70). 

The terms are given as alternative readings at Ja II 66, Ps II 377, Mp I 39, II 249; 
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compare Dhp-a III 345, IV 18 with Spk I 305. See also Jinak 93, cited in the text below. - 
28 See also Levi (15: 426—40, 445—7), and Demieville (29—30), (80). Levi argues that 
these references show that the earliest Buddhist texts go back to a time when accents were' 
still in use; that is, the time of Panini and the latest Vedic texts. 

29 Such matters have been shown to be of unexpectedly great importance for the history of 
Theravada in Southeast Asia by Bizot (89). See also von Hiniiber (87). 

30 Sp 1202 here refers to 32 styles (vattani) of sarabhanna, and cites three: tarahga, 
dohaka, and galita, like a wave, (milk into a) milk-pail (?), and trickling (water) (cf. MW s.v. 
galita). This is obscure, but elsewhere sarabhanna is compared to pouring water into a pot • 
(Spk in 36) and to someone’s bringing the celestial Ganges down to earth (Spk I 306, cp. J| 
I 95—6 on the Buddha’s ‘divine voice’, brahmassara; and As 15); perhaps the idea is that 
good recitation nows’ in various ways. Levi (15: 435—6) cites this passage, from a sub¬ 
commentary to Sp, and translates ‘rhythme du galop’, ‘rhythme clair (dhota•), ‘rhythme 
avale*. 

31 Madhurena pana sarena dhammikathikassa vd dhammam kathentassa sarabhanakassa va 
sarena bhanantassa saddam sutvd aparabhdge yattha katthaci nisiditva avajjamdnassa 
dhammakathd vd sarabhahham vd sotadvare apdtham dgatam viya hod. For a similar distinc¬ 
tion between dhammakathd and sarabhanna see Spk I 41, Dhp-a I 154, Cp-a 307, As 78— 
9f..ct Pp-a 174 (taking the v. 1. cited in n. 9). Other references to sarabhanna can be found 
at Ja U 109, Sp 1058, 1060, 1312, Spk H 124. ; 

32 Tambiah (68: 100), without giving any source for his information, states that ‘sarabhanna’ 
is one of the ‘three musical rhythms employed in chanting’ (along with Magadha and 

Samyoka). It ‘employs a higher pitch of voice and also lengthens the speed of chanting,... 
breaking the chant into phrases; the Sanghaha [sic] is a similar mode of ‘lengthened’ chant¬ 
ing. Sarabhanna chanting is essentially employed on avamangala (inauspicious) occasions, , 
such as immediately after death, when its slow and mournful grandeur suites the occasion’, i 

33 Mp I 27 refers to it briefly, as a familiar tale. 

34 Ps II 145 makes it the nun’s fault: she took his hand and put it on her breast. 

33 Gn p. 82 the same event is described in the words sara-bhahjanatnattam eva sutvd, which 
may be an error for sara-bhahha-mattam, although K. R. Norman suggests (personal 
communication) that it might have ‘the same meaning as Pkt. bhahgi — “modulation (of 
voice)”’. | J 

36 All five stories are parallel. In the story of the frog reborn as a deva through listening to 
the Buddha’s preaching, I would interpret the phrase sare nimittam aggahesi to mean that 
the frog simply perceived ‘a (special) quality in the Buddha’s voice’ (Saddhamm-s 80; cp. Sp 
121, Vism 208 - VH 51, and Vv-a 217 in Masefield (89: 339, 343 n. 16)). The same 
phrase is used in the prose section of the story of the deer (83), and the corresponding verse 
specifies that it was only the sound: saddamatte nimittam. Similar phrases are used in the * 
other stories. Mil 350 cites the frog, however, as an example of dhammdbhisamayo, 
‘penetration of Dhamma’, which would normally mean full understanding. , 
37 Cp Sp 430, vasipatta\ and the sub-commentary to As 184, cited by CPD s.v. appaguria, 
avasikata. 

3* The commentaries here (Sv 1032—3, Mp III 230—1), however, interpret dhamma and - 
atthay used in all five cases, as ‘the text’ and ‘its meaning’, and refer in the last case to * 
learning’ (ugganhati) a meditation subject, and to the text of it (kammatthana-pali). 
39 ftanamolis rendering of this as ‘scripture and scribing’ (60: 39, cp. 1 io—1 n. 23) is, from 
the present perspective, wholly inappropriate. < 

40 Ibid. p. 40. 
41 Translated by Nanamoli (87: 309). 

42 Pj I 41 has vacasa . .. manasd ca bhdvand. In both places these are two items in a J 
sevenfold ‘skill in learning’ (uggaha-kosalla). The word ‘recitation’ in English, like sajjhdyaf 
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ually refers to saying something out loud (cf., for example, Vin I 133, sajjhdyasaddam, Vin 
193—4, mahdsadda sajjhdyam karontd), and so ‘mental recitation’ is perhaps an unusual 

tion. Although sajjhdya can often mean simply ‘study’, it would seem clear that in such 
texts as these study involves the act of ‘running through’ a text which is being or has 

learnt, both verbally and in silence to oneself. 
This is the standard tripartite division of Buddhism: pariyatti, ‘learning’, patipatti, ‘prac 
e\ and pativedha, ‘penetration’ (the term is used at Vism 243 - VIII 57) in nuce. 
The theme is common: see, for example, the inscription from Sarichi cited in Marshall 

d Foucher (40) pp. 390—1. 
vasd sihassa pakkhittd yatha kancanapdtiya / sildlekhe Va me niccam sutam sabbam no 

ndsaye (Att 34 v. 6; cp. Ja VI 595.3—4, Mbhv preface p. v.). For the first comparison, which 
is frequently found by itself, see Norman (90: 152—4). According to Charles^ Hallisey 
(personal communication) lion’s oil is common in the Sinhala tradition as an example of 

Something valuable but elusive. 
jj Written materials were often kept in such chests: cf. Ja II 36, IV 335, Mhv XXVH 5, Sp 

453. 
Personal communication. 
See Janert (67—8) and (72: 20): ‘each scribe was reproducing with amazing accuracy the 

h patterns characterising the formal delivery or recitation before him of the edicts’; and 

yon Hiniiber (90: 60 n. 136). 
if? See CPD and Childers s.v. itihd. 

K. R. Norman (personal communication) says that he ‘cannot believe that Att was not 

written down from the start’. 
Sri Maitreya mahd svdmipddayan vahanse visin kathika dharma-kathd prabandhaya 

thokta vu e sahghardjottamaydnan vahanse ge suvinita sisyabhavopagata apa visin liyatw 

bdol sddhu gunopte sddhu janayan visin sdyadhana vd aviksipta cittayen upalaksita va 

sddarayen dsiya yutu (Elu Attanagalu Vamsaya, in Tennekon (80: 170). 
f? According to Hallisey, this word ‘has connotations of being written (according to Sor.ua 
f$ Sinhala dictionary], and interestingly a derivative is defined as sastnya lipi — sastric 

writings)’. 
The use of apa may simply be a polite way for an individual to refer to himself, or it may 

dicate that more than one scribe was taking down the dictation: that would certainly be a 

more efficient way to produce multiple manuscript copies of a text. 
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12-3/,^ L. S. COUSINS 

VITAKKA/VITARKA AND VICARA 

Stages of samadhi in Buddhism and Yoga 

ie two terms vitakka/vitarka and vicara are crucial to the understanding 

if the stages of samadhi in both the Buddhist tradition and in the influ- 
ltial yoga tradition attributed to Patanjali. However, at present interpreta- 

ion is often dominated by notions derived from later commentarial sources, 
uch notions, although in themselves of great interest, create an artificial 
ppearance of difference between the two traditions which is probably 
justified. It suffices to note the marked difference in English renderings of 
ese two words in translations from Sanskrit and from Pali. 

This is exacerbated by the, no doubt inevitable, tendency to treat the 
uddhist and Brahmanical traditions as if they operated in complete 

lation from one another. In fact it is clear that each has both influenced 
d been influenced by the other in numerous ways. Buddhist origins are 

bviously from a milieu in which both orthodox and heterodox Brahmanical 
deas and practices were ubiquitous. Not surprisingly influences from and 

ctions to Vedic traditions pervade the early Buddhist texts. Subsequently, 
after Buddhism’s rapid growth and early creative period, influences are for 

a while mainly, but not exclusively, from Buddhism to Brahmanism. After 

file formation of classical Hinduism and during the gradual decline in 
importance of Buddhism and Jainism which took place from the Gupta 
period onwards, it is clear that Buddhism borrows much more than it 

contributes. No doubt this is what one would expect, but it seems surpris¬ 
ingly little recognised. 

•' The present issue is a case in point. Influences from Buddhist sources (to 
my mind, very frequent) on the Yoga-sutra are often minimized or ignored.1 
In the particular example with which we are concerned here the Yoga-sutra 
is often seen as having a distinctive analysis of the stages of samadhi. I 
think this is a mistake, partly due to focussing on later Buddhist literature 
rather than on the canonical account. The reason for this is possibly the fact 
that the canonical material often needs to be approached through the early 

ftbhidhamma literature which is less studied than the sutta material. 
The most important source for this purpose is the first book of the 

Abhidhamma-pitaka, the Dhammasahgani. This gives mnemonic registers 

for both vitakka and for vicara. For the nature and function of these 

registers I refer the reader to my article: “Pali Oral Literature”.2 It is 

bdo-Iranian Journal 35: 137-157, 1992. 
® 1992 Kluwer Academic Publishers. Printed in the Netherlands. 
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sufficient to note that these registers give us a clear picture as to what these 

terms were understood to mean at this time once the suttanta contexts to 
which they refer have been examined. 

VITAKKA IN THE DHAMMASANGANI 

The dhammuddesa for vitakka in the Dhammasangani is as follows: 

1. takka 2. vitakka 3. sankappa 4. appana 
5. vyappand 6. cetaso abhiniropana 7. samma-sankappa 

Unusually for the Dhammasangani the complete register for vitakka is 

already to be found in a single location in the nikayas, namely in the 

Mahacattarisaka-sutta? This discourse is an abhidhamma-style analysis of 
the Eightfold Path. In fact the sutta reads suspiciously as if it were itself 
based on the Dhammasangani, but if so it is difficult to explain why no 

additional sources can be found for some of the terms. We must then 
assume that this sutta is the source of this Dhammasangani register and 
presumably of much of the methodology of the Dhammasangani, but it is 
surprising that no additions have been made. Perhaps the list was already 
too established in the tradition to allow of amendment. It would be interest 
ing to know if the corresponding sutta preserved in Chinese contains the 

same passage. 
Taking the terms of the register in order: 

I. Takka 

This occurs in a number of contexts in the earlier literature, but can always 
be rendered by ‘speculation’. The more specific later meaning of (system 
atic) logic would be anachronistic, while the translation sometimes given of 
‘doubt’ is incorrect for the nikayas. The context which the Dhammasangani 
or its source probably has in mind is one which occurs in the Brahmajala 

. . some mendicant or brahmana is speculative (takkin) and inclined to investigation 
(vimamsin). He says that which is beaten out by speculation, that which is attended by 
investigation .... 

In the Anguttara-nikaya we find the statement that one should not believe 

anything by reason of speculation (takka-hetu).s Another important sutta 
formula also occurs in the Brahmajala-sutta:6 

There are, monks, still further truths (dhamma) — deep, hard to see, hard to comprehend. 
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eful, excellent, outside the sphere of speculation (atakkavacara), subtle, (only) to be 
wn by the wise — which the Tathagata makes known after having himself comprehended 

by his higher knowledge and after having directly experienced them. 

jmilar passages occur in several contexts concerned with the truth assess- 
fent of views or wisdom.7 Finally in the canonical accounts of the request 

f Brahma Sahampati the same set of epithets is applied to the dhamma 
hich the Buddha has reached.8 
To go by the position of right view as last in the list it would seem that 

ascending order is intended. If so, the implication is probably meant to 
that speculation is a rather weak and inferior form of thinking. Certainly 

e commentaries have little difficulty in interpreting these contexts in terms 
f their understanding of vitakka as the fixing of the mind on an object of 
[ought or sense.9 For them speculation is merely a form of weak vitakka 
hose object is constantly changing. So the term takka-pariyahata recalls 

le commentarial definition of the function (rasa) of vitakka as ahanana- 
riyahanana: “for by means of this the yogavacara makes the object struck 
vitakka, struck around by vitakka”.10 In the present context it would be 
y to interpret takka-pariyahata as meaning that the speculative complex 

f ideas which arises in weak mentality requires application of the mind 
m many different angles. 

Vitakka 

e word vitakka occurs frequently in definitions and explanations of 

madhi or jhana, but is not explained in that context. Apart from this I 
ve collected about forty other passages from the four nikayas; there are 

►robably some more. It is clear that it can always be rendered as thinking’ 
^‘thought’, although it is unlikely that this would have the same signifi¬ 
cance as the concept does for us today. Of course this is even more unlikely 

ong a community containing many contemplatives. It may therefore be 
the case that thought was already pictured as essentially the activity of 
bringing different objects into firm focus before the mind’s eye — be those 
Objects thoughts or mental pictures. Such a view of the matter would after 

fill be very natural to people with a very highly developed eidetic faculty. 

Apart from the above-mentioned accounts of jhana and the like, vitakka 
gpcurs most frequently in passages referring to the three skilful thoughts or 
the three unskilful thoughts or all six together i.e. thought connected with 

desire or with desirelessness, with aversion or with non-aversion and with 
fnielty or non-cruelty.11 Less commonly it is found as part of a series.12 

(There are of course many similar sequences which do not include vitakka 
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at all.) In a number of places it means simply thought or thinking in a fairm 

general sense.13 A few less usual contexts connected with samtidhi can be’g 
added.14 Also we are told that vitakka and victim are the activities which 

fashion speech: “when one has thought and examined (vicaretvti), afterwards 
one utters speech.”15 There is also one discourse which applies the genre of 
riddle and answer to the subject of sahkappa-vitakktiP It is clear from this] 
and one other passage that sankappa and vitakka are not always identical a 
in meaning.17 

3. Sankappa 

This should perhaps mean thought formation rather than thought, but not J 
surprisingly it does not in practice seem greatly differentiated in its use 

from vitakka. For example, in a number of contexts the same division into. 

three unskilful and three skilful types is found.18 In a general sense of js 
‘thinking’ we find ‘remembering thoughts’ (sara-sahkappa) used a number of 
times in ways obviously related to the usage of the three unskilful 

thoughts.19 Several times we have expressions like ‘due to that’ (e.g. fame 

and gain) ‘he is happy and his purpose is fulfilled (paripunna-sahkappa)’-20^| 
This appears to be the only context where the translation ‘purpose’ is j| 
required, although it is a possible alternative in some cases, and may 
perhaps be appropriate in some passages where sankappa and vitakka are 
juxtaposed or differentiated. 

Finally the use of sankappa as part of a series needs to be mentioned.21 
This is closely parallel to similar uses of vitakka. It is especially frequent to1 
juxtapose sannti with either vitakka or sankappa. It is emphasized that 

sannti arises dependent upon the sense objects and corresponding sankappaj 

arises dependent upon sannti, but the converse is not the case. This seems 
to mean that only if there is say a visual stimulus (rupa-dhtitu) can there bel 
recognition of the visual object (i.e. rupa-sahhti); only if a visual object has 

been recognised can there be thoughts about what has been seen (rupa- 

sankappa). The precise degree of introspective acuteness envisaged is 
unclear. 

4. Appanti 

This occurs only in the one niktiya context previously mentioned. In 

commentarial usage it signifies the absorption accompanying strong concen-J 

tration. The word may already occur in this sense in a doubtful passage in 1 
the Petakopadesa, a treatise which may not be long after the early abhi- 1 

dhamma works in date.22 In the niktiyas verbal forms of appeti occur only ^ 
in the sense of ‘to flow into (e.g. the sea)’ < apyetiP There are, however, al 

nber of Vinaya passages where it appears to mean ‘to fix’ < arpayatiP 

he same derivation is implied in Vibhanga passages which use it in the 

se of ‘made to go away’ i.e. ‘removed’.25 This is the standard etymology 
f"the later tradition, both in Pali and in Buddhist Sanskrit, no doubt 

fitly.26 It is perhaps just possible that the meaning of appanti in the 
ammasangani register is influenced by the sense of ‘flowing into’ but on 

Be whole it seems adequate to take it as meaning fixing'. 

£ Vyappanti 

i also appears only in the Mahticatttinsaka-sutta as far as the niktiyas 

i concerned, but vyappita is found in the same Vibhanga context men¬ 

tioned above in the sense of ‘completely gone’. The commentary is no doubt 
lit to interpret this as either augmentation with a prefix for stylistic 

omment or an intensified form of appanti.21 So it should probably be 

ilated as ‘firm fixing’. 

Cetaso abhiniropanti 

bis too does not appear elsewhere in the niktiyas. It is usually taken as 

eriving from abhi + ni + causative of RUH — literally, ‘transferring the 

Sind onto (an object)’. This is probably correct, but it is worth noting that 
BHSD gives a form abhinirupayati, which suggests an alternative derivation 

Irom ROP. It is this which must be intended by the Netti-pakurana 
ffabhiniropeti) and the Petakopadesa (niropayitabba) in their explanation of 

liruttiP In the latter case it can be translated: ‘should be given this form’, 
bis would offer an alternative rendering for the Dhammasahgani register 

[6f ‘mental forming’ or ‘mental defining’. However, abhiniropanti occurs in 
he Patisambhidti-magga as the standard epithet for sammti-sahkappa and 

for vitakka.29 It is also found in one passage in which it defines the 

dvity of resultant mind element; here it must refer to the fixing of a sense 
[object in the mind.30 Although the date of the Patisambhidti-magga is not 

nown, it must be earlier than the latest of the canonical abhidhamma 

vorks. 

% Sammti-sahkappa 

•As the second link in the Eightfold Path this has an important place. The 

[niktiyas define it in exactly the same way as the three skilful vitakkas or 

|sahkappasP Likewise miccha-sahkappa is defined in exactly the same way 
fas the corresponding types of skilful thought. So a translation by ‘purpose’ 

ran be ruled out — vitakka cannot mean purpose. Moreover there are 

I contexts in which such a meaning is hardly possible: 
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But although there really is another world, he has the view that there is no other world 
that is his wrong view; hut although there really is another world, he forms the thought 
(wkkappeti) that there is no other world — that is his wrong thought (miccha-sankappa) 
hut although there really is another world, he utters speech to the effect that there is no 
other world — that is his wrong speech.32 

Here the sequence is clear. If one’s way of seeing is flawed, then the way 
wliich one’s thought will take form in the understanding will be flawed and 

likewise the way in which one expresses that understanding in speech. 

VICARA in the dhammasangani 

The dhammuddesa for vicara in the Dhammasangani is as follows: 

1. cara 
4. upavicara 

2. vicara 
5. cittassa anusandhanata 

3. anuviedra 
6. anupekkhana 

Again taking them in order. 

1. Cara 

This occurs in a few passages in opposition to vihara — ‘wandering’ as 
opposed to ‘abiding in one place’, but such general uses do not seem very 
relevant to the DhammasanganiP It is possible that some usage which I 

have not been able to identify is referred to here — perhaps cara as the 

second member of some compound: More probably it is used here simply 
to indicate a mobile aspect of thought — its ‘wandering’; this would be 
appropriate in opposition to ‘fixing’ as the chief feature of vitakka. 

2. Vicara 

Literally interpreted, this might mean either ‘constant wandering’ or ‘that 
which causes the (mind) to wander in different directions’. In practice it 
almost always occurs in conjunction with vitakka, while in the nikdyas 
vicareti is usually found with vitakketi. This is nearly always in contexts 
associated with jhana or samadhi. At least once, however, it is part of a 

list.34 

3. Anuviedra 

Although the noun does not occur in the nikdyas, the verb anuvicareti is 

found in a few passages, always preceded by anuvitakketL This would of 
course literally mean ‘causing to explore’, but it is clear from the Majjhima 

nikaya passages that the use of these two verbs together is intended merely, 

to indicate the repeated application of vitakka and vicara; anu is here 
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ply a prefix indicating repetition.35 The Ahguttara-nikaya usage is 
ilar, although it almost always occurs there in the phrase:... dhammam 

etasa anuvitakketi anuvicareti manasanupekkhati ‘. .. applies vitakka and 
icara with the mind to the dhamma, mentally examines the dhamma,’36 

Upavicara 

e verb upavicarati (used in close conjunction with the noun) means ‘to 

equent’. The noun means that which the mind frequents and hence a 
Sphere of activity or range of interest.37 Its inclusion in the Dhammasangani 

gister is obviously based upon the formula sometimes referred to as the 
eighteen manopavicara:38 “After seeing a visible object with the eye one 

equents a visible object which is the basis for pleasant feeling” — the 
timber eighteen is reached by utilizing three types of feeling in conjunction 

$th six senses. This list is found in contexts concerned with the same kind 

f process that we find described in stages five to eight of the dependent 
Srigjnation formula. So it is closely related to the use of vitakka and vicara 
as part of a series. 

S5. Cittassa anusandhanata 
I-. 
This may mean either ‘explorativeness of mind’ or ‘a state of constant 
uniting of the mind’. The former seems the most likely of the various senses 
bf the Sanskrit verb, while the latter is the interpretation of the commen¬ 

tary: “it is a state of constant uniting of the mind because it constantly 
unites the mind to the object and holds it, just as one joins an arrow to the * 

bowstring and holds it there.”39 This is not impossible, but in view of the 
jsixth item of the register, investigation or exploration seems more likely. 
£nly a verbal form occurs in the nikdyas and only in one doubtful 

§ * Anupekkhanatd 

s means ‘careful examination’ or ‘constant examination’. Anupekkhati 
occurs in the nikdyas in two formulae. One was cited above under upavi- 

edra. The other, which is much the more frequent, may be translated: 

dhammas are heard much, remembered, practised aloud, mentally 
jammed (manasanupekkhita), well penetrated with insight ”41 
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THE TWO REGISTERS 

The two registers may then be translated as follows: 

vitakka: 
1. speculation 2. thought 3. thought formation 4. fixing 

5. firm fixing 6. applying the mind 7. right thought formation. 

1. wandering 2. wandering about 3. repeated wandering about1 
4. frequenting 5. explorativeness of mind 6. constant examination 

In the first case the complete register is derived from a single Majjhima 

nikaya passage and three items occur only there. The others are used fairly 

widely. For vicara convincing nikaya contexts exist for at least items 3, 4 

and 6 of the register. 

THE LATER PALI TRADITION 

Vitakka and vicara occur in a number of passages in the later canonical 
literature, but these do not add significantly to our understanding of their 

meaning.42 Important information is however to be found in several 
paracanonical works and in the commentarial literature. These can be taken 

in approximate chronological order: 

1. Petakopadesa ■ This is probably the oldest Pali work we have outside the Canon itself. It 
shows relatively little influence from the abhidhamma, presumably because 
it is in effect a general commentary on suttanta. Vitakka is defined as the 
first alighting (of the mind on an object), while vicara is the exploration 
(vicarana) of what has been understood (by vitakka).43 It goes on to explain 

in terms of the initial perception of someone coming in the distance. Vita 
understands that it is a man or a woman and recognizes colour and shape. 
Those thinking (vitakkayanto) further investigate (uttari upaparikkhanti) as 
to whether the person is virtuous or otherwise, rich or poor — this is vicaral 

The next sentence is corrupt, but appears to associate vitakka with fixing 

(appeti44) and vicara with exploring and conforming (or following). 

There follows a simile in which vitakka is compared to the striving of a 

bird (on taking flight) while vicara is compared to the subsequent stretc 

out of the wings (in flight) which does not involve so much effort. The 

intention appears to be to indicate both the subsequent nature of vicara 
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greater subtlety. Later commentaries specify the difference as between 

e trembling of the mind at the time of first arising and a subsequent 
er mode.45 

Several subsequent passages are corrupt, but some further points are 
gear. Another simile is given which contrasts silent recitation with (sub- 

uent) contemplation. In view of what follows the reference is probably to 
jntemplation of the thirty two parts of the body. The two terms are related 

the four discriminations (patisambhida) and to the stages in the develop- 
ient of insight knowledge.46 In the latter case at least vicara is compared to 

the higher stages. “For one established in the two, bodily and mental 

ering does not arise; bodily and mental happiness does arise. Mental 
ppiness produced by vitakka in this way is joy (pin); bodily happiness is 
ply bodily."47 

Milindapanha 

Some additional points and similes are given in the Milindapanha.48 These 
ust be quite early as this portion of that work is cited by Buddhaghosa 

and others with specific mention of Nagasena. Vitakka is given the charac- 
ristic (lakkhana) of fixing (appana) and this is explained as similar to a 

nter fixing a thoroughly prepared piece of wood in a joint. Vicara has 
the characteristic of pondering over and over (anumajjana — literally 

repeated rubbing or threshing). It too is illustrated by a simile. “Just as, 
P king, a bronze gong, which has been struck, afterwards sounds repeatedly 

and echoes on.49 Vitakka, O king, should be seen as like the striking; vicara 
should be seen as like the sounding repeatedly.” 

Vimuttimagga 

work is now extant only in Chinese, but is clearly an important source 
of the Visuddhimagga. Its account contains most of the material in the 
petakopadesa passage with the addition of a version of one of the similes 
from the Milindapanha and an analysis of vitakka and vicara in terms of 
their characteristic, rasa, paccupatthana and padatthdna.50 This last is a 

standard method of analysing dhammas in the commentarial literature and, 
as ftanamoli has suggested,51 is probably in part derived from the sixteen 
haras of the Petakopadesa. 

4. The Works of Buddhaghosa 

detailed treatment of these two terms is found in three of the works 

attributed to Buddhaghosa.52 All three are plainly based on a simplification 

>nd tidying up of the Vimuttimagga. It is unlikely that Buddhaghosa had 
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direct access to the Petakopadesa; material in his writings derived from tha 

source is clearly secondhand. In fact even the simile from the Milindapan 
is normally cited as a bell, just as in the Vimuttimagga, whereas in the 
Milinda itself it is a gong.53 The Dhammasangani commentary gives the 
bell, but also cites the Milinda directly, either from memory or from a 

different version, as there are some variations from the text we have 
most notably the gong is cited as a drum. 

Of the three commentaries the Vinaya commentary is fairly close to the \ 
Vimuttimagga version with relatively little additional information but 

omitting some of the less comprehensible ideas from the Petakopadesa. 
Probably the most important addition is the new simile of the bee 
vitakka is compared to a bee with its mind following a scent that drops 

straight onto a lotus while vicara is compared to the bee’s wandering over 3 

the lotus after it has alighted. 
The fullest account is given in the Dhammasangani commentary. The 

Visuddhimagga gives a rewritten and simplified version of this. Both give a 
series of new similes. If someone is firmly gripping a dirty metal vessel with 
one hand and rubbing on (anumajjana) powder or oil with a cloth, then 
vitakka is like the hand which grips firmly and vicara is like the hand which 

rubs. If a potter who is making a vessel has spun the wheel with the blow of 
a stick, then vitakka is like the hand which presses down (to hold the clay) i 

and vicara is like the hand which moves about here and there (to shape the* 
clay). Similarly vitakka applies (the mind) (abhiniropana) just like a fixed J 
pin which has been fastened in the middle when someone is drawing a 
circle. Vicara ponders over (1anumajjana) (the object) just like the pin which 
circumscribes the circle. 

Elsewhere abhiniropana and anumajjana are given as the respective 
characteristics of vitakka and vicara. This must come from an old comraen 
t a rial passage (giving exegesis of the word Tathagata) which describes the r: 
characteristics of various dhammas.54 Closely related to this is a rewritten \ 
version of the Petaka’s simile of the bird. Vitakka, which “occurs by way of 
applying the mind to its object”, is compared to the movement of a large 

bird flying in the sky which takes the air with both wings and then holds its| 

wings steady; for vitakka becomes one-pointed and then enters absorption % 

(appeti). Vicara which “occurs by way of pondering over the object”, is 
compared to the movement of the bird when it swifdy moves its wings in 
order to take the air; for vicara ponders over the object. The Dhamma 
sahgani commentary specifically attributes this simile to the [old] atthakatha 

The same work is the only one to give another simile — just as one goes u 
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to (arohati) a royal palace depending upon a friend or relative who is a 

urtier, so the mind takes up (arohati) an object in dependence upon 

NORTH INDIAN BUDDHIST TEXTS 

e Abhidharmakosa-bhasya56 defines vitarka as cittaudarikata ‘grossness 

pf mind’ and vicara as cittasuksmata ‘subtlety of mind’. The Abhidharmava- 

ra gives a similar definition57 which must be fairly old, since it appears 
also in the Jhanaprasthana58 — one of the latest of the Sarvastivadin 
canonical texts — and in the Abhidharmahrdaya.59 This application of the 

distinction between gross and subtle does not appear in the Pali tradition 

jbefore the Vimuttimagga and is therefore probably of Sarvastivadin origin, 
oticeably, whereas the Vimuttimagga probably gave it in the form ‘gross- 

ess of mind, etc.’, Buddhaghosa refers simply to grossness, etc. This is 
significant in the light of the discussion in the Abhidharmakosa-bhasya, 

here Vasubandhu criticizes the above definition. As he points out, gross- 
hess and subtlety are relational terms (in abhidharma) and should extend as 
far as the highest level of existence (i.e. the bhavagra). In other words each 
tyhyana or attainment is subde in relation to the one below and gross in 
relation to the one above — a process extending to the fourth formless 

5hdna. The intended implication is that this is incompatible with the 

canonical account where neither vitarka nor vicara are present in the higher 
dhyanas. The Pali tradition avoids this problem by making vitakka and 

vicara gross and subtle in relation to one another rather than the causes of 
tile mind’s grossness and subtlety in general.60 

The Abhidharmavatara61 and the Abhidharmadipa62 declare that vitarka 

is the cause of the activity of the five (sensory) consciousnesses which are 
gross, while vicara is favourable to the activity of mind consciousness 
(manovijhdna). They also describe vitarka as differentiating the type of 
sensory feature (visayanimittaprakdravikalpin) involved and as having its 
activity stirred up by the wind of labelling (samjha) i.e. it is stimulated by 
the constant flow of labelled sensations. Yogacarin authors give definitions 

which are slightly more reminiscent of the Pali Abhidhammapitaka and the 
Petakopadesa. It suffices to quote the Abhidharmasamuccaya: 

What is vitarka? It is a mental murmuring which searches about (for the object) in 
dependence either upon volition (cetana) or upon understanding (prajha). But that is 

possness of mind. What is vicaral It is a mental murmuring which investigates (the object) 
la dependence either upon volition or upon understanding. But that is subtlety of mind.63 
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STAGES OF SAMADHI IN THE YOGA-SOTRA 

The parallelism between the description of samprajhdta-samddhi in the 

Yoga-sutra and the traditional descriptions of the rupa-jhanas in Buddhist 
sources has long been noted.64 Careful examination of the text of the Yoga- 
sutra (Yogas) and its bhasya suggests that the resemblance is even closer 
than has always been appreciated. Two passages are relevant for this 
purpose. The first of these (Yogas i 17) reads: 

vitarka-vicdrdnandasmitd-rupdnugamat samprajhatah | 

It is called [the cessation65] which clearly comprehends [its 

object] as a result of being accompanied by forms66 of vitarka, 
vicara, bliss and a sense of I. 

The commentators are agreed that this indicates four distinct stages, 
which may be tabulated, after the bhasya, as follows: 

TABLE I 

1. sa-vitarka 

vitarka 
vicara 
bliss 

sense of I 

2. sa-vicara 

3. sananda 

4. asmita-mdtra 

vicara 
bliss 

sense of I 

bliss 

sense of I 

sense of I 

Such a series poses no problems and is, as we shall see, in good agreement 
with the Buddhist sources. 

The bhasya to this passage defines vitarka as: cittasyalambane sthula 
abhogah “gross directing of the mind to an object.” Vicara is correspond¬ 
ingly subtle. This is quite close to some of the Buddhist definitions we have 
seen and strikingly different to the more typical definition of the later 

commentaries which sees grossness and subtlety in terms of the object of 
the mind rather than as a feature of the mind itself. However this should 
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Kot be overstated. It is certainly a fundamental assumption of both abhi- 
Mharma and Samkhya-yoga that higher states of consciousness are both 
fihemselves more subtle and possess subtler objects. The point is rather that 
jn adapting material of ultimately Buddhist origin the Yoga tradition tends 
to shift it from the rather psychological bias of abhidharma towards a more 

cosmological orientation. 
J In fact this definition in terms of the subtlety of the object is in part 
derived from a passage later in the same chapter of the Yoga-sutra to which 

Fwe must now turn: 

| sabdartha-jndna-vikalpaih samkirna sa-vitarka samapattih [42] 
I smrti-parisuddhau sva-rupa-sunyevdrtha-mdtra-nirbhdsd 

I nirvitarka [43] 
1 etayaiva sa-viedra nirviedrd ca suksma-visaya vydkhydta [44] 

I suksma-visayatvam calihga-paryavasdnam [45] 

I 42. The attainment with vitarka is associated with concepts arising 

■: from knowledge of the meanings of words.67 
, 43. When mindfulness (smrti) is pure [the attainment] without 

vitarka reveals only the object and is as if empty of its own 

nature. 
44. By this has been explained [the attainment] with vicara, whereas 

[the attainment] without vicara may be explained as having subtle 

5 objects.68 
45. Moreover the sphere of subtle objects ends with that which has 

ir no distinguishing marks [i.e. prakrti ]. IThe commentators are a little misleading here. Their discussion is in 

terms of the savitarka/nirvitarka, savicara/nirvicara terminology, creating a 

new set of four samapattis. If this is taken literally, it creates problems in 

reconciling the new set with the version from the bhasya set out in Table I. 
In the light of the Buddhist information that interpretation is almost certainly 

correct69 Yet there is no place for a nirvitarka-samddhi distinct from 

| savicara-samadhi. 

According to the commentaries to i 44 savicara- and nirvicara- 
(samapatti) are suksma-visayd\ savitarka- and nirvitarka- are sthula-visaya. 

| This can be interpreted as a single pair — these last are gross and all higher 

| stages of sabija-samddhi are subtle. However, on further investigation an 

I alternative solution appears possible. The redactor of the Yoga-sutra may 

| rather have been thinking in terms of a series of stages. A is gross in 
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relation to the subtlety of B, which is itself gross in relation to the subtlety 
of C\ yet again gross in relation to D, and so on. 

In the light of the general nature of this type of yogic practice, this 

second explanation seems much more plausible. Some examples of this kind 
of usage are cited in the Visuddhimagga from traditional sources.70 Here 
the first jhdna is gross (olarika) where the second is subtle (,sukhuma), but. 

the second is gross where the third is subtle and the third is gross where th 

fourth is subtle. Many other examples could be cited from abhidhammic 
contexts. 

If we understand the Yoga-sutra in this way, we can derive the following 
table: 

TABLE 0 

l. sa-vitarka 

bliss 
sense of I 

2. nirvitarka 
bliss 
sense of I 

3. nirviedra 

- sdnanda 
bliss 
sense of I 

4. *nirananda 
asmita-matra 

sense of I 

This interpretation makes more plausible the translation adopted for Yogas 

i 44 (see note 68). Obviously the terms nirvitarka and nirviedra can also be 

taken as referring to all higher levels of samddhi beyond the first (or 
second) in the table as these too lack vitarka and vicara. Equally all higher, 

levels and mental objects can be described as subtle, not only the one 

immediately above. Correspondingly even the lowest level can be described; 
as possessing vicara.11 

It should also be mentioned that the influence of the Buddhist account o 
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e four dhyanas is already evident in one passage of the Mahabharata, as 
inted out by V. M. Bedekar.72 

BUDDHIST SOURCES 

t is clear that at the time of the formation of many of the classical abhi- 

hamma schools in the second and third centuries B.C., several different 

ts of factors of samddhi were extant in different suttas. By far the most 
portant of these was the list contained in the standard formula for the 

bur jhanas: 

1. First jhdna — savitakkam, savicaram, vivekajam, pltisukham\ 

2. Second jhdna — ajjhattam sampasadanam,73 cetaso ekodibhavam, 
samadhijam, pitisukham; 

3. Third jhdna — upekkhako viharati, sato ca sampajano sukhah ca 

kayena patisamvedetiy upekkhako, satima, sukhavihari\ 
4. Fourth jhdna — adukkham, asukham, upekkhdsatiparisuddhi. 

The Vibhahga, an early canonical abhidhamma work, formulates (in its 
kttantabhdjaniya) the factors which make up each jhdna as follows:74 

TABLE in 

First jhdna 

Second jhdna 

Third jhdna 

Fourth jhdna 

joy and happiness 

one-pointedness of mind75 

sampasddana 
joy and happiness 
one-pointedness of mind 

equipoise (upeksa) 
mindfulness (sati) 
clear comprehension 
happiness 
one-poimedness of mind 

equipoise 
mindfulqess 

one-pointedness of mind 

[the list given in the Abhidharmakosa differs only for the fourth dhyana, 
Inhere it has: 1. neutral feeling; 2. upeksaparisuddhi; 3. smrtiparisuddhi; 4. 

■samddhi.16 
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Also in early sources was a division of samadhi into three kinds:77 

1. With vitakka and vicara; 

2. Without vitakka but with vicara; 
3. With neither vitakka nor vicara. 

The list posed problems for systematic analysis, as the second kind cannot: 
be precisely equated with any one of the four jhanas. Early schools 
resolved the probem in one of two different ways. The Sarvastivadins and • 
others introduced an intermediate stage or dhyanantara between the first 
and second dhyanas. The Vibhajjavadins/Theravadins preferred to adopt; 

alternative list of five jhanas for purposes of abhidhamma analysis and 

distributed the factors as follows:78 

TABLE IV 

First jhdna 

Second jhdna 

Third jhdna 

Fourth jhdna 

Fifth jhdna 

vitakka 

vicara 
joy 
happiness 
one-pointedness of mind 

joy 
happiness 
one-pointedness of mind 

joy 
happiness 
one-pointedness of mind 

happiness 
one-pointedness of mind 

equipoise 
one-pointedness of mind 

dhi at the centre of the stage and the classification into types more 

ied and perhaps more experiential in nature. Only later arises the 
tempt to harmonize this material into a single list, as is done in the 

vastivadin tradition. In this respect the Theravadin device of an alternate 
et of five jhanas preserves more faithfully an earlier variety.80 

IN CONCLUSION 

For the canonical abhidhamma, vitakka at its weakest results in a tendency 

^speculate and fix upon ideas. More strongly developed it is the ability to 
ply the mind to something and to fix it upon a (meditative) object. Vicara 

t its weakest is simply the tendency of the mind to wander. More highly 
leveloped it is the ability to explore and examine an object. In one way we 

l say that vitakka is ‘thinking of* something, whereas vicara is ‘thinking 
out’ that same thing, but in fact the latter is probably intended to refer 

Bore to what we would now describe as the mind’s associative faculty.81 
| A samadhi with vicara but without vitakka is a state of mind in which 
Be mind freely associates about a meditative object without deliberately 

of anything specific. It must obviously be preceded by one with 
yitakka. If it were not, then the mind would simply wander to any kind of 

>ject and soon lose (or never acquire) the kind of focus and unification 
quired for samadhi. The situation is different once a samadhi with 

|yitakka is sufficiently strongly developed. Then vitakka can drop away 

ause that focus is well enough established not to need further rein¬ 
forcement.82 
| The later texts do not depart radically from this understanding. Such 

differences as we do find are simply due to the need to conform to the 
quirements of theory. For the Vaibhasikas and Buddhaghosa this means I Conformity to strict momentariness and precise definition as distinct 

piarmas. For the Yoga-sutra, and even more for its commentaries, the 

stages of samadhi need to be related to the levels of Samkhya evolution. 

Another ancient list divided similar material into three sections:79 

1. Samadhi with vitakka and vicara, with only vicara, with neither;] 

2. Samadhi with and without joy; 

•3. Samadhi with sata or with equipoise. 

It seems clear that two distinct stages are to be found in the sources. In the| 

early material we find a less standardized situation with the experience of 

NOTES 

^Abbreviations of names of texts are those used in the Critical Pali Dictionary unless 
iptherwise indicated. 

K useful presentation of part of the case for such influences in: Johannes Bronkhorst, The 
Traditions of Meditation in Ancient India, Stuttgart, 1986, chapter six. 

Jm In Philip Denwood and Alexander Piatigorsky, Buddhist Studies — Ancient and Modern, 
|«>ndon, 1983, pp. 1—11. Some of the material in the first part of this article was included 

a draft version of that paper. 
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3 M in 73. 

4 D I 16; 21; 23; 29; a similar formula at M I 68, etc.; 520. 
5 A I 89, etc.; 193 ff.; II 191 f. 
6 D I 12 etc. 

7 M I 487; II 172 f.; A II 189 f.; Sn 885 f. 
s D II 36 f.; MI 167; SI !36;VinI4. 
9 Sv-pt I 188 ff.; Sv I 106 f. 
10 E.g. Dhs-a 114. 

11 M I 114 ff.; M III 114; 125; S I 203; II 151 ff.; Ill 93; A I 148; 254; 275; II 16; 76; 

117; 252; HI 390; 428 f.; 446; cf. also MI 118; 133; III 129 ff.; and gehasita-vitakka at M 
1 24; S I 186. 

1 D II 277; M III 124; S II 151 ff.; 153 f.; A IV 147; sahha and vitakka are juxtaposed at 
M I 133; A III 428; cf. also M ni 129. 
: 1 The eight thoughts of a great man D ID 287, A IV 229; not thinking a thought conn 
with the body while dwelling in contemplation of the body Mm 136; thinking whatever 
thought one desires to think, etc. A II 36 f.; the monk who is full of thought and spends hte! 
day in thoughts about dhamma A III 87; mindfulness of in and out breathing should be i 
developed in order to cut off thought A IV 353; subtle defilements are thoughts connected! 
with clan, country or reputation — after these go, dhamma thoughts remain A I 254; 
thought is the world’s vicdrana S I 39 f. Some of these could be interpreted in more 
technical senses. Evil unskilful thoughts at A I 280 probably refers to the three kinds of 
unskilful thought. 

14 Thought reading Dm 104, A I 171, cf. D I 213; where vitakka and vicara cease and 
who dwells constantly making them cease A IV 411; a place is oppressive in which they 
have not ceased A IV 550; sahhamanasikdra associated with vitakka are an illness for 
someone dwelling in the second jhana A IV 415; the jhayin without vitakka S I 186; 
vitakka and vicara have ceased, are tranquilized and calmed in the second Jhana S IV 217,’ 
cf. A IV 409; they are movement in (the peace of) the first jhana M I 454, cf. D I 37; also 
in lists of types of samddhi, see notes 77 and 79 below. 

Ml 301; S IV 293. 
A IV 385. 
A II 36 f. 

' D III 215; M II 24 ff,; A V 31; kama-sahkappa alone at A III 259, 145—6. The three 
unskilful sahkappas are probably intended at Sn 818 and A I 281 — in the last case 
sahkappa in verse corresponds to vitakka in prose. 
w Due to lack of mindfulness M I 453 f., S TV 190; due to not guarding the senses S IV 
76 f., 136 f.; similar at M III 132 and 136 (gehasita). 

D III 42—6; MI 192 ff.; HI 276 f. (here the meaning ‘purpose’ is required); A V 92; 94, 
97; 99; 104. 1 

:t S II 143 f.; 144 ff.; 146 f.; 147 ff.; cf. also M II 27 f. 
:: Pet 168. 

:3 A IV 199; 202; also Vin II 238 f.; Ud 53; 55; S 0 184; Ap 23. 
24 Vin 0 136 f.; ID 217; 257 f. 

25 Vibh 195; 197; 202; 254; 259. Probably appand as the name for the concluding phrases 
in Dhs should be understood in the same way. 
2* Dhs-a 142; Ps IV 132 f. 
27 Dhs-a 142 f. 
28 Nett 33; Pet 92. 
29 Patis I 16; \1\ etc. 
30 Pads I 79. 

'* Mill 251; D II 312; S V 9; etc. 
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MI 402. 

S IV 189 f.; Patis n 19. 
A IV 147; cf. Vibh 103 f. 
E.g. M I 115 f.: there is an inclination of the mind towards whatever one frequently 
dies vitakka and vicara to; cf. also MI 116: if I apply vitakka and vicara for too long, 

y body would become tired; M I 144:... applies vitakka and vicara by night to the affairs 
the day; M II 253 f.:... applies vitakka and vicara in accordance with that teaching. 
A m 87 f.; 177 f.; 361 f.; 382 f.; IV 86; A m 21 ff. - D m 242 (i.e. the Sahgitipariydya); 

exception is A I 264. 
Cf. BHSD s.v. upavicara and A m 363 f. 
D m 244 f.; M m 216 f.; S IV 232; A I 176; cf. Vibh 381. 

Dhs-a 143. 
A IV 47—51; Ec and Ce 1970 read anusandati; the latter cites a reading anusanthdti cf. 
anusamstha ‘to follow’. 

I PTC lists twenty seven occurrences s.v. dhata-. 
JSee for example: It 72; Nidd I 386; 493; 501; Patis I 17; 36; 136; 178 f.; Vibh 86 l; 
03 U 362; Kvu 412 ff. For takka: It 37; Nidd I 293 f.; 360; 400; 482; 498; 501; D 29; 

,Pet 142. 
Nanamoli (Pet Trsl. 190) so emends apeti. 
Sv i 144; Dhs-a 115; Vism 142. 
This paragraph must be compared to Nett 19—20 where there are a number of parallels. 

Probably the comparison in Pet of vitakka with aparihhd and of vicara with parihhd should 
abhinna and parihhd (or vice versa). 

So correct Nanamoli’s translation. 

Mil 62 f. 
Ee reads anusandahati. Se (cited CPD) reads anusandati. Dhs-a has anusadddyati which I 

follow in the translation. There may be, or have been thought to be, some connection with 
the anusandhanatd of the Dhammasahgani register but it is difficult to make sense of this. 
Possibly both were taken to mean ‘continuing in sequence’ cf. BHSD s.v. anusamdhi. 

Vim Trsl. 86 ff. 
Nett Trsl. liv. 
Sp I 144; Dhs-a 114 f.; Vism 142 f. See also the Chinese version of Sp (trsl. P. V. Bapat 

tod A. Hirakawa, 1970) p. 104 and Patis-a I 181 f.; Nidd-a I 127 f.; Moh 12. 
13 For the bell simile, see also N. Aiyaswami Sastri, Satyasiddhisastra of Harivarman, 

oda, 1975 and 1978,1 165 and 216; H pp. 134 and 186. 
Sv I 63; Ps I 48; Mp I 106; cf. Sv I 121 f.; Ps II 348; Mil 62 and note the earlier pair at 

da I 17. 

The Visuddhimaggga (also Patis-a I 182 and Nidd-a I 128) cites instead the 
Oukanipatatthakatha, but this too must be the old Sinhaia commentary as it is not in Mp. 
“ Abhidh-ic-bh n 33. 

Marcel Van Velthem, Le Traite de la Descente dans la Profonde Loi de VArhat 
Skandhila, Louvain, 1977, p. 16. Further material cited in SWTF s.v. auddrika-pahea- 
Vijhdna-hetu-dharman (kindly sent to me by Dr. Siglinde Dietz). 
■* Santi Bhiksu Sastri, Jhanaprasthdna-sdstra of Katyayaniputra retranslated into Sanskrit 
Jhm the Chinese version of Hiuan Tsang, Santiniketan, 1955, p. 53. 

Charles Willemen, The Essence of Metaphysics, Brussels, 1975, p. 27. Also p. 106 where 
vitakka is explained as “when, at the moment of engaging in concentration, one begins to 
Produce wholesome qualities, one first reflects with coarse thoughts,” while for vicara we 
tave: “when one connects and links the thoughts with subtlety.” 

It must be noted, however, that the Vaibhasikas probably did not intend to go so far. 
This is simply the implication claimed by Vasubandhu in their use of the simile of ghee in 
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water to defend the simultaneous presence of both dharmas. Note that Vasubandhu, but 

the Sautrantikas, denies the possibility of such a simultaneous occurrence since for him they 
are two degrees of a single dharma. 
61 Van Velthem, op. cit., p. 16. 

62 P. S. Jaini, Abhidharmadipa with Vibhdsaprabhdvrtti, Second Edition, Patna, 1977, p. 81 
Jaini’s footnotes give a number of relevant source passages. See also the general discussion 
of vitarka and vicdra in the Introduction pp. 83—88. Further comments and references in: 
Stefan Anacker, Seven Works of Vasubandhu, Delhi, 1984, p. 77 f. 
63 Cited Jaini, op. cit., p. 81 f. Some similar passages also in the Satyasiddhisdstra — 
Aiyaswami Sastri, op. cit., Vol II p. 185 f. cf. pp. 134 f.; 173; 246 f.; 367 ff.; 385 ff. 
64 Bronkhorst, op. cit. 
65 Supplying the noun nirodhah from Yogas i 2 and i 12. Alternatively samprajnatah (sc. 
samddhih) cf. Yogas-bh and Bhoja. 

66 Just possibly rupa here refers to the object of samadhi, as in some Buddhist sources. Sec 

L. S. Cousins, “Buddhist jhdna. Its nature and attainment according to Pali sources,” 
Religion m (1973) p. 119. We would then translate: “... as a result of following a [mental] 
object with vitarka .. ” 

67 Following Shlomo Pines and Tuvia Gelblum, “Al-blrunTs Arabic Version of Patanjali’s 

Yogasutra: A translation of his first chapter and a comparison with related Sanskrit texts, 
BSOAS XXIX (1966) p, 325 n. 234. This is a translation of the text in isolation. If one 

prefers to take account of the use of these terms elsewhere in Yogas (i 9 and iii 17), then 
the following would be preferable: 

42. The attainment with vitarka is mixed with [erroneous] identification of the 
sound of the word with the object [to which it refers] and the general concept 

[implied by the word]. ^ 

68 Following the alternative translation given in Pines and Gelblum, op. cit., p. 325 n. 234, \ 
See Table H. The more usual translation is: ;; 

44. [The attainments] with and without vicdra, which have subtle objects, are J* 
explained in just the same way. q 

69 The four factors given by the Yoga-sutra are simply a modification of the various 
Buddhist lists of factors. Ananda is in any case a synonym for priti and asmitd is substituted 
for upeksdftatramajjhattatd with an eye to Samkhya theory (buddhi) — even at the price of 
some inconsistency with Yogas ii 3. 

70 'Vism 275. 
71 As with Yogas i 17 above. 
72 “The Dhyanayoga in the Mahabharata (XU 188),” Bharatiya Vidyd 20—21 (1960—61) 

116—25. Further discussed in Bronkhorst, op. cit., p. 65 ff, 
73 Compare the adhydtma-prasdda of Yogas i 47. 
74 Vibh 257, line 30; etc. 
73 The addition of cittekaggata * samadhi to the list is explicit in such contexts as > 
M I 294 f.; HI 25. v 

76 Abhidh-k-bh Vm 8; the Abhidharmasamuccaya (p. 68) is similar, cf. Pet 139; < 

M m 25 U cp. also D I 196. 
77 DN m 219 - 274 * SN IV 360 * 362 f. 

7* Dhs 33 ff. 
79 M m 162 - A IV 300. 
80 A different view: Walpola Rahula, “A Comparative Study of Dhyanas according to 
Theravada, Sarvastivada and Mabayana,” The Maha Bodhi, June 1962, pp. 190—99. 
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M It is not as such ‘sustained application of mind’ nor is it ‘holding the mind’ on an object 

L these are results of vicdra, not its nature. rThe Dhs-mt (Ce 1938) 166 (to Dhs-a 115) describes vitakka in access or absorption 
jmddhi as unwavering (niccalo hutvd) and as having entered into the object (anupaviutvd 

pavattati). The Anutika explains that when it is active continuously on a single object it does 

not vibrate as it does with a new object. 

fUniversity of Manchester 



RICHARD GOMBRICH 

THE BUDDHA’S BOOK OF GENESIS? 

Relativism is all the rage these days. In some university departments, 

especially in the United States, and in many other places as well, the view 

prevails that the meaning of a text is that ascribed to it by each reader or 
each generation of readers; that it has no objective or inherent meaning, 
and the grounds for preferring one interpretation to another, if any, are thus 
political or matters of personal preference. It is hard to believe that anyone 
who has studied the oeuvre of Roy Norman could continue to maintain this 

view. For many centuries Asoka’s inscriptions lay unread and unrecognised, 
till in 1837 James Prinsep deciphered the Brahmi script and revealed to the 
world the humane policies of a great emperor who was remarkable for the 
extent to which he tried to avoid using violence. Yet one edict seemed to 

show, according to the interpretation of the experts, that Asoka did not go 
so far as to abolish the death penalty. Then in 1975 Norman published an 
article entitled: “Asoka and Capital Punishment: notes on a portion of 
As'oka’s fourth pillar edict, with an appendix on the accusative absolute 

construction”.1 He showed that the experts had been wrong: the edict refers 
not to execution but to flogging. Asoka did abolish the death penalty. 

The criminals being punished by Asoka’s officials can have been in no 
doubt that the text of his edict had an objective meaning: for those accused 

the emperor’s meaning was absolute. Joking apart, however, it is not^enough 
to say that Norman provided a new interpretation of the text: he discovered 
its meaning. 

That is not an authoritarian claim to truth. As Karl Popper has shown,2 
all discoveries are hypothetical and liable to revision: Newton’s discovery of 

the laws of physics is a case in point. In general, the validity of Prinsep’s 
decipherment of Asokan Brahmi has successfully met so many tests that the 

chance of its being quite wrong is negligible, but there is still room for 

plenty of disagreement about particular characters. To say that Norman 

discovered the meaning of the fourth pillar edict is not to say that his view 
is bound to stand for eternity, but I think it probably will. 

The full title of the article announcing this discovery reads almost like a 

philologist’s self-parody, as if a grammatical construction were being con¬ 

sidered in the same breath as a matter of life and death. But it makes the 
point that philological exactitude is indispensable to correct interpretation. 

Indo-Iranian Journal 35: 159—178, 1992. 
© 1992 KUlWPr Arnrionip P.,/^ — J- 
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As it happens, this particular discovery did not hang on the accusative 

absolute or hinge on expertise in the historical development of Middle 

Indo-Aryan languages, the field Norman has made his own. It hinged on the •; 
word vadha: hitherto it had been interpreted as “killing”, a meaning it often 
bears, but Norman could adduce parallel texts to show that in juridical 
contexts it normally meant “beating” in the sense of flogging. 

Norman’s studies of words in Middle Indo-Aryan texts have produced a 
host of discoveries, the largest number of them concerning the meaning of 
passages in the Pali Canon. Discovering the meaning of texts which some 

people hold sacred can have its problems. To show that an edict by Asoka 

has a certain meaning offends no vested interests and is unlikely to upset 

anyone but the few scholars who have got it wrong and may be more 
concerned with their amour propre than with the search for truth. A 

religious text, on the other hand, is embedded in a history of interpretation. 

This can be a source of confusion. An important part of the histoijy of a 
religion is of course how it interprets its own tradition, including its textual 

tradition. But that does not alter the fact that texts had specific meanings to 
their original authors, and moreover, since we can assume that those 
authors were competent communicators, to their original audiences. To 
uncover those original meanings is not only a legitimate task for the histo¬ 

rian, it is of the greatest historical interest. If the original meaning turns out 

to be very different from that ascribed by later generations, it may upset 

people; but we should learn from the Buddha that in no area of life is 

reality inherently pleasant. 
For the most part, the interpretation of the Pali canon which has been 

accepted by the Theravadin tradition has been that embodied in the Pali 
commentaries. When these were written down, which traditionally is said to 

have happened late in the first century BCE3 and is unlikely to have been 

earlier, they certainly represented an oral tradition of exegesis which in 
some sense must stretch back to the time of, or immediately after, the 

Buddha himself. As soon as the texts themselves had been definitively 
formulated, additional material must have been classified as commentary. 
Unlike the sacrosanct texts, however, the commentaries were not memorised 

word for word; they represented a tradition of a far more fluid kind. If we 
date the death of the Buddha and the initial fixation of the texts of his 

sermons to the late fifth century BCE and the relative fixation of the 
commentaries to four centuries later, we are unlikely to be far wrong in 

deducing the period of oral transmission to have lasted about four centu- ;* 

ries. 
If we try to discover the original meaning of the Buddha’s sermons, we Pj 

I need to know what cultural knowledge and presuppositions he shared with 
I his audience. We must admit, I fear, that we cannot know very much about 
f the Buddha’s interlocutors or about what his audiences were thinking or 
^taking for granted, and to that extent some of what he meant may be lost to 
|us. We may however be slightly better off in this respect than were the 
[authors of the Pali commentaries. Even if we know little of the Buddha’s 

^cultural milieu, in some cases our knowledge of historical linguistics and of 
[parallel (mainly brahminical) texts allows us to know things the commenta¬ 
tors did not — as Norman’s work has amply demonstrated. Though no 
Moubt in nuce the commentarial tradition goes back to the first generations 

gof Buddhists in northern India, Trautmann has shown4 that such important 

!parts of them as those concerning the Buddha’s own family relations must 
Phave been composed in areas where Dravidian marriage patterns prevailed. 
Jle., in the southern half of India or Sri Lanka. The composition of the 
%.atthakatha was thus, to a large extent, separated from that of the suttas not 
|ronly in time but also in space. 

Naturally I am not saying that we can ignore the commentarial tradition. 
11 maintain the opposite: that we can both learn from the commentators and 

Hearn from their mistakes. What they have recorded for posterity is available 
| to us, but we should not share their assumption that the Buddha’s meanings 
[resonate autonomously in timelessness. There is no a priori reason to think 
\ that an attempt to supplement, or even correct, the information they contain 
will be fruitless or misguided. 

I append some remarks on what T. W. Rhys Davids, the first person to 
\ translate the text into English (or into any European language), called “A 

||| Book of Genesis”.5 That title well illustrates my overarching theme: that to 

I communicate with an audience one needs to speak in their idiom. Rhys 
j ^Davids attracted the attention and interest of English-speakers by suggesting 
fi an ancient parallel to the Bible in quite another tradition. The title also 

| reflects my narrower theme. Buddhists — not merely Theravadins, but all 

| Buddhists — have indeed hitherto taken the text as being a more or less 
% straight-faced account of how the universe, and in particular society, origi¬ 

nated. I contend, on the other hand, that the Buddha never intended to give 
such an account; that the original intention of the text is satirical. Like Roy 
Norman, in whose footsteps I am attempting to follow,6 I shall use as my 

[C evidence the adduction of parallel texts and even, with some trepidation, a 
I ,-[dash of historical linguistics. 

The “Book of Genesis” is the Agganna Sutta (AS).7 It is ascribed to the 

I * Buddha. I accept that ascription, but my argument does not depend on it, 

1 'being concerned with the text itself, and for the purposes of this paper “the 
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Buddha” simply means the author of AS. Nor does my argument assume 
that we have before us the text in the exact form in which it was originally , 

recited (at the First Council?). 
My argument is that we cannot understand the original meaning of the 

AS (to its first speaker and audience) unless we realise that it makes several' 
allusions, at crucial points, to brahminical scriptures. Finding allusions to 
brahminical literature in the early Buddhist texts is a long and difficult V 
business. Were it not so, great scholars like Louis de La Vallee Poussin 
would not have written that there are no allusions in the Pali texts to the : 

Upanisads.8 Even if all the relevant texts are put on computer, the search 
may not be much facilitated. Precise accuracy in quotation was not aimed at 
or valued in ancient times. Greek and Roman authors are often inaccurate 

in their quotations, even though they had books and libraries. When the 
Buddha alluded to a brahminical text, he could only have heard it, and 
since he was not himself a brahmin it is improbable that he was ever taught 
such a text or that anyone ever checked his accuracy. Besides, he may have 
heard a text in a form other than that which was written down many , 
centuries later and has been transmitted to us; in other words, he might be * - 
quoting accurately but we could never know it. It is important to bear these 
conditions in mind when reading the rest of this paper. 

Both anthropologists and textual scholars have been discussing the AS in 

recent years. The anthropologists have been discussing9 how the Theravadimi 

tradition has used the text as a charter for the institution of kingship and 
the organization of society into varna: according to the AS, those social 
arrangements are man-made rather than divinely ordained, but of primaeval 
antiquity, so that the Buddha talked of them as things settled long ago, early 
in our eon — and by implication early in every eon, since the pattern of ‘ 
history repeats itself. Like every reader, the Theravadin tradition has seen 
that the Buddha denies religious significance to those socio-political ar¬ 

rangements. But the tradition lacks historical awareness and credits the > 
Buddha with omniscience, so it detects no irony in the text, let alone the 
parodistic character which I see in it. > 

The bulk of the philological work on the AS in recent years has been 1 
published by Professor Ulrich Schneider10 and his pupil Dr. Konrad Meisig. 

Dr. Meisig has put me very much in his debt by sending me free copies of j 

his monograph on the AS11 and his other major publications. Like all his j 

publications, the monograph is extremely learned. Unfortunately, however, 

am not able to agree with any of the conclusions that Schneider and Meisig 
argue for. The present article intends to make a positive contribution to oufi 

understanding of the AS, and polemics would be out of place in it; the one 

THE BUDDHA’S BOOK OF GENESIS? 

point at which I cannot avoid taking issue with Meisig is in my discussion of 
the text's title below. 

In my interpetation, I am essentially combining two unoriginal claims. 
The first is that the Buddha used humour;12 the second that he turned the 
'brahmins’ claims and terms13 against them, saying that they had forgotten 

“ the true purport of their own traditions. That his criticism of the brahmins 
'used humour is not, I think, hard to accept if one considers an etymology 
the Buddha gives late in the AS (para. 23): he explains the word ajjhayaka, 
“reciter of the Veda” (from Skt. adhyayaka), as a-jhayaka, “non-meditator”. 
Incidentally, the pun does not depend on Pali; it would work in Sanskrit 
and presumably equally well in whatever form of Middle Indo-Aryan the 
Buddha spoke. 

:/ That the Buddha is setting out both to deny the brahmin view of the 
origin of society and to make fun of it becomes clear at the outset of the 

AS. Two brahmin converts tell the Buddha that other brahmins are roundly 
abusing them for having left the brahmin estate and gone over to join the 
ascetics, whose status is that of sudras. The full meaning of this passage, as 
of much that follows, depends on the ambiguity of the word vanna. As is 
.well known, vanna, like Sanskrit varna, refers to the four estates14 of society 
.(brahmin, ksatriya, vaisya, sudra), while its primary meaning is “colour”, and 
;by extension it means “complexion” or “good looks”. The four estates were 

^assigned the symbolic colours of white, red, yellow and black respectively. 
[(Though I know of no allusion to this in a Sanskrit text earlier than the 
Mahabharata, I believe there is a reference to it in the Tipitaka at AN, I, 
1.162.) It is also possible that the typical brahmin was fairer than the typical 

sudra or at least perceived to be so. Thus the brahmins are said to claim * 
that their vanna is white and the other is black.15 We may assume that the 
brahmins considered those who had joined the Sangha to have sudra status 

because the Sangha kept no caste rules of purity, had people from ail castes 
Kve together and accept food from anyone; we can further assume that they 
Were blacker because they rapidly became sunburnt like sudra labourers: 
f At the same time the brahmins are reported as saying (para. 3): "The 
^brahmins are pure, non-brahmins are impure. The brahmins are Brahma's 

;own children, bom of his mouth, bom of Brahma, created by Brahma, heirs 
of Brahma.” They describe the Sangha as “shaven-headed little ascetics, 

.menial, black, bom of the feet of the kinsman.” The kinsman (bandhu) in 
question is the brahmins’ kinsman, Brahma. 

f The commentary on this passage16 is very terse and does not reveal 

Which allusions the commentator has caught, except that he does say that 

the feet at the end are Brahma’s feet. (Both commentary and sub-commen- 
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taiy misunderstand bandhu; they take it as “allies of Mara”. But that is not 

significant because they are apparently reading bandhu, accusative plural.) 

The author of the sub-commentary, however, makes it clear that he under¬ 
stands the allusion to the Purusa-sukta (Rg-veda X, 90). He says17 that 

the brahmin tradition (laddhi) has it that the brahmins were bom from 
Brahma’s mouth, the ksatriyas from his chest, the vaisyas from his thighs 
and the sudras from his feet. He also reports, no less accurately, that the 
brahmins are bom from Brahma’s mouth because they are born from the 
words of the Veda (veda-vacanato)18 and that they are Brahma’s heirs 
because they are worthy of the Vedas and Vedahgas. 

The first words of the Buddha’s reply (para. 4) are that in these insulting 
remarks the brahmins have forgotten their own traditions. This is the same 

criticism as he makes of brahmins elsewhere, e.g., in the Brahmana- 
dhammika Sutta.19 He claims time and again that the brahmins have forgot¬ 

ten that the true brahmin is a virtuous person, not someone bom into a 
particular social group. The Buddha then consoles his brahmin disciples 

with a joke: how can brahmins say they are bom of Brahma’s mouth, when 
we can all see that they are bom from the wombs of their womenfolk, who 

have periods, become pregnant, give birth and give suck? The Buddha does 

not have to spell out that this means that the brahmins have the same 

impurities from birth as other human beings. 
The Buddha then points out that it is enlightened beings who enjoy the 

highest worldly prestige, and that they may come from any social back¬ 
ground. People from any of the four estates may be wicked (para. 5) or 
virtuous (para. 6). When talking of vice and virtue the Buddha uses the 
words for black and white which were used to describe the vanna just 
above. He then (para. 7) refutes what the brahmins have said by remarking 
that all four estates have good and bad people in them, but whoever is 

enlightened is rightly considered top. That righteousness is held to be the 

best he shows by referring to King Pasenadi (para. 8): the other Sakyas 

have to behave deferentially to King Pasenadi, but the king shows to the 

Buddha the same deference that the other Sakyas show to him. 

This last argument seems typical of the Buddha. For instance, when he 
sets out to detail the benefits of becoming an ascetic, the very first that he ; 

talks of is the change in circumstance of a slave who always had to wait on - 

his master, but after becoming an ascetic receives deference and material *i 

help from his former master.20 
The Buddha then goes a step further (para. 9). “You,” he says, “are of 

Various births, names, clans and families, and have left home for homeless¬ 

ness.” (Though the “you” is literally addressed to the two brahmin disciples,:j 

the Buddha is looking beyond them to the whole Sangha.) “If you are asked 

|who you are, state that you are ascetics, sons of the Sakyan.” But those who 

have firm faith will properly reply: “T am the Blessed One’s own child, 
bom of his mouth, bom of the Dhamma, created by the Dhamma, heir of 

|the Dhamma.’” For the Buddha is designated “Dhamma-bodied, Brahma- 

£ bodied, become Dhamma, become Brahma”. This echoes word for word the 

sbrahminical formula quoted above, substituting for Brahma first the Buddha 
['and then the Dhamma, his Teaching. The Buddha is making a serious point, 
*but in language which to his followers must have sounded at least playful 
I and to brahmins scandalous. At first he sounds as if he is equating himself 

with Brahma, the creator god, but after a few words he makes clear that the 
l real equation he is making is not of persons but of teachings: his teaching is, 

for his followers, the true Veda. In the final sentence of the paragraph he 
| hammers home the point that what counts about him is not his individuality 
| but his teaching; he makes the same point elsewhere, in the formula, “He 

who sees me sees the Dhamma and he who sees the Dhamma sees me.”21 In 
the formulation he gives here, the language leaves open a further implica¬ 
tion, because in the compounds Brahma-kayo and Brahma-bhuto, brahma- 

■could be masculine (as suggested by the equation in the previous sentence: 

|the Sangha are the Buddha’s sons just as the brahmins are Brahma’s) or 
neuter (equating the Buddha’s Dhamma with brahman in the sense of 

| Veda/ultimate truth). 

Here (para. 10) the Buddha embarks on the aetiological myth which 

occupies well over half the text and gives it its name — or names. Eager to 
support his teacher’s intuition that this part of the text originally had no 
connection with what precedes it, but was later cobbled on, Meisig main¬ 
tains22 that the earliest versions of the text we can reconstruct cannot have 
been called Aggahha Sutta. I do not know Chinese and so cannot go into 

H details, but according to what Meisig himself reports,23 of the three Chinese 
;|j| parallels one is called “The small sutra of origins” or “The sutra of the four 

Jr varna”, the second “The Bharadvaja hall sutra”, and the third “The sutra of 

rT. origins to the two brahmins Vasistha and Bharadvaja”. The word aggahha 
I will be discussed below, but the Pali tradition interprets it too as “origins”. 
^ It is only in this part of the text that the four estates are separately dis 

cussed; earlier, as we have seen, only the brahmin and sudra estates are the 

H theme, and the four are merely listed (in paras. 5—7) in a mechanical way. 
^ Thus I fail to see that the facts which Meisig painstakingly assembles 

|| support his conclusion. 

The myth purports to explain the origins of kingship, of the four estates, 

IJf and of many major features of the universe along the way. Since it is the 
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only ancient Buddhist text to offer any account of the origins of ail these 

important things, it is not at all surprising that Buddhist tradition has takenij 
it literally. I shall however try to show that the purported “myth” is pri¬ 

marily satirical and parodistic in intent 

The very fact that the text is unique in its subject matter has significance^ 
The Buddha several times stated that he was not concerned to preach 
anything that was not directly relevant to the four noble truths and con¬ 

ducive to salvation. What he preached was as small in extent compared to 
what he could have talked about as a handful of leaves is to a whole 

forest.24 He refused to give any answer to a set of fourteen questions, whichl 
included the questions whether the world was eternal in time and infinite in i 
space, by comparing those who troubled with them to a man who, wounded T 
by an arrow, refused treatment of his wound till he had answers to such 

irrelevant questions as the name of the man who shot the arrow.25 
The story begins with the world in a phase when it contains only beings ij 

who consist of mind, feed on joy, are luminous and live in the air. We soon 
gather (in the next para.) that they are otherwise undifferentiated, and so < 
are called just “beings” (sattd). It may occur to us to wonder in passing why 
such rarefied creatures merit no grander title. Be that as it may, the beings 
pass from the sphere of radiance and are reborn in our world (itthattam % 
dgacchanti).26 The world at that time is nothing but water and is completely:; 
dark, without heavenly bodies (in the astronomical sense) and without time'; 

divisions. 
What does this remind us of? Vedic cosmogonies. Rg-veda X, 129, the 

most famous Vedic text to explore the mystery of the origin of the universe, | 
begins: nasad asm no sad aslt taddnim: “There was neither non-existence 

nor existence then.” The second verse says that there was then nothing to 
distinguish day from night. The third verse begins: “Darkness was hidden in| 
darkness in the beginning; without distinction this all was water.” Compare I 
the first words of AS para. 11: Ekodaki-bhutam kho parta Vasettha tern 
samayena hod andhakdro andhakara-dmisa. Na candima-suriya panndyandj 

. . . na rattin-diva panndyand ... 
The semantic similarity is striking. I also catch verbal assonances. The 

Vedic hymn begins by asserting that initially there was neither sat nor asat;« 

for the Buddha this would have been nonsense, and also very hard to 4 
express in Pali. It is easy to see, however, how in turning it into a parodistic 

narrative he would have called the first beings just plain “beings”. There rf 
may be another verbal echo too. The first line of the hymn’s fourth verse isj 

kdmas tad agre samavartatadhi: “Desire in the beginning came upon that.” 

The semantic parallel to this will occur soon below. Here I tentatively 

observe that the verb samavartata may have been in the Buddha’s mind and 

i account for the rather obscure expression (at the beginning of para. 10) i'ayam loko samvattatL Taken alone, this argument would be weak, but once 
one has seen the other affinities between the two texts it may have some 
force. 

So far from seeing a chasm between paras. 9 and 10,271 see them as 

(closely related. At the end of para. 9, in my view, the Buddha has been 
parodying Rg-veda X, 90. In the next sentences he moves on to a parody of 
^another Vedic hymn, Rg-veda X, 129. In doing so, incidentally, he starts to 

fulfil the promise made in the first sentence of his reply to his disciples 
^(beginning of para. 4; see above). On a larger scale, both parodies serve to 

(make a serious point. The message of the cosmogonic one is that while 
human beings now are hierarchically ranked by birth, this is a human 
convention and basically we are all the same under the skin — just living 
jbeings, equally capable of good and evil. 

|f) We have seen above that after setting the scene of watery darkness the 
^Vedic hymn introduces desire as the motive force. Its entrance is unex¬ 
plained and unoccasioned but somehow kama gets things moving. Desire 
plays a similar role at the same point in the AS. For Buddhists, however, 
desire can only be bad, as stated in the second noble truth. In accordance 
with that truth, the word for desire here is tanha. It arrives early in para. 
T2. Unlike the Vedic kama, however, this desire has an object. A sweet 
earth (rasa-pathavi) has spread (samatani) on the water, like the skin on 

•hot milk as it cools; it looks like ghee or cream28 and tastes as sweet as 
honey. 

This is a skit on Brhad-aranyaka Upanisad (BAU) I, 2. The BAU 

|contains at least three cosmogonies; we are dealing here with the first. It 
[begins with Death, from whom water is bom — so again water is the first 
[material element. The text continues: Tad yad apam sara asit, tat samahanyata, 
tsa prthivy abhavat: “Then the milk-skin of the waters congealed and became 

[earth.” Monier-Williams gives as a meaning of saras “film on boiled milk”. 
fA parallel Pali form (sarol) does not seem to be attested; if it was a rare 
i* Word it could well have been garbled with the rasa-pathavi and so lost. The 
[next words in the BAU are: Tasyam asramyat. Tasya srantasya taptasya 

|tejoraso niravartatdgnih: “On it [the earth] he [Death] laboured. Of him, 

^labouring and heated, the essence of heat emerged: fire.” That the word 
|Wsa occurs here may be a coincidence, but I doubt that it is mere coinci¬ 

dence that we have taptasya here and tattassa in the Pali. However, even 
^ those sceptical about verbal assonances will not deny the affinity of the 

■content. 
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In the BAU, Death now proceeds to divide himself up to create the 

universe. The Buddha’s story takes quite a different course, since it has a 

different goal. The beings dip their fingers into the tasty film (like greedy ,.4 
children) and like it so much that they cannot stop eating it. At this their 1 
luminescence disappears — whereupon the sun and moon appear, now that j 
they are needed. This leads to day and night and other time divisions up tof 
the year. Though BAU I, 2 is quite different, there too, a few sentences 
beyond the point of convergence, Death gets round to creating the year. Hef| 
then creates all living creatures (prajah pasun) and begins to eat them, as 
well as other things like the Vedas. Eating thus plays a part in that story 

too; but it is then diverted into word-plays which purport to explain how i*| 

the horse sacrifice came into being. For the esoteric meaning of the horse 
sacrifice is the principal topic of this section of the BAU. 

The principal concern of this section of the AS, on the other hand, is to : 

explain the diversity of vanna. This is first explicitly mentioned in the next> 

para., para. 13. As the beings go on eating, there is discerned among them 

what one might translate a “discoloration”: vanna-vevannata. Literally this 

just means a diversity of vanna. All the meanings of vanna as colour, com¬ 
plexion and good looks are in play here, with its social meaning looming . 

large in the background. When all the creatures have been guzzling the 
sweet earth for a long time, some keep their vanna (good looks) while 
others get bad vanna (grow ugly). Then the beings who still have their looksj 
despise the uglier ones (just as the brahmins at the beginning of the text 

were despising people of low vanna). If this myth were meant to be taken 

seriously as a cosmogony, the failure to explain why the same behaviour 
should affect some but not others would be a logical flaw; but such criticism! 

is hardly appropriate to a parody. On the other hand, the story suggests to ^ 

me that, while it is certainly nicer to be handsome than ugly, what the 

Buddha is pinpointing as the real tragedy is the differentiation itself. 

It is this differentiation that leads to the vice of contempt, and it is as a 

result of this arrogance about vanna (vannatimana) that the sweet earth 
disappears. At this the beings got together “and lamented, ‘Oh the taste, Ohjj 
the taste!’ So even nowadays when people get something sweet-tasting they * 
say the same thing; they repeat that same primaeval expression but do not1 

understand its point.” 
The expression aho rasam, which I have translated “Oh the taste!” may * 

express a variety of emotions. The text is saying that what is now an expres* 

sion of appreciation (“How delicious!”) originated as a lament (“Alas for the| 

taste!”); 
Again the text here seems illogical, even silly, if one takes it literally. But^ 

\fi$ simply a parody of the etymologies (nirukti) in which the Brahmanas 

! Upanisads abound. These etymologies are not botched attempts at 

story or linguistics by people who did not know any better (and produced 
aranal) but attempts to discover some eternal inner significance in the 

skrit language, which they conceived of as a blueprint for reality.29 The 
Buddha did not accept that view of Sanskrit, and is making fun of it and the 

Resultant etymologising. There is a parallel passage a little later in the text, 
: the end of para. 15, where the expression he pretends to explain is aim 

|vat a no, ahdyi vata no. This must be a pair of idioms close to English 
/e’ve had it, it’s given out on us”. I have not yet found a very close Vedic 

parallel to these expressions, but that hardly matters: to see what the 
Buddha had in mind one need look no further than the beginning of the 

gext cosmogony in the BAU, at I, 4, 1: atmaivedam agra dsit purusavuihah. 
\huviksya ndnyad atmano fpasyat. So 'ham asmity agre vydharat. Ttuo 

amndmabhavat. Tasmdd apy etarhy dmantritah: aham ayam ity cvdgm 

a, athanyan nama prabrute yad asya bhavati. “In the beginning this was 
st the self in human form. He looked round and saw nothing other than 

himself. His first utterance was ‘I am’. Thence came the term ‘I’. So even 

|nowadays when one is addressed one first says just ‘I am here’ and then any 

pther name one has.” 
I Incidentally, I have already pointed out that there are satirical references 
> this cosmogony elsewhere in the Pali suttas30 

fe It is here that first occurs in the text the word agganna which gives it its 

title. The commentary ad loc.3x glosses: aggannam akkharan ti lok-uppatti- 
wamsa-katham: “story of the lineage of/from the origin of the world” — 

Evidently a rather impressionistic rendering. Modem lexicographers (CTD 

ad PED) have conjectured agganna to be a collateral form of agganna, 

|3erived from Skt. agra-jna, “origin-knowing”. Even if that meaning would 
nit the title, it makes no sense where the word occurs within the text. It 

Recurs five times, always immediately following pordna, with which it thus 

[appears to be virtually synonymous. So it should mean “primaeval” or 
“original”. Where later in the text the word occurs in the instrumental, the 

[commentator glosses:32 aggannena ti aggan ti natena agge vd ndtena: “known 

top or known as in the beginning (i.e., original)”. He seems to be inter- 
[preting -hha as derived from -jna but passive in meaning, which surely will 

at do. 

The Abhidhdnappadipikd33 gives agganna as a synonym of para and Euttama, both words for “supreme”; it thus assigns no detectable meaning to 

the -nna. 
According to the CPD s.v., Helmer Smith posited a relation with Sanskrit 
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agra-ni, “leading in front”. The Sanskrit accusative singular agranyam is \ 

allel to Pali aggannam. But we also find the instrumental singular aggafi 

(cited above) and the nominative plural masculine aggahnaThe latter 
occurs at the beginning of the Ariyavamsa Sutta (AN H, 27), where the 
commentator’s gloss35 is aggd ti jdnitabbd: “to be known as top” — evident^ 
another attempt to derive the -nha from -jha. 

One could certainly take aggannena and aggahna as analogical formation 
within Pali: from the accusative singular aggannam an ordinary thematic 

stem aggahna is deduced and inflected. However, I would prefer to posit ^ 
an adjectival suffix -nha formed on the analogy of brahmahha. In the 
Ariyavamsa Sutta is the series of four words in the nominative plural & 
masculine: aggahna rattahha vamsahha porand. The commentarial traditionq 
explains both rattahha and the much commoner rattahhu as deriving from i 
-jha, but in his study of the word36 Roy Norman has shown this to be 
unlikely. And what about vamsahha? The commentator again tries to gloss] 
it with janitabba, but that will not do. I do not see -jha here either; I posit (jj 
another analogical formation with a mere adjectival suffix, so that vamsaii 
would mean “of (true) lineage”. In any case, whether one prefers Helmer 
Smith’s interpretation or mine (and I must admit that on past form a sensi-| 
ble punter would back Smith), aggahna means something like “primaeval” 
and has nothing to do with “knowing”. 

The Ariyavamsa Sutta merits a short digression, because it offers further 3 
parallels with the AS. It was so popular in traditional Sinhala Buddhism thaw 
there was a special festival for its preaching.37 At first sight this seems odd;*] 
in that the short text does not look particularly interesting. Its main messagel 

is that there are four kinds of persons who are said to be noble: one who isj 
satisfied with any stuff to wear as a robe; ditto with any alms food; ditto 
with any lodging; and one who delights in meditation and renunciation. 
Obviously these four figures are all Buddhist monks and may in fact be the| 
same person or persons. So why is the message expressed in the apparently! 

roundabout way and why are the four figures called ariyavamsa, “of noble 1 
lineage”?38 

The point is that the sermon has the same message as the AS, and 

likewise works by reinterpreting brahminical terminology. It begins: Cattaro\ 
’me bhikkhave ariyavamsa aggahna rattahha vamsahha porand asamkinnd 

asamkinnapubba na samkiyanti na samkiyissanti appatikutthd samanehi A 
brahmanehi vihhuhi. “O monks, these four are of noble lineage, original, 
experienced, of true lineage, ancient, unmixed: they have never been mixed,| 

they are not mixed and they will not be mixed; they are not criticised by 

ascetics or brahmins of understanding.” The main allusion seems to be to 

lie brahmin concept of vama-samkara, “mixture of estates”, the miscegena- 

Son which they regarded as the road to ruin. Just as in the AS the Buddha 

vers brahmins who accuse his disciples of being low-caste and plays 
ound punningly with the concept of varna, here too he must be answering 

^similar allegation that by accepting people of any social status the Sangha 
es varna-samkara. Since the estates are hereditary, they could be 

Referred to as lineages. I am slightly puzzled only by the fact that in the 
lin view the top three estates alone are “noble”, the sudra definitely 

ot: could this somehow be reflected in the way that the fourth person of 
|bble lineage in the Buddha’s formulation is not really parallel to the other 

ree? This sermon has been transmitted to us without the introduction 
[rich would make the context explicit, and also has a puzzling little final 
ction which seems not to fit (and is very corrupt), so the tradition is 

|early defective in any case. Nevertheless, the parallel to the AS is instruc- 
ire. 

SI return to the “etymologies” in the AS. The word or words being “ex- 
filained” are referred to as akkhara, from Sanskrit aksara. This means 

nperishable” and in Sanskrit is used to refer to a word or syllable, in 
iccordance with the theory that Sanskrit was eternal. Not accepting that 
jheory, the Buddha seems to have used the word more flexibly, if the text is 

> be trusted. The third time it occurs, at the end of para. 16, it refers to a 
tom at weddings which is not verbal. It could be just that the custom is 
racterised as unvarying; but I incline to think that by the levelling 

|rocess typical of oral transmission the word akkharam has mistakenly 
en added (ousting another word?) after poranam aggannam. 

Later, each of the eight words etymologised in paras. 21—25 is said to 
: an akkhara, which is natural; but then they are said to be evolved 

oranena aggannena akkharena, “by the ancient, original expression”. The 
^ib-commentary here (on para. 21) glosses akkhara as nirutti, which 

ainly catches the drift, but for akkhara to mean “etymology” is odd, and 
[ wonder whether the text did not originally read that our terms thus 

gvolved from the ancient, original expressions. 

} When the sweet earth has disappeared and the beings have lamented its 
s, there appears a kind of mushroom or fungus of similar properties. The 

bole cycle is then repeated, for no apparent reason, till that tod disap- 
s. Then in its place comes a similarly delicious and attractive creeper, 

tod the cycle, with further differentiation of vanna, is gone through a third 
ne. 

r Why are there three cycles? True, the Buddhist texts tend to say things 
Bhree times, but that does not explain the three different kinds of food 
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which lead to downfall. The question may be pointless, or at least unan 

swerable, But the particular sequence of foods does seem as if it must havtf 
meant something. The first we have found in the BAU, but the mushroom 
and the creeper we have not yet located in the Vedic literature. Or have 
we? 

It is commonly accepted that from late Vedic times until the present day 
brahmins have used in their soma sacrifices various plants which they know 

and say to be substitutes for the original soma, and that by preference they 
use a creeper. For example, Sayana says: “If they cannot obtain the soma 

whose characteristics are described in the sacred text, then they may use the] 
species of creeper [lata) which is known as punka”39 

The original soma plant is described in the Rg-veda with so much figura 
five and hyperbolic language that its identity is obscure, and perhaps no 

subject in Indology has been so much contested by scholars. In 1968 R. 
Gordon Wasson caused a brief stir with his theory that soma was a mush 

room, the amanita muscaria40 That theory is no longer popular and I doubt 

it myself, but I do not regard it as definitively refuted. It is possible that at 

the time of the Buddha the brahmins had some oral tradition about the 

original identity of soma and that the Buddha is alluding to that and making 
fun of the brahmins’ liking for soma, its subsequent disappearance from 

their world, and its replacement by a creeper.41 I freely admit that this is a 
bold hypothesis; I shall be glad to withdraw it as soon as someone produces 
a more plausible explanation for the three types of mythical food in the AS 

I have found one more allusion to brahminical literature in the AS. This 
one is not to a Vedic text but to the Baudhdyana Dharmasutras. The text 

prescribes the way of life of a brahmin ascetic who has renounced the 
householder’s life. The striking words which AS echoes are at 2,11,22, but' 

it is necessary to give the whole passage from 2,11,16 on. 

2,11,16: parivrdjakah parityajya bandhun aparigrahah pravrajed yathavidhi 

17: aranyam gatva 18: sikhamundah 19: kaupindcchddanah 20: varsasv 
ekasthah 21: kdsayavdsah 22: sannamusale vyangare nivrttasaravasampdte 

bhikseta42 

16: “A wandering renunciate should leave his family and go forth without 

possessions according to the rule. (17:) Going to the forest (18:) with his 
head shaven except for a topknot, (19:) wearing a loincloth, (20:) staying ifl 
one place during the rains, (21:) with a yellow-stained outer garment, (22:) 

he should beg food when the pestle has been laid down, there are no live 

embers, and the collecting of the plates is over.” 
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As against this, we get in AS para. 22 the picture of the original good 
rahmins: arahndyatane pannakutiyo karitva pannakutisu jhdyanti, vitangdra 
adhuma pannamusald sayam sdyamdsdya pato pdtarasdya gdma-niganw- 

ijadhaniyo osaranti ghasam esana. “In the forest they make leaf huts and 

editate in them, and with no live embers or smoke, pestles laid down, they 
go round villages, towns and capital cities to seek food, in the evening lor 
their evening meal, in the morning for their morning meal.” I have no 
hesitation in reading sannamusald, the patina- evidently being a corruption 

caused by the occurrence of that word twice in the preceding few words43 
There are so many points of interest in the Baudhayana passage that it 

would deserve an article to itself; he goes on to say in sutra 26 that the 
ascetics he is describing reject Vedic rites and say that they are adhering to 
the middle path, delimited to both sides (ubhayatah paricchinna madhyamam 

padam samslisydmaha id vadantah), which sounds like an allusion to the 
uddhists, even if the passage as a whole may be giving a more composite 

picture. (There are also variant readings to consider.)44 Here I must restrict 

myself to the point of closest similarity, the laying aside of the pestle and 

[the dying out of the fire. The relationship between the two texts is intrigu¬ 
ing. Baudhayana is saying that the wandering ascetic, who can of course 

have no fire of his own, should beg food at a time when the household has 
not only finished cooking but also eating their meal — the plates have been 

^collected. In this way he will be sure to get nothing but the true leftovers. 
$ This makes perfect sense for an ascetic. In the AS the brahmins described 

are not wanderers, but live in leaf huts, where however they do no cooking. 
i'The two striking adjectives which the two texts have in common, sannamusala 

gland vyahgara, apply to the ascetic brahmins, not to the people from whom 
they are begging. 

The wording of the Manusmrti carries the same message as Baudhayana 

but has an extra echo of the AS: 

vidhume sannamusale vyangare bhuktavajjane 
vrtte sardvasampate bhiksam nityam yatis caret (6.56) 

A renunciate should always go begging when the pestle has been laid 
down, there is no smoke or live embers, people have finished eating and the 

plates have been collected.” The Pali vitadhuma and the Sanskrit vidhuma 

obviously correspond. 
I doubt that it is possible to settle the exact chronological relation between 

the AS and the brahminical phraseology. The Baudhdyana Dharmasutras are 

*n a sense quite undatable, as they are a compilation of oral material; any 

date could refer only to the final redaction. The Manusmrti dates from the 
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early centuries of the common era and here evidently draws on the older 
sutras. Though Baudhayana seems to refer to the Buddhists, it is most 

unlikely that he (or Manu) would quote the AS; besides, we have seen that j 
the terms the texts have in common fit the brahminical better than the 
Buddhist context* 

1 doubt that the AS passage is intended to describe a real historical 

phenomenon. The Buddha in para. 22 is describing ideal brahmin hermits J 
who did meditate (they were jhayaka) in order to contrast them in para. 23j 

with others who were incompetent at meditating and composed (Vedic) 

mantras, so that they were dubbed “non-meditators” (ajjhayaka — in fact, 
reciters of the Veda). Para. 22 is needed to set up the joke. The Buddha isjj 
talking about brahmins, and has apparently borrowed a piece of their 

phraseology, but twisted it to suit his purpose — as he has dqne with their j 

other texts. 

The AS raises many issues which I cannot here pursue. But I need to sayj 
a few more words about the “etymologies”. I regard it as pointless to devise! 
ingenious theories to give phonetic perfection to the puns which in paras. || 

21—25 provide “etymologies” for terms of social status. We have to look , 
no further than the last Upanisadic passage cited above to see that the 

brahminical nirukti were phonetically quite imprecise. I have quoted the 
beginning of BAU I, 4, 1; its next sentence reads; sa yatpurvo ysmat sarvai 
smdt sarvan papmana ausat tasmdt purusah. “He [the self] is called purusa^ 
[man: another term for the self] because being prior (PURva) to all this 

[universe] he burnt up (US) all evils.” If the Buddha were following the stylo 
of such a passage seriously, he might perhaps try to improve on it, but if he 
is doing so in a spirit of parody, the wilder the phonetics the better the 

joke. I am not aware that any of the eight etymologies in the AS is based < 
a specific brahminical etymology. It may however be of interest to note in 
passing that the etymology of raja in para. 21, dhammena pare ranjeti, 

which seems to mean “he pleases others by righteousness” (surely yet 
another joke), has brahminical links. I know of no brahminical attempt 
earlier than the Mahdbharata45 to connect rajan with the meaning “to 
please”. But in the Atharva-veda, which may well be older than the AS, 

there is a similar etymology from the root raj: so ’rajyata tato rajanyo 
jayata,46 This is the first line of a hymn and there is little context to aid aii| 

interpretation, but the subject seems to be the creator Prajapati and the 1 

means something like “He was excited/delighted and thence/from him thej 
royal was bom.” 

Like Steven Collins,471 am sure that Mahasammata, which was taken J 

by later Buddhist tradition to be the proper name of the first king, is in 

he AS intended not as a proper name but as a description. Prima facie, 
ahdsammata simply means “agreed to be great”, “agreed on as great”; the 

onstruction is the same as in hlnasammata and setthasammata (“agreed to 
Ijbe inferior” and .. best”) in para. 23. At the beginning of para. 21, it is 
[given another “etymology”: mahajana-sammato, “agreed on by the public”. 

his does not exclude the first interpretation; on the contrary, it is charac¬ 
teristic of this style of “etymologising” that as many “derivations” are 

queezed out of a word as possible.48 Collins has other interesting associa¬ 

tions of the term to suggest. 
To avoid misunderstanding, let me say that I am not maintaining that the 

[Buddha never did etymologising in the nirukti style except as a joke, any 

nore than I am saying that all his sermons are satirical. Roy Norman has, 
[for instance, brilliandy emended the text of the Sabhiya-sutta to make 

Coherent a poem in which the Buddha uses such punning to show how he 
various moral and religious terms should be used.49 The Buddha 

|and later Buddhists) used this as a didactic device, without claiming that 
nguage was grounded in reality. Thus in their spirit I can say that Norman 

[js so called because he is “norm-man”, the man from whom we draw our 
norms; this is a serious remark about Norman but not a serious piece of 

nguistics. 
[ Finally: what can we deduce (pace Meisig) about the history of the text? 

be Pali commentaries, being unaware of the allusions, were naturally 
therefore also unaware of the text’s ironic character. The same holds, one 
might say a fortiori, for the other Buddhist traditions. The Mahavastu 
wishes to trace the Buddha’s royal lineage from its very beginning, which by 
then must mean from the first king of all, Mahasammata; and in that 

context it virtually quotes the AS, containing a passage50 closely parallel to 
1 paras. 10—21. (The rest of the text is not there because it is obviously 

relevant to the Mahavastu* s purpose at that point.) Comparing the two 

ersions is instructive, though it would take me beyond my theme to go into 
petail. The Mahavastu rounds off irregularities and irons out difficulties. 
Everything essential to my purpose can be gleaned by comparing para. 11 Ibf the AS with the parallel passage in the Mahavastu. The Mahavastu omits 

the first sentence of the Pali paragraph, quoted above: Ekodaki-bhutam . . . 
dndhakara-timisd. This was the passage which alerted us to the parallel 

With the cosmogonic hymn Rg-veda X, 129. Likewise, a few linds on, the 
Mahavastu has missed out — or rather, garbled — the allusion to ‘The milk- 

|$kin of the waters” from BAU I, 2. Where the Pali has the sweet earth 
pread out on the waters, the Mahavastu reads: ayam api mahapnhivi 

Utdakahradam viya samudagacchet:51 “And this great earth arose all together 
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ike a lake of water.” Yet the Mahdvastu has not lost all trace of what the 
passage originally said. A few words later this “great earth” is said to look 
like ksira-samtanam or sarpi-samtdnam, “a spread of milk or a spread of 

ghee”. This not only recalls the meaning of the AS; it also recalls the verb 
samatani, which describes the “spreading” of the sweet earth on the water. 
It is even possible, though I would not wish to press the point, that in the 
Pali phrase at this point sampannam vd sappi sampannam va navanitam th 

word sampannam has come in from the previous line and we should emend 
to sappi-samtdnam etc. 

Let me summarise what I think this shows. If we had only the Mahdvastu 
and not the Pali AS, the allusions to brahminical texts, of which the author 

editor was not aware, would be lost to us. When we are aware of what was 
there, we can catch both the similarity in content and even the verbal 
echoes — the reader will not have failed to notice the similarity between 

how the Mahdvastu recalls the AS and how I showed earlier that the AS 

recalls the BAU. The Mahdvastu may not be entirely useless for a critical 

history of the text; the sarpi-samtdnam gives us an idea for a possible 

emendation to the Pali. This fact is however dwarfed by the massive fact 
that the Mahdvastu has forgotten the original meaning of the passage 

However many versions in however many languages agreed with the Maha 

vastu in saying that at this point the great earth arose like a lake of water, 
their testimony would count for nothing against the single Pali version 

which is so obviously meaningful. 
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A NOTE ON DHAMMAPADA 97 

To the volume dedicated to L. Stembach (Indologica Taurinensia 7, 1980), 

K. R. Norman contributed an article, entitled *Dhammapada 97: a mis¬ 

understood paradox.’ In this article he examined carefully all the adjectives 

which occur in this Dhammapada verse, and brought to light a punning skill 

(slesa) involved there. Though it is true that some scholars prior to him 
were aware of the puns used there1 as Norman himself says in the afore¬ 
mentioned article, and as a matter of fact, the poetical device called 

virodhabhasa intended there by the author was noted by W. Rau already in 
1963,2 Norman is the first who advocated this new interpretation clearly, 

and rectified the misinterpretation of the verse in the past. The originality 
of this interpretation, thus, consists in attributing two opposite meanings to 

these adjectives, and explaining the skill of the poet. To the best of his 
knowledge, the present writer can not think of any scholar in Japan, who 
ever questioned the nature of this enigmatical verse and brought the 
problem involved there to light, despite the presence of eminent scholars 

who have worked on, and translated into Japanese, the Dhammapada, such 
as U. Wogihara, N. Tsuji, S. Watanabe, H. Nakamura, K. Mizuno, E. 

Mayeda and others.3 
Yet, to our surprise, we find that verse 97 of the Dhammapada was once 

discussed among the authors of Abhidharma literature, and interpreted by 
them in almost the same way as Norman did. To be more precise, what - 

Norman proposed in the above mentioned article is, in fact, verified by 
some passages in the Abhidharma-samuccaya-bhasya and its Chinese 
translation. The aim of the present paper, then, is to demonstrate what the 
Bhasya-kara says about the verse in question, and to ascertain how 

Norman’s proposition is supported by the exegesis among Abhidharma 
scholars. However, prior to entering upon the discussion, it is necessary to 
introduce the Dhammapada verse in question with its usual translation, and 
to give an outline of Norman’s interpretation. 

Dhammapada 97 reads as follows, 

assaddho akatahhu ca sandhicchedo ca yo naro 
hatavakaso vantaso sa ve uttamaporiso4 

The usual translation of Dhammapada 97, which is here represented by 
S. Radhakrishnan’s version, runs as follows, 

Indo-Iranian Journal 35: 179—191, 1992. 
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A NOTE ON DHAMMAPADA 97 

To the volume dedicated to L. Stembach (Indologica Taurinensia 7, 1980), 

K. R. Norman contributed an article, entitled kDhammapada 97: a mis¬ 

understood paradox/ In this article he examined carefully all the adjectives 

which occur in this Dhammapada verse, and brought to light a punning skill 

(slesa) involved there. Though it is true that some scholars prior to him 

were aware of the puns used there1 as Norman himself says in the afore¬ 

mentioned article, and as a matter of fact, the poetical device called 

virodhabhasa intended there by the author was noted by W. Rau already in 

1963,2 Norman is the first who advocated this new interpretation clearly, 

and rectified the misinterpretation of the verse in the past. The originality 

of this interpretation, thus, consists in attributing two opposite meanings to 

these adjectives, and explaining the skill of the poet. To the best of his 

knowledge, the present writer can not think of any scholar in Japan, who 

ever questioned the nature of this enigmatical verse and brought the 
problem involved there to light, despite the presence of eminent scholars 

who have worked on, and translated into Japanese, the Dhammapada, such 

as U. Wogihara, N. Tsuji, S. Watanabe, H. Nakamura, K. Mizuno, E. 

Mayeda and others.3 
Yet, to our surprise, we find that verse 97 of the Dhammapada was once 

discussed among the authors of Abhidharma literature, and interpreted by 

them in almost the same way as Norman did. To be more precise, what 

Norman proposed in the above mentioned article is, in fact, verified by 

some passages in the Abhidharma-samuccaya-bhasya and its Chinese 

translation. The aim of the present paper, then, is to demonstrate what the 

Bhasya-kara says about the verse in question, and to ascertain how 

Norman’s proposition is supported by the exegesis among Abhidharma 

scholars. However, prior to entering upon the discussion, it is necessary' to 

introduce the Dhammapada verse in question with its usual translation, and 

to give an outline of Norman’s interpretation. 
Dhammapada 97 reads as follows, 

assaddho akatahhu ca sandhicchedo r<i yo naro 

hatdvakdso vantdso sa ve uttamaporiso4 

The usual translation of Dhammapada 97, which is here represented by 

S. Radhakrishnan’s version, runs as follows, 
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The man who is free from credulity, who knows the uncreated, who has 

severed all ties, who has put an end to all occasions (for the performance of 
good or bad actions), who has renounced all desires, he, indeed, is exalted 
among men.5 

In addition to this usual interpretation, Norman proposed a new one, 
differentiating the meaning of the five adjectives in the verse, assaddha, 
akatannu, sandhiccheda, hatavakdsa, and vantasa into two opposite 
meanings, bad and good. 

Thus, taken in the first, that is, in the bad sense, assaddha means 

“without faith/*'1 akatannu “ungrateful,” sandhiccheda “housebreaker,”7 
hatavakdsa “one who has destroyed his opportunity,” and finally vantasa 
‘eating what has been abandoned by someone else.” 

Next, in the second, that is, in its opposite good meaning, assaddha 

means “without desire,”8 akatannu “knowing the uncreated (i.e., knowing 
nibbdna), sandhiccheda “cutting off, destroying rebirth,” hatavakdsa “one 
who has got rid of occasions (for quarrels, or rebirth),” and finally vantasa 
“one who has abandoned desire.” 

Next, let us see how the author of the Abhidharma-samuccaya-bhasya9 

interprets the verse in question. By way of introducing the points of discus¬ 
sion, the text (p. 155, lines 23 ff.) reads as follows, 

asraddhas cakrtajnas cety asyam gathaydm hindnhdbhidhayiny aksarany 
uttamdrthe paridipitdni 

In this verse, the syllables (which compose the words) asraddha10 and akrtajna, 
which are (prima facie) indicative of bad sense (hindrtha), are transformed into 
(paridipita) a good sense (uttamdrtha). 

Here we notice that, as is the case with Norman, the Bhasyakara was aware 
of a double meaning implied in our verse. We shall, then, proceed to see in 
detail how he understood the verse in a bad sense (hinatha), as well as in a 
good sense (uttamdrtha). 

1-1 

First, let us investigate how the Bhasyakara interprets our verse in the bad 
sense. 

After introducing Dhammapada 97, the text continues to read as follows, 

hino loke catur-vidhah — manas-karma-hinah, kdya-karma-hino, vak-karma- 
hina, upabhoga-hinas caJmanas-karma-hinah punar dvi-vidhah, kusala-pravrtti- 

vailomyena cdsraddhah, paralokady-asampratyayena ddnddisv aprayogat/ 
akusala-pravrtty-anukulyena caknajnah, yatropakaranapeksitvena matr-vadhadi- 

duscarite nirmaryddatvdt/kdya-karma-hinas caurah samdhicchedakah, atyartham 
garh it a-jivitatva tfvdk-karma-hino mrsavadadi-pradhanah, tad-rupasya sabhddisu 
pravesabhavdt/upabhoga-hinah svd kdkah preto vety evam-adikah, chardita- 

bhaksandd iti / (p. 155, lines 24—30). 

Here, the five adjectives of the Dhammapada 97, assaddha, akatahhuy 
\sandhiccheda, hatavakdsa and vantasa are explained one after another, 
(although the last two adjectives {hatavakdsa and vantasa) are not specifically 

[mentioned here. Furthermore, we note that these five are allotted to the 
(following four different categories, viz., manas-karma, kaya-karma, vdk- 

karma and upabhoga, the first being further subdivided into two, thus 

making the whole once again composed of five. The text, then, is to be 

translated as follows, 

In this world the wretched (hina) are of four kinds, viz. the wretched with 
regard to mental action (manas-karma-hina), with regard to bodily action 
(kaya-karma-hina), with regard to verbal action (vak-karma-hina), and finally 

with regard to (the act of) eating (upabhoga-hina). (Of these, the first, that is,) 
the wretched with regard to mental action (manas-karma-hina) is further sub¬ 
divided into (the following) two categories: (Of these, the first is) the man 
without faith (asraddha), because of his turning away from the practice of good 
action. Since he has no confidence (asampratyaya) in (the existence of) the next 
world, there is no motivation for him to perform (meritorious) action such as 
giving (dana). (The second is) the ungrateful person (akrtajna), because of his 
inclination to the practice of evil action. Since he has no regard to the bene¬ 
ficial action (done for him by somebody else), he is limitless with regard to evil 
action such as matricide. (The third, that is,) the wretched with regard to bodily 
action (kdya-karma-hina) is the man who makes breaches (in a wall) (samdhi- 
chedaka), the thief. He leads the most disgraceful way of life. (The fourth, that 
is,) the wretched with regard to verbal action (vdk-karma-hina) is (one who has 
lost his opportunity [hatavakdsa]. The man being) apt to tell a lie, for such a^ 
type of person is excluded from the assembly (sabha) and so forth. (The fifth, 
that is,) the wretched with regard to (the act of) eating (upabhoga-hina) is (one 

who eats what is vomited [vantasa]11 like) a dog, crow, and hungry ghost, for 

he takes what is vomited (by somebody else). 

' In the above, first we discern the well-known triple division of action 
(manasvak-, kaya-karma) basically in function. While differentiating the 
manas-karma into two, and adding as the fifth the act of eating (upabhoga), 

the author makes up the number of five, which corresponds to the number 

of the adjectives of our verse. 

1-2 

Next, we shall proceed to see what the Abhidharma scholar says about the 
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second, opposite meaning of the adjectives, that is the good meaning. The 
text continues as follows, 

kaiham punar etany aksarany uttamarthe parindmyante/asraddhadi-vacananam 
arhati parinamanai/tatrasraddho vimukti-jhana-darsana-yogena svapratyayaivad 
akrtajno 'samskrta-nirmdna-jhdndt/samdhi-chetta punarbhava-pratisamdhi- 
hetu-klesa-prahdnddhatdvakdsa dyatydm sarva-gatisu duhkhanabhinirvartandi/ 
vanlaso drste dharme upakarana-balena kayam samdhdrayato ’pi bhoga- 
jivitbsdbhdvdd ili (p. 156, lines 1—5). 

We translate the above as follows, 

How, then, are these (same) syllables transformed into the (second,) superior 
meaning? Because it is possible for these words, asraddha and others, to trans¬ 

form themselves {parinamana)n in the case of a Buddhist arhat. Of these, the ' 
word asraddha (is transformed into the good meaning of an incredulous 
person), because of his self-dependence (sva-pratyayatva) with regard to 

knowledge of, and insight into, final emancipation. (Next, the second,) the word 
akrtajha (ungrateful, is transformed into the good meaning of a knower of the 
unconditioned), because he has the supernatural knowledge of the unformu¬ 
lated (that is, nirvana).13 (Then, the third,) samdhi-cchettr (wall-breaker, is 
transformed into the good meaning of eliminator of the linkage), because he 
has abandoned (all) the defilements, which cause the linkage with rebirth. 
(Then, the fourth,) hatavakasa (one who has lost his opportunity, is trans¬ 
formed into the good meaning of a destroyer of the occasions), because there 
exists no possibility of suffering in all the conditions of his future existence. (The 
last, that is,) vantasa (eating of the vomited, is transformed into the good 
meaning of a person who has abandoned desire), because he has no desire for 

secular enjoyment nor for life, even though he still keeps his body by the force 
of paraphernalia (upakarana) in this present life (drsta-dharma).14 

We see here that our Abhidharma scholar has an insight into a second 

meaning in Dhammapada 97. Then, it is an interesting task for us to 
compare the interpretation of the Abhidharma writer with that of the 
eminent Prakrit scholar of our day. 

1-3 

Comparing Norman’s interpretation with that of the Abhidharma-samuc- 
caya-bhdsya, the following points will be worthy of special note. 

As regards the first adjective asraddha, when taken in a good meaning, it 
is evident that the Bhasyakara here takes asraddha in the sense of “free 
from credulity,” because of the presence of the explanatory word of sva- 

pratyayatvat. We note that the meaning assigned by the Bhasyakara is the 

same as that given by the Pali commentator of the Dhammapada.15 How¬ 

ever, apparently the meaning of “without desire” is preferable in view of the! 

nature of the verse, which is originally not imbued with any Buddhist tinge, *j 

ibut simply conveys a general purport.16 We shall see later even one of the 
Chinese versions of Dhammapada preserves this meaning of “without 

j desire.” It is also possible to translate it in the sense of “not performing the 

^ancestral rite (sraddha),” as W. Rau takes it. 
For the second adjective akrtajha, there is no need for a further exami¬ 

nation, because the meanings, good as well as bad, attributed to it (“un- 

rgrateful” and ’’the knower of the uncreated”) here present no problem. 
The third adjective samdhi-chedika is clear enough both in good and bad 

| meanings. It is also possible to take samdhi in the sense of “promise, or 
[treaty,” that is found in the treatises of ancient Indian politics17 as W. Rau 
I; takes it. However, the presence of the last member of the compound, cheda, 

^suggests to us to take it preferably in the sense of “breaker (of a wall).”ls 
The fourth adjective hatavakasa demands our special attention, taken in 

pa bad sense as well as in a good meaning. 
First, we shall discuss the bad meaning. Although we have no specific 

[•mention of hatavakasa in the text, the compound is to be taken in the sense 

[of “one who has destroyed, lost, missed his opportunity” as Norman takes 
rit. But, one may wonder what sort of opportunity (avakasa) is here meant. 
According to the Bhasyakara, the person who is here styled as hatavakasa 

gis vak-karma-hina (the wretched with regard to the verbal action), which is 
‘ further paraphrased as mrsavadddi-pradhana. The Bhasyakara proceeds to 

I say that, as the result of his bad habit in speech (vak-karma-hina), that is, 
f speaking lies (mrsavada), he loses his opportunity, that is, the right to enter 

(pravesa) into the assembly (sabhd). Here the assembly (sabha) means the 

& court of justice, and thus, the whole meaning is that the liar is not entitled 

| to go into the court in the capacity of a witness (saksin). 
Second, hatavakasa taken in a good sense. We are confronted with the 

E. problem of what exactly the word avakasa here means. Since the compound 

|: as a whole conveys the good meaning, we should expect avakasa to be used 

here in a bad sense. Then, what sort of bad meaning should one attribute 

here to the word avakasa? Norman, following the explanation given in 
CPD., takes it in the meaning of “occasion (for quarrels).” But one may take 

it in a sense somewhat like “inventing a pretext for quarrels with a malig¬ 

nant intention to harm others.” 
The last adjective vantasa presents no problem, although it is not easy to 

translate precisely the phrase drste dharma upakarana-balena. My transla¬ 

tion of drsta dharma is based upon BHSD, and of upakarana upon CPD. 
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At this point, it is interesting to see how the Chinese translators rendered * 

Dhammapada 97 into Chinese. Since such poetical devices as allitera¬ 
tion (vamaka, anuprasa) and puns (slesa) are peculiar to Sanskrit, it is 

hardly to be expected that Chinese translations of our verse would preserve 
the subtle nuance of the original. The poetical beauty of a particular 

language is apt to refuse to be translated into a foreign language. This is * 
particularly the case, when the two languages, the original and that of the 

translation, have no historical relation with each other. Sanskrit and Chinese 
are languages of this sort. In such circumstances, we cannot expect that the 

two sets of meanings implied in Dhammapada 97, bad and good as we have 
seen above, should be reflected in the Chinese translation. As a matter of 
fact, the compound uttama-purusa is often equated by Chinese translators 
with Buddhist arhat (p5J$? 31), and this equation consequently makes the 
whole sentence inclined to the good meaning only. Despite all these dis¬ 
advantages, it is still worthwhile to see how each adjective of our verse is 
translated in all the existent Chinese versions. 

Thanks to the careful comparative studies done by K. Mizuno19 and Ch. 
Willemen,20 we are now in a position to check at a glance all the Chinese 1 
translations of Dhammapada 97. Three of them are even furnished with an 
explanatory commentary. Though each and every translation in Chinese 
presents many problems to be solved, due to the limitation of space, we 
shall deal here only with some points of philological interest. 

Broadly speaking, we can classify all these Chinese versions into four 
categories, according to the different wordings and versifications. We shall 
present here these four Chinese versions, and their tentative translation in 
English. 

(1) Chronologically, first comes the Chinese version of the Dhamma¬ 
pada^ which is said to have been translated in 244 AD. The text reads as 
follows, 

a*E« * J8JH±A (Taisho No. 210, vol. 1, p. 564b lines 11-12)21 

He who abandons desire and has no attachment (a), without hindrance 
throughout the three worlds (b), having no hope in mind (c), is called the 
highest person, (d). i 

Here four adjectives are translated instead of five and all are taken in a 
good sense. It is remarkable that here asraddha is rendered “without desiref 

instead of “without faith” which is found in all the other Chinese versions. 

We have here the same interpretation of the word as that of Norman. 
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(2) Next comes a Chinese translation of the Abhidharma-jhana- 

\rasthdna-sdstra (RffiSAftfilft)- The original Sanskrit text is not 
preserved, but the date of translation is indicated by the translator, 
Sanghadeva, in 383 AD. The relevant portion reads as follows, 

mmmm 
(Taisho No. 1543, vol. 26, p. 916a lines 15—16) 

The man, who is without faith, without knowing what is gone (a), cuts the 
extremes like Nara (b), with his desire destroyed and with his desire abandoned 

(c), is the highest person (d). 

e versification is different from the previous verse, having five characters 

m each pada instead of four. All the five adjectives are translated here, and 

the text is further furnished with a commentary. Though this translation 
contains many problems, the reading (without knowing what is 
gone) deserves special attention, for this Chinese rendering evidently 

presupposes the Sanskrit reading of agata-jna in place of akata-jna. In pada 

c, the single Chinese word iS: represents both avakasa and dsa. 
(3) The third version is found in the so-called Chinese Udana-varga, of 

which the date of translation is 399 AD. The text reads as follows, 

(Taisho No. 212, vol. 1, p. 750c lines 4-5)22 

He who is without faith and without repetition (a), breaks through walls and 
steals secretly (b), having no hope in mind (c) is called a valiant man (d). 

We are puzzled why the second adjective akrtajna is here rendered into 

“without repetition.” Only four adjectives are translated into Chinese and 

they are understood in a bad sense. 
(4) Last, we shall deal with the Chinese translation of the Abhidharma- 

samuccaya-bhasya, the Sanskrit original of which we discussed above. This 

Chinese version runs parallel with the original, each and every word, so 
exactly that one has the impression that the editor of the Sanskrit text may 
have had recourse to the Chinese translation in reconstructing the Sanskrit 

original. The translation was made by the famous Huang Tsuang in the 
^seventh century. Dhammapada 97 as quoted there reads as follows, 

®JtS±3tA (Taisho No. 1606, vol. 31, p. 773, lines 12-13)23 

Without faith, ungrateful (a), breaking the secret (place), losing his opportunity 
(b), eating what has been vomited by someone else (c). He is the highest 

person (d). 

As is evident from the above translation, the five adjectives in our verse are 
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taken in a bad sense. The verse itself is furnished with a lengthy commen¬ 

tary of some eighteen lines, which explains in detail the puns (slesa) used ii 
the Sanskrit text. But, since the Chinese commentary goes in exactly the 

same way as the original Sanskrit, and we have discussed this in the 
previous chapter, we need not dwell on this translation in detail. 

i 
III 

Lastly, a mention must be made of the semantic field of Sanskrit purusa 

and paurusa. In addition to the ordinary meaning of “man” or “person”, thejj 

word purusa conveys the meaning of “male” and “hero ” Consequently, its \ 
derivative paurusa has a connotation of “manliness” “heroism” “courage” 

and the like. Viewed from a different angle, this word paurusa is a counter¬ 
concept of daiva, which etymologically means “derived from deva, the god*jj 
and often denotes “destiny” The contrast between the two, human effort 
(paurusa) and destiny (daiva), wifi be best illustrated by the following 
examples. 

tad vyaktam nanu daivam eva saranam dhig dhig vrthd paurusam (IS.3815d) 
adya mat-paurusa-hatam daivam draksyanti vai jandh (R.2.20.14ab, cf. also 
15cd) 

In contrast to the damz-praising context (daivam eva param manye 

paurusam tu nirarthakam IS.2974), the paurusa-praising one is often 

imbued with a tinge of aggressiveness and audacity (<daivam nihatya kuru 

paurusam dtma-saktyd IS. 1255c). It seems that the semantic domain of 
paurusa is overflowing with “fighting spirit,” “challenging boldness” and 

sometimes even with “reckless violence.”24 In order to illustrate this we shallj 
quote a few examples. 

chittvd ca bhittva ca yanti tdni sva-paurusdc caiva suhrd-balac ca 
jhdndc ca rauksyac ca vind vimoktum na sakyate sneha-mayas tu pasah 
(Saundarananda 7.15) 

Those (ties of the ordinary sort) can be cut or broken by one’s own prowess 
and strength of friends, but the snare of love cannot be loosed except by true^ 
knowledge and hard-heartedness. 

abhimdnavato manasvinah priyam uccaih padam druruksatah 
vinipaia-nivartana-ksamam matam dlambanam dtma-paurusam 
(Kirdtarjuniya 2.13) 

For the high-minded and insightful man, who is ever eager to attain the high 

position which is dear to him, his own prowess is considered to be the 
foundation, which is able to drive away misfortune. 

ye read also in the utterance of the reckless Avimaraka, who entered the 

[sleeping chamber of the princess Kurangl secretly at midnight. 

srutva tu rajno grha-samvidhdnam pravistam atmanam avaiti buddhih 
na paurusam vd para-dusaniyam na ced visamvddam upaiti daivam 
(Avimaraka 2.8)25 

Now that I have heard how the king’s palace is planned, my mind is certain of 
my entry (inside). Anyway, my reckless act will not be rebuked by my oppo¬ 
nents unless destiny is set on disappointment.26 

|An example is quoted from the stories in Maharashtri, where porisa and 

fporusa are translated by H. Jacobi as Mut. 

nirduho sampayam, td na porisassd'vasaro Ui cintiya bhaniyam (Jacobi, p. 60, 

line 4) 

Since I have no weapon with me now, it is not an occasion for a manly deed 
(** using violence, resorting to force).” Thus, he (Muladeva) thought and said 

In the above, the expression chittvd bhittva (Saundarananda 7.15), and 

the context of trespassing into the royal palace (Avimaraka) remind us of 
'our verse of Dhammapada 97 (akatahhu, samdhi-ccheda, etc.). Occa¬ 
sionally, paurusa (recklessness) is contrasted to buddhi (considered judge¬ 
ment: KSS.33.132, 158), where intelligence (buddhi or jhana) is superior to 

feckless, physical strength (paurusa or parakrama).28 
Now, if we read the last portion of Dhammapada 91 (uttama-poriso)29 in 

l the context of this semantic field of paurusa as a neuter abstract noun, the [preceding adjectives seem to go well with it. The extravagance or audacity 

against common sense-behaviour, which is implied in such concepts as 
“without faith,” “ungrateful,” “house-breaker,” and others, seems to be well 

r matched with paurusa (porisa) in this sense. If we take Pali uttama-porisa 
[;as equivalent to Sanskrit uttama-paurusa, and if we understand this Pali 
\ compound as a Bahuvrihi (possessive compound), this “man of extreme 
l audacity” (uttama-porisa — uttama-paurusa) stands in perfect harmony with 
\ the concepts implied by the preceding adjectives taken in a bad sense. That 
ris to say, the two meanings, both good and bad, implied in the preceding 
[five adjectives of Dhammapada 97, as Norman himself detected, are also 

[ discemable in the last word uttama-poriso, that is, “the highest person" 
• (uttama-purusa) in the good sense, as well as “the man of extreme audacity” 

; (uttama-paurusa) in the bad sense. 
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NOTES 

Abbreviations and texts used in this article are as follows: 
Agamadambara: V. Raglj^van and A. Thakur ed. (Darbhanga 1964) 
Avimaraka: Bhasa-ndtaka-cakram (Poona 1951) 

BHSD: F. Edgerton, Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit Dictionary (New Haven 1953) 
Carudatta: Bhasa-nataka-cakram (Poona 1951) 

CPD: V. Trenckner and others, A Critical Pali Dictionary (Copenhagen 1948 

Dasakumaracarita: NSP. 1951 

IS: O. Bohtlingk, Indische Spriiche (St. Petersburg 1870—73) 
Kautilya; Kautilya Artha-sdstra, ed., by R. P. Kangle (Bombay 1960) 
Kirataijunlya: NSP. 1954, 

KSS: Kathasaritsagara of Somadevabhatta, NSP. 1930 
MS: Manusmrti, NSP. 1946 
MBh.: The Mahdbhdrata (Poona Critical Edition) 
Mrcchakatika: NSP. 1950 

Mudraraksasa: A. Hillebrandt ed. (Breslau 1912) 
NSP: The Nimaya Sagar Press (Bombay) 
PTS: The Pali Text Society (London) 

R*: The Valmiki Rdmayana (Baroda Critical Edition) 
Raghuvamsa: NSP. 1948 

Saundarananda: E. H. Johnston ed. (Rinsen Reprint, Kyoto 1971) 
Venisamhara: NSP. 1940 

1 S. Radhakrishnan, The Dhammapada (Oxford 1950), p. 92. 
J. Brough, The Gdndhdri Dharmapada (Oxford 1962), p. 182. 

2 W. Rau, “Bernerkungen und nicht-buddhistische Sanskrit-parallelen zum Pali dhamma¬ 
pada,” Jndnamuktdvaliy Commemoration Volume in Honour of Johannes Nobel (New Delhi 
1963), pp. 164—5, who translated the verse in question as follows, 

“Ein Mann, der unglaubig ist (keine Manenopfer mehr darbringt), und der undankbar ist 
(das Ungescbaffene kennt), und der seine Obereinkunfte nicht halt (die Fesseln bricht 
[,welche thn an die Welt bindenj), der die Gelegenheit (zum Lebensgenuss) mordet und 
die Hoffhung (auf Lust) ausspeit, der ist wahrlich der vomehmste Mann. — Ein 
virodhdbhdsaJ* 

3 The only exception is K. Fujita, who mentions this article of K, R. Norman in his note, 
although he follows the usual translation in the main portion. Buddha no Shi I (Poems of 
Buddha], Tokyo 1986, pp. 22 and 385. 

4 From the text-historical point of view, the following three versions are worthy erf special 
attention. 

R 
asraddho akatamnu ca samdhi-cchedo ca yo naro 
hatavakdso vantdso sa ve uttima-poruso 

(Margaret Cone, “Patna Dharmapada,’ Part I: Text,” Journal of PTS, Xffl, 1989 
P-191 [333]). 

asraddhas cdkrtajhas ca samdhicchettd ca yo narah 
hatdvakdso vdntdsah sa vai tuttamapurusah (Udanavarga 29.23) 
(F. Bernhard, Udanavarga, Gottingen 1965, p. 377.) 

sampurna-dharma-samjhaya sarvabhijhdya tayine 
krtajndydkrtajhaya sarvajnaya namo ’stu te (49) 
hata-sarvdvakdsdya cchinna-pasaya sarvasah 

krta-prajndvakdsaya vantasaya namo 'stu te (Varnarhavarnastotra 2.50) 

i (Jens-Uwe Hartmann, Das Varnarhavarnastotra des Matrceta. Gottingen 1987, 
pp. 118—119). Cf. also my review in OLZ. 86 (1991), p. 316. 

5 S. Radhakrishnan, loc. cit. 
* Cf. W. Rau’s translation “keine Manenopfer mehr darbringt,” which apparently takes a- 

ssaddho in the sense of a-sraddha. 
1 Cf. W. Rau’s translation “der seine Obereinkunfte nicht halt,” which evidently takes 
samdhi as the technical term of the ancient Indian political treatises. See below, note 17. 
I This translation is based upon the interpretation of the word by H.-W. Kohler, $rad-dha- 
in der vedischen und altbuddhistischen Literatur (Wiesbaden 1973). 
9 Text edited by Nathmal Tatia in the Tibetan Sanskrit Work Series No. 17, published from 
the Kashi Prasad Jayaswai Research Institute, Patna 1976.1 owe this reference and others to 

my pupil, Mr, Sh. Okada. 
10 I read asraddha despite the emendation to asraddha by N. Tatia (p. 155, note 4). 
II Cf. L. Alsdorf, “vantam apatum,” 5. K. Chatterji Jubilee Volume (Poona 1955), pp. 21— 

28 — Kleine Schriften, pp. 178—185. 
12 Cf. D. Seyfort Ruegg, “Allusiveness and Obliqueness in Buddhist Texts: samdhd, samdhi, 
samdhya and abhisamdhi ” Dialectes dans les litteratures indo aryennes, ed., par Colette 

Caillat (Paris, 1989), pp. 303 ff. (parindmandbhisamdhi). 
13 One may emend the text here (nirmana to nirvana). 
14 Cf. also, W. Rahula, Le compendium de la super-doctrine (philosophic) (Abhidharma- 

samuccaya) d'Asahga (Paris 1971), pp. 185—186. 
15 Cf. The Commentary on the Dhammapada, ed., by H. C. Norman PTS. text vol. 2 

(reprinted in 1970), pp. 186—187. 
16 Cf. K. R. Norman, op. cit.y p. 330 (5.1) and W. Rau, op. cit.. p. 175. 

17 Cf. MS.7.160, 

samdhim ca vigraham caiva ydnam asanam eva ca 
dvaidhibhdvam samsrayam ca sangundms cintayet sadd 

Cf. also Kautilya Arthasastra 7.1.2ff., 7.17.1ff. 
18 Below we list all passages of samdhi-ccheda and the like, so far collected from Classical 

Sanskrit literature. 

samdhim chittvd tu ye cauryam rdtrau kurvanti taskardh 
tesam chittvd nrpo hastau tiksne sule nivesayet (MS. 9.276) 
dvdrasya samdhim bijena vd vedham ... (Kautilya Arthaskstra 4.6.16) 
pati-guru-prajd-ghatikdm agni-visadam samdhi-chedikdm vd gobhih pdtayet 

(Kautilya-Arthasastra 4.11.19) 

The well-known passages of the thief's monologue and the related passages from Act three 

of Carudatta and Mrcchakatika read as follows, 

bhoh, vrksa-vatikd-paksa-dvdre samdhim chittvd pravisto ’smi (3.5.1) 
bhittinam kva nu darsitdntara-sukhah samdhih karalo bhavet (3.8b) 

kidrsa iddnim samdhi-chedah kartavyah sydt (3.8.3) 
samdhi-cchedah pithikd vd gajdsyam asmat-paksyd vismitds te katham syuh 

(3.9cd) 
Vidusakah — coro samdhim chindadi via pekkhdmi (3.9.6—7) 
ceti — (sakrandam) ayya-mettea, amhanam rukkha-vddia-pakkha-duvdle 

samdhim chindia corao pavittho (3.14.6—7) 
ceti — bhattiddraa, amhanam rukkha-vddia-pakkha-duvare samdhim chindia 

coro pavittho (3.14.26—27) 

I 
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vidusakah — coram chindia sandhi pavittho (3.14.11) 
ced — hadasa, sgmdhim chindia corn pavitho (3.14.12) (Carudattaj 
vrksa-vatikd-parisare samdhim krtva pravisto ’smi madhyamakam (3.10.1) 
tat kasminn uddese samdhim utpddayami (3.11.1) 
bhittinam ca na darsandntara-gatah samdhih kardlo bhavet (3.12b) 
atra karma-prarambhe kidrsam iddnim samdhim utpddayami/iha khalu 
bhagavatd kanakasaktina catur-vidhah samdhy-updyo darsitah (3.12.3—5) 
eka-lostavaseso )yam samdhih (3.16.1—2) 

samdpto 'yam samdhih/bhavatu, pravisdmi (3.17.1) (Mrcchakatika) 

One example is also quoted from the Dasakumaracarita, 

gatvd kasya cil lubdhesvarasya grhe samdhim chitva ... (p. 99, lines 1 ff.) 

All these passages suggest that we should take the compound samdhi-cheda in the sense of 4 
“wall-breaker” instead of “breach of promise, denouncement of a treaty.” The counter-part o 
satya-samdha (true to promise) is rather indicated by such compounds as samdhi-dusana 
samaya-bheda, or samaya-vyabhicara. 
19 K. Mizuno, Hokkukyo no Kenkyu (Studies on the Dhammapada) (Tokyo 1979), pp. 
122-123. 

20 Ch. Willemen, Dharmapada. A Concordance to (Jddnavarga, Dhammapada, and the 
Chinese Dharmapada Literature (Brussels 1974), p. 39. 
21 Exactly the same reading is repeated in (Taisho 211, voi. 1, p. 588c lines 
20-21). 

22 We have almost the same reading in (Taisho 213, vol. 1, p. 793b lines 16 
17, which has S* for S in pada c. Cf. also Ch. Willemen, The Chinese Uddnavarga 
(Bruxelles 1978), pp. 132 and 137. 
23 The same version is found in (Taisho 1605, vol 31, p. 694a lines 2 
25), and almost the same reading is given in another translation (657 
AD) of the lost Abhidharma-jhdna-prasthdna-sastra by Hsuang Tsuang. This version is 
furnished with a commentary. A variation is in pada e, which reads (Taisho 

1544, vol. 26, p. 1030b line 23). Furthermore, this translation is quoted in a truncated form 
in Kumarajiva’s translation of Sarva-siddhi-sastra ($c^s*}, 411—412 AD) (Taisho 1646, vol 
32, p. 288a lines 11-12). 
24 Cf. Kamasutra 2.7.22, 

pdrusyam rabhasanam ca paurusam teja ucyate 
asaktir artir vyavntir abalatvam ca yositah 

25 Cf. also Avimaraka 6.14cd {purvam paurusam asritya ...) and 6.14.36 (jparena paurusena 
samgamya ...). 

26 anigudhdrthi-vibhaxam rngudha-jhana-paurusam (Saundarananda 1.52) 
etad vicintya baiam dtmani paurusam ca (Vemsamhara 5.42c) 
daivdyattam kule janma mad-dyattam tu paurusam (Vemsamhara 3 J7cd) 
kim tu vah paurusa -pratighdto 'smdbhir andlocita-purva ity ... (Vemsamhara 
2.4.1—2) * 

are re mhd-prakhydpitdlika-paurusdbhimdninl (Vemsamhara 6.6.30—31) 

A Jain monk utters in fear of Samkarsana as follows, 

ayam asau snatakah samkarsanah saugatdn abhibhuya sdmpratam asmdn 
paribubhusur ihdgatah/tad apasaranam evdtra sreyah/durvisaham asya 
paurusam/apurui \xikir-saktih prajhd ca (Agamadambara 2.6.5—7, p. 33, lines 
6—8).* 
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Other occurrences of the word in H. Jacobi’s Ausgewahlte Endhlungen im Mahardshtri 

ire as follows, 

uttama-puriso koi esa agaie ceva najjai (p. 60, lines 5—6) 
kduna porusam annahd vi n'atthi mokkho tti kaliuna ... (p. 17, lines 35—36) 

Another example of its synonym purusakdra is also met in, 

kettiyam kdlant mukka-purisayarehim acchiyawam? (p. 16, lines 12—13) 

buddhir nama ca sarvatra mukhyam mitram na paurusam (KSS.33.132ab) 
tad evam sarvada buddheh prddhanyam jita-ppaurusam 
idrsesu ca kdryesu kim vidadhydt pardkramah (KSS.33.158) 

Cf. also Raghuvamsa 8.28c (agrya-paurusam Mallinatha: maha-parakramam utkrsta-bhoga- 
lsaktim ca). 
j* For this Pali compound as a descendant of the Upanishadic uttama-purusa, cf. H. Berger, 
£Pali porisa, Mensch’ ” Wiener Zeitschrift fur die Kunde Siid-und Ostasiens 1 (1956), p. 78. 



PADMANABH S. JAINI 

AKARA VA TTARASUTTA : 

AN ‘APOCRYPHAL’ SUTTA FROM THAILAND 

INTRODUCTION 

With the recent publication of the Pahndsa-Jataka,* the term “apocryphal” 
may have become acceptable when applied to extra-canonical Buddhist 
tarratives claiming the canonical status of The Jdtaka? This term, however, 

has never before been used for any piece of Pali literature that can be 
classified as a “sutta”.3 It is, therefore, an extraordinary find when a Pali 

manuscript is discovered which purports to contain a hitherto unknown 
-sermon” of the Buddha and which, moreover, claims to be a part of the 
Samyutta-Nikaya. I allude here to a text entitled Akaravattdrasutta, found 
among the Pali manuscripts preserved at the Siam Society, Bangkok. A 
catalogue of this collection, prepared by Dr. Oskar v. Hinuber, was 
published in the Journal of the Siam Society in 1987.4 l am grateful to the 

authorities of the Siam Society for a microfilm which gives me an opportun¬ 
ity to publish this unique manuscript in honor of Professor K. R. Norman. 
*■' The catalogue describes this manuscript as “[No.] 47. Akdravafttdrafsutta 

(Vannana) Khmer script; 5 lines 5, 2 X 29,0 cm; gilt edged. Folios: ka-kah, 

kha, kha.” The manuscript contains no information on the date or the place 
of its copying, but the colophon (front cover) gives the name of its donors 
as [Mr.] Kon Jambhu and [Mrs.] Keev and states that this sutta exists in the 
Samyutta-Nikaya: ukhd. nay k’on "jam *bhu nan keev mi saddhd ”srdh vai 

mi bra buddha sdss”hnd. bra akdravattasiUra. mi mi samyuttanikdy”.5 After 

consulting all available bibliographical sources. Dr. v. Hinuber has rightly 

'concluded that “this sutta cannot be traced in [the] S[amyutta-]N[ikaya] or 
elsewhere in the Tipitaka ”6 

The title Akdravattara (with or without the word sutta) occurs thirteen 

times in the body of the text (see #7, #8, #11, #29, #35, #36 twice, 
38 five times, # 44) and once (see # 32) in its shortened form, Akdra- 

sutta. Strange as it may seem, there is also another title, viz., Akaravattara- 

suttavannanay which appears only once, almost at the end of the manuscript 

(see # 48). This suggests the possibility of there being two works here, the 
“Sutta” and its “Vannana” (commentary). The end of the “Sutta” portion is 

| probably indicated by the words “sambuddhena pakasitam ... sattara- 
^'savaggehi patimanditam” (see #35). 

i... / 
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These concluding words are followed by two rather corrupt verses [Nosl 
18—19] of obscure meaning. The first verse says: “This sutta has been 1 

revealed by me (maya pakasita) and it should be copied (likhitabba) by a ’ 

perspn with faith (saddhadhara).” Is it possible that the agent of this , 

sentence is not the Buddha b ut the composer of the sutta? The second :s 

verse seems to allow such a meaning: “By me are tied together ya *1 

ganthita) in this sutta the virtues of the Buddha like clusters of the best 

flowers.” This accords well with the earlier admission that “the Akdra- 

vattarasutta was revealed by the Omniscient One after putting together fj 

(sammasitva) the Suttanta, Vinaya, and Abhidhamma” (see verse No. 16).A 

work “derived” from the three Pitakas can hardly be called a “sutta”, but itj 

might be designated a “vannana” (commentary). Even this is high honor . J 

indeed for this composition, an honor once accorded to the Visuddhimagga 

of Buddhaghosa: “Briefly summing up the three Pitakas together with the<J 

commentary, he wrote the work called Visuddhimagga.” (The Cu!avamsa?u 

ch. 37, verse 236).7 » ' Jj 
The remainder of the manuscript (# 36— # 46) consists of a motiey i| 

collection of some 37 verses. The sole function of these repetitious verses Jj 

to describe an assortment of fruits that result from the recitation of the ;jJ 

Akaravattarasutta. This portion can therefore be termed “vannana”, forming 

a sort of appendix to the “sutta”, if indeed such a division was intended by| 

the author. The familiar closing formula of a sutta, e.g. “idam avoca bhagavt 

... bhagavato bhasitam abhinandi ti,” which should have appeared at the 9 

end of die “sutta” proper (i.e. at # 35), is belatedly introduced at the end ra 

this “vannana”. In the absence of another manuscript of this work, it is notf 

possible to determine if the stray appearance of the name Akdravattdra-: 4 

suttavamand here is the result of a scribal error or if it truly forms the tide 

of a commentary on the Akaravattarasutta. || 

The conclusion of the vannana (nitthita, see # 48) is followed by what 3 

probably the most intriguing sentence in the entire work: [ # 49] “Without^ 

doubt, this sutta has been spoken by the Blessed One, in the Samyutta-.- ^ 

,Nikaya.” Startling as this is, one would expect this reference — the signifi-Jj 

cance of which will be examined below — to occur within the vannana arm 

not outside of it It is not unlikely that this reference to the Samyutta- 

Nikaya was appended at a later time by the copyist the writer of the finaUj 

words of dedication: (see #50] imina punnalikhitena ... nibbanapaccayosg 

hotu.” Bui it is aiso possible that the expression “imina punnalikhitena” 

might point not to a copyist but to the writer himself, the author of the 
entire work who, having designated his own composition as a “sutta”, m 
perforce remain nameless. Judging by the language as well as the subject 
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er of the text (Le. the consequences of committing parajika acts and so 

rth) and the audacity with which this work was put in the mouth of the 

dha, one must conclude that the author was a learned monk of the 

eravada sect of Thailand where the manuscript was found. The work 

ight well have been composed at the request of the donors mentioned 

One would expect the vannana to explain the meaning of the rather 

ge title like Akaravattarasutta. The word akara is well known in the 

of manner, condition, state, and so forth, while vattdra can mean “a 

er” (cf. evam vattaro honti, Jataka, I, p. 134), but the compound 

ravattara is not attested elsewhere. The two words together can yield the 

eaning The sutta which expounds the manner [of],” without however 

g the object of the sermon. A brief look at the contents of the-text 

show that the meaning of the title is completed if we read it as “A 

rmon which expounds the manner of [averting rebirth in hells].” 

The sutta opens with the appropriate words: [ # 1] “Thus have I heard ... 

then the Blessed One was residing in Savatthi at Vultures* Peak.” It then 

traduces the Venerable Sariputta entertaining the following thought: 

lese foolish beings may commit all sorts of evil deeds ... the house- 

Iders, (gahattha) performing such acts as matricide and so forth, might 

oremfr a parajika offense against the Teaching-[ # 2]~and even those who 

mendicants (pabbajita), having cut their roots [of good] might commit 

arajika offenses. They, having committed evil deeds, would be reborn in 

e Avid hell. Is there any “dhamma,” profound and subtle, capable of 

reventing their suffering?” 

Thinking thus he addressed the Buddha: [ # 3] “A person guilty of a . 

jika offense ... suffers for... aeons in the Avid hell;... of a 

ghadisesa... in the Mahatapa hell;... of a thullaccaya ... in the 

Ipana hell;... of a padttiya... in the Lokantara hell;... of a patide* 

niya... in the Bherava hell;... of a dukkata ... in the Kalasutta hell; of 

dubbhasita... in the Sanjlva hell. (# 4] Just as there is cool [water] for 

extinguishing a hot fire,.. . there must be a “dhamma” which could pacify 

(ihe effects of] the parajika and so forth ....[# 5] May the Blessed One 

reach that “dhamma” which is free from (i.e. saves one from) the evil 

states of rebirth (apaya).” 

The Blessed One then spoke: (# 6] “O Sariputta, unabandoned (avija- 
jutam) by as many Buddhas as there are grains of sand in the river Ganges 
.. there is the Akdravattdrasutta, capable of preventing beings from 

differing [ # 7] in the eight great and sixteen minor hells-[ # 8] Whoso¬ 
ever listens to this sutta and learns it, worships it and remembers it,... 
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such a person, [ # 10] even if he has committed evil deeds (dussanakam- J 
mam) against his parents, will not be reborn in evil states for ninety 
thousand aeons ...” 

“And which is this Akaravattarasutta of the Tathagata?” In answer to hi$1 
own question the Blessed One then uttered the famous formula in praise of] 
the Buddha, known by its beginning words [# 11] witi pi so bhagava arahajf 
sammasambuddho” and ending with the words “parisuddham brahmacari- 
yam pakaseti”. 

It is at this juncture that the author of the Akaravattarasutta expands thel 

canonical formula through seventeen sections of varying length called the % 

vaggas. They all begin with the first four words of the original formula: “iti J 
pi so bhagava.” The word immediately following these four words, which is; 
different for each section, is used as a marker for a new vagga. Thus, for ^ 

example, the word araham (see #12) appears at the beginning of the first^J 

vagga. It is followed by a string of nine adjectives (e.g. sugato, lokavidu) 
each again preceded by the words “iti pi so bhagava” The end of the 

section is marked by “ti” and it is then named as “arahadigiinavagga.” This 
naming pattern continues through the remaining sixteen vaggas. It is 

possible to surmise that the author was naming the vaggas in imitation of 
Canonical text like the Dhammapada, in which each vagga derives its name! 
from a word occurring in its first verse (e.g. Appamadavagga, Cittavagga). 

The total number of vaggas, seventeen, is probably without any significance.! 

This first, the Araha vagga, has ten entries, a number that corresponds tol 
the number of adjectives found in the original formula. The subsequent A 
vaggas also conform, by and large, to this arrangement as no less than ten : | 
out of the remaining sixteen vaggas have ten entries each of “iti pi so 
bhagava.” 

In the case of the first vagga, the ten words (araham, and so forth) are J| 
directly taken from the canonical litany. In the subsequent vaggas, however, 
one becomes aware of a major deviation from the canonical text. This 
consists of the novel practice of repeating the word pdramisampanno, each ! 
time preceded by the name of the particular paraml, and the words itipisoM 
bhagava, to describe the Buddha. The main body of the Akaravattarasutta 

thus consists of the phrase “iti pi so bhagava” repeated one hundred 

seventy-four times and the word “paramisampanno” only ten less than that J 
number! 

The concept of paraml is, of course, conspicuously absent in the canoni*^ 
cal formula of “iti pi so bhagava.” Assuming that the word “sammasam¬ 
buddho” in the formula might point to the attainment of the paramls, the 
number of perfections should still not exceed the canonical ten (as in the 

Ivagga, see # 17). New paramls must, therefore, be invented to make 

up the bulk of the sutta. This is accomplished initially by designating some 

&f the chief events in the career of a Bodhisatta, viz., the abhinihara (resolve 

|o become a buddha), the gabbhavutthana (emerging from the womb in a 
purified manner), and abhisambodhi (Supreme Awakening), as paramis. 

eyond this point the author feels free to draw upon the canonical clusters 
pf “dhammas” (khandha [consisting of sila, samadhi, paniia], vijja, pariiina, 

aa, bodhipakkhiya, bala, cariya, samapatti, lakkhana, and so forth), to 

erve as paramls. The Blessed One is then described as endowed with these 

nanifold perfections, e.g. “iti pi so bhagava cattaro satipatthanaparamlsam- 
eio” f#21], “iti pi so bhagava thamabalaparamlsampanho” [#24J. 

There is nothing unusual in the idea that the recitation of the “iti pi so 

bhagava” formula can ward off evil. Indeed, in the Lokaneyyappakarana, 
also an apocryphal text originating in Thailand, not only the entire chant 

jnit just the first four syllables “i-ti pi so” together with “bha-ga-va” are 
Shown to have magic powers.8 In this text the Bodhisatta narrates the story 
of a layman called Sona to a yakkh&. Sona once had climbed a tree in a 

[forest and was bitten by a deadly snake. Foreseeing his imminent death, 
ona surrendered himself to the protection of the Buddha and, remember¬ 

ing his virtues through the recitation of the “iti pi so bhagava” formula, was 

saved. The yakkha, having listened to this story, begged the Bodhisatta to 
reveal to him the function of the “seven syllables”- (sattakkharanam kiccam) 

a usage reminiscent of the Brahmanical sadaksara (e.g. om namah sivaya) I or the astaksara (e.g. om namo Vasudevaya) mantras. The Bodhisatta then 
composed an acrostic using each syllable of the formula. Several of the 
items (notably iddhi, vijja, nana, and bala) encountered in the elaboration of 
the “iti pi so bhagava” formula in the Akaravattarasutta are also found in 
these seven verses.9 Whether the Lokaneyyappakarana in any way influ- 

|enced the composition of the Akaravattara or not is a moot question; but 
tone must note that the former was not presented as a “sutta” but only as a 

f pakarana or a treatise. 
p Given the prominent place it accords to the canonical formula of “iti pi 
|so bhagava,” the Akaravattara may be permitted to call itself a “sutta,” 

^however the presumption of authority to speak on issues of Vinaya 
Idisplayed here is quite unprecedented. No extant Vinaya text, Atthakatha, 

|or oral tradition of the Theravada countries is ever on record for punishing 

|Vinaya transgressions with retributions in hells. Sure enough, the five 
ranantarika kammas (matricide and so forth) — evil acts that find retribution 

without delay — must immediately lead the perpetrator to the Avici hell. 
1 Equally, those who indulge in evil actions are reborn in various states of 
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loss and woe (apaya). But the ingenious manner in which the author of the1 

Akaravattarasutta has arranged retribution for the seven Vinaya offenses i 
(parajika, samghadisesa, thullaccaya, pacittiya, patidesaniya, dukkata, and 
dubbhasita) in the seven great hells (Avici, Mahatapa, Tapana, Lokantara, 
Bherava, Kalasutta, and Saiijlva respectively), is not in keeping with the 
Vinaya texts of the Theravada (and probably of any other Buddhist) 
tradition or even with the law of karmic retribution. 

The original source for this innovation can possibly be traced to the 
Jatakatthakatha, particularly to the Nimijataka (Jat aka, VI, pp. 105—115 
(No. 541]). King Nimi is taken to the hellish abodes (nirayas) to witness the 
retribution for such evil acts as cheating, forgery, hurting the virtuous 

brahmans and samanas, plucking the feathers of birds and killing them, 
adulteration of food, theft (presented in that order,) and finally the most 

heinous acts of killing one’s mother or father, or an arahanta (varieties of : 
the anantarika kamma). It is to be noted in this connection that this Jataka 
verse uses the Vinaya term “parajika” to describe the [lay] perpetrators of 
the last category: “ye mataram va pitaram va loke, parajika arahante 

hananti” (verse 475). The commentator seems to be aware of the rather 

unusual manner in which the Vinaya term parajika is used here and adds: 
“parajika ti jarajinne matapitaro ghatetva gihibhave yeva parajikam patta.” 
Thus it would appear that there was a precedence for the use of this 
technical term in a less rigid manner, applicable even to those householders' 

who were not qualified to join the Order an account of their evil deeds. The 
statement in the Akaravattarasutta that the “householders ... would be 
guilty of parajika (tattha gahattha matughatadikammam katva sasanato 

parajikam apajjeyyum [ # 2])” thus establishes a direct link between the 
Nimijataka and our sutta. It seems likely that the use of the term parajika in 

this jataka (coupled with the description of the ussadaniraya) might have 0 

given our author the idea to develop this link for the remaining Vinaya 

offenses as well and to further correlate them with the appropriate hells. 
Although initially used for householders, this karmic retribution plan, 

elaborated with precise details of duration, was then simply extended to 
mendicants (pabbajita) also. This would not be seen as highly objectionable 

by traditional Buddhists since the “sutta” only helped to demonstrate the 4; 

ability of the “iti pi so bhagava” formula to destroy the consequences of 
even anantarika acts. 

Moreover, the assertion that the sutta forms a part of the “caturasiti 

dhammakkhandhasahassa” [ # 6], that it was spoken by all of the twenty- 
eight Buddhas headed by Dipankara [ # 31], and also that the “fruit of 

remembering the Sutta, Vinaya, and Abhidhamma is obtained by reciting f 
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sutta” [see verse 54], removes any doubt concerning its affiliation with 

Theravada tradition. In view of this, a few stray statements like “as 

y Buddhas as grains of sand on the river Ganges” (# 6: anekaya 
aya valokupamehi Buddhehi), or the promise that “one will obtain 

iving together with the Tathagata” (# 33: “Tathagatena so saddhini 
vasam patilabhati”), should not be seen as reflecting an unorthodox 

uence. Indeed, the concluding verse of the sutta “One who sees the 

(3ood Law sees me; one who does not see the Good Law, even if he sees 

e, does not see” (see # 45) seems to reaffirm the true nature of the 

Theravada faith in the Buddha. 
This brings us to the intriguing final sentence (appearing just before the 

yerse of benediction) of the text, claiming that “without a doubt, this (i.e. the 
karavattdra) sutta is spoken by the lord in the Samyutta-Nikaya (“Samyut- 
nikaye idam suttam bhagavata bhasitam nisamsayam,” # 49). This is 

estly incorrect as this sutta cannot be traced to the extant edition of 

e Samyutta-Nikaya or to any other parts of the Pali canon. A possible 
lanation is to take the words “idam suttam” to refer not to the Akaravat- 

irasutta itself, but to the “iti pi so bhagava” formula, the central focus of 

t sutta. This formula is found in the Samyutta-Nikaya (e.g. v, p. 343) 

which might indeed have served as the main source for the author of our 
sutta.10 What then is the significance of the assuring words “nisamsayam”? 

purely, no one would have questioned the canonical source of so well 

known a formula as the “iti pi so bhagava”? 
A more convincing way of solving this mystery is to take the words 

fidam suttam” to refer not to the entire Akaravattarasutta, but to a single 

verse in it, namely, verse No. 55: “yo passati saddhammam so mam passati 
pandito, apassamano saddhammam mam passanto pi na passati.” This is a 

versified rendering of the following words uttered by the Buddha to the 
dying monk Vakkali: “yo kho, Vakkali, dhammam passati so mam passati; 

yo mam passati so dhammam passati. dhammam hi, Vakkali, passanto mam 

passati; mam passanto dhammam passati.” Unlike the “iti pi so bhagava” 

formula, these words are not of common occurrence. The ltivuttaka has a 

variation: (dhammam so bhikkhave na passati, dhammam apassanto na mam 
passati);11 but the Akaravattarasutta rendition in its entirety is attested only 
in the Samyutta-Nikaya.12 The fact that this verse reads like a quotation, 

and that it appears at the very end of the work, lends support to the 

suggestion that the author of the Akaravattarasutta (or of its Vannana, or 
the copyist) wanted to reassure the reader about the authenticity of these 

solemn but less known words of the canon. 
In addition to its interest in fostering the salvific power of the “iti pi so 
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bhagava” formula, the Akaravattarasutta shares the linguistic peculiarity o£ 
irregular geminate consonants with the fourteenth century apocryphal wor] 

mentioned above, namely, the Lokaneyyappakarana, and hence can be ,i 
assigned to the same period. 

A roman transcription of the Pali text and a Summary/Translation is : 
offered below. The following signs have been used: . 

|*| indicates folio No. of MS. ■- 
(?) indicates doubtful reading or meaning. 

<•> indicates irregular geminate consonant. 
Additions in ( ] 

Emendations in () 

[ * 1 - a] AKARAVATTARASUTTA 
■ ! 

(# 1] [*l-b| namatthu. evam me sutam[.] ekam samayam bhagava Rajagah 

viharati Gijjhakute pabbatej.] atha kho ayasma Sariputto yena bhagava ten’ 
upasahkami[,] upasahkamitva bhagavantam abhivadetva ekamantam nisidi[.j 
ekamantam nisinnassa kho ayasmato Sariputtassa parisam olokentassa evam 
parivitakko udapadi [—] ime kho satta chinnamula atittasikkha ye catusu < 
apavesu dhuvam paccanti tesu paccamane te nivarane samatthehi buddha- 
karadhammehi bhavitabbam.13 na h’ ete ettaka yeva buddhadhamma 
bhavissanti[,] anhesam vicinissami ye dhamma bodhikara vijjam(n)[t]’ eva t: 

buddhasetthena gambhiram tipitakattayam pubbake mahesibhi asevitan ti.13 
(# 2] ye keci dupahha puggala attano balataya buddhakaradhamme pi 

ajani[tva] anekakotisahassasamkhyam sabbapapakammam kareyyum. 
tesu manussaghat(t)am (*2 = Ka] kareyyum rajanam va amaccam va 

pa[u]rohitam va balam va koci gonam va mahisam va assam va ghat(t)eyya, 

tattha gahattha matughat(t)adikammam katva sasanato parajikam apajjey-, 
yum[.] pabbajita ’pi tesu buddhavacanesu chinnamula parajikam apajjeyyum? 
te papakammam katva kayassa bheda parammarana Avi(I)cimhi 
upa[pa]jjeyyum. tattha paccamane satte nivarane samattho koci dhammo 
gambhiro nipuno atthi nu kho bhante ti vatva ima gathayo abhasi. 

[ # 3] katham careyyam dhammesu katham nu saranam siya, 
dasavassasahassani timsasahassakotiyo 
parajikam samapanno Avi(i)cimhi upa[pa|jjati. [1] 

cattari satasahassani timsakotisatam pi ca 

samghadisesasamapanno Mahatape upa[pa|jjati. [2] 
satthivassasahassani satavassan ca kotiyo 

thullaccayam samapanno Tapane upapajjati. [3] ^ 

t 

I 

rr 

FV 
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cattari satasahassani cuddasavassakotiyo 

■ pacitta(i)yam samapanno Mahantare (Lokantare) vipacc[t]i. [4] 

? satthivassasahassani ekavassan(-vTsah) ca kotiyo 

| patidesaniyam patva Bherave up<p>apajjati. [5] 
r dum(k)katapattisamapanno Kal®asutte upa[pa]jjati 

navut<t>isatasahassani mahadukkham anubhavi. [6] 
' dub[b]hasitam samapanno Sanjive up<p>apajjati 

navut<t>ivassasahassani dukkham anubhavati so [. 7] 
katham dhamme care macco katham apaya(a) muccate 

l katham careyya dhammesu katham dhammena rakkhati [. 8] 

t [ # 4] yatha ca loke dukkhassa patipakkhabhutam sukham nama atthi 

jvam ca parajikakamme sati tappatipakkhabhutena gambhirena nipunena 
bhavitabbam[.] yatha ca unho sig(kh)i tassa vupasamanabhutam si®talam pi 
atthi evam parajikakammadmi vupasamena nibbanena pi bhavitabbam[.J 

wathapi lamakakammassa patipakkhabhuto anavajjadhammo atthi evam 
>apikaya jatiya sabbesam pan(p)anam khepanato ariyadham- 
no(a)samkhatena [*3-KaJ nibbanena bhavitabbam eva ti vatva gathayo 
ibhasi. 
g’ 

f [#5]14 yatha pi dukkhe vijjante sukham nama kalyano pi ‘ 
yatha pi unhe vijjante si(T)talam vijjati tatha pape vijjante vattati 

s parajikam samapanno katham dhammena rakkhati. [9] 
^ yatha guthagato poso tat®akam disvana purisam(puritam?) 

udaken’ eva dhovita parisuddho mala siya. [10] 
yatha pi byadhito poso vijjamano(e) patikicchako(e) 

l tikicchapeti tarn byadhim arogo sukhito siya. [11] 

i yatha kunapam puriso kanthe bandham jigunchiyam 
| mocayitvana gaccheyya sukhaseri sayamvasi®. [12] 
\ yatha pi kanhavisena damsito puriso thito 
l osadhamantatejena mutto maranato siya. [13] 

t yatha uccaranatdianasmim ka(a)ri®sam u(o?)nac(?naran?)ariyo 
l chadda(?)yitvana gaccheyya anapekkho anatthiko15 [. 14] 
l tathavidham papakammam katham dhammena rakkhati 
r apayamutto yo dhammo desetu amatam padan ti. [15] 

^ [#6] atha sabbadhammesu appatihat(t)anano sammasambuddho buddho 
bhagava panham visajjento Sariputta anekaya Gangaya valukup<p>amehi 

buddhehi avij<j>ahitam caturasitidhammakhandhasahassesu chinnamulanam 
papasamapannanam patthanam patitthanabhutam gambhiram nipun<n>am 

dhammajatam atthi ti vatva kappasatasahassadhikanam catunnam 
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NOTES 

1 Pahhdsa-Jdtaka or Zimme Panndsa (in the Burmese Recension), 2 volumes, ed. P. S. Jain 
Pali Text Society, London, 1981—83. Translated (by I. B. Homer and P. S. Jaini) as 

Apocryphal Birth Stories, 2 volumes, Pali Text Society, London, 1985—86. For a study of % 
the indigenous Chinese Buddhist scriptures, see Chinese Buddhist Apocrypha, ed. Robert 
Buswell, Jr., University of Hawaii Press, 1990. i 

2 The Jataka (Jdtakatthavannana), 6 volumes, ed. V. Fausboll, Pali Text Society (2nd ed.), * 
London, 1964. 'i 

3 A possible exception would be the Buddhapadana, the first book of the Apaddna (Part 1, 
ed. Mary F. Lilley, Pali Text Society, London, 1925, pp. 1—6) of the Khuddaka-Nikaya. 
According to Professor Bechert, this section was composed in Sri Lanka by Mahayana- 
sthaviras and was included in the Pali canon in the first century or in the beginning of the 
2nd century AX). See Heinz Bechert, “Mahayana Literature in Sri Lanka: The Early Phase,* 
in Prajhdparamitd and Related Systems: Studies in Honor of Edward Come, ed. Lancaster 
and Gomez, Berkeley Buddhist Series, I, 1977. 

4 Oskar v. Hintiber, “The Pali Manuscripts Kept at the Siam Society, Bangkok: A Short 
Catalogue^ Journal of the Siam Society, volume 75, pp. 9—74, 1987. 
5 Tr.: Mr. Kon Jambhu and Mrs. Keev, having faith, created (i.e. got made) this manuscript 
of the Akdravattasutra in the Buddha’s Teaching. It exists in the Samyutta-Nikaya. 
6 von Hinuber, op. cit., p. 44. 
7 Culavamsa: Being the more recent part of the Mahavamsa, Part I., tr. Wilhelm Geiger (and 
from German into English by C. Mabel Rickmers), Pali Text Society, London, 1929. 
8 Lokaneyyappakaranam, ed. P. S. Jaini, Pali Text Society, London, 1986. 
9 Ibid., verses 278—84. The following verse, beginning with the second syllable “ti” can be 
cited as a good example: 

tikaro eva tibhavahitakaro tikam oghaparam, 
tisso vijjanupatto tibhavabhayaharo tikkhananasiyutto; 
titthanto aggamaggam paramasukhadado tinnamohandhakaro, 
tinnam lokanam aggo tibhavasukhadado tinnalokam namami. [279] 

10 It should be noted, however, that the formula found in our text is not identical with any ^ 

of its versions attested in the canon. Two parts of this sutta, namely, “so bhagava cakkhu- 
bhuto ... dhammaraja”, and the last line, “sadhu kho pana ... dassanam hoti” are, for 
example, missing in the Ahguttara-Nikdya (ed. Richard Morris, Pali Text Society, London, 
1885, Part H) version (p. 208), which is identical with the Digha-Nikaya (ed. J. Charpender^ 

Pali Text Society, London, 1917, Part I), p. 62. The Samyutta-Nikaya (ed. Leon Feer, Pali 
Text Society, London, 1888, Part V) version (p. 343), is shorter than both. 
11 Iiivuttaka, section 92 (ed. E. Windisch, Pali Text Society, London, 1890). 
12 Samyutta-Nikaya, Pan III, p. 120. 
13 Cf. na h’ ete ettaka yeva Buddhadhamma bhavissare, 

anne pi vicinissami ye dhamma bodhipacana. 
vicinanto tada dakkhim dutiyam sflaparamim, 
pubbakehi Mahesihi asevitanisevitam. The Jataka, I, p. 20. 

i4-i5 cf. The Jataka, I, pp. 4—5 (Nidanakatha, verses 21—32) and Buddhavamsa, ch. II 
verses 10—21 (Buddhavamsa and Cariyapitaka, ed. N. A, Jayawickrama, Pali Text Society, ’^ 

London, 1974). 
16 See note 10. The line “cakkhubhuto ... dhammasamT appears in the Ahguttara-Nikdya l 
(Pali Text Society, London, 1900, Part IB, p. 226), but not as a part of the “iti pi so 

bhagava” formula. 
17 Oh the tradition of the twenty-eight Buddhas, see The Jataka, I, pp. 43—45 (Nidana¬ 

katha, verses 246—51). 

See note 7. 
ft Cf. The Jataka, I (Nidanakatha) verse 189. 

P See note 7. 
P See Samyutta-Nikaya, Part HI, p. 120. 
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BRIAN GALLOWAY 19?/ 

ON MADHYAMAKAVATARA 6.26 

A Wayman, in an article1 that makes some good points about translation 
practice in general, has accused L. de La Vallee Poussin of mistranslating2 

Verse 26 of Chapter 6 of Candrakirti’s Madhyamakavatara;3 he states in 

particular that de La Vallee Poussin failed to translate the particle kyah in 
the Tibetan translation (the only version that seems to be extant). But de La 
Vallee Poussin did translate it, as meme, which is within the range of 
meaning of kyah in general, and which (as we shall see) is a defensible 

translation in this particular verse. Professor Wayman, on the other hand, 
translates it in such a way as to deprive it of most or all of its contrastive 

force. By this means, and also by separating yod from the immediately 
following min, he arrives at an interpretation of the verse that is not borne 

out by the commentary or by the context of the surrounding verses, and 
that is not the sort of thing that we expect a Madhyamika to say in general. 
Here is the verse in question:4 

mi ses gnid kyis rab bskyod mu stegs can / 

mams kyis bdag nid ji bzin brtags pa dan / 
sgyu ma smig rgyu sogs la brtags pa gan / 

de dag ’jig rten las kyah yod min nid // 

de La Vallee Poussin translates: ‘Les conceptions imaginaires des heretiques 
(tirthikas) troubles par le sommeil de l’ignorance, — comme Yatman — et 

les conceptions imaginaires comme les magies optiques, les mirages, etc., 
sont egalement inexistantes du point de vue meme du monde.’5 Wayman 
translates: “The things imagined, according to (misled) personal theories, by 
the heretics corrupted through the sleep of ignorance; the imaginary 

conceptions of phantoms, mirages, and so on; as well as those things 
(horses, water, etc.) which exist according to the world — are (all) 

nonexistent.’6 Now first of all it must be stated that de La Vallee Poussin’s 
translation of tirthika, a translation unchallenged by Wayman, is not in 

accordance with the historical meaning of the word chosen, ‘heretique’, for 
this probably originally Christian term refers to someone who claims to be 

a Christian but really is not one, on doctrinal grounds, in the eyes of those 
deemed orthodox. But tirthika does not mean someone who claims to be 

Buddhist but is not; it means someone who makes no such claim, hence a 
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‘pagan’, ‘heathen’ or more simply non-Buddhist or ‘outsider’. Another point 

concerns bskyod-, this means ‘moved’ or in this context perhaps ‘troubles’, 
but ‘corrupted’ is rather too strong. As for kyan ‘meme’ ‘even’, the force of 
this particle is best understood in the philosophical context of Candraklrti’s 

discourse. He discusses here the well-known ‘two truths’; by the higher truth 
or paramdrthasatya the things of this world can hardly be said to ‘exist’ in 

any meaningful sense; on the lower level of the samvrtisatya we can speak 
of certaiii ‘things’ as ‘existing’, because the standard is more lenient, so to 

speak. But even by this more lenient standard, there are some things such 
as mirages that still do not exist. In the verse under discussion Candrakirti 

writes of this particular group of putative things, and his jig rten las kyan 

‘even by (the standard of] the world’ corresponds to de La Vallee Poussin’s 
du point de vue meme du monde, though one could also suggest meme du 

[point de vue du) monde. That we are dealing with such things that are 
really inexistent not only sub specie aetemitatis but also here below is borne 

out by the examples given of mirages and illusions, and by the commentary, 
which gives the three gunas of the Samkhya school; these by Buddhist 

standards will be inexistent even in the world (the really existing things in 
the world are sense-objects, and the three gunas are certainly not such). 

(Things seen in mirages and the like are not sense-objects, because faults of 
perception are at work.) 

Wayman however believes that this verse concerns both the things that 
do, and those that do not, exist on the level of the world; as examples of 

the former he gives ‘horses’ and ‘water’, which do not occur either in the 

verse or in its commentary.7 In so doing he apparently takes yod with what 

precedes and translates de dag jig rten las kyan yod by ‘as well as those 

things (horses, water, etc.) which exist according to the world’. Thus kyan is 

reduced to ‘as well as’, which is no more than a sort of elegant ‘and’; 
moreover by Wayman’s interpretation kyan ought to have been at the end. 
Moreover, while Candrakirti will say that horses do not exist on the level of 

the paramdrthasatya, we are here (in this verse) dealing with the samvrti 
level, on which horses do exist, as all Madhyamikas affirm, denying the 

charge of nihilism. So it is unlikely that Candrakirti will deny the existence 
of horses here, as he appears to do by the word min. 

And it is difficult to believe that yod does not belong with the following 
min. As M. Hahn in his Lehrbuch der klassischen tibetischen Schriftsprache 

bids us# ‘Man merke als besonderen Ausdruck yod pa ma yin oder kiirzer 

yod pa min “es gibt nicht, existiert nicht”.’8 The even shorter yod min is of 
course often seen in verse. If yod does belong with min, then de La Vallee 

Poussin’s ‘sont inexistantes’ is perfectly correct. 

The commentary is consistent with de La Vallee Poussin’s interpretation. 

It states of the non-Buddhists; bden pa gnis mthoh ba dan bral bas hbras bu 
mi thob par hgyur ro II dehi phyir hdi dag gis gah brtags pa yon tan gsum la 
sogs pa de dag ni hjig rten gyi kun rdsob tu yod pa ma yin pa did do 1 

‘Divorced from the vision of the two truths, they will not attain the fruit. 

Therefore their imaginings, the three gunas and the like, do not exist (even] 
by the samvrti \satya] of the world.’ If, with Wayman, we read yod with 

what precedes, Candrakirti will be made to say that the three gunas do exist 

on the level of the world. And can ma yin or min. without a preceding yod. 
mean ‘do not exist’? Usually yin is a copula, used in such expressions as 

‘A is B’, not a verb affirming the existence of some A. 
The context of the verse also supports the idea that it deals with things 

not existing even by the indulgent standard of the world. The previous 

verse. Verse 25, mentions two kinds of things, those that do exist in the 

world, things perceived by the unimpaired sense organs, gnod pa med pahi 

dban po drug mams kyis,9 and those that do not, the hjig rten did las log pa 

■wrong by the world itself’.10 As the commentary states, gzugs brdan la sogs 

pa gad sig dban po mams la gnod pa yod pa na yul gyi no bo did du snad 
ba de ni hjig rten did la bltos nas log pa yin no 111 ‘Reflections and the like, 

when the sense organs are impaired, appearing as real objects, are 
nonveridical with regard to the world itself’. This topic is mentioned last in 

the verse and in the commentary, so it is not impossible to believe that the 
following verse, Verse 26, continues the topic. Verse 27 also does so, 

opening as it does with mention of the taimirika or mig ni (stc, but should 

this not be nal] rab rib can)2 those with eye disease who see things that 

are not there. Horses and water, then, would seem to be out of place in 

Verse 26. 

Concerning bdag did, literally ‘selfness’, in the absence of any help from 
the commentary we may tentatively interpret this as ‘the [supposed] fact of 

there being a self’, which is the sort of thing that a Buddhist writer would 
consider to be an example of delusion. Wayman, however, reads ‘personal 

theory’, although any theory is in a sense personal to the one who holds it 
and it is usually unnecessary to say so by using a word like ‘personal’. In the 

subcommentary that Wayman consulted, ‘the personal theories are for 

example, the self (atman) and primary matter (pradhana) (bdag dad gtso bo 

la sogs pa)’.'3 Would it not be better to take bdag did itself as ‘self theory’, 
which is then glossed as a theory of self proper (atman) or alternatively of 
pradhana-type self (‘supreme or universal soul’ is given in the Macdonell’ 

dictionary s.v.)? 

Lest this discussion end on too negative a note it should be reiterated 
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that Professor Wayman’s article on translation contains a number of 

important and valuable insights and wisely stresses the literalist side of the 

whole debate among translators; but it is always possible to disagree 

concerning individual words and phrases. 

NOTES 

I “Observations on Translation from the Classical Tibetan Language into European 
Languages”, 1ndo-Iranian Journal 14.3/4 (1972), 161—192. 
; In Le Museon, n.s. 8 (1907), 302. 

3 Bibliotheca Buddhica IX. Madhyamakavatara par Candrakirti: traduction tibetaine (St.- 
Petersbourg, 1912), 105. 

4 From Wayman, op. cit., 186 and de La Vallee Poussin’s edition (see Note 3 above), loc. 
cit. 

5 See Note 2 above; also Wayman, loc. cit. 
Wayman, op. cit., 187. 

7 See Note 3, 105—106 for this commentary. Wayman refers to his earlier “Introduction to 
Tson kha pa’s Lam rim chen mo'\ Phi Theta Annual 3 (July 1952), 53. The horses and 
water may derive from the dGe-lugs-pa subcommentaries to which he refers (without direct 

quotation) here; but if we are not mistaken, dGe-lugs-pa subcommentaries are not even 
binding on all the dGe-lugs-pa, much less on all Buddhists and Buddhologists. 
* Hamburg: Michael Hahn, 1971. 148 (Section 16.1). 
* See Note 3 above, 104. 

Loc. cit. 
II Ibid.. 105. 

Ibid.. 106. 

13 Wayman, op. cit., 187 n. de La Vallee Poussin’s second thoughts on this point (in his 
note on p. 302) seem unnecessary. 

REVIEWS 

l Oskar von Hiniiber: Die Sprachgeschichte des Pali im Spiegel der sudostasia- 

1 tischen Handschriftenuberlieferung (Untersuchungen zur Sprachgeschichte 
; und Handschriftenkunde des Pali I). pp. 29. Akademie der Wissenschaften 

und der Literatur, Mainz. 1988. DM 12.60. 
% 

^Thanks to the work of scholars earlier in this century, especially Sylvmn 

\ Levi and Heinrich Liiders, we now know something about the unattested 

| antecedents of Pali and the other languages of early Buddhism. By 

■ comparing Pali texts with those in Buddhist Sanskrit these scholars were 
’ able to point to anomalous forms which shed light upon the dialects and 

i languages on which the language of those texts was based. 
What is not so well understood, however, is the process by which the 

form of the Pali canon which was commented upon by Buddhaghosa, 
\ Dhammapala and others from the fifth century AD. onwards, has been 

i handed down to us. It seems clear that the Pali canon, as we know it, has 
^been greatly influenced by the writings of the grammarians, and Helmer 

| Smith, in the introduction to his edition of Aggavamsa’s Saddanlti, the great 
' Pali grammatical text composed in Burma in A.D. 1154, stated (p. vi) that 

• Pali as we know it is the product of the 12th century. If we wish to 
^understand the Theravada canon better we must endeavour to find our way 

Jback to an earlier form of Pali. 
f The position with regard to the use of Pali in South-East Asia is 

i particularly complicated. The early western investigators soon found that 
[each Buddhist country in that area had its own tradition, each differing 

j somewhat from its neighbour’s, which made the production of critical 
\ editions of Pali texts a difficult matter. It became clear that, from an early 

[ date, there had been a highly complicated interchange situation, with 
y Buddhism and Buddhist texts being exported from one country to another, 

f and then perhaps being re-imported again at a later date when Buddhism 
j was in decline in the donor country. Buddhism was, moreover, brought to 

; some countries by two or more different routes, with one influx being 
[ superimposed upon an earlier one. In some cases there had been a 

; superimposition of HInayana upon earlier Mahayana Buddhism, and even in 
; a country such as Ceylon, which has been basically HInayana since the in- 
* 

lt\fir>-lrnninn Inttmn/ 1J* Om—i rtm 
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troduction of Buddhism at the time of As'oka, there have been times when 
there was a strong Mahayana influence. We know that there have been 

councils in the various Buddhist countries, at which the canon was freed 
from errors and then recited, although, except for the most recent which 

was held in Burma in 1954—56 to mark the 2,500th anniversary of the 
death of the Buddha, we know little or nothing of the process by which this; 
was done, nor the criteria which were adopted to enable the task to be 

performed. All this makes the unravelling of the history of the Pali language \ 
in the area very difficult. 

The investigations of Professor von Hiniiber himself in North Thailand 

have shown the existence there of early manuscripts of Pali texts which in 
some cases seem to have preserved better readings than those we find in 
the traditions hitherto available to us. In the book under review he gives 
(pp. 15 foil.) the example of the reading aviyattena samannam found in a 
manuscript of the Samyutta-nikaya1 datable to AX). 1549 from Lampang, 
where the PTS edition at S I 7, 13* (7, 23* would seem to be a mistake) 

has avyattena ca samannam. Since the form with the svarabhakti vowel is 

the one to be expected in Middle Indo-Aryan, we can deduce that that is 

the original reading, and those manuscripts which have the conjunct -vy- 
were obliged to augment the pada with a particle (ca or hi) to make it scanj 
when the number of syllables was reduced. The writing of -vy- in this con¬ 
text could be taken as an example of Sanskritisation, although von Hiniiber; 
says “besser ein semi-tatsama” (p. 20). We see something similar at S I 39, 'l 
4*, where the PTS edition reads sabb’ eva vasam anvagu in the cadence of 

an even sloka pada. Here the presence of the group -nv- is suspicious, and 

von Hiniiber is able to point (p. 24) to old Thai manuscripts which have thej 

reading annagu, which shows the assimilation of -nv- > -nn-. 1 

A combination of the confusion of similar aksaras and unusual phonetic 

developments sometimes produces forms which are hard to identify. ! j 
Professor von Hiniiber shows (pp. 25 foil.) how a knowledge of the -4 

common scribal mistakes and emendations current in the countries of 
South-East Asia can sometimes help to uncover the correct reading, 

although it may no longer be extant in any of the traditions. So a knowledgel 

of the facts that the aksaras bha and ha are similar in the Sinhalese and til 
Burmese scripts, and that dra and da can sometimes coincide, gives the 

possibility of reading uddheyyum in place of udrabheyyum at M I 306,12 *| 

(glossed khddeyyum at Ps n 372, 17). This can then be derived from 
*udahheyyum < Sanskrit *ud-asndti, giving a meaning which agrees with -1 

the gloss. 
This excellent monograph raises some interesting questions, which 

perhaps point the way along which further investigations in the field of Pali 
studies should go: 

(1) The first problem is to understand how the superior readings mentioned 
above could have been preserved. In the case of the Thai readings von 
^Hiniiber is able to point (p. 13) to the council held at Chiang Mai in North 

'Thailand under King Tilaka between 1475 and 1477, and it is possible that 
■these readings may be based upon manuscripts which follow the 

•“uncorrected” forms of the texts, i.e. those which had not been brought into 
line with what the holders of the council thought was the authentic reading 
jn each case. This explanation, however, only pushes the problem one stage 
‘further back, for we now need to understand how these superior readings 

’vcould be available in Thailand in the fifteenth century, and had not already 
,been “corrected” before that as a result of councils held earlier. There 
.would seem to be three possible explanations: 

(a) The earlier councils were not as effective as might be thought, and 

[despite the adoption of an approved text, in remote viharas “incorrect” 
ladings were still being copied and circulated. 

(b) Until the 15th century all manuscripts had these superior readings, 
land the inferior “corrections” are of quite recent date — due perhaps to the 
[influence of the medieval grammarians. The fact that all the Theravada 
[[traditions agree about some readings might seem to make this less likely, 

Ibut some such phenomenon certainly seems to be responsible in such cases 
; the total disappearance of certain words and forms, e.g. bdrasa “twelve”, 

•.which must have been in the canon until the time of Aggavamsa, who 
quotes it, although it does not now appear in any tradition of the canon. 

i (c) These superior readings have been introduced into individual 
'traditions at a late date, from some external source, possibly mainland 

’ndia. This theory would explain how it comes about that only the Thai 
[tradition with appabhitassa agrees with the Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit 

[tradition's reading aprabhitasya in the Upalisutta (M I 386, 25* where the 
[other traditions have appahinassa), and why the Burmese tradition 

[preserves kantana at Dhp 275 (cf. Udana-varga XII 9—10 kmtana) where 
[the Sinhalese tradition has santhana. 

1(2) One difficulty in handling Pali texts from South-East Asia is that we do 

[not know enough about the relationship between the pronunciation and the 
[spelling of Pali in the various countries at the relevant times. In particular 

£we know little about the pronunciation of svarabhakti vowels. We know that 

fcven in Sanskrit, as attested by the grammarians and phoneticians, a 
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svarabhakti vowel was introduced into the pronunciation of conjunct 
consonants, and this feature of pronunciation sometimes had an effect, eve 

when it was not written, e.g. the tri-syllabic scansion of the word Indra in 
the Rgveda, and the appearance of vaiyakarana as the vrddhi form of 
vyakarana. There is evidence that at the time of Asoka there was an 
ambiguity about the pronunciation and therefore the writing of conjunct njj 

groups, so that we find hveyu written in the Asokan inscriptions for huv 
(Jaugada, Separate Edicts, 1.6, II.5), presumably because the scribe, 

mistaking the vowel -w- for a svarabhakti vowel, wrongly assumed that it 
was to be ignored in writing although still, presumably, pronouncing it. •n»l 
appearance of the reading avyattena might have been due to Sanskritisatioij 
but it could equally well have arisen in the first place from a scribe writing^ 
a\y- although he pronounced it as aviy-9 i.e. it might in origin have been ai 

discrepancy between writing and pronunciation. 
When we consider the reading anvagu at S I 39, 4* mentioned above, w3 

might assume that the correct reading was anuvagu, with a svarabhakti 
vowel between the two consonants. We can then see that the scribes were - 
faced with the same problem which faced them elsewhere in canonical texts| 

e.g. at Th 500, where arahati occurs in the cadence of an even sloka pada.| 
To make the pada scan they needed to pronounce the word as arhati, 

although they still wrote it as arahati. In the case of anuvagu, they both ^ 
pronounced and wrote it as anvagu. Any tradition, however, which objected! 

to this non-Middle Indo-Aryan form had the alternative assimilated form 
annagu available to them, whereas there was no assimilated form of arahati^ 

available. 
Resolution of a consonant group may also lie behind the diversity of 

readings at Sn 239—40, to which von Hiniiber refers (p. 27). Liiders’ study] 
of this problem (Beobachtungen iiber die Sprache des buddhistischen 
Urkanons, §178) was based entirely on the variant readings listed by *| 
Andersen and Smith in their PTS edition of 1913. Those editors adopted 
the Sinhalese reading ahhamana for both verses, and Liiders regarded this 
as a genuine western assimilated form. The three Burmese manuscripts usedj 

for the edition have asamana, asmamana and asnamana in 239, and 
asamana and asnamana in 240, and von Hiniiber suggests that asamana isj 

derived from *asanana < Sanskrit asnana, i.e. it is an eastern form with aj 

resolved consonant group, with -nana doubtless being “corrected” by a 
well-meaning scribe to the more common participial ending -mana. The 

matter is not, however, a simple opposition between Burmese asamana ~ 
eastern form and Sinhalese ahhamana — western form, because at Sn 239 J 

the two Sinhalese manuscripts also have the reading asamana, and the 
reading ahhamana is an editorial conjecture based upon its occurrence in ; 

|40. The reading asamana will not scan in either Sn 239 or 240, and the 

[jurmese Chatthasangayana edition in fact reads asnamana in both verses, 

he Burmese reading asmamana is doubtless a mistake for asnamana, and 
: should probably explain asamana, not as a “corrected” version of 

|asanana, but as a mistake for *asanamdna, i.e. a resolved form of 
knamana. This reading would only scan if two short syllables were allowed 

[6 stand in place of one long syllable, and it is possible that the scribal 

adition which retained this reading, finding what appeared to be hyper- 

metric Tristubh and Jagati padas, “regularised” the number of syllables by 
flitting one. The Siamese edition, not quoted by any of these scholars, 
ads assamana, an assimilated form, in both verses. 

i) We need to find the best way of describing anomalous features in Pali. 

»me of these are usually explained as being Sanskritisations, and Pali is 
sumed to have undergone the same type of Sanskritisation as we find in 

iuddhist Hybrid Sanskrit. As already noted, however, in this study von 
Iniiber introduces an innovation into our way of considering these 

matures by stating (p. 17) that some of them, e.g. katvd and disva, are 

ither to be regarded as semi-tatsamas. The Indo-Aryan portion of the 
:abulary of Middle Indo-Aryan is normally divided into two categories: 

itsamas where the word is identical with its Sanskrit form, e.g. sama < 
$ama, and tadbhavas, where the word is derived from Sanskrit, but is not 

fentical with it because certain phonological changes have taken place, e.g. 
idesa < pradesa. In New Indo-Aryan the word tatsama is also used of 

^ords borrowed from Sanskrit in their Sanskritic form, e.g. Hind! has the 
tsama sthan{a) < Sanskrit sthana, as well as the tadbhava than(a) from 

te same source. Such borrowing of Sanskritic forms is very rare in Middle 
ido-Aryan, but we could point to the word brahmana in Pali as an 
mple. 

'{ The term semi-tatsama was invented to deal with words which seemed 
t to fit conveniently into either of these two categories. It is normally 
•erved for those words which were borrowed into Middle Indo-Aryan or 

few Indo-Aryan from Sanskrit at a date after the normal phonological 
developments had finished their operation. So we find in Hindi the 

Jadbhava kam(a) < Sanskrit karman. We also find the tatsama karm{a). 
IftThere is, however, a third derivative, karam(a), which represents a 

rrowing of karman into Hindi from Sanskrit at a time when the 
Assimilation of -rm- < -mm- had ceased to operate. Nevertheless, since 

■|being borrowed, a certain amount of Middle Indo-Aryan development has 

*yaken place, viz. the insertion of a svarabhakti vowel, 
f It would seem that Hoemle was the first to use the term “semi-tatsama”. 
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in his Comparative Grammar of the Gaudian Languages in 1880. Beamesjjj 
in his Comparative Grammar of the Modem Aryan Languages of India 

(1872—79), had earlier written of “early and late tadbhavas”, while in hist 
Wilson Philological Lectures on Sanskrit and the Derived Languages 

(delivered in 1877 but not published until 1914) R. G. Bhandarkar wrote cl 
“modem tadbhavas”. In the introduction to their Comparative Dictionary of* 
the Bihari Language (1885) Hoemle and Grierson wrote: "... Mr B earnest 

(pp. 13 foil.) divides tadbhavas into ‘early and late tadbhavas’ and Dr 
Hoemle (pp. xxxviii foil.) divides tatsamas into ‘tatsamas and semi-tatsamas^ 

the two terms ‘late tadbhavas’ and ‘semi-tatsamas’ being intended to 
distinguish those tatsamas which, having been early adopted into Gaudian,^ 

have more or less widely diverged from their Sanskrit prototypes. In this 
Dictionary we have thought it better to limit ourselves to the simpler 

classification into tatsamas and tadbhavas”. Writing on the modem Indo- 
Aryan vernaculars in the supplement to Indian Antiquary LX (1931), 

Grierson stated (§ 68) that the grammarians included under the name 
“tadbhava” those “tatsamas which had been distorted in the mouths of the 

Prakrit-speaking population into apparently Prakrit forms”. These he 
preferred to call “semi-tatsamas”. As he said, “It is evident that, in the 

course of events, the tendency must have been for all tatsamas to become <1 
semi-tatsamas, and for the latter ultimately to become so degraded as to be] 

indistinguishable horn tadbhavas”. 
It appears that neither Pischel nor Geiger makes use of the term “semi- ■ 

tatsama” in their respective Grammars of Prakrit and Pali. Chajteijee 
(Origin and development of the Bengali language, pp. 190—91) writes of 

semi-tatsamas as being “modified loan words”, and refers to “Old BengaliTA 
kasana (< Skt. krsna], now lost, which is based upon a Middle Indo-Aryanj 

semi-tatsama”. Mehendale explained Prakrit tiranhu as being a semi-tatsa 

(< trisnu), and compared it with the New Indo-Aryan numerals in tir 
which he described in a similar way (Bulletin of the Deccan College, Vql. '] 

XIV, pp. 163—67). I have, however, explained tiranhu otherwise (Journal^ 

of the Oriental Institute (Barodd), Vol. X, p. 348). 
When all these scholars wrote, current ideas about the Sanskritisation ofj 

Prakrit which we see in Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit, and to a lesser extent In J 

Pali, had not been much developed, and consequently the terminology 
which they employed, based as it was upon the language of the Prakrit 

grammarians, did not take account of the possibility of Sanskritisation and 1 
back-formation. There are many examples in Pali, e.g. such hyper-forms as 

bruheti (— *buheti), udraya (— udaya), and vyappatha (- *vappatha < 
vakpatha), to show that we are dealing with conscious efforts to SanskritiseJ 

Pali. If we are to regard Pali katva as a semi-tatsama, then we should have 

Ito assume that the users of Pali borrowed the word krtva from Sanskrit, 
|and changed the -r- to -a-, but did not change the -tv- to the expected -tt-. 

bis was perhaps the view of the majority of scholars until recently. They 
would have regarded such Sanskritisms as archaisms and as evidence that 

Pali was at an earlier stage of development than other Prakrits. In the index 
p. 1146) to his edition of Saddaniti, for example, Helmer Smith suggested 

Fa connection between disvd and the rare Sanskrit word drsvan, found only 
Fat the end of compounds, rather than seeing it as a backformation from 
fylissd/dissam < drsya, with -va “restored” by analogy with -tva. As, 
however, von Hintiber himself has shown that the expected change of -tv- 
i< -tt- did take place in Pali, or the dialect upon which it is based, but was 
later replaced by -tv- in all places where the redactors recognised the 

underlying conjunct, we can see that Smith’s suggestion is not correct. 

Where the redactors were confused by the syntax or for some other reason, 
Jhey sometimes omitted to make the change or they made it incorrectly for 
the same reasons, e.g. they wrongly wrote udapatva in place of udapatta, 
which they failed to recognise as a reduplicated aorist < Sanskrit 
^dapaptat. 

tj In the same way, the usage of the term semi-tatsama would only be 

Appropriate as a description of the word avyattena, mentioned above, if we 
Assume that when Sanskrit avyakta was taken into Pali the usual Pali 

.assimilation was applied to the -kt- conjunct but not to the -yy- conjunct. I 
do not believe that this is the situation here. I think that von Hintiber is 

correct in believing that the earlier form of this pada had aviyattena. At a 
later date, either because of pronunciation or because of a conscious 

attempt to Sanskritise, the conjunct -yy- was written, damaging the metre, 
which had to be repaired by the insertion of a particle. 

Ji Neither katva nor avyattena, then, is an example of a semi-tatsama, and 
lyon Hintiber’s terminological innovation would seem to be, if not an error, 
fat best an unnecessary complication in our way of analysing such 

[anomalous features in Pali. It would be preferable to follow the example of 

THoemle and Grierson and confine ourselves to the terms “tatsama” and 
itadbhava”. 

NOTE 

§? The abbreviations of the titles of Pali texts are those adopted by the Critical Pali 
i Dictionary; PTS - Pali Text Society. 
.it ^ 

f Cambridge K. R. NORMAN 
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A BUDDHIST VERSE INSCRIPTION FROM 

ANDHRA PRADESH 

; 1. Indian Archaeology 1974—75 — A Review (New Delhi, 1979, p. 53) 

: reported the discovery of an “inscription, engraved on a plaque . .. written 
L in Pali language and Brahmi characters of about the third-fourth century 

f AX).”, bearing “a stanza on dukha (sic) or misery and on the eightfold 
; path of Buddhism”. The plaque was found at Guntupalle, District West 

f Godavari, Andhra Pradesh. . 

2. Guntupalle, located inland between the Krishna and Godavari Rivers, 

\ was an important centre of Buddhist activity from before the Christian era 
■ until the latter part of the first millennium A.C. Set in a horseshoe-shaped 

; escarpment overlooking a ravine, it has yielded both structural and rock-cut 
remains. The former include a brick caitya-grha, more than thirty votive 

j: stupas, several pillared halls (mandapa), and a brick apsidal sanctuary; the 
i latter a number of celled cave residences (vihara) and a circular caitya-grha. 

: Other finds include limestone images of the standing Buddha in the 
Amaravafi style; pillars, slabs, and other architectural elements, both carved 

; and plain; reliquaries, pottery, and a fair number of inscriptions. The latter 
(numbers 1-3, -7, -8, and -14) establish that the ancient name of the site 

was Mahanagaparvata.1 

3. L K. Sarma gives further details of the inscription mentioned im§l. He 
states that it was found in the vicinity of a large stupa, and “was originally 

* fixed to a stone stump which held the chatravall of the stupa”? 

This inscription, in four lines, was found on a brown squarish slate tablet with raised 
i borders. The characters are quite deep and boldly incised and display closeness to the 

Visnukundin and Salankayana copper plate grants. The language is Prakrit mixed with 
i Sanskrit. The text reveals a Buddhist creed i.e., exposition of four truths (catvari aryasatyani). 
[ ... The present example is a stone plaque with a formula not met with so far in any 
! Buddhist site of the region.3 

[ Sarma does not deal specifically with the date, but includes the text in a 
section on “inscriptions of early 5th and 6th centuries A.D.”. 

4. Sarma reads the verse as follows:4 

1. Dukha Dukhi samutpadam 
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2. Dukhasya va (d) tikkramam 

3. Ariyahca Ajamgikam ma- 
4. dm Dukhopasama sdmikam 

5. This immediately brings to mind a verse found in both Pali and Sanskrit 
The Pali version occurs in the Dhammapada, verse 191, Samyutta- 

nikdya n 185.23, Itivuttaka 17.22—18.2, Theragathd verse 1259, and 
Therigatha verses 186, 193, 310, and 321: 

dukkham dukkhasamuppddam 
dukkhassa ca atikkamam 

ariyah c’ atthahgikam5 maggam 
dukkhupasamagdminam 

The Sanskrit version occurs in the Udanavarga:6 

duhkham duhkhasamutpddam 
duhkhasya samadkramam 

aryam castangikam mdrgam 
duhkhopasamagdminam 

The meaning of the Pali and the Sanskrit is the same: 

Suffering, the arising of suffering, 

the transcendence of suffering, 
and the noble eightfold path 

that leads to the appeasement of suffering. 

6/ The verse also occurs with a variant in line d in the Vidydsthanopama- 

sutra:1 ksemam nirvdmgdminam (“secure, leading to Nirvana”), and in the 
Pratiharyasutra of the Divyavaddna8 with the same variant in line d, plus a 
variant in line b, nirodham samadkramam. It is cited in the Abhidharma- 
kosabhdsya9 and in the Vibhdsdprabhdvrtti on the Abhidharmadipa,10 with 

the same variant in line d.u 

7. The Tibetan versions of the Udanavarga,12 the Udanavargavivarana,13 

the Vinayaksudrakavastu version of the Pratiharyasutra,14 and the Abhi¬ 
dharmakosa15 all maintain the variant in line d (line c of the Tibetan): 

sdug bsrial sdug bshal kun ’byuh dan 

sdug bshal yah dag ’das pa dan 

bde ba mya nan ’das 'gro ba’i 

’phags lam yan lag brgyad pa ste16 
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The verse also occurs in the shorter Tibetan Dhvajdgrasutra,11 with the 
same variant in d, and an additional variant in line b, sdug bshal yah dag 
'gags pa dan. 

8. As an enumeration of the four noble truths, the verse does not occur 

alone in literature: in the Udanavarga (Pasyavarga 27:31—35), the Prati- 
haryasutra, the Dhvajdgrasutra, and the Dhammapada (Buddhavagga 
14:10—14) it occurs as the fourth of a group of five verses dealing with 
sarana, refuge. Both the Abhidharmakosa and Abhidharmadipa quote all 
five verses to illustrate “the meaning of refuge” (saranartha). Four of these 
verses, omitting the verse under discussion, occur together in the “Patna 
Dharmapada” (Saranavarga 13:1—4).18 Thus the verses may be considered 
an early and authoritative group on the subject of refuge. 

9. In the (Mula-)Sarvastivadin tradition the verses occur in two sutras, the 
Pradharya- and the Dhvajdgra-. The former (presumably originally an 
independent text, later incorporated into the Ksudrakavastu and included in 

the Divyavaddna) seems to have been considered their primary source by 
that tradition, since both the Udanavargavivarana19 and the Upayika-tikd on 
the Abhidharmakosa20 refer the verses to it, calling it the Mahapratiharya- 
nirdesa and Mahaprdtihdrya-sutra respectively. Furthermore, the Sanskrit 
Dhvajdgrasutra21 from Central Asia does not include the verses. 

10. In the Samyuttanikdya and Itivuttaka, the verse occurs with a different 

group of verses, identical in both texts, and attributed to the Buddha. Here 

it is introduced by “when one sees the truths of the noble with true 

wisdom” (yato ca ariyasaccani /sammappahhdya passad). 

In the Theragatha and Therigatha the verse occurs five times in the 
context of the spiritual quests of five different individuals, representing die 
stage — meeting the Buddha and hearing the dharma — that leads him or 

her on to enlightenment Thus it is a set formula summarizing the teaching 

of the Buddha. 

11. The question that now arises is whether the Guntupalle verse is 

equivalent to the verse just dealt with, and has been either misread or 

wrongly engraved. Although the photograph published by Sarma (pi. 30) is 

not entirely clear, a number of his readings are questionable, and may be 

improved upon. 

11.1. Sarma reads dukha four times, with various endings; these will be 
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referred to in the order that they occur as 1 to 4 in this section. In all cases 

the initial du- is clear. The -khais also clear, in a well-attested form, but in 

all eases a small superscript appears above it. In 1 the superscript is 
obscure, but in 2, 3, and 4 it appears as a small cross, and may be thus 
recognized as a ka, making the compound -kkha. In 2, Sarma has read the 
superscript as but it is clearly not the semi-circular -i rising from the 

right seen in lines b, c, and d. In 4 Sarma seems to have read the super¬ 

script as -o, which is not attested in the form of a cross, and he ignores the 
subscript, which is clearly -w. 

The only real difficulty, then, is with 1,, since the superscript is unclear 
and since the -kha is about half the height of the other examples. However, 

the superscript may be interpreted as a cross when compared with the other 
examples, and the size may be only an engraver’s vagary: the ka in lines b 
and c, the ya in line c, and the pa in line d are also about half the size of 
the other aksara. Although I have not been able to find any other examples 

of such a miniscule compound ka> neither is a kha with a cross at the top 
anywhere attested; furthermore, the superscript can only be a consonant, 
since 3 has the ending -sya and 4 -u. Thus I would read dukkha as the root 

word in all four cases: dukkha for 1 and 2, dukkhasya (the -sya is clear) 
for 3, and dukkhu- for 4. 

11.2. In line b, the initial dukkhasya is clear. This is followed by a cay and 
not a va as read by Sarma. Since the stone is cracked or chipped, the next 
aksara is unclear; however, from the long vertical ending in a hook curving 
to the left it can be read provisionally as an initial a. The final -ti and 
’mam are clear, but Sarma’s -kra is not — here again there seems to be a 
crack — and it seems more probably to be a -kka, giving us 
-(a)tik(k)amam. 

11.3. In line c, ariyahea is clear, there being no sign of a long a with the 
ya, as read by Sarma. This is followed by an initial a, and then a letter read 
by Sarma as ja. However, the ja is generally much more angular, with a 

distinctive “back” and longer “arms”. Since ta has a long history as a 
shallow half-circle, open to the right, quite identical to either the upper or 

lower half of the aksara, the reading must be -tta. The following amgika is 

clear; since an anusvdra may be discerned over the ka22 it should be read 
as amgikam. This is followed by ma-. 

11.4. Sarma reads the first aksara of line d as dm. However, the distinctive 

“box-head11 and lower circle of ta as clearly seen in lines a and b are absent 
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in the lower figure, and the upper figure is different from the i as seen in 

lines b, c, and d. The letter may clearly be read as two superposed ga's with 

anusvdra. With the final ma of line c, this gives us maggarru This is followed 
by dukkhuas noted in §11.1 above, after which the -pasama is clear, 
giving us dukkhupasama. 

11.5. The last three letters have been read by Sarma as samikam. The first 

does not resemble the sa of lines a, b, and d, and is clearly ga. The second 

is mi. The third does not have the crossbar bending downwards of the ka\ 
it appears to be a notched, box-headed na with anusvdra above, although 
the horizontal base is not clear. This would give -gaminam. 

12. On the basis of the above, I would read the verse as follows:23 

1. du(k)kha[m] dukkhasamutpddam 
2. dukkhasya ca (a)tik(ka)mam 
3. ariyahea attamgikam ma- 
4. ggam dukkhupasamagami(na)m 

13. It is much easier to read an inscription if one knows beforehand what 

it says, and it is also much easier to read things which are not there if one 
assumes that one knows beforehand what it says. In the present case, there 
is sufficient evidence, both internal — from the inscription itself — and 
external — from inscriptions of the same period and region — to conclude 
that the Guntupalle inscription contains a version of the Dhammapada and 
Uddnavarga verse. My reading is tentative, and based on a rather unsatis-' 
factory photograph; I hope that someone more skilled in palaeography and 
with access to a better copy may some day improve on it.24 

14. Since the ta in samutpada and the -sya in dukkhasya are clear, the 
language of the verse may be described as Prakrit or Pali showing Sanskrit 
influence. 

15. The verse is also known from an inscription from the old city of U 

Dan, Subarrnapuri, Thailand.25 A baked clay tablet found there, broken in 
half, bears on one side the ye dhamma verse in Pali, on the other a 

fragmentary verse clearly equivalent to Dhammapada verse 191:26 

1. dukkham dukkhasamu [ppadam dukkhassa ca ad-] 
2. kkamam ariya [hcatthangikam maggamj 
3. dukkhupasama [gaminam] 
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16. The editor dates the script, which may be described as (South-east " 

Asian) Pallava,27 to the 11th century B£. [7th C.E.J. The script shows some 
relationship to that of the inscriptions of the Andhra region. 

17. From Sarma’s statement about the find-spot of the Guntupalle inscrip¬ 
tion cited above and from the association of the 0 Dan inscription with the 

ye dharmd verse, it is probable that in both cases the tablets were enshrined 
within stupas. In the Theragatha and Therigatha the verse plays a role 
identical to that of the ye dharmd verse in the spiritual careers of both 

Sariputra and Mahamaudgalyayana: a summary of the Buddha’s teaching, 
the hearing of which leads to a “conversion”. But in sharp contrast to the 

omnipresent ye dharmd verse, found in countless epigraphs throughout the 
ancient Buddhist world, the present verse is known from only two inscrip¬ 

tions. Inscriptions dealing with the four truths are rare, and only one other 
is known from India: a four line prose passage from a sutra “in letters of 

the late Kushana period” on a fragment of the top of a stone umbrella from 
Samath.28 The language and text are very close to that of Samyuttanikaya \ 
425.14, with interesting differences in case endings.2’ 

18. Several other inscriptions dealing with the four truths have been found 
in Thailand: 

18.1. a verse on the tivattam dvadasakaram dhammacakkam, untraced in 
literature, known from: 

(1) the base of a stone dharmacakra from Nagara Pathama, in Pallava 
Script of the 12th—14th century B£. [7th—9th GE.J;30 

(2) the hub of a stone dharmacakra from Nagara Pathama, in Pallava 
script of the 12th—14th century B.E.; other parts of the wheel give the 
sacca, ham, etc. in detail;31 

(3) a broken stone pillar from Jap Campa, Labapuri, in Pallava script of 

the 12th—14th century B.E. Here it follows the ye dhamma verse, and is 
followed by a number of canonical verses;32 

18.2. verses and prose that explain the tivatta-dvadasakdra from Vat 
Jambhuveka, Nandapuri, inscribed on a stone footprint of the Buddha 

(<buddhapddd), along with the ye dhamma verse, in Khmer script dated to 
about 1800 BE. [1300 C.E.J33 

NOTES 
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31 give a good picture of the structure, layout, and appearance of the monuments, and the 
nature of some of the finds. See also D. Mitra, Buddhist Monuments\ Calcutta, 1971, pp. 
44—46, 216—218, and photos 132 to 134. Sarnia's work includes further discoveries made 

during excavations that he conducted in 1975 and 1976. 
3 Pp. 64—65, Here Sarma refers to five lines of text, but on pp. 67 and 81 to four, as in 
photograph 30. I assume that this is the same inscription because he gives the same number. 

1-13, in all cases. 
3 P. 81. Sarma also refers to Annual Report on Indian Epigraphy. 1974—75. which is not 

available to me. 
4 P. 82; numbering, lines, capitalization, and punctuation as given by Sarma. 
5 VJ., SN, Thy ariyatthangikam. References are to editions of the Pali Text Society, London. 

6 Ed. F. Bernhard, pt 1, Gottingen, 1965, ch. 27, verse 34. 
7 E. Waldschmidt, Kleine BrahmiSchriftrolle, Gottingen, 1959, p. 6, verse 15. 

8 Ed. E. B. Cowell and R. A. Neil, rep. Delhi 1987, p. 164.13. 
9 Ed. P. Pradhan, Patna, 1975, p. 217.15 (ad 4:32); ed. Swami Dwarikadas Shastri, pt. ii, 

Varanasi, 1971, p. 630.13. 
10 Ed. P. S. Jaini, Patna, 1977, p, 127.11. 
11 A parallel to tine d of the Dhammapada and Udanavarga occurs in the Gandhari 
Dharmapaday ed, J. Brough, London, 1962, verse 247d, p. 158: dukha-vasama-kami’a. 
12 The Tibetan Tripitaka, Peking edition, rep. Tokyo-Kyoto, 1955—1961, no. 5600, vol. 

119, mfion pa*i bstan bcos, du, 33a8 (p. 69.3.8). 
*3 Ed. M. Balk, vol ii, Bonn, 1984, p. 762.7, 12. 
w The Tibetan Tripitaka, no. 1035, vol. 44, *dul ba, ne, 49bl (p. 142.1.1). 
15 The Tibetan Tripitaka, no. 5591, vol. 115, mrion pa’i bstan bcos, gu, 213a3 (p. 201.3.3). 
16 The Tibetan given here is that of the Udanavarga; the Vivarana does not give the verse in 

full, while the Kosa phrases it differently. 
17 The Tibetan Tripitaka, no. 959, vol. 38, mdo, lu, 293a2 (p. 285.3.2). 
18 G. Roth, “The Language of the Arya-Mahasamghika-Lokottaravadins”, in H. Bcchert, ed.. 

The Language of the Earliest Buddhist Tradition, Gottingen, 1980. p. 117. 
19 Op, cit. p. 759JO, cho 'phrut chen po bstan pa las. 
20 The Tibetan Tripitaka, no. 5595, vol. 118, mrion pal bstan bcos, tu, 249b7 (p. 198.1.7), 

cho \phrul chen po'i mdo las. Since the verses are not given in full, the verse under 

discussion is omitted. 
21 Ed. E. Waldschmidt, Kleine Sanskrit-Texte, Heft iv, Bruchstiicke Buddhistischer Sutras aus 
dem Zentralasiatischen Sanskriikanon, rep. Wiesbaden, 1979, pp. 43—53; Kleine Brdhmi 

Schriftrolle, pp. 8—13. 
22 Anusvdra appears as an open circle at the end of line a, but as a solid dot at the end of 
line b, after what I have interpreted as mz in tine c, and at the beginning and end of line d. 

The mark here appears as a squashed open circle. 
23 Uncertain readings are enclosed in parentheses, additions in square brackets. 
24 I am grateful to Prof. B. N. Mukheijee of Calcutta and Prof. O. von Hiniiber of Freiburg 
for having gone through the Guntupalle and 0 Don inscriptions with me and having offered 

valuable suggestions. 
23 First published with photographs in the journal of the Thai Fine Arts Department, 
Silpdkara, 10th year, voL 1,2509 {1966] pp. 81—82, and reprinted without photographs in 
Subhabarma na Pahchah Vivddhandkdra an khian bhdsd pali nai prahdesa daiy, Bangkok, 

2529 [1986] p. 28. 
26 The photographs are blurred. Line 1 is very unclear, but lines 2 and 3 are clear enough 
to confirm the editor's readings. The phrases in square brackets are a restoration of the 
missing portions from the Dhammapada, as given by the editor. The reproduction of the ye 
dhammd verse is clearer, and has been read correctly. 
27 The description of the script as “old Khmer” tkhAm k.. .u- —? 
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the Museum of Archaeology at Sarnath, rep. Delhi 1972, p. 230, *D(c) 11; B. Majumdar, A. 
Guide to Sarnath, Delhi. 1937, p. 105. 

The question of case endings of the four truths has been dealt with in detail by K. R. -.1 

Norman. The Four Noble Truths: A problem of Pali Syntax', in L. A. Hercus (ed.), - 
Inch)logical and Buddhist Studies, Volume in Honour of Professor J. W. de Jong on his 
Sixtieth Birthday, 2nd. ed., Delhi, 1984, pp. 377—391. 

Subhabarrna, p. 37. 
yi Subhabarrna, pp. 34—36. 

Subhabarrna, pp. 21—27. 

Subhabarrna, pp. 29—33. 

Bangkok, Thailand 

LYNE BANSAT-BOUDON 

THE LASYANGAS IN BHARATA’S THEATRE TREATISE 

TWO EXPOSITIONS, TWO REALITIES 

Both in Bharata’s Natyasastra and in the Abhinavabhdrati, its commentary 
by Abhinavagupta, there are some concepts made conspicuous to the 

reader’s attention through their many occurrences. Among them, the 
Idsyahgas, dealt with in no less than two long accounts in the Natyasastra — 

namely: one in chapter XIX, the itivrttadhyaya, treating of the plot, and the 
other headed taladhyaya, or rhythm chapter — and celebrated in many a 

place by the Abhinavabhdrati for their beauty, theatricality and absolute 
perfection. 

For after all, why should there be two expositions on the Idsyahgas in 
Bharata’s treatise? As a vigilant reader, but, most of all, as an accomplished 
exegete, Abhinavagupta reveals and demonstrates that the answer is to be 
found in the Natyasastra itself,1 in that chapter XIX where the Idsyahgas are 

being first investigated. Such is the answer: the Idsyahgas in chapter XIX are 

but fragments (indifferently termed amsa or bhaga in the Abhinavabhdrati) 
borrowed from those Idsyahgas fully stated in chapter XXXI. Abhinava- 
gupta’s thesis is a daring one, insofar as no commentator before him would 

have contemplated such an idea —* which he supports by putting forward 
two arguments of a different nature. 

The first one is rooted in karika 138 which closes, in chapter XEX, the 
development about the Idsyahgas, and whereby the reader is duly warned 
by Bharata himself against the fragmentary character both of the definitions 
which have just been given and of the object just defined. The text reads as 
follows: 

etesam lasyavidhau vijheyam laksanam prayogajhaih 

tad ihaiva tu yan noktam prasahgavinivrttahetos2 tu 

“It is in the exposition on the lasya [in chapter XXXI] that those 
who have a knowledge of representation must derive the exact 

definition of these [Idsyahgas]. The reason for not formulating 

that definition at this stage is the desire to avoid any redundancy.” 

Abhinavagupta thus comments: 
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COURT BRAHMANS OF THAILAND AND THE 

CELEBRATION OF THE BRAHMANIC NEW YEAR 

| 

•r 

The Evidence of the People of Ayudhya (Kham Hai Gan Chao Grung Gao), 

( riflnmnYinjnrii ) a history of that kingdom, first mentions a royal instal¬ 
lation ritual in a myth of kingship. Formerly, a Rsi performing austerities 
near a lake came upon a boy child lying in the heart of a blooming lotus 
with divine ornaments beside him. Realizing that the child was a person of 
great merit, the sage prayed for a miracle in the form of milk flowing from 
his finger. With this divine nourishment, he raised the boy to manhood and 
by ritual sprinkling consecrated him king over the people.1 The chronicle 
goes on to report the installation of King U Thong (wiinvanai) whose 
consecration was performed by Brahmans imported from Benares to carry 

out the installation ceremony according to authentic ritual.2 In another 
history, The History of Siam (Phra Rachaphongsamadan Kntng Sayam 

(wjmt’Mjriiivmn'jJrt'uiu), Brahmanic rituals of consecration of cities and 
kings occur) regularly in various reigns from the beginning of the Ayudhya 
period onward.3 

In these chronicles of Thailand, as in Cambodian inscriptions, the role of 
Brahmans in the monarchy is shown to be vital. In the process of expanding 
and maintaining their kingdoms against ritual sovereigns, constructing and 
administrating new cities, consecrating protective deities, establishing 

religious cults that support monarchic ideologies — in short, in war and in 
peace — kings have to depend on the knowledge and expertise of Brahmans 

who are chaplains and ministers, as well as doctors and court poets.4 

Although their roles have diminished or been taken over by non- 

Brahmanic ritual and religious personnel — Buddhist monks and village 
elders — the significance of the rites has not entirely changed but is 
subsumed under unnamed, or renamed, categories of rituals often 

performed without an awareness of their Brahmanic origin. Even before 

their advent into Southeast Asia, Buddhism and Brahmanism in India have 
existed in the same cultural continuum sharing precepts and practices that 
are the foundation of their differences. It is natural, therefore, that the same 
religions in Southeast Asia are not always neatly separable. Yet, there are 

differences between the two religions that the centuries have not reconciled. 
These differences, muted by mutual respect between both religions, are 

seldom displayed. The seams of contradiction, however, are nowhere more 

Indo-lranian Journal 33: 21-51, 1990. 
© 1990 Kiuwer Academic Publishers. Printed in the Netherlands. 
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evident than in the person, and everyday life, of the royal Brahmans who 

are charged with the performance of public ceremonies. 
Some of the most visible and elaborate rituals are connected with 

kingship — the royal person, and the welfare of his family members. In the 
broadest sense, rituals performed for a king differ only in degree, not in 

kind, from those of commoners. The Vedic royal consecration, the 
Rajasuya, for example, consecrates a man who has strength and dominion 

over others, but who is a common sacrificer, a yajamana.5 Epic and 
medieval texts emphasize the king's being a portion of the divinity of Visnu, 

but theologically speaking not only kings but commoners and, indeed, the 

entire universe are materially emanated from god.6 Medieval theism, 
particularly the bhakti movements, urges ordinary men to be reabsorbed in 
the divine through devotional contemplation.7 In this sense, the divinity of 

kings is a differentiated status in political rather than philosophical and 
religious terms. In the latter perspectives, the essential form and idea of 
rituals do not differ qualitatively for kings and commoners. 

Why, then, are Brahmans necessary for rituals connected with royalty 

when similar rites performed for commoners do not require the officiation 
of Brahmanic priests? The)retaining of court Brahmans in royal rituals, in 
contrast to their dispensability in commoners’ rituals, indicates not only an 
ideological importance of Brahmanism for the monarchy, but also the wish 
to make manifest symbols of kingship and a well-defined conceptual sphere 
constituted by these symbolic forms in the case of a royal person but not in 
the case of a commoner. In royal ceremonies, Buddhist-Brahmanic 
polarities are displayed with splendor, and functional differences between 
the two religions alone do not suffice to explain the coexistence of two sets 
of rituals and their corresponding concepts. Each religion has a theory of 
kingship and supporting legends that might have been employed to the 
exclusion of the other. The explanation for and the manner of their 
coexistence must be sought elsewhere in addition to their complementary 
functions, if, indeed, these functions are complementary. 

Although Buddhism is the state religion of Thailand, and Brahmanism 
has long diminished in religious and ritualistic significance, the culture 

carries complexes of ideas and practices that cannot be clearly identified as 
belonging to one or the other sectarian tradition. The real situation does not 

conform to textbook descriptions of doctrines. It is the real situation that 
we wish to describe, in the forms that have emerged from cultural inter¬ 

actions, with reference to scriptural sources that have sought to prescribe 
these forms in their ideal states. 

The best place to begin our description is the Brahman Temple of 

IIP 
Bangkok. When King Rama I began the building of Bangkok, he placed the 

HI Brahman Temple, juxtaposed to the Wat Suthat ( infjriflu ), at the center of 
the city. Between these two religious edifices stands a giant red swing where 

yearly Brahmans used to swing to celebrate the descent of the gods on 
earth. The placement of the temple juxtaposed with a Buddhist temple, in 

pS, accordance with the ancient tradition, betokens a high estimation of 

Brahmanic efficacies at the time of the founding of the city 200 years ago.8 
Today as the traffic roars past the Temple gate, the three temples of Siva, 

Ganesa, and Narayana welcome few steady worshippers. Pa$sersby make 

• • gestures of reverence as they walk past the figure of Brahma in the court¬ 
yard. Otherwise the temple guards its mysteries behind a plain facade of 
white stucco, with few architectural ornamentations except a pair of heavy 

fjg red-painted wooden doors. 

The two temples of subordinate presiding deities, Ganesa and Narayana, 
are functionally closed. Only the main temple is in use. It is dedicated to 

pf Siva, and the sectarian identity of the Temple is Saiva. Its interior contains a 
J large hall flanked by two narrow aisles, separated from the nave by large 
^ square pillars. At one end of the hall stands the altar containing images of 

- dancing Siva and his consort Parvatl, the goddesses Uma, Mahesvari, and 
?LaksmI, the flute-playing Krsna with Radha, Visnu in various avatars, four¬ 

faced Brahma, and a pair of Siva-figures astride his bull Nandi. Central 
1 £ among the images is a standing figure of Visnu in his avatar as a Buddha in 

a fear-dispelling attitude, wearing the yajnopavlta of a twice-born. Before 

the group of deities, flowers and incense add bright colors to the whiteness 
of the chapel pervaded by the fragrance of an old-fashioned scent. 

A desk stands by the entrance where the astrologer sits, making calcula- 
i tions on a piece of paper in consultation with his handbook of stars. He 

gives advice and dispenses appropriate mantras. Beside the astrologer, few 
| other Brahmans are present, dressed in white dhotis and white shirts, their 

long hair coiled in chignons at the back of the heads. Their wives and 
> : children, who live closeby, make for a homely atmosphere, in contrast to a 
| Buddhist temple that derives a characteristic sanctity from the monks’ 

'■& celibacy. 

'■ Visitors to the temple come to seek remedies, to remove the ills and 
woes of everyday life. Brahmans, as a part of their priestly duty, talk over 

|: personal problems of people who seek their advice. Other visitors fre¬ 
quently come from the Department of Fine Arts and the Office of Royal 

Ceremonies to confer on matters of royal and official Brahmanic cere¬ 
monies. A cycle of annual and monthly rites, and other minor ones — 

performed for the royal family, the government, and private commissioners 
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— give the royal Brahmans a year-round busy schedule. Householders also 

come to ask Brahmans to perform private rituals. Although Brahmans are 
sought after primarily to perform ceremonies, particularly those that dispel 

inauspicious things, they think of themselves also as religious teachers who 
give spiritual assistance and lead people to the path of dharma. 

The number of Temple Brahmans has greatly decreased. Formerly there 
was a strong tradition in Nakhonsithamarat ( umfFliiiunV ) in the south 
of Thailand. After the fall of Ayudhya, court Brahmans fled Burmese 
soldiers and carried their ritual texts to that city. King Rama I of the Cakri 

(Ttv! ) dynasty brought some Brahmans from Nakhonsithamarat, and 
others from Phathalung ( wrvaj), to Bangkok to restore court rituals and to 

perform the royal coronation. The southern tradition meanwhile has lost its 
vigor altogether, and the temple was closed down. 

Traditionally members of the royal families regularly patronize certain 

Brahman families. The ancestors of the last Rachakhru (niVn ) (Skt. 

Rajaguru) have been attached to the court of the Uparaja (Wang Na 
-iivivh in Thai) since the reign of the fourth king. Brahmans from that 

family perform ceremonies for the royal family today. Eight Brahmanic 
families still produce sons who undergo the ordination and actively carry on. 
tradition through ritual performances and the study of texts, the sastra. 

THE TRADITION 

Brahmanic status is passed down from father to son regardless of the 
mother’s lineage or social status; marriages are made not only among 

Brahmanic circles. This practice is made possible by the fact that social 
hierarchy in Thailand has never been formally conceptualized; social 

disparities exist with a degree of fluidity and intermarriages among the 
strata. A than may become a Brahman-priest through a Brahmanic 

patrilineal descent and his own desire to be ordained when he comes of 

age. 
In Thailand today, there are few compelling reasons to do so. To many 

Thais, Brahmanism is an anachronism associated with irrational and 

superstitious religiosity. An ordained Brahman is a conspicuous presence in 
the everyday worldly pursuits because of his long hair worn in a chignon. A 

Brahman can think of four reasons to become ordained: to continue the 

learning and tradition, to honor and worship the gods, a sense of gratitude 

and obligation to the ancestors, and a duty to society. According to an 

older Brahman, he became a Brahman after haivng been ordained as a 
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monk for a year. He was an only son of a Brahman in Nakhonsithamarat, 

and the only Brahman left to officiate in the temple of that city. At the 
urging of senior Brahmans in Bangkok, he was ordained in order to keep 
alive Brahmanism in the south. For several years he shuttled between the 
temples in Bangkok and in his native city, until the latter was closed down 
and he was permanently installed in the capital. 

. The perception of their history and tradition, according to the son of the 
late Rachakhru, is as follows. There has never been one centrally structured 
Brahmanic tradition. There are official posts for Brahmans specified by the 
Three-sealed Code of Law, enacted in the first reign. Officially, only the 
Temple in Bangkok has the power to ordain Brahmans. In reality, however, 

because traditional learning and ritual knowledge are passed down in the 
family, or from a teacher to pupils in his school, there are many branches of 
independent Brahmans. Historically as well, there were few connections 

between different groups of Brahmans who came from India at various 
times and were either attached to certain kings, or became prominent 
officiants in their geographical areas. Each group of Brahmans had its own 
ritual texts and mantras, and transmissions between the groups occurred 
culturally When a vassal kingdom received the influences of its suzerain. 

Authentic Brahmans have been and are dispensable because their official 
positions in the government can be filled by non-Brahmans, and Brahmanic 
rites can also be performed by monks and respected elders for the common 
people. Brahmanic tradition and learning have become by and large mixed 
with Buddhist and folk practices, or they have become nominally Buddhist. 

Specifically reported by our source are such as the tantric Saiva rituals, the 
knowledge magic of the Atharvaveda, war rituals called the Science of 
Weaponry (thanurasat tyuhirn, Skt. Dhanuhsdstra). Furthermore, real 

Brahmans are reluctant to give out their knowledge and practice because of 
their belief that knowledge is received from the teacher (rab cak khril 

funnn-j ) who also is blamable when his teaching is wrongly used. As a 
result of their substitutability, Brahmanism and Brahmanic ceremonies, and 

recitations, have been absorbed into the culture, and performed “according 
to tradition” (tarn prapheni mmltttwri), often without an awareness of 
their Brahmanic origin. 

A reconciliation with imperfect ritual correctness is made by an explana¬ 
tion that the heart and the intentions of the performers are the important 
thing, rather than the actual performance itself. Brahmans maintain, 

however, that when monks and elders perform Brahmanic rituals, they do 
not utter the correct mantras; nor do they know they real meanings of the 
performance. 
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SACRED TEXTS AND LANGUAGE 

The Rachakhru’s ancestors came from an unspecified area in South India. 

Their sacred texts are written in modified grantha script (akson chiang 
phriim wiunTluJNnmna ), a medieval script related to modem Tamil. 
Thai Brahmanic grantha has been influenced by the Khmer cursive forms as 
well as usage in Thailand, so that it has distinctive characteristics of its own. 

The stylized, melodious chants of Brahmans seem also to be of a mixed 
origin of South and Southeast Asian melodic patterns and intonations. Most 
Brahmans at the Temple can chant, but only a few can read the script of 
the sacred texts. Some can read the grantha script phonetically, but their 

knowledge of Sanskrit and other Indian languages is negligible. 
Texts have been in the family from the Ayudhya period. After the 

Burmese war, the family fled to the South. A number of these Thai books 
(sarnut thai hufitnu , samut khoi ) have been lost or damaged. 

The depository in Nakhon.sTlhamarSt lost its collection. When Prince 
Damrong became the director of the National Library, a collection was 
donated and otherwise acquired. Some texts have been transcribed by John 
Marr,” and Neelaakantha Sarnia.1" Marr shows that there are definite 
affiliations with devotional songs of Tamilnadu such as the Saiva hymns of 
Manikkavacakar and the Vaisnava hymns of Antal, among others." Ritual 
texts show tantric influences (ritualization of syllables), among others. Texts 

donated to the library are only a part of the collection, and the heart of the 

sacred and ritual texts remains securely guarded in the possession of its 
owners. Other texts of this sort most probably exist in private hands and 

are yet to be studied. If a search were carried out, different textual 
traditions possibly will come to light in the process. Although grantha script 
cannot be read fluently by Brahmans, ritual handbooks are functional for 
such performances such as the Tripavai and the Triyampavai ceremonies 

which will be described below. 

BRAHMANIC EDUCATION 

Brahmanic education takes place strictly in the family. Each family, or 

teacher's establishment (sdmnak acan -Siuntrwnu ), guards its sacred 
knowledge and texts with utmost secrecy. In the ritual and social circles of 

Brahmanic families, of which several remain without producing ordained 
Brahmans — male children grow up observing how rituals are performed, 

learning how to read and recite texts with proper intonations, studying 
astrology. Such knowledge is not often set down in writing or made public; 
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and through this familial channel, strains of tradition, ancient and not-so- 
ancient, are preserved, often without the Brahmans’ conscious awareness. 
Their sense of history and genealogy is not vital; and they do not have the 
meticulous, constant ritualism of their Indian counterparts. 

A royal Brahman relates that he grew up as an ordinary Thai boy, not 
having undergone the tonsure and ordination ceremonies at an early age. 
His family maintains contact with India, and he was taught from childhood 
by Indian swamis. He witnessed official ceremonies and participated in the 
First-plowing ceremony from the age of ten. Because of his interest in 
photography, he was given the job of photographing events and was thus 

accountable for ceremonial details. On a daily basis, he was also informally 
taught how to read the Brahmanic calender in order to fix auspicious times. 
He went to the university and became ordained on his father’s death to 
carry on the tradition, while his older brothers turned to other professions. 
His younger brother, now ordained, attends the university in regular 

clothing and wears white Brahmanic habit only on religious occasions. 

BRAHMANIC RITES IN A BUDDHIST MILIEU: AN OVERVIEW 

According to our source, the son of the late Rachakhru, personal daily 

rituals of a Brahman are not many. He does not say the gayatri, nor does he 
maintain the sacred fires. He prays (suat mort rli«um«rf) when there is 
time, and reviews the learning (micha kan TTimi ), rituals, dharma. He 

tries to practice dharma in order to calm his mind for making merits (kusan 
, Skt. kusala) for the gods, the ancestors, and for himself. He is a 

devout Buddhist, but also does daily piijas. When an appropriate mantra 

cannot be found for proper worship, a gesture in its stead suffices. Often, 
rites that are purely Brahmanic are performed in the private circles of 
priests; these take place late at night or the very early hours of the morning 
and are finished by dawn. Outsiders are not present on these occasions. 

There are two main divisions of Brahmans: phram phrthibdt wnvmtu 

> and phram phithl wnv\urum , or, says our source, black and 
white respectively. The former’s area of efficacy includes magical and occult 

rituals, and those having to do with inauspiciousness, unnatural deaths, and 
destruction, such as war. This category died out after the sixth reign. Its 
rituals have been taken over by phram phithl, including elephant cere¬ 

monies (because elephants are war weapons involving death and destruc¬ 
tion); the purification of abodes or cities from inauspicious and impure 

elements of lingering souls that have died unnatural deaths in accidents, 
homicides, and suicides; the blessing of soldiers and weapons. Qur Brahman 
equates impurity with inauspiciousness by saying that such rituals purify 
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(itham said rricUnr ) and get rid of inauspicious things (tham hai 
prdtsactik sing apamonkhon rWlvid-nfiTiriaraxJu-ifva ). The latter 
division of Brahmans, phrim pithi, performs rituals of auspiciousness such 

as honoring the gods. Adherents of both groups may worship any god of 
choice, and the division is not made on a sectarian basis. Rituals are 
of three kinds: royal rituals (rdchaphithi iviid), official state rituals 
(rathaphithi i'tvft), and private citizens’ rituals (ritsadon phithi 

■nurj-jvft). 
According to our source, he performs private rituals for the welfare of 

individuals in the course of everyday life (damnoen chimit chioban 

miuuVtaV'num )• They are such as the rites of passage — cutting the fire 
hair (phom fai uulvl the hair that is ceremonially clipped by a Brahman 

when the baby is one month old12), naming ceremony, singing at the cradle, 

tonsure, etc., ceremonies for house constructions, and memorials for the 
ancestors^ It appears that each has his specialties and does not perform 
certain rituals. Royal ceremonies are private ceremonies, such as rites of 

passage, performed for the royalty. State ceremonies are performed 
specifically for public events, such as the laying the comer stones of 
government buildings, the consecrations of public monuments and shrines, 
commemorations of the city pillar and memorials of war heroes. Sometimes 

royal and state ceremonies are combined. In 1988, for example, the 
celebration of the king’s birthday entailed a presentation of sacred water 
collected from the provinces; this personal, royal ceremony was an official 
occasion on which the branches of Government expressed its loyalty on 

behalf of the people. The Ministry of Interior sponsored a ritual, in which 
Buddhist and Brahman priests joined in the ritual to sanctify the waters. 
Another ceremony which combines the royal and state rituals is the annual 
bathing of the Emerald Buddha, an event officiated by Brahmans and 

personally performed by the king on behalf of the nation. 
According to our source, the forms of rituals are flexible: they can be 

modified and ornamented, made long or short, to suit the occasion and the 
desire of the commissioner. The commissioner is equivalent to the Sanskrit 

sacrificer, yajamdna, who in Thai is called the inviter, phu choen qftty . 
The practice of a real sacrifice in which an offering is killed is not accept¬ 
able in Buddhist Thailand, and the idea of sacrifice is merely suggested by 
the presence of a pig’s head, among other non-vegetarian food offerings of 

various kinds. According to the son of the late Rachakhru, such offerings of 

living beings are a reminder of dharmic teachings against killing and are 

meant to incite compassion. 
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The same Brahman relates that there are different paths (thing doen 
leading to the heart of the ritual (hua cai khong phithi tfiTvtdj'wl), 

the knowledge of which is transmitted from the teacher to his pupil. The 
priest’s task is to devise a ritual that fits the occasion and demand of the 

commissioner, and the complete fulfillment of his role consists in the ability 
|to lead the assembly of worshippers through these paths to the heart of the 

ritual. The commissioner and other participants in the ceremony are not 
privy to the mysteries of the sacrament. They are witnesses, outsiders to 
the transaction between the sacred and its intermediary who leads the 
congregation through the necessary gestures and utterances to the goal of 

the ritual. This goal comprises what he calls the aims of life — comfort 
{khwam sabai rmuifuiu), society (sangkhom &ou), and liberation 

(khwam lud phon atoumhu). The true object of a ritual is dharma and 
moksa, or alternately: the outward forms of ritual serve to modify the mind. 
tit, leading it to the ultimate goal.13 

V The practical, immediate object of the ritual is to honor the gods and the 
souls of places and ancestors by offering food and gifts. The manner of 
honoring them is that of greeting a guest in the traditional way that is now 

still done in the countryside. The priest sets up a platform bearing objects 

to be offered and calls to the gods to come and partake of the offerings. 
When the gods are present and have eaten the offerings, the priest states his 
purpose and asks for their favor. Then, depending on the type of cere¬ 
monies, he bids farewell (lo m) or sends them off on their return (song 

it). Our Brahman gives four reasons to commission a ritual on the part of 

| the commissioner: a desire of security and refuge, wishing for success in life, 
fa desire for wealth, and faith. 

' FROM THE PERSPECTIVE OF THE COMMON PEOPLE 

WHO INITIATE THE CEREMONY 

From the perspective of the common people who initiate the ceremony, 
they do not have a clear notion of Brahmanism or Brahmans, but they 

'Understand that a certain kind of power or efficacy issues from Brahmanic 
^ 'rites, to be distinguished from the efficacies of Buddhist and other rites. . 

Buddhist rituals are routinized in the life of Thai people: they are regularly 
^4 performed for social and religious reasons among families, friends, and 

4 . relatives. Brahmans are sought out usually in times of trouble, such as 

sickness or repeated ill luck, where other Buddhist remedies have failed. In 

•this respect, people would often resort to a famous monk-healer, or they 
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would invite a monk to consecrate a spirit-house, before they would a 

Brahman. If the trouble persists and other measures have failed, then they 

are likely to repair to a Brahman. 
The principle of interactions between an offerer and monks is different 

from that with Brahman priests. Buddhist monks are invited to make 

recitations, blessings, and to be offered meals as a part of making merit 
(tham bun ri-iuru ); auspiciousness accrues from the act of giving and 

receiving during which merits are created for the giver. The interaction 
between the monks and his lay supporters is at the heart of the ceremony. 

A transfer of the monk’s ascetic power to the layman flows from an 
interdependency of worldly and otherworldly connections and exchanges: 

the monks themselves represent the spiritually potent world, and bring that 

potency to the ordinary world by the eating of gift foods. 
The ritual-performing Brahman, unlike a monk, is an intermediary 

between the ordinary world and the spiritually potent world. The latter, a 

world of the gods and extraordinary power existing, as it were, alongside 

the mundane life, can be communicated with through the rituals that are 
performed by Brahmans. The priests call a ritual “sacrifice” (buangsuang 
inidrvi , a word of Cambodian origin) in which there is exchange of gifts 

for blessings over a specific entreaty, as opposed to ‘worship’ (bucha u* , 
Skt. puja), in which the sole purpose is to honor the gods with various 

objects such as flowers, candles, incense and songs. 
In people's minds, nothing in Buddhism prohibits them from contacting 

supranatural powers, to help meet their needs. After all, Buddhist legends 
abound with divinities whose powers are to be reckoned with. Minor, local, 
cultic figures (cao in , cao phaw ifavre ) make their appearances in 
prominent places such as shrines near busy intersections, hospitals, very 
large trees, or peculiarly shaped natural objects. The number of worshippers 
increases after the deity has been known to grant favors, and contrarily to 
punish people for not observing their vows to return favors. To repair to 
these deities does not entail changes of a religious and ideological nature. 

Thai Buddhists rarely go to Chinese Buddhist temples, and almost never to 

a Christian church or a mosque. 
Divinities such as Siva and Brahma are not perceived as a contradiction 

to Buddhist doctrines. On a popular level, neither does Buddhism contra¬ 

dict the existence of the gods; it gives deities supporting roles in religion 
and its mythology. The atman-anatman controversy can be reconciled by 

an explanation of a conditioned existence of the self, and its absolute 
nonexistence. For some who find the self-reliant doctrines of philosophical 

Buddhism inadequate for their emotional religious needs, the gods of 
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Brahmanism are alternate foci for their fervent prayers. Thus, even a deep 

attachment to a certain god is not regarded as a breach of the Buddhist 
faith, but rather as a personal predilection that is tolerable so long as it 
does not flagrantly violate Buddhist practices. 

Brahmans themselves emphasize similarities and compatibility between 
the two religions. Yet, in private circles, in the heart of the Brahmanic 

religion, a deep well of fundamental tenets remains, absorbing doctrinal 
antitheses that go undiscussed while keeping harmony with Buddhism. 

Compatibility and cooperation between the two religions have not altered 
the basic form of Brahmanism, but have only reshaped it so as to put 

forward features that create least conflicts for religious minds. Brahmans 
think of themselves as Buddhists as well, some have been ordained as 

Buddhist monks. Hdwever, it is not clear that they think of themselves as 
Buddhists first, and, furthermore, they are never called upon to make such 
a choice. Some are attached to religious teachers including well-known 
Buddhist monk-pilosophers. Their devotion to Ganesa on the one hand, 
and a deep faith in the teachings of Luang Pii Waen vinnijuvou , a 

Buddhist mystic, on the other, do not clash in so far as both can lead to 
wisdom and liberation. 

Needless to say, the self-identity of court Brahmans is Thai; they live and 
think as Thai people do. Although they are vegetarian and are relatively 
abstemious on food matters, they do not have many causes for pollution 
and ablution. Their rules of commensality are as open-ended as the rules 
for connubialism. Rigid observation of caste rules and religious tenets 
certainly would not have conduced to the survival of Brahmanism in any 
form in a Southeast Asian culture. The religion of Brahmans in the royal * 
service, still relatively distinct from Buddhist and folk practices, affords us 
apparent interactions of cross-cultural factors that have produced it. 

While Thai Brahmanism gives the appearance of flexibility and concilia¬ 
tion, not far below the surface the opposition of purity and pollution, clean 

and unclean, acceptable and unacceptable,14 still remains the basic principle 
of ritualism. The abstract force of life is the ultimate auspiciousness 

defilable by pollutions ending in death, the most polluting entity in prin¬ 
ciple. In the absolute polarity between life and death, intermediate degrees 

of purity and pollution exist situationally, to be confronted and manipulated 
in moral and physical terms to effect a most beneficial outcome for an 
individual. 

This observation of such a principle proceeding from life/death, pure/ 

impure categorical distinctions grows out of an interpretation of what the 
Brahmans themselves say. To begin with, their functional divisions of 
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Brahmans — one dealing with auspicious, life-furthering ceremonies and the 
other with inauspicious, destructive ceremonies involving death — gives an 

indication of the basic, corresponding, ritual-conceptual, categorical 
divisions. The separation between the categories of life and death seems to 

allow little overlap to the extent that different types of rituals and ritualists 
are required to deal with them. Of the two categorical entities, death is the 
extrinsic intrusion into life. Or, in the theoretical framework of Mary 

Douglas, death is dirt, matter out of place.15 
In one instance, remarking an mortuary rites, our source is very careful 

to point out the difference in purpose and significance between Buddhist 

and Brahmanic ceremonies involving death. He says Buddhist monks 
perform funerary rites, which is to say the religious, ceremonial treatment 

of physical aspects of death — the wake, recitation by monks at certain 

intervals, cremation of the body — in the social context of friends and 
families. Brahmans, however, deal with lingering souls of the dead which 

have to be sent away to their proper places: this is the process of purifica¬ 

tion or, in Thai, cleansing. (tham saad riiii'/om ). In this view, the soul of 
the dead in itself is not defiling, but it becomes an impure element when it 
remains in places that are not proper to it. Defilement is caused by the 
soul’s attachment to life, which attachment is construed as a malignancy of 
the troubled, violent manner in which death has occurred. This sort of 
impurity, the cause of a soul’s being out of place, ultimately is linked to the 

moral and mental condition of the circumstances of death, and the relatively 

pure or impure mind of the deceased at the moment of death. 
In a sense, rituals institute something by getting rid of something else 

before it. To use the phraseology of an elderly Brahman: a ritual is a 
process of cleaning — sweeping away — the old and an initiation of the 
new. On the occasion of purifying a building site for a new edifice, he says, 

“This site is old, and one never knows who all were here before and who 
are still lingering here. So we have to sweep the place and make it clean.” 
On the next day, after its purification, the site is consecrated for the new 
building. Thus, death and termination properly framed gives way to a new 

life that can in turn be instituted by a consecration. Without these rituals 
there are no ends and no beginnings, and pollution in the broadest sense is 

just that — chaos, a lack of boundaries, formlessness, the cold and dis¬ 

integrating process of entropy. 

BRAHMANIC NEW YEAR: TRIPAVAI AND TRIYAMPAVAI 

Each year in December the Brahmans celebrate their New Year. The year 
begins with self-purification, invocation to the gods to descend on earth and 
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tarry awhile. During their stay, ceremonies of auspiciousness in divine 

attendance are performed each night, the most beautiful being the sending 
away of the gods. While the descent is ushered in with solemn rites of 
invocatory recitations and gestures, the farewell is a sentimental journey of 
bathing and anointing the deities who are serenaded by songs as they 

ascend on a golden goose (Skt. hamsa). On the morrow of the return of 
Narayana, children are tonsured to mark their coming of age. Gifts are 
given with which to start a new life. The tonsure ceremony1'’ is jointly 
officiated with Buddhist monks, the head monk giving a sermon on the 
responsibilities of adult life. 

r . For the New Year, the Temple has been festively decorated with strands 

of light in the courtyard and around the building. The chapel is laid with 
red carpets. Fresh flowers and candles decorate the altar before which a 
large table stands loaded with a white mound of popped rice, bananas, 

oranges, yams, and taros. Beneath the table are coconuts and stalks of sugar 
cane. At the other end of the hall, opposite the altar, is a low table laden 
with images brought by people to be sanctified by the ceremonies. The 
fragrance of flowers and incense fills the hall. 

- hi the middle of the room stands a gateway, two white posts with two 
crossbars, from which the chariot of the golden goose (Skt. hamsa) hangs. 
The posts are topped by golden balls tapering to a point, to which are tied 
five-tiered umbrellas, sugarcane stalks, and garlands. Before the chariot is a 
stone slab lying on top of a tubular grinding stone, set on a banana leaf. In 
the sending off rites, the gods ascend this hamsa chariot and rise to the 
heavens to the accompaniment of a chant. 

, The observances continue for a period of sixteen days in the second 
month of the lunar calendar, on the 6th waxing moon to the 6th waning 

moon. In 1987, this period fell on the 25th of December, 1987, through the 

9th of January 1988. These rites used to be in the first month in the cycle 
of monthly Brahmanic celebrations17 that occasioned pageantry, grand 

processions, public festivity and merry-making.18 This New Year celebration 
now coincides with the solar New Year although festivities have been by 
and large curtailed. During the two holy weeks. Brahmans honor the 

presence of three gods — Brahma,19 Siva, and Narayana. Most attention is 

lavished on Siva in the Triyampavai ceremony which formerly was high¬ 
lighted by the spectacular feat of swinging on the giant swing20 in the 

square. Narayana is honored with the Tripavai ceremony lasting four days, 
and Brahma is given a short farewell rite.19 King Rama V in his description 
of the cycle of monthly rituals (Phrardchaphithi Sibsong Deun 

NMiitffllMimliJu ) remarks on the reversed roles of Siva and Narayana 
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in Thai and Indian Brahamanism: Siva is benign and merciful to his 
worshippers while Narayana is wrathful and destructive. Hence, the 
honoring of Siva is festively done on the nights of a bright moon to suit his 

preference for brightness, and that of the reclusive Narayana on the nights 

of a dark moon, according to a popular saying.21 
Today, the celebration consists mainly of religious rituals in the temples. 

Nightly worships are attended by Brahmans and their families, and not 
more than thirty devotees. Only on the last night, before the morning of the 

tonsure ceremony, the Visnu temple is filled, overflowing with people who 
have come to join in sending off Narayana. Worshippers are ordinary 
people — women of all ages and a large number of children. Most men who 
attend are neither very old or very young. Some country women who have 

travelled a long distance with their offspring spend the night on mats 
outside the temple. A general feeling of welfare and blessing rises during 

the last night’s ceremony, as the priests sprinkle worshippers with the 
bathing water of Narayana, and climaxes on the next morning with the 
blessings of Buddhist monks over excited parents and their children whose 

topknots are sheared. 
A crowd of about two to three hundred people participate in the tonsure 

rite. By dawn, the Temple ground has already been prepared for Buddhist 

merit-making such as giving alms to monks and releasing birds. Before 
dawn, Buddhist monks made their round by the Temple gate. After the 
tonsure has been performed inside the chapel, a festive atmosphere takes 
over with the visible joy of mothers and grandmothers who fuss over 
children, their heads clean-shaven, being photographed performing pious 

acts in the first moments of their new life. Feasting follows under tents that 

have been set up around the Temple. 
This ceremony ending with a rite of passage also begins with another 

kind of initiation. On the first day, from three to six o’clock in the morning, 
there is a private Brahmanic ceremony to declare the intention of carrying 
out the ceremony and to pronounce the commencement of the holy period. 
This event, probably the equivalence of the sankalpa of Hindu rituals, is 
followed by a rite of initiation of Brahman priests, the upanayana. On the 
second day (seventh waxing moon) at eight o’clock in the morning, the door 
of Kailasa is opened for Siva and his family to descend. During their stay, 
they are attended by the Earth Goddess, Ganga, the Sun and Moon, on the 

fourth through the sixth day (9th through 11th waxing moon). Their 
attendance is ushered in by the Board Deity (Nang Gadan uunstnu), for 
whom a ceremonial arcade (sum nang gadan iuuun^nu) is made. The 

event is called Nang Gadan long lum unn«*mtiuwgu.22 Siva and his family 

are sent off on the eleventh night. 
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On the return of Siva, Narayana and his consorts, LaksmI and Mahesvari 
(Thai Hesamadi or Hesamari , iv>4-n ), arrive from the Sea of Milk 

and are sent off on the 15th night of the ceremony. In the middle of 
Narayana’s stay, Brahma is sent off on the thirteenth night (3rd new moon), 
but there is no sending off rite because he is omnipresent, having no 
mythic, heavenly abode. At dawn of the last day begins the tonsure 
ceremony.19 

RITUAL STRUCTURE 

The New Year is a time of inauguration and initiation. The year, the gods, 
and human beings undergo a transition, passing from one state into another. 
The old year ends, and the new begins. Young men are initiated into the life 
of the twice-born in order to act as consecrating priests. Children begin 
their adult life with the cutting of their top-knots, an auspicious event that 
signals a moral and prosperous life in the world. The gods descend on the 
earth to be worshipped and installed on their throne with the sprinkling of 
water offered by humans, and to confer sanctity on the New Year together 
with its initiation rites. In this event, calendrical, life-cycle, and divine 
passages are ritually, if not symbolically, identified. The world of nature, 
humans, and the gods are all subject to transition of different kinds, but 
changes in their respective states are a mutually conditioning unity: the 

three parties — nature, humans, and the gods — are interdependent in 
fostering the growth and prosperity of one another. In this sense, there is no 
prior, self-dependent source of efficacy unilaterally bestowing benefits on 
others, but all the worlds are created and rejuvenated within the context of 

reaffirming and substantiating a collective identity which can be displayed to 

society’s members by myths and rites. In the Durkheimian sense, a ritual 
: represents the ideas and ideals of society — the collective consciousness — 
to the people, and thereby lifts them from the mundane into sacred time 

• and space.20 Time, the gods, and humanity, which are images of this 
collective consciousness, are touched and shaped by design and by the 
hands that consecrate them all together in one ritual complex. 

Mutual dependence between gods and humans is treated in the earliest 
Vedic hymns about sacrifice. Creation in the abstract is personified by 

Prajapati, the sacrificer who is the sacrifice, and thereby constitutes the 
world and all its elements.24 Once the whole is created there is no break 

between the worlds of god and humans: the life and vigour of deities, who 

are to some extent personifications of natural forces, are sustained by the 

offerings from mortals. Thus, in agreement with some Vedic ideas, we see 
the calendrical cycle, human life cycle, and divine rejuvenation as sym¬ 

bolically interlocking elements that find ritual expressions in one ceremonial 
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continuum. Although the ceremonies we observe are not Vedic sacrifice, 

but puja (the priests make a clear distinction between sacrifice and honor¬ 
ing, as between giving leave, la <n and sending off, song *>, rituals), the 
rites of calling down, installing on the throne, and sending off the gods 
affirm the crucial role of worshippers in the sustenance and recognition of 

divinity. 
The worship, however, is no longer entirely Vedic in form and content. 

The center of the Vedic ritual — around which the gods sit to take their 
share of the sacrifice — the god Agni, or the fire into which the oblations 
are poured, is not a dominant feature. Fires that are present in these Thai 
Brahmanic rites are lit candles, a part of worshipful offering or markings of 
sacred boundaries. The aniconic nature of Vedic sacrifice has given way to 
a theistic, puranic, iconic form of the deity’s image which is treated with 

lavish care as toward a human guest, and in devotional and submissive 
attitudes of bodily prostrations. Puranic myths about the gods and their 
consorts are an integral part of the rituals. Tantristic elements of worship 
are also observable in the form of imaginative meditation that brings the 
sacred into the person of the officiating priest and the ritualized boundaries, 

along with the ritualization syllables representing the form of the gods to be 
honored.25 In this latter process, the appropriate metaphysical idea is acted 
out, namely, the conjoining of the sacred and profane, the otherworldly and 

the worldly, by means of mental concentration with the body as the focal 
point of union. Practices attendant on this idea — such as the mudra, the 
mandala, mantra and yantra — are a part of activating otherworldly 
potencies in ritual time and space through symbolic identifications of bodily 
parts with natural elements (micro- macro-cosmic identifications) and with 

images of the gods.26 Even disregarding joint Buddhist-Brahmanic contribu¬ 

tion's, the entire ritual event is a composite of ideas and practices from 

different ages. Structurally considered, there is no singular, monolithic 
continuum, but rather blocks of individual rites that have been composed to 

achieve a reciprocal interaction between humans and the divine within the 
basic form of the ceremony: calling down the gods, honoring, and sending 

them away. 
The whole of the ceremony is structured as frames within frames, making 

progressive approach to the heart of the sacred, the center of the ritual. In 
the reception, divine descents are celebrated by rituals of Opening the Door 

of Kailasa and Opening the Milk Sea. Once descended the gods are 
attended nightly with gifts of songs and foods (pure foods) leading to the 

sending off ceremony, chanting to the ascension of the god on his hamsa 

chariot and closing the door of heaven. The heart of the ritual is the 
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pf ■' offering of songs, foods, and waters in the abhiseka rite of installing god on 

m his throne. Framing the center are the prior ritual of self-purification and 
h-jfe digitization of ritual objects, and the concluding rite of consecrating god on 

throne and singing to his ascension on the divine vehicle. 

[ff|f The principle of the ceremony is reciprocity: the priests purify themselves 
I"’to make offerings which they return to offerers with blessedness. Presum- 

i ably blessedness translates into material prosperity in the world as well as 
i psychic welfare. The production of efficacy occurs with the encounter, the 

■ « moment when the human and divine meet in exchange of gifts and blessed- 
I ness. Through the gifts, transference and mutual affirmation occur. Things 
F,|;: given to and enjoyed by the gods — food, songs, bathing water and perfume 
V-. — become efficacious through contact and, imbued with a touch of the 

; divine, are returned to givers. In some sense, the gift of waters is most 
Mx pervasively efficacious because they symbolically sustain god’s dominion in 
fe; heaven and over the world. With these waters the priests bless not only 

ife people but the world and the passage of the year into a new one. It is not 

ffi case’ however, that worshippers install the divine on his throne, but the 
III ,atter consecrates himself through the officiation of priests with the offering 
$$|i of water by worshippers. 

m- : "W*th the moment of gift-giving as the ritual center, outer ritual frames 
are also symmetrical with respect to the center. The purification and initia¬ 

ls lion of brahmans commencing an inward passage to the gods, we have a 
P. dosing ceremony of tonsure opening a passage to life in the profane world. 

Inside the largest frame, around the innermost center, are symmetrically 
aligned passages of descent/ascent, sacred/profane, leading the gods to 
humans and vice versa. Similarly structured are nightly rituals centered 

, . around paired offerings of songs and pure foods, framed by symmetrically 
-> > aligned rites of self-purification and divinization at the start, and the 

distribution of blessed gifts to offerers at the end. What is given is returned. 
■ What begins by being pure is made holy and redistributed in the world. 

To a large extent, I believe that the symmetry of ritual actions comes 
about partly for aesthetic reasons. To achieve a solemn and harmonious 

effect, subsidiary parts of a ritual must have a certain order and rhythm (hat 
can put across the meanings of the whole; specific activities and their 

sequence must be visually and aurally suggestive of their ideational signifi¬ 
cance. The ritual that we are considering involves three parties: the ordinary 

people, the priests, and the gods. In the hierarchy of purity, the gods are the 
most pure, and the ordinary people the least: there is no direct contact and 

exchange between them. In a ritual situation, a kind of communication 

between humans and the gods occur through the agency of the priest. The 
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latter, an intermediary between the two, whose task is to effect a contact 
and exchange between them, can undergo different degrees of purity in 

order to bring the offerings from humans to the gods and the return of 
these gifts, blessed by a touch of the gods, back to the people. 

In the first stage of this symmetrical structure with respect to the center 
of the ritual, the priest and ordinary people are at the threshold between 
the sacred and the profane. The symmetry existing here is their comparable 
but reversed liminal states: like laymen, the priest is at first unsanctified and 
then becomes sanctified during the ritual in order to make gift-offerings; 

like the priest, the layman who is at first unsanctified during the ritual 
becomes sanctified at its ending because the layman gets back his offerings 
which have now been purified by the gods’ enjoyment of them. Purity 
transformed into auspiciousness, materially represented by the prasada food 

or the ucchista of the gods, bestows auspiciousness on the layman who 
receives it. In this way, the priest and layman stand in a symmetrical 
position at the outer boundary of the ritual precinct conceptually marked by 
the opposition of purity/impurity, and locationally marked by the seating of 
worshippers to one side of the temple and the officiants on the other. 

When the priest calls down the god into the water vessel and into his 
body, he imposes a layer of sanctity overall which is terminated by the rite 
of sending the god away. These two rites are conceptually and obviously 

symmetrical, and they are placed near the begining and the end of the 
ceremony respectively, framing the rites of offering. Having become 
divinized by the self-consecration, the officiant is empowered to consecrate 
other officiants by sprinkling them with water. These officiants in turn make 
offerings of food and songs, and the offering water in the installation rite, 
abhiseka. The water from this last offering is sprinkled on the worshippers. 
Thus, the center of the ritual — the offering by priests and enjoyment by 
the god — is framed by sprinklings: the initial sprinkling consecrates 
Brahmans to come before the god, the latter sprinkling bestows the con¬ 

secrating water on the worshippers who have proffered the gift. Practically 
and conceptually these two instances of sprinkling are paired: in the first the 

chief priest, now divinized, bestows sanctity on assistant Brahmans. In the 

second instance, the assistant Brahmans who have come into the numinous 
presence bestow the consecrating water in which the god has bathed on the 
lay worshippers. The act of sprinkling — purification and consecration — 

proceeds from the divinized priest toward the center of the ritual by way of 
Brahmans who duplicate the sprinkling action away from the center to the 

worshippers. (See Figure 2) 
I have made the interpretation that there are structural frames enclosing 
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Calendar of Events 

Dec. 25 6 waxing moon Declaration and Upanayana-__ 
- 26 7 Descent of Siva -- 

- 27 8 
.7 ; 28 9 
- 29 10 

30 11 

31 12 » 

Jan. 1 13 
2 14 

3 15 
4 1 waning moon Narayana descends; Sending off Siva 
5 2 » 

6 3 Sending off Brahma 
7 4 

8 5 SpriHipg nff Narayana. 
9 6 Tonsure of children- 

Fig. 1. Ritual frames of the holy weeks. 

-Self-purification of Rachakhru; purification of objects and priests. 

Calling the god into the kalasa; self-divinization 

i 
-Sprinkling Brahmans to make offerings 

OFFERING 

Songs 

Foods 

OFFERING 

Waters of the Abhiseka 

-Sprinkling worshippers with god’s Abhiseka water 

Sending off: circumambulation of the hamsa chariot 
and rocking the chariot with song 

Sharing of blessed food 

Fig. 2. Ritual frames of sending off ceremony. 
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the heart of the sacred because of Phram Chawin’s remark that the priest 
leads worshippers to the heart of the ritual; although the heart of the ritual 

is the same, the form may be made shorter or longer by varying the 
ornamentations. This remark, together with the observation of the function 

of the ritual and the ritualist, points to the necessity of a patterned set of 
activities that can achieve a particular, meaningful purpose. Such a structure 
is not necessarily indicative of an ideological or metaphysical significance 
alone but seem also to have evolved over time from a practical necessity to 
achieve the aims of the ritual constrained by an original form to which later 
ideational and formal innovations must be added. Similar ritual frames 

developed by the accretion of innovations from different historical periods 
have been demonstrated by Witzel in the case of the Nepalese Agnihotra 

sacrifice.27 

THE RITES 

Although three gods are worshipped, rituals for all of them are basically the 

same: mantras vary to suit the deities. There are three types of rituals: 1. 

initiation, 2. reception and attendance, and 3. sending off. 

1. Initiation. (This was a private Brahmanic ceremony. I obtained its 
description from a Brahman.) On the first day at three o’clock in the 
morning, Brahmans, clothed in white with their right upper arms tied in a : 
white band to signify a sanctified period (Thai phrot win Skt. vrata), i 

assemble in the main chapel.28 Having declared to the gods the beginning of 

the holy weeks of ceremonies and observances, Brahmans carry out the 
ordination (upanayana) of new priests at the same time. The ceremony is i 

finished around six a.m. as the sun rises, giving its energy to the congrega¬ 
tion. This year there was no ordination. A Brahman’s report of a typical 

ordination, however, follows. 
The entire assembly of Brahmans is present in the chapel. The officiant 

who confers the ordination is called the Upacha jdVnnu (Skt. Upadhyaya). 

Senior Brahmans are witnesses (Thai Sakhiphaydn ifirlwtnu Skt. Sdksi). 

After honoring the gods, those who are to be ordained bring paraphernalia 
of daily life — a mat, a pillow, clothing, a water bowl — together with 

objects for worshipping, namely flowers, candles, incense, coconuts, and 
beetle nuts. These two sets of objects are put in separate trays, the former 

tray for his own use and the latter to be offered to the deities. 
The ordaining priests sit in a circle, with the initiates before them and 

closest to the altar. The chief ordainer, the Upacha, purifies himself (Skt. 
atmavisuddhi, Thai atamamisut aimMnl) and recites unspecified 

Atharvaveda mantras (according to our source). Thus purified, he calls the 
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initiates into the circle; they recite after him. After this recitation, the 
ordainer teaches dharma, and the reasons for doing puja (Thai biiclid im ): 

hy there is a candle; what is the reason for lighting it, and so on. The 

teachings come from the yoga philosophy of Patanjali as well as Buddhism. 
Two sets of mantra slokas are in Sanskrit — one for ordination and the 

lother for puja. According to our source, they have no name. The teachings 
are in Thai. It is interesting to note that Buddhist terms are used to 
designate ordination (buad uiV), Upacha (the ordainer and mentor of an 
Buddhist monks), the presiding image of the chapel (ph'ra prathdn 

FgHttthjnu , the term for the presiding Buddha image in a Buddhist chapel). 
•At the end of the ceremony the ordainer places the thread of the twice- 

|vbom (Skt. yajhopavita, Thai sai sin ihufccyiu meaning literally the thread 
|bf sprinkling, from Skt. sine, ‘to sprinkle’) over the shoulder of the ordained. 
tiThe new priests make offerings of vegetarian food, fruits, and sweets. As 
fithe sun comes over the horizon, the ordained ones are reborn. The partici¬ 

pants in the ceremony then remain in the temple for the entire two weeks 
Tof rituals. 

ri. During these two weeks of solemn rites and purification, there are no 

fcfestive celebrations except the sharing of blessed food left over from the 

gods’ eating (probably the ucchista of Vedic rites). Formerly the swinging 

jf ceremony, its spectacular sight of Brahmans swinging on a board suspended 
from the crossbar between two towering red posts, was presided over by 

| <■ the King. Such affairs of royally sponsored rituals were usually accompanied 
|f by a fair offering sideshows and shop stalls for general amusement of the 
Ippopulace, In PhrarachapithiSibsong Deun xsj’nv’rtfWwilfcu , King 

(sRama V describes his eager expectation and excitement to view the 

^swinging. A make-belief Siva oversees the swinging while standing on one 

foot during this event. The swingers, called naliwan uiftm , high up in the 
Tair try to snatch with their mouths a bag of coins attached to a tall bamboo 

| pole. After the spectacle, there is some splashing of the water as a part of 
i'the merry-making.29 

The legend of the swing is that Siva and Parvatt are testing the stability 
of the earth which Siva has newly created. For this test, the Naga king binds 
himself from two trees over a river and swings back and forth while Siva 

1 stands one-footed on the river-bank. If the earth is stable, then Siva will not 
I fall. The swinging is carried out and Siva does not fall, proving that the 

t earth is stable. The Nap is very happy and plays in the water, splashing 
S"- about.30 

2. Reception and Attendance of the Gods. This type of ritual is the puja to 
which Brahmans often refer with the buddhist term swat. The latter term 
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refers to the laymen's attendance at Buddhist monks’ recitation, whatever 

the occasion may be — funeral, wedding, house warming, and so on — 
usually accompanied by an offering of food. In this kind of Brahmanic puja, 
purification is an essential, initial process that prepares the ground for 
seeing god. The chapel which is ordinarily a sanctified hall now becomes a 
matrix in which ritual centers are activited by purificatory processes such as 

sprinkling with water, and marked off by ritual devices such as candles. 
Within this space, mantras in Sanskrit are structural parts of the rituals, 

while songs of Tamil origin are offerings, like gift foods. More segments of 
rites may be set into the basic structure with the creation of a new spatial 

boundary and an addition of mantras. 
A nightly worship begins with the self-purification and self-identification 

with the god on the part of the main officiating priest, followed by paired 
offerings of songs and foods, and ends with distribution of offered food 
among worshippers. It is interesting to note that purification is not a process 
of taking away impurities such as washing, but rather one of overcoming 

them by means of ritual objects and words. For this service, the Rachakhru 
wears a white dhoti, and a white shirt with one shoulder uncovered, the 

sleeve being thrown over the other shoulder. He has a silver arm band and 
a glass rosary in addition to the sacred thread. The ritual space is a mat 

overlaid with white cloth before which is a tray containing a brass water 
pot, and another containing popped rice and fruits. By the trays are 

coconuts and sugarcane stalks. On one side is a stand of sacred texts, and 
the other a tray of ritual paraphernalia, a bowl of water and brush, a many¬ 

pronged candelabra and a bell, a pot of paste, roses, candles, and incense. 
The ritual of self-purification and identification with the gods is tantristic. 

In this process it appears that the officiating priest goes through the 
prescribed actions of purification (acamana, pranayama, etc.) and nydsa, 

touching various parts of his body and dabbing it with sacred paste. In a 
comparable Vaisnava ritual, by touching various parts of the body and 
saying appropriate mantras accompanied by mental images, the priest 
transf rms himself from a person in a human body into a form of the god. 
Worship is then done mentally with the priest concentrating with his mind 

on offerings to the god who now instills the officiant’s own body.31 A text 
entitled pujaprayoga transcribed by Sarma substantiates the tantristic 

process of nydsa and meditative concentration on various ritual objects.32 
All ritual texts used by the priest, however, are not now available to us, but 

observable ritual actions clearly exhibit tantristic characteristics. 
After lighting candles and anointing the sacred texts the Rachakhru calls 

the god into the kalasa, anoints it with dabs of paste on which rose petals 
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are affixed, and places a rose at the mouth of the vessel. He then sanctifies 
his seat with some water from the pot brushed on the borders of the seat, 

and marks it with a rose in each corner. He takes off his officiating ring 
(worn on the index finger of the right hand) holds it in folded hands to his 
forehead and puts it back on, and repeats the process with his sacred 
thread and crystal beads. Making a mudra, he then performs a nyasa, 

touching his lips, inside of the mouth, top of the forehead, eyes, back, his 
two sides. He shakes the bell and candelabra. 

The Rachakhru then anoints with paste his knuckles, toes, back, and 
other spots of the body; he then performs a pranayama,33 stopping his 

nostrils with fingers and breathing deeply three times, and does likewise 
with his ears. He fingers the crystal beads, sips water from his hand 
(acamana), makes a mudra, makes a yantra (Thai yan uunT) with paste in 
the palm of his left hand and writes on his forehead, cheeks, back, arms. He 
then runs water from the jar into the tray with a sliding motion of his hand. 
He puts out the pair of candles in front of the kalasa, rinses his hands. 

These actions are punctuated by readings from the text. At the end of the 
, rite, he sprinkles the bowl of fruit in front of him and waves the candelabra 
over it. 

The ritual focus now shifts to the long offering table in front of the 

presiding altar. In contrast to the Rachakru’s mental offerings, here songs 
and real foods are offered by Brahmans who are sanctified by the purified 

and divinized officiant. Four Brahmans come to receive a sprinkling, 
kneeling and bowing low before the Rachakhru. This sprinkling officiates 

them to perform the act of offering to the gods. Standing in a row before 
the table of offerings, they chant the Triyampavai, each taking a phrase antf 
all joining in on the chorus in unison. Conchs play after the chant. The 
Rachakhru rises from his seat and the long table where offerings are to be 
made, sprinkling it with water and shaking his bell and candle over it. Two 
assistants then prepare three trays piled high with popped rice, which are 
offered by three priests each with an accompanying recitation. 

The ceremonies of receiving Siva and Narayana are basically the same as 
above, to which the recitative segments Poet Pratu Krailat Ski Attitniauf 

and Poet Kasian Samut fteumnnKynl, Opening the Door of Kailasa, and 
Opening the Sea of Milk, are added. The former was done at eight o’clock 

m the morning on the 26th of December, 1987, and the latter on the night 
of the 4th of January, 1988, before sending off Siva. 

3. Sending Off, For this ritual, the hamsa chariot is decorated with garlands 

and candles; next to it stands a two-tiered tray with a peeled coconut 
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wrapped in white cloth. B,efore the altar of images, opposite to the main 
altar, two diagrammed mandalas are made of tapioca flour on each tier of a 

two-tiered table. The top tier represents the abode of the divinity. On the 
lower surface, in each of the squares of the six-squared diagram is placed a 

vessel of gold, silver, brass (nag vn?i ), copper (samrid Sufo ), repre¬ 
senting the vessels of the pahcagavya (Thai bencakhap immfivm ), and 
the sixth js glass which is left empty during the rite. Outside the square are 
a conch sitting on bilva leaves on a raised tray and a kalasa (Thai klod 
nnff). Prepared at the same time are the khlang itft , strands of sacred 
grass representing the ritual mandala of which each direction corresponds 
to a certain number of strands; and a name inscription, batr urn, which a 

Brahman explained to me is like a pass permitting entry to heaven. Next to 

this two-tiered table are three small bai si uiuffl , a bowl of fruit and 
bottles of perfume that worshippers have brought to bathe the god. 

During the ceremony, an image of god stands over the diagram. After 

the Rachakru’s purificatory rite, he performs the puja of the khlang, the 

vessels (Skt. kumbha, Thai kum nuvf), the kalasa, and the conch (Skt. 
sahkha, Thai sang -ftf), while reading from four texts which are probably 
Sanskrit mantras. Water, poured into the cups, except the glass cup (said by 
a Brahman to represent the atmosphere), is combined in the gold cup and 
then poured into the kalasa. The Rachakhru now reads a mantra. He then 

sprinkles himself with the sacred water, says a mantra, then lights three 
candles that together with three roses are placed on the bai si tray. A 
candle and a rose is likewise placed on the coconut that sits on the two- 
tiered tray next to the chariot. Here the ritual actions are accompanied by 

readings of texts. 
The image is then bathed in the sacred water from the kalasa and the 

sahkha, and perfume from all bottles. Conchs play while the image is being 

bathed. The priest puts a bilva leaf on the image, and having raised it to his 

head places it in the center of the diagram of Kailasa. He gives it the sacred 

thread of the twice-born, anoints it with three dabs of paste, and sprinkles 

the mandalas with the water of the bath. 
The Rachakhru then proceeds to the hamsa chariot, and sprinkles it with 

sacred water from the kalasa and the conch, dabs the divine mount with 

paste, waving his bell and candles over the carriage while conchs play. 

Candles on the chariot are lit, while the Rachakhru returns to his ritual mat. 
Placing a medallion between the fourth and fifth fingers of his right hand, 

he reads another passage from the text. Carrying a lit candle in one arm 

and the image in another, he walks to the chariot and makes three clock¬ 
wise circumambulations, each time putting his foot on the grinding stone, a 
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* white rectangular stone slab with a rolling-pin shaped grinder placed on 
f top of it. It is said in the Phrarachapithi Sibsong Deun to represent a 

mountain.34 This done, a Brahman ties a sacred thread to a chariot post. 
The Rachakhru kneels before the chariot as a Brahman sprinkles the 

: worshippers with the god’s perfumed bath. The perfume is now poured 
back into bottles to be returned to their donors, while the chief officiant 
recites more passages from texts. 

When the pouring is finished, the focus of the ritual is shifted to the 
hamsa. The Rachakhru goes to the chariot with his texts, reads from them 
as: more candles are lit about the chariot. Eight are placed on the ground at 

•the eight directions around the sacred mount. A Brahman places himself 
next to the chariot, and two chanters wearing gilt-edged robes sit facing it 
within the confines of the candles. The two singers sing a long melodious 
song, while the other Brahman gently rocks the hamsa chariot in rhythm 

with the chant, accompanying the god to heaven. The resonance of the song 
fills the temple, and with its ending the door of heaven is again closed. 

CONCLUSION 

The gods are the mystery at the heart of rituals, approached through 
multiple walls of purity penetrable by the guidance of the ritualist. Efficacies 
issue from reciprocity — the meeting and exchange between humanity and 
divinity. Worshippers work their way inwardly to the gods, and the latter in 
turn bestow outwardly their blessings toward worshippers. In this manner 
offerings are blessed and returned to humans. Purification of the self, the 

water, and the offerings mark off ritual areas from the profane world, and 
make ready for the numinous presence. In tantristic rites of purifying and 
identifying the priest with the god, indeed, the boundaries of the human 

body are overcome, extended into the universe (the natural elements and 

the directions), and then into a form of the god himself. From this presence 

in puranic and tantristic forms, blessings and auspiciousness imbue objects 
and are reflected back to the donors. 

Ritual structure accommodates to this reciprocity, symmetrically arranging 
ritual parts with respect to the center. Thus, a ritual begins with the purity 
of the person in order to make offerings to god at the center, and ends with 

the sharing of purity in the form of blessed food. The bathing of the god 
with perfume from donors — pouring of perfume over the image — is 

reflected in returning perfume in their bottles to the donors and sprinkling 
People with god’s bathwater. 
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This symmetric structure also orients the two-week continuum in which 
ritual time-space continuum is ensconsced in two rites of initiation: first, the 

rite of the twice-born who are initiated in order to perform rituals for 
others, and last the rite of ordinary people who take auspiciousness with 

them into the everyday world. 
What other connections are there between the initiation of children and 

the divine installation? If we ask why the frames are not reversed, so that 
the human initiations, rebirths, are set within the frames of descent of the 

gods, we will see a vertical axis at the center that orients humans with the 
divine, the ordinary life with the world beyond. Such a vertical, in contrast 

to horizontal, spatial relation suggests a conceptual difference between an 

approach and a descent. 
The spatial structure of the ceremony — its environmental context from 

the outermost layer to the center, the potency — also invites analysis. Ritual 

space shares the same concentrically framed and reciprocally directed 
structure. Such a ritual space can be as small as the area around the god’s 

chariot circumscribed by candles, or it may be as large as the whole of 
Bangkok. Inside the chapel, spatial continuum is the ceremonial hall whose 
shifting sacred foci are marked by ritual devices such as flowers, candles. A 
study of sequential sanctification of certain areas, in the context of the 
whole, will be useful for mapping out relations between ritual/conceptual 

centers and their contributory areas. 
Relations between man and the divine ritually considered can thus be 

interwoven with the religious context of Buddhism and Brahmanism in 

winch life and death are relative stages: there are lives framed in a whole of 
Life, just as there are deaths and redeaths. The gods are not above the laws 
of transformation, and obviously are subject to transitions that necessitate 

sacrifices and installations proffered by human hands. 
The myths and rituals of sprinkling and installation (abhiseka) of the 

gods are clearly of the same substance as those of kings. Because of the 
principle of reciprocity we see operating between the divine and human, the 

idea that divinity confers legitimacy on kingship unilaterally seems to 
overlook these essential, reciprocal reinforcements. However, it is not being 

suggested that in reality there is mutual support or tacit contractual agree¬ 

ment between the king and the people who consent to the latter s use of 
divinity. Rather, it is to be seen that a unilateral influence of religious ideas 

on the practical, worldly actions cannot furnish the complete explanation. 
To what extent, one might ask, did medieval theism develop by assimilating 

characteristics of and thereby affirming absolute rulership? In the case of 
Thailand, replication of the administrative order in the formal sangha order 
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has been amply demonstrated in Tambiah’s World Conqueror and World 
Renouncer: the title of the 'King of the Sangha’ leaves no doubt that the 

religious order shares a structure of the worldly order, and thereby derives 
a necessary kind of authority from the latter.35 

Furthermore, ritual complexes of Thai Brahmanism have puzzling com¬ 
ponents that suggest a possible genetic model beside Indian Brahmanism 

and Buddhism. What is the meaning of the omnipresent bai sH Who is the 
Nang Gaddn, and what is she doing in the Siva pujal The whole composi¬ 
tion of the ritual still remains to be studied more closely - the texts and 
their sources, songs, melodies, ritual ideas and objects, associated myths — 
especially in relation to aspects of kingship to which Thai Brahmanism is 
intimately linked. A further study of available texts and their elucidation by 

Brahmans is necessary to further shed light on the practical and ideational 
details of this and other Brahmanic rituals in Thailand. 

To a large extent, the forms of Thai Brahmanic rituals are congruent with 
textual prescriptions and Brahmanic religious ideas. Such a conformity 

suggests linkages of historic connections and developments that can be 
looked for in such things as script, specific types of mantra, other textual or 
formal evidence. On the other side, ritual ideas and actions together form a 
complex, and a grasp of the synchronic arrangements, as a structural 
orientation, of ritual components can also lead to comprehending the way 

tfiat the complex — myths and rites, words and acts, time/space divisions — 

map out conceptual interdependencies of kingship, divinity, and humanity. 
In the case of court Brahmanism of Thailand, both directions are not only 

advantageous, but necessary to understand this religious minority and its 
significance in the ideology of today. 

NOTES 

2 Hai K“n Chd° Krung Ka0 (BanSkok: National Library, 1928) pp 2—10 
Kham Hai Kan Chao Krung Kao, pp. 58-60, cited in Chamwit Kasetsiri, The Rise of 

(Kuala Lumpur; New York: Oxford University Press) 1976. 

v, d ^rarachaphongsamadan Krung Saydm (Bangkok: Samnak Phim Kao 
Na> 1964) p. 21 ff. 

1 G. Coedes, The Indianized States of Southeast Asia,, Walter F. Vella, ed, Susan Brown 
Lowing, tr. (Honolulu: East-West Center Press, 1968) pp. 110 ff. - Unless stated otherwise, 
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Jy57) introduction. 
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» , e k*n8s- See PP* 55—66 Visnu as the pervader of the universe, having obtained 

f me all-pervading power which they now possess. Ramanuja’s interpretation of 
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the Bhagavadgitd sees Visnu as the internal ruler, pervading the spiritual and non-spiritual 
entities of the universe. For Saiva devotionalism and bhakti, see Narayana Ayyar, Origin and 
Early History of Saivism in South India (Mandras: University of Mandras, 1974). 
7 Friedhelm Hardy, Viraha-Bhakti: The Early History of Krsna Devotion in South India 

(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1983) pp, 25—29. 
8 King Chuialongkorn, Phra Wicdn nai Phra Bdtsomdat Phra Culacomklaocdoyuhua Duai 
Rueng Codmaihet Khwam Songcam khong Kromluang Narintharathewi (Bangkok: National 

Library, 1908) pp. 307—11. 
* J. R. Marr, Some Manuscripts in Grantha Script in Bangkok, Bulletin of the School of 

Oriental and African Studies 32 (1969): 311—319. 
lu Neeiakanta Sarma, Textes Sanskrits et Tamouls de Thailande. Publication de 1’Institut 
Fran^ais d’Indologie, No. 47 (Pondicherry: Institut Fran$ais d’Indologie, 1972) entire. 

11 J. R. Marr, Some Manuscripts in Grantha Script, pp. 303—308. 
12 Urakin Wiriyabun, ed., Prapheni Thai (Bangkok: Pracak Kan Phim, 1970) pp. 43—53. 
13 It is not clear if the Brahman has the Hindu Purusdrtha in mind, but it seems that he 

intends to present a comparable hierarchy of values. 
14 Our source speaks of the propriety of giving and receiving, and th6 relation between the 
giver and the receiver, as the source of hierarchy which in turn is the basis of dharma. If 
receivers do not know the value of a gift, then there is no dharma in society. Values come 

from the labor (roeng ait t7j mu) and spirit (roeng cai or literally the power of the 

heart) of people. 
!5 Mary Douglas, Purity and Danger (New York: Praeger, 1966) pp. 29—40. 
16 G, E. Gerini, Chulakantamangala: The Tonsure Ceremony as Performed in Siam, 2nd ed. 

(Bangkok: Siam Society, 1976. First edition, 1893). 
17 The change of the Brahmanic New Year Ceremony from the first to the second lunar 
month was made by King Rama IV. The reason is explained in Phrarachapithi Sibsong Deun 
in two places. On page 6, King Rama V notes that the date has been changed because in the 
first month the streets of Bangkok are still muddy, and it is inconvenient to have the 
ceremony together with its processions at that time. On page 63, he explains that the original 
ceremonies of the first month are believed to induce the recession of the water level. By 
changing them to the second month, the water level remains high for a longer period of time. 
The change has been intended to keep the water in the fields for agricultural benefits. 
18 King Chuialongkorn, Phrarachapithi Sibsong Deun, pp. 87—103. 
,v The honoring of Brahma is reported by a Brahman, but it is not mentioned in 
Phrarachapithi Sibsong Deun or in Prapheni Thai, I have mentioned it here because it may 

be a short ritual that has been recently inserted into today’s ceremony. 
2t} A myth accompanying the swinging ceremony is related in Prapheni Thai, pp. 551 553. 
After Siva has created the world, the Goddess Uma is worried that it is not very sturdy and 

may easily sink into the ocean. In order to test its sturdiness, Siva has the Naga king hang by 

his head and tail from two trees over a river while Siva stands on one foot on the river. 

When the Naga king swings, the earth will sink if it is not stable enough, and Siva will fall 
down. The Naga swings, and the earth is stable enough so that Siva remains standing. The 

Naga is so happy that he plunges into the river and splashes about, spouting water from his 

mouth. This myth was re-enacted in the pageantry of the swing. 
21 King Chuialongkorn, Phrarachapithi Sibsong Deun, pp. 83—4, p. 100. 
22 Ibid, pp. 98—99. Before dawn on the eighth day of the waxing moon, the Rachakhru 
consecrates three boards engraved with the sun and the moon, the earth goddess, and the 
goddess Gahga respectively. The boards are then taken outside the temple and placed in 
three holes dug in the ground ritually enclosed by a fence-like structure to the comers of 

which ceremonial umbrellas, banana leaves, and sugarcane leaves are tied. 
23 Emile Durkheim, The Elementary Forms of the Religious Life, Joseph Ward Swain, tr. 

(Glencoe, III.: Free Press, 1947) pp. 415—447. 
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*24 Sylvain Levi, La Doctrine du sacrifice dans les brdhmanas (Paris: Presses Universities 
;de France, 1966), pp. 31—35. 

23 Neeiakanta Sarma, Textes Sanskrits et Tamouls, p. 37 ff. The text of Hamsapujd reads 
om am akdramurtaye anadidevdya namah and so on. 

26 Guiseppe Tucci, Mandala, pp. 21—48. See also, K. Rangachari, Sri Vaisnava Brahmans, 
pp. 87—114; and Sanjukta Gupta, Hindu Tantrism, pp. 121 -157. 

27 Michael Witzel, Agnihotra-Rituale in Nepal (Sankt Augustin: VGH Wissenschaftsverlag 
1986). 

28 King Chuialongkorn, Phrarachapithi Sibsong Deun, p. 96. The king describes the process 
of taking up the vow: Brahmans assemble in the chapel, and each ties his arm with a band. 
They abstain from beans and sesame seeds, meat, and sexual activity. All Brahmans except 
the chief officiant keep the vow on the 7th, 8th, and 9th days of the waxing moon except for 
the chief officiant who retains the vow throughout the holy period 
w Ibid., pp. 93-96. 

30 Urakin Wiriyabun, Prapheni Thai, pp. 551-553. 
31 K. Rangachari, Sri Vaisnava Brahmans, pp. 87—114. 
32 Sarma, Textes Sanskrits et Tamouls, pp. 29-33. 
33 Ibid. p. 135. 

34 King Chuialongkorn, Phrarachapithi Sibsong Deun, p. 10.1. 

33 Stanley J, Tambiah, World Conqueror and World Renoumer (Cambridge Cambridge 
University Press, 1976), pp. 230 ff. 
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4 Cf. S. Lienhard (with the collaboration of Th. L. Manantlhar), Nepalese Manuscripts: Nevdri 
and Sanskrit, Wiesbaden 1988, Introduction, S. XXVII. 
■ Der letzte Satz wortlich: ‘Wozu (nun noch) mich?’ (je chaya). 
" Von none, ‘erfahren’, 'erleiden'. 
7 Bei Bnnkhaus als... thuya dura wiedergegeben. 
* Auch das Deutsch ist hier inkorrekt. 
* Siehe u.a. R. L. Turner, A Comparative Dictionary of the Indo- Aryan Languages, London 
1965, Eintragung 8164 pitaka; T. Burrow and M. B. Emeneau, A Dravidian Etymological 
Dictionary, Oxford 1961, Eintragung 3637; und R. Wallden, Studies in Dravidian Phonology 

and Vocubulary, Uppsala 1982, S. 161 — 163, 
eko (™ yako), ’soviel als lieb ist'. 

" Die entsprechenden Newari-Worte sind in diesem Passus vom Rezensenten eingesetzt 
worden. 
i: dhara ist cin best. Mass. 

DJt.fiirjedesKommen undGehen. 
14 Eine Geldmiinze niedrigen Werts. 

15 S.17I.A.88. 
'* Vom Rezensenten eingesetzt. 
17 ydvamta/ydhamta, von Skt. ydvalnlt. 

Is and yd im Text, anuyd S. 174. A. 136. 
Zum Zweck der Verdeutlichung vom Rezensenten eingesetzt. 

Universitiit Stockholm SIEGFRIED LIENHARD 

PAUL J. GRIFFITHS 

OMNISCIENCE IN THE MAHAyANASUTRALANKARA 

AND ITS COMMENTARIES* 

§1 METHODS AND GOALS 

After about the second century of the Christian era the intellectuals of the 
fndian Buddhist traditions came to regard omniscience as an essential 
property of Buddhahood, a vital part of being a Buddha. It is true that in 
early Buddhism there seems to have been, at best, an ambivalent attitude 

towards omniscience considered in this way, or at least a somewhat limited 
idea of what it is logically possible for an omniscient being to know.1 But by 
die time of the Kathavatthu, the epithets of the Buddha were normally 
taken to include sabbannu and sabbadassavi (“all-knowing” and “all- 
seeing”), and a strong claim is made for the possibility and importance of 
omniscience in the Patisambhidamagga? 

This notion has as yet been given rather little attention, systematic or 
historical, by Western scholars. Padmanabh Jaini’s brief comparative 
analysis of Buddhist and Jaina ideas about omniscience draws almost all its 
Buddhist materials from early Theravada texts, and thus has little to say 
about the complex terminological and conceptual innovations which took 
place in India between the first and sixth centuries of the Christian era.3 
And almost everything else available in Western languages on this topic 
deals exclusively with much later materials. For example, Ernst Steinkellner’s 
study of what can be reconstructed of Jnanasrimitra’s Sarvajnasiddhi is 
suggestive and offers very important materials for an analysis of the late 

(post-$antideva) Indian Buddhist position on omniscience.4 The same is true 
of Gudrun Biihnemann’s recent translation and study of Ratnakirti’s 

Sarvajnasiddhi;5 it is considerably more detailed than Steinkellner’s work, 
and is the most systematic presentation to date of the late Indian Buddhist 

arguments for and against the possibility of omniscience. But because both 
Steinkellner and Biihnemann deal with late authors, thinkers whose work 

presupposes all the philosophical innovations that postdate Dignaga, their 
work is of little help in tracing or understanding the earlier terminological 

and conceptual developments surrounding the idea of omniscience as an 
essential property of Buddhahood.6 

There is, then, no study in a Western language of which I am aware that 
explores terms for and ideas about omniscience in scholastic Indian 

, Indo-lranian Journal 33: 85—120, 1990. 
© 1990 Kluwer Academic Publishers. Printed in the Netherlands. 
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Buddhist texts from an earlier period, specifically from the fourth to sixth 
centuries CE, a period which saw that great flowering of Buddhist scholastic 

thought connected with the names of Vasubandhu and Asanga. Such 
terminological analyses are, of course, needed in almost every area of 
Buddhist studies, but their lack is especially obvious in the study of the 

technical philosophical texts of this period, and even more especially in the 
study of those texts connected with the Yogacara tradition. 

An example: a distinction was made by some Indian Buddhist thinkers as 
early as the second century CE between straightforward omniscience, 

denoted by sarvajndna and similar compound terms, and a more exalted 
kind of omniscience denoted by the compound sarvdkdrajnata. This latter is 

not present in the texts of early Buddhism: it does not, for example, appear 
anywhere in the iVikdvas. It is used, however, in some Prajiiaparamita texts,7 

where the distinction between the two kinds of omniscience is conceptually 
fairly clear and the semantic distinction between the terms used for each is 

well-marked. Commentaries to this literature often at least mention this 

distinction, as, for example, does the * Mahaprajhaparamitasastra8 and 
they sometimes make a great deal of it, as most obviously in the 
Abhisamayalankara and the commentarial tradition following that text.9 

Several terms for omniscience (including sarvdkdrajnata) are also found 

in the texts of the early and classical Yogacara, most often as one element 

in a more-or-less systematized list of the good qualities (guna) of a 
Buddha,10 a list some of whose members go back to the texts of early 
Buddhism but which appears to have become fully standardized as a list 

only by the time of the systematic Yogacara works of Asanga (ca. late 

fourth century CE). 
One way of pursuing the study of what Buddhist intellectuals meant by 

claiming that the Buddha was omniscient, then, would be to trace the 
elaboration of terms for omniscience (with special attention to sarvdkdrajnata) 

in the Abhisamayalankara- corpus. Since this corpus is large I shall not 
undertake that task here, although it would prove a fascinating complement 
both to the studies already mentioned and to that under way here.11 Instead, I 
shall analyze the use of terms for omniscience (and especially sarvdkdrajnata) 
in one important early Yogacara text, the Mahayanasutralankara (MSA), 

and three of its Indie commentaries. My goal, briefly, is to examine all 
those terms which appear to denote (some form of) omniscience; to arrive, 
through an analysis of all the relevant text-places, at a more precise sense of 
the semantic range of these terms than has hitherto been available; and to 
show, by examining the contexts within which talk about omniscience is 

found in this literature, how ideas about omniscience fit into Yogacara 
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epistemology and soteriology. This study is limited in scope (to a single 
important text and three of its commentaries), but what it loses in that 
respect it gains, I hope, in depth and completeness. By the end of the study 

we should have a good idea of how omniscience was understood in one 
important Yogacara text-corpus. 

Thp textual base for this study is the following: (1) the verses of the 

Mahayanasutralankara (MSA), a verse text which may date from the fourth 
century CE. Its authorship is not well established.12 The text has 805 verses 
divided into 21 chapters,13 and survives in its original Sanskrit only 
embedded in a prose commentary, the Mahaydnasutralahkarabhasya 
(MSABh, discussed immediately below). The verses of the MSA may never 

have had independent circulation in India; all the Indie commentaries upon 
them know them as part of the MSABh. In Tibetan translation the MSA is 

preserved as an independent text,14 while in Chinese, as in Sanskrit, it exists 
only as part of a prose commentary. (2) The MSABh, already mentioned, a 

systematic prose commentary upon the MSA in which all the MSA’s verses 

are cited and expounded. The authorship of this text too is uncertain, 
though it is unlikely to have been written very much later than the MSA.15 

It survives in a single Sanskrit manuscript, as well as in Tibetan and Chinese 
translation.16 (3) The [Mahaydna]sutralahkdravrttibhdsya (MSAVBh),17 an 
extensive prose sub-commentary on both MSA and MSABh. This work is 

attributed to Sthiramati, and thus dates from (perhaps) the mid-sixth 
century CE.18 It survives only in Tibetan translation. (4) The Mahayanasu- 

tralahkaratlka (MSAT)19, a shorter sub-commentary, attributed to one 
Asvabhava.20 This text is probably later than the MSAVBh, though not by 
more than a few decades.21 It too survives only in Tibetan. 

Using this body of material I begin by isolating all significant technical 
terms used to denote omniscience in the MSA and the MSABh.22 These are 
listed and discussed, and an attempt is made to ascertain whether the 

textual strata considered reveal any well-marked semantic and conceptual 
distinctions among the relevant terms. Then I look more closely at the 
semantic range of some of the key terms used to denote what it is that a 

Buddha knows when he knows everything, and how he knows it. Specifically, 

I concentrate on artha, akara9 and derivatives of the verbal root jha. I then 
analyze the contexts in which omniscience-terms are used in the MSA- 

corpus. My purpose here is to locate ideas about omniscience within the 
broader context of early and classical Indian Yogacara thought. Finally, I 

offer a few suggestions as to the philosophical implications of the ideas 
discussed. 

This study is thus intended to provide an overview of how terms for 
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omniscience were used and understood by Indian Yogacara thinkers from 

approximately the late fourth century CE to approximately the mid-sixth. 
The study will be truly systematic, though, only for the MSA and MSABh; 
for these texts every occurrence of omniscience-terms will be discussed. The 
comments offered in the MSAT and MSAVBh to all the text-places in the 

MSA and MSABh in which omniscience-terms are found are examined; but 
naturally this does not mean that every instance of the use of such terms in 
these commentaries has been located. 

'( ■ 

§2 OMNISCIENCE-TERMS IN THE 

mahAyAnasOtralankAra-corpus 

Omniscience-terms occur in the verses of the MSA twelve times: 2.11b; 
9.2a; 9.68c; 9.69a; 11.2d; 11.60b; 14.46a; 19.75b; 19.78bl; 19.78b2; 21.12b; 
and 21.12c. They also occur in the MSABh’s comments upon all these text- 
places (except MSA 19.78bl). Four omniscience-terms are used in the 

MSABh’s comments on MSA 21.12 and two in its comments upon MSA 
9.1—2. In addition, a number of omniscience-terms are found in the 

MSABh in places where no such terms are found in the verse being 
commented upon: MSABh on MSA 1.12a; MSABh on MSA 1.15; MSABh 
on MSA 11.1; MSABh on MSA 14.45cd; MSABh on MSA 18.25d; 

MSABh on MSA 21.8; and MSABh on MSA 21.16 (five terms). This 
provides a total of thirty-seven separate uses of omniscience-terms, some of 
them (notably those in MSABh on MSA 21.12 and 21.16) in clusters. The 
following list gives, in Sanskrit alphabetical order, the terms that occur, 
together with their frequency if they occur more than once. Terms are given 
in stem (uninflected) form, and are thus not distinguished from one another 
if, in the text, they differ only in case and/or number. They are differentiated 

if, though in other respects identical, they are found as members of 
compounds whose other members are not identical. So, for example, 

bhutarthasarvajnatva is listed separately from sarvajnatvapraptyartha, even 
though both compounds contain the same omniscience-term (sarvajhatva). 

Two of the terms (those in MSA 2.11 and MSABh thereto) are given in 
Tibetan with conjectural Sanskrit forms in parentheses; this is because this 

portion of the second chapter of the MSABh is missing in Sanskrit. 

asarvajiia (MSABh on MSA 21.12) 
asarvajnacestita (3 occurrences: MSA 21.12b; MSABh thereto, 

twice) 
bhutarthasarvajnatva (MSABh on MSA 21.12) 
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sakalarthabodha (MSA 19.78b2) 

sarvaklesajneyavarananirmala (MSABh on MSA 14.45 cd) 
sarvajiia (MSA 21.12c) 
sarvajnajiianamarga (MSABh on MSA 1.15) 
sarvajiiata (MSABh on 11.2d) 
sarvajnatva (MSA 11.60b) 
sarvajnatvapraptyartha (MSABh on 11.60b) 
sarvajnana (MSABh on 9.69a) 
sarvajnananimittatva (MSA 9.69a) 
sarvajneya (2 occurrences: MSA 9.68c; MSABh thereto) 
sarvajneyavisaya (MSABh on MSA 1.12) 

sarvajneyasarvakarajnana (2 occurrences: MSABh on MSA 
21.16, twice) 

sarvajiieyasarvakarabodha (MSABh on MSA 19.78b2) 
sarvajneyarthasangraha (MSABh on MSA 11.1) 
sarvadharmasarvakarajnata (MSABh on MSA 18.25d) 
sarvakarajnata (5 occurrences: MSABh on MSA 9.1-2; MSA 

11.2d; MSA 14.46a; MSABh thereto; MSABh on MSA 

21.16) 
sarvakarajnatavapti (2 occurrences: MSA 9.2a; MSABh thereto) 

sarvakarajnatavibhaga (MSABh on MSA 21.16) 
sarvakarajnanavasita (MSABh on MSA 21.8) 

sarvakarabodhyupagamatva (MSABh on MSA 21.16) 
sarvakarasarvarthabodha (MSABh on MSA 19.75b) 
sarvarthabodha (MSA 19.75b) 
sarvavabodha (MSA 19.78bl) 

mam pa kun mkhyen <sarvakarajna-?> (MSA 2.11b) 
mam pa thams cad mkhyen pa nyid <sarvakarajnata?> (MSABh 

on MSA 2.11b) 

rf. All of these omniscience-terms contain a universality-term (sarva or 
sakala) and a knowledge-term (some form of the roots jhd- or budh-). I 

~Y shall have more to say later about the sense of ‘knowledge’ in play here. 

■ The omniscience-terms are of two basic types. The first I shall call simple 
omniscience-terms: those in which no term intervenes between the univer¬ 
sality-term and the knowledge-term to further specify what the knowledge is 
of. These simple omniscience-terms are, grammatically, of two kinds. First, 

there are those compounds wherein the universality-term directly modifies 
the knowledge-term with no oblique case relationship between them. 
Included in this category are all those compounds in which the gerundive 
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(jneya) figures, plus two compounds in which the nominal item jhana is 

directly modified by sarva (MSA 9.69a and MSABh thereto). Technically, 
these are karmadharaya compounds. The correct translation in such cases 

would be ‘all objects of awareness* (for sarvajheya and variants) and ‘all 
awarenesses’ (for sarvajnana and variants). A gloss on an omniscience-term 

of this kind would tend to be a listing of the objects of awareness or kinds 
of awareness in question — not, of course, an exhaustive listing since this 

would, presumably, be infinite in length, but more often a listing of types or 
categories. Second, there are those simple omniscience-terms in which there 
is an oblique case-relation between the universality-term and the knowledge- 
term (usually a genitive relationship); such terms would best be translated 

‘awareness of everything’ (for sarvajnana and the like), or ‘the condition of 

being aware of everything’ (for sarvajhata and the like).23 
Complex omniscience-terms are those in which some term does intervene 

between the universality-term and knowledge-term: it specifies more 

precisely what the knowledge is of. Good examples are sarvdkdrajnata and 
sakaldrthabodha; in the former the specifying term is akdra and in the 

latter artha, both terms to be discussed in more detail later. These two 
items might be translated, respectively, ‘awareness of all modes of appear¬ 

ance’ and ‘understanding of all objects’.24 
The way in which the commentators treat omniscience-terms in the 

MSA-corpus reveals some patterns, but none that are completely consistent. 
One of the questions before us in what follows is whether any of the textual 
strata under examination here shows patterns of use for any of these 
terms which suggests that clear semantic distinctions among them had yet 

developed. If there are indeed such patterns of use, one would expect 
them to be evident in the glosses given by the commentators to the various 
terms as they occur in the MSA and MSABh. If, for example, there was a 
well-marked semantic distinction between, on the one hand, complex 
omniscience-terms such as sarvdkdrajnata, and, on the other, simple 

omniscience-terms such as sarvajnana (and I have already suggested that 
such a distinction was made by some), commentatorial glosses should clearly 
show it Such glosses do not, however, reveal any decisive pattern. Complex 

omniscience-terms are not infrequently glossed with simple omniscience- 
terms, and vice-versa.25 This is not a practice that would have been 
followed without further explanation by these precise and painstaking 

commentators, unless the terms used were regarded as (near-)synonyms. 
Simple word-glosses, in which one term from a basic text is glossed by 

another in a Sanskrit commentary, do not, it is true, indicate strict 

synonymy between the word glossed and the word glossing.26 But it would 

be very unusual for a commentator to use, as a gloss for a term with a 
precise technical denotation, a term that he regarded as less precise and 

more general.27 It therefore seems reasonable to assume that the use of 
a simple omniscience-term to gloss a complex one indicates that the 
difference between them was not always regarded as well-marked. 

There is another important indication that, at least in some contexts, the 
difference between sarvdkdrajnata and sarvajnana was regarded as in¬ 

i’ significant. The translators of these texts into Tibetan sometimes translated 
sarvdkdrajnata by a Tibetan term that does not reflect the presence of 

akara.2s While it is true that instances of translation of complex Sanskrit 
omniscience-terms by simple Tibetan equivalents are not common, that they 
exist at all supports my suggestion that the semantic distinctions between 
complex omniscience-terms and simple ones are not well-marked in these 

texts.29 More illumination should be gained from a contextual analysis of 
S jthe ways in which these terms are used in the texts, but, before undertaking 

E that analysis, some comments on the technical terms employed are in order. 

§3 TECHNICAL TERMS: JftANA, AkARA, ARTHA 

I have spoken so far of ‘omniscience’ as though the Sanskrit term jhana can 
be straightforwardly translated by the English term ‘knowledge’. Unfor¬ 

tunately, matters are not so simple; jhana is not scientia, and the semantic 
range of neither is identical with that of ‘knowledge’. So a few comments on 
the term are necessary before we proceed. 

Jhana is a term used in an enormous variety of ways, some vague, some 
precise. Perhaps most often it is used in connection with discussions of , 

I the path (marga). For example, Asanga defines the ‘path of vision’ 
(darsanamdrga) in part with the important phrase samasamdlambydlamba- 

| kajhana,30 “the awareness that what takes an object and what is taken as an 
^object are identical.” The Abhidharmasamuccayabhasya comments that 

£ such an awareness is possible in virtue of “penetration to suchness, which is 
the non-existence of apprehender and apprehended.”31 What is at issue 
here (recall that this is offered as a definition of the path of vision, that 
section of the path upon which one learns to directly perceive the nature of 
reality) is a certain kind of experiential awareness, an awareness in which 
no separation between subject and object is present. There is no hint that 

jhana is being used here to describe assent to the proposition that (tii) 
| there is no separation between subject and object (though, of course, if the 

yawareness in question is veridical, this proposition must be,true). Instead, it 

% denotes a particular kind of awareness, and in so doing is entirely represen- 
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tative of the term’s use in Yogacara epistemology and soteriology.32 Jnana \ 
is not, though, just any kind of awareness; it is an awareness with inten¬ 

tional objects (alambana or artha or visaya), an awareness whose content is 
well-defined and clear.33 Further, it is an awareness that has functions: its 

occurrence suggests some action or points toward some goal.34 
Jnana is not, then, a propositional attitude of any kind, and therefore not 

any species of belief. This, given standard Western accounts of knowledge ] 
(as justified true belief), entails that jnana is not knowledge. Equally, jnana ■ 
is not a disposition, and the verbal forms derived from //id- in Buddhist 
philosophical texts (and often in non-Buddhist Indian texts) are thus not, as 

Ryle claimed in re 'to know’, verbs of capacity.35 Rather, such verbs denote 
cognitive episodes or occurrences (when the episode in question is 
veridical), or simply mental episodes with specifiable phenomenological 
characteristics (when the episode in question is not veridical).36 These are < 
the term’s most important connotations in epistemological contexts. 

Just as important are the term’s uses in soteriological contexts. As one 
progresses through the darsanamarga, the path of vision with its sequence 
of dharmajndnani and anvayajndnani, one accumulates awareness 
(jmnasambhdra) to the point where one realizes accomplishment in 
awareness (jndnasampat).37 At this point (see MSA 9.1—3), one’s awareness 
becomes universal. One abandons all constructions (vikalpa) and attains the 
‘awareness of all modes of appearance’ (sarvakarajhatd). Before turning to 
an elucidation of what is meant by ‘mode of appearance’ (akara), it’s worth 
noting that there are also uses of /'/id- and derivatives (almost always 

outside the technical epistemological and soteriological contexts just 
discussed) which are more general than those just described. One can 
speak, for example, of the jnana of technical treatises (sastra), and in such 
cases the meaning of jnana approaches more closely to that of ‘knowledge’ 

in English. So I shall usually translate jnana by ‘awareness’, but sometimes * 
(in less specialized contexts) by ‘knowledge’. 

Akara is the specifying word that occurs most frequently in the complex 
omniscience-terms of the MSA-corpus. When one has a cognitive episode 

whose scope is universal, one knows all akarah. Etymologically, akara is a 
nominal form derived from the root kr-, ‘to do, to make’, together with the 
prefix d. In conjunction with verbal forms this prefix can sometimes suggest ; 
‘back’ or “towards’; so agacchati from a + gam (a root meaning “to go*) 

often means *to come’ (‘to go back’, ‘to go towards’). With kr- the prefix d 
sometimes gives the sense ‘to bring near’ (towards), or ‘to confront’. This 

derivation had some effect upon the ways in which akara is used in 
technical philosophical texts; it often has the sense of ‘to confront’ or 1o 

bring face-to-face with’.38 
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In non-technical Sanskrit akara often denotes simply something’s shape 

or external appearance: to be akaravat is to be shapely. In Pali texts the 
adjectival form akaravati is often used to modify saddha\ an appropriate 
translation might be ‘well-formed confidence’ and an appropriate gloss 

‘confidence with the right components in the right configuration’. A cognate 
term akrti, also a nominal item derived from a-kr-, is extremely important 
in Munamsa and Vedanta theories about meaning and reference. A word’s 
akrti is “a sort of composite, class-contour or concrete universal in virtu- of 
which members of a particular class become individuated.”39 It would not. 
perhaps, be misleading to think of this “concrete universal” as having a 
shape {akara) in virtue of which it is the universal it is and not some other. 
Indeed, based on this use of akrti, adherents of the MTmamsa regard a word 
as producing an akara in its speakers and hearers. This akara is, as 
Madeleine Biardeau puts it, “... l’objet direct de la perception,”40 a 
meaning which, as we shall see, is close in some respects to the technical 
Buddhist usage. 

Among Buddhist uses of akara the most significant for the purposes of 

this study is its use in basic Buddhist theory of cognition. It was (and is) 
•one of the termini technici of this theory, and it is in this context that its 
use in talk about omniscience is best understood. In the Abhidharmakosa- 
bhasya, an important Buddhist scholastic encyclopaedia by Vasubandhu 
(also perhaps the author of the MSABh, one of the texts under consideration 
here), akara is defined thus: “akara is that mode under which all thought, 
together with its concomitant mental events, apprehends objects.”41 The 
implication is, as the text goes on to state, that every mental event which 
has an intentional object also has an akara.*1 Further, according to the basic 
theory, every mental event does in fact have an intentional object, variously 

: called alambana, visaya, vastu and so forth.43 These terms are not quite 
synonymous but the subtle differentiations among them do not need to be 

explored here. The important point is that every mental event necessarily 
has some particular phenomenological characteristic or set of such charac¬ 

teristics, some flavor. Every mental event has (or, perhaps better, is) a 
particular way of appearing to its subject. This is its akara, its ‘mode of 

appearance’. Naturally, any given mental event’s akara will be correlated in 
some more-or-less precise way with its intentional object. 

This view that every mental event has both an intentional object and 
some phenomenological content (both alambana and akara) was the 
subject of much controversy among later Indian Buddhist epistemologists. 

Notoriously, those later Indian school-books (Buddhist and non-Buddhist), 

in which the philosophical views of the various sects and schools are 
schematically set forth for educational purposes, tend to divide Yogacara 
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thinkers into sakaravadinah and nirakaravadinah44 The latter are those who 

think that consciousness is essentially pure and without phenomenological 

content (akara) of any kind. The former think that consciousness is 
essentially intentional and that even the consciousness of an awakened 
being, a Buddha, must have phenomenological content (though not, of 
course, the same kind of phenomenological content as that occurring in 

most instances of everyday consciousness). However, most of the explicit 
references to this controversy postdate Santideva, and the most detailed 

discussions of it are found in the works of Ratnakarasanti and Moksakara- 
gupta45 There are, however, some hints that the controversy was present, at 
least in potentia, in the texts being studied here. Most significant in this 
regard is the statement in MSABh on MSA 9.68 that adarsajndna is 

anakdratva: that the mirror-like awareness (which is identical, as I shall 
show, to sarvdkamjnatd) in fact has no modes of appearance, no pheno¬ 

menological content.46 
Leaving aside for the moment this debate about whether consciousness is 

or is not essentially sakara, basic Buddhist theory of cognition yields the 
following picture. Suppose I have a cognitive episode whose intentional 
object is a patch of blue color. Whether this intentional object is also 
thought of as an external object and, if so, what kind, will naturally depend 

upon one’s ontology, and Buddhist scholastics differed seriously among 
themselves about that. Without, for the moment, taking any ontological 

decisions, the basic model can be pursued. Our blue patch’s mode of 
appearance (akara) will be ‘blue-patchness’ (nilatva). An approximate 
description of what goes on when the akara of a mental event comes to the 
consciousness of a subject (or, perhaps, constitutes it at a given time) is that 

there will be at that time a blue-patch-appearance.47 It’s important to note 
that awareness of a mode of appearance, an akara, on the basic Buddhist 
theory, precedes both affective reactions to the mode of appearance in 
question (feeling good or bad about it), and conceptual classification of that 
mode as something-or-other (for instance, saying to oneself ‘this is a blue 
patch’).48 

This basic account suggests that one can have a mental event whose 
phenomenological content (its akara) is very rich and complex without 

classifying or categorizing it as something. The blue-patch example given 
here is used only for simplicity: it is perfectly possible, for example, to have 

a mental event whose akara is the impermanence entailed by the first noble 
truth (that of suffering, duhkha). Using the jargon so far established, it 

might be said that the mode of appearance of such a mental event is 
phenomenologically rich: it consists in something like an ‘everything-is- 
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suffering-because-it-is-impermanent’ appearance. That such a mode of 
appearance is possible suggests that the category of mental events is not 

limited to sensory mental events. It includes not only those mental events 
whose objects are sensory (whether visual, auditory, olfactory, gustatory, or 
tactile), but also those whose objects are themselves mental (ideas, concepts 
and the like). This, of course, is because the class-concept ‘consciousness’ 

(yijnana) is not limited in Buddhism to the five sensory consciousnesses. It 
includes also the mental consciousness (manovijnana). 

It is also important to notice that identical objects may produce quite 
different modes of appearance in different subjects. This fact may be used 
(together with other ideas) to account for the difference between illusory 

P cognition (accepting as veridical modes of appearance which do not in fact 

V reflect the way things are), and non-illusory cognition (accepting as 
veridical modes of appearance which do reflect the way things are). 

: This latter, of course, is what Buddhas do. A splendid example of this 
, use of akara is in the Madhyantavibhagabhasya on Madhyantavibhaga 
i 5.15: 

(An object) appears dualistically, [split into] subject and object, because it arises [in 
awareness| with that mode of appearance (akara). Seeing that [the object] does not exist in 
the way that it appears [i.e., dualistically] is what not being under a misapprehension about it 
means.4* 

Here an intentional object’s (artha) mode of appearance (akara) is linked 
explicitly with a verb of appearance (pratibhasate) and contrasted with 

I reality. There is perhaps a suggestion that modes of appearance tend, just 

because they are appearances, to be appropriately so contrasted; a sugges-- 
tion, that is, that the very term carries with it some negative connotations. It 

\ is not uncommon to find akara used quite straightforwardly in contexts 
where ‘illusion’ is meant. A good example is in the Trisvabhavanirdesa 
(verse 27), where an illusory elephant, produced by the power of a mantra 
(imantravasat), is said to be “only a mode of appearance” (akdramatra) and 
is contrasted with a real elephant.50 It may be, then, that in certain contexts 
akara suggests something which is only an appearance and thus necessarily 
not reality. But I shall return to this point. 

I note, finally, a text-place in the Abhidharmasamuccayabhdsya which 

shows clearly that an instance of conceptualization (samjnd) can properly 
be said to have a mode of appearance (akara), that is, to have phenomeno- 
logical content;51 and a series of text places in the Alokamala, a relatively 
non-technical digest of Yogacara thought, in which the significance of akara 

*for Yogacara epistemology, ontology, and soterioiogy is well demonstrated.52 
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Enough has perhaps been said about the use of akara as part of the 

battery of technical terms involved in basic Buddhist theory of cognition to 

suggest that ‘mode of appearance’ is a possible, if clumsy, translation. The 

glosses given to akara in the MSA-corpus support this view of what the 

term means. Complex omniscience terms with akara occur seventeen times 

in the MSA/MSABh, accounting for almost half of all the omniscience 

terms in those texts, and there are several important glosses and comments 

upon the term in MSAVBh and MSAT. Perhaps most importantly, in his 

comments on MSA 9.1—3 Sthiramati says: 

“Attainment of the awareness of all modes of appearance" |MSA 9.2a — 9.2b in Tibetan|: 
this (quarter-verse) refers to accomplishment in awareness (jnanasampat) which should be 
understood to mean awareness of all modes of appearance. Here, in virtue of having 
accurate awareness (aviparitajndna) of impermanence (anityata), suffering (duhkhata), 
emptiness (sunyatd), and absence of self (anatmatva), one has awareness of all modes of 
appearance. In being aware of all dharmas without exception — |dharmas| such as the 

aggregates and the spheres — one has awareness of everything (sarvajhata)?* 

Here, awareness of all modes of appearance (sarvakarajhata) is differentiated 

from simple omniscience (sarvajhata) in terms of what it is that one is 

aware of. In the former case, when one is aware of all modes of appearance 

one’s percepts have certain specifiable phenomenological characteristics: 

they appear characterized by emptiness and so forth. In the latter case these 

phenomenological characteristics are lacking; when one has simple omni¬ 

science one may have direct perceptual acquaintance with all dharmas (all 

existents) and yet not perceive them as they are {yathabhutam). One might, 

that is, be appeared to by something that actually does exist (spheres, 

aggregates and so forth, all the usual categories of the abhidharmika), but not 

in the way that it exists. Recall the extract from the Madhyantavibhdgabhasya 

translated earlier. Modes of appearance can be ‘mere appearances’ if some 

part of their phenomenological content is inappropriate to that which they 

represent. Such misrepresentation, it seems, may occur when one has pimple 

omniscience; it does not occur when one has the awareness of all modes of 

appearance. 

It appears that the distinction made here by Sthiramati (between 

sarvakarajhata and sarvajhata) is roughly the reverse of that made in the 

*Mahdprajhdpdramitdsastra. Etienne Lamotte’s translation of this text 

suggests that the object of sarvakarajhata is the totality of all the specific 

defining characteristics (svalaksana) of every specific existent, that which 

makes each thing (dharma) what it is and not something else.54 In contrast, 

the object of sarvajhata is those general properties (samanyalaksana) that 

all specific existents share simply in virtue of being such — properties such 
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as emptiness and lack of enduring substantive existence.55 If I have under¬ 

ood Sthiramati’s remarks correctly it seems that he is proposing a quite 

different understanding of these terms. Whereas in the Prajnaparamita 

literature (and especially in the Abhisamayalahkara-corpus) sravakas and 

pratyekabuddhas are aware of the general characteristics of things (that 

^things are empty and so forth) but are not aware of every specific existent, 

here, in the classical Yogacara sastras, the cake is cut differently: sarvakdra- 
jhatd pertains to the general characteristics of things and sarvajhata to the 

specifics. I can do no more than speculate about why this is the case. 

^Perhaps the interests of (some of) the Yogacara theorists in the inherent 

purity and radiance of consciousness and (in some cases) in its essential 

freedom from the awareness of specifics and from any phenomenological 

content led them to downgrade the importance of the awareness of specifics 

and to upgrade the importance of contentless (nirakara, niralambana) non- 

dual consciousness (that is, sarvakarajhata understood as contentless 

purror-like consciousness). This, if true, is of course paradoxical since the 

yery name of the omniscient state to which they (may have) been giving 

^such a reading indicates that it has phenomenological content, 

j.. Sthiramati’s interpretation of the difference between sarvakarajhata and 

•simple sarvajhata also points up the fact that an identical object (alambana) 
•can appear in different modes to different subjects. One subject might 

experience a blue colour-patch, say, as empty and without self, in an 

^essentially non-dualistic mode. Another might experience the same colour- 

’ patch as possessing substantive independent existence of its own. 

*: Other glosses on akara, both in the MSA-corpus and in other approxi- 

l mately contemporaneous texts, fall into two categories: either a list of the 

| standard dharma categories is given (skandha, dhdtu, ayatana, etc.),56 or one 

fcfinds some gloss which uses the basic Buddhist theory of cognition already 

^outlined. In the latter case there is usually a contrast between akara and 

it alambana, and examples are given of each. It is common to gloss alambana 

|jwith rupadi (‘form/color and so forth’), and akara with nilddi ( blue and so 

b forth’), where alambana denotes the cognitive act’s intentional object and 

ixakdra its mode of appearance or phenomenological content. F;or example, 

riAsvabhava provides such a gloss in his commentary upon MSA 9.68.57 But 

I. perhaps the broadest interpretation given in these texts to akara is that 

which makes sarvakdra simply equivalent to sarvajheya: ‘all modes of 

".appearance’ is sometimes understood to be the same as ‘all objects of 

« awareness.’58 

,pi. This usage provides a link to that other important specifying term in the 

V. complex omniscience-terms of the MSA: artha. This word has an extremely 
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i 
broad semantic range. It can mean ‘meaning’ (of a word); ‘referent’ (of a 
word or an act of cognition); ‘object’ (in the sense of both goal or aim, and \ 
external support), and many other things. It is an important term in many j 
areas of technical Sanskritic discourse, both Buddhist and other, and no full 

exploration of it can be undertaken here. I shall simply look briefly at the 
glosses given to it as part of complex omniscience-terms in the MSA- 

corpus. The majority of its occurrences as such are in MSA 19.75—80; 
here we find sarvarthabodha (19.75b) and sakalarthabodha (19.78b2), 

effectively synonymous expressions meaning something like ‘understanding 
of all objects’. There is also sarvakdrasarvarthabodha (MSABh on MSA 

19.75), meaning ‘understanding of all objects in all their modes of 
appearance.’ Asvabhava and Sthiramati frequently simply identify artha and 

jheya, but sometimes they (especially Sthiramati) are a little more explicit. 
In his comments upon MSA 19.75b (sarvavabodhdt59 sakalarthabodhat) 

Sthiramati says the following: 

"Understanding everything” (sarvdvabodha) refers to the constructed aspect (parikalpttasvabhdva) 
[of experience). It is an understanding whose object is all constructed things (parikalpitadharma) 
[including both] those things that are objects of cognition (grdhya), such as form/color, and 
those things that are cognizers (grahaka), such as the eye. All these are without essence 
(svabhava), just like a hare’s horn (sasasrriga). “Understanding of all objects” (sakalarthabodha) 
is an understanding of all surface occluded truth (samvrtisatya); it pertains to such objects of 
awareness (Jheyadharma) as aggregates, spheres, realms, the defiled and the undefiled, and 
so forth.60 

On this view, ‘objects’ (artha) are fundamentally unreal (nihsvabhava). To 
be aware of all of them is, for Sthiramati, only to be aware of things that 
are unreal. This goes a good way towards explaining why, in his comments 
upon the difference between sarvakarajhata and sarvajhata cited above, he 
devalues awareness of the specific defining characteristics of things so 
radically. Since he identifies these specifics as belonging to the constructed 
or imaginary aspect of experience (not, significantly, to the dependent 
(paratantra) realm, a position which would have allowed them more reality) 
it must follow that there can be no awareness of them when experience is 

perfected (parinispanna). Once again we find the paradox: sarvakarajhata, 
on Sthiramati’s view (and perhaps also on that of the MSA) is, in spite of its 

name, nirakara. 
To summarize the investigation so far: the complex omniscience-terms 

containing akdra and artha as specifying terms suggest that omniscience 
involves being aware of every possible object of awareness. The glosses and 
comments given, however (especially those in the MSAVBh), suggest that 
there is some difficulty in understanding exactly what this entails. There is a 
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tendency to radically modify the standard-issue Buddhist theory of cogni¬ 
tion, which involves ‘objects’ (dlambana) and ‘modes of appearance’ 

(iakdra), by rejecting the idea that either have any reality. If this is taken 
seriously it suggests that a genuinely omniscient being, a Buddha, would not 
have such imaginary (parikalpita) things as objects of his awareness, and 
?would therefore not have the modes of appearance that go with them as part 

at his experience. What this means for the understanding of omniscience 
.found in the MSA-corpus should become clearer after an examination of 

the broader contexts within which talk about omniscience occurs in that 
corpus. These contexts may be broadly divided into two kinds. First, that 

wherein it is linked with mastery of the five sciences; second, that wherein it 
is identified with Buddhahood proper. 

rf.V* 

§4 THE FIVE SCIENCES AND OMNISCIENCE 

In MSA 11.60ab it is said that application to the five sciences is a necessary 

condition for the attainment of omniscience (vidyasthane pahcavidhe yogam 
akrtvd sarvajhatvam naiti). The MSABh explains that the purpose of gaining 

mastery over these five sciences considered collectively is precisely the 
obtaining of omniscience (sarvajhatvapraptyartha). The ‘five sciences’ are a 

standard Buddhist division of knowledge into separate areas, largely for 
educational purposes; their purpose is analogous to that of the trivium or 
quadrivium of the Latin West, or to the departmental structure of a modem 

American university. The five are: spiritual science (adhydtmavidya); logical 
science (hetuvidya); grammatical science (sabdavidya); medical science 
(cikitsavidya); and the science of fine arts and crafts (silpakarmasthanavidyd). 
Sthiramati, in his commentary to MSA 11.60, gives extensive analysis to 
each of these,61 but his comment on why, considered collectively, these five 
lead to omniscience, is somewhat disappointing. He says only that knowing 
,all five divisions, completely and accurately, produces omniscience 
{sarvajhata). It is consonant with his general position that he follows the 
MSA in using sarvajhata rather than sarvakarajhata here: mastering the five 

sciences clearly brings one to awareness of specifics, objects with their 
corresponding modes of appearance, but not to the (perhaps) phenomeno¬ 

ns*logically contentless sarvakarajhata. 

\t In its eighteenth chapter the MSA devotes two verses (18.25—26) to the 

g| “knowledge of technical treatises” (sastrajhata). The MSABh explains that 
§ the subject-matter of these technical treatises is precisely the five sciences, 

and that the result of mastering these sciences is the “awareness of all the 
H| modes of appearance of all dharmas” (sarvadharmasarvakdrajhata).62 The 
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MSABh here uses a different term from that used in its comment on MSA 
11.60: there, sarvajnatva was used, a simple omniscience-term; here a 

complex term is introduced, even though the context (mastery of the five 
sciences) is exactly the same. This is another indication that, in the MSA/ 

MSABh at least, no firm distinction between these terms was recognized. 
Sthiramati’s comment on MSA 18.25—26 cites the MSABh’s use of 

sarvadharmasarvdkdrajnata, and explains it using the term sarvajnajnana 

(thorns cad mkhyen pa’i ye shes). He then explains this term (perhaps to be 
translated as ‘the awareness of all awarenesses’ or ‘the awareness that 
consists in all awarenesses’) as referring to awareness of all dharmas without 
exception, and gives as examples skandha, dhatu, dyatana, asrava and 
anasrava dharmas.63 Sarvajnajnana is functionally equivalent to sarva- 
kdrajnata for Sthiramati as the comment on MSA 18.25—26 suggests, and 
as is further suggested by the following comment on MSA 11.2: 

“As a result of knowing them, the wise obtain the awareness of all modes of appearance." 
(Citing MSA 11.2c.) The wise’ here means bodhisattvas. Them’ refers to the (texts of the| 
Tripitaka. The meaning is that the bodhisattvas attain the awareness of all awarenesses 
(sarvajnajnana) upon coming to know (the texts of] the Tripitaka. Sravakas, in contrast, 
merely arrive at the awareness of the destruction and non-arising [of the passions|. It is 
because they do not arrive at the awareness of all modes of appearance (sarvdkarajnata) and 
do not know the [texts of the] Tripitaka that they obtain (only] the awareness of the destruc¬ 

tion and non-arising [of the passions).64 

The MSA/MSABh, in this same context, shows once again that these texts 
make no clear distinction between simple omniscience-terms and complex 

ones: sarvdkarajnata is used in MSA 11.2d, and glossed with sarvajnata in 

the MSABh.45 
In sum: the MSA and MSABh teach that mastery of the five sciences 

leads to sarvajnatva (11.60ab). Sthiramati follows them in this. The MSA 
and MSABh also teach (18.25—26) that these five sciences can be mastered 

through those sastras that explain them, and that when this is done 

sarvdkarajnata results. Sthiramati also follows them here, using the term 
sarvajnajnana. Finally, in MSA/MSABh 11.1 —2, both simple and complex 

omniscience-terms are used to describe the results of mastering the Tripitaka; 
Sthiramati uses only complex omniscience-terms (sarvakdrajnatd and 
sarvajhana). The only evidence to suggest any meaningful attempt to differ¬ 
entiate among the terms used is in Sthiramati’s comment on the MSABh’s 
discussion of MSA 11.1. The MSABh says that the Tripitaka comprises all 

objects of awareness (sarvajneyarthasahgraha), and Sthiramati’s list of such 
shows an interesting difference from the usual list (skandhadhatvadi, on 
which see above). Here he extends the list to include “bodies” (sku/kdya) 
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and “awarenesses.” (ye shes/jndna).601 take these terms to refer to the (four) 
kinds of awareness for which sarvdkarajnata is an umbrella-term, and with 
which Buddhahood itself is identical,67 and to the (three) Buddha-bodies.68 
The addition of these terms extends the list of what is known when omnisci¬ 
ence is attained beyond the usual categories of the (so-called) sravakayana 

abhidharmika, to include specifically Yogacara doctrinal items. And in such 
a context, something more than simple omniscience — the awareness of all 
defining characteristics of all specific existents — is required. This appears 
to be why Sthiramati uses sarvdkarajnata here, in contrast to the MSA/ 

MSABh. It is relevant to re-nember at this point that .one of the themes of 
the MSA is the importance of establishing the validity of the Mahayana 
scriptures (and especially their salvific efficacy) over against the criticisms of 
their cultured ‘Hinayana’ despisers. Sthiramati takes this enterprise a step 

further than did the MSA/MSABh by linking it to the distinction between 
sarvajnata and sarvdkarajnata, a distinction not firmly and clearly made in 
the earlier texts. 

§5 BUDDHAHOOD AND OMNISCIENCE 

According to Sthiramati, Buddhahood simply is sarvakdrajnatd.'59 It is also 
identical with the four kinds of awareness that collectively constitute 
awakening and that occur at the culmination of the path of cultivation 
(bhavandmarga). In MSA 14.42—46 the concluding phases of this path are 
described, including, as its culmination, the attainment of that “unexcelled 
position” (anuttarapada) which is the awareness of all modes of appear¬ 

ance.70 According to the discussions given to this by both Sthiramati and 
Asvabhava, the term sarvakdrajnatd in this context is to be identified with 

that transcendent unconstructed awareness (lokottaranirvikalpakajnana) 
which occurs at the moment when all cognitive and affective obstacles are 

removed; it is not the same as the subsequently-attained worldly awareness 

(laukikaprsthalabdhajnana) which follows the transcendental awareness and 
whose function it is to allow Buddhas to teach dharma, help sentient beings, 
and so forth. Sthiramati explicitly identifies sarvakdrajnatd with “accom¬ 

plishment in awareness” (jndnasampat) and with “accomplishment in what is 
of benefit to oneself” (svarthasampat). It is the actions made possible by the 

occurrence of such awareness that are identified with “accomplishment in 
what is of benefit to others” (pardrthasampat) — and this is based upon 

subsequently-attained worldly awareness.71 Following this reading, it seems 
that sarvakdrajnatd, when identified with Buddhahood, is not different from 

transcendent non-discriminative awareness; this, in turn, is identical with the 
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first of the ‘four awarenesses', adarsajhana or ‘mirror-like awareness, 

treated in MSA 9.68—69. This mirror-like awareness is, according to the 

MSA, the basis (dsraya) and cause (hetu) of the other three; the key verse 
on this is MSA 9.68, which I here translate in full together with the 

MSABh’s commentary: 

[MSAj: Mirror-like awareness is without anything of its own/lt is not demarcated and always 
follows/It is always free from confusion about objects of knowledge/And never confronts 
them/ (MSABh): Mirror-like awareness is without “anything of its own” From spatial 
viewpoint it is “not demarcated” and from a temporal viewpoint it “always follows.” It is 

“free from confusion about objects of awareness” because it is always separated from 
obstacles. It “never confronts them” because it has no modes of appearance.7* 

Here a number of properties are said to belong to mirror-like awareness. 

First, it is “without anything of its own”, literally “without mine” (amama), 
without any possessions or possessiveness. Then it is “not demarcated 
(iaparicchinna), without boundary, not marked off from other things, 
without shape. The term “always follows” (sadanuga) is ambiguous as it 

stands; it could have either a spatial or a temporal reference. The MSABh 
gives it a temporal one (kalatah) and understands it to mean that mirror- 
like awareness is present at all times. Then it is “free from confusion about 
objects of awareness” (sarvajfieyesv asammudhay this too is imprecise since 

it doesn’t specify what the objects of awareness about which it is not 
confused are (ontologically) like. Being aware of them without confusion 

could mean anything from being aware of nothing at all (if there are no 
objects of knowledge) to being aware of, precisely and accurately, an 

infinitely large number of spiritual monads (on, say, a Leibnizian ontology). 
The MSABh’s comment here is purely formal. Finally, and most interestingly, 

mirror-like awareness is said not to “confront” objects of awareness, not to 
place itself face-to-face with them, not to direct itself towards them. The 
MSABh explicitly says that mirror-like awareness does not engage in 
(epistemic) confrontation because it is without “modes of appearance”. This 
statement, more than anything else yet mentioned, seems to favour the 
nirdkdravdda view of consciousness and to point up the paradox that 

sandkd raj data may actually be anakaratva. What then do Asvabhava and 

Sthiramati make of this? 
Asvabhava’s commentary on this verse begins by quoting the first two 

predicates applied to ddarsajddna - that it is “without mine” {amama) and 

“not demarcated” (aparicchinna) and goes on to say: 

This means that there is no ‘mine’ because (the mirror-like awareness] does not create the 
ideas T or ‘mine’, and there is no cogmzer (grdhaka) or object of cognition (grahya) in it.73 
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On the statement in the MSABh that “it never confronts them because it 
has no modes of appearance” (rta ca tesv amukham anakdratvat) Asvabhava 
says: 

[The mirror-like awareness] does not function in accordance with the division of objects into 
such things as form/color, nor in accordance with the division of modes of appearance into 
such things as blue. This is because it is an unconstructed awareness (nirvikalpajhdna) in 
which what takes an object and what is taken as an object are identical (sarnascttnalambya,- 
lambakanirvikalpajnana),74 and whose object is suchness.75 

Having suchness — the way things really are — as the object of one’s 
awareness entails, it would seem, that one’s awareness has no modes of 
appearance. 

Sthiramati’s comments on MSA 9.68 consist largely in extensive citations 
from the Buddhabhumisutra (BBhS) one of the few texts which it seems 
fairly certain was a source for whoever wrote the MSA.76 Sthiramati’s first 
citation from the BBhS runs thus: 

In a mirror-mandala there are many and varied modes of appearance (akara) and yet there 
are no modes of appearance therein. Also, in a mirror-mandala there is neither effort 
(dbhoga)77 nor directed activity (abhisamskara). In just the same way, the reflected images 
(pratibimba) in the mirror-like awareness belonging to Tathagatas have many and varied 
modes of appearance, and yet there are no reflected images at all in this mirror-like 
awareness. Also, the reflected images belonging to the mirror-like awareness are free from 
effort and directed activity.78 

Silabhadra’s commentary79 on this section of the BBhS stresses the effort¬ 
lessness and spontaneity with which a mirror reflects its objects; these 
characteristics of Buddhahood are fundamentally important for all our texts. 

But he makes no attempt to deny, or even to question, that mirrors do - 
reflect objects and that the reflected images produced do have phenomeno¬ 
logical content, specific modes of appearance (akara). By extension, it 
would seem, a Buddha’s mirror-like awareness must also have modes of 
appearance.80 

Sthiramati’s comment on the line “is always free from confusion about 
objects of knowledge” makes still more explicit the comparison between the 
mirror-like awareness and the workings of a mirror: 

As for what appears in the mirror-like awareness: since it is free from those obstacles that 
are the passions and those obstacles to knowable objects, then, just as reflected images 

(pratibimba) with a variety of modes of appearance appear in the surface of a mirror 
(adarsatala), so the awareness of ail modes of appearance of knowable objects (jneyasarva- 

kdrajnatd) appears therein. It is because such awareness has been arrived at that [a Buddha) 
is said to be free from confusion about all knowable objects.81 

Sthiramati then goes on to cite another long extract from the BBhS in 
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support of the idea that the Buddha’s awareness is based upon a completely 
clean and dust-free mirror-surface.82 

Sthiramati’s comment on the line “and never confronts them” stresses the 
difference between the usual activity of the sensory consciousnesses (that of 
demarcating one object from another and labelling the demarcated results 
as members of some class-category) and the ‘activity’ of a mirror. This latter, 

while it reflects images, neither discriminates nor labels them, and it is in 
virtue of this absence of conceptual construction (vikalpa) that mirror-like 

awareness is said to not confront objects.83 This too is supported by a 
lengthy quotation from the BBhS.84 

Finally, in commenting upon MSA 9.69ab, which says of mirror-like 
awareness that it is the cause of all awarenesses and thus like a great mine 

(idkara) of awareness, Sthiramati says explicitly that the other three aware¬ 
nesses (samata, pratyaveksana, and knyanusthana) come from it, and then 
quotes both the Tathagatotpattisambhavanirdesasutra and a further extract 

from the BBhS in support of this.85 
It is interesting to note that Sthiramati, unlike Asvabhava, does not 

choose to comment on the MSABh’s statement that mirror-like awareness is 

anakaratva. It is probable that by Sthiramati’s time the use of this term as a 
predicate for mirror-like awareness was already controversial, while for the 
MSA/MSABh it could be used simply because its philosophical implications 
had not yet been fully worked out. Asvabhava does cite the term, as we 
have seen, and in commenting upon it comes close to an interpretation of 
consciousness which sees it as essentially pure, empty, and contentless, the 
position that was later to be labelled nirakaravada. Sthiramati, in this 

context at least, is more circumspect. 
’ This yields the following picture: in the MSA and MSABh a consistent 
semantic distinction between sarvdkarajnatd and sarvajnata is not made. 

The terms are used almost interchangeably, and the idea of omniscience 
which they are used to express seems relatively imprecise. For these texts, 

omniscience can result either from mastery of the five sciences (or, more 
precisely, from mastery over the technical treatises in which the matter of 

these sciences is contained), or from the following of the Buddhist soterio- 
logical path to its end. In the second case, omniscience results from that 
radical transformation of the cognitive and perceptual mechanisms of the 
practitioner which occurs at the final moments of the path of cultivation. 
These cognitive and perceptual mechanisms usually operate with discrimina¬ 
tive effort: they are both intentional, in the technical sense (salambana, 

sakara), and also attentive, pushed by the conscious and subconscious 
needs and desires of the individual (his bija and vasana) to seek certain 
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things and reject others. All this changes suddenly at the end of the path of 
cultivation: instead of functioning as a searchlight does, questing and 
focusing, consciousness becomes like a perfectly clean and pure mirror. As 
such, it becomes capable of reflecting every knowable object. 

This is the general picture. But I have also tried to show that the later 
commentators occasionally try to make further and more precise distinctions. 

They show a stronger tendency to reserve the term sarvdkarajnatd for 
contexts in which universal awareness of the specific defining characteristics 
of existents is not what is intended (for this they reserve the term samijmtd). 
They also, as a natural consequence of making that distinction, show a 
greater interest in the possibility that mirror-like awareness actually has no 
modes of appearance at all: that, paradoxically, the awareness of all modes 
of appearance is without modes. This is suggested by the idea that suchness, 
the way everything really is and the object (dlambana) of mirror-like 
awareness, is not internally differentiated and thus cannot possibly give rise 
to variegated and changing modes of appearance. Omniscience, on this 
view, becomes empty, pure, contentless: the mirror reflects nothing but its 

own inherent radiance. 
• There is another possible reading, suggested perhaps most strongly by 
the BBhS and by some elements in the MSA and MSABh: that suchness 

should not be interpreted in the radical sense just described, but should 
rather be understood simply as the totality of all modes of appearance. If 
this line is followed, sarvdkarajnatd becomes a truly variegated reflection of 
everything that is, a phenomenologically rich cognitive state (than which 
there is none richer) which reflects, simply, everything just as it is. The only 
cognitive properties lacking in sarvdkarajnatd on this second view would be 
those proper to erroneous cognitions — including, of course, a dualistic 

subject-object structure and the like. If this reading is accepted, then mirror¬ 
like awareness is still nirvikalpa but not nirdkara. 

Which of these two readings is accepted depends, in large part, on how 

one understands the ontological status of the variegated modes of appearance 

that constitute everyday experience. All our texts (and, 1 think, flic entire 
Yogacara tradition) agree that the dualistic nature of everyday experience is 

delusory. But they do not agree as to the status of what is left when the 
delusion is removed. For Sthiramati, as I have suggested, all objects of 
knowledge are imaginary, constructed (parikalpita); this means, ex hypothesis 
that all separate and variegated modes of experience are also such, and the 

attainment of mirror-like awareness means precisely that one reaches a 
condition in which there are no modes of appearance: sarvakaratva entails 

anakaratva. But it might be possible to categorize non-dualistic modes 
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of appearance not as non-existent but rather as dependently existent 

(paratantra), and thus real (though not, of course, independently and 

substantively real). If this view is taken, the variety of modes of appearance 

which constitutes experience can be validated as (dependently) real, and the 
mirror of mirror-like awareness can appropriately be said to reflect every¬ 
thing, every specific mode of appearance rightly cognized. 

§6 PHILOSOPHICAL IMPLICATIONS 

It has become almost entirely standard in recent Anglo-American philosophy 

of religion to assume that for any being to be omniscient it is certainly 
necessary (and probably sufficient) for that being to know every true 

proposition.86 This assumption is parasitic upon the standard propositional 
account of what it is to know: if belief is a propositional attitude and 
knowledge a species of belief, then it would seem to follow that a being 
who knows everything has all and only true beliefs. Once this basic account 

is accepted, debate centers upon the difficulties generated by it. Notable 
here is the problem of whether it is possible to give an account of de re and 

de se beliefs (beliefs that apparently have as their object things, in the 
former case, and oneself in the latter) which shows them to be species of de 

dicto (propositional) beliefs. Pressing also is the question of counterfactual 
conditionals: for example, if Geraldine Ferraro had been elected vice-president 

in 1984 she would have run for president in 1988. Do such sentences (and 
the propositions they express) have truth-value? There is also a certain 
amount of attention now being paid to the basic issue of whether the (post- 
Frege) ‘standard’ account of belief as a propositional attitude holds water, 

even for normal human beliefs.87 All of these problems (and more I haven’t 
mentioned) have generated an enormous literature, and a full exploration of 
any one of them would require a substantial monograph to itself. My 
purpose here is different: I mention this semi-universal88 propositional 
account of God’s omniscience for the purpose of contrast. It should have 
become abundantly clear by now that the model of omniscience set forth in 

the MSA-corpus is very different. The knowledge at issue here is not a 
species of belief but rather a species of direct unmediated awareness, and a 

discussion of some of the implications of this will conclude this study. 
I have tried to show that dkarah, modes of appearance, are phenomeno¬ 

logical properties of mental events. In the Yogacara tradition generally (and 
the remarks that follow will apply in broad outline to the MSA-corpus as 

well), mental events are all that exist. Representations (vijhapti) in mental 
continua (samtana) are the furniture of the universe. This is what is meant 
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by vijhaptimdtratd. Representations have modes of appearance; they are 

phenomenologically marked. It is by its phenomenological characteristics 

that one representation can be individuated from another. However, since 
each representation and its corresponding mode of appearance is radically 
dependent upon others for its existence (it belongs, in terms of the 
trisvabhava theory, to the paratantra), any individuation of one from 

another must necessarily be a purely conventional enterprise, much like 
individuating a pond’s ripple from the pond. What exists, on the Yogacara 

view, is a (relatively) seamless fabric of representations with modes of 
appearance, variegated and complex, changing through time, but emphati¬ 

cally not composed of substantively separable parts. 
Given this view, the awareness of all modes of appearance must be an 

atemporal and changeless cognitive condition, a condition in which all 
modes of appearance (and their causal connections) are immediately 

present to the awareness of the experiencer. It must be atemporal because 
time is constituted by the causal process and sarvakarajhata is emphati¬ 

cally not part of this; it must be changeless because it knows (reflects, is 
directly aware of) the entire seamless (though variegated) fabric of reality. 

This is what is meant by phrases such as the ‘thingness of things’ 
(dharmanam dharmata) and ‘suchness’ (tathata). The model of knowledge 
used here, then, is clearly an intuitive one, one of direct unmediated 
presence: one is aware of a mode of appearance at any given time if and 

only if that mode of appearance is a constitutive element of one’s awareness 
at that time. 

For a human knower this would be a radical constraint on the range of 
knowledge. For if we could know only what is directly present to our 

awareness at any given time, we would know very little of what we ordinarily 
take ourselves to know. As I sit in my study writing this, for example, I do 
not have immediately present to my awareness my mother-in-law’s maiden 
name or the fact that 2 + 6 = 8. What I do have, of course, is the disposition 
to assent to the propostions expressed by my mother-in-law's maiden name 
is Rudd and 2 + 6 = 8 in the proper circumstances (such as those consti¬ 
tuted by my writing this sentence). And this is why we ordinarily want to 
say that we know much more than what we are currently aware of. 

But it can plausibly be argued that this is a limitation and imperfection in 
us, that the ideal knower would have no dispositional knowledge of this 

sort, but only occurrent knowledge.89 A Yogacara theorist would say that it 
is the presence of cognitive blocks of various kinds (jheyavarana) that 

creates the limitations upon our modes of knowing, and that since a Buddha 

has no such blocks, all of his knowledge is occurrent. It is, of course, al$o 
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unmediated; Buddhas do not construct class-concepts, categorize, or label 
the objects of their experience. To do so would be to engage in vikalpa, 

using samjha, prapanca and so forth. Instead, Buddhas directly reflect the 
objects of their awareness without any distortion. Some elements of this 

model of omniscience, I think, deserve attention from Anglophone philoso¬ 
phers of religion. It seems that this model avoids many of the pressing 
conceptual problems inherent in any propositional model of omniscience, 
and that it works with a model of what it is to know that is intuitively more 
perfect, more proper to an omniscient being, than is the propositional one.90 

In conclusion: the model of omniscience developed in the MSA-corpus 
(and in the Yogacara tradition in general) is intimately linked with a partic¬ 
ular ontology, and probably stands or falls with that ontology. It’s important, 
finally, to note the limitations placed upon a Buddha's sarvakarajhata by 
this ontology. First, the mirror of a Buddha’s mirror-like awareness reflects 
only representations with modes of appearance not characterized by 
division into subject and object: Buddhas can therefore not know what it is 

like to be a subject confronting an object. Second, mirror-like awareness 
intends nothing: Buddhas can therefore not know what it is to have 

volitions: Third, mirror-like awareness is not subject to temporal change.91 
Buddhas can therefore have no anticipations and no memories.92 

APPENDIX: LOCATIONS OF OMNISCIENCE-TERMS 

IN THE MSA-CORPUS 

(The sems-tsam division of DT is assumed in the references that follow) • 

MSABh on MSA 1.12: Levi 5; Bagchi 5; DT PHI 132a4-6 

MS AT: no comment 
MSAVBh: DT MI 23a7-24a3 

MSABh on MSA 1.15: Levi 6-7; Bagchi 6; DT PHI 132b6-133a5. 

MSAT: DT BI 47a2—4 
MSAVBh: DT MI 25a5-26b2 

MSA 2.11: (Sanskrit text lost). DT PHI 136b2-5 

MSAT: DT BI 50a5-6 
MSAVBh: DT MI 39a2-39b6 

MSA 9.1-3: Levi 33-34; Bagchi 37; DT PHI 152b2-5 

MSAT: DT BI 65b7-66bl 
MSAVBh: DT MI 105b4-107b6 

MSA 9.68-69: Levi 46-47; Bagchi 48-49; DT PHI 160a5—160b 1 

MSAT: DT BI 74a3-74b3 
MSAVBh: DT MI 139a3-140bl 
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I 
SA 11.1-2: Levi 53-54; Bagchi 55; DT PHI 164a2-164b4 
MSAT: DT BI 78al-79a3 

1 'SAVBh: DT MI 157a7-157b4 

MSA 11.60: Levi 70; Bagchi 70; DT PHI 176a2-6 
MSAT: no comment 
MSAVBh: DT MI 202b2-203b6 

.SA 14.42-46: Levi 96; Bagchi 93—94; DT PHI 194a4-194b3 
MSAT: DT BI 115a6-115b5 

f MSAVBh: DT MI 279b2-280b5 

SA 18.25-26: Levi 136-137; Bagchi 131-132; DT PHI 223a 1-223b 1 
..MSAT: DT BI 143b2-144a4 

.MSAVBh: DT TSI 191b3-193b6 

'SA 19.75-80: Levi 174-175; Bagchi 166-167; DT PHI 249a5-250a5 
MSAT: DT BI 162b6-163b3 
MSAVBh: DT TSI 229a5-233a3 

SA 21.8: Levi 185-6; Bagchi 177; DT PHI 257b5-7 
. MSAT: DT BI 171b5-6 

MSAVBh: commentary lost 

SA 21.12: Levi 186-187; Bagchi 178; DT PHI 258b2-5 
MSAT: DT BI 173b4-5 
MSAVBh: commentary lost 

tylSA 21.16: Levi 188; Bagchi 179; DT PHI 259bl-4 
/MSAT: DT BI 174al-2 

. MSAVBh: commentary lost 
ir 

bbreviations 

CT 
trr 
1BK 
MS 

?MSA 

MSABh 

NOTES 

AbhisamayaiaAkara 

Abhisaraayalankaraloka 
Abhidharmakosakarika 
Abhidharmakosabhasya 

Abhidhannakosavyakhya |tattvarthanamaj 
Buddhabhumisuira 

Buddhabhumivyakhyana 
Bodhisattvabhumi 
Christian era 

Cone Tanjur 

Derge Tanjur 

lndogaku Bukkydgaku kenkyu 
Mahayanasangraha 

M ahay anasu traiarika ra 
MahayanasutralaAkarabhasya 
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MSAT Mahayanasutralankaratika 

MSAVBh [Mahayana) sutralankaravrttibhasya 

MSU Mahayanasangrahopanibandhana 

PT Peking Tanjur 
RGV Ratnagotravibhaga 

WZKS Wiener Zeitschrift fur die Kunde Sudasiens 

WZKSO Wiener Zeitschrift fur die Kunde Slid- und Ostasiens 

* I am indebted to Charles Hallisey, Matthew Kapstein, John Keenan, and J. W. de Jong, 
each of whom read an earlier draft of this paper and gave me useful criticisms. I have 
adopted some of their suggestions, and this paper has benefited considerably therefrom. I 

alone am responsible for deficiencies and errors that remain. 
1 For example: natlhi so samano vd brdhmano vd yo sakideva sabbah hassati sabbam dak- 
khiti. . . netan thdnam vijjati (V. Trenckner et aL eds., Majjhima-Nikaya [4 vols; London: 
Pali Text Society, 1888-1925] 2: 127; cp. 1: 519). For some discussion see: A. K. 
Coomaraswamy, “Rebirth and Omniscience in Pali Buddhism,” Indian Culture 3 (1936): 
19—34: K. N. Jayatilleke. Early Buddhist Theory of Knowledge (London: Allen & Unwin, 

1963), 203ff. 
: See Jayatilleke, Early Buddhist Theory of Knowledge, 8Iff. 
■' Padmanabh S. Jaini. “On the Sarvajnatva (Omniscience) of Mahavira and the Buddha" in 
Buddhist Studies in Honour of /. B. Homer, ed. Lance S. Cousins, A. Kunst, and K. R. 

Norman (Dordrecht: Reidel. 1974), 71—90. 
4 Ernst Steinkeliner, “Jnanasrimitra’s Sarvajnasiddhi,” in Prajnapdramitd and Related 
Systems, ed. Lewis Lancaster (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1977), 383—393. 
* Gudrun Btihnemann, Der allwissende Buddha: Bin Beweis und seine Probleme. RatnakirtVs 
Sarvajnasiddhi ubersetzt und kommentiert (Vienna: Arbeitskreis fur tibetische und buddhis- 

tische Studien. 1980). 
6 There are many other works (mostly in German) which are relevant to an understanding 
of the ideas underlying later Indian Buddhist thought about omniscience. Among these are 
Steinkellner’s studies of yogipratyaksa (“Yogische Erkentnnis als Problem in Buddhismus," in 
Transzendenzerfahrung: Vollzugshoiizont des Heils: Das Problem in indischer und christlicher 
Tradition, ed. Gerhard Oberhammer [Vienna: De Nobili Research Library, 1978], 121—134) 

and of the spiritual significance of epistemology in the Buddhist tradition (“The Spiritual 
Place of the Epistemological Tradition in Buddhism,” Nanto Bukkyd 49 [1982J: 1—15). I 
have also found many of Lambert Schmithausen’s works essential as background for the 
study presented here: his analysts of Sautrantika terminology in the Vimsatikd and Trimsikd 
(“Sautrantika-Voraussetzungen in Vimsatika und Trimsikaf WZKSO 11 [1967]: 109—137) 
is a model of how terminological studies of this kind should be done, and his studies of the 
awakening-experience and its philosophical implications are also very suggestive. For these 
latter see: “On the Problem of the Relation of Spiritual Practice and Philosophical Theory In 
Buddhism,” in German Studies on India II (Bombay: Nachiketa Publications, 1976), 235— 
251; “On Some Aspects of Descriptions or Theories of ‘Liberating Insight’ and ‘Enlighten¬ 
ment* in Early Buddhism," in Studien zum Jainismus und Buddhismus, ed. Klaus Bruhn and 

Albrecht Wezier (Wiesbaden: Steiner, 1981), 199-250. There are, in addition, a number of 
relevant studies in Japanese. See especially Kawasaki Shinjd, “Issaichi to issaichichi ” 
Mikkyogaku kenkyu 13 (1981): I—14; "Shoho o kiban toshite issaichi-issaishuchi," in 
Hirakawa Akira hakase kokikinen ronshu: Bukkyd shisd no shomondai (Tokyo: Shunjusha, 

1985), 355-372. 
7 For example in the Pahcavimsatisahasrikd and the Astasahasrika. fitienne Lamotte (Le 
trade de la grande vertu de sagesse de Ndgdrjuna [Louvain: Institut Orientaliste, 1944—81), 

1744) has noted and discussed these occurrences. 

* Lamotte, Le trade, 640—642, 1742—1744. 
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* A distinction between three kinds of omniscience — sarvakdrajhata, margajhatd% and 
ample sarvajhata — is the first major topic (paddrtha) of the AA, and it underlies and is 

important for almost the whole of the rest of the text. All the commentaries thus necessarily 
give a good deal of attention to the topic: Haribhadra s AAA is especially rich in this 
respect The AA is, of course, classed as one of the “five books of Maitreya" by a late 
Tibetan tradition, and thus sometimes discussed as though it belongs to the Yogacara 
tradition. Whatever conclusions are reached about the historicity of the attribution to 
Maitreya, there is no doubt that formally the AA is, as Stcherbatsky long agq put jt, a 
prajnaparamita-upadesa and it is a sastra, that is to say a systematical exposition of the 
Prajnaparamita doctrine, of its practical side ..(Th. Stcherbatsky and Ernst Obermiller, 
eds, Abhisamayalahkara-Prajnapdramitd - Upadesa -Sastra, the work of Bodhisattya Maitreya 

[Tokyo: Meicho-fukyu-kai, 1983J, v). It thus makes more sense to consider it as representa¬ 
tive of a different (though not entirely separate) textual tradition from that represented by 
the MSA and MS. 

10 This list is found in embryonic form in the twenty-first adhikdra of the MSA, in which 
nineteen verses are devoted to listing them. I regard these verses as constituting a separate 
chapter of the MSA. The Sanskrit manuscript of MSABh does not mark a chapter-division 
here, but the Tibetan translation of MSA (FT, though not DT) does, and the manuscript 
witness to the chapter divisions of the MSABh, as both Sylvain Levi and Sitansusekhar 
Bagchi have already noted in their editions of this work, is confused. See Levi, Mahdyana- 
Sutralamkdra: Expose de la doctrine du Grand Vehicule selon le systeme Yogacara, (Paris: 
Librairie Ancienne Honore Champion, 1907, 1911); Bagchi, Mahdydnasutralahkdra of 
Asanga (Darbhanga: Mithila Institute, 1970). The gunas are usually said to be 21 in number 
and are given in the following order *1 four apramdna (21.1); *2 eight vimoksa (21.2); 
*3 eight abhibhvdyatana (21.2); *4 ten krtsndyatana (21.2); *5 one arand (21.3); #6 one 
pranidhijnana (21.4); *1 four pratisamvid (21.5); "8 six abhijnd (21.6); * 9 thirty-two 

|Klaksana (21.7); *10 eighty anuvyanjana (21.7); *11 four parisuddhi (21.8); *12 ten bala 

J£' (2L9); *13 four vaisdradya (21.10); *14 three araksa or araksa; *15 three smrtyupasthdna 
H (21.11); *16 one vdsandsamudghata (21.12); *17 one asammosatd (21.13); *18 one 

mahdkarund (21.14); *19 eighteen dvenikadharma (21.15); *20 one sarvakdrajhata (21.16); 
f 21 one pdramitaparipuri (21.17). The two concluding verses (MSA 21.18—19) are 
summary verses detailing six buddhalaksana. These same nineteen verses are quoted by 

•^ Asanga in the tenth chapter of the MS. See £tienne Lamotte, La somme du grand vehicule 
dAsahga (Louvain: Bibliotheque de la Museon, 1938), 1: 87—90; also Noriaki Hakamayaf 
John P. Keenan, and Paul J. Griffiths, The Realm of Awakening (forthcoming from Oxford 
University Press in 1989), §H*. A very similar list is found in the AS. See V. V. Gokhale 

| /Fragments from the Abhidharmasamuccaya of Asanga," Journal of the Bombay Branch of 

ir ^ 8°^ Asiatic Society 23 (1947): 37—38; Praihad Pradhan, ed., Abhidharmasamuccaya 
of Asanga (Santiniketan: Visvabharati, 1950), 94—101. A lengthy comment can be found in 
the ASBh. See Nathmal Tatia, ed., Abhidharmasamuccayabhdsyam (Patna: K. P. Jayaswal 
Research Institute, 1976), 124—133. A somewhat similar list is found in the pratistha 
chapter of the BoBh. See Nalinaksha Dutt, ed., Bodhisattvabhumih (Patna: K. P. Jayaswal 
Research Institute, 1978), 259—282. See also the fourth chapter of the RGV: E. H. 
Johnston, ed., The Ratnagotravibhaga-Mahaydnottaratantrasdstra (Patna: Bihar Research 
Society, 1950), 98—114. These verses are also preserved as an independent text in the bstan 
*gyur (Tohoku *2007), where they are attributed to Asanga. On this see Hakamaya Noriaki, 

“Chos kyi sku la gnas pa’i yon tan la bstod pa to sono kanren bunken," Komazawa Daigaku 
Bukkydgakubu Ronshu 14 (1983): 342-324. 

11 An investigation of this kind is currently being undertaken by Mr. Alex Naughton, a 
doctoral student in the Buddhist Studies Program at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. 
12 The colophon of the Tibetan translation of MSA attributes it to Maitreya (DT sems-tsam 
PHI 39a2—3; PT, sems-tsam PHI 43b2—3). The question of Maitreya’s historicity is too 
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complex to enter into here. See, classically, Giuseppe Tucci, On Some Aspects of the 
Doctrines of Maitreyalnathaj and Asahga (Calcutta: University of Calcutta, 1930). More 5 
recently Noriaki Hakamaya, “Chibetto ni okem Maitreya no goho no kiseki,” in Chibetto no 
bukkyd to shakai, ed. Yamaguchi Zuiho (Tokyo: Shunjusha, 1986), 235—268. : 
13 Following the Tibetan version of MSA (PT, but not DT), I regard the chapter given as \ 
20—21 in Levi’s and Bagchi’s editions of the Sanskrit text of MSABh as consisting in two \ 
chapters. The division should be placed after verse 42 of Levi’s chapter 20—21. Chapter 21 l 
of MSA thus has nineteen verses (— 20—21.43—61 in Levi and Bagchi). There is also a \ 

problem with the total number of verses in the MSA: it is unclear whether there are fourteen j 
or fifteen verses in the tenth (adhimukti) chapter. The Sanskrit manuscript has fourteen: ] 
following the unanimous witness of the Tibetan translation of MSA and the Tibetan -j 
translations of all commentaries that I have consulted, l would prefer to read fifteen (a ) 
section given as prose in the Sanskrit manuscript could in fact easily be verse). But this is a < 
topic which warrants detailed discussion of its own. 
14 Tohoku '4020, DT sems-tsam PHI Ibl-39a4; Peking '5521, PT sems-tsam PHI Ibl- 
43b3| CT sems-tsam PHI lal-37a4. 
15 The colophon of the sole surviving manuscript of the Sanskrit text attributes it to one j 
Vyavadatasamayamahabodhisattva (manuscript 217—218). The colophon of the Tibetan * j 
translation of MSABh provides an equivalent: Byang chub sems dpa’ chen po nogs pa mam 1 
par byang ba (DT sems-tsam PHI 260a5—7), But Bu-ston* in his dkar-chag, attributes it to ' l | 
Vasubandhu (Nishioka Soshu, “Bu-Ston Bukkyo-shi mokurokubu sakuin,” Annual Report of | 
the Institute for the Study of Cultural Exchange [University of Tokyo 5 [1981]] 56), while the \ 

Chinese tradition attributes it to Asahga. 
14 The Sanskrit manuscript has been edited by Sylvain Levi and by Sitansusekhar Bagchi. It ’} 
(or possibly a copy of it) is available in microfiche from the IASWR, ms. 'MBB-1971—83. j 
It is legibly written on paper in devandgari and comprises 218 sheets. Tibetan translation: j 
Tohoku '4026, DT sems-tsam PHI 129bl-260a7; Peking '5527; CT sems-tsam PHI i 
124bl—255a7. Chinese translation: Taisho ' 1604. See also Ui Hakuju, Daijo Shogon 
Kyoron no Kenkyu (Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten, 1961) for the Chinese text and a complete i 

Japanese translation (based on the Sanskrit original as well as on the Chinese version). 
17 Tohoku '4034, DT sems-tsam MI lbl-283a7; TSI lbl-266a7. 
18 On dating see Erich Frauwallner, “Landmarks in the History of Indian Logic,” WZKSO 5 
(1961): 125—148; Kajiyama Yuichi, “Bhavaviveka, Sthiramati and Dharmapala,” WZKSO 
12—13 (1968): 193—203; Hakamaya Noriaki, “Sthiramati and Sflabhadra," IBK 25 (1977): 
35-37, i 
19 Tohoku '4029, DT sems-tsam BI 38b6-174a7. 1 
20 The author’s name is not certain. The Tibetan Ngo bo nyid med pa could reflect either i 
Asvabhava or Nihsvabhava and I have not been able to trace a reference to the author in a 
Sanskrit text U. 
21 Asvabhava must postdate or be approximately contemporary with Dharmakirti since he r 
cites the latter’s Nyayabindu in the MSU (DT sems-tsam RI 106a7—106b2). If we follow l* 
Chr. Lindtner’s suggestion of ca. 530—600 CE for Dharmakirti’s date (“A Propos 
Dharmakirti: Two Works and a New Date,” Acta Orientalia 41 [1980]: 27—37; “Marginalia ’ 
to Dharmakirti’s Pramanaviniscaya,” WZKS 28 [1984]; 149—175), this would yield a late * 
sixth-century date for Asvabhava. ] 
22 Nagao Gadjin’s Index to the Mahaydna-Sutralamkara (Tokyo: Nippon Gakujutsu Shinko- 
kai, 1958—61), a multi-lingual index to the MSA and MSABh, has been invaluable for this 
part of the task, but 1 have not found it to be either truly exhaustive or error-free. For ! 
example, the compound sarvakdrajndnavasitayd (MSABh on MSA 21.8, ed. Levi, 186) can 
be found only under its final member (Nagao, Index, 1: 214), and then without mention of * 
the remainder of the compound. Similarly, the compound sarvajneyarthasangrahdt (MSABh j 
on MSA 11.1, ed. Levi, 53) is not listed under sarva-/Vieya-, -arr/m-, or -sahgraha. There 
are other errors of omission and commission. 
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22 Technically, these are tatpurusa compounds. Among them are: asarvajna; asarvajnacestita; 
bhutdrthasarvajnatva; sarvajna; sarvajnata; sarvajnatva; sarvajnatvapraptyartha; sarvajndna; 
sarvajndnanimittatva; sarvavabodha. 

24 Among these complex omniscience-terms with an oblique case-relation between the 
knowledge-term and the universality-plus-specifying-term are the following: sakaldrthabodha: 
sarvajdeyasarvdkdrajndna; sarvajneyasarvdkdrabodha; sarvadharmasarvdkdrajhata; sarvakdra- 
jnatd; sarvdkdrajnatavdpti; sarvdkarajnatdvibhdga; sarvdkdrabodhyupagamatva; sarvdkdrasar- 
vdrthabodha; sarvdrthabodha. 

23 See MSABh on MSA 11.2cd. MSAVBh on MSA/MSABh 18.25 is especially instructive 
here. MSABh reads phalasamuddgama (referring to the results of sdstrajnatd, the study of 
technical treatises) sarvadharmasarvdkdrajnatd. Sthiramati cites this and goes on to gloss it 
with sarvajnata: rig pal gnas Inga la mkhas par byas na mjug tu bras bu thams cad mkhven 
pal ye shes thob par ’gyur te (DT sems-tsam TSI I93b4). I shall return to this passage 
below. 
24 For a very useful discussion of the whole rather muddy notion of synonymy, see Hilarv 
Putnam, “Two Dogmas Revisited,” in Putnam, Realism and Reason (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1983), 87-97. Bruce Hall (“The Meaning of Vijnapti in Vasubandhu’s 
Concept of Mind,” Journal of the International Association of Buddhist Studies 9 [1986|: 
10—13) provides a useful discussion of this issue in his analysis of whether, and in what 
sense, it is proper to say that citta, manas, and vijndna are synonymous. See also Ronald M. 
Davidson, “Buddhist Systems of Transformation: Afraya-parivrtti/- pardvrtti among the 
Yogacara” (PhD. dissertation. University of California at Berkeley, 1985), 116—125. 
27 For a good example of a simple word-gloss in which something close to synonymy is 

. intended, see Sthiramati’s gloss of dhi (Trimsikd, verse 10c) with prajna in the Trimsikd- 
bhdsya (Sylvain Levi, ed., Vijnaptimdtratdsiddhi: Deux trades de Vasubandhu [Paris: Librai- 
rie Anciennc Honore Champion, 1925], 26). 
24 This is true in the Tibetan translation of MSABh on MSA 9.1—3: sarvdkdrajnatdvdm 
dvau siokau is translated by thams cad mkhyen pa nyid la tshigs su bead pa gnvis te. It may 
also be the case that the translation of MSA 2.1 lb found in the MSAVBh falls into this 
category. MSA 2.11 does not survive in Sanskrit. The translation of MSA 2.1 lb given in 
MSA (Tib) and MSABh (Tib) reads mam pa kun mkhyen. The comment given in MSABh 
(Tib) uses the term mom pa thams cad mkhyen pa nyid. Both of these translations indicate a 
Sanskrit original containing dkdra. But the translation of MSA 2.1 lb in MSAVBh reads 
thams cad mkhyen pat and the same expression is used in the commentary on this verse. 
Given this evidence, it is impossible to be quite sure what the Sanskrit original of MSA 
2.11b was, though, for reasons to be mentioned later, I shall assume that the Sanskrit 
original of both MSA/MSABh and that of MSAVBh contained dkdra. 
29 See Lamotte, Le traite, 1744, for some discussion. 
36 This definition is taken from the AS. The relevant section survives only in Tibetan: dmigs 
parbyaba dang dmigs par byed pa mnyam pas mnyam par shes pa (DT sems-tsam RI 
93al). The only edition of the Sanskrit text of the ASBh (ASBh, ed. Tatia, 76) reads 
samasamdlambydlambanajndna, but I emend following the Tibetan version and Schmithausen s 
comments on this passage. See Schmithausen, “The Darsanamarga Section of the Abhi- 
dharmasamuccaya and its Interpretation by Tibetan Commentators, with special reference 
to Bu Ston Rin Chen Grub,” in Contributions on Tibetan and Buddhist Religion and 
Philosophy; ed Ernst Steinkellner and Helmut Tauscher (Vienna: Arbeitskreis fur tibetische 
und buddhistische Studien, 1983), 262, note 25. 
31 grahyagrdhakdbhdvatathatdprativedha, ASBh, ed, Tatia, 76. 
32 The same is true, for example, of another of the definitions of darsanamarga offered in 
the AS: pratydtmam apamtasattvasamketadharmasamketasarvato *panitobhayasamketdlam- 
banadharmajridnam (cited in ASBh, ed. Tatia, 76; this section of the AS does not survive in 
Sanskrit. Tibetan: so so rang la sems can gyi brda dang/ chos kyi brda bsat ba dangl thams 

cad du gnyi gal brda bsal ba la dmigs pa'i chos shes pa, DT sems-tsam RI 93a2). The ASBh 
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then comments that this is an awareness that operates without constructing (vikalpana) 
images (nimitta) of persons and things in one’s own mental continuum (ASBh, ed. Tatia, 76). 
An awareness that did so construct would also be jndna; it would simply be false (mithya) 
or conventionally occluded (samvrti) awareness. 
•' See AKV on AKK 7.1a: niscitam ca jnanam isyate ndniscitam (Dwarikadas Sastri, ed„ 
Abhidharmakosa ABhdsya of dcdrya Vasubandhu with Sphutdrthd commentary of dcdrya 
Yasomitra (Varanasi: Bauddha Bharati, 1981), 1034). This view was held much more widely 
than by Buddhists. See Nyayasutra 1.1.4, in which perception is defined as an awareness 
(jndna) that, among other things, is “of a definite character* (vyavasdydtmaka). For some 
discussion of this see Masaaki Hattori, Dignaga, On Perception (Cambridge, Mass: Harvard 
University Press. 1968). 39-40. See also Karl Potter, “Does Indian Epistemology Concern 

Justified True Belief?** Journal of Indian Philosophy 12 (1984): 307—327. 
u This stress on jndna as functional is clearest in Dignaga and his successors, with their 
attempt to define accurate awareness (samyagjnana) as that which brings about some desired 
end. See. among many other places, the first verse of Dharmaklrti’s Nydyabinduy in which it 
is said that the accomplishment of all human ends is preceded by accurate awareness 
{samvagjndnapurvikd sarvapurusdrthasiddhir iti, Dwarikadas Sastri ed., Nydyabindu of 
Achanu Dharmakmti (sic) with the commentaries by Arya Vinitadeva and Dharmottara and 

Dharmottara- Tika-Tippani (Varanasi: Bauddha Bharati, 1985], 4). Dharmottara’s tikd makes 
the point quite explicit. See also Masatoshi Nagatomi, “Arthaknya,” Adyar Library Bulletin 
31-32 (1967-68): 52—72; Mikogami Esho, “Some Remarks on the Concept of arthakriya,” 

Journal of Indian Philosophy 7 (1979): 79—94. 
" Gilbert Ryle, The Concept of Mind (London: Hutchinson, 1949), 133—134. 
*6 See Bimal K. Matilal, Perception: An Essay on Classical Indian Theories of Knowledge 

(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1986), 101—140. 
,r Sthiramati makes the connection between the two accomplishments (prahdnasampat and 
jndnasampat) very clear in his exegesis of MSA 9.2—3 (MSAVBh, DT sems-tsam Ml 
106b7ff). Compare his exegesis of AKK 1.1 in the Abhidharmakoiabhdsyatikd (DT sna- 

tshogs THO 12a6ff.). 
As, for example, in the AKBh: sdkdras tasyaivdlambanosya prakdrena dkarandt (AKBh on 

AKK 2.34, ed. Sastri, 208—209) and the MSABh:... na ca tesv dmukham andkdratvdt 
(MSABh on MSA 9.68, ed. Levi, 46). This connection between ‘confronting’, ‘coming face- 
to-face with', or making visible’ (dmukhi-kr-) some intentional object will prove to be 
important when akara is used in the context of discussing ‘mirror-like awareness’ 

(ddunujhdna). 
w Julius Lipner, The Face of Truth (Albany; State University of New York Press, 1986), 20. 
40 Madeleine Biardeau, Theorie de la connaissance et philosophic de la parole dans le 
Brahmanisme classique (Paris; Ecole Pratique des Hautes Etudes, 1964), 75. 
41 san esdm cittacaittdndm Zlambanagrahanaprakara akara iti, AKBh on AKK 7.13, ed. 

Sastri, 1062. 
42 sane salamband dharma dkdrayanti..., AKBh on AKK 7.13, ed. Sastri, 1062. 
4' The AKBh, in discussing the sense in which three important words for the mental (citta, 
manas, vijndna) all have the same referent (eko ’rthah), explains that all mental events share 
the same basic characteristics: ta eva hi cittacaittdh sasrayd ucyante indriyasritatvatlsalambandh 
visavagrahanatf sdkdras tasyaivdlambanosya prakdrena dkarandt/ samprayuktah samam 
samprayuktam, AKBh on AKK 2.34bc, ed. Sastri, 208-209. This links the attribute ‘having 
an object’ with the attribute ‘having an dkdra\ both essenial to any member of the class- 
category ‘mental event’ (cittacaitta, manas, vijndna). This necessary co-existence of akara 
and dlambana is also made clear by Asvabhava in the MSU: dmigs pa dang bcas pa’i chos 
mams ni mam pa dang bcas pa’i phyir dmigs pa dang *dzin par byed do (DT sems-tsam RI 
267b2). Compare also Sthiramati’s denial that consciousness without dkdra and dlambana is 
possible: na hi niralambanam nirdkdram yd vijndnam yujyate (Levi, Vijnaptimdtratdsiddhi, 19). 
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44 See Kajiyama Yuichi, “Controversy Between the Sakara- and Nirakara-vadins of the 
Yogacara School — Some Materials,” IBK 14 (1965): 26—37; “Later Madhyamikas on 
Epistemology and Meditation,” in Mahayana Buddhist Meditation: Theory and Practice, ed. 
Minoru Kiyota and Elvin W. Jones (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1978), 114—143. 
45 Ratnakarasanti probably flourished in the eleventh century CE. He wrote*; inter alia, an 
upadesa on the Prajnaparamita; see Kajiyama, “Some Materials,” 36—37; Shoryu Katsura, 
“A Synopsis of the Prajiiaparamitopadesa,” IBK 25 (1976): 38—41. Moksakaragupta was 
probably a little later than Ratnakarasanti. His discussion of this issue is found in his 
Tarkabhasa. See B. N. Singh, ed. & trs., Bauddha- Tarkabhasd of Moksakargupta (sic) 
(Varanasi: Asha Prakashan, 1985), 97—98. 
46 Many of the later sources on this controversy are given and discussed in Kajiyama, 
“Some Materials.” There is important material in the * Vijnaptimdtratdsiddhi (Louis de La 
Vallee Poussin, trs. Vijnaptimdtratdsiddhi: La Siddhi de Hiuan Tsang (Paris: Geuthner, 
1928—1948), 688—689). See also the Trimsikabhasya's discussion on the nature of the ala- 
yavijhana's object which 1 have analyzed elsewhere (On Being Mindless: Buddhist Meditation 
and the Mind-Body Problem (La Salle, Illinois: Open Court, 1986], 96). But on the whole it 
seems improper to read the details and terms of the purely epistemological debate that grew 
up around the sakara and nirdkdra positions into the texts of the MSA-corpus (even though 
both Indian and Tibetan scholastics freely did so). 
47 See Roderick M. Chisholm, Perceiving: A Philosophical Study (Ithaca: Cornell'University 
Press, 1957); The First Person: An Essay on Reference and Intentionality (Minneapolis: 
University of Minnesota Press, 1981). 
44 This basic theory (one which makes the position of dkdrah very clear) is given a dear 

; statement in the AKBh and AKV: “(The AK says) ‘Mental states have a support, an object, a 
mode of appearance, and are associated.’ Mental states are said to have a support because 
they are supported by the physical sense-organs. (Mental states are said to) have an Object 
because they grasp sensory fields. [Mental states are said to) have a mode of appearance 
because they appear in a mode that accords with the aspect of their objects. (Mental states 
are said to) be associated because they are similar (in kind) and connected (to one another).” 
(cittacaitasah/ sdsrayalambandkdrdh samprayuktds ca ... ta eva hi cittacaittdh sasrayd ucyante 
indriyasritatvdt/ salamband visayayagrahandt/ sdkdras tasyaivdlambanosya prakdrendkarandt/ 
samprayuktah samam prayuktatvaty AKBh on AKK 2.34, ed. Sastri, 208—209). The AKV 
comments on this that no mental states occur without an object (na hi vinalambanena 

cittacaitta utpadyante, ed. Sastri, 208), and goes on to say that: “Consciousness cognizes such 
things as blue or yellow objects, which means that it apprehends them. Sensation [th&i] * 
affectively experiences precisely the same object, cognition delineates (its characteristics), 
volition acts intentionally (upon it], and so forth. Or, rather, consciousness grasps physical 
form in accord with its general characteristic as something apprehensible; sensation grasps 
physical form in accord with its spedfic characteristics as something affectively experienc- 
able; cognition grasps physical form as something whose (characteristics) are capable Of 
delineation — and so forth ” (vijndnam hi nilam pitam vd vastu vijdndtiV upalabhata ity arthah/ 
tadeva tathdiambanam vastu vedananubhavati samjnd parichinatti cetanabhisamskdrotity 
evam ddil atha vd tasyaivdlambanosya vijndnam sdmdnyarupeQopalabhyatd rupam grhnati 
visesarupena tu vedand anubhavaniyatarupam grhnati samjnd paricchedyatdrupam grhndtuy 

cvom ddiy AKV on AKK 2.34, ed. Sastri, 209). Studies of the Theravadin version of this 
basic theory may be found in E. R. Sarathchandra, Buddhist Psychology of Perception 
(Colombo: Ceylon University Press, 1958), and Nanananda, Concept and Reality in Early 
Buddhist Thought (Kandy: Buddhist Publication Society, 1976). 
49 dvayena grahyagrahakatvena pratibhdsate taddkdrotpattitas tat ha ca na vidyate yathd 
pratibhdsate ity arthe yaddarsanam sa tatrdviparydsak, R. C. Pandeya, ed., Madhydnta- 
Vibhaga-Sdstra (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1971), i62. 

50 maydkrtam mantravasat khyati hastyatmand yathd dkaramatram tatrdsti hastf ndsti tu 
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sarvatha, Louis de La Vallee Poussin, ed. & trs., “Le petit traite de Vasubandhu-Nagaijuna 
sur les trois natures," Melanges chinois et bouddhiques 2 (1933): 156. 
51 The context here is the extensive discussion of the eight liberations (vimoksa). The third 
of these is called the “pleasant liberation" (subhavimoksa), and the practitioner who attains 
this state is said to be liberated through a concept whose mode of appearance is that of 
unmixed pleasure (... subhataikarasakaraya samjhayd vimucyate, ASBh, ed. Tatia, 125). 
32 See, inter multos alia, verse 15 of the Alokamdla, which reads: “Even misapprehensions 
such as mirages, [hallucinations produced by] cataracts, dreams, and [visions of) the city of 
the heavenly musicians have their uses: they remove the modes of appearance [in conscious¬ 
ness) of other misapprehensions" (suryambutimirasvapnagandharvanagarddayah/ bhrdntayo 
'pi upakaraya bhrdntyantaranirdkrteh, Chr. Lindtner, “A Treatise on Buddhist Idealism: 
Kambala’s Alokamala," in Miscellanea Buddhica, ed. Lindtner [Copenhagen: Akademisk 
Forlag, 1985|: 124—125). My translation differs from that given by Lindtner. He renders the 
ablative nirakrteh simply as Tor they dispel..This does not, I think, give the term enough 
weight See also Alokamdla, verses 19, 25—26, 51, 53, 79, 94, 100, 102, 119, 165. Verse 
243 is especially interesting since there the absence of dkdra is identified with parinispanna. 
53 mam pa thdms cad mkhyen pa thobf ces bya bas/ ye shes phun sum tshogs pa bstan id de 

yang mam pa thams cad mkhyen ces bya bar sbyar to/ de la mi rtag pa dangi sdug bsngal ba 

dang/ stong pa dang/ bdag med par de Ita bur phyin ci ma log par shes pas ni mam pa thorns 
cad mkhyen pa zhes bya'o(phung po dang khams la sogs pa 7 chos kun ma lus par mkhyen 
pas na thams cad mkhyen pa zhes bya ste, DT sems-tsam MI 106b7—107a2. Sthiramati goes 
on to provide a similar gloss on the term buddhata from MSA 9.3: mam pa thams cad 
mkhyen pa thobi ces bya ba'i don rgya cher bstan pa'i phyir/ sangs rgyas te zhes bya ba smos 
td ham sangs rgyas pa'i dus na chos thams cad phyin ci ma log par thugs su chud pas sangs 

rgyas zhes bya'o, MSA VBh, DT sems-tsam MI 107b3. 
54 Lamotte, Le traite. 1744ff. See also Kawasaki, “Shoho o kiban toshite issaichi-issaishuchi." 
55 Compare AA 4.1—5 for a list of the attributes of each of the three kinds of omniscience 
(sarvajnatd, mdrgajnatd, sarvakdrajnatd) distinguished by that text See Ernst Obermiller, 
“The Doctrine of Prajnaparamita as Exposed in the Abhisamayalamkara of Maitreya," Acta 
Orientalia 11 (1933): 62; Analysis of the Abhisamayalamkara (London: Luzac, 1933), 5; 
P. L. Vaidya, Astasahasrikd Prajndpdramita with Haribhadra's Commentary Called Aloka 

(Darbhanga: Mithila Institute, 1960), 415—420. 
56 For example, Sthiramati glosses the compound sarvadharmasarvdkdrajnata (4the 
knowledge of all modes of appearance pertaining to all dharmas’, used in MSABh on MSA 
18.25—26) with a standard list of things known: skandhadhdtvdyatandsravdnasravddi (DT 
sems-tsam TSI 193b3). Similarly, in*the AS sarvakdrajnatd is said to have as its object the 
aggregates, spheres, and realms (mam pa thams cad mkhyen pa nyid gang zhe nal phung po 

dang khams dang skye mched mams la mam pa thams cad mkhyen pa nyid yang dag par 
'byor pa'i ting nge 'dzin dang/ shes rob gang yin pa dang/ de dag dang mtshungs par Idan pa'i 
sems dang sems las byung ba'i chos mams so, DT sems-tsam RI 114b4—5 — this portion of 
the AS does not survive in Sanskrit). Sthiramati comments on this that when one possesses 
sarvakdrajnatd one is accomplished in being aware of the limits of and the divisions in the 
essential nature and defining characteristics of these categories (skandhadhatvayatanesu 
sarvdkdrajnatdsamrddhdv iti skandhddinam svabhdvavisesalaksanaprabhedaparyantajndna- 
nispattav ity arthah, ASBh, ed. Tatia, 133). 
37 MSAT, DT sems-tsam BI 74a7—74bl. It is worth mentioning here that the MS intro¬ 
duces the compound sarvakdravarajhata (mam pa'i mchog thams cad mkhyen pa nyid, 
Lamotte, La somme, 1: 88). The extra adjective (vara) here indicates that there can be 
modes of appearance which are not excellent (i.e., which are misapprehended). Asvabhava 
comments: phung po dang skye mched la yod pa'i mam pa'i mchog thams cad mkhyen pa ste 
(DT sems-tsam RI 282a2). The compound sarvakdravarajnatd is also used in the BoBh (ed. 
Dutt, 279). 1 V 
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38 This broad interpretation of sarvdkdra is suggested by the description of omniscience 
given in the BoBh, a description which appears in many respects to be older in both 
terminology and conceptual basis than that found in the MSA-corpus. The BoBh says: 
“Omniscience is that awareness which functions without obstruction at all times in regard to 
all the aspects of all realms and all things" (sarvadhdtusu sarvavastusu sarvaprakdresu 
sarvakdlesu yadjndnam avydhatam pravartate tat sarvojndnam ity ucyate, BoBh, ed. Dutt, 

62). The term prakdra used here is effectively synonymous with dkdra, and the text goes on 
to explain it thus: “The divisions of the aspects of these compounded and uncompounded 
things are innumerable; they are divided according to their individual defining characteristics 
and the class-membership that follows from these; according to their general characteristics; 
according to their causes and effects; and according to their realms and destinies, which may 
be good, bad, neutral, and so forth." (tasyaiva ca samskndsamskrtasya vastuno 'pramdnah 
prakarabhedah svalaksanottarajdtiprabhedena sdmanyalaksanaprabhedena hetuphalaprabhe- 

f dena dhdtugatikusaldkiJaldvydkrtddiprabhedena, BoBh, ed. Dutt, 62). Finally, Asvabhava 
also identifies dkdra and jneya in the MSU (DT sems-tsam RI 286al). 
39 There is a textual problem here, I follow the Sanskrit manuscript (202.5). Levi gives this 

? reading. Bagchi gives both this reading and sarvdrthabodhat, but prefers the latter in his 
corrigenda. MSA (Tibetan) and MSABh (Tibetan) both give don kun nogs, which suggests 
sarvdrthabodhat. MS A VBh gives thams cad shes, suggesting sarvdvabodhat, and in its 
extensive commentary on this verse (DT sems-tsam TSI 231a2-231b5) confirms that this 
reading must have stood in the Sanskrit text available to the Tibetan translators of 
MSA VBh. I suggest that the Tibetan translators of MSA and MSABh read a Sanskrit text in 
which sarvdrthabodhat stood, even though this reading is less perspicuous than sarvdvabodhat. 
For the purposes of understanding Sthiramati’s commentary, though, we have to read 
sarvdvabodhat, 
M thams cad shes pa ni kun tu brtags pa'i mtshan nyid shes pa ste/gzugs la sogs pa'i gzung 
ba'i chos mams dang/ mig la sop pa'i chos de gzung \dzin du kun bnags pa'i chos thams cad 
ni ri bong gi rva bzhin dang mtshan nyid med par shes pa'o/ ma lus pa’i don shes pa ni 
phung po dang khams dang skye mched dang/ zag pa dang bcas pa dang1 zag pa med pa la 
sop pa'i shes bya'i chos kun rdzob kyi bden pa thams cad shes pa ste, MSAVBh, DT sems- 
tsamTSI 231a7-231b2. 
41 MSAVBh, DT sems-tsam MI 202b2—203b6. 
62 ttdra sdstrajnatdydh panca vidydsthdndni vastu/ adhydtmavidya hetuvidya sabdavidyd 
cikitsavufya silpakarmasthdnavidyd ca ... phalasamudagamah sarvadharmasarvakdrajhata, 
MSABh on MSA 18.25-26, ed. Levi, 136. 
w “The occurrence of its |i.e^ of the luiowledge of the technical treatises in which the five 
sciences are contained) result is the awareness of all the modes of appearance of all 
dharmas. This indicates the awareness of all awarenesses, which is the awareness of all 
dharmas without exception, including aggregates, spheres, realms, defiled and undefiled 
.dharmas, and so forth." ('bras bu thob pas ni chos thams cad kyi mam pa thams cad shes 
pa o zhes bya ba la/ phung po dang khams dang skye mched dang zag pa dang zag pa med 
pa la sop pa'i chos thams cad ma lus par shes pa ni thams cad mkhyen pa'i ye shes la bya 
ste, MSA VBh, DT sems-tsam TSI 193b3-4). 
44 bio Idan pas ni de shes pas/ mam pa thams cad mkhyen pa 1thobt ces bya ba laf bio Idan 
pa ni byang chub sems dpa'd de zhes bya ba ni sde snod pum la bya ste/ byang chub sems 
dpa' mams kyis sde snod pum shes na thams cad mkhyen pa'i ye shes ’thob par \gyur ro zhes 
bya ba'i don to/nyan thos mams ni zad la mi skye ba'i ye shes tshol ba tsam du zad de/ 
mam pa thams cad mkhyen pa mi tshol bas sde snod pum ma shes kyand zad la mi skye 
ba'i ye shes'thob ste, MSA VBh on USA 11.2c, DT sems-tsam MI 157b2-157b4). 
45 MSA 11.2 reads: "The sutra, the abhidharma, and the vinaya each, in brief, has four 
senses; as a result of knowing them the wise man arrives at the awareness of all modes of 
appearance." (sutrdbhidharmavinayds caturvidhartha matah samdsend tesam jhdnad dhtman 
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san'dkarajnatdm eti, MSA 11.2, ed. Levi, 54). The MSABh’s comment on the last clause 
(dhunan sarvakdrajhatam eti) simply substitutes the term sarvajnata for sarvdkarajhatd: . 
tesdm jhandd bodhisattvah sarvajnatam prdpnoti, MSABh on MSA 11.2 ed. Levi, 54. 

MSAVBh, DT sems-tsam Ml 154b6-7. 
*7 “Omniscience consists in the four awarenesses.” (ye shes bzki'i bdag nyid thams cad 
mkhyen pa. MSAVBh on MSA 2.11, DT sems-tsam Ml 39a6), using sarvajnata instead of ' 
sarvdkarajnata\ but, for reasons mentioned already, I assume that an omniscience-term with 
dkdra stood in the original Sanskrit of this section of MSAVBh. The four awarenesses are 
examined in MSA/MSABh 9.67—76. 

These are analyzed at length in MSA 9.60—66 and in the commentaries thereto. 
69 Sthiramati makes this point by saying that MSA 9.2a (~ 9.2b in Tibetan), which reads 
sand karajna td vaptiK refers to MSA 9.3c2, which reads simply buddhatd: (mam pa thams 
cad mkhyen pa thob/ ces bya ba'i don rgya cher bstan pa’i phyir/ sangs rgyas te zhes bya ba 

smos te, MSAVBh on MSA 9.3c, DT sems-tsam MI 107b3). 
70 “. .. and he obtains the awareness of all modes of appearance, that unexcelled position 
from which he acts for the well-being of all sentient beings.” (sarvakdrajhatam caiva labhate 
nuttaram padam! yatrasthah sarvasattvandm hitaya pratipadyate, MSA 14.46, ed. Levi, 96). 

71 “ \ . he obtains the awareness of all modes of appearance, that unexcelled position .. 
[citing MSA 14.46ab|. This means that one attains a position of unexcelled awareness — 
which is the awareness of all modes of appearance — when one attains the stage of being a 
Buddha. In virtue of this one possesses accomplishment in awareness and accomplishment in 
what benefits oneself. \ ,. position from which he acts for the well-being of all sentient beings* 
[citing MSA 14.46cd|. Here, position from which* refers to the position of unconstructed 
awareness. From here one acts for the benefit and well-being of all sentient beings. Though 
[subsequently attained] worldly awareness one attains complete awakening, tames Mara, sets 
the wheel of doctrine turning, and teaches Nirvana. JA1I this] indicates accomplishment in 
what benefits others” (mam pa kun gyi ye shes nyid/ bla na medpa'i gnas thob nas zhes bya 
ba la/gzhan yang sanp rgyas kyi sa'i dus na mam pa thams cad mkhyen pa'i ye shes bta na 
med pa 7 ye shes kyi go )phangs yang ’thob stef des ye shes phun sum tshogs pa bstan nas 

bdag gi don phun sum tshogs pa bstan to/gang la gnas nas sems can kuni bde phyir rab tu 
'jug par 'gyur zhes bya ba la/gang la gnas nas zhes bya ba ni mam par mi rtog pa'i ye shes la 
gnas nas zhes bya ba'i don to/ de la gnas nas sems can thams cad la phan pa dang bde bar 

bya ba'i phyiri dag pa jig rten pa'i ye shes kyis mngon par byand chub pa dangi bdud 'dulba 
dang1 chos kyi ’khor lo bskor ba dang/ mya ngan las 'das pa bstan pa la sop pa la 'jug par 
byed del\dis ni gzhan gyi don phun sum tshogs pa bstan to, MSAVBh on MSA 14.46, DT 
smes-tsam Ml 280b2—5). The AS and ASBh make a somewhat similar distinction between 
what sarvdkarajhatd is and what it does: its function, above all, is to remove the doubts of 
sentient beings, to teach them, and so forth (AS, ed. Gokhale, 38; ASB, ed. Tatia, 135— 
136), but this is not what it is. See also the tenth chapter of the MS (Lamotte, La somme, 1: 
90), in which MSA 21,16 is quoted and discussed in terms which place a great deal of stress 
upon the salvific usefulness of sarvdkarajhatd for others. 

ddarsajhdnam amamdparicchinnam sadanugamJ sarvajheyesv asammudham na ca tesv 

dmukham soda/ ddarsajhdnam amamam aparicchinnam desatah saddnugam kdlatah/ 
sarva/heyesv asammudham saddvaranavigamdt na ca tesv dmukham anakdratvat, MSA/ 
MSABh 9,68, cd. Levi, 46. 
75 ngar \dzin pa dang/ nga yir \dzin pa dang/ gzung ba dang 'dzin pa med pa'i phyir nga yi ba 

med pa yin no, MS AT, on MSA 11.2a, DT sems-tsam BI 74a5. 
74 On this term see AS, DT sems-tsam RI 93al, and Schmithausen, “The Darsanamarga,” 
261-267. 
75 shes bya dag la gzup la sags pa la dmip pa bzhin du dmip pa'i bye brag gam/sngon po 

la sogs pa'i mam pa'i bye brag gis jug pa ma yin pad de ni dmip par bya ba dang/ dmip 
par byed pa mnyam pas mnxfom pa rnam par mi rtog pa de bzhin nyid la dmip pa'i ngo bo 

km 
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Id de/ de nyid kyi phyir mi gyo ba yin no, MSAT on MSA 11.2b, DT sems-tsam BI 
l74a5-6. 
[76 The BBhS, written in Sanskrit probably during the third (?) century CE, is extant now 
only in Chinese and Tibetan translation. I have used the edition of the Tibetan text by 
Nishio Kyoo (The Buddhabhumi-Sutra and the Buddhabhumi-vydkhydna of Stlabhadra 
(Tokyo: Kokusho Kankokai, 1982)). This text, though of vital importance for the understand¬ 
ing of early Yogacara. has been remarkably little studied by Western scholars. The only 
work to make extensive use of it of which I am aware is a doctoral dissertation produced by 
John Keenan (“A Study of the Buddhabhumyupadesa: The Doctrinal Development of the 
Notion of Wisdom in Yogacara Thought,” Ph.D dissertation, University of Wisconsin- 
Madison, 1980). 
77 This reconstruction is far from certain, ched du jug pa is not the usual Tibetan transla¬ 
tion for dbhoga, but I base this reconstruction upon the fact that Sthiramati is here citing the 
BBhS (ed. Nishio, 9) in which the relevant line reads: de la me long gyi dkyil 'khor de ni 
rtsol ba yang med ... The expression rtsol ba usually translates either dbhoga or vydydma, 
and so I assume that ched du jug pa in the Tibetan version of the MSAVBh does the same. 
The Tibetan translation of the MSAVBh is by Municandra and Lee bkra shis, and contains 
many such nonstandard Tibetan equivalents. 
78 me long gi dkyil 'khor du gzugs bmyan mam pa du mar mam pa mang po skye ba yang 
me long gi dkyil 'khor de la de dag med de/ me long gi dkyil ’khor de la ched du jug pa med 

; cing mngon par 'du byed pa med pa de bzhin du de bzhin gshep pa mams kyi me lo ng Ita 
bu'i ye shes kyi gzup bmyan mam pa du mar mam pa mang po snang steJ me long Ita bu’i 

ye shes la gzup bmyan med de/ me long Ita bu 7 ye shes kyi gzup bmyan de la ched du jug 
. pa med cing mngon par 'du byed pa med do zhes punp so, MSA VBh on MSA 9.68, DT 

jj sems-tsam Ml 139a4—6; BBhS, (ed. Nishio, 9). Although both texts survive in Tibetan, they 
; had different translators and thus differ in minor ways from one another. 
w This is the BBhV, edited by Nishio together with the sutra upon which it comments. On 
SHabhadra and the BBhV see Hakamaya Noriaki, “Sthiramati and Sflabhadra.” Frauwallner’s 
calculations (“Landmarks,” 133, 136, 137) would make Sthiramati a slightly older contem¬ 
porary of Sllabhadra — the latter would have been about forty when the former died. 
Hakamaya’s finding that Sthiramati cites Sflabhadra, though certainly not impossible on 
Frauwallner’s chronology, perhaps suggests that the dating could be modified somewhat. 
Whatever the correct dating is, it is almost certain that both thinkers had their floruit in the 
first half of the sixth century CE. 

; f» See BBhV, ed. Nishio, 89-90. 
81 me long Ita bu'i ye shes la ni nyon mongs pa dang shes bya'i sgrib pa med pas me long 
dag pa'i ngos su gzup bmyan mam pa sna tshop pa snang ba dang 'dra bar shes bya'i mam 
pa thams cad ye shes de la snang thing ye shes thup su chud pas na shes bya thams cad la 

§ ma rmongs pa zhes bya'o, MSAVBh on MSA 9.68c, DT sems-tsam MI 139b 1—3. 
12 BBhS, ed. Nishio, 9. 

v 13 See MSAVBh, DT sems-tsam MI 139b5—6. 
84 BBhS, ed. Nishio, 9—10. 

% M Sec MSAVBh, DT sems-tsam Ml 140a2-5. Compare BBhS, ed. Nishio, 9. The 
Tathagatotpattisambhavanirdesa is a part of what is now the A vatamsakasutra. Fpnsome 
discussion see Takasaki Jikido, “The Tathagatotpattisambhava-nirdesa of the Avatamsaka 
and the Ratnagotravibhaga — with special reference to the term tathagata-gotra-sambhava,” 
IBK 7 (1958): 348-343. 
54 See, among many instances, Alvin Plantinga, God, Freedom and Evil (New York: Harper 
and Row, 1974), 68; Stephen Davis, Logic and the Nature of God (Grand Rapids: 
Eerdmans, 1983), 26; William J. Wainwright, Philosophy of Religion (Belmont, CA.: 
Wadsworth, 1988), 22—26; Jonathan L. Kanvig, The Possibility of an All-Knowing God 

|£. (New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1986), xiii—xiv. 
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*7 See Stephen Schiffer, “The Real Trouble with Propositions,” in Belief: Form, Content and 

Function, ed. Radu J. Bogdan (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1986), 82—117; Stephen Stich, 
From Folk Psychology to Cognitive Science: The Case Against Belief (Cambridge, Massa¬ 
chusetts: MIT Press, 1983). 
** For a fascinating recent exception see William P. Alston, “Does God Have Beliefs?” 
Religious Studies 22 (1986): 287—306. 
w See Alston, “Does God Have Beliefs?” 295-296. 
99 Alston makes a strong claim to this effect, and actually makes use of the mirroring 
metaphor to describe this kind of knowledge (“Does God Have Beliefs?” 297). 
91 A more detailed defence and exposition of this point may be found in another paper of 
mine entitled ‘Buddha and God: A Contrastive Study in Ideas about Maximal Greatness,” 
forthcoming in The Journal of Religion (1989). 
92 This has interesting implications for the Yogacara understanding of purvanivasanusmni, 
but the exploration of these will require another study. 

REVIEWS 

rSaskia Kersenboom-Story, Nityasumangall, Devadasi Tradition in South 

|India, Motilal Banarsidas, Delhi 1987, xxi + 226p. 

ijrop peu d’ouvrages ont jusqu’ici traite des Devadasis, ces danseuses de 
-temples dont une loi de 1947 a sonne le glas dans le Tamilnad, pour que 
Ija publication de Saskia Kersenboom-Story (SKS) laisse les indianistes 
; indifferents. Avant toute autre remarque, felicitons done sans reserve 
' {’auteur d’avoir eu le courage de s’attaquer a ce difficile et epineux 
i probleme. Ajoutons vite que SKS a apporte a cette tache, outre un grand 
’ enthousiasme et une evidente sympathie pour ses objets d’etude, des 
^qualifications rarement reunies. Elle allie en effet a une solide formation 
Funiversitaire, qui inclut la connaissance de plusieurs langues indiennes 
; (Sanskrit, teiugu et surtout tamoul) une pratique personnelle de la danse 
{imeme qui fut longtemps 1’apanage exclusif des Devadasis, le bharata-natya. 

i Cette danse, elle I’a apprise selon les methodes traditionnelles et elle 
^{'execute en'artiste accomplie. Si nous disons encore que SKS possede une 
; connaissance intime du pays tamoul, avec ses coutumes, ses croyances, ses 
interdits, ses superstitions, on ne doutera point qu’elle fut tres bien placee 
pour tenter de nous expliquer ce que furent reellement le fonctionnement et 

, le rdle de cette institution des Devadasis, si mal comprise en general. 
SKS fait usage dans ce livre de plusieurs sortes de sources; des sources 

litteraires d’abord, qui comprennent de nombreux ouvrages en tamoul, 

> quelques traites Sanskrits, ainsi que des travaux d’ethnologues, d’indianistes, 
d’historiens et autres specialistes touchant de plus ou moins pres au sujet 

; Studies des corpus d’inscriptions, ensuite; enfin, des temoignages oraux, 
recueillis au cours de trois enquetes sur le terrain, de chanteurs, de 
musiciens, de maxtres de danse et surtout de danseuses, anciennes 
Devadasis pour la plupart, qui ont bien voulu lui confier leurs souvenirs. 
> A nos yeux, ce sont ces demiers temoignages qui constituent I’interct 
principal de l’ouvrage, et nous regrettons un peu que SKS n’en ait pas fail le 
coeur de son travail et ne les ait pas exploites plus largement et plus 
systematiquement Elle aurait certainement pu en donner un commentaire 

personnel plus nourri, ne serait-ce qu’en utilisant plusieurs des remarques 
qu’elle cache dans ses notes. En contrepartie, elle aurait pu sans incon- 

Indo-lranian Journal 33: 121—142, 1990. 
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ANIMALS AND HUMANS IN EARLY BUDDHISM 

There has been long-standing evidence, from the Asokan edicts to the still 
popular ceremony of releasing life, of the Buddhist concern for an ethically 
grounded relationship between humans and animals. The intent of this 
paper is to trace themes relevant to this issue as found in the Sutta and 
Vinaya Pitakas of the Pali Canon.1 The idea of the interconnectedness of 
human and animal existence is implicit in even so basic a set of concepts as 
that of kamma and rebirth. The Buddha is said to have known ‘That beings 
are inferior, exalted, beautiful, ugly, well faring, ill faring according to (the 
consequences of) their kamma”.2 According to this view, beings pass from 

existence to existence being reborn in accordance with the nature of their 
deeds.3 The usual position of the Nikayas is that there are five possible 

courses, or realms of existence (gad), to which an individual’s kamma may 
lead. Among these; rebirth as a human or in the realm of animals are 

especially to be noted in this context.4 After the breaking up of the body 
after death, individuals of comparatively good conduct will be reborn in a 

relatively satisfactory state of existence (sugati), such as the human state. 
Those of bad conduct and wrong views, to the contrary, are destined to 

attain a miserable rebirth (duggati) as an animal or worse.5 Thus, for 
example, if they do not end up in hell itself, individuals who creep or slink 

along in this life, be they bloody-handed hunters, robbers, or whatever, are 
most likely to be reborn in the form of a sneaky or creeping creature as 
a “snake, a scorpion, a centipede, a mongoose, a cat, a mouse, an owl”, or 
the like.6 

It is possible, then, for a human being to be reborn as an animal if this is 
consistent with his or her kamma. 

The inverse is also true. Animals can be reborn as humans. They too are 
conceived as subject to kamma and their deeds to bear fruit. Thus many of 

the Jataka tales are concerned with meritorious and wicked deeds done in 

the past by various kinds of animals. These are then linked up with the pre¬ 
sent, the good creatures being identified through the process of rebirth with 
the Buddha and his followers, and the wicked with Devadatta, or the like. 

That animals as well as humans are considered capable of truly ethical 

behavior is underlined by a striking passage from the Vinaya Pitaka? Here 

a partridge, a monkey, and a bull elephant are pictured as having under- 

Indo-lranian Journal 32: 269—280, 1989. 
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taken the five moral precepts, and living together, “courteous, deferential, 

and polite to one another.” Their life-style is referred to as “Partridge 
Brahma-faring,” and set up as a model of morality upon which even the 

Buddhist bhikkhus should pattern their lives. 

Animals and humans, then, are considered part of the same chain of 

becoming, the same universal flux that in the Buddhist view constitutes 

phenomenal existence. This is made explicit at S. II. 189—190, where the 
Buddha is recorded as saying: 

This repetition of rebirths, O monks, has neither beginning nor end; and the beginning of 
beings, who are possessed by ignorance and hindrance, thirst and attachment, and who run 
through and migrate from birth to birth, cannot be known. It is not easy, O monks, to find 
out any being who has not been mother, father, brother, sister, son, or daughter to us during 
this long time. Why is that so? For this repetition of rebirths, O monks, has neither beginning 
nor end; and the beginning of beings, who are full of ignorance and hindrance, thirst and 
attachment, and who run through and migrate from birth to birth, cannot be known." 

Nonetheless animals as such are not considered to be capable of growth in 

the dhamma and the vinaya. For this reason the Parivara and Mahavagga 
of the Vinaya Pitaka both declare the ordination of animals into the monastic 

order to be an invalid practice.9 Similarly, to recite the Patimokkha in the 
presence of an animal is reckoned an offense of the class of wrong-doing.10 
It is perhaps significant that in this instance the prohibition against Pati¬ 
mokkha recitation in the presence of animals is included in the midst of a 

list of similar prohibitions against its. recitation in the presence of eunuchs, 

thieves, matricides, parricides, hermaphrodites, arhaticides, schismatics, and 
those who have seduced nuns — clearly suggestive of a low estimation 

of the spiritual qualifications of animals.11 For this reason it is further 

forbidden to ordain a man who has had an animal as a preceptor.12 

Although animals on the whole are generally seen to be more violent, 

less wise,13 and their experience less satisfactory than that of humans, it can 

still be said that within the samsaric scheme there is no permanent or 
ultiihate distinction between beings within these two courses of existence 

(goti).14 
This being the case, it becomes incumbent upon humans to relate to 

animals on the basis of the same ethical principles that govern their rela¬ 
tionships with other people. Within the Buddhist context, morality (sila) is 
seen to embrace right speech, right action, and right livelihood. It is to these 
principles and their application to animal/human relationships that we now 

turn our attention. 
Right speech involves truth-telling to be sure, but more important for our 

purposes, it means to refrain from malicious talk, and from harsh and 
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abusive language. That the principle applies equally to human dealings 

with animals is made clear by the story of the ox Nandivisala from the 
Suttavibhahga of the Vinaya Pitaka,15 Here the ox convinces his Brahmin 

master to bet with a merchant that Nandivisala can pull a hundred carts 
tied together. Having made a sizeable wager to this effect, the Brahmin 

goads the ox on in the feat, calling him a hornless rascal (Kuta). In response 

the ox stands there making no effort at the pull. Having thus lost the wager, 
the Brahmin, who is overcome by grief at his loss, is finally confronted by 
Nandivisala, who asks why he has been disgraced with such deceitful and 
abusive language. He then suggests that the wager be placed anew, but that 
this time his master refrain from insults. This the Brahmin proceeds to do, 
now encouraging the ox with the words: “Go, good creature (bhadra). Let 
the good creature pull them along.” The gatha concludes: “Speak only 
words of kindness, never words/Unkind. For him who spoke him fair, he 
moved/A heavy load, and brought him wealth for love.”16 

More obvious still is the application of the principle of right action to 
animal/human relationships. Right action may be seen to begin with observ¬ 
ance of the five precepts (pahea sila) which arc binding on all Buddhist 

laymen.17 The first of these precepts (sikkhdpada) is to abstain from the 
taking of life (pandtipdta). The precept against killing is also included in the 
eight precepts (atthanga samahhagata) observed by Buddhist laity on the 
four fast (uposatha) days of the month,1" the ten precepts (dasa sila) 
observed by novices and fully ordained monks,19 as well as in a list of 
twenty-six precepts found at D. I. 4—5, D, I. 63—64, and A. II. 208—209. 

In each of these lists the precept against taking life is listed first. It is further 

included as first in the category of ten good actions (dasa kusala kamma).:" 
In each of these instances the precept is taken to refer to abstinence 

from the conscious destruction of any sentient being, from human to the 

smallest animalcule.21 
In the rules of the Vinaya Pitaka, however, the precept against taking life 

is broken down in a significant way. The taking of human life is listed here 
as the third of the pard/ikas, the most serious class of offenses, requiring 

expulsion from the order for its violation. This is distinguished from the 
destruction of non-human sentient life, which is classified among the less 

serious pdcittiyas, a category of offenses entailing only expiation in the 
case of their violation. An additional pacittiya forbidding monks the use 
(paribhoga) of water containing living beings (patio) which might thereby 

be destroyed makes clear the intent to apply the rule against the destruction 

of life even to insects and the smallest of one-celled creatures.” 
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A number of post-canonical texts go to great lengths to assign those who 
have destroyed various types of animal life under diverse circumstances to 

appropriate hells. The Sutra of the Remembrance of the True Law,23 a 
Sanskrit text from the fourth or fifth century C.E. which is generally 
ascribed to Gautama Prajnaruci, is an early example of this pattern. To 
illustrate selectively: those who kill birds or deer without remorse are 

destined for a sub-hell known as the Place of Excrement; those who boil 
alive camels, boar, sheep rabbits, bear, and the like suffer retribution in the 

Place of the Cooking Pot; those who smash turtles or smother sheep are 
doomed to the Place of Darkness.24 Later texts describe still other hellish 
regions reserved for those who kill fish for market;25 for those who suf¬ 

focate foxes, pythons, etc. with smoke;26 and so forth. One modem writer 
even notes that the "Buddha explained, unequivocally, that the man who 

takes the life of even one insect goes to hell for quite a long time”27 
In the words of Winston King, though 

killing is always a crime . .. amt productive of grave consequences at whatever level,... it is 
generally held to he a greater crime to kill a being of more intelligence and fuller life-force 
than ones of lesser attainments To kill a human being is more sinful than to kill a snake. 
And to kill those worthy of reverence •* 

is more serious still. 

Nonetheless, even to injure an animal is unacceptable behavior, as is 
made clear at Vim III. 76. Here it is decreed that if a monk digs a pitfall 
and an animal falls in, there is an offense of wrong-doing. If the animal 

should die as a result, the offense requires expiation. Even though it is still 
a case of wrong-doing, no expiation is required if the animal survives, no 
matter how great the pain it experiences in the fall. Thus it is clear that, 
albeit nonetheless impermissible, to do injury to an animal is considered a 
less serious offense than killing one. 

A humorous story from Samyutta Nikaya L 224 illustrates the extremes 
to which the ideal of avoiding injury to animals could be taken: Long ago, 
or so the story goes, there was a battle between the devas and the asuras in 
which the devas were defeated. In retreat with the enemy in hot pursuit, 
Sakka, king of the devas, warned his charioteer 

See that the chariot pole, O Matah, 
Keeps clear of nests among the silk-cotton trees. 
Let us choose to give up our lives to Asuras, 
Rather than make these birds nestless. 

Responding to this warning, Matali turns the chariot around in order to 

avoid injuring the birds. Seeing the chariot of Sakka thus reverse direction 
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unexpectedly, the asuras panicked in the face of what they thought was an 
impending attack; and terrified, they themselves now retreated. The sum 
closes by noting that in this instance Sakka was saved by his righteous 
concern for the birds, the implication being that the monks to whom the 
story is addressed should show a similar concern for the well-being of such 
creatures. 

Closely related to the Buddhist proscription against the killing of animals 

is the Buddhist attitude toward animal sacrifice. In numerous places in the 
Tipitaka animal sacrifice is rejected.29 At A. II. 42ff the Buddha is asked by 
the Brahmin Ujjaya and the Brahmin Udayin whether he praises sacrifice 
(yahhaf To each he responds: 

In whatever sacrifice, brahmin, cows are slaughtered, goats and sheep are slaughtered, 
poultry and pigs are slaughtered and divers living creatures come to destruction, — such 
sacrifice, brahmin, which involves butchery I do not praise. Why so? 

To such a sacrifice, brahmin, involving butchery neither the worthy ones nor those who 
have entered on the worthy way draw near.30 

The gathas underline the point that such sacrifices are to be rejected 
because they are barbarous and inhumane, rather than essentially as a 
protest against the Brahmanic deities: 

The sacrifice of horse and human life. 
Have little fruit. Where goats and sheep and kine 
Of divers sorts are sacrificed, go not 
Those sages great who ve traveled the right way. 
But sacrifices free from cruelty 
Which men keep up for profit of the clan. 
Where goats and sheep and kine of divers sorts 
Are never sacrificed, — to such as these 
Go sages great who ve traveled the right way. 
Such should the thoughtful celebrate: and great 
The fruit of such; profit they bring, not loss. 
Lavish the offering, devas therewith are pleased.'1 

With such an unqualified opposition to the killing of animals, even for 
the purposes of sacrifice, it might seem logical to expect to find that the 
early Theravada Buddhists were strict vegetarians. This is not the situation, 
however, even in the case of the fully ordained monks and nuns whose 

discipline was usually much stricter than that of the laity. Even apart from 
the hotly debated case of the Buddha’s last meal donated by Cunda the 

Smith,32 there is evidence of the Buddha himself partaking of meat. Thus at 
A. III. 491 we read how Ugga, a Vesaliyan householder, provided the 

Buddha with a meal of pork {sukhara mamsa) cooked with a good jujube 

sauce — a meal he himself considered good, but recognized as unsuitable 

for the Tathagata. “And the Exalted One accepted the sukhara mamsa out 

^xX/\V 
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of pity.” The Buddha permitted his followers to eat meat and fish provided 

that they do not see, hear, or suspect that the animal was killed specifically 
for their own consumption.33 

This qualification at times proved problematic for the Buddhists, for lack 
of prior knowledge is virtually impossible to prove. Jataka II. 262—263, for 
example, records an instance where Nigantha Nathaputta, a Jain, accuses 

the Buddha himself of eating meat specifically prepared for him. Similarly, 
atyl. IV. 185—189, a group of Jains wrongly accuses General SIha of 

having slain a great beast specifically for a feast for the Buddha, and further 
claims that the Buddha intended to eat the meal knowing that the deed 
had been done on his account.34 

The Buddha held that one does not become pure as a result of the food 
he or she eats, but rather as a result of practicing self-restraint.35 And 
conversely, the Amagandha Sutta attributes to Kassapa Buddha the view 
that it is evil action that defiles an individual, not meat-eating.36 

Nonetheless certain restrictions applied. With respect to meat, for exam¬ 

ple, the recluse was expected to abstain from accepting it if it was raw or 
had not been completely cooked through in a fire.37 Furthermore, in addi¬ 
tion to human flesh, the meat of the elephant, horse, dog, snake, lion, tiger, 

leopard, bear, and hyena were specifically forbidden.38 It is striking, how¬ 
ever/that the reason that the monks were denied the flesh of these animals 
as part of their diet was not in most instances because of any impurity 
inherent in them. In fact, only in the case of dog and snake is there any 
question of the impurity of the meat per se. The general populace con¬ 
sidered dog and snake flesh “disgusting and loathsome.”39 Apparently in the 

case of dogs it was the nature of their life in the villages that led to this 
opinion, because the commentary says that the flesh of wild wolves may be 

used, but that the meat of pups from the union of a wolf and a village dog 
is to be avoided.40 It was, at least in part, to avoid giving villagers grounds 
for criticizing the monastic order that the Buddha forbade its members to 

eat the meat of dogs and snakes. But in the case of snake meat, the more 
telling reason is provided by Supassa, the serpent-king himself. He argues 
that if bhikkhus were to eat snake flesh, snakes without faith might take it 

amiss and do harm to the monks who had so indulged.41 Thus, in the final 
analysis, it would seem that the real reason the meat of these two animals is 
denied to members of the order is for their own protection. Such a reason 

is even more clear in the case of the restriction on meat from the lion, tiger, 
leopard, bear, and hyena. Here the reasoning is that the odor remains on 

those who have eaten such creatures, thus enraging their fellows and en¬ 

couraging them to attack.42 Monks are to abstain from eating elephant and 
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horse because of their role as symbols of royalty,43 that is to avoid the 
consequences of the crime of lese-majeste. 

The third precept — kamesu micchacaraveramani — encourages absten¬ 

tion from unlawful sexual intercourse or, more literally, wrong conduct 
stemming from lustful attachment. This is often explained as intercourse 

with girls who are still under the protection of their parents or other rela¬ 
tives, married women, female convicts, and betrothed girls.44 In the rules of 
the Vinaya Pitaka, however, the regulation of sexual contact with animals 
becomes detailed and explicit. Thus, in the Mahavagga, the Buddha decreed: 
“When a monk is ordained, he should not indulge in sexual intercourse, 
even with an animal.” Should a monk do so, he is no longer a true recluse, 
a son of the Sakyans.45 Such an offense entails defeat; and the appropriate 
penalty is expulsion from the order. As an example of such an offense, the 
Suttavibhanga details the case of a monk who kept a female monkey to 
satisfy his lusts.46 Specific mention of a deer is also made in this context.47 

The Suttavibhanga further specifies that the interdiction against inter¬ 
course with animals applies not only to females, but also to males, her¬ 
maphrodites, and eunuchs. In each of these instances, violation involves 
defeat {parajika) as well.48 

There is greater variety in the seriousness of the offense in cases where a 
monk engages in sexual contact without actual intercourse. In general, 
sexual contact with animals, apart from actual intercourse, merely entails an 
offense of wrong-doing, and is less serious than similar contact with a 
woman, a yakkha, a eunuch, and so forth.40 However, if there is contact 
with a woman who is asleep, the offense is less serious still.50 

Furthermore, if there is a woman and a monk thinks it an animal, be¬ 
comes infatuated, and rubs against her, there is a grave offense. However, if 

a monk confuses a man or a eunuch with an animal and rubs against it, 
there is merely an act of wrong-doing. So too if there is an animal which a 

monk confuses with something else.51 
But in no case is there an offense “if it is not on purpose, not intentional, 

unknowing, without consent, if the monk is insane, deranged, in pain,” or 

the offense occurs prior to the formulation of the rule against it.53 

The precept against theft is specifically a call to abstain from taking 
anything that is not given, and hence applicable regardless of the nature of 
the object taken. Thus, it goes without saying that to steal an animal is a 

serious offense.53 
A group of cases where monks release certain animals from traps sheds 

interesting light on the Buddhist attitude toward animal/human relation¬ 

ships, however. Where a monk releases an entrapped pig, deer, or fish 
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intending to steal it, there is an offense entailing defeat and warranting 

expulsion front the order. However, if a monk releases such an animal out 

of compassion, there is no offense at all.54 As is typical of Theravada ethics, 
motive is paramount in these cases. 

A distinction is to be made between animal and human ownership in 
determining cases of theft. The Suttavihhanga thus describes cases where a 

group of monks, descending from the slope of the Vulture's Peak, came 
upon the remains of the kill of a lion, a tiger, a panther, a hyena, and a wolf 

respectively. In each instance they had the remaining flesh cooked, and 
proceeded to eat it. When this was reported to the Buddha, he decreed that 

there was no offense, saying: “Monks, there is no offense in taking what 
belongs to animals."55 

Of the five precepts, the one remaining — abstention from the use of 
intoxicants — is perhaps of less interest for the topic at hand, the use of 

intoxicants being frowned upon primarily because it leads to a loss of self- 
control. Hence observance of this precept is more a matter of self-discipline 
than a matter of interpersonal relationships, whether with humans or 
animals. 

In Buddhist ethics right livelihood is closely related to right action.56 
Thus the proscription against killing animals finds its counterpart in the 
discussion of right livelihood. Among the five trades which all Buddhists are 
explicitly prohibited to engage in, are included trade in flesh and trade in 
living beings.57 The work of “sheep-butchers, hog-butchers, fishermen, [and] 
animal trappers'* is considered so heinous that one nun writing in the 
Therigdrhd lumps them alongside “thieves and executioners” in speaking of 
their evil action.58 Much the same could be said of the work of hunters. 

The Old Commentary to the Suttavibhanga distinguishes between low 
work which is to be disdained and high, or honorable work which is to be 
esteemed. The former includes such tasks as those of a store-room keeper 
or individuals who remove old flowers from a shrine after they have wilted. 
As examples of noble occupations agriculture, trade, and, most important 

for our purposes, cattle herding (gorakkha) are specified.59 In the Majjhima 
Commentary, the term "gorakkha" is explained as minding cows for oneself 
or for others, where livelihood is gained through the trade or sale of the 

five products of the cow.60 Thus, whereas the good Buddhist is expected to 
refrain from raising cattle for slaughter, to raise them for their milk, dung, 

etc. is a noble economic enterprise for laymen to undertake.61 
The Mahdgopdlaka Sutta draws an analogy between the qualities that 

prevent a monk from maturing in the dhamma and the qualities necessary 
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for a successful cowherd. Although intended as a guide for monks, the 

passage makes explicit what is necessary for successful animal husbandry: 

Possessing eleven qualities, monks, a cowherd cannot become the man to lead a herd 
about and make it prosperous. What eleven qualities? 

Herein, monks, a cowherd knows not bodily forms and is unskilled in distinguishing the 
marks; he does not remove flies’ eggs or dress wounds; he makes no fumigation; he knows 
not the ford, the watering-place or the road; he is unskilled in pastures; he milks dry; pays 
no special respect to the bulls, the sires and leaders of the herd. Possessing these eleven 
qualities a cowherd cannot become the man to lead about a herd and make it prosperous.62 

That the Old Commentary's judgment of cattle raising as a noble occupa¬ 
tion is intended to apply only to the laity is made clear by the Cullavagga, 
where it is stated that it is an offense entailing wrong-doing for a nun to 
keep animals, for to do so is to risk the charge of enjoying pleasures of the 
senses, of being too involved with the concerns of the householder's life 
which nuns have left behind.63 For similar reasons the restriction against 
keeping animals applies equally to monks. Thus, bhikkhus are advised not 
to accept “draught animals, such as elephants, horses, cows, buffaloes and 
other livestock, such as goats, sheep, hens, pigs, and so on-”64 

In conclusion, for bhikkhus and bhikkhunis, the Vinaya prescribes a 

relationship with animals in keeping with the spirit of the discipline govern¬ 
ing Buddhist monastic life in general. More broadly, the proper human/ 
animal relationships are to be governed by the same universal, positive 
virtues or divine attitudes — the brahma viharas — that govern human 
inter-relationships, namely: loving kindness (metta), compassion (karuna), 
sympathetic joy (mudita), and equanimity (upekkhd). The texts make it 

explicit that these are intended to apply to all living beings.65 
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BRIEF COMMUNICATION 

RGVEDISCH K/PA/VK/*-, K/PAVYT/- UND VVM/V/AWE 

Bei der Analyse des kosmogonischen Liedes RV X 72 untersucht THIEME1 
die gesamten Belegstellen von vipanyavipanyu- sowie vipanyamahe (alle 
RV, auBerdem vipanyaya £ankh£Sm2) und kommt zum Ergebnis, dafi hier 
eine bisher nicht erkannte Wurzel pan *‘sich abmiihen', vi-pantpan ‘sich 
gegenseitig/wetteifernd abmiihen’ zugrunde liegt. Die traditionelle Auffassung 
geht von pany ‘preisen, bewundernd preisen' aus/ z.B. vipanya- (Instr. 

vipanyaya, vipanya) “mit Bewunderung, in bewundernswerther Weise” 
(GRASSIviANN), “unter Beifall; auf Beifall hoffend” (GELDNER); vipanyu- 
“riihmend, bewundernd; riihmenswerth" (Grassmann), “beifalliebend; 

(laut) preisend, (laut) iobend, lobpreisend, Lobredner, Barde" (Geldner). 

Thieme kann fur seinen neuen Ansatz "mit wetteifemdem Bemiihen; durch 

Rivalitat" (vipanyaya) bzw. "wetteifernd, wettstreitend, im Wettstreit” 
(vipanyu-) vor allem gr. nivopai ‘miihe mich ab' anfiihren. 

ThIEMEs philologische Uberpriifung macht es wahrscheinlich, daB diese 
Wortsippe in jedem Fall nichts mit ‘preisen' zu tun hat. Das Adj. vipanyu- 
ist nur im Du. und PI. bezeugt (: von den Asvins, den Maruts, aber vor 
allem von Dichtern, oft in Verbindung mit vaydm; einmal von den Gedanken 

dhiyas) und Thieme sieht an den Stellen ein reziprokes Verhaltnis, “ein 

gemeinsames wetteifemdes Bemiihen oder eine konkurrierende Rivaiitat”, 
was bei den Dichtern moglich erscheint aber bei den Maruts und Asvins etwas 
fremd anmutet. Die Stellen, die Thieme im Hinblick auf die Bezeichnung 
eines "edlen" Wettstreits als "nicht ganz so sicher” beurteilt, und zwar 
vipraso vipanydvah I 22, 21, vipra vipanydvah III 10, 9, dhiyo . . . vipanydvah. 
IX 86, 17 "die wetteifemden [dichterischen] Gedanken", legen jedoch 
eine andere Moglichkeit nahe. vipanyudas neben vipra- ‘sich [geistig] 
erregend, der Begeisterte' steht, kann namlich ebenso wie dieses aus der 
Wz. vepivip ‘zittern, sich erregen’ hergeleitet werden, vgl. z.B. tur-anyu% 
ris-anyuprt-anyu-; is-anyd-; is-anydti, tur-anydti, ris-anydti u.a.m. Die dann 

zu erwartende Bedeutung3a ‘sich [geistig] erregend, begeistert’ (als Zustand 

der fahigen, aktivierten Geisteskraft) fur vipanyu- bzw. ‘[geistige] Erregung, 
Begeisterung’ fur vipanya- ist an alien Belegstellen vertretbar, z.B. VI 16, 34 

agnir vrtrani Jahghanad dravinasyur vipanyaya ‘Agni soil die Widerstande 

zerschlagen, nach Reichtum strebend in [voller] Erregung, THIEME: "Agni 

wird die Widerstande zerschlagen, nach Reichtum (Kriegsbeute) strebend 
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